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P L A S M A PHYSICS AND FUS I ON ENERGY
There has been an increase in worldwide interest in fusion research over the last decade
due to the recognition that a large number of new, environmentally attractive, sustainable
energy sources will be needed during the next century to meet the ever increasing demand
for electrical energy. This has led to an international agreement to build a large, $4 billion,
reactor-scale device known as the “International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor”
(ITER).
Plasma Physics and Fusion Energy is based on a series of lecture notes from graduate
courses in plasma physics and fusion energy at MIT. It begins with an overview of world
energy needs, current methods of energy generation, and the potential role that fusion may
play in the future. It covers energy issues such as fusion power production, power balance,
and the design of a simple fusion reactor before discussing the basic plasma physics issues
facing the development of fusion power – macroscopic equilibrium and stability, transport,
and heating.
This book will be of interest to graduate students and researchers in the field of applied
physics and nuclear engineering. A large number of problems accumulated over two decades
of teaching are included to aid understanding.
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Preface

Plasma Physics and Fusion Energy is a textbook about plasma physics, although it is
plasma physics with a mission – magnetic fusion energy. The goal is to provide a broad,
yet rigorous, overview of the plasma physics necessary to achieve the half century dream
of fusion energy.
The pedagogical approach taken here fits comfortably within an Applied Physics or
Nuclear Science and Engineering Department. The choice of material, the order in which
it is presented, and the fact that there is a coherent storyline that always keeps the energy
end goal in sight is characteristic of such applied departments. Specifically, the book starts
with the design of a simple fusion reactor based on nuclear physics principles, power
balance, and some basic engineering constraints. A major point, not appreciated even by
many in the field, is that virtually no plasma physics is required for the basic design.
However, one of the crucial outputs of the design is a set of demands that must be satisfied
by the plasma in order for magnetic fusion energy to be viable. Specifically, the design
mandates certain values of the pressure, temperature, magnetic field, and the geometry
of the plasma. This defines the plasma parameter regime at the outset. It is then the job
of plasma physicists to discover ways to meet these objectives, which separate naturally
into the problems of macroscopic equilibrium and stability, transport, and heating. The
focus on fusion energy thereby motivates the structure of the entire book – how can we,
the plasma physics community, discover ways to make the plasma perform to achieve the
energy mission.
Why write such a book now? Fusion research has increased worldwide over the last
several years because of the internationally recognized pressure to develop new reliable
energy sources. With the recently signed agreement to build the next generation International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), I anticipate a substantial increase in
interest on the part of new students and young scientists to join the fusion program. While
fusion still has a long way to go before becoming a commercially viable source of energy,
the advent of ITER enhances the already existing worldwide interest and excitement in
plasma physics and fusion research. The incredibly challenging science and engineering
problems coupled with the dream of an energy system characterized by unlimited fuel,
near environmental perfection, and economical competitiveness are still big draws to new
students and researchers.
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Who is the intended audience? This textbook is aimed at seniors, first year graduate
students, and new scientists joining the field. In general, the style of presentation includes
in depth physical explanations aimed at developing physical intuition. It also includes many
detailed derivations to clarify some of the mathematical mysteries of plasma physics. The
book should thus be reasonably straightforward for newcomers to fusion to read in a stand
alone fashion. There is also an extensive set of homework problems developed over two
decades of teaching the subject at MIT.
With more explanations and detailed derivations something must give or else the book
would become excessively long. The answer is to carefully select the material covered. In
deciding how to choose which material to include and not to include, there are clearly tough
decisions to be made. I have made these choices based on the idea of providing newcomers
with a good first pass at understanding all the essential issues of magnetic fusion energy.
Consequently, the material included is largely focused on the plasma physics mandated by
fusion energy, which for a first pass is most easily described by macroscopic fluid models.
As to what is not included, there is very little discussion of fusion engineering. There is
also very little discussion of plasma kinetic theory (e.g. the Vlasov equation and the Fokker–
Planck equation). Somewhat surprisingly to me, it was not until the next-to-last chapter in
the book that I first actually needed any of the detailed results of kinetic theory (i.e., the
collisionless damping rates of RF heating and current drive), which I then derived using a
simple, intuitive single-particle analysis. The point is that the first time through, the best
way to develop an overall understanding of all the issues involved, with particular emphasis
on self-consistent integration of the plasma physics, is to focus on macroscopic fluid models
which are more easily tied to physical intuition and experimental reality. Ideally, a followon study based on kinetic theory would be the next logical step to master fusion plasma
physics. In such a study, many of the topics described here would be analyzed at the more
advanced level marking the present state of the art in fusion research.
As is clear from the length of the book, it would take a two semester course to cover
the entire material in detail. However, a cohesive one semester course can also be easily
constructed by picking and choosing from among the many topics covered. In terms of
prerequisites, my assumption is that readers will have a solid foundation in undergraduate
physics and mathematics. The specific requirements include: (1) mathematics up to partial
differential equations, (2) mechanics, (3) basic fluid dynamics, and (4) electromagnetic
theory (i.e., electrostatics, magnetostatics, and wave propagation). Experience has shown
that an undergraduate degree in physics or most engineering disciplines provides satisfactory
preparation.
In the end it is my hope that the book will help educate the next generation of fusion
researchers, an important goal in view of the international decision to build ITER, the
world’s first reactor-scale, burning plasma experiment.
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Part I
Fusion power

1
Fusion and world energy

1.1 Introduction
It has been well known for many years that standard of living is directly proportional to
energy consumption. Energy is essential for producing food, heating and lighting homes,
operating industrial facilities, providing public and private transportation, enabling communication, etc. In general a good quality of life requires substantial energy consumption
at a reasonable price.
Despite this recognition, much of the world is in a difficult energy situation at present
and the problems are likely to get worse before they get better. Put simply there is a steadily
increasing demand for new energy production, more than can be met in an economically
feasible and environmentally friendly manner within the existing portfolio of options. Some
of this demand arises from increased usage in the industrialized areas of the world such as
in North America, Western Europe, and Japan. There are also major increases in demand
from rapidly industrializing countries such as China and India. Virtually all projections of
future energy consumption conclude that by the year 2100, world energy demand will at
the very least be double present world usage.
A crucial issue driving the supply problem concerns the environment. In particular, there
is continually increasing evidence that greenhouse gases are starting to have an observable
negative impact on the environment. In the absence of the greenhouse problem the energy
supply situation could be significantly alleviated by increasing the use of coal, of which there
are substantial reserves. However, if the production of greenhouse gases is to be reduced
in the future there are limits to how much energy can be generated from the primary fossil
fuels: coal, natural gas, and oil. A further complication is that, as has been well documented,
the known reserves of natural gas and oil will be exhausted in decades. The position taken
here is that the greenhouse effect is indeed a real issue for the environment. Consequently,
in the discussion below, it is assumed that new energy production will be subject to the
constraint of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
To help better understand the issues of increasing supply while decreasing emissions, a
short description is presented of each of the major existing energy options. As might be
expected each option has both advantages and disadvantages so there is no obvious single
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path to the future. Still, once the problems are identified it then becomes easier to evaluate
new proposed energy sources.
This is where fusion enters the picture. Its potential role in energy production is put
in context by comparisons with the other existing energy options. The comparisons show
that fusion has many attractive features in terms of safety, fuel reserves, and minimal
damage to the environment. Equally important, fusion should provide large quantities of
electricity in an uninterrupted and reliable manner, thereby becoming a major contributor to
the world’s energy supply. These major benefits have fueled the dreams of fusion researchers
for over half a century. However, fusion also has disadvantages, the primary ones being
associated with overcoming the very difficult scientific and engineering challenges that are
inherent in the fusion process. The world’s fusion research program is finding solutions
to these problems one by one. The final challenge will be to integrate these solutions into
an economically competitive power plant that will allow fusion to fulfill its role in world
energy production.
The remainder of this chapter contains comparative descriptions of the various existing
energy options and a more detailed discussion of how fusion might fit into the future energy
mix.

1.2 The existing energy options
1.2.1 Background
The primary natural resources used to produce energy fall into three main categories: fossil
fuels, nuclear fuels, and sunlight, which is the driver for most renewables. In general these
resources can be used either directly towards some desired end purpose or indirectly to
produce electricity which can then be utilized in a multitude of ways. The direct uses
include heating for homes, commercial buildings, and industrial facilities and as fuel for
transportation. Electricity is used in manufacturing and construction, as well as home,
commercial, and industrial lighting and cooling.
One issue applicable to all sources of energy is efficiency of utilization, which directly
impacts fuel reserves and/or cost. Clearly high efficiency is desirable and in practical terms
this translates into conservation methods. Logically, conservation should be used to the
maximal extent possible to help solve the energy problem.
As a simple overview of the current world energy situation consider the end uses of
energy. In the year 2001 industrialized countries such as the USA apportioned about 60%
of their energy to direct applications and 40% to the production of electricity. See Fig. 1.1.
Electricity is singled out because of its high versatility and the fact that this is the main area
where fusion can make a contribution. A detailed breakdown of the relative fuel consumption
used to generate electricity in the USA for the year 2001 is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Observe that
fossil fuels are the dominant contributor, providing about 70% of the electricity with 51%
generated by coal. Nuclear, gas, and hydroelectric generation also made substantial contributions while wind, solar, and other renewable sources had very little impact (i.e. 0.4%).
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Transportation
30%
Electricity
40%

Ind/Com/Res
30%
Figure 1.1 Apportionment of energy in the USA in 2001 (Annual Energy Review, 2001 Energy
Information Administration, US Department of Energy).

Hydroelectric
9%

Nuclear
21%
Coal
51%
Oil
4%
Gas
15%
Figure 1.2 Breakdown of fuel consumption to generate electricity in the USA in 2001 (Annual Energy
Review, 2001, Energy Information Administration, US Department of Energy).

What are the conclusions from these facts? First, most of the world’s energy, including
electricity, is derived from fossil fuels. Second, all fossil fuels produce greenhouse gases.
Third, if greenhouse emissions are to be reduced in the future, even though energy demand
is increasing, new energy capacity will have to be met by a combination of nuclear, hydroelectric, renewable (e.g. wind, solar, geothermal) sources, and conservation. Fourth, some
major direct energy usages, such as heating by fossil fuels, could be replaced by electricity,
although at an increased cost because of lower efficiency. Fifth, transportation is a special
problem because of the need for a mobile fuel. As discussed shortly electricity may be
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Table 1.1. Estimate of energy reserves for various primary fuels. These are very
approximate and should be viewed as guidelines. The total usage assumes that the source
is used to supply the entire world’s energy at a rate of 500 Quads per year (slightly higher
than the 2001 rate). The self-usage assumes that each source is used to supply energy at
its own individual 2001 usage rate. Also 1 Quad ≈ 1018 joules.

Resource

Energy reserves
(Quads)

Total usage (y)

Self-usage (y)

Coal
Oil
Natural gas
U235 (standard)
U238, Th232 (breeder)
Fusion (D–T)
Fusion (D–D)

105
104
104
104
107
107
1012

200
20
20
20
20 000
20 000
2 × 109

900
60
100
300

able to help here through the production of synthetic fuels, ethanol, or hydrogen, which
ultimately may be used to replace gasoline and diesel fuel.
To summarize, increasing electricity production in an economic and environmentally
friendly way is a vital step in addressing the world’s energy problems now and in the future.
Fusion is one new energy source that has the potential to accomplish this mission. It is,
however, a long term solution (i.e., 30–100 years). In the interim, fossil fuels will remain
the primary natural resources producing the world’s electricity.
With this as background, one is now in a position to describe in more detail the various
existing energy options, particularly with respect to electricity, in order to put fusion in a
proper context.

1.2.2 Coal
Coal is the main fossil fuel used to generate electricity (51% in the USA). One major
advantage of coal is that there are substantial reserves in many countries capable of supplying
the world with electricity at the current usage rate for hundreds of years. See Table 1.1 for a
list of approximate reserves of various types of fuel. If fuel availability was the only energy
issue, coal would be the solution for the foreseeable future. However, when environmental
concerns are considered, coal becomes less desirable.
Coal provides continuous, non-stop electricity by means of large, remotely located power
plants. This vital non-stop property is known as “base load” electricity. For reference, note
that a large power plant typically produces 1 GW of power, capable of supporting a city
with a population of about 250 000 people. Two other important advantages of coal are
that it is a well-developed technology and that it is among the lowest-cost producers of
electricity.

1.2 The existing energy options
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Steam
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Figure 1.3 Schematic diagram of a fossil fuel power plant.

To help visualize how much coal is required to produce electricity, consider the city of
Boston which has a population of about 600 000 people, and whose total rate of electrical energy consumption corresponds to 2.4 GW. The volume of coal required to provide
continuous power at this level for one year would completely fill one 70 000 fan football
stadium.
Consider next the efficiency of converting coal to electricity. Burning any fossil fuel (i.e.,
coal, natural gas, or oil) is a chemical process whose main output is heat. As shown in Fig. 1.3,
a heat exchanger converts water to steam which then drives a steam turbine connected to an
electric generator, thereby producing electricity. The laws of thermodynamics imply that
for reasonable operating temperatures, the maximum overall efficiency for converting heat
to electricity is about 35–40%. More heat is lost out of the smokestack than is converted to
electricity. This unpleasant consequence is unavoidable and occurs whenever a steam cycle
is used to produce electricity, as it is for coal and nuclear systems.
The main disadvantage of fossil fuel combustion is environmental in nature. Burning any
fossil fuels leads to the unavoidable generation of carbon dioxide (CO2 ) which is largely
responsible for the greenhouse effect. This is a serious disadvantage when considering
increased usage of fossil fuels for new electricity generation.
There are also several coal-specific environmental disadvantages. Because of impurities,
when coal is burned it also releases fly ash (largely calcium carbonate), sulfur dioxide,
nitrous oxide, and oxides of mercury, all of which are harmful to health. These emissions can
be reduced, although not completely eliminated, by electrostatic precipitators and scrubbers.
However, this increases the cost of electricity.
Interestingly, there are also small amounts of radioactive isotopes contained in natural
coal that are released into the atmosphere upon burning. Although the fractional amounts
are small, the quantities of coal are large and more radiation is actually released by a coal
power plant than by a nuclear power plant. Even so, the level of radioactivity is believed to
be sufficiently small not be a concern.
In summary, one can see that coal has both advantages (fuel reserves and cost) and disadvantages (greenhouse gases and emissions). Because of its advantages, and because there
are no obviously superior alternatives, coal will remain a major contributor to electricity
production for many years to come.
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1.2.3 Natural gas
Natural gas is a fossil fuel that consists mainly of methane (CH4 ). It is widely used to heat
homes, commercial buildings, and industrial plants, as well as to produce electricity. About
15% of the electricity produced in the USA is derived from natural gas. The amount of
liquefied natural gas required to power Boston for one year is comparable in volume to that
of coal. With respect to coal, natural gas has both advantages and disadvantages.
Consider the advantages. First natural gas burns more cleanly than coal. There are far
fewer emissions and the amount of CO2 released during combustion is smaller. Second,
natural gas plants can be built in smaller units, on the order of 100 MW. This leads to
a more rapid construction time and a smaller initial investment, both desirable financial
incentives. Third, natural gas powered plants can be operated in a “combined cycle” mode.
Here, thermodynamic steam and gas cycles are combined, leading to an increased overall
conversion efficiency of gas to electricity of 50–60%. Lastly, many would agree that natural
gas, when available, is the most desirable way to heat homes and industrial facilities in
terms of convenience and cost.
There are also several disadvantages. First, the amount of CO2 produced per megawatt
hour of electricity, while less than for coal, is still very large, as it must be for any fossil fuel.
Thus, contributions to the greenhouse effect are considerable. Second, the reserves of natural
gas are much less than those of coal. Current estimates are for less than 100 years at the
present rate of usage. See Table 1.1. Also, most of the known reserves do not lie within the
boundaries of the industrialized nations where the majority of the gas is consumed. Third,
high demand coupled with production limits and relatively scarce reserves have led to high
and unstable fuel costs. Fourth, it is more difficult and more expensive to transport and
store natural gas than coal or oil because of the need for pipelines and high-pressure liquid
storage tanks. Fifth, since natural gas is such an ideal fuel for heating, many feel that its use
to produce electricity is a poor allocation of a valuable natural resource. The incentive for
this poor allocation is largely motivated by short-term economics and energy deregulation
with too little thought given to long-term consequences.
To summarize, the use of natural gas to produce electricity has advantages (cleanest
burning of any fossil fuel and low short-term cost) and disadvantages (greenhouse gases,
limited reserves, and poor allocation of resources). Overall, short-term financial incentives
dominate the tradeoffs and will likely lead to the continued use of natural gas for electricity
production.

1.2.4 Oil
Oil is the last of the fossil fuels to be discussed. It is an excellent fuel for transportation
because of its portability and its large energy content. It is also the fuel of choice for heating
when natural gas is not available. A large amount (i.e., 35%) of the energy used in the world
is derived from oil, with much of it devoted to transportation usage. It is rarely used to
directly produce electricity.
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As a measure of energy content note that a 1 gallon milk container filled with gasoline is
capable of moving a typical automobile 25 miles, indeed an impressive feat. Furthermore
the total weight of a fully loaded 15 gallon fuel tank is only about 120 pounds, a negligible
fraction of the total weight of the automobile. A full tank can therefore efficiently move an
automobile about 375 miles, again, a truly impressive feat.
The second issue of interest is the cost of gasoline. It is surprisingly inexpensive compared
to many other common liquids. In the USA the untaxed price per gallon of gasoline is still
less than that of bottled water. Gasoline would appear to be a bargain, even at present higher
prices.
Nevertheless, there are disadvantages to the use of gasoline for transportation. First, since
gasoline is a fossil fuel it produces a large amount of greenhouse gases, comparable in total
magnitude to that of coal. Second, crude oil is only readily available in a few areas of
the world. One major source is the Middle East, which is fraught with political instability.
Third, the reserves of oil are much less than those of coal, on the order of several decades
at present usage rates. The competition for oil from the developing countries will likely
increase in the future raising costs and perhaps limiting supplies.
Are there ways to decrease the world’s dependency on oil? There are possibilities, but
they are not easy. Consuming less oil by using hybrid vehicles could make an important
contribution and may be accepted by the public even though it raises the initial cost of
an automobile. Consuming less oil by driving smaller automobiles with improved fuel
efficiency could also make a large contribution, although many may be reluctant to follow
this path, viewing it as a lowering of one’s standard of living.
A different approach is based on the fact that gasoline can be produced from coal tars
and oil shale, of which there are large reserves. The end product is known as “synfuel,”
but at present the process is not economical. Also since synfuel is a form of fossil fuel, the
production of greenhouse gases still remains an important environmental problem.
Another approach is to use non-petroleum fuels produced by bio-conversion. One method
currently in limited use is the conversion of corn to ethanol, a type of alcohol. Although
ethanol is a plausibly efficient replacement for gasoline, the economics of production are
not. Large amounts of land are required and considerable energy must be expended to
produce the ethanol, comparable to and sometimes exceeding the energy content of the
final fuel itself.
There has also been considerable interest and publicity in developing the technology of
using hydrogen in conjunction with fuel cells to produce a fully electric car, thus completely
replacing the need for gasoline. Hydrogen has the advantages of: (1) a large reserve of
primary fuel (e.g. water), (2) a high conversion efficiency from fuel to electric power, and
(3) most importantly the end product of the process is harmless water vapor rather than CO2 .
This may be the ultimate transportation solution but there are two quite difficult challenges
to overcome.
First hydrogen itself is not a primary fuel. It must be produced separately, for instance by
electrolysis, and this requires substantial energy. If the energy for the electrolysis of water
is derived from fossil fuels much of the gain in reduced CO2 emissions is canceled. Second,
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the energy content of hydrogen at atmospheric pressure, including its higher conversion
efficiency, is still much lower than that of gasoline, by a factor of about 1200. Therefore,
to increase the energy content of hydrogen fuel to a value comparable to gasoline, the
hydrogen must be compressed to the very high pressure of 1200 atm. This poses a very
difficult fuel tank design problem for on-board storage of hydrogen. Another option is to
store the hydrogen in liquid form, but this requires a costly on-board cryogenic system.
A third option is to develop room-temperature compounds that are capable of storing and
rapidly cycling large quantities of hydrogen. The development of such compounds is a topic
of current research, but success is still a long way into the future. One sees that the on-board
storage of high-density hydrogen presents a difficult technological challenge.
The conclusions from this discussion are as follows. There is no simple, short-term,
attractive alternative to gasoline for transportation. Synthetic fuel, ethanol, and hydrogen
are possible long-term solutions, but each has a mixture of unfavorable economic, energy
balance, and environmental problems. Providing the energy to produce hydrogen or ethanol
by CO2 -free electricity (e.g. by nuclear power) would be a big help but would not solve
the other problems. In the short term the best strategy may be to increase the use of hybrid
vehicles and to evolve towards smaller, more fuel efficient automobiles.
1.2.5 Nuclear power
The primary use of nuclear power is the large-scale generation of base load electricity by
the fissioning (i.e., splitting) of the uranium isotope U235 . At present there is still public
concern about the use of nuclear power. However, a more careful analysis shows that this
form of energy is considerably more desirable than is currently perceived and will likely be
one of the main practical solutions for the future production of CO2 free electricity.
There are several comparisons with fossil fuel plants that show why nuclear power has
received so much attention as a source of electricity. The first involves the energy content
of the fuel. A nuclear reaction produces on the order of one million times more energy per
elementary particle than a fossil fuel chemical reaction. The implication is that much less
nuclear fuel is required to produce a given amount of energy. Specifically, the total volume
of nuclear fuel rods needed to power Boston for one year would just about fit in the back of
a pickup truck. This should be compared to the football stadium required for fossil fuels.
A second point of comparison is environmental impact. Nuclear power plants produce
neither CO2 nor other harmful emissions. This is a major environmental advantage.
Another issue is safety. Despite public concern, the actual safety record of nuclear power
is nothing less than phenomenal. No single nuclear worker or civilian has ever lost his or
her life because of a radiation accident in a nuclear power plant built in the Western world.
The worst accident in a USA plant occurred at Three Mile Island. This was a financial
disaster for the power company but only a negligible amount of radiation was released
to the environment. The reason is that Western nuclear power plants are designed with
many overlapping layers of safety to provide “defense in depth” culminating with a huge,
steel reinforced containment vessel around the reactor to protect the public in case of a
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“worst” accident. The large loss of life and wide environmental damage resulting from the
Chernobyl accident occurred because there was no containment vessel around the reactor.
Such a design would never be licensed to operate as a nuclear power plant in the West.
Overall, safety is always a major concern in the design and operation of nuclear power
plants, but the record shows that for Western power plants the problems are well under
control.
Consider next the issue of fuel reserves. This is a complex issue. In the simplest view one
can assume that U235 is the basic fuel and once most of it has been consumed in the reactor,
the resulting “spent fuel” rods are buried in a permanent, non-retrievable repository. In this
scenario there is enough U235 to provide electricity at the present rate for several hundred
years. On the other hand the spent fuel rods contain substantial amounts of plutonium which
can be chemically extracted and then used as a new nuclear fuel. In fact, it is possible to
use the resulting plutonium in such a way that it actually breeds more plutonium than is
being consumed. The use of such “breeder” reactors extends the reserves of nuclear fuels
to many thousands of years. Breeders are more expensive than conventional nuclear plants
and are not currently used because of the ready availability of low cost U235 . However, in
the long term breeders may be one of the energy sources of choice.
Nuclear waste and how to dispose of it is another important issue. Here too there are
subtleties. One point is that many of the radioactive fission byproducts have reasonably
short half-lives, on the order of 30 years or less. They need to be stored for about a century
during which time they self-destruct by radioactive decay into a harmless form, an ideal end
result. It is the long-lived, multi-thousand year wastes that receive much public attention
and scrutiny. Several possible solutions have received serious consideration. The waste can
be dissolved in glass (i.e., vitrification) and permanently stored. The fuel can be chemically
reprocessed for re-use in regular or breeder reactors, thereby transforming much of the longlived waste into useful electricity. Third, there are techniques that, while currently expensive,
transmute long-lived, non-fissioning radioactive waste byproducts into harmless elements.
Also, a critical point is that the total volume of nuclear waste is very small. The total nuclear
“rubbish” resulting from powering Boston for one year would fill up only a small fraction
of a pickup truck. The conclusion is that there are a variety of technological solutions to the
waste disposal problem. The main problems are more political than technological.
The last issue of importance is nuclear proliferation, which concerns the possibility
that unstable governments or terrorist groups would gain access to nuclear weapons. At
first glance one might conclude that reducing the use of nuclear power would obviously
reduce the risks of proliferation. This is an incorrect conclusion. The key technical point
to recognize is that the spent fuel from a reactor cannot be directly utilized to make a
weapon because of the low concentration of fissionable material. Nevertheless, spent fuel
is often reprocessed to make new fuel for use in nuclear reactors thereby increasing the
fuel reserves as previously discussed. However, one intermediate step in reprocessing is
the production of nearly pure plutonium, which at this point could be diverted for use as
weapons. A major component of an effective non-proliferation plan should thus involve
the detection and prevention of the diversion of plutonium for weapons use by unstable
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governments. In implementing such a plan two facts should be noted: (1) reprocessing
may have valuable energy and economic benefits, and (2) reprocessing technology, while
very expensive, is reasonably well established. Consequently any nation can justify the
construction of a reprocessing facility based on energy needs, thereby opening up the
possibility of a surreptitious diversion of a small amount of plutonium for use in weapons.
One approach might be for the major, stable nuclear powers in the world to carry out all
the reprocessing in their own countries, and then sell the resulting fuel to smaller countries
with legitimate energy needs. This would take away the justification for the proliferation
of reprocessing facilities. Ironically, since the Carter administration the USA has had a
well-intentioned, but ill-conceived, policy in which it does no reprocessing of spent fuel.
The hope was that other countries would follow suit. The reality is that reprocessing has
expanded in other countries to fill the gap suggesting that USA policy may have made
the non-proliferation situation worse rather than better. What are the conclusions from this
discussion? First, nuclear non-proliferation is a very serious and important problem that
must be addressed. Second, whether or not stable countries like the USA build more nuclear
power plants will have little if any direct effect on non-proliferation and may actually divert
attention away from the real issues.
To summarize, nuclear power has many underappreciated advantages as well as some
disadvantages. Even some well-known environmentalists have started to support nuclear
power as the only viable option for producing large quantities of CO2 free electricity. A
short term stumbling block to the construction of new nuclear power plants is the fact that
while fuel costs are low, the capital costs are high because of the complexity of the reactor.
In a deregulated market this is a disincentive to new investment.
1.2.6 Hydroelectric power
Hydroelectric power is a widely used renewable source of energy. It provides 2% of the
world’s energy and about 9% of the electricity in the USA. The idea behind hydroelectric
power is conceptually simple. At a geographically and technologically appropriate location
along the path of a river, a dam is built creating a huge reservoir lake on the high side of
the dam. As reservoir water pours over the dam because of gravity, it turns a turbine which
then drives an electric generator, producing electricity.
Hydroelectric power has many attractive advantages. First, no CO2 or other serious pollutants are generated during the production of electricity. Second, large amounts of power
are generated in a hydroelectric plant, comparable to that in a coal or nuclear plant. Third,
the conversion efficiency of fluid kinetic energy to electricity is high since no thermal steam
cycle is involved. Fourth, except in rare cases of extended drought, the power is available
continuously for base load electricity. Fifth, the cost of electricity is low, typically comparable to that of coal plants. Sixth, and most importantly, the fuel reserves are effectively
infinite. Hydroelectric power is clearly a renewable energy source.
There are two downsides to hydroelectric power. First, most of the suitable rivers already
have dams. Therefore, expansion of hydroelectric power is difficult since there are few, if
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any, unutilized technologically attractive sites available. Second, although not a major
problem for early dams, environmental issues will have a much larger impact on any
future hydroelectric plants. The main issue is the large amount of land that is flooded
to form the reservoir lake. Often this land could be used for agricultural or recreational
purposes, so there is a tradeoff that must be evaluated before changing its use to electricity
production.
Overall, hydroelectric power will continue to make an important contribution to the
supply of electricity although the possibilities for expansion are limited.
1.2.7 Wind power
Wind is another renewable energy source that has received much attention in recent years.
Even so, it currently provides a negligible fraction of electricity in the USA. Wind should
almost certainly be used more than it is at present but for fundamental technological reasons
it will not be the ultimate solution to the electricity generation problem.
The idea behind wind power is conceptually easy to understand. Wind striking the blades
of a large windmill causes them to rotate. This rotational kinetic energy, by a series of gears,
drives an electric generator producing electricity.
Wind has some important advantages. First, wind power is clearly a renewable energy
source. Second, it produces electricity in a very clean manner. There is no CO2 , nor are
there any harmful pollutants. Third, no steam cycle is involved. Therefore the conversion
from wind kinetic energy to electricity is reasonably efficient. Fourth, although the cost of
wind power, for reasons described below, is higher than for existing coal plants, it is still
within a tolerable range. This is particularly true if one were to add in the additional, often
hidden, environmental costs of fossil fuel plants.
There are, however, some disadvantages to wind power. First, the wind does not blow at a
constant rate. If it is too weak, not much power is produced. If it is too strong, the blades must
turn parallel to the wind to prevent them from spinning too fast and causing mechanical
damage. Here too, not much power is produced. On average, a large, modern windmill
produces about 35% of its maximum rated power. Much of the gain of not requiring a steam
cycle is canceled by the variability of the wind speed.
Second, the 35% availability factor implies that to produce an average of 1 GW of power
requires a wind farm whose total power rating is about 3 GW. The problem is that the excess
power produced during optimal wind conditions is very difficult and very expensive to store
for use during poor wind conditions.
A third disadvantage is that the power intensity of the wind is very low as compared for
instance to that in the center of a coal furnace. Therefore producing a significant amount of
power requires a large number of windmills spread over a large area. For instance, a modern
wind farm, with an optimistic 40% availability factor would need to consist of about 4000
windmills occupying about 400 square miles to produce the 2.4 GW power required to
power Boston. Note that Boston has an area of about 50 square miles. Therefore an area
8 times larger than Boston would have to be covered by windmills to produce the required
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Figure 1.4 Comparison of Big Ben, a modern windmill, and an old fashion Dutch windmill. All the
photographs are to the same scale.

power. If the “Stadium” measures coal power, and the “Pickup Truck” measures nuclear
power, then the equivalent measure for wind power is the “City plus Suburbs”.
Lastly, there are several environmental issues to consider. Windmills tend to be noisy
and harmful to birds. There is also the issue of aesthetics. Engineers may find beauty in
modern windmills, but the general public tends to view them as unattractive eyesores. Also
they are quite large, with mounting towers on the order of 100 m and blades about 50 m
in length. The photographs in Fig. 1.4 demonstrate the comparative heights of Big Ben, a
modern windmill, and an old fashioned scenic Dutch windmill.
This discussion suggests that wind power faces some extremely difficult challenges if it
is ultimately to replace coal as a major source of electricity. A perhaps better role for wind
is as a topping source of power, helping to meet peak demand during critical parts of the
day and during the more extreme seasons of summer and winter. In this role wind might
ultimately provide up to 20% of electricity. It could not provide more because the large
fluctuations in wind speed and resulting wind power would likely cause instabilities on the
national transmission grid.

1.2.8 Solar power
The last renewable source discussed is solar energy. As with wind a negligible amount
of USA electricity production is presently derived from solar power. Nevertheless, solar
power is often projected to be a potentially attractive alternative to fossil fuels. There are
a number of special applications where solar power can be attractive, but for fundamental
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technological reasons it is unlikely that it will be the ultimate solution for the world’s
electricity problems.
Understanding how the sun is used to produce electricity involves a detailed knowledge
of quantum mechanics and semiconductor theory and is beyond the scope of this book.
For present purposes assume that a carefully designed solar cell converts the sun’s energy
directly into electricity with a daylight averaged efficiency of about 10%.
There are two main advantages of producing electricity from the sun. First, the source of
energy is clearly renewable and free. Second, neither CO2 nor other harmful emissions are
produced during the energy conversion process. In this sense solar power is very attractive
environmentally.
The disadvantages of solar energy are similar to those of wind. First, the sun obviously
shines brightly only during periods of cloud-free daytime. Consequently, producing base
load power is not possible since there is no simple way to store excess energy during the day
for use at night. Second, the sun’s intensity is very low compared to that in a coal furnace.
Therefore a large area of solar cells is required to produce a significant amount of power.
For example, an area of about 50 square miles would have to be covered by solar panels
to provide the 2.4 GW required by Boston. Recall that the area of Boston is also about
50 square miles so that the useful measure of energy for solar power is the “City.” It takes
a City’s worth of solar cells to power that same city.
Lastly, solar electricity is inherently expensive. The reason is that a truly large quantity of manufactured material is required to cover a whole city area. The cost of mining,
transporting, and manufacturing this material is large and unavoidable.
The conclusion is that solar power faces some very difficult challenges if it is to be
used to produce large quantities of electricity. There are other more attractive uses, such as
for residential and some commercial heating. Here its contributions can be substantial and
should be encouraged.
1.2.9 Conservation
Conservation can be defined as the more efficient use of our existing natural resources.
Clearly maximizing conservation is an important and worthwhile contribution to help alleviate existing and future energy problems. Although substantial efforts have already been
made towards improving conservation, there are still many more opportunities that have yet
to be exploited.
There are two ways that conservation can be implemented, one of which has a good chance
of acceptance by the public and the other which is on much shakier ground. Although both
approaches conserve energy they are separated by a relatively clear line in the sand.
The attractive approach takes advantage of advances in technology to conserve fuel while
maintaining performance in appliances, automobiles, and other equipment used in daily
living. Examples of this approach include hybrid automobiles, more efficient appliances,
additional insulation for older homes, etc.
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The second and more difficult approach to conservation requires that citizens directly
reduce their use of energy in certain aspects of their daily living. Often this is viewed as
a reduction in standard of living. The public is in general much more reluctant to give up
something to which they are already accustomed. Examples of this approach to conservation
include smaller more gasoline efficient automobiles, smaller houses, increased used of
public transportation, less use of air conditioning in summer, lower thermostat settings in
the winter, etc.
With the continually increasing demand for new electricity, particularly by some of the
developing nations, it is difficult to imagine that conservation can completely solve the
world’s future electricity generation problems. Nevertheless, it can reduce the magnitude of
the problems. This would afford the nations of the world more time to develop and transition
to new alternatives.
1.2.10 Summary
The discussion in this section has shown that there are difficult energy problems facing the
world that will probably become worse in the future. There is no obvious, single solution.
Each of the existing energy options faces a mixture of difficult issues including limited
reserves, CO2 production, toxic emissions, waste disposal, excessive land usage, and high
costs. In the end energy will be provided by a portfolio of options, hopefully chosen by
logic rather than by crisis. One possible new addition to the portfolio that can potentially
have a large impact is fusion, which is the next topic for discussion.
1.3 The role of fusion energy
1.3.1 Fusion energy
Fusion is a form of nuclear energy. Its main application is the production of electricity in
large base load power plants. The basic nuclear processes involved occur at the opposite end
of the spectrum of atomic masses than fission. Specifically, fission involves the splitting of
heavy nuclei such as U235 . Fusion involves the merging (i.e., the fusing) of light elements,
mainly hydrogen (H) and its isotopes deuterium (D) and tritium (T). The fusion of hydrogen
is the main reaction that powers the sun.
There are three main advantages of fusion power: fuel reserves, environmental impact,
and safety. Consider first fuel reserves. There are two main reactions of interest that occur
at a fast enough rate to produce electricity. These involve pure deuterium and an equal mix
of deuterium and tritium. Deuterium occurs naturally in ocean water. There is 1 atom of
deuterium for every 6700 atoms of hydrogen. Also deuterium can be easily extracted at a
very low cost. If all the deuterium in the ocean were used to power fusion reactors utilizing
a standard steam cycle there would be enough energy generated to power the earth for about
2 billion years at the present rate of total world energy consumption! Also, since fusion is
a nuclear process, it would take only about a pickup truck full of deuterium laced ocean
water (HDO rather than H2 O) to power Boston for a year.
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The deuterium–tritium (D–T) reaction produces more energy than a pure deuterium (D–
D) reaction. However, the main advantage is that D–T reactions occur at a faster rate, thereby
making it easier to build such a reactor. Consequently, all first generation fusion reactors
will use D–T. In terms of reserves, the multi-billion years of deuterium applies to D–T as
well as D–D reactors. However, since tritium is a radioactive isotope with a half-life of only
about 12 years, there is no natural tritium to be found on earth. Instead, tritium is obtained by
breeding with the lithium isotope Li6 which is one of the components in the fusion blanket.
The overall reserves for D–T fusion are thus limited by the reserves of Li6 . Geological
estimates indicate that there is on the order of 20 000 years of inexpensive Li6 available
on earth (assuming total world energy consumption at the present rate). Presumably, well
before Li6 is exhausted, the science and technology will have been developed to switch to
D–D reactors.
The next advantage is the environmental impact of fusion. Fusion reactions produce no
CO2 or other greenhouse emissions. Fusion reactions also do not emit any other harmful
chemicals into the atmosphere. The main end product of the fusion reaction is the harmless,
inert gas helium. The biggest environmental issue in fusion is that one byproduct of both
the D–D and the D–T reaction is a high-energy neutron. These neutrons are captured in the
fusion blanket so they pose no threat to the public. However, as they pass through structural
material on their way to the blanket, the neutrons cause the structure to become activated.
Even so, this radioactive structural material has a short half-life so that the storage time
required once it is removed is also short, on the order of 100 years. Overall, when one
considers the entire environmental situation, fusion is a very attractive option with respect
to fossil, nuclear, and renewable sources.
The last major advantage involves safety. Here, since fusion is a nuclear process, one is
concerned about the possibility of a radioactive meltdown such as occurred in the Three Mile
Island accident. The basic laws of physics governing fusion reactions make this impossible.
Specifically, in a fission reactor the entire energy content corresponding to several years of
power production is stored within the reactor core at any instant of time. It is this huge energy
content that makes a meltdown possible. A fusion reactor does not depend on maintaining
a chain reaction in a large sitting mass of fuel. Instead, fuel must be constantly fed into the
reactor at a rate allowing it to be consumed as needed. The end result is that at any instant of
time the mass of fuel in a fusion reactor is very small, perhaps corresponding to the weight
of several postage stamps. It is this small instantaneous mass of fuel that makes a meltdown
impossible in a fusion reactor.
The conclusion from this discussion is that the potential advantages of fusion from the
point of view of fuel reserves, environmental impact, and safety are indeed impressive.
As one might expect there are also several disadvantages to fusion that must be considered.
These involve scientific challenges, technological challenges, and economics. The key issues
are as follows.
The science of fusion is quite complex. Specifically, to burn D–T one is required to heat the
fuel to the astounding temperature of 150 × 106 K, hotter than the center of the sun. At these
temperatures the fuel is fully ionized becoming a plasma, a high-temperature collection of
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independently moving electrons and ions dominated by electromagnetic forces. Once heated
some method must be devised to hold the plasma together. The primary method requires
a clever configuration of magnetic fields, an admittedly nebulous idea to those unfamiliar
with the science of plasma physics. Cleverness is mandatory, not an option. Too simple a
configuration allows the plasma to be lost at a rapid rate, thus quenching fusion reactions
before sufficient energy can be produced. Even with a clever configuration there are limits
to the plasma pressure that can be confined without rapid losses through the magnetic field.
The combined requirement of confining a sufficient quantity of plasma for a sufficiently
long time at a sufficiently high temperature to make net fusion power has been the focus
of the world’s fusion research program for the past 50 years. The unexpected difficulty of
these scientific challenges is the primary reason it has taken so long to achieve a net power
producing fusion reactor.
There are also engineering challenges, which many believe are of comparable difficulty
to the scientific challenges. First, improved low-activation materials need to be developed
that can withstand the neutron and heat loads generated by the fusion plasma. Second,
large high-field, high-current superconducting magnets need to be developed to confine the
plasma. Superconducting magnets on the scale required for fusion have not as yet been built.
Third, new technologies to provide heating power have to be developed in order to raise
the plasma temperature to the enormously high values required for fusion. This involves a
wide variety of techniques ranging from very high-power neutral beams to millimeter wavelength megawatt microwave sources. Clearly a major research and development program is
required to make fusion a reality.
The last disadvantage is economics. A fusion reactor is inherently a complex facility.
It includes a fuel chamber, a blanket, and a complicated set of superconducting magnets.
Also, since the structural material becomes activated, a large remote handling system is
required for assembly and disassembly during regular maintenance. The use of tritium
plus the structural activation mean that radiation protection is also required. These basic
technological requirements imply that the capital cost of a fusion reactor will be larger than
that of a fossil fuel power plant, and very likely also that of a fission power plant. This
will tend to raise the cost of electricity to consumers. Balancing this are low fuel costs and
low costs to protect the environment, both of which tend to reduce the cost of electricity to
consumers.
It is clearly difficult to predict the cost of fusion energy as compared to other options 30–
50 years in the future. One main complication is that a combination of fuel reserve problems
and environmental remediation costs will likely increase the costs of these other options so
that comparisons involve a number of simultaneously moving targets. Estimates of future
fusion energy costs are in the vicinity of the other options, but because the uncertainties are
large, they should be viewed with caution. The main value of these estimates is to show that
it makes sense to continue fusion research. Fusion should not be eliminated because of an
inherently absurd cost of electricity, nor will it be “too cheap to meter” as one might have
hoped in the past.
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1.3.2 Summary of fusion
The reality of fusion power is still many years in the future. It is, nonetheless, worth
pursuing because of the basic advantages of large fuel reserves, low environmental impact,
and inherent safety. Most importantly, fusion should produce large amounts of base load
electricity and thus has the potential to have a major impact on the way the nations of the
world consume energy.
Two of the main disadvantages of fusion involve mastering the unexpectedly difficult
scientific and technological problems. Great progress has been made in solving the scientific problems and large efforts are currently underway to address the technological challenges. Still the outcome is not certain. Many of the critical issues will be addressed in a
new experiment known as the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER).
This is an internationally funded facility whose construction is anticipated to begin in
2006.
If successful, fusion power should be competitive cost-wise with other energy options
although there is a large margin of error in making such predictions. Still the predicted costs
are sufficiently reasonable that this should not be a deterrent to completing the research
necessary to assess the technological viability of fusion as a source of electricity.

1.4 Overall summary and conclusions
The overall summary focuses on the issue of electricity production as it is in this context
that fusion could play an important role. The accompanying conclusions are based on the
following two realities concerning electricity consumption. First, the demand for electricity
is large and is expected to increase in the future. Second, there is increasing evidence that
the greenhouse effect is a real problem that must be addressed.
The short-term demand for CO2 free electricity will likely require the increased use of
nuclear power to provide large amounts of base load power. Power can also be produced
from natural gas, although this seems like a misuse of a fuel that is so ideally suited for
heating applications. Hydroelectricity will continue to be an important contributor although,
for the reasons discussed, further increases in capacity will be limited. A further important
contribution to electricity production can be provided by the wind. However, this form of
energy is more appropriate to meet peak demands because of the variable nature of the wind
and the fact reserve wind energy cannot be easily stored at low cost. Solar power is currently
still too expensive except for special uses such as the heating of water. Conservation can
also play an important role in helping to reduce the magnitude of the problem, but by itself
will not solve the problem of increasing electricity demand.
In the long term fusion is an excellent new option that ultimately has the potential
to become the world’s primary source of electricity. This is the main mission of fusion.
However, difficult science and technology problems remain and cost may be an issue. Time
will tell whether or not fusion research can fulfill its mission.
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2
The fusion reaction

2.1 Introduction
The study of fusion energy begins with a discussion of fusion nuclear reactions. In this
chapter this topic is put in context by first comparing the chemical reactions occurring in
the burning of fossil fuels with the nuclear reactions that produce the energy in fission and
future fusion power plants. The comparison is then taken one level deeper by describing in
more detail the basic mechanism of the fission reaction and the reason why this mechanism
is not effective for fusion energy. The discussion does, nevertheless, provide the insight
necessary to understand the alternative mechanism that must instead be employed to produce
large numbers of nuclear fusion reactions. Several fusion reactions, including the deuterium–
tritium (D–T) reaction, are described in detail.
Once the analysis of the issues described above has been carried out one is led to the
following conclusion. Both the splitting of heavy atoms (fission) and the combining of light
elements (fusion) lead to the efficient production of nuclear energy. The opposing energy
mechanisms are a direct consequence of the nature of the forces that hold the nuclei of
different elements together. The behavior of these nuclear forces is conveniently displayed
in a curve of “binding energy” versus atomic number. A simple physical picture is presented
that explains the binding energy curve and why it has the shape that it does. This explanation
shows why light or heavy elements are good sources of nuclear energy and why intermediate
elements are not.

2.2 Nuclear vs. chemical reactions
By comparing the energy equivalence of various types of fuel it is easy to see why strong
interest exists in the use of nuclear reactions for energy production:
fossil
fission
fusion
106 tonne oil = 0.8 tonne uranium = 0.14 tonne deuterium
There is an advantage of a factor of about one million for nuclear over fossil fuels, which
has enormous fuel-reserve and environmental impact. This large separation is associated
with the fundamental difference between chemical and nuclear reactions.
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To understand the issues, consider first chemical reactions. The burning of a fossil fuel
for electricity or transportation is a chemical reaction. A fossil fuel comprising complex
hydrocarbons is burned through a reaction with oxygen leading to a release of energy and
the formation of new molecules corresponding to different chemical compounds. It is a
chemical reaction because the number of atoms of each of the primary element atoms
(e.g. H, C, or O) is unchanged by the reaction. The end products, nevertheless, consist of
different compounds of H, C, and O than in the original fuel. The new molecules are characterized by a different structure of the electronic bonds that hold the electrons in place around
each atom. The dominant force controlling the behavior of the electrons is the electromagnetic force, which is capable of rearranging the electronic structure but leaves the nuclei
unchanged.
In a “burning reaction” some of the chemical potential energy of the fuel is converted
into kinetic energy of the end products and some is converted into radiation energy as
visible light. The chemical potential energy of the end products is therefore lower than that
of the fuel. The kinetic energy contribution produced in burning is transformed into heat
via randomizing collisions. This heat can ultimately be used to produce steam either to
drive a steam turbine or whose increased pressure can drive the pistons in an automobile
engine.
It is of great practical interest to determine the amount of energy released by each chemical
reaction that takes place. An order of magnitude estimate for this energy can be obtained by
noting that an extreme form of chemical reaction is ionization, in which sufficient energy is
given to an atom or molecule to completely free one of the electrons bound to its nucleus.
Typically the energy released in the burning of a fossil fuel is considerably lower than
its ionization energy since very little ionization of the fuel takes place during combustion.
As an example, it is well known from quantum theory that the ionization potential of
hydrogen, which is similar to that of many substances, is approximately 13.6 eV. Since
1 eV ≈ 11 600 K it follows that at the typical temperature of a burning fossil fuel (i.e.,
a few thousand K) chemical reactions tend to release energies on the order of a fraction of
an electron volt per reaction per atom. (Note that this estimate does not apply to the core of a
fission reactor, which also operates at about 103 K, but involves nuclear rather than chemical
reactions.)
As a practical example consider the burning of gasoline. Although gasoline consists of a
broad spectrum of hydrocarbons, a useful approximation for present purposes is to assume
that the predominant component is C8 H18 . The chemical reaction describing the complete
combustion of gasoline is then
2C8 H18 + 25O2 → 16CO2 + 18H2 O + 94 eV.

(2.1)

Since there are 102 atoms involved, this averages to 0.9 eV per atom. Macroscopically
the 94 eV per reaction is equivalent to an energy release of approximately 40 MJ/kg ≈
100 MJ/gallon of gasoline. This is a good reference number for comparisons between
chemical and nuclear reactions. Keep in mind that 40 MJ/kg is an impressive number since
the gasoline that would fill only a 1 liter container is capable of moving an automobile 10 km.
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Consider next nuclear reactions, which include both fission and fusion. Nuclear reactions
produce changes in the basic structure of the nuclei of the atoms involved. A nuclear reaction
changes atoms of one element into atoms of another (e.g. in fission uranium is changed into
xenon and strontium).
A second major characteristic of nuclear reactions concerns the conservation of elementary particles in the nucleus (described generically as nucleons), which for present purposes
can be assumed to involve only protons and neutrons. In some nuclear reactions the numbers
of protons and neutrons are each separately conserved. However, in many other nuclear reactions a few of the neutrons may decay into protons by emitting beta particles (i.e. electrons).
Thus, in general, a nuclear reaction conserves only the total, but not the individual, number
of nucleons in the nucleus.
With regard to energy production, the energy released per nuclear reaction is always
enormous compared to that from a chemical reaction. The reason is that it is the nuclear
rather than the electromagnetic force that causes the reactions. The nuclear force acts over
a short range, comparable to a nuclear diameter, but is much, much stronger than the
electromagnetic force over this range.
The energy release in a nuclear reaction represents the decrease in nuclear “potential
energy” or equivalently the increase in binding energy of the nuclei between the final and
initial states. The final state is more stable with the increase in binding energy appearing as a
slight decrease in the final total nuclear mass. It is this difference in mass that is transformed
into energy by Einstein’s famous relation E = mc2 . The released energy is usually in the
form of either the kinetic energy of the end particles or gamma rays. Thus, a nuclear reaction,
such as fission or fusion, can typically be written as
A1 + A2 → A3 + A4 + · · · + Ak + energy,
where the energy ≡ E is given by

 

E = m A 1 + m A2 − m A3 + m A4 + · · · + m Ak c 2 .

(2.2)

(2.3)

Usually the value of E for nuclear reactions is in the range 10–100 MeV. This difference of
a factor of about one million in energy release between nuclear and chemical reactions is
responsible for the corresponding difference in macroscopic energy equivalence.
The next point in the discussion is to compare at a deeper level the similarities and
differences between the two main nuclear processes of interest, fission and fusion, including
some specific examples.

2.3 Nuclear energy by fission
The usual method of producing fission energy is to bombard an atom of 92 U235 , a relatively
rare isotope of uranium, with a slow neutron (i.e., a neutron whose energy is approximately
equivalent to room temperature: 0.025 eV). This process has two major advantages with
respect to the production of energy, which can be understood by examining a typical fission
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reaction. Note that there are many different ways in which 92 U235 can be split and the
reaction given below is typical in terms of the end products and the energy release:
1
0n

+ 92 U235 → 54 Xe140 + 38 Sr94 + 2(0 n1 ) + E  .

(2.4)

In this reaction the xenon and strontium are themselves unstable isotopes and in about two
weeks decay to stable elements via several beta emissions. The final reaction becomes
0n

1

+ 92 U235 → 58 Ce140 + 40 Zr94 + 2(0 n1 ) + 6e− + E.

(2.5)

The energy E released can be easily determined from a standard table of nuclear data.
The total mass of the initial and final elements is found to be 236.053 u and 235.832 u
respectively. Here, u = 1.660566 × 10−27 kg is the atomic mass unit. Using Einstein’s
relation, this translates into E = 206 MeV per nuclear reaction or 0.88 MeV per nucleon of
235
. Macroscopically the energy released is equivalent to 84 × 106 MJ/kg representing
92 U
an enormous gain of over one million compared to the burning of gasoline.
The two reasons why this powerful fission reaction can be converted into a practical
method for producing electricity can now be identified. First, while it takes only one neutron
to initiate a fission reaction the end products contain two neutrons. Actually, when averaged
over all possible fission reactions, the average number of neutrons produced is slightly
higher, approximately 2.4 per reaction. This neutron multiplication allows the buildup of
a chain reaction, which has the advantage of making a fission reactor self-sustaining for
several years before the fuel has to be replaced. All that is required is a sufficient mass of
fuel to minimize the loss of neutrons.
The second reason is associated with the fact that fission reactions are initiated by an
electrically neutral particle, the neutron. This is important because a neutron can easily
penetrate the electron cloud surrounding the atom and gain close proximity to the nucleus
itself. The electromagnetic Coulomb force of the nucleus has no impact on the neutron and
cannot repel it from the nuclear interaction region. The result is that it is relatively easy for
low-energy neutrons to produce fission reactions with 92 U235 , a definite advantage in terms
of energy balance, economics, and the ability to operate the reactor in a regime where the
temperature is low enough that the fuel remains a solid.
These two reasons are why fission reactions are an effective means of producing nuclear
energy for the practical production of electricity.

2.4 Nuclear energy by fusion
2.4.1 Neutron initiated nuclear reactions in light elements
Following the path of heavy atom fission it is instructive to ask whether large numbers
of fission or fusion reactions can be made to occur in light elements by slow neutron
bombardment leading to a chain reaction. Unfortunately the answer turns out to be “no”!
When the reason for this is understood, it will then become clear what path must instead be
chosen to produce fusion energy.
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Table 2.1. Properties of the nuclei of the primary light elements
involved in fusion reactions. The mass and charge of each nuclei
are given by Au and Ze where u = 1.6605655 × 10−27 kg and
e = 1.6021892 × 10−19 coulombs.
Element

Symbol

Mass number A

Charge number Z

Electron
Neutron
Hydrogen (proton)
Deuterium
Tritium
Helium-3
Helium-4 (alpha)
Lithium-6
Lithium-7

e− or e
1
0 n or n
1
1 H or p
2
1 H or D
3
1 H or T
3
2 He
4
2 He or α
6
3 Li
7
3 Li

0.000549
1.008665
1.007276
2.013553
3.015501
3.014933
4.001503
6.013470
7.014354

−1
0
1
1
1
2
2
3
3

The explanation begins by examining two hypothetical nuclear reactions that correspond
to the neutron-driven fission or fusion of light elements. The simple calculations below
show how neither leads to a successful path. In the case of light element fission consider
the bombardment of a deuterium nucleus (1 H2 ) with a neutron. The relevant reaction can
be written as
1

0n

+ 1 H2 → 1 H1 + 2(0 n1 ) + E.

(2.6)

This reaction leads to the desired neutron multiplication. However, the energy released as
calculated from the nuclear data in Table 2.1 show that E = −2.23 MeV. The negative
sign indicates that energy is not actually released but must be supplied as an input to make
the reaction take place. Clearly this would be unacceptable as a power source. Other light
element fission reactions all have the same undesirable property.
Consider now the alternative, light element fusion by neutron bombardment. As a hypothetical example again assume that a neutron collides with a deuterium nucleus. The resulting
nuclear fusion reaction can be written as
0n

1

+ 1 H2 → 2 He3 + e− + E.

(2.7)

In this case the nuclear data show that E = +6.27 MeV. The fusion reaction is energetically
favorable for power production. However, the reaction consumes neutrons. One neutron is
needed to initiate the reaction but none remains after fusion takes place. Since there are no
readily available sources of neutrons, this reaction is not self-sustainable. Therefore, it too
is unacceptable as a practical power source. This same undesirable property characterizes
all other neutron-driven light element fusion reactions.
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Figure 2.1 Nuclear structure of the basic fusion fuels.

2.4.2 Light element fusion reactions
The simple examples just described show that the advantages of heavy element fission do
not directly carry over into light element fission or fusion. Even so, enough insight has been
provided to learn how to exploit light element nuclear reactions for the production of energy.
There are two main points to be made. First, from the point of view of energy production
one should focus on fusion rather than fission for light element nuclear reactions. These are
the reactions that produce rather than consume energy. Second, the reliance on neutrons to
initiate fusion reactions must be eliminated since these reactions consume neutrons and no
external sources are available.
How then can light element fusion reactions be initiated? The basic idea is to replace the
neutron with another light element; that is, generate a nuclear reaction by having two light
elements bombard each other, for instance two colliding deuterium nuclei. The advantage
of this idea is that the lack of a chain reaction is easily overcome by simply providing a
continuous supply of deuterium, which, unlike a neutron supply, is readily and inexpensively
available.
The disadvantage is that for two deuterium atoms to undergo a nuclear reaction, their
nuclei must be in very close proximity to each other, typically within a nuclear diameter.
At these close distances, the inter-particle Coulomb potential produces a strong repulsive
force between the two positively charged nuclei, which diverts the particle orbits and greatly
reduces the likelihood of a nuclear reaction. If the deuterium nuclei have sufficiently high
energies the repulsive Coulomb force can be overcome, and this is indeed the strategy
behind all current fusion research. The energies required, and the related physics issues are
topics of major importance to fusion. They are discussed in detail in the next chapter. For
the moment, however, these issues are not considered. Instead, attention is focused solely
on the nuclear energy production of various fusion reactions without regard for how easy
or difficult it may be to produce these reactions.
Studies of the nuclear properties of light element fusion indicate that three such reactions
may be advantageous for the production of nuclear energy. These involve deuterium, tritium,
and helium-3, an isotope of helium. A schematic diagram of the nuclear structure of each of
these nuclei is shown in Fig. 2.1. The relevant nuclear fusion reactions are given below. For
simplicity of notation, hereafter in the text the following symbol replacements are made:
neutron, 0 n1 → n; hydrogen nucleus (proton), 1 H1 → p; deuterium nucleus (deuteron),
4
2
3
1 H → D; tritium nucleus (triton), 1 H → T; helium nucleus (alpha), 2 He → α; helium-3
3
3
nucleus, 2 He → He .
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The D–D reaction
As its name implies, the D–D reaction produces fusion energy by the nuclear interaction
of two deuterium nuclei. This is the most desirable reaction in the sense of a virtually
unlimited supply of inexpensive fuel, easily extracted from the ocean. However, as will be
shown in the next chapter, it is the most difficult of the three reactions to initiate. The D–D
reaction actually has two branches, each occurring with an approximately equal likelihood.
The relevant reactions are as follows:
D + D → He3 + n + 3.27 MeV,

(2.8)

D + D → T + p + 4.03 MeV.

(2.9)

In terms of energy content the two reactions produce 0.82 and 1.01 MeV per nucleon
respectively. Macroscopically this is equivalent to 78 × 106 and 96 × 106 MJ/kg of deuterium, typical of nuclear energy yields. The difficulty of initiating D–D fusion is the reason
that this reaction is not the primary focus of current fusion research.
The D–He3 reaction
This reaction fuses a deuterium nucleus with a helium-3 nucleus. The reaction is also difficult
to achieve, but less so than for D–D. However, it requires helium-3 as a component of the
fuel and there are no natural supplies of this isotope on earth. Even so, the reaction is worth
discussing since the end products are all charged particles. From an engineering point of
view charged particles are more desirable than neutrons for extracting energy as they greatly
reduce the problems associated with materials activation and radiation damage. They also
offer the possibility of converting the nuclear energy directly into electricity without passing
through an inefficient steam cycle. The reaction is
D + He3 → α + p + 18.3 Mev.

(2.10)

The energy released per reaction is impressive, even by nuclear standards. The 18.3 MeV
corresponds to 3.66 MeV per nucleon, which is macroscopically equivalent to 351 × 106
MJ/kg of the combined D–He3 fuel. Note that the reaction is not completely free of neutrons
since some D–D and next generation D–T reactions will also occur, producing neutrons.
The low He3 availability combined with the difficulty of initiating D–He3 fusion are the
reasons that current fusion research is not focused around this reaction.
The D–T reaction
The D–T reaction involves the fusion of a deuterium nucleus with a tritium nucleus. It is the
easiest of all the fusion reactions to initiate (although its initiation still much more difficult
than that of 92 U235 fission reactions). In terms of energy desirability issues, D–T reactions
produce large numbers of neutrons and require a supply of tritium in order to be capable
of continuous operation, but there is no natural tritium on earth. Furthermore, the tritium
is radioactive with a half-life of 12.26 years. The D–T reaction, nevertheless, produces a
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significant amount of nuclear energy. It can be written as
D + T → α + n + 17.6 MeV.

(2.11)

This corresponds to 3.52 MeV per nucleon and is macroscopically equivalent to 338 × 106
MJ/kg. In spite of the problems associated with tritium and neutrons, the D–T reaction is
the central focus of worldwide fusion research, a choice dominated by the fact that it is the
easiest fusion reaction to initiate.
Having made this choice how does one deal with the tritium and neutron problems?
Many years of fission research have taught nuclear engineers how to handle material activation and radiation damage resulting from high-energy neutrons. The same holds true for
radioactivity associated with tritium. The solutions are far from simple but they are by now
well established.
The one outstanding problem is the tritium supply. The solution is to breed tritium in the
blanket surrounding the region of D–T fusion reactions. The chemical element that is most
favorable for breeding tritium is lithium. The nuclear reactions of primary interest are
3 Li

6

+ n(slow) → α + T + 4.8 MeV,

3 Li

7

+ n(fast) → T + α + n − 2.5 MeV.

(2.12)

Both reactions produce tritium although the first reaction generates energy while the second
one consumes energy. Also natural lithium comprises 7.4% 3 Li6 and 92.6% 3 Li7 . Even
though there is a much larger fraction of 3 Li7 , nuclear data show that the 3 Li6 reaction is
much easier to initiate and as a result it is this reaction that dominates in the breeding of
tritium.
With respect to the 3 Li6 reaction, if there were no loss of neutrons, then each n consumed in
fusion would produce one new T by breeding with the fusion produced neutron: the breeding
ratio would be 1.00. In a practical reactor, however, there are always some unavoidable
neutron losses. Thus, some form of neutron multiplication is required. Also needed is a
method of slowing down the high-energy fusion neutrons since the reaction in Eq. (2.12) is
most easily initiated with slow, low-energy neutrons.
A discussion of these issues is deferred until Chapter 5. For present purposes one should
assume that the issues have been satisfactorily resolved. Consequently, breeding T from
6
3 Li solves the problem of sustaining the tritium supply, assuming adequate supplies of
lithium are available. The known reserves of lithium are sufficiently large to last thousands
of years so fuel availability is not a problem. On the longer time scale, the goal would be to
develop D–D fusion reactors.

2.4.3 Energy partition in fusion reactions
The large amounts of energy released in fusion reactions appear in the form of kinetic
energy of the end products. It is important, particularly for the D–T reaction where one
end product is electrically charged and the other is not, to determine how the energy is
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apportioned between the two end products. The apportionment can be easily determined
by making use of the well-satisfied assumption that the energy and momentum of each end
product far exceeds that of the initial fusing nuclei.
The calculation proceeds as follows. The two end products are designated by the subscripts 1 and 2. The initial fusing particles are assumed to be essentially at rest (with respect
to the end product velocities). The conservation of energy and momentum relations before
and after the fusion reaction involve only the end products and thus have the forms
1
1
m v 2 + m v 2 = E,
2 1 1 2 2 2
m 1 v1 + m 2 v2 = 0.

(2.13)
(2.14)

These equations can easily be solved simultaneously for v1 and v2 and the corresponding
kinetic energies. The results are
1
m2
E,
m 1 v12 =
2
m1 + m2

(2.15)

1
m1
m v2 =
E.
2 2 2
m1 + m2

(2.16)

Observe that the kinetic energies are apportioned inversely with the mass; in other words
the lighter particle carries most of the energy. As an example consider the D–T reaction
where E = 17.6 MeV. The end products consist of an alpha particle and a neutron with mα /
mn = 4. Thus the kinetic energy of the alpha particle is equal to (1/5) E = 3.5 MeV while
that of the neutron is equal to (4/5)E = 14.1 MeV. The neutron energy is four times larger
than that of the alpha particle. One can then rewrite the D–T fusion reaction in the slightly
more convenient form
D + T → α(3.5 MeV) + n(14.1 MeV).

(2.17)

This completes the discussion of the basic properties of fusion reactions. The remainder
of the book is primarily concerned with the D–T reaction, as it is this reaction that dominates
the world’s fusion research program.

2.5 The binding energy curve and why it has the shape it does
In this section we provide a physical explanation of the observation that nuclear reactions
are most readily initiated for either heavy elements (i.e., fission) or light elements (i.e.,
fusion) but not with intermediate elements. The explanation is presented in two parts.
First, an examination of the curve of binding energy vs. atomic mass, as obtained from
experimental measurements, shows that the binding forces holding the nuclei of either light
or heavy elements together are weaker than those of intermediate elements. This is the basic
explanation of why it is easier to initiate nuclear reactions with elements at the extreme
ends of atomic mass. Having established this conclusion, one can then address the second
part of the explanation, which is concerned with why the binding energy curve actually has
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Figure 2.2 Binding energy per nucleon vs. mass number for the dominant form of each chemical
element.

the shape it does. It is shown that the shape arises from a geometric competition between
the strong short-range nuclear force and the weak long-range Coulomb force.
2.5.1 The binding energy curve
Consider a primary chemical element whose nucleus contains N neutrons and Z protons.
Note that the integer sum N + Z is very nearly, but not exactly, equal to the actual experimentally measured mass number A: N + Z ≈ A, where m A = A u is the nuclear mass. A
comparison of the actual nuclear mass with the total mass of the isolated individual particles
making up the nucleus shows that
N mn + Z mp > m A.

(2.18)

The difference in mass can be thought of as being converted into binding energy to hold
the nucleus together. Specifically, the binding energy is defined as
E B ≡ (N m n + Z m p − m A )c2 .

(2.19)

An amount of energy equal to E B would have to be added to the nucleus to break it apart
into its separate components. A somewhat more convenient quantity is the binding energy
per nucleon, defined as E B /A. This quantity is a measure of the average energy binding
each nucleon to the nucleus.
As an example one can calculate the binding energy per nucleon for fluorine which has
N = 10, Z = 9, and A = 18.998 40 ≈ 19. The relevant masses are m n = 1.008 66 u,
m p = 1.007 28 u, and m A = 18.998 40 u. This corresponds to a mass differential N m n +
Z m p − m A = 0.154 u. Substituting into Eq. (2.19) yields E B = 143 MeV and E B /A = 7.5
MeV/nucleon. Observe that the energies binding the particles together in the nucleus are
quite large.
This calculation can be repeated for all the elements. The results are plotted as a curve of
binding energy per nucleon vs. mass number as shown in Fig. 2.2 for the dominant form of
each element. Note that E B /A is small for both light and heavy elements and is maximized
at an intermediate value corresponding to iron (i.e., A ≈ 56). The conclusion is that relative
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Force − ∂fT /∂r
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r
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(b)
Figure 2.3 (a) The Coulomb, nuclear, and total potentials as functions of radius, and (b) the corresponding total force F = −∂φT /∂r as a function of radius.

to intermediate elements, the nuclear forces binding the nucleons together in either light or
heavy elements are weaker. Thus, it is easier to initiate nuclear reactions in heavy or light
elements. Furthermore, fusing light elements together pushes one up the curve to more
strongly bound heavier elements implying that energy will be released by such reactions.
Similarly, splitting heavy elements apart by fission also pushes one up the curve to lighter
elements, implying a release of energy.
The shape of the binding energy curve explains why light and heavy elements dominate
the nuclear reactions for energy production. The final question to be asked is why does the
E B /A vs. A curve have the shape that it does.

2.5.2 The shape of the binding energy curve
The shape of the binding energy curve is a consequence of a competition between the strong
short-range nuclear force and the weak long-range Coulomb force. Schematic diagrams of
the combined nuclear and Coulomb potential energies and the corresponding forces felt by
a charged particle are shown in Fig. 2.3. Based on this figure a simple model is presented
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Figure 2.4 Geometry of the simple binding energy model. Note that R  = R + r0 .

below that predicts the qualitative shape of the binding energy curve. At the outset it should
be emphasized that the model neglects all nuclear and quantum effects. The nucleus is
assumed to consist of small hard-sphere protons and neutrons of radius r0 , behaving in
accordance with classical Newtonian mechanics. This is all that is required to obtain the
desired results.
The basic idea of the model is to assume the existence of a spherical nucleus comprising
N + Z ≈ A nucleons and to then calculate the net attractive force (i.e., the nuclear force
minus the Coulomb force) on a new charged particle placed on the surface of the sphere. The
geometry is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The goal of the calculation is to determine the dependence
of this force on A. Since the magnitude of the force is a good measure of how strongly
the new particle would be bound to the nucleus, its dependence on A should be qualitatively
similar to the behavior of the binding energy curve.
The calculation proceeds as follows. Consider first the repulsive Coulomb force (proportional to 1/r 2 ) on the new particle due to the jth particle in the nucleus. The component of
force along R is given by
F(C)
j =

e2 cos α j
eR .
4πε0 d 2j

(2.20)

The total Coulomb force along R is obtained by summing over j (note that the tangential
components of the force cancel by symmetry after summing):
F(C)
R =

1 e2  cos α j
eR .
2 4πε0 j
d 2j

(2.21)

The additional factor 1/2 is a reflection of the fact that only about one half of the nucleons
are charged particles.
The sum over particles in Eq. (2.21) can be converted into an integral by recognizing
that the volume occupied by each particle must be set approximately equal to the size of a
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differential volume element.
d r ≡ r 2 sin θ dr dθ dφ ≈ (4/3)πr03 .
The expression for the force becomes
 2


cos α
3
e
(C)
FR ≈
d r eR ,
8πε0 4πr03
d2

(2.22)

(2.23)

where the subscript j has been dropped from all particle quantities since they are now
considered to be continuous variables. After some slightly tedious algebra and geometry,
one can evaluate this integral analytically. In view of the simplicity of the model it makes
sense to leave these details to the problem section rather than present them in the text. Also,
the final form for the force can be expressed in terms of A rather than R by noting that the
total volume of the nucleus is approximately equal to A times the volume per nucleon:
4π 3
4π 3
Ar0 ≈
R .
3
3

(2.24)

The desired expression for the R component of the Coulomb force is now
(C)
F(C)
R ≡ FR e R =

F0
A
eR ,
2 (A1/3 + 1)2

(2.25)

where F0 = e2 /4πε0r02 .
Since the “attractive” direction for the force is along −R, the “attractive” Coulomb force
is −FR(C) , and is plotted as a function of A in Fig. 2.5(a). As intuitively expected, the
magnitude of the Coulomb force increases monotonically with A. More charges produce a
larger force. Also for large A, the force scales as A1/3 . This is a consequence of the fact that
the total charge enclosed in the nucleus increases with R 3 while the geometric behavior
of the force decreases with R −2 . The net effect is proportional to the product of these
contributions given by R ∼ A1/3 .
Consider next the nuclear force. Perhaps the simplest model (in terms of evaluating
integrals) that one can construct to demonstrate the effects of a strong short-range force is
that of a central force that scales as −K /r 4 . The value of K can be determined by assuming
that the nuclear and Coulomb forces are equal to each other in magnitude at a critical
distance r = rc leading to K = e2rc2 /4πε0 . Here, rc is typically several nucleon radii; that
is, rc = kr0 with k assumed to be a known dimensionless number of order unity. Observe
that for r < rc the nuclear force dominates the Coulomb force, while for r > rc the reverse
is true. These are the desired qualitative properties of a strong short-range force.
Under these assumptions, the R component of the nuclear force can be written as
 2

 2 2
3
k r0 cos α
e
(N)
F(N)
≡
F
e
≈
−
d
r
eR .
(2.26)
R
R
R
4πε0 4πr03
d4
The minus sign indicates that the nuclear force is in the negative R (i.e., attractive) direction.
After some additional algebra this integral can also be evaluated analytically. The desired
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Figure 2.5 Normalized attractive forces vs. mass number A: (a) the Coulomb force −FR(C) ; (b) the
nuclear force −FR(N) ; and (c) the total attractive force: FR = −(FR(C) + FR(N) ).

expression for the nuclear force as a function of A has the form
FR(N) = −F0

(A1/3

k2 A
.
+ 1)2 (2A1/3 + 1)

(2.27)

The “attractive” nuclear force −FR(N) is plotted in Fig. 2.5(b) for k = 3.4. Note that the force
increases with A for small A, eventually leveling off at large A. This behavior is consistent
with the following physical picture. For small nuclei, corresponding to small A, the attractive
nuclear force increases as each new nucleon is added. However, after sufficient nucleons
have been added, the nucleus becomes so large that new particles no longer feel the effect of
distant nucleons because of the short-range nature of the nuclear force. In other words, the
short-range nature of the force restricts new particles to feeling the effects of only a limited
fixed number of nucleons (i.e., those lying approximately within a distance rc ), regardless
of how large the total number of nucleons in the nucleus may be.
The total attractive nuclear force
FR = − FR(C) + FR(N)

(2.28)
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is plotted in Fig. 2.5(c). Observe that there is a qualitatively similar behavior between this
curve and the binding energy curve (E B /A vs. A). The conclusion is that the shape of the
binding energy curve is determined by a strong nuclear force whose attraction increases for
small nuclei but which eventually saturates for large nuclei, ultimately becoming dominated
by a weaker, but continually increasing repulsive Coulomb force. The result is that the
binding energies for very light and very heavy elements are weaker than for intermediate
mass elements. This explains why energy production from nuclear reactions is most effective
at the ends of the spectrum of atomic masses.

2.6 Summary
The chemical reactions occurring in the burning of fossil fuels involve the rearrangement
of the electron structure of the molecules involved, but conserve the individual chemical
elements. The reactions are dominated by the electromagnetic force and tend to release
energies on the order of a fraction of an electron volt per atom per reaction. Nuclear
reactions on the other hand involve either the splitting or combining of the nuclei of the
atoms involved, causing the transmutation of the initial fuel into new chemical elements. In
these reactions the nuclear force dominates and energy releases on the order of mega-electron
volts per nucleon per reaction are typical. Thus, nuclear reactions normally release about
one million times more energy per reaction than chemical reactions.
There are two types of nuclear reactions, fission and fusion. Fission is easiest to achieve
with very heavy elements, 92 U235 in particular. In these reactions, fission is initiated by a slow
neutron and the resulting reactions produce on average 2.4 new neutrons. This generates a
chain reaction, which allows a self-sustaining mode of operation.
Neutrons are not effective initiators for light element fusion reactors as they are consumed
rather than produced in fusion reactors. Instead fusion results from the direct interaction
of two positively charged nuclei. The need to overcome the repulsive Coulomb barrier in
such reactions makes them more difficult to initiate than fission reactions. Since no chain
reaction occurs, new fuel must be continually added to keep the operation continuous. The
easiest way to initiate fusion is by the D–T reaction, which releases 17.6 MeV, 14.1 MeV in
the neutron and 3.5 MeV in the alpha particle. The world’s fusion energy research program
is focused on the D–T reaction, the ease of initiation being of more importance than the
problem of breeding tritium.
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Problems
2.1 Consider the energy released in fully “catalyzed D–D” fusion. In this process the H3
and T produced by the pure D–D reaction react with other D nuclei leaving only alpha
particles, protons, and neutrons. Calculate the average energy released per deuteron
corresponding to the complete burn and compare it to that of the pure D–D reaction.
2.2 Calculate the energy content of the following fuels. Express each answer in joules.
(a) A barrel of coal (200 lb) 1 lb coal = 1.3 × 104 BTU.
(b) 50 gallons of gasoline 1 gal = 3 × 107 cal.
(c) 50 gallons of sea water – fully catalyzed D–D.
(d) 25 gallons of sea water plus an equal amount of T for D–T burn.
(e) A barrel of uranium ore (4000 lb) (0.2% of the ore is uranium and of the uranium
0.7% is in the form of 92 U235 ). The fission of one 92 U235 nucleus releases about
200 MeV of energy.
(f) One chocolate sundae, every day for one year (1 sundae = 500 food calories).
2.3 Some fusion engineering students decide to travel by car from Boston to Fort Lauderdale
for their holiday break, a distance of 1500 miles. The students are driving a new fusionpowered automobile which burns fully catalyzed D–D fuel. If 0.0153% of the atoms
in sea water are deuterium atoms how many gallons of sea water are required for the
drive? For comparison, how many gallons of gasoline would be required for a car which
averages 25 miles/gal.
2.4 One advantage of the D–D reaction as compared to the D–T reaction is that a larger
fraction of the energy is delivered to charged particles. Assuming both branches of
the D–D reaction have equal probability, calculate the fraction of energy in charged
particles if the tritium is completely burned but the He3 escapes before interacting with
the D. Compare this to the D–T value.
2.5 Carry out the algebraic steps required to verify Eqs. (2.25) and (2.27).
2.6 To test the sensitivity of the nuclear force model to the shape of the binding energy
curve, repeat the derivation of Eq. (2.27) using the following central force:
 2
1
(N)
2 r
Fj = −
eR .
cosech
4πε0rc2
rc2
As in the text write rc = kr0 and adjust k so that the maximum of the binding energy
curve occurs for iron. This will probably involve a numerical calculation. Compare the
result with the one obtained in the text.
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3.1 Introduction
The laws of physics have shown that a large amount of kinetic energy is released every time
a nuclear fusion reaction occurs. Determining the conditions under which this energy can be
converted into useful societal applications, such as the production of electricity or hydrogen,
requires a substantial amount of analysis and is discussed in Chapters 3–5. The logic of
the presentation, starting from the end goal and working backwards, is as follows. The
desirability of fusion ultimately depends upon the design of practical, economical reactors
that have a favorable power balance: Pout >> Pin . Two qualitatively different concepts have
been proposed to achieve this goal, magnetic fusion and inertial fusion. This book focuses
on magnetic fusion.
The end goal of Chapters 3–5 is to present a simple design for a magnetic fusion reactor.
In order to develop the design, knowledge of the macroscopic power balance in a magnetic fusion system is required as input. Power balance is discussed in Chapter 4. As might
be expected, this analysis involves a variety of physical phenomena representing various
sources and sinks of power. Many of these phenomena will be familiar to readers, including thermal conduction, convection, and compression. However, the macroscopic power
generated by nuclear fusion reactions, which is clearly the most crucial source term in the
system, will probably be less familiar. Similarly, the radiation losses due to the Coulomb
interactions between charged particles may also be less familiar. The fusion power generation and radiation losses are the subjects of Chapter 3 and serve as inputs to the discussion
on power balance.
Chapter 3 begins with the calculation of the fusion power, and requires the introduction
of several microscopic quantities: cross section, mean free path, and collision frequency.
These quantities effectively determine the probability of initiating fusion reactions in a
given D–T fuel mixture. A transition is then made from the micro to the macro world
through the concept of the reaction rate. This is essential if one wants to be able to calculate the total power produced in a macroscopic volume of D–T fuel as would exist in a
reactor.
Next, the power lost due to radiation is calculated. This loss is known as Bremsstrahlung
radiation and results from the Coulomb interaction between charged particles. A simple
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Figure 3.1 Cross sectional area σ for a “hard-sphere” collision.

heuristic derivation is presented that yields the correct scaling dependence on density and
temperature along with a semi-quantitatively accurate scaling coefficient.
As stated, knowledge of the fusion power generation and radiation losses is essential in
determining the overall power balance in a magnetic fusion reactor.

3.2 The concepts of cross section, mean free path, and collision frequency
The first step along the path of calculating the power generated by D–T fusion reactions is
to investigate the basic microscopic physics of nuclear collisions. Once this knowledge is in
hand it is relatively straightforward to move to the macroscopic scale in order to determine
the power generated in a magnetic fusion reactor. The microscopic concepts involve include
the cross section, mean free path, and collision frequency.

3.2.1 Cross section
The cross section characterizes in some quantitative form the probability that a pair of D
and T nuclei will undergo a nuclear fusion reaction. To be specific, assume the T nucleus
is stationary and the D nucleus is moving towards it with a velocity v as shown in Fig. 3.1.
The T is considered to be the target particle while the D is the incident particle. Imagine
now that a spherically symmetric force field surrounds the target particle. The projection of
this sphere perpendicular to the motion of the incident particle is a circle of cross sectional
area σ. If the incident particle passes through the area σ , then the force exerted on it by
the target particle is sufficiently strong that a nuclear reaction takes place. For obvious
reasons such an interaction is called a “collision”. If on the other hand the incident particle
does not pass through the area σ, then the target force is sufficiently weak that there is no
collision.
While the concept of a cross section is appealingly simple, it is not at all obvious what
magnitude and functional dependence on v and geometry to choose for σ . This depends
crucially upon the nature of the forces acting between the two particles. For fusion reactions
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Figure 3.2 Volume of target particles. Each target particle blocks out a cross sectional area σ .

dominated by the short-range nuclear force one expects, and indeed finds, that the cross
section is on the order of a nuclear diameter. The short-range nature of the force also
implies that incident particles passing outside this area would experience at most a very
weak interaction, not sufficient to produce fusion. Thus the sharp boundary between having
and not having a collision as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 provides a reasonable approximation
for nuclear collisions and the corresponding cross section is often referred to as a “hardsphere” cross section. As might be expected the actual behavior of the cross section is
more complicated and must in general be determined experimentally. Actual fusion cross
sections are presented shortly. For the moment it suffices to assume that σ is a known
constant quantity, independent of v and geometry, characterizing hard-sphere collisions.
These assumptions will be relaxed shortly.

3.2.2 Mean free path
Intuitively one expects the value of σ to be related to the probability of having a fusion
collision. Large σ implies a large target. Hence it should be relatively easy to initiate
collisions – the probability is high. Small σ represents a small target making collisions less
likely – the probability is low. The cross section σ is related to the probability of a collision
through the concept of the “mean free path.”
To understand the concept, consider a volume of target particles of width dx and macroscopic cross sectional area A as shown in Fig. 3.2. The volume of interest is V = Adx.
Assume that the number density of target particles is denoted by n1 . The total number of
particles in the target volume is then given by N1 = n 1 V = n 1 Adx.
Each of these target particles blocks out an area σ within which it can collide with
incident particles. Assume now that the target density is sufficiently low and the cross
section sufficiently small that from the point of view of an incident particle, the σ s do
not overlap. This is typically a good approximation for most materials including fusion
plasmas since the nuclei occupy only a small portion of the available volume. Under this
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Figure 3.3 Flux of incident particles with velocity v impinging on a volume of stationary target
particles.

approximation the fraction of the total area blocked by target particles, dF, can be written
as
dF =

σ N1
σ n 1 Adx
=
= σ n 1 dx.
A
A

(3.1)

The quantity dF can be interpreted as the probability that one incoming particle will have
a nuclear collision as it traverses a distance dx. Equivalently, the quantity
dF
= σ n1
dx

(3.2)

is the probability of nuclear collision per unit length.
This probability can be used to calculate a very useful quantity known as the mean
free path λm . The calculation proceeds as follows. Assume that there is not one, but many
incident particles, with a density n 2 , all approaching the target with a velocity v as shown
in Fig. 3.3. The flux of incident particles, , is by definition, the total number of particles
crossing an area A per unit time, per unit area:
=

N2
n 2 A v dt
=
= n 2 v.
Adt
Adt

(3.3)

The portion of this flux, dγ , having a nuclear collision as the particles move along a distance
dx = vdt is just
dγ = dF

= σ n 1 dx.

(3.4)

Equivalently, the quantity −dγ is equal to the decrease in the total flux of particles
not having a collision after traversing a distance dx: −dγ = (x + dx) − (x) = d . The
change in non-colliding flux can thus be written as
d = −σ n 1 dx.

(3.5)
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This is a simple ordinary differential equation describing the spatial evolution of the
incident flux. Under the reasonable assumptions that σ and n1 are approximately constant
over the length scales of interest, Eq. (3.5) can be easily integrated, yielding
=

0e

−x/λm

,

(3.6)

where λm = 1/n 1 σ is known as the mean free path. The mean free path can be interpreted in
two ways. First, it clearly represents the characteristic e-folding decay length of the incident
flux that has not yet undergone a collision. Second, it can also be interpreted as the average
distance that an incident particle travels before it has a collision. Note that λm is inversely
proportional to n1 and σ . This makes intuitive sense in that a high density of target particles
and/or a large cross section imply that an incident particle will not have to travel very far
before undergoing a collision.

3.2.3 Collision frequency
The final quantities of interest are the collision frequency νm and its inverse τm , the mean
time between collisions, often simply called the collision time. These are defined as follows.
The previous analysis has shown that a typical incident particle will travel a distance λm
before having a collision. If the particle is moving with a velocity v then the corresponding
time before having a collision is
τm =

λm
1
=
.
v
n1σ v

(3.7)

The collision frequency is defined as the inverse of the collision time:
νm =

1
= n 1 σ v.
τm

(3.8)

Physically, on average νm particles will undergo a nuclear collision each second. Clearly,
for a nuclear interaction an incident particle undergoes only one collision, after which
the particle no longer exists in its original form. However, there are many other types of
collisions, Coulomb collisions between charged particles in particular, wherein a single
particle can make repeated collisions without losing its identity. For these types of multiple
interactions, the quantity νm can also be interpreted as the average number of collisions per
second made by a single particle.
The concepts of cross section, mean free path, collision time and collision frequency are
used extensively in many different aspects of plasma physics and fusion energy and will
appear frequently throughout the text. In the context of evaluating fusion power generation,
the collision frequency, which is proportional to σ v and which represents the number of
collisions per second, is a good measure of the ease or difficulty of producing the desired
D–T reactions.
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3.3 The reaction rate
3.3.1 The hard-sphere reaction rate
The concepts just discussed involve the microscopic physics of nuclear collisions between
individual particles. The next step on the path of calculating the power produced in a fusion
reactor is to convert from the micro to the macro world. This task is accomplished by the
introduction of the reaction rate R12 , which determines the number of fusion collisions per
unit volume per unit time. Once the value of R12 is known, it is then straightforward to
calculate the fusion power produced per unit volume.
The calculation of the reaction rate is an easy task if one again focuses on hard-sphere
collisions. To begin, note that in a time dt = dx/v, n 2 Adx incident particles will pass
through the target volume. Of these, the number having a collision is given by dF(n 2 Adx).
The reaction rate is the number of particles having a collision per unit volume per unit time –
the number of collisions per cubic meter per second. Thus,
R12 =

dx
dFn 2 A dx
= σ n1 n2
= n1 n2 σ v .
A dx dt
dt

(3.9)

The fusion power density can now easily be calculated. If each fusion collision generates
an energy E f , then the total energy produced per unit volume per second is E f R12 . This
quantity is equal to the fusion power density as measured in watts per cubic meter and can
be written as
Sf = E f n 1 n 2 σ v

W/m3 .

(3.10)

This is the desired expression. It is important to emphasize that the energy E f in Eq. (3.10)
may correspond to the total fusion energy, the alpha particle energy, or the neutron energy
depending upon the context in which the power density is being calculated. The distinctions
are straightforward but nonetheless crucial, and are discussed in detail in the next chapter.
Lastly, one should recognize that while Eq. (3.10) is conceptually correct, it is in an overly
simplified form because of the focus on hard-sphere collisions.

3.3.2 Reaction rate generalized to include multiple velocities
The distribution function
The first important generalization of the reaction rate concept is to take into account that
the target and incident particles both have a distribution of random velocities; that is, not
all the target particles are stationary and not all the incident particles are moving with the
same velocity v. The generalization is implemented by introducing a higher-level density
function that contains far more information about the particles than the simple number
density n. This higher-level function is called the distribution function and is denoted by
the symbol f.
To understand the difference between n and f consider a small cubic volume of physical
space d r = dx dy dz. The total number of particles in this volume at a given instant of time is
just n (r, t) dr, and includes all particles, regardless of their velocities. Suppose now that one
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instead wants to know the total number of a certain subclass of particles in this volume –
those particles moving only within a restricted velocity range. Specifically, assume the
subclass is defined as those particles moving with a velocity in the range between vx and
vx + dvx , v y and v y + dv y , and vz and vz + dvz . The distribution function is defined by
first generalizing the concept of a 3-D physical volume dr into a 6-D phase space volume
d r d v, where dv = dvx dv y dvz . The distribution function is the generalization of the number
density. The total number of particles in the 6-D differential phase space volume (i.e., those
located within a physical volume dr centered about the point r moving within the range of
velocities dv centered about the velocity v) at a given instant of time is just the product of
the density times the volume: f (r, v, t)dr dv.
Clearly f contains much more information than n. In fact n can be easily obtained from
f. If one sums (i.e., integrates) over all velocities at a given r, then one obtains the total
number of particles in the physical volume dr including all particle velocities. Dividing this
number by the volume dr then yields n, the number of particles per unit volume.


dx dy dz
f dvx dv y dvz
n(r, t) =
=
f d v.
(3.11)
dx dy dz
Note that even though dr and dv are treated as differential quantities, they should be viewed
as small quantities, varying negligibly on the length and velocity scales of interest but yet
still containing a sufficiently large number of particles so that a statistical interpretation
makes sense.
Similarly, if one wants to calculate the average velocity u of all the particles in d r centered
at the location r, the procedure is to choose a velocity v, multiply by the number of particles
moving with this v, sum (i.e., integrate) over all possible values of v, and then divide by the
total number of particles in dr:


dr v f d v
1
u(r, t) =
=
v f d v.
(3.12)
n dr
n
In fact the mean value of any quantity W can easily be found by calculating the distribution
function weighted average as follows:

1
W  =
W f d v.
(3.13)
n

First generalization of the reaction rate
The reaction rate R12 = n 1 n 2 σ v is generalized to include a distribution of velocities through
several simple steps. First, the densities n1 and n2 must be replaced by n 1 → f 1 (r, v1 , t) d v1
and n 2 → f 2 (r, v2 , t) dv2 . Second, since the choice of labels “target” and “incident” is
arbitrary, the velocity v appearing in the expression for R12 actually represents the relative
velocity between the two particles: v = |v2 − v1 |. Finally, one must in general allow the
cross section to be a function of relative velocity. For example, in a D–T collision if the
relative velocity between the two particles is very small, the Coulomb repulsion will strongly
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Figure 3.4 Electron with velocity v and impact parameter b “colliding” with a stationary deuterium
nucleus.

deflect the orbits preventing the particles from getting very close to one another. In other
words, for small relative velocities the cross section for a nuclear collision will be very, very
small. As the relative velocity increases, the Coulomb repulsion has a smaller effect and the
cross section increases. Thus, the cross section is in general a function of relative velocity:
σ = σ (|v2 − v1 |). Combining these modifications leads to the following generalization of
the reaction rate:

R12 =
f 1 (v1 ) f 2 (v2 ) σ (|v2 − v1 |) |v2 − v1 | d v1 d v2
= n 1 n 2 σ v.

(3.14)

Here, the definition of W  from Eq. (3.13) has been used to obtain the second form of R12 .
Lastly, note that for like particle collisions

1
f 1 (v1 ) f 1 (v2 ) σ (|v2 − v1 |) |v2 − v1 | d v1 d v2
R11 = 2
= 12 n 21 σ v.

(3.15)

The factor 1/2 appears because when integrating over the two velocities v1 , v2 each collision
is counted twice.
Second generalization of the reaction rate
The expression for the reaction rate just presented works well for calculating the fusion
power produced by short-range nuclear collisions in which each collision produces an
identical amount of energy E f . In other words, the generalization of Eq. (3.10) can be
written as
Sf = E f n 1 n 2 σ v.

(3.16)

The second generalization corresponds to the situation where the interaction force is long
range in nature and the particle quantity of interest itself depends upon the relative velocity
and the geometry of the collision. This is typical of Coulomb collisions, which are very
important in fusion physics.
To understand the issue, consider the Coulomb interaction of an electron (the incident
particle) with a deuterium nucleus (the target) as shown in Fig. 3.4. Note that the geometry of
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ds = 2pbdb
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D
Figure 3.5 Illustration of the differential cross section dσ = 2πb db.

the orbit is characterized by the “impact parameter” b. To be specific assume it is of interest
to calculate the change in z directed momentum of the electron, mvz , as it interacts with
the D nucleus. For a Coulomb collision the role of the quantity mvz is analogous to
that of E f for a nuclear collision. Intuitively, one expects that for a fixed value of b the
D will minimally perturb the orbit of a fast electron since it passes by so quickly. There
is very little time to interact. A slower electron with the same b will have a much greater
deflection of its orbit. This implies that mvz is a function of relative velocity v. Likewise,
two electrons with the same v but different values of b will have different orbit deflections.
The electron with larger b will be deflected less since the Coulomb force is weaker at
larger distances. Thus, mvz is also a function of the impact parameter b. The implication
is that for Coulomb collisions it is incorrect to first calculate the reaction rate and then,
after integrating over velocity, to multiply by the change mvz since mvz is itself a
function of velocity. It must be brought in under the integral sign and become part of the
integral.
The second issue for Coulomb collisions involves the impact parameter b and its relation
to the cross section. Because of the long-range nature of the Coulomb force the cross section
in some sense seems infinite. All particles, regardless of their b and v, will feel the Coulomb
force. This difficulty is addressed by sub dividing the “infinite” cross section into a series of
differential cross section rings of area dσ = 2πb db as shown in Fig. 3.5. As one integrates
dσ over all values of the impact parameter in the range 0 < b < ∞ the total area is indeed
infinite. However, since mvz is a function of b that decreases for large b, the differential
cross section is weighted with a decreasing function of b in the integrand and the overall
integral remains finite1 when integrating over b. Note that dσ is independent of v since any
particle at the given value of b will by definition pass through a differential ring, regardless
of its velocity.
This behavior in a long-range force field is generalized into the reaction rate concept as
follows. The cross section σ is replaced by the differential cross section dσ = 2π b db and
an additional integral over b is now required. Next, assume that there is a certain quantity
1

The actual situation is somewhat more complex. Even with the weighted cross section there still remains a weak logarithmic
divergence for Coulomb collisions which is remedied by integrating over a finite range 0 < b < bmax . This issue is discussed in
detail in Chapter 9. For the moment readers should just assume that the integral remains finite.
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of interest W = W (v, b) characterizing the collision, where v = |v2 − v1 |. This could be
the change in z directed momentum, the change in kinetic energy, the loss of energy due
to radiation, etc. due to a single collision. In other words, W represents the change in
some quantity of interest per particle per collision. The corresponding macroscopic change,
denoted by w, represents the change in this same quantity per unit volume per unit time.
The generalized reaction rate allows one to calculate w assuming one knows W and the
distribution functions. The desired relation is

w = 2π W (v, b) f 1 (v1 ) f 2 (v2 ) vb db d v1 d v2 .
(3.17)
Note that this expression reduces to the short-range collision form for nuclear reactions by
choosing W = E f H (b0 − b), where H is the Heaviside step function and b02 = σ (v)/π .

3.4 The distribution functions, the fusion cross sections, and the fusion
power density
After a lengthy discussion, an appropriate formulation, given by Eq. (3.16), has been presented that allows one, at least conceptually, to evaluate the fusion power density in a
reactor. To actually carry out this evaluation, however, requires an explicit knowledge of
the distribution functions and the cross section which are as determined as follows.

3.4.1 The distribution functions
As is shown in Chapter 9, the Coulomb cross section is much larger than the D–T fusion
cross section. The implication is that random Coulomb collisions will cause the particle distribution functions to relax to thermodynamic equilibrium on a time scale much shorter than
the nuclear fusion collision time. Furthermore, it is well known from statistical mechanics that thermodynamic equilibrium is described by a Maxwellian distribution function.
Specifically, it is assumed that the distribution functions for D and T are given by


m j 3/2 −m j v2 /2T j
f j (r, v, t) =n j
e
.
(3.18)
2π T j
Here, j denotes D or T, n(r, t), T (r, t) are the number density and temperature respectively,
and v 2 = vx2 + v 2y + vz2 . These are the distribution functions that will be used to evaluate
the fusion power.

3.4.2 The fusion cross section and power density
The fusion cross section is developed in several steps. First, a simple estimate is given
using the hard-sphere model. Second, an attempt is made to include the Coulomb velocity
dependence of σ using purely classical physics. This estimate turns out to be highly pessimistic and a third evaluation is made that includes nuclear quantum mechanical effects.
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Figure 3.6 Hard-sphere collision cross section σ = πd 2 .

The quantum model is accurate although the final cross sections are ultimately determined
from experimental measurements.
The hard-sphere cross section
As its name implies the hard-sphere cross section assumes that each of the colliding particles
acts like a billiard ball as shown in Fig. 3.6. The diameter of each particle is assumed to be
a nuclear diameter: d ≈ 5 × 10−15 m. This picture implies that the cross section σ = π d 2 .
−28
The usual units for nuclear cross sections are “barns,” where 1 barn = 10 m2 . Thus, the
hard sphere model predicts a fusion cross section given by
σ = π d 2 ≈ 0.8 × 10−28 m2 ≈ 1 barn.

(3.19)

This is a reasonable estimate of σ except that it fails to take into account the fact that slow
particles will not undergo nuclear collisions because of the repulsive Coulomb force. A first
attempt to correct this shortcoming is the next topic.
The classical cross section
The classical model attempts to determine the velocity dependence of σ by taking into
account the competition between the repulsive Coulomb force and the attractive nuclear
force using a combination of classical physics and the hard-sphere model. The idea is
straightforward. Assume a D nucleus is moving with a velocity v directly at a stationary
T nucleus. This is shown in both the laboratory and center of mass frames in Fig. 3.7. In
order for a hard-sphere collision to occur, conservation of energy requires that in the center
of mass frame, the sum of the initial kinetic energies of the D and T when they are far
from each other must exceed the Coulomb potential energy evaluated at the surface of the
particles when they just touch each other. If this is not true, the D and T are repelled away
from each other before they collide. In mathematical terms, a collision occurs when


2
2
mD
mT
mD
mT
e2
,
(3.20)
v +
v ≥
2 mD + mT
2 mD + mT
4π ε0 d
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Figure 3.7 A D–T collision in (a) the laboratory frame and (b) the center of mass frame.
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Figure 3.8 The D–T cross section as a function of energy assuming a classical interaction.

which simplifies to
1
e2
m rv2 ≥
2
4π ε0 d

(3.21)

where m r = m D m T /(m D + m T ) is the reduced mass. If one substitutes the value d = 5 ×
10−15 m and defines the center of mass kinetic energy K cm = m r v 2 /2, then the condition
for a collision to occur reduces to
K cm ≥ 288 keV.

(3.22)

The classical picture of the dependence of σ on v, or equivalently K cm , is illustrated in
Fig. 3.8. The crucial feature is the hard barrier at 288 keV, a quite high value. Any particle
with a lower energy will not undergo a nuclear fusion collision. As compared to the actual
situation, this is a pessimistic result.
Nuclear quantum mechanical effects
The correct cross section for fusion collisions involves nuclear quantum mechanical effects.
The reason is that the region of strongest nuclear interactions occurs on the scale length of
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Figure 3.9 Nuclear quantum mechanical modifications to the cross section.

the nucleus. On such small-scale lengths classical physics does not apply and it is necessary
to include nuclear quantum mechanical effects.
The most important effect is that on nuclear scale lengths nuclei exhibit both particle like
and wavelike properties. The wavelike properties introduce three qualitatively new modifications to the simple classical hard-sphere model. First, in the quantum mechanical regime,
the “tunneling effect” is present. A simple example of tunneling occurs when a sound wave
is reflected off an insulating acoustic tile. Even if the insulator is perfectly lossless, sound
waves still penetrate into the material, although with exponentially decreasing amplitude. If
the tile is thin enough some sound energy will emerge from the back of the insulator; energy
will have “tunneled” its way through. In terms of the cross section, “tunneling” is equivalent
to barrier penetration. In other words, even for kinetic energies below the Coulomb cutoff,
there is still a finite probability of interaction. The 288 keV is not a hard cutoff. Intuitively,
the further below the cutoff, the lower is the probability of interaction.
The second wavelike effect is that at nuclear distances two nuclei can actually pass
through one another. A nuclear reaction can thus be thought of as the interaction of two
closely coupled waves. If the relative velocity of the particles (waves) is very large (i.e.,
K cm
288 keV), the time available for a closely coupled interaction is very short, thereby
reducing the probability of a fusion collision. Therefore the fusion cross section should
decrease for large increasing relative velocities.
The final wavelike effect concerns the possibility of resonance. Under certain conditions
of geometry and relative velocity the combined potential energies of the two colliding nuclei
can exhibit a resonance. The net result is that under such conditions there is an enhanced
probability of a nuclear reaction occurring, corresponding to an increased cross section.
This is in fact the situation for the D–T interaction.
These three wavelike modifications are sketched schematically in Fig. 3.9 and compared
with the classical picture. The actual cross sections for fusion reactions are determined
experimentally, usually by directing a beam of mono-energetic particles (deuterons in the
present case) at a stationary target. The experimental cross sections are plotted vs. deuteron
energy (not relative mass energy) in Fig. 3.10 for the main fusion reactions of interest. All
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Figure 3.10 Experimentally measured cross sections for the D–T, D–He3 , and D–D fusion reactions as a function of deuteron energy K D = m D vD2 /2 (Glasstone, S., Lovberg, R. (1975). Controlled
Thermonuclear Reactions. New York: Robert E. Krieger Publishing).

exhibit the qualitative behavior sketched in Fig. 3.9. Observe that the D–T cross section has
a peak of about 5 barns at K D ≈ 120 keV. In terms of cross section D–T is clearly favorable
in comparison to D–D or D–He3 . As a specific comparison observe that σDT ≈ 100 σDD at
20 keV, which as is shown later, is a typical value for a fusion reactor. For a final point of
comparison, note that the fission cross section for a thermal neutron (i.e., K n ≈ 0.025 eV)
colliding with 92 U235 is about 600 barns. With respect to cross section, fission has a big
advantage compared to fusion.
Assuming that σ (v) is known, it is then straightforward in principle to calculate the
reaction rate as given by Eq. (3.14). This has been done numerically for the main fusion
reactions using equal temperature Maxwellian distribution functions. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3.11 as curves of σ v vs. temperature T. Observe that for D–T, σ v has
a peak value of 9 × 10−22 m3/s at a temperature of 70 keV. Knowing σ v one can then
easily calculate the fusion power density as determined by Eq. (3.16) and repeated here for
convenience
Sf = E f n 1 n 2 σ v.

(3.23)

Consider now the optimum ratio of D to T in the D–T reaction. For this case write
n 1 = n D and n 2 = n T . The optimum ratio is found by noting that overall charge neutrality
requires that the total number of electrons in the fuel n e must equal the total sum of all
positive charges: n D + n T = n e (assuming that the number of alpha particles is small).
Thus, defining k as the fraction of deuterium one can write n D = kn e and n T = (1 − k)n e
implying that n D · n T = k(1 − k)n 2e . The product is maximized when k = 12 and has the
value n D · n T = 14 n 2e . The optimum fuel mixture is a 50%–50% combination of D and T
leading to the final desired expression for the fusion power density:
Sf = 14 E f n 2e σ v.

(3.24)
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Figure 3.11 Velocity averaged cross section (i.e., σ v = Ri j /n i n j ) for the D–T, D–He3 , and D–D
fusion reactions as a function of temperature.

Equation (3.24) represents the dominant source of power in the overall power balance of a
fusion system.
Some closing comments on fusion power generation
A further point of interest concerns the fact that one can obtain an analytic approximation
to the evaluation of σ v by using an analytic model for σ , which is valid for low energies.
This derivation is not essential to the present discussion since accurate curves of σ v have
been presented in Fig. 3.11. However, readers may find it of interest to see how a σ v
calculation can be carried out from beginning to end. Also, the derivation is helpful for
some of the problems at the end of the chapter. Since the derivation is lengthy and not
essential for the continuity of the discussion it is presented in Appendix A.
There are two additional points to be made. First, the particle energies required to initiate
fusion reactions are on the order of 70 keV. This exceeds the ionization potential by a factor
of more than 1000. The conclusion is that a burning D–T fuel is a fully ionized gas, hereafter
referred to as a plasma. The second point is that, as is shown shortly, Coulomb collisions
combined with power balance requirements result in an optimum operating temperature on
the order of 15 keV, well below the 70 keV maximum of the σ v curve. The implication is
that for a Coulomb-induced Maxwellian distribution function, most of the fusion reactions
occur for particles on the tail of the distribution function.

3.5 Radiation losses
3.5.1 Overview of radiation losses
An important, although usually not dominant energy loss mechanism affecting power balance in a fusion reactor is that due to radiation. There are in fact several types of radiation
losses that can occur: line radiation due to impurities, cyclotron radiation due to particle
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motion in a magnetic field, and Bremsstrahlung radiation due to Coulomb collisions. Of
these, Bremsstrahlung radiation usually produces the largest losses. Therefore the present
subsection focuses on calculating these losses, which are irreducible and unavoidable in
any fusion reactor.
The calculation proceeds by using the general form of the reaction rate formalism given
by Eq. (3.17), repeated here for convenience,

w = 2π W (v, b) f 1 (v1 ) f 2 (v2 ) vb db d v1 d v2 .
(3.25)
Recall, that in Eq. (3.25) W is the microscopic change per particle per collision for the process
under consideration. For the present situation, W corresponds to the radiation energy loss per
particle during a single Coulomb collision. This loss occurs because, as is well known from
electromagnetic theory, a charged particle undergoing an accelerated motion radiates energy.
A non-accelerating charged particle traveling in a straight line at constant velocity will have
its orbit altered when it passes in close proximity to another charged particle because of
the Coulomb interaction. This Coulomb collision deflects the particle from its straight-line
orbit. The changing direction of the orbit corresponds to an accelerated motion. During the
period of orbit deflection, the charged particle loses some of its energy by radiation.
The first task of the present calculation is to derive an approximate expression for W.
Once W is known it is then straightforward to substitute into Eq. (3.25) to obtain the value
of w, corresponding to the loss of radiation energy due to Coulomb collisions per cubic
meter per second. In other words w ≡ SB , where SB is the Bremsstrahlung radiation power
density loss measured in watts per cubic meter.
In practical fusion situations photons emitted by Bremsstrahlung radiation occur over a
continuous range of frequencies, usually in the ultraviolet or soft x-ray region. Their mean
free path for reabsorption is enormous, implying that once a photon is emitted, it is lost from
the system. It is in this sense that the losses are unavoidable and irreducible. The calculation
proceeds as follows.

3.5.2 Calculation of W, the energy lost per particle per Coulomb collision
Coulomb collisions play a very important role in fusion physics with respect to particle and
heat transport as well as radiation losses. Transport phenomena are dominated by distant,
multiple, small-deflection collisions, which require a somewhat sophisticated analysis that is
presented in Chapter 9. In contrast, Bremsstrahlung radiation losses are dominated by close,
single, large-deflection collisions. This fact enables one to make a set of reasonably accurate
approximations, leading to a simple expression for the radiation losses. The expression
has the correct scaling dependence on density and temperature and a semi-quantitatively
accurate scaling coefficient. A further point worth noting is that the dominant collisions
contributing to Bremsstrahlung radiation are due to electrons colliding with ions. Detailed
calculations, not presented here, show that the radiation fields generated by each particle in
a like-particle Coulomb collision cancel each other out, implying no loss due to radiation.
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Figure 3.12 Geometry of a Coulomb collision.

The evaluation of W requires two steps. First, the power P radiated during a Coulomb
collision is calculated. Second, an approximation is made to estimate the collision duration
t during which this radiation is emitted. The product P t is the desired quantity W,
representing the amount of energy lost by radiation per Coulomb collision.
The derivation begins with the formula for the power radiated by a charged particle
undergoing an accelerated motion. This is a well-known formula from the theory of electromagnetic radiation that will be familiar to many readers. However, for those unfamiliar
with the formula, a derivation is presented in Appendix B including a brief discussion of
the principles of radiating electromagnetic fields. The formula for the power radiated by a
non-relativistic accelerating electron is
P=

µ0 e2 v̇ 2
W,
6πc

(3.26)

where v̇ is the acceleration. The task now is to apply this formula to a Coulomb collision
as illustrated in Fig. 3.12.
During the collision the electron experiences an accelerated motion due to the Coulomb
interaction force, which can be written as follows:
v̇ =

FC
Z e2
=
.
me
4πε0 m er 2 (t)

(3.27)

Here Z is the charge number of the ion. An examination of Fig. 3.12 suggests that it is
reasonable to approximate r (t) during the collision interaction time by the original impact
parameter b: r (t) ≈ b. Under this approximation,
v̇ =

FC
Z e2
≈
.
me
4πε0 m e b2

Substituting Eq. (3.28) into the expression for P yields


Z 2 e6
1
P=
W.
96π 3 ε03 c3 m 2e b4
Here, use has been made of the relation c2 = 1/µ0 ε0 .

(3.28)

(3.29)
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The next step is to calculate the time interval t during which the electron is actually
accelerating. The Coulomb collision shown in Fig. 3.12 indicates that the electron begins to
accelerate when it is a distance of approximately b from the ion. The electron continues its
acceleration until it is far enough away from the ion so that the mutual force again becomes
small. By symmetry, the equivalent distance would also be b but on the far side of the orbit.
Consequently, if the electron is moving with a velocity v, then the duration of the collision
is
t≈

2b
s.
v

(3.30)

The expression for W can now be easily evaluated:


Z 2 e6
1
W ≈p t≈
J.
48π 3 ε03 c3 m 2e vb3

(3.31)

This is the desired expression.
The last point of interest is to compare the energy radiated with the initial kinetic energy
of the electron. The comparison is obtained by noting that a strong, large-angle collision is characterized by an electron kinetic energy that is of the same order of magnitude
as the Coulomb potential energy evaluated at a separation r ∼ b. A simple calculation
yields
W
v3
∼
m e v 2 /2
c3

1.

(3.32)

The energy radiated by an electron during a single Coulomb collision is a very small fraction
of its initial kinetic energy.

3.5.3 Calculation of SB
The next step in the calculation is to substitute the expression for W into the equation determining SB (Eq. (3.25)) and then carry out the integrations. The calculation is simplified by
taking advantage of the fact that the ions are far more massive than the electrons. The consequences of this are that at equal temperatures: (1) the ions move much more slowly than the
electrons, and (2) during a collision the ion orbit is negligibly perturbed. Thus, if one associates species “1” with electrons and species “2” with ions it is an excellent approximation to
assume that the relative velocity of the particles is given by v = |v1 − v2 | = |ve − vi | ≈ |ve |.
This approximation decouples the ions from the remainder of the integrand. The integration
over ion velocities then yields the simple contribution

f i (vi ) d vi = n i .
(3.33)
A second simplification in the remaining electron integration results from the fact that
the relative velocity depends only on the magnitude of ve . This can be exploited by introducing standard spherical velocity variables. The 3-D velocity integration reduces to a 1-D
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integration since none of the quantities in the integrand depends upon the spherical angle
variables. In particular it follows that
d ve = dvx dv y dvz = v 2 sin θ dv dθ dφ = 4π v 2 dv,

(3.34)

where the integrations over θ and φ yield the factor 4π . Under these simplifications the
expression for SB (Eq. (3.25)) using a Maxwellian distribution function for electrons reduces
to


 
2
Z 2 e6
m e 3/2 v 2 e−m e v /2Te
SB = 8π 2 n i n e
dv db.
(3.35)
2π Te
b2
48π 3 ε03 c3 m 2e
Consider now the integration over the impact parameter b. One’s first intuition might be to
integrate over all values of b: 0 < b < ∞. This, however, leads to a divergent integral. The
divergence arises from small values of b corresponding to strong, large-angle collisions. The
difficulty is that as b becomes smaller and smaller, the implicit assumption of a continuous
range of emitted frequencies breaks down and the formula for the radiated power P is no
longer valid. Quantum mechanical effects become important and radiation is allowed only
at a discrete set of quantized frequencies; that is, at small b the power radiated approaches
a finite constant and is not infinite. A simple approximation that accounts for the quantum
transition is to change the lower limit on b from b = 0 to b = bmin , where bmin is the
transition impact parameter corresponding to the onset of quantum mechanical effects.
The transition occurs when the impact parameter becomes so small that the quantum
mechanical uncertainty principle starts to become violated. Avoiding this problem requires
that x p ≥ h/2π. If one identifies x → b and p → m e v then
bmin ≈

h
.
2πm e v

(3.36)

Note that for an electron velocity corresponding to 1 keV, bmin is somewhat smaller than
an atomic diameter: bmin (1 keV) = 6 × 10−12 m < 10−10 m. The b integration is now
straightforward.
 ∞
db
1
2π m e v
=
=
.
(3.37)
2
b
b
h
min
bmin
Using this result in Eq. (3.35) leads to a simple velocity integral, which can be easily
evaluated analytically, yielding the following expression for SB :
 1/2 
e6
2
SB =
Z 2 n i n e Te1/2 W/m3 .
(3.38)
3/2
6π 3/2
ε03 c3 h m e
A more exact calculation that treats both the Coulomb interaction and the quantum mechanical effects self-consistently leads to an expression for SB that is identical to Eq. (3.38) except
for the numerical coefficient. The more exact expression is obtained by replacing
21/2
21/2
→
.
6π 3/2
3π 5/2

(3.39)
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Numerically, the change is given by 0.0423 → 0.0269. Hereafter, all calculations involving
Bremsstrahlung radiation will use the more accurate coefficient.

3.5.4 The effect of multiple ion species
Equation (3.38) represents the Bremsstrahlung power radiated by electrons colliding with
a single species of ions. In many situations there are multiple ion species present: D, T,
alphas, and impurities. The total radiated power is obtained by simply summing over the
individual ion species. The final sum for SB is usually written in terms of a quantity known
as Z eff , the “effective charge” of all the ions. The definition of Z eff makes use of the overall
charge neutrality of the system as given by

Z j n j = ne,
(3.40)
j

where the sum is over all ion species. Using this relation one defines Z eff as follows:


Z 2j n j
Z 2j n j
j

Z eff = 

Z jn j

=

j

ne

.

(3.41)

j

For a pure D–T plasma Z eff =1. The final, desired expression for SB is now written as
 1/2 
e6
2
SB =
Z eff n 2e Te1/2 W/m3 .
(3.42)
3/2
3π 5/2
ε03 c3 h m e
In practical units
1/2

SB = CB Z eff n 220 Tk
CB = 5.35 × 103 .

W/m3 ,
(3.43)

Observe that Bremsstrahlung radiation, like fusion power, increases with the square of the
density. However, its increase with temperature is much weaker.

3.6 Summary
Chapter 3 has described the first steps along the path to the design of a fusion reactor. These
steps involve the calculations of: (1) the dominant heating source, fusion power, and (2)
an important sink of energy, Bremsstrahlung radiation. Both contributions are essential in
assessing the overall power balance in a fusion reactor.
The calculation of the fusion power density requires the introduction of microscopic
nuclear physics including the concepts of cross section, mean free path, and collision time.
The D–T reaction has the largest fusion cross section, about 5 barns at a center of mass kinetic
energy of 120 keV. High kinetic energies are required in order to overcome the repulsive
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Coulomb force. Coulomb collisions, which are much more frequent than fusion collisions,
also cause the plasma to relax to a Maxwellian distribution function. The combination of
a Maxwellian distribution function and the experimentally measured D–T cross section
enables one to evaluate the velocity-averaged cross-section σ v as a function of T. The
maximum value of σ v is approximately 9 × 10−22 m3 /s at T = 70 keV. Combining these
results leads to the desired expression for the fusion power density in a 50%–50% D–T
plasma:
Sf = 14 E f n 2 σ v

W/m3 .

(3.44)

The dominant radiation loss in a fusion plasma is due to Coulomb interactions between
electrons and ions. It is known as Bremsstrahlung radiation and occurs during the orbit
deflection period while the electron is experiencing an accelerated motion. During this
period the electron loses energy by radiation emission. Using the generalized reaction rate
formalism leads to the following expression for radiation power density loss:
 1/2 
e6
2
SB =
Z eff n 2 Te1/2 W/m3 .
(3.45)
3/2
3π 5/2
ε03 c3 h m e
Both the fusion power and Bremsstrahlung radiation scale as n 2 . However, the fusion power
increases much more rapidly with T in the regime of fusion interest (T > 10 keV).
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Problems
3.1 This problem compares the reaction rates for D–T fusion for several different distribution functions. For reference note that a good analytic approximation for σ v
when both D and T are equal temperature Maxwellians is given by (Hively, H. M.
(1977). Convenient computational forms for Maxwellian reactivities. Nuclear Fusion,
17, 873).


a−1
−6
2
3
4
σ v = 10 exp
+ a0 + a1 Ti + a2 Ti + a3 Ti + a4 Ti m3 /s,
Tiα
where Ti = Ti (keV) and
α

a−1

a0

a1

a2

a3

a4

0.2935 −21.38 −25.20 −7.101 × 10−2 1.938 × 10−4 4.925 × 10−6 −3.984 × 10−8
(a) Calculate σ v assuming f T (v) = n T δ(v) and f D (v) is a Maxwellian for the cases
T = 5 keV, 10 keV, 15 keV, 20 keV. Compare the results for the case in which
both species are Maxwellians.
(b) Calculate σ v assuming f T (v) = n T δ(v) and f D (v) = n D δ(v − v0 ex ). Choose v0
such that m D v02 /2 = 3T /2 for the following cases: T = 5 keV, 10 keV, 15 keV,
20 keV. Compare the results for the case in which both species are Maxwellians.
Are beam distribution functions better or worse for fusion? Explain.
3.2 Determine the optimum operating temperature Tpp (keV) by maximizing the alpha
power density at fixed pressure. This leads to an expression of the form Sα = Cpp p 2 ,
where Sα is in watts per cubic meter and p is in atmospheres. Consider now the situation
where the density rather than the pressure is held constant. Using the expression for
σ v in Problem 3.1 determine the optimum temperature Tnn that maximizes Sα at
fixed n and calculate the corresponding value of Sα = K nn n 2 = K nn ( p/2Tn )2 = Cnn p 2 .
Lastly repeat the calculation for the case where the product np is constant and calculate
the corresponding value of Sα = K np np = K np p 2 /2n = Cnp p 2 . Compare the values of
Cnn , Cnp and Cpp . Note that usually holding the pressure fixed makes the most physical
sense. However, in a few situations the other options can also make sense. Even so, it is
always the pressure that is limited by macroscopic instabilities, thereby providing the
motivation for always writing Sα = C p 2 .
3.3 The purpose of this problem is to investigate the effect of plasma profiles on the alpha
power density. The idea behind the calculation is to replace the 0-D model where all
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quantities are equal to their average value by a volume-averaged 1-D model where the
density and temperature have known profiles that vary in space. Specifically, in a plasma
with a circular cross section the volume-averaged alpha power density is defined as

 
2 a Eα 2
Sα = 2
n σ v r dr.
a 0
4
Assume now that the density and temperature profiles are given by
n = (1 + νn )n(1 − r 2 /a 2 )νn ,
T = (1 + νT )T (1 − r 2 /a 2 )νT ,
where n and T are the volume-averaged density and temperature respectively. To
determine the effect of temperature profile on alpha power density numerically evaluate S α for νn = 0 and 0 ≤ νT ≤ 4 using σ v from Problem 3.1. For each νT
find the optimum value of T that maximizes S α at fixed average pressure: p =
2 [(1 + νn )(1 + νT )/(1 + νn + νT )] nT = const. Plot the optimum T (keV) and corresponding S α / p 2 ≡ Cp as a function of νT showing the 0-D limit νn = νT = 0 for
reference. To determine the variation of S α with density repeat the above calculation
for νT = 2 and 0 ≤ νn ≤ 4. Are peaked profiles good, bad, or unimportant in maximizing S α ?

4
Power balance in a fusion reactor

4.1 Introduction
Based on the results derived in Chapter 3 it is now possible to assemble all the sources and
sinks that contribute to the overall power balance in a fusion reactor. Chapter 4 describes
the construction and analysis of such a power balance model. The goal is to determine
quantitatively the requirements on pressure, density, temperature, and energy confinement
of the D–T fuel so as to produce a favorable overall power balance in a reactor: Pout
Pin .
Clearly, power balance plays a crucial role in determining the desirability of magnetic
fusion as a source of electricity. An analysis of power balance determines the ease or
difficulty of initiating fusion reactions. Specifically, how much external power must be
supplied, either initially or continuously, to produce a given amount of steady state fusion
power? The input power required must be sufficiently low in comparison to the output
power in order that a large net power is produced – this is the basic requirement of a power
reactor.
Basic power balance for a magnetic fusion reactor involves the analysis of the 0-D form of
the law of conservation of energy from fluid dynamics. The general procedure for deriving
the 0-D energy equation is the first topic discussed in Chapter 4. This is followed by a detailed
analysis of the 0-D model, leading to quantitative conditions on the pressure, temperature,
density, and energy confinement that must be satisfied in order to achieve a favorable power
balance. Knowledge of the power balance constraints provides the necessary input for the
design of a simple magnetic fusion reactor as developed in Chapters 5.

4.2 The 0-D conservation of energy relation
The approach used throughout the book to explain the physical behavior of a fusion plasma
is based on the analysis of a 3-D fluid model, encompassing conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, plus Maxwell’s equations. These are a set of non-linear, coupled, partial differential equations, made even more complicated by the fact that separate sets of
fluid equations are required for each of the different species (i.e., electrons, ions, alphas,
etc.). Furthermore, an accurate description of certain fusion phenomena requires knowledge of yet even more sophisticated microscopic physics aimed at determining the actual
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particle distribution functions. Microscopic plasma physics is, however, beyond the scope
of the present book. Even so, the full 3-D fluid model is more than complicated enough to
challenge one’s mathematical skills.
A simpler model is needed as an introduction to fusion energy, one that leads to an
overview of the overall power balance requirements in a fusion reactor. This model is
0-D conservation of energy. The overview provided by such a model helps to bracket the
parameter regimes in terms of pressures, densities, temperatures, and energy confinement
for magnetic fusion.
The 0-D model is obtained from the full set of 3-D fluid equations by making a number
of simplifying assumptions and approximations as follows. First, the fuel is assumed to
consist of a 50%–50% mixture of D–T with a negligible concentration of alpha particles.
The implication is that 2 n D = 2 n T = n e ≡ n and n α
n, where nj is the number density
of the jth species of particles. Second, each component of the fuel is assumed to be at the
same temperature: TD = TT = Te ≡ T . Note that while the alpha number density is small its
energy density (n α E α ) is usually substantial because E α
T . Third, the fuel is assumed
to be in the form of a fully ionized gaseous plasma near thermodynamic equilibrium,
corresponding to Maxwellian distribution functions. Under this assumption the internal
energy density and corresponding particle pressure for each species j are given by U j =
(3/2) n j T j and p j = n j T j . The total internal energy density and pressure of the fuel are
now easily calculated: U = UD + UT + Ue = 3 nT and p = pD + pT + pe = 2 nT . Note
that U = 32 p. These assumptions are reasonably well satisfied in fusion reactors and reduce
the complexity from a multi-species model to a single one species model.
Using these simplifications one can now write the well-known conservation of energy
relation from fluid dynamics. There are several standard forms of this relation and the one
given below is convenient for present purposes:
3 ∂p 3
+ ∇ · pv + p∇ · v + ∇ · q = S.
2 ∂t
2

(4.1)

The interpretation is as follows. For a small fixed volume in the laboratory reference
frame, the first term represents the time rate of change of internal energy density within
this volume. The second term describes the net flux of energy density leaving the volume
by convection. The third term corresponds to the loss of energy density due to expansion
of the fluid (and corresponds to the familiar “p dV ” term in thermodynamics). The fourth
term represents the loss of energy density due to diffusive processes. The most common
diffusive process is heat conduction in which q = −κ∇T . The last term S describes the
various sources and sinks of power density contributing to the energy balance. This is a
crucial term consisting of three contributions
S = Sf − SB + Sh .

(4.2)

Here, Sf is the fusion heating power density produced by nuclear reactions, SB is the radiation
loss per unit volume due to Bremsstrahlung, and Sh is the external heating power density
supplied to the system (e.g. ohmic heating power or external RF power). Also, care must be
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taken, depending upon application, as to whether to include the alpha power, the neutron
power, or both in evaluating Sf . There is additional discussion on this point later in the
chapter.
For present purposes assume the source terms are known. The 0-D power balance relation
is now derived as follows. Equation (4.1) is integrated over the volume of the plasma and
then divided by the plasma volume V. The 0-D power balance relation is thus given by




1
3 ∂p
+ ∇ · pv + p∇ · v + ∇ · q − S d r = 0.
(4.3)
V
2 ∂t
The remainder of the chapter is focused on the simplification and analysis of this critical
equation.

4.3 General power balance in magnetic fusion
The plan to examine power balance is as follows. First, the general 0-D power balance
relation is simplified, leading to an explicit form directly applicable to a magnetic fusion
reactor. Second, this relation is examined with respect to power balance within the plasma
itself. In particular, the conditions for the plasma to be self-sustained in steady state equilibrium are determined. Third, global power balance is investigated. Once the plasma is
in steady state equilibrium, one needs to guarantee that the total electric power output of
the reactor greatly exceeds the electric power input in order to have a desirable source of
electricity.
The fourth and final topic concerns the dynamical behavior of the plasma. Here, there are
two important issues, thermal stability and the minimum external power required to reach
steady state. First, for thermal stability one assumes that the desired steady state reactor
operating parameters are achieved. It is essential to show that this operating point is stable
in order to avoid a thermal runaway. Second, the issue of a minimum external heating
power arises even in a fully ignited reactor where no such power is required in steady state.
However, external heating is required during the startup transient phase in order to heat the
plasma from its low initial temperature to the desired final ignition temperature. This power
does not affect the steady state operating costs of running the reactor but does contribute
to the capital cost. The corresponding constraints resulting from each of these dynamic
phenomena are important inputs to the design of a reactor.

4.4 Steady state 0-D power balance
The analysis begins by recalling the general 0-D plasma power balance relation, repeated
here for convenience




1
3 ∂p
+ ∇ · pv + p∇ · v + ∇ · q − S d r = 0.
(4.4)
V
2 ∂t
One can now introduce several approximations that reduce Eq. (4.4) to a much simpler
form. First, a magnetic fusion reactor will almost certainly be a steady state system with
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small or negligible flows. Consequently the time derivative term is zero and the convection
and compression terms can be neglected.
The next simplification involves the source terms. Consider the fusion power contribution.
Since Eq. (4.4) applies to the plasma, only the alpha particle energy should be included.
The alphas are charged particles that are confined by the magnetic field and thus remain
within the plasma, providing a source of heat. The neutrons, which have no charge, escape
from the plasma. They provide the main source of heat in the blanket and are ultimately
responsible for producing electricity. Even so, since they are not confined in the plasma
they make no contribution to the power balance within the plasma. The conclusion is that
the fusion power contribution Sf → Sα , where
Sα = 14 E α n 2 σ v .

(4.5)

Here, recall that E α = 3.5 MeV. Also it has been assumed that the temperatures of all
species are equal and that the fuel is a 50%–50% mixture of D and T, each with density
n/2. Observe that as written Sα = Sα (n, T ). From a physics point of view it makes more
sense to rewrite Sα in the form Sα = Sα ( p, T ). The reason is the misconception that arises
because of the experimental ease of raising n by simply injecting more gas into the system.
However, this is not very useful since the temperature would certainly decrease as the
density increases, thereby reducing the number of fusion reactions. The implication is that
it is not the number density that is fundamental but the energy density, which is proportional
to the pressure. In the expression for Sα , and all other contributions to the power balance
that follow, the quantities p and T will be treated as the fundamental variables. Recall that
the total pressure p = 2nT , allowing one to rewrite Sα as follows:
Sα =

σ v
1
Eα p2 2 .
16
T

(4.6)

The next source term to consider is the Bremsstrahlung radiation. This contribution is
easily expressed in terms of p and T:
SB = CB Z eff n 2 T 1/2 =

p2
1
CB Z eff 3/2 .
4
T

(4.7)

For simplicity, a high degree of plasma purity is assumed implying that Z eff ≈ 1.
The last contribution to S is the external heating term. This, in general, comprises an
ohmic heating term plus sources of auxiliary power such as microwave heating. The ohmic
heating term is a function of temperature, current, and geometry. In the regime of steady
state fusion power production this contribution is zero. The reason is that the ohmic plasma
current is the secondary current of a transformer and a DC transformer is not physically
possible. The ohmic power can only have an impact during the initial transient. On the other
hand, the auxiliary heating power is operational during both transients and steady state. This
is the dominant source of external heating power, and is assumed to be deposited in the
plasma with a known profile, independent of p and T. Consequently, the heating power can
be written as
Sh = Sh (r, t).

(4.8)
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All the terms, with the exception of the heat flux have now been defined. Leaving this
term aside temporarily, one is next faced with the task of integrating the remaining contributions over the plasma volume. Since the profiles of p and T are not known, a plausible
approximation must be made to carry out this step. The approximation is as follows. In
general, the pressure and temperature are monotonically decreasing profiles that are always
positive (i.e., there are no negative regions that can lead to a cancellation when integrating).
Therefore, a qualitatively and semi-quantitatively accurate approximation is to assume that
the p and T profiles are constant across the whole profile with magnitudes equal to their
average value. It is this approximation that converts the multi-dimensional model into a
useful 0-D model. The uniform profile assumption simplifies general integral contributions
as follows:


1
1
G( p, T ) d r ≈
G( p, T ) d r = G[ p (t) , T (t)],
V 
V
(4.9)
1
S(r, t) d r = S(t).
V
The quantities p, T , S are average values over space. For convenience the “over bars” will
be suppressed hereafter.
Under the assumptions introduced, the 0-D power balance relation simplifies to
 
  2

σ v
Eα
CB
1
p
+
S
−
q · d A = 0.
(4.10)
p2 2 −
h
16
T
4 T 3/2
V A
The term involving the heat flux, obtained using the divergence theorem, is an integral
over the plasma surface area. The last step in the derivation is to simplify this term. As
an illustrative example consider a circular cylindrical plasma of radius a in which the heat
flux is given by Fourier’s law: q = −κ∇T with κ the thermal conductivity. Under this
assumption the heat flux contribution to Eq. (4.10) reduces to


1
κ ∂ T 
q · dA = −2
.
(4.11)
V A
r ∂r r =a
To evaluate this term one needs to know the unknown temperature gradient at the plasma
edge. The uniform profile assumption obviously does not work. Equally complicating is
the fact that κ for a fusion plasma is not accurately known. The thermal conductivity in a
fusion plasma is often noticeably higher than the value calculated by the classical theory
of collisions. The reason is that most plasmas experience a variety of small-scale microturbulence, which leads to anomalously large values of transport coefficients. The usual
procedure used in fusion research to circumvent this problem is to define a 0-D energy
confinement time τE , valid for general geometry, as follows:

1
3 p
q · dA ≡
.
(4.12)
V A
2 τE
The quantity τE represents the e-folding relaxation time of the plasma energy due to heat
conduction. In practice it is determined experimentally by regression analysis of a large
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database of plasma discharges from different devices. For present purposes one should
assume that τE is a known quantity. Note that, in general, τE = τE ( p, T ). However, for the
moment τE is treated as being independent of p and T to simplify the analysis. This assumption is relaxed in future chapters after plasma transport phenomena have been discussed.
Substituting the simplified expression for the heat flux contribution leads to the desired
form of the 0-D steady state power balance relation in a magnetic fusion reactor.


Eα
16



Sα + Sh = SB + Sκ ,

 2
CB
3 p
p
2 σ v
+ Sh =
+
.
p
T2
4 T 3/2
2 τE

(4.13)

The goal now is to analyze this equation in order to determine the conditions on p, T, and
τE that lead to a favorable power balance.

4.5 Power balance in the plasma
The first topic of interest is to investigate the conditions that determine how to maintain the
plasma in steady state power balance without, for the moment, being concerned about the
overall power balance in the reactor. There are two relevant subtopics. The first is called
“ideal ignition” and as will be shown sets a lower limit for the operating temperature of the
plasma. The second subtopic is simply called “ignition” and leads to constraints on p, τE ,
and T for the plasma to be in steady state equilibrium under more realistic conditions.

4.5.1 Ideal ignition
Ideal ignition corresponds to the condition of steady state power balance in the plasma
assuming negligible heat conduction losses and no external heating. In other words,
the fusion produced alpha power must be large enough to overcome the irreducible
Bremsstrahlung radiation losses:
Sα = SB .

(4.14)

Substituting for Sα and SB leads to a condition involving only the plasma temperature. The
dependence on p cancels out:
σ v
1/2
Tk

=

m3 /s
4CB
= 3.8 × 10−24
.
Eα
keV1/2

(4.15)

This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Observe that for the plasma to satisfy the ideal
ignition condition the temperature must satisfy
T ≥ 4.4 keV.

(4.16)

Equation (4.16) sets a lower limit on the plasma temperature in a magnetic fusion reactor.
The corresponding value for the D–D reaction is much higher, approximately 30 keV. Note
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Figure 4.1 Alpha power and Bremsstrahlung radiation as a function of temperature. The intersection
point corresponds to ideal ignition.

also that once the ideal ignition temperature is exceeded, the alpha power increases much
more rapidly than the Bremsstrahlung losses. For example at T = 10 keV, one finds that
Sα /SB ≈ 8 for D–T fuel.

4.5.2 Ignition
The ignition condition represents a more realistic power balance situation. The assumption
here is that in steady state the alpha power heating is sufficiently large to balance the
combined Bremsstrahlung and thermal conduction losses, without the need for any external
power:
Sα = SB + Sκ .

(4.17)

This clearly is a very desirable power balance goal since once the plasma is ignited, steady
state fusion power is produced with no external power required to sustain the plasma.
Equation (4.17) sets limits on p, T, and τE . To determine these limits quantitatively it is
convenient to express the various power densities in practical units as follows:
Sα =

σ v
E α σ v 2
p = K α 2 p2
16 T 2
Tk

MW/m3 ,

p2
CB p2
=
K
MW/m3 ,
B
3/2
4 T 3/2
Tk
3 p
p
Sκ =
= Kκ
MW/m3 .
2 τE
τE

SB =

(4.18)

Here K α = 1.37, K B = 0.052, and K κ = 0.15. The units are Tk (keV), τE (s), σ v
(10−22 m3/s), and p (105 Pa). The reason for the choice of pressure units is that 105 Pa =
1 bar ≈ 1 atm. Hence, numerical values of p should provide some sense of physical intuition
for the reader.
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Figure 4.2 Critical pτE for ignition as a function of temperature.

These definitions of power density are substituted into the ignition power balance condition. After some simple algebra one obtains a condition on the product p τE as a function
of T:
p τE ≥

K κ Tk2
K α σ v −

1/2
K B Tk

≈ KI

Tk2
σ v

atm s.

(4.19)

The quantity pτE = 2T (nτE ), where nτE is known as the Lawson parameter. The approximate form follows from the reasonably good assumption of neglecting the Bremsstrahlung
losses in the regime of interest. In this case K I = K κ /K α = 0.11.
The exact and approximate forms of Eq. (4.19) are plotted in Fig. 4.2. Observe that T
must exceed the ideal ignition temperature in order for p τE to be positive. More importantly,
p τE must exceed a certain minimum value for ignition to occur. The minimizing value of
T and the corresponding value of p τE are given by
Tmin = 15 keV,
( p τE )min = 8.3 atm s.

(4.20)

For p τE < ( p τE )min ignition is not possible. For p τ E > ( p τ E )min two solutions corresponding to two different temperatures are possible. The significance of these two solutions is
discussed shortly and is related to the thermal stability of the system. Note that for a 15 keV
plasma with an energy confinement time of 1 s, a pressure of about 8 atm is required for
the plasma to be ignited; that is, it is sustained purely by the self-heating of the fusion alpha
particles.
The existence of a minimum p τE has very important practical implications. In general,
increasing either p or τE requires an increase in either the size of the device or the magnetic
field, both of which lead to an increase in the capital cost of the reactor. Therefore, the
ease or difficulty of satisfying Eq. (4.20) is a crucial factor in distinguishing the relative
desirability of various proposed magnetic fusion configurations (e.g. tokamak, stellarator,
etc.).
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There is one final issue, related to the use of a non-zero external heating power to consider
with respect to plasma power balance. There are two situations where the use of external
heating power is essential. First, in existing D–T burning fusion devices, the p τE criterion
cannot be satisfied because their size or field is too small. In such cases additional external
heating power is required to maintain the plasma against thermal conduction losses. Second,
even in larger reactor-scale devices some external power will very likely be needed. The
reason is that many magnetic fusion configurations require a toroidal current to hold the
plasma in equilibrium. Such currents are driven in steady state by external sources of directed
beam power or microwave power. The unavoidable power necessary to drive this current
also contributes to the heating power and sets a lower bound on Sh .
The amount of external heating power required is very important in the overall power
balance of the reactor. When Sh > 0, the plasma is subignited. The reactor becomes a power
amplifier with the gain (defined as Pout /Pin ) being the critical measure of performance. The
use of external power has both an advantage and a disadvantage. The advantage is that
external power reduces the requirement on p τE since less alpha power is now required to
sustain the plasma. The disadvantage is that too much external power degrades the overall
gain of the reactor. As an extreme example, a device heated solely by external power
requires p τE = 0. It can sustain a low-temperature plasma but produces zero fusion power.
The quantitative impact of external heating power is discussed in the context of plasma
power balance immediately below, and in the context of overall reactor power balance in
the next subsection.
The approach taken with respect to plasma power balance is to assume that a certain
amount of external heating power is required without actually focusing on any particular
application. The goal is to determine the impact that this power has on the minimum value
of p τE required to maintain the plasma in steady state equilibrium and the corresponding
reduction in gain. A convenient way to introduce the external heating power is to assume
that the alpha power provides only a fraction f α of the total heating power:
fα ≡

Sα
.
Sα + Sh

(4.21)

Observe that f α = 1 corresponds to ignition, f α = 12 to equal alpha and external power, and
f α = 0 to no alpha power.
Next, one can easily express Sh in terms of Sα and f α :
Sh =

1 − fα
Sα .
fα

(4.22)

This relation is substituted into the full steady state power balance relation
Sα + Sh = Sκ + SB .

(4.23)

A short calculation gives the following modified form of the p τE condition:
p τE ≥

K κ Tk2
(1/ f α ) K α σ v −

1/2
K B Tk

≈ fα K I

Tk2
σ v

atm s.

(4.24)
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As expected, the addition of external heating reduces the demands on the amount of alpha
heating required to maintain the plasma. Specifically, the minimum p τE for steady state
power balance is reduced by a factor of f α . Even so, this is a mixed blessing since too much
external heating power has a detrimental effect on the overall power balance in the reactor.
This is the next topic of interest.

4.6 Power balance in a reactor
Assume that some combination of alpha power and external heating power is maintaining
the plasma in steady state equilibrium at a temperature of about 15 keV. The critical issue
then is to calculate the ratio of the output power to the input power (i.e., the gain) to
determine the conditions under which the system indeed makes sense as a power reactor. To
address this issue two dimensionless “gain parameters” are introduced. The first parameter
Q is widely used in the fusion community and is based primarily on physics considerations.
The second parameter Q E is somewhat more realistic and attempts, in a simple manner,
to include some basic engineering constraints. The goal of the analysis is to determine the
dependence of both Q and Q E on the value of p τE when p τE is smaller than the value
required for ignition.
4.6.1 The physics gain factor Q
The analysis proceeds by carefully defining Q in terms of the various power density sources
and sinks. Some simple algebra then allows one to write this definition in the form Q =
Q ( pτE , T ).
The definition of the physics gain factor Q is as follows:
net thermal power out
Q=
heating power in
total thermal power out − heating power in
heating power in
Pout − Pin
=
.
Pin

=

(4.25)

The motivation for the definition is as follows. Ultimately, in a reactor electricity is generated
by the total amount of thermal power produced in the plasma. For a net gain in output thermal
power, the total output thermal power must exceed the input heating power required to
maintain the plasma. Thus, in the limit where no fusion reactions take place, all the input
heating power is converted into the total output thermal power in the form of thermal
conduction and radiation power losses; that is, Pout = Pin , and Q = 0. At the other extreme
corresponding to full ignition, no heating power is required to maintain the plasma (Pin = 0),
since this task is carried out by the alphas. In this limit Q = ∞. The conclusion is that with
the definition of Q given by Eq. (4.25) the interesting regime for a steady state power reactor
is defined by 0 < Q < ∞.
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Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of power flow in a fusion reactor showing how the input sources of
fusion neutrons, fusion alphas, and external heating power are ultimately converted into steam for
electricity.

A simpler, explicit form for the physics gain factor of the form Q = Q ( pτE , T ) is now
derived by substituting the appropriate contributions for total output thermal power and
input heating power into the definition given by Eq. (4.25). To begin, note that the input
power is easily identifiable as Pin = Sh V , where V is the plasma volume. This is external
power that must be continuously absorbed by the plasma to keep it heated to the right
temperature and to drive any steady state toroidal current that may be required.
Consider next the total output thermal power. What precise contributions must be included
here? To answer this question, think again of a reactor where the output electric power is
produced by means of a thermal conversion system (e.g. a heat exchanger–steam turbine
system) that converts the heat produced by the plasma into steam and then electricity.
See Fig. 4.3. From the point of view of physics the total thermal output power should
therefore include all the sources of heat that leave the plasma and are available for thermal
conversion. There are three such sources. First, the 14.1 MeV fusion neutrons that escape
from the plasma are the primary source of heat. This heat is converted to steam in the
surrounding blanket. Second, Bremsstrahlung radiation escapes from the plasma and is
deposited on the first wall. To prevent radiation-induced melting, the first wall must be
cooled. The heat carried away by the coolant is also available for conversion to steam.
Third, plasma energy is continuously carried to the first wall by thermal conduction. Here
too, to prevent melting this thermal heat must be carried away by the first wall coolant,
after which it becomes available for steam production. As for the alpha particles, it is
assumed that they give their heat to the plasma before they diffuse out. Thus, their energy
is not directly available to produce external heat. The alpha power contribution is only
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Figure 4.4 The physics gain factor Q and engineering gain factor Q E as functions of ( pτE )/( pτE )I .

indirect through heating of the plasma. It ultimately appears as output thermal power in the
form of radiation and heat conduction. A similar argument applies to the external heating
power.
On the basis of this reasoning, the output power is given by Pout = (Sn + SB + Sκ )V ,
where Sn = (E n /E α )Sα = 4Sα . Combining these results leads to the following definition
of Q:
4Sα + SB + Sκ − Sh
Q=
.
(4.26)
Sh
The simplified form of Q can be obtained by substituting Sh from Eq. (4.23) into the
numerator of Eq. (4.26). This yields
Sf
Q= ,
(4.27)
Sh
where Sf = Sn + Sα = 5Sα . Equation (4.27) shows that Q is simply the ratio of the total
fusion power produced to the power input.
The desired relation giving Q = Q( pτE , T ) is obtained by eliminating Sh from the
denominator of Eq. (4.27), again by means of Eq. (4.23), and substituting for the separate contributions. A short calculation, in which for simplicity Bremsstrahlung is neglected,
then leads to the following expression for Q:
pτE
Q=5
,
( pτE )I − pτE
(4.28)
T2
( pτE )I = K I k
atm s
σ v
Note that ( pτE )I denotes the value of pτE required for ignition. The curve of Q vs. pτ is
illustrated in Fig. 4.4. As expected when pτ = ( pτ )I , then Q = ∞. When some external
heating power is used, the required pτ < ( pτ )I although the gain Q is lowered. For example,
if one desires ten times the fusion power as compared to the input power (i.e., Q = 10),
then p τE is smaller by a factor of 23 from the case of pure ignition.
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Finally, a comparison of Eqs. (4.24) and (4.28) shows that f α and Q are related to
fα =

Q
.
5+ Q

(4.29)

Thus, if entry into the “burning plasma regime” is defined as plasma power balance in which
alpha power just equals external power, then this corresponds to f α = 12 or equivalently
Q = 5.

4.6.2 The engineering gain factor QE
The gain factor Q provides a reasonable accounting of the various power sources and sinks
that contribute to power balance as viewed from the physics of the fusion process. Even so it
is not entirely satisfactory in the sense that the various contributions to Q represent different
types of power. For example Sn and Sκ are thermal power densities while Sh is, for instance,
a microwave power density. None of the contributions is an actual electric power density.
The engineering gain factor Q E remedies this situation by converting all contributions to
electric power densities by the introduction of appropriate power conversion efficiencies.
The more realistic figure of merit Q E is defined as
QE =
=
=

net electric power out
electric power in
total electric power out − electric power in
electric power in
(E)
Pout
− Pin(E)

Pin(E)

.

(4.30)

The separate terms are evaluated as follows. First, Pin(E) is the actual electric power
required to drive the external heating sources. A fraction ηe of this power is converted into
a form suitable for plasma heating, say, microwave power. Furthermore, the plasma itself
only absorbs a fraction ηa of the microwave power, the remainder being reflected away.
The overall conversion efficiency of electric power input to power absorbed in the plasma
is thus given by the product ηe ηa , implying that
Pin(E) = Sh V /ηe ηa .

(4.31)

Typically, ηe ≈ 0.7 and ηa ≈ 0.7.
Consider next the electric power output. The argument here concerning which terms
actually produce heat is similar to that presented with the definition of Q with two
exceptions. First, one should also include the heat produced by each fusion neutron
when breeding tritium in the lithium blanket. Thus, in addition to the E n = 14.1 MeV
contribution one should add ELi = 4.8 MeV. Second, the microwave power reflected
off the plasma is absorbed by the wall producing heat and it too should be included.
This contribution is given by (1 − ηa )ηe Pin(E) . Adding these contributions leads to the
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following expression for the total thermal power out: Pout = (Sn + SLi + SB + Sκ )V +
(1 − ηa )ηe Pin(E) , where
Sn + SLi = [(E n + E Li ) /E α ] Sα = 5.4 Sα .

(4.32)

Assume that the thermal heat is converted to electricity through a steam cycle and turbine
with a conversion efficiency ηt , where typically ηt ≈ 0.4. The electric power out can then
be written as

(1 − ηa )
(E)
(4.33)
Pout = ηt 5.4 Sα + SB + Sκ +
Sh V.
ηa
Combining terms leads to the following expression for the engineering power gain Q E :
ηt ηe ηa (5.4 Sα + SB + Sκ ) − [1 − (1 − ηa )ηt ηe ]Sh
QE =
.
(4.34)
Sh
After substituting for the various sources and sinks, and again neglecting Bremsstrahlung
for simplicity, one can easily rewrite this expression in the desired form:
(6.4ηt ηe ηa + 1 − ηt ηe ) pτ − (1 − ηt ηe )( pτ )I
QE =
( pτ )I − pτ
pτ − 0.37( pτ )I
≈ 2.0
.
(4.35)
( pτ )I − pτ
A plot of Q E vs. pτ is also shown in Fig 4.4. Observe that as with Q, the value of
Q E = ∞ when pτ = ( pτ )I . Similarly, pτE is reduced from its fully ignited value when
external heating is used. However, the reduction is not as great. Specifically, a simple
calculation shows that the relationship between Q and Q E is given by
En + Eα
Q E + 1 − η t ηe
Q=
= 4.0 (Q E + 0.72) .
(4.36)
E n + E α + E Li
ηt ηe ηa
Some interesting numerical values are as follows. For electric power breakeven
(E)
(Pout
= Pin(E) ) corresponding to Q E = 0, a value of pτE / ( pτE )I = 0.37 is required. This
corresponds to Q = 2.9. If the goal is an electric power gain factor of Q E = 10, then
pτE = 0.90 ( pτE )I is required and corresponds to Q ≈ 43. Finally, note that a physics gain
factor of Q = 10 is equivalent to an engineering gain factor of only Q E = 1.8.
What are the conclusions to be drawn from this analysis? They can be summarized as
follows. First, full self-ignition (Q = Q E = ∞) requires pτ E = 8.3 atm s at T = 15 keV.
Second, if some external heating is required the value of pτE is reduced since this power
relieves some of the heating burden from the alpha particles (Q E is now finite). Third, for
reasonable choices of the efficiencies ηe , ηa , and ηt the reduction is not very large. For
Q E = 10, a reasonable value in a reactor, the value of pτE is reduced by a factor of only
about 0.9. Fourth, even electric power breakeven (Q E = 0) requires a value of pτE equal
to about 0.4 of its ignition value. Finally, a typical Q E = 10 reactor producing 1000 MW
of electric power combined with an overall heating efficiency of ηe ηa ≈ 0.5 implies that
no more than 50 MW of absorbed microwave power is available for external heating and
current drive.
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4.7 Time dependent power balance in a fusion reactor
The analysis above describes important constraints with respect to the steady state operation
of a fusion reactor. This section focuses on additional constraints that arise during the
transient phase as the plasma is heated from its initial low temperature to its final operating
temperature. There are two topics of interest: thermal stability and the minimum external
heating power. To address these issues the 0-D power balance relation is generalized to
include time dependence. The generalized relation is discussed first and then applied to the
two topics of interest.

4.7.1 Time dependent 0-D power balance relation
The goal here is to add time dependence plus the convection and compression terms into
the 0-D steady state power balance relation. Once accomplished, this allows an analysis of
transient effects. The difficulty in carrying out this task is the appearance of the velocity v
and, particularly, its spatial derivatives, which are unknown quantities. A convenient way
to circumvent this problem, which exploits the uniform (in space) profile assumption, is as
follows.
Recall that the terms of interest in the energy equation Eq. (4.1) are


3 ∂p
+ ∇ · pv + p∇ · v.
(4.37)
2 ∂t
This expression can be rewritten more conveniently as


3 ∂p
3 ∂p 5
+ ∇ · pv + p∇ · v =
+ ∇ · pv − v · ∇ p.
2 ∂t
2 ∂t
2

(4.38)

Equation (4.38) is now averaged over the plasma volume to obtain the corresponding 0-D
form of the terms. The ∇ · pv terms integrate to zero by means of the divergence theorem,
assuming the plasma boundary is stationary; that is, assuming n · v = 0 on the plasma
boundary. Next, under the assumption of spatially uniform profiles, one can neglect the last
term in Eq. (4.38). This is not a very good approximation (because the actual profiles are
not flat), but the term is usually not a dominant contribution and the approximation greatly
simplifies the analysis by eliminating the appearance of v. Combining terms leads to the
desired time dependent form of the 0-D power balance equation:
3 dp
= Sα + Sh − SB − Sκ
2 dt
 
  2
Eα
CB
3 p
p
2 σ v
=
+ Sh −
−
.
p
2
3/2
16
T
4 T
2 τE

(4.39)

This equation can now be used to analyze thermal stability and the minimum external
heating power.
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4.7.2 Thermal stability
Consider a plasma in steady state thermal equilibrium at a certain desired operating temperature T0 . The alpha and external heating powers balance the heat conduction and
Bremsstrahlung losses. Now assume the plasma experiences a small, random temperature fluctuation. Thermal stability asks whether the heating dynamics of the plasma are
such that the temperature returns to its original value T0 (stable) or if instead the temperature experiences a thermal runaway (unstable). The answer, as shown below, is closely
associated with the relative rates at which the heating power and the power loss change with
temperature.
In order to address the temperature evolution by means of Eq. (4.39), one must introduce
an assumption that relates the pressure change to the temperature change. This is necessary
to reduce the problem from that of a single equation with two unknowns (T, p) to one of
a single equation with one unknown (T). A simple plausible approximation is to assume
that the density remains constant as the temperature is perturbed from equilibrium. This
assumption will serve the present purpose of illustrating the basic problem of thermal
stability. Thus, recalling that p = 2nT and assuming that n = n 0 = const, one can rewrite
Eq. (4.39) as follows:
3n 0

dT
= SH (T ) − SL (T )
dt
 
Eα
n0 T
=
n 20 σ v + Sh − CB n 20 T 1/2 − 3
.
4
τE

(4.40)

Here, SH = Sα + Sh is the total heating power density while SL = SB + Sκ is the total power
loss density. At thermal equilibrium SH (T0 ) = SL (T0 ) by definition.
An intuitive picture of thermal stability can be obtained by examining a plot of Ṫ vs.
T in the vicinity of T ≈ T0 as illustrated in Fig. 4.5. Note that there are two possibilities
depending on the relative rate of temperature change of the heating and loss terms. The
first case, corresponding to a more rapid change of losses as compared to heating, has a
negative slope and is thermally stable. To see this, observe that a small positive temperature
perturbation moves one to a higher value of T with respect to T0 . The negative slope of
the curve implies that Ṫ < 0 at this increased value of T. Since Ṫ < 0 the dynamics of
the system causes the temperature to decrease. In other words, since the losses increase
faster than the heating, the net loss of power tends to lower the temperature back towards its
equilibrium value. The system is thermally stable. A similar argument holds for a negative
temperature perturbation.
In contrast, a positive slope of the curve, corresponding to a more rapid change of heating
as compared to losses, implies a thermal runaway. A small positive temperature perturbation
places one on a portion of the curve where Ṫ > 0. The dynamics, dominated by the heating,
tends to further increase the temperature. This is a thermal runaway, often referred to as a
thermal instability.
This intuitive picture can be quantified mathematically by the well-known procedure of
linear stability analysis. This method is also widely used in many other aspects of fusion
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Figure 4.5 Ṫ as a function of T for: (a) a thermally stable system and (b) a thermally unstable system.

science. It works as follows. Assume the temperature is perturbed only a very small amount
away from equilibrium:
T (t) = T0 + T1 (t).

(4.41)

The “small” assumption implies that T1
T0 . Equation (4.41) is substituted into the equation for T, which is then Taylor expanded about the temperature T0 . Since T0 = const, the
expanded temperature equation becomes
3n 0

dT1
= SH (T0 ) − SL (T0 )
dt


+ SH (T0 ) − SL (T0 ) T1

 T2
+ SH (T0 ) − SL (T0 ) 1 + · · ·
2

(4.42)

Here, the prime denotes differentiation with respect to T0 .
The equation simplifies as follows. The first two terms on the right hand side exactly
cancel by virtue of the equilibrium condition. All the terms on the third line can be neglected
because of the smallness assumption of T1 /T0 . In particular, if T1 /T0
1, then T1 /T0
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(T1 /T0 )2
(T1 /T0 )3 . . . These simplifications reduce Eq. (4.42) to a first order linear
ordinary differential equation in the unknown variable T1 :


dT1
3n 0
(4.43)
= SH (T0 ) − SL (T0 ) T1 .
dt
The goal now is to examine the time dependence of T1 . If T1 decays to zero, the temperature returns to its original value T0 and the plasma is thermally stable. If on the other hand
T1 grows without bound, the temperature is moving further and further from its equilibrium
value and the plasma is thermally unstable. The enormous advantage of the small perturbation assumption is that the stability equation is linear, allowing a simple analytic solution.
Linearity implies that the solutions have exponential behavior. Thus, the solution to Eq.
(4.43) can be written as
T1 (t) = T1 (0)eγ t .
The growth rate γ is found by direct substitution and is given by

1 dSH (T0 ) dSL (T0 )
γ =
.
−
3n 0
dT0
dT0

(4.44)

(4.45)

As predicted intuitively, when the losses increase faster than the heating, the growth rate
is negative, implying thermal stability. Conversely, when the heating increases faster than
the losses, the growth rate is positive, indicating exponential growth and thermal instability.
The condition for thermal stability can therefore be written as
dSL (T0 )
dSH (T0 )
>
.
(4.46)
dT0
dT0
Equation (4.46) can easily be applied to magnetic fusion by substituting the appropriate expressions appearing in SL and SH . The algebra is simplified by neglecting the
Bremsstrahlung radiation, which, as it turns out, is a good approximation in the temperature regime near the stability–instability transition. A short calculation yields the following
condition for thermal stability:
n0
dσ v
1
3 ≥ E α n 20
.
(4.47)
τE
4
dT0
This equation is valid even in the presence of external heating since Sh is assumed to
be a fixed quantity independent of T. The stability condition can be further simplified by
substituting Sκ = Sα + Sh and recalling that at the equilibrium temperature T0 , Sh (T0 ) =
[(1 − f α )/ f α ]Sα (T0 ). The final form of the stability condition is then
d
dT0

1/ f

T0 α
σ v

≥ 0.

(4.48)

The implications of the stability criterion on power balance can be seen by re-examining
the curve of pτE vs. T. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.6 for several values of f α . The bold
portions of the curves correspond to stability. Observe that for a given pτE thermal stability
occurs for the high-temperature solution to power balance. However, while natural thermal
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Figure 4.6 Plot of the thermally stable portion of the pτE vs. T curve for various f α . The darker
portions of the curve are stable to the right of the f α points.

stability is desirable, there are other plasma stability and engineering issues that often
require operation at the lower-temperature solution. Since the low-temperature solution is
thermally unstable, the conclusion is that some form of feedback, usually referred to as
“burn control” must be employed in this regime.
The conclusion regarding the need for burn control has been derived assuming that τE
is a constant. A more accurate model based on experimental observations would have to
include a crucial new effect, that of a temperature dependence on τE . Typically τE degrades
as the temperature increases. This makes power balance more difficult, but, as will be
shown in Chapter 14, substantially improves the situation with respect to thermal stability.
Specifically, the qualitative physics of burn control remains unchanged but, when the effect
of the experimental τE = τE (T ) is included, the undesirable problem of burn control is
eliminated.

4.7.3 The minimum external power
Assume an optimized reactor situation in which steady state power balance is achieved
without the need for any external heating, either to maintain the temperature or to drive
plasma current. Even in this situation, however, external power is still needed during the
start up transient phase in order to heat the plasma from its initial low temperature to a high
enough value for the alpha heating to become dominant. The goal here is to calculate the
minimum value of the external heating power and to compare it to the reactor output power.
As stated earlier the external power does not affect the steady state operating costs of a fully
ignited reactor. It does, nonetheless, contribute directly to the capital cost.
The analysis proceeds by investigating the time evolution of the plasma from its cold
initial state to its final ignited state. This, in general, requires the numerical solution of the
non-linear, time dependent, energy balance equation. However, the desired information can
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Figure 4.7 (a) Ṫ vs. T showing the low (TI ) and high (T̄I ) equilibrium points plus the negative
minimum Ṫ = [Sα (TH ) − Sκ (TH )]/3n 0 ≡ −Smin /3n 0 . (b) Typical Sh (T ) vs. T profile that vanishes at
Sh (TI ) = 0 and whose value at T = TH satisfies Sh (TH ) ≥ Smin .

be extracted analytically by examining the complete Ṫ vs. T curve (i.e. Eq. (4.40)) for the
case Sh = 0 (and neglecting Bremsstrahlung) as shown in Fig. 4.7(a). For simplicity, the
entire time evolution is again assumed to take place at fixed n = n 0 = const. Also the value
of pτE along the curve is assumed to be sufficiently large that two steady state equilibria
exist (i.e. at the two temperatures at which Ṫ = 0).
There are several points to be made. First, the slope at the lower ignition point TI is positive,
indicating thermally instability and the need for some form of burn control. Second, the
slope at the upper ignition point T I is negative, corresponding to thermal stability. Since
Ṫ > 0 between TI and T I the thermal instability at T = TI automatically drives the plasma
to the higher stable temperature T I . In either case it is necessary to heat the plasma from its
initial low value up to T = TI .
The difficulty is now apparent. In the region 0 < T < TI , the value of Ṫ satisfies Ṫ < 0.
With Ṫ negative the plasma temperature cannot increase unless enough external heating is
added to raise the curve a sufficient amount above the axis to make Ṫ positive everywhere.
A typical external heating profile Sh (T ) is shown in Fig. 4.7(b). The profile must satisfy two
strict requirements. First, at T = TI , Sh (TI ) = 0 corresponding to the original requirement
of a fully ignited plasma. Second, at T = TH the external power Sh (TH ) must be sufficiently
large that the minimum of the Ṫ vs. T curve is positive. This corresponds to the minimum
external power: Smin ≡ Sh (TH ).
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In mathematical terms Smin is defined as follows. First, at T = TI , the assumptions made
imply that Ṫ = 0, Sh = 0 and Sα = Sκ . Specifically, the last condition is given by
1
n 0 TI
.
E α n 20 σ vI = 3
4
τE

(4.49)

In Eq. (4.49), assume that TI is the known, desired, operating temperature and that the
reactor has been designed so that n 0 τE , or equivalently pτE , is sufficiently large to achieve
plasma power balance without external heating.
Second, the temperature TH is found by calculating the minimum of the Ṫ vs. T curve:
3n 0 Ṫ =

1
n0 T
+ Sh .
E α n 20 σ v − 3
4
τE

(4.50)

In the vicinity of T = TH assume that Sh = const as shown in Fig. 4.7(b). Setting
(∂ Ṫ /∂ T )TH = 0 then yields
1
dσ v
n0
E α n 20
=3 .
4
dTH
τE

(4.51)

This expression can be simplified by eliminating n 0 /τE by means of Eq. (4.49):
dσ v
σ vI
=
.
dTH
TI

(4.52)

Equation (4.52) defines TH . The final step is to calculate Smin by setting Sh equal to the
imbalance in heating powers at T = TH : Smin = (Sκ − Sα )TH .
Smin = 3

n 0 TH
1
− E α n 20 σ vH .
τE
4

(4.53)

It is perhaps of more importance to calculate the ratio of Smin to the alpha power at the
final ignition temperature: Smin /(Sα )I . The ratio can be easily converted into electric power
units, which then determines the fraction of the total electric power out that is required to
drive the external heating power for startup. This information is clearly of great practical
importance. A short calculation shows that the ratio Smin /(Sα )I is given by
Smin
TH
σ vH
=
−
.
(Sα )I
TI
σ vI

(4.54)

Upon introducing the heating and thermal efficiencies as described in Subsection 4.6.2, one
obtains the desired power ratio




Pin(E)
TH
TH
1
σ vH
σ vH
≈ 0.80
.
(4.55)
=
−
−
(E)
6.4 ηt ηe ηa TI
σ vI
TI
σ vI
Pout
Before plotting the results, some intuition can be obtained by noting that in the normal
temperature regime of a fusion reactor (6 keV < TI < 30 keV), the velocity-averaged cross
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Figure 4.8 (a) The ratio TH /TI vs. TI and (b) the ratio Pin(E) /Pout
vs. TI corresponding to the minimum
external heating for start up.

section is reasonably well approximated by σ v ≈ K σ T 2 . Using this approximation in
Eqs. (4.52),(4.54), and (4.55) yields
TH
1
= ,
TI
2
Smin
1
= ,
(Sα )I
4
Pin(E)
≈ 0.2.
(E)
Pout

(4.56)

(E)
The actual curves of TH /TI and Pin(E) /Pout
are plotted in Fig. 4.8 as a function of TI .
Observe that during start up considerable power is required to heat the plasma to the ignition temperature. The simple 0-D model predicts that about 20% of the steady state electric
power is required as independent startup power. This result is highly model dependent and
is a direct consequence of the assumption that τE is a constant. When the experimentally
determined τE = τE (T ) is used in the analysis the situation is greatly improved. It is shown
in Chapter 14 that in this case the qualitative picture of the minimum power is unchanged.
However, the required auxiliary power is reduced by about one order of magnitude, again
helping to avoid an undesirable problem.
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4.8 Summary of magnetic fusion power balance
Analysis of the 0-D power balance relation leads to the following conclusions with respect to
a magnetic fusion reactor. In a reactor the plasma must operate at a temperature T ≈ 15 keV
and achieve a minimum value of the product pτE . In steady state operation in the fully
ignited regime (i.e., with no external power) a value of pτE ≈ 8.3 atm s is required. If
external power is utilized to produce some additional heating or current drive, the value
of the required pτE is reduced. In this mode the reactor operates as an amplifier with a
physics gain factor Q or equivalently, a more realistic engineering gain factor Q E . Typically
economic considerations require Q E ≈ 10. Under this condition the required pτE is reduced
by only a small amount, to 90% of its ignited value.
The transient dynamics leading to steady state operation introduces two phenomena of
importance. First is the question of thermal stability. For values of pτE above the minimum required for steady state operation there are, in general, two equilibrium solutions
corresponding to two different temperatures. The lower-temperature solution is thermally
unstable and requires some form of burn control. The higher-temperature solution is thermally stable but when τE is constant, T has too high a value and is therefore undesirable
for other physics reasons not yet discussed. In Chapter 14 it is shown that for the realistic
case τE = τE (T ) the high-temperature solution occurs at a lower value of T and thermally
stable operation becomes accessible.
Second, even if the plasma is fully ignited in steady state (Q E = ∞) a substantial amount
of external heating power is still required during the transient phase to heat the plasma
(E)
to its ignited state. The simple 0-D model predicts a value Pin(E) ≈ 0.2 Pout
when τE is a
constant. Here too, the situation is improved for the realistic case τE = τE (T ). In Chapter
14 it is shown that the minimum heating power is reduced by about a factor of about 10 as
compared to the constant τE case.
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Problems
4.1 This problem involves the derivation of a generalized version of the Lawson criterion.
Consider a subignited reactor in which Sα < Sκ . In the plasma power balance include
alpha heating, external heating, and thermal conduction losses. Also, include the power
produced by breeding tritium from Li6 . However, assume that of the total alpha power
only a fraction f deposits its energy in the plasma while 1 − f is immediately lost to
the first wall and converted to heat. Assume a thermal conversion efficiency ηt and an
input electricity to plasma heating conversion efficiency ηh (i.e., ηh = ηe , ηa = 1).
(a) Derive an expression for pτE = G(Q E , f ) for steady state operation.
(b) Assume T = 15 keV, ηt = 0.35, ηh = 0.5. Plot curves of pτE vs. Q E for f = 0,
0.5, 1. Compare the required pτE values at Q E = 20 with the fully ignited value
(Q E = ∞, f = 1) and the Lawson breakeven criterion (Q E = 1, f = 0).
4.2 An axisymmetric toroidal D–T fusion reactor requires a toroidal current as well as a
toroidal magnetic field to provide good confinement. In most present day experiments
this current is driven by a transformer. However, in a steady state reactor the toroidal
current must be driven non-inductively. One method of doing this is by means of “RF
current drive.” The efficiency of current drive is defined as η = n 20 I R0 /PCD , where
PCD is the total RF power in watts and I is the plasma current in amperes. About the
best efficiency thus far achieved is η ≈ 0.3 A/(m2 W). Consider now a reactor with
a circular cross section plasma, major radius R0 = 8 m, minor radius a = 2.5 m, and
toroidal magnetic field B0 = 6 T. Assume the density and temperature profiles are
uniform. In steady state the toroidal β is limited to β = 2µ0 p/B02 = 0.05. The toroidal
current is I = 20 MA. For the purpose of this problem assume I is driven entirely
non-inductively.
(a) Derive an expression for the circulating power quality factor, defined by Q CD =
Pfusion /PCD .
(b) Using the analytic formula for the cross section given in Problem 3.1 calculate the
value of Tk that maximizes Q CD .
(c) Calculate the corresponding value of Q CD . Will current drive be a major or minor
problem for a reactor?
4.3 For uncatalyzed D–D fusion estimate the minimum pτE required for ignition and the
corresponding value of T. Repeat the calculation for fully catalyzed D–D fusion. Use
the σ v curves in the text.
4.4 The purpose of this problem is to investigate the effect of plasma profiles on the critical
value of pτE for ignition assuming that alpha power and thermal conduction losses are
the dominant contributions to power balance. Consider a 1-D plasma with a circular
cross section. The volume-averaged alpha power density and thermal conduction losses
are defined as

 
2 a Eα 2
Sα = 2
n σ v r dr,
a 0
4

 
nT
2 a
3
r dr.
Sl = 2
a 0
τE
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Assume now that the density and temperature profiles are given by
n = (1 + νn )n(1 − r 2 /a 2 )νn ,
T = (1 + νT )T (1 − r 2 /a 2 )νT ,
where n and T are the volume-averaged density and temperature respectively.
To determine the effect of temperature profile on pτE numerically evaluate S α
and Sl for νn = 0 and 0 ≤ νT ≤ 4 using σ v from Problem 3.1. For each νT
find the optimum value of T that minimizes pτE at fixed average pressure: p =
2 [(1 + νn )(1 + νT )/(1 + νn + νT )] nT = const. Plot the optimum T (keV) and corresponding pτE as a function of νT showing the 0-D limit νn = νT = 0 for reference.
To determine the variation of pτE with density repeat the above calculation for νT = 2
and 0 ≤ νn ≤ 4. Are peaked profiles good, bad, or unimportant in minimizing pτE ?

5
Design of a simple magnetic fusion reactor

5.1 Introduction
Power balance considerations have shown that a magnetic fusion reactor should operate
at a temperature of about 15 keV and be designed to achieve a value of pτE > 8.3 atm s.
Even so, these considerations do not shed any light on the optimum tradeoff between p and
τE . Nor do they provide any insight into the geometric scale and magnetic field of a fusion
reactor. This is the goal of Chapter 5, which presents the design of a simple magnetic fusion
reactor. All geometric and magnetic quantities are calculated as well as the critical plasma
physics parameters.
Remarkably, the design requires virtually no knowledge of plasma physics even though
for nearly half a century the field has been dominated by the study of this new branch
of science. The design is actually driven largely by basic engineering and nuclear physics
constraints. These constraints determine the geometric scale of the reactor as well as the size
of the magnetic field. Equally important, they make “demands” on the plasma parameters.
Plasma physicists must learn how to create plasmas that satisfy these demands (e.g. pressure
and confinement time) in order for fusion to become a commercially viable source of energy.
Knowledge of the desired plasma parameters is crucial as it defines the end goals of fusionrelated plasma physics research, and serves as the guiding motivation for essentially all of
the discussion of plasma physics in the remainder of the book.
The plan in this chapter to design a reactor is as follows. First, a description of a generic
magnetic fusion reactor is presented. Second, a definition is given of what actually constitutes a design; that is, which parameters specifically need to be calculated. Third, the
basic engineering and nuclear physics constraints as well as the design goals are introduced.
Finally, the constraints and goals, combined with power balance considerations, are utilized
to produce a design. In general, the design parameters calculated are reliable to within factors
of 2–3 with respect to several far more detailed and comprehensive reactor design studies.

5.2 A generic magnetic fusion reactor
A generic magnetic fusion reactor is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. It has the following features. A
basic requirement is that the reactor must operate as a steady state device. Pulsed reactors
85
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Figure 5.1 Generic toroidal fusion reactor showing the plasma, blanket-and-shield, and magnets.

are less desirable because cyclical thermal and mechanical stresses on the structure lead to
increased maintenance and more frequent replacement of components due to fatigue failure.
The reactor itself is in the shape of a torus. This is not an ideal shape from an engineering
point of view because of its mechanical complexity. A cylinder or sphere would be more
desirable. However, as will be shown, the basic properties of magnetic fields require that
the geometry be toroidal. Also, the plasma cross section is assumed to be circular. This is
not the case in actual designs. However, for present purposes this is a useful assumption to
simplify the mathematics and leads to a design that falls within the desired accuracy.
The purpose of the magnetic field is to confine the hot plasma away from the “first wall.”
Outside the first wall is the blanket where the energy conversion takes place. Surrounding
the blanket is a shield to protect the magnets and the workers in the plant from neutron and
gamma ray radiation. Finally, the coils producing the magnetic field are located outside the
shield.
The magnets must, in general, be superconducting. The reason is that copper magnets
dissipate substantial amounts of ohmic power during steady state operation even though the
electrical conductivity of copper is quite high. This dissipated power would be sufficient to
seriously impair the overall power balance of the reactor. In other words, the ohmic power
would be comparable to the fusion produced electrical power. Superconducting magnets
dissipate literally zero power in steady state and require only a small (as compared to the
power output) amount of cooling power to keep the magnets superconducting. Another
feature of the magnets is that they must be located outside the blanket-and-shield because
an internal superconducting magnet could not withstand the bombardment of the fusion
neutrons. Not only would it sustain material damage but it would also quickly return to its
non-superconducting state.
Thus, a generic fusion reactor consists of a toroidal plasma surrounded by a first wall,
a blanket-and-shield, and superconducting magnets. For perspective the generic reactor
illustrated in Fig. 5.1 can be compared to a far more realistic, detailed design produced as
part of the ARIES reactor program and illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
5.3 The critical reactor design parameters to be calculated
This section describes the critical parameters that define the design of the reactor. These
parameters include the geometry of the reactor, the magnetic field, and various plasma
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Figure 5.2 Cross section of the ARIES-AT power core configuration (courtesy of F. Najmabadi).

physics parameters. Clearly, because of the simplicity of the model, one can only calculate
a limited number of quantities but these will be sufficient to provide the desired overview
of a magnetic fusion reactor. The quantities to be determined are listed in Table 5.1.
All of these quantities, with the exception of β, have been previously defined or are
self-explanatory. The quantity, β, is the normalized plasma pressure defined as follows:
β≡

p
.
B 2 /2µ0

(5.1)

Note that β is the ratio of the plasma pressure to magnetic pressure. It is a measure of
the efficiency with which the magnetic field confines the plasma. High β is desirable for
economic power balance in a reactor but is difficult to achieve experimentally because of
various plasma instabilities. Low β is easier to achieve but represents a lower confinement
efficiency.
A substantial part of fusion research has been devoted to the discovery of particular
magnetic geometries that give stable confinement at high β. In the context of the present
simple reactor design, the actual details of the magnetic geometry are unimportant and the
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Table 5.1. Quantities defining the design of a fusion reactor
Quantity

Symbol

Minor radius of the plasma
Major radius of the plasma
Thickness of the blanket-and-shield
Thickness of the magnets
Plasma temperature
Plasma density
Plasma pressure
Fusion power density
Energy confinement time
Magnetic field
Normalized plasma pressure

a
R0
b
c
T
n
p
Sf
τE
B
β

magnetic field is simply represented by an average value B. Even so, the engineering and
economic constraints on the reactor will “demand” that a certain value of β be achievable
and it is then up to the plasma physicists to discover magnetic geometries that can meet this
demand.
A similar argument applies to the energy confinement time τE . Plasma turbulence and
the resulting anomalous transport must be sufficiently well controlled that the value of
τE required by technological constraints can be achieved. If either the required β or τE
cannot be achieved by clever plasma physics, then further constraining the reactor design to
accommodate these deficiencies leads to a much less attractive reactor in terms of economic
viability. A major part of the discussion of plasma physics in the remainder of the book is
aimed at discovering ways to achieve the necessary values of these parameters.

5.4 Design goals, and basic engineering and nuclear physics constraints
5.4.1 Design goals
The overriding goal of the design is to minimize the capital cost of the nuclear reactor. As
will be shown, a magnetic fusion reactor is inherently a large, rather complex facility (as
compared for instance to a natural gas power plant). Consequently, the initial funds required
to construct the facility will be relatively high. It is, therefore, critical that the reactor be
designed, to the extent possible, to minimize this capital cost in order that fusion can become
economically competitive when the capital, fuel, and operating costs are all combined to
yield the cost-of-electricity (CoE).
Plasma physics considerations enter the design only in the sense of the following guidelines. In Chapters 13–14 it will be shown that the basic physics governing the behavior of
fusion grade plasmas is such that it is difficult in practice to achieve large τE and high β. The
achievable values from a plasma physics point of view do not leave much, if any, margin
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with respect to the typical values demanded from the engineering and nuclear physics constraints. Consequently, it is desirable, whenever possible, to design the reactor so as to
minimize the demands on τE and β.
The design goals can thus be summarized as follows: minimize the cost and wherever
possible minimize the demands on τE and β.
5.4.2 Engineering constraints
There are four basic engineering constraints that directly enter into the design of the reactor.
They are as follows.
First, a typical large-scale power plant generates approximately 1000 MW of electricity.
This is the value used in the present design. It is denoted by PE = 1000 MW.
Second, there is a wall loading limit on the first wall; that is, there is an upper limit
on the amount of power per unit area than can safely pass through the first wall without
causing unacceptable damage to the wall material. There are two effects contributing to
this limit. One is the heat load due to thermal conduction losses plus the somewhat smaller
Bremsstrahlung radiation losses. There are a number of techniques (e.g. limiters, divertors)
which address the thermal conduction problem. All techniques obviously involve some
form of cooling. The heat loss problem is still not completely resolved at present, although
progress is being made. In a reactor heat loss is assumed to pose the less severe wall loading
limit.
The second effect results from the fact that all the 14.1 MeV neutrons pass through the
first wall. They do so with a more or less uniform angular power deposition profile around
the circumference. This neutron flux can lead to various types of radiation-induced damage
to the first wall material including sputtering, embrittlement, erosion, cracking, etc. The
14.1 MeV neutrons are assumed to be responsible for the most stringent wall loading limit.
Studies of existing materials suggest that limits in the range 1–6 MW/m2 are possible. Here,
a reasonable, perhaps slightly optimistic value for the maximum neutron wall loading limit
is chosen to be PW = 4 MW/m2 .
The third engineering constraint results from the electrical properties of superconducting magnets. In order for a magnet to remain superconducting its temperature T, current
density J, and magnetic field B must lie beneath a dome-shaped curve in a 3-D T, J, B space
as shown in Fig. 5.3. Once operation crosses the boundary of the curve, the magnet reverts to
its normal, relatively poorly conducting state. Magnetic fusion, as its name implies, requires
high magnetic fields and high currents. At the present time the highest-field, highest-currentdensity magnets use niobium–tin as the superconducting material. Large-scale magnets with
magnetic fields on the order of 10–15 T, such as the “ITER model coil” located in Japan,
have been successfully built. See Fig. 5.4. As high-temperature superconducting magnets
are developed, this value will likely increase. For present purposes, however, the largest
magnetic field allowed is chosen to be Bmax = 13 T.
The fourth engineering constraint is also associated with the magnetic field. It is related
to the fact that high-field magnets produce enormous forces because of the self-generated
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Figure 5.3 The 3-D T, J, B dome for niobium–tin under which a superconducting magnet must
operate to be in its superconducting state (Wilson, M. N. (1983). Superconducting Magnets. Oxford:
Clarendon Press).

Figure 5.4 The ITER superconducting model coil built by an international team and assembled and
tested in Japan (courtesy of K. Okuno).

magnetic pressure. If a sufficiently strong structural support system is not provided, the
magnetic forces could quite literally blow the magnet apart. Indeed, the size and cost of a
high-field superconducting magnet is frequently dominated by the requirements of the structural support system. The critical parameter driving the design is the maximum allowable
stress on the support structure, often stainless steel. The actual value of the maximum stress
depends on the choice of structural material, the geometry of the coil, the stress distribution
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around the coil (which, in general, will not be uniform), and various mandated safety margins. For present structural materials a reasonable value for the maximum allowable average
stress is σmax = 300 MPa ≈ 3000 atm.
The basic engineering constraints on a magnetic fusion reactor thus involve the desired
output power, the maximum neutron wall loading, the maximum magnetic field of a superconducting magnet, and the maximum allowable stress on the structural support system.

5.4.3 Nuclear physics constraints
There are three basic nuclear physics constraints that directly impact the design of a fusion
reactor as described below.
The first constraint is the size of the D–T fusion cross section. Since the cross section is
related to the number of fusion reactions taking place per second, this ultimately determines
the required plasma pressure for a given volume in order to produce the desired amount of
power. From the analysis in Chapter 3, the relevant cross section constraint can be written
as σ v = 3 × 10−22 m3 /s at a temperature of T = 15 keV.
The second nuclear physics constraint is related to the blanket. Obtaining good tritium
breeding in lithium requires that the 14.1 MeV neutrons slow down to thermal speed. This
is accomplished by combining a moderating material with the lithium in the blanket. The
mean free path for slowing down the neutrons in the moderator is a critical parameter,
which largely determines the size of the blanket. The value of the mean free path depends
somewhat on the moderating material and the energy of the neutrons. Typically, over the
range of neutron energies of interest the slowing down cross section is on the order of a
barn. For simplicity in the present calculation, the cross section is assumed to be a constant
given by σsd = 1 barn.
The third nuclear physics constraint is also related to the blanket. Once the neutrons are
slowed down by the moderator they are readily captured by the Li6 to breed tritium. The
cross section for this process is quite large thereby providing the motivation for slowing
down the neutrons. This neutron capture cross section is therefore the third constraint. A
0.025 eV thermal neutron has a tritium breeding cross section of σbr = 950 barns.
This completes the list of constraints. A summary of all the limiting values is given in
Table 5.2. In the section that follows, it is shown how this set of seemingly disconnected
constraints essentially determines all the parameters of the basic reactor design.

5.5 Design of the reactor
5.5.1 Outline of the design calculation
The constraints described above are used in the following order to calculate the design
parameters for the simple magnetic fusion reactor under consideration.
r The cross section constraints related to the blanket determine the thickness of the blanket.
r The minimum cost constraint and the magnet constraints combine to determine the coil thickness
and plasma minor radius.
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Table 5.2. Basic engineering and nuclear physics constraints

r
r
r
r

Quantity

Symbol

Limiting value

Electric power output
Maximum wall loading
Maximum magnetic field
Maximum mechanical stress
Velocity-averaged cross section
Fast neutron slowing down cross section
Slow neutron breeding cross section in Li 6

PE
PW
Bmax
σmax
σ v
σsd
σbr

1000 MW
4 MW/m2
13 T
300 MPa ≈ 3000 atm
3 × 10−22 m3 /s
1 barn
950 barns at 0.025 eV

The output power and wall loading constraints determine the major radius of the plasma.
The D–T fusion cross section and the power output constraints determine the plasma pressure.
The need for plasma power balance determines the required value for the energy confinement time.
The need to minimize the normalized pressure β determines the size of the magnetic field and the
corresponding required value of β.

The details of the design are given below.

5.5.2 The blanket-and-shield thickness
The blanket-and-shield is a complex, highly engineered component of a fusion reactor
with a choice of materials for each of its components. It has several critical functions as
shown in the highly simplified diagram in Fig. 5.5. The simplification arises because each
function is treated as separate and independent from all others whereas in reality there is
considerable overlap. Even so, the simplified model is convenient for providing a qualitative
understanding of the operation of the blanket-and-shield. Starting from the first wall and
progressing outwards, the function of each component is as follows.
First, a neutron multiplier is required to create excess neutrons to replace various unavoidable losses in the blanket (e.g. lost space due to the coolant and the presence of structural
material, etc.). The 14.1 MeV fusion neutrons all pass through the relatively thin multiplier region. A fraction of these undergoes a multiplying reaction with each corresponding
original neutron leading to the production of two new neutrons.
Second, a moderator is required to slow down the fast neutrons to thermal energy levels
so they can be readily captured by Li6 . A variety of lithium compounds meet this need,
depending upon whether the blanket is in the form of a solid, liquid metal, or molten salt.
There is no universally agreed upon optimum choice and each option involves a series of
engineering trade offs whose discussion is beyond the scope of the present book. Even so,
the slowing down process is relatively insensitive to these choices, which is fortunate since
it is in fact a dominant driver determining the thickness of the blanket.
Third the blanket must include a tritium breeding region containing a substantial amount
of Li6 . Natural lithium consists of 7.5% Li6 and 92.5% Li7 . Recall that the Li7 can also
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Figure 5.5 Simple model for the components of the blanket-and-shield.

react with a fusion neutron, resulting in tritium breeding without the loss of a neutron, but
losing rather than gaining energy:
Li7 + n → T + α + n − 2.5 MeV.

(5.2)

However, the Li7 cross section is much smaller than that of Li6 , resulting in only a small
gain in tritium and a small loss in energy. Furthermore, when breeding does actually take
place in the Li6 , it does so over a relatively narrow region because of the large cross section
and corresponding short mean free path. Consequently, if one attempts to improve blanket
performance (in the form of reduced blanket thickness) by means of an enriched Li6 breeding
material, this may not yield a large return on investment. The reason is that the breeding
region is already only a relatively small part of the overall blanket. In the end the gains in
performance must be balanced against the cost of enrichment.
Fourth, the blanket itself is surrounded by a shield. Its purpose is to absorb any neutrons that escape the blanket as well as any gamma rays that are produced by subsidiary
nuclear reactions. The absorption must be almost perfect. The reason is that just outside
the shield are the superconducting coils that operate at about 5–10 K. Thus, for a reasonably sized cryogenic cooling system, the magnets can withstand only a very small heat
load.
Fifth, embedded in the blanket is a set of cooling tubes with either a liquid or gas acting
as the coolant. The role of the coolant is to carry away the fusion-produced heat resulting
from the slowing down of energetic particles. It is this heat that is ultimately converted into
electricity through an appropriate thermal conversion system. This, after all, is the main
goal of a fusion power reactor.
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Figure 5.6 Blanket module from the AIRES design project (courtesy of F. Najmabadi).

Finally, there is structural material surrounding the blanket-and-shield. This allows a
modular construction, which is important for engineering purposes. A blanket-and-shield
constructed of modules can be more easily maintained since individual modules can be
readily extracted, repaired, and replaced as required.
This completes the qualitative description of the blanket-and-shield. The simple design
presented here can be compared to the more realistic one used in the ARIES project and
illustrated in Fig. 5.6.
Attention is now focused on calculating the combined thickness of the moderator and
breeding region, which is the largest part of the blanket-and-shield. A reasonable estimate
is obtained from the admittedly simple model described below. The only subtlety involved
is to recognize that two processes are actually taking place – slowing down and breeding.
For the inner part of the moderator, slowing down dominates. Further out, extending into
the breeding region, breeding becomes more important.
Consider first the slowing down of fast neutrons. Neutrons lose energy through a sequence
of non-nuclear collisions. The energy E of a typical neutron decays with distance into the
moderator–breeder region in accordance with the simple relation
dE
E
= 0.
+
dx
λsd

(5.3)

The choice for the mean free path λsd is related to the slowing down cross section by the
relation λsd = 1/n L σsd ≈ 0.055 m. Here, n L = 4.5 × 1028 m−3 is the number density of
natural lithium and σsd = 1 barn, the constraint value previously discussed. For simplicity
the mean free path is assumed to be at most only weakly dependent on energy. In other
words, the dependence of λsd on E is neglected. Under these assumptions Eq.(5.3) can be
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easily integrated yielding
E = E n e−x/λsd ,

(5.4)

where E n = 14.1 MeV. As expected, the energy decays exponentially with distance.
Next, consider the breeding of tritium. This involves a nuclear reaction with lithium and
each such reaction results in the loss of a neutron. Therefore, the flux of neutrons penetrating
into the moderator–breeding region decreases with distance. The flux of neutrons is defined
as n ≡ n n vn and satisfies a decay-type of equation given by
d n
n
+
= 0.
dx
λ

(5.5)

The mean free path for breeding, λ, is related to the corresponding cross section by the
usual form of relation λ = 1/nσ . The quantities n and σ are determined as follows. For
breeding n is equivalent to the density of Li6 . Given that 7.5% of natural lithium is Li6 ,
one must set n = 0.075 n Li . This assumes no enrichment. The breeding cross section σ
can be related to the thermal breeding cross section σbr by noting that at low energies
experimental measurements show σ to be inversely proportional to the neutron velocity
where vn ∼ E 1/2 . Thus, a plausible model for the breeding cross section, valid in the region
where it is dominant, is given by
 1/2
Et
σ ≈ σbr
,
(5.6)
E
where σbr = 950 barns is the constraint value and E t = 0.025 eV. Combining these results
yields an expression for λ which can be written as
 1/2
E
λ = λbr
.
(5.7)
Et
Here, λbr = 1/ (0.075 n L σbr ) = 0.0031 m.
Substituting this expression, plus the expression for E, into the equation for
the following simple differential equation:
 1/2 x/2λsd
d n
Et
e
+
n = 0.
dx
Ef
λbr

n

leads to

(5.8)

Equation (5.8) can easily be solved yielding the neutron flux as a function of distance into
the moderator–breeding region:
  


x
E t 1/2 λsd
n
exp
= exp −2
−1 .
(5.9)
Ef
λbr
2λsd
n0
Here, n0 = n (0). Observe that the flux decreases slowly near x ∼ 0, the entrance to the
moderator, but then very rapidly decreases once breeding begins.
The desired expression for the moderator–breeding region thickness x can now be
obtained by inverting this relationship and then asking how thick the region must be in
order for the flux to be attenuated by a given amount. For instance, when the flux is reduced
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by a factor of 100, then 99% of the fusion neutrons have slowed down and undergone a
breeding reaction. The thickness of the moderator–breeding region required to accomplish
this reduction is given by



 
1 E f 1/2 λbr
n
x = 2λsd ln 1 −
≈ 0.88 m.
(5.10)
ln
2 Et
λsd
n0
Note that the thickness is about 0.88 m. The value is relatively insensitive to the choice
of reduction factor (100) because of the double logarithm. Also, note that the approximate
boundary separating the moderator and breeding regions, defined as the point where λsd =
λbr (E/E t )1/2 , is given by x ≈ 0.79 m. While breeding is taking place over the entire region
it dominates only over a relatively narrow region. However, within this region it is very
effective because the breeding mean free path is very short.
The value x ≈ 0.88 m for the moderator–breeder is a reasonable estimate. Highly
sophisticated numerical neutronics modeling of various designs, including neutron multiplication, moderation, breeding, the shield, the cooling tubes, and the structural support
indicates that the complete thickness of the blanket-and-shield system should typically be in
the range 1 m < b < 1.5 m. For the design of the simple fusion reactor under consideration,
the choice made for the thickness b is
b = 1.2 m

(5.11)

After a lengthy discussion, this is the desired value of b, which will be shown shortly to
play a dominant role in determining the remainder of the reactor geometry.

5.5.3 The plasma radius and coil thickness
The plasma radius a and the coil thickness c are determined by the simultaneous consideration of two major design issues: minimizing the cost and satisfying magnet stress limitations.
A simple model is presented that addresses each issue, leading to a set of coupled algebraic
relations for a and c. These are then solved simultaneously yielding the desired values.
The minimum cost
As one might imagine, calculating the cost of a fusion reactor is quite a complex task. In
general one must include the capital cost, the operating cost, and the fuel cost in addition
to the sophisticated rules of financing. As will be shown, a fusion reactor is a rather large
facility compared to either fossil or fission reactors suggesting that the capital cost is a major
consideration. This point of view is the one adopted here. A reasonably accurate but simple
approximation to the goal of minimizing the overall cost is to focus solely on the capital
cost.
The capital cost itself comprises two main components: the fixed cost and the nuclear
island cost:
total capital cost = fixed cost + nuclear island cost.

(5.12)
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The fixed costs are essentially the same regardless of the source of heat (e.g. fusion, fission,
fossil). These costs include those of the turbines, generators, buildings, etc. For a fusion
reactor detailed reactor design studies show that the fixed costs are typically somewhat less
than half of the total capital cost. The nuclear island costs are those costs directly associated
with the fusion device. They are dominated by the large, highly engineered components
including the blanket-and-shield and the magnets. The first wall also makes a finite, but not
dominant, contribution to the cost. For simplicity this contribution is neglected here.
The capital cost model used here is based on the following two simple but plausible
assumptions. First, the fixed costs are assumed to be proportional to the electric power
output; higher power output requires larger buildings, larger turbines, larger generators, etc.
If one denotes the fixed costs by K F , then this assumption implies that
K F = CF PE ,

(5.13)

where CF is a constant. The second assumption is that the cost of the nuclear island is proportional to the volume of highly engineered material: the blanket-and-shield and magnets
in the present case. The bigger these components, the more material, the more construction,
and the more engineering required. If the nuclear island costs are denoted by K I then the
cost assumption implies that
K I = CI VI .

(5.14)

Here, CI is a constant and the engineered volume VI is given by (see Fig. 5.1)
VI = 2π 2 R0 [(a + b + c)2 − a 2 ].

(5.15)

In minimizing the capital cost of the reactor it is not the actual cost itself that is most
relevant but instead the cost per watt. This avoids the trivial result of zero cost for zero power.
Consequently, if one defines the cost per watt as C = (K F + K I )/PE , then the quantity to
be minimized can be expressed as
C = CF + CI

VI
.
PE

(5.16)

Since CF and CI are constants, minimizing the cost is equivalent to minimizing the volume
of material required to produce a given power output:
VI
2π 2 R0 [(a + b + c)2 − a 2 ]
=
.
PE
PE

(5.17)

This form is convenient because the quantity to be minimized is expressed directly in terms
of the reactor geometry without the need to explicitly specify the difficult to calculate cost
coefficients.
One further step is required to transform Eq. (5.17) into a more useful form for determining
a and c. This step requires the elimination of R0 by means of the relation between PE and
PW which can be carried out as follows. First, recall from Chapter 4 that in a fully ignited
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plasma the electric power out is related to the thermal fusion power produced by
PE = 14 ηt (E α + E n + E Li )n 2 σ v(2π 2 R0 a 2 ).

(5.18)

Second, the product of the neutron wall loading and the surface area of the plasma is, by
definition, equal to the total neutron power produced in the plasma; that is, all the fusion
produced neutron power passes through the first wall. This can be expressed as
PW (4π 2 R0 a) = 14 E n n 2 σ v(2π 2 R0 a 2 ).
A simple elimination yields the required expression for R0 :


En
PE
1
PE
R0 =
= 0.04
m.
2
4π ηt E α + E n + E Li a PW
a PW

(5.19)

(5.20)

In Eq. (5.20) the value chosen for the thermal conversion efficiency is ηt = 0.4.
The quantity R0 is now substituted into Eq. (5.17) leading to


(a + b + c)2 − a 2
(a + b + c)2 − a 2
VI
En
1
=
= 0.79
. (5.21)
PE
2ηt E α + E n + E Li
a PW
a PW
Equation (5.21) is the first of the two desired relations involving the unknowns a and c.
Observe the appearance of PW in the denominator, confirming the intuition that the minimum
cost reactor should operate at the maximum possible wall loading: PW = 4 MW/m2 under
the assumed constraint.
The minimum coil thickness
The minimum coil thickness is estimated by means of a simple stress analysis that assumes
the coil comprises a homogeneous structural superconducting material whose maximum
stress limit is given by the constraint value σmax . The calculation is simplified by unbending
the magnet from its toroidal configuration into an equivalent straight solenoid of length
2π R0 . The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 5.7.
A reasonable estimate of the coil thickness is obtained by focusing on the tensile forces.
The basic idea is to split the coil into two halves and then calculate the upward magnetic
force trying to explode the magnet. The two tensile forces that develop at the midplane must
balance this force. See Fig. 5.7.
The net upward magnetic force is calculated by first noting that there is a differential
outward radial force dF (M) er acting on the current flowing along the differential line element
dl of the coil. This force is given by dF (M) er = BI dl er . Here, B is the average magnetic field
acting on the current. Since the magnetic field varies from Bc just inside the solenoid to 0
outside the solenoid a reasonable approximation for the average value is just Bc /2. Next, the
current I is expressed in terms of the magnetic field in the solenoid through Ampère’s law,
leading to the familiar result I = 2π R0 Bc /µ0 . Lastly, the geometry illustrated in Fig. 5.7
implies that the differential line element along the average coil radius can be written as
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Figure 5.7 Straight model of the magnet coil showing the magnetic force Fy(M) and the two tensile
forces Fy(T) .

dl = (a + b + c/2) dθ . Combining results yields
dF (M) er =

c
π R0 Bc2
a+b+
dθ er .
µ0
2

(5.22)

The upward component of the force is calculated by forming the dot product of Eq. (5.22)
with e y and noting that er · e y = sin θ.
dFy(M) =

π R0 Bc2
c
a+b+
µ0
2

sin θ dθ.

(5.23)

The net upward magnetic force Fy(M) is obtained by integrating over θ in the range 0 ≤ θ ≤
π . Thus, Fy(M) is given by
Fy(M) =

2π R0 Bc2
c
a+b+
.
µ0
2

(5.24)

This represents the first half of the tensile force balance. Note, that the value of Bc has not
as yet been set to the constraint value Bmax . Some subtle reasoning is required to reach this
conclusion and is discussed shortly. For the moment, however, focus on the second half
of the force balance, the calculation of the internal tensile forces in the structural material.
Returning to Fig. 5.7, one sees by symmetry that two equal tensile forces Fy(T) are developed
at the midplane. Clearly, the coil thickness is minimized when the structure is stressed to
the maximum allowable constraint value σmax . Under the simplifying assumption that the
stress is uniform across the coil thickness, the tensile force developed at each half of the
midplane is just the product of the maximum stress with the cross sectional area:
Fy(T) = σmax (2π R0 c) .

(5.25)
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Figure 5.8 The cost function VI /PE as a function of plasma radius a for PW = 4 MW/m2 and ξ = 0.11.

This is the second half of the tensile force balance. For the magnet to be in equilibrium the
two tensile forces must balance the upward magnetic force
2Fy(T) = Fy(M) .

(5.26)

Upon substituting the appropriate expressions for the forces and then solving for the coil
thickness c one obtains
2ξ
(a + b) ,
c=
(5.27)
1−ξ
where ξ = Bc2 /4µ0 σmax . As expected, the higher the magnetic field, the thicker the coil.
Equation (5.27) is the second desired relation involving the unknowns a and c.
The next step in the derivation is to substitute the expression for c into the expression for
VI /PE . A short calculation leads to

2
VI
0.79
2b
2
(4ξ
)a
(1
)
+
(1
+
ξ
)
=
b
.
(5.28)
+
2
+
ξ
PE
a
PW (1 − ξ )2
The cost parameter VI /PE is a function of a, which has a minimum as shown in Fig. 5.8.
Values of a much smaller than the optimum value lead to an inefficient use of the blanket
as shown in Fig. 5.9. Larger values of a result in a large size and low power density and
thus a higher cost, also shown in Fig. 5.9. The optimum value of a lies in the intermediate
region and is obtained by setting ∂(VI /PE ) /∂a = 0. The result is
1+ξ
a=
b.
(5.29)
2ξ 1/2
The values of c and VI /PE are obtained by back substitution:
ξ 1/2 (1 + ξ 1/2 )
b,
1 − ξ 1/2
VI
1+ξ
b
= 1.58
.
1/2
2
PE
(1 − ξ ) PW
c=

(5.30)
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Figure 5.9 Low efficiency of the blanket because of: (a) too small a plasma, and (b) too large a plasma
leading to low power density.

Before substituting numerical values a short discussion is needed with respect to the
choice of ξ ∼ Bc2 . Obviously the coil thickness and cost are minimized as Bc → 0. However,
a small magnetic field implies high β which is difficult to achieve from a plasma physics
point of view. One can ask if there is an optimum tradeoff between β and Bc . In fact, for
most fusion configurations high β is sufficiently difficult to achieve experimentally that the
optimum tradeoff occurs at the boundary corresponding to the maximum allowable magnetic
field, even though the higher field increases the cost. The conclusion is that plasma physics
considerations require that Bc be set equal to its maximum allowable constraint value:
2
Bc = Bmax = 13 T. With this choice the value of ξ is given by ξ = Bmax
/4µ0 σmax = 0.11.
Using this value for ξ , along with the other constraint values, leads to the following values
for a, c, and VI /PE :
a = 2.0 m,
c = 0.79 m,
VI /PE = 1.2 m3 / MW.

(5.31)

These values are reasonably compatible with those obtained from more detailed and rigorous
studies. As a practical example again examine the model coil built as part of the ITER
design project shown in Fig. 5.4. Finally, it is worth pointing out that the value of VI /PE
is approximately a factor of 2.5 larger with the maximum magnetic field (ξ = 0.11) as
compared to the very small magnetic field limit (ξ → 0). There is indeed a substantial cost
penalty resulting from the plasma physics difficulty of achieving high β.

5.5.4 The major radius and plasma surface area and volume
The last geometric quantity to be calculated is the major radius. This is found by substituting
the value of a back into Eq. (5.20) yielding
R0 = 0.04

PE
= 5.0 m.
a PW

(5.32)
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The geometry has now been fully determined. Several related geometric quantities of interest
can be evaluated by direct substitution. These include the plasma aspect ratio, plasma surface
area and plasma volume, given respectively by
R0 /a = 2.5,
AP = 4π 2 R0 a ≈ 400 m2 ,
VP = 2π 2 R0 a 2 ≈ 400 m3 .

(5.33)

At this point a useful comparison can be made between fission and fusion. A typical
pressurized water reactor (PWR) may contain on the order of 65 000 fuel rods, each with a
diameter of 1.3 cm and length 3.7 m. The total surface area of these fuel rods is approximately
10 000 m2 , a factor of 25 greater than in a fusion reactor. This greater surface area makes
it much easier for the coolant to carry away heat and thereby enables a fission reactor to
operate at a much higher power density than a fusion reactor. Similarly, the total volume
of the fuel rod assemblies (rods, structure, coolant), equivalent to the plasma volume, fits
into a cylinder of about 3.7 m diameter and 4 m length. This corresponds to a volume of
approximately 40 m3 , which is 10 times smaller than for fusion.
The conclusions are as follows. Heat can be removed from a fusion reactor only through
the bounding toroidal surface area of the plasma. Cooling tubes cannot be inserted into the
plasma as they will cool the plasma and probably be melted themselves. Consequently, to
produce a given amount of power, a fusion reactor must have a large volume since heat
can be removed only through the relatively small bounding surface area. The large volume
suggests that the capital cost of a fusion reactor will be inherently higher than for fission
or fossil fuels. The high cost has to be balanced against the following: the lower level of
radioactivity, the ease of waste disposal, the reduced risk of proliferation in comparison to
a fission reactor. Also, the low cost and high reliability of the fuel supply, and the absence
of greenhouse gases and other pollutants, are advantages of fusion whose tradeoffs have to
be measured with respect to fossil fuels.

5.5.5 Power density and plasma pressure
Recall that high power density leads to a small reactor core and a lower cost to produce a
given amount of power. The converse is true for low power density. A convenient measure
of the power density is the ratio of the total power produced in the plasma (from alphas and
neutrons) divided by the plasma volume. This quantity is calculated by noting that overall
power balance implies that
Pα + Pn =
=

Eα + En
(Pα + Pn + PLi )
E α + E n + E Li
Eα + En
PE
.
E α + E n + E Li ηt

(5.34)
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The plasma power density is thus given by
Pα + Pn
PE
Eα + En
=
= 4.9 MW/m3 .
VP
E α + E n + E Li ηt VP

(5.35)

The equivalent value for a fission reactor is approximately 100 MW/m3 . As previously
suggested, the relatively small surface-to-volume ratio of fusion, compared to fission, leads
to low power density, a larger reactor, and an inherently higher capital cost.
Consider next the plasma pressure. Recall that the alpha-plus-neutron power is related to
the fusion cross section by
Pα + Pn = 14 (E α + E n ) n2 σ vVP .
Since p = 2 nT it then follows that the plasma pressure can be written as

 
 2 1/2
1/2
Tk
16
Pα + Pn 1/2 T 2
−12
p=
= 8.4 × 10
atm.
σ v
σ v
E α + E n VP

(5.36)

(5.37)

In the second formula the units are T (keV) and σ v (m3 /s). Clearly, in order to minimize
the required β one must operate at the temperature that minimizes the function T 2/σ v;
that is, at 15 keV. Using this result and the corresponding value of σ v = 3 × 10−22 m3 /s
yields the following set of plasma parameters for a typical fusion reactor:
p = 7.2 atm,
T = 15 keV,

(5.38)

n = 1.5 × 10

20

−3

m .

Observe that as compared
 to room
 temperature air (i.e. approximately N2 ), a fusion plasma
has a temperature ratio Te /TN2 about 600 000 times higher and a number density ratio
(ne /n N2 ) about 170 000 times smaller. In terms of number density, a plasma makes a
respectable vacuum.

5.5.6 The plasma physics quantities β and τE
The last two quantities of interest in the design are the plasma β and the energy confinement
time τE . These are particularly important quantities since their values set the stage for the
entire second part of the book. Specifically, it is the task of plasma physicists to create
plasmas that simultaneously achieve the values of β and τE required in a fusion reactor.
The second part of the book focuses on the plasma physics and corresponding methods to
accomplish these goals.
Consider first the energy confinement time. The required value is easily calculated from
the minimum ignition requirement pτE = 8.3 atm s. For p = 7.2 atm this yields
τE = 1.2 s.

(5.39)
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Figure 5.10 Magnetic field Bφ as a function of major radius R, showing the 1/R reduction moving
away from the inside of the coil where Bφ = Bmax .

The magnetic field configuration must be able to provide confinement of the plasma thermal
energy so that its natural thermal conduction decay time is slightly over a second.
Next, the minimum required plasma β can be determined from knowledge of the plasma
pressure and the maximum allowable B field. The only subtlety is that in a torus, the magnetic
field in the center of the plasma (where β is defined) is lower than Bmax because of geometric
effects. To see this, examine Fig. 5.11. Here, application of the integral form of Ampère’s
law shows that the magnetic field decreases inversely with the major radius R:


µ0 Ic = B · dl =
Bφ R dφ = 2π R Bφ
(5.40)
or
µ0 I c
Bφ =
= B0
2π R



R0
R


.

(5.41)

In these expressions Ic is the total current flowing in the toroidal field coils, Bφ is the toroidal
magnetic field, and B0 is the value of Bφ at the location of the major radius R = R0 , the
radius where β is defined.
The 1/R scaling implies that the maximum magnetic field occurs on the inside of the
coil: B = Bmax at R = R0 − a − b. Therefore, it follows that
R0 − a − b
B0 =
Bmax = 4.7 T.
(5.42)
R0
Geometric effects substantially reduce the field at the center of the plasma. Using this value
one can easily calculate the required value of β:
p
β= 2
= 0.082.
(5.43)
B0 /2µ0
A value of β = 8.2% is about the maximum that has been reliably achieved in the most
successful current fusion device, the tokamak.
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Table 5.3. Summary of parameters for a generic fusion reactor
Quantity

Symbol

Value

Blanket-and-shield thickness
Coil thickness
Minor radius
Major radius
Aspect ratio
Plasma surface area
Plasma volume
Power density
Magnetic field at R = R0
Plasma pressure
Plasma temperature
Plasma number density
Energy confinement time
Normalized plasma pressure

b
c
a
R0
R0 /a
AP
VP
(Pα + Pn ) /V P
B0
p
T
n
τE
β

1.2 m
0.79 m
2.0 m
5.0 m
2.5
400 m2
400 m3
4.9 MW/m3
4.7 T
7.2 atm
15 keV
1.5 × 1020 m−3
1.2 s
8.2%

5.6 Summary
Chapter 5 has presented the design of a simple, generic fusion reactor. Typical values have
been obtained for all the geometric quantities of interest as well as the critical plasma
parameters. The design parameters are listed in Table 5.3. Interestingly, the design is driven
by a combination of engineering and nuclear physics constraints, with plasma physics
playing only a very small role. The key contribution of plasma physics is the recognition
that the achievement of high β is a difficult task, implying that high magnetic fields are
desirable, even though this leads to an increase in cost.
An examination of the design indicates that a relatively large, low-power density core is
a characteristic of a magnetic fusion reactor. The fundamental reason for this is the small
surface-to-volume ratio, a necessity driven by the fact that heat can only be extracted through
the toroidal surface area of the plasma. Cooling tubes cannot be inserted into the plasma for
the purpose of increasing the surface-to-volume ratio. The combination of large size and low
power density means that the capital cost of a fusion reactor will be relatively high. This has
to be balanced against the low cost and reliable supply of fuel as well as some potentially
large environmental advantages. The evolution of the world’s energy usage, supply, and
environmental impact over the next few decades will ultimately determine the economic
competitiveness of fusion power.
Finally, it is worth stating that the critical plasma physics requirements in a reactor
correspond to the simultaneous achievement of β ≈ 8% and τE ≈ 1 s at a temperature of
T ≈ 15 keV. These guidelines serve as the main focus for the discussion of magnetic fusion
plasma physics discussed in the second part of the book.
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Problems
5.1 A resistive magnet tokamak neutron source is illustrated in Fig. 5.11. The central leg of
the magnet fills the entire center of the torus as shown. For simplicity assume that the
total ohmic power dissipated in the magnet is equal to twice the power dissipated in the
central leg of length L. The plasma density corresponds to the maximum operational
value (known as the Greenwald limit) which for present purposes can be simplified to
n 20 = 0.8B0 /R0 .
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(a) Show that for known R0 and b the ratio of neutron power to magnet dissipation
power has a maximum as a function of minor radius a.
(b) For the case T = 15 keV, R0 = 3 m, b = 1 m calculate the optimum a, the optimum aspect ratio R0 /a, and the corresponding maximized value of the power ratio.
Also calculate the total neutron power and neutron wall loading if Bmax = 15 T,
where Bmax is the maximum value of the field at the coil.
5.2 A DC magnetic field is generated by a uniform current flowing in a metallic cylinder
of inner radius a/2 and outer radius a. The current flows parallel to the longitudinal
axis. The coil is cooled by water flowing in the center of the coil (i.e., 0 < r < a/2)
which maintains a uniform temperature T (a/2) on the inner surface. The coil is well
insulated externally so that no heat escapes from the outer surface at r = a. Assume
the thermal conductivity κ and electrical resistivity η are constants.
(a) Derive an expression for the temperature difference between the inner and outer
surfaces when the magnetic field on the surface is B(a).
(b) Evaluate the temperature difference for κ = 400 W/(m K), η = 2 × 10−8  m, and
B(a) = 2 T.
5.3 Consider the problem of maximizing the alpha particle power density in the simple
superconducting fusion reactor discussed in the text. Assume the maximum allowable
magnetic field on the toroidal field (TF) magnet is Bmax = 13 T. The reactor is to operate
at the maximum permissible neutron wall loading of PW = 4 MW/m2 . The plasma
pressure in the reactor corresponds to the maximum MHD stability limit known as the
“Troyon limit” which for present purposes can be written in the following simplified
form: β = 0.12 (a/R0 ). Here, β = 2µ0 p/B02 = 2µ0 ( pe + p D + pT ) /B02 . Also assume
that b = 1.2 m.
(a) Show that there is an optimum temperature that maximizes the alpha power density
and calculate this temperature.
(b) Show that there is an optimum R0 that maximizes the alpha power density. Note
that the optimum R0 = R0 (a) = R0 [a (Sα )].
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(c) Calculate the optimized R0 , the maximum alpha power density, the maximum
neutron power density, and the corresponding value of a.
5.4 The purpose of this problem is to test the economic desirability of the Perfect Plasma
Power Reactor (PPPR). This is a device that has maximally favorable plasma physics
performance. Specifically, assume that: (a) any β ≤ 1 is possible at no cost; (b) any I is
possible at no cost; (c) any τE is possible at no cost; (d) any auxiliary heating is available at no cost; (e) the toroidal magnets are free; (f) the poloidal field magnets are free;
(g) the ohmic transformer is free; and (h) the current drive power is free. In essence,
the fusion reactor consists only of a toroidal blanket-and-shield surrounding the first
wall. Neutronic studies show that the blanket-and-shield thickness is about b = 1.5 m.
The first wall material limits the neutron wall loading to PW = 4 MW/m2 . The electric
power out is required to be PE = 1 GW at a thermal conversion efficiency of ηt = 0.35.
Assume that each fusion reaction ultimately produces about 22 MeV of thermal energy.
Now, define the mass utilization factor as F ≡ reactor mass/electric power. For a fission reactor a typical value of F is 1 tonne/MW. Calculate the values of R0 and a
for a topologically self-consistent circular cross section fusion reactor that minimizes
F (i.e., is most economic). Assume the average density of the blanket-and-shield is
3 × 103 kg/m3 . Discuss the results.
5.5 This problem investigates the effect of a non-circular plasma cross section on the
design of a simple fusion reactor. The idea is to repeat the design calculation presented
in the text assuming the plasma has an elliptic shape with horizontal diameter 2a
and vertical diameter 2κa. The quantity κ is known as the plasma elongation. The
blanket-and-shield and magnets are also elliptic in shape but their thicknesses b and
c are uniform around the cross section. Calculate the minimum value of VI /PE and
the corresponding reactor parameters in Table 5.3 for 0.5 ≤ κ ≤ 2, assuming that all
constraints are unchanged. Based on this simple model what conclusions can be drawn
about the desirability of a non-circular plasma? Two points to note: first, in the regime of
interest, the circumference of an ellipse can be approximated by C = 2πa(1 + κ 2 )/2.
Second, when calculating the maximum magnet stress note that the largest magnetic
force occurs on the flattened side of the ellipse.

Part II
The plasma physics of fusion energy

6
Overview of magnetic fusion

6.1 Introduction
The analysis presented in the previous chapters has established the plasma properties necessary for a magnetic fusion reactor. In particular, a combination of engineering and nuclear
physics constraints has shown that a fusion plasma must achieve a temperature T ∼ 15 keV,
a pressure p ∼ 7 atm, a plasma beta β ∼ 8%, and an energy confinement time τE ∼ 1 s.
Furthermore, the plasma must be confined in the shape of a torus with minor radius a ∼ 2 m
and major radius R0 ∼ 5 m. The challenge to the fusion plasma physics community is to
discover ways to simultaneously achieve these parameters.
Because the behavior of a fusion plasma can be quite complicated and subtle, as well
as being far from our everyday intuitive experiences, it is perhaps not surprising that this
has led to the development of a new subfield of physics known as “plasma physics.” Only
after knowledge of this new state of matter has been mastered will it be possible to produce
robust fusion plasmas suitable for a fusion reactor.
The need to master plasma physics is the motivation for the second part of the book.
Presented in these chapters is a description of the plasma physics necessary to produce
a fusion plasma. The goal is to provide a reasonably rigorous introduction to the field of
plasma physics as viewed from the perspective of a nuclear engineer. That is, the topics and
order of presentation are always chosen by keeping in mind the final goal of producing a
practical fusion reactor. One consequence of this approach is that a wide variety of topics
is covered in order to give the reader a relatively complete overview of the field. A second
consequence is that most of the understanding results from an analysis of a set of fluid
models of varying complexity. More accurate models involving kinetic descriptions that
determine the particle distribution functions are available, but these are advanced topics,
and are not necessary for an introduction to fusion.
Over many years of research a natural logic has developed to introduce new scientists to
the field of plasma physics and fusion energy. The basis for this logic is the need to create
plasmas that satisfy the basic condition for ignition and the accompanying production of
large quantities of fusion power. The ignition condition is given by
 2 
T2
T
24
pτE =
= 0.11 × 10−22 k
atm s
(6.1)
σ v
E α σ v
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The material presented in the book follows the natural logic required to achieve this goal and
is organized as follows. Chapter 7 presents a semi-quantitative overview of the definition of
a plasma and certain global properties of fusion plasma behavior. The aim is to provide some
insight, admittedly at an elementary level, into how to think about a plasma in the context
of its behavior in electric and magnetic fields. Chapters 8 and 9 describe how individual
charged particles behave in prescribed electric and magnetic fields. No attempt is made to
calculate the fields self-consistently. Even this simple description sheds considerable light
on the structure of a fusion reactor, in particular why the plasma must be in the shape of a
torus.
To proceed further, self-consistent models are required and this is the subject of
Chapter 10. As previously stated, these are a set of fluid models of varying complexity.
Self-consistency is crucial because the electrical currents and charges resulting from the
motion of the plasma particles can often make large modifications to the applied fields,
which then in turn alter the motion of the charged particles, and so on.
Next, one of the simpler fluid models, known as magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is
employed (Chapters 11 and 12) to investigate the macroscopic equilibrium and stability
of various simple fusion configurations. MHD stability limits set the maximum achievable
value of p appearing in the ignition condition. The MHD results are applied in Chapter 13
to describe the main magnetic concepts currently under investigation for the production
of fusion power. While there are a number of such concepts, the current leader in terms
of performance is the “tokamak”. The details of the magnetic geometry are shown to be
critical in determining the maximum value of β (and hence p) that can be confined in a
stable manner.
Following this is a description of the transport properties of a fusion plasma (Chapter 14).
Knowing how rapidly particles and energy can be lost from a plasma by means of transport
processes such as diffusion and heat conduction is a critical issue. These losses determine
the energy confinement time τE of the plasma which appears as a critical parameter in the
ignition condition.
Plasma heating and current drive are discussed in Chapter 15. Several heating methods
are described that produce plasmas with fusion grade temperatures: T ∼ 15 keV ≈ 170 ×
106 K. Achieving T = 15 keV is important in order to minimize T 2/σ v, which in turn
minimizes the requirements on pτ E in the ignition condition. In addition, a method is
presented for driving steady state toroidal currents without a transformer. Chapter 16 briefly
discusses the future direction of the international fusion program with a strong emphasis
on ITER.
In summary, the order of the presentation is as follows: (1) basic description of a plasma,
(2) single-particle behavior, (3) self-consistent models, (4) MHD equilibrium and stability,
(5) fusion configurations, (6) transport, (7) heating and current drive, and (8) the future
of fusion research. Before proceeding with the detailed discussions it is useful to collect in one place the main issues and conclusions that will be drawn from each of these
chapters.

6.3 Single-particle behavior

6.2
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A fusion plasma is a fully ionized gas whose behavior is dominated by long-range electric
and magnetic fields (as opposed to short-range nearest-neighbor Coulomb collisions). A
major consequence of this behavior is that a plasma is an exceptionally good conductor of
electricity. The high conductivity may be somewhat surprising since the number density
of electrons (i.e., the number of charge carriers) is typically eight orders of magnitude
smaller than that found in a good electrical conductor such as copper. Even so, the electrical
conductivity of a fusion plasma is about 40 times larger than that of copper. The reason
is associated with the fact that at high temperatures and low densities there are rarely any
Coulomb collisions between electrons and ions and thus there is very little resistance to the
flow of current.
The high conductivity implies that the inside of the plasma is shielded from DC electric
fields to a very large degree. On the other hand, DC magnetic fields can penetrate, although
somewhat slowly, and it is these fields that provide plasma confinement. This is the reason
it is known as “magnetic fusion” rather than “electric fusion” or “electromagnetic fusion.”
Explicit criteria are derived that determine the conditions under which a plasma is a good
conductor of electricity, dominated by long-range collective effects. These criteria are well
satisfied in fusion plasmas. In terms of a fusion reactor, it is the high conductivity that opens
the possibility of confinement by magnetic fields.

6.3 Single-particle behavior
The discussion here assumes that a prescribed DC magnetic field has penetrated the plasma.
Its task is to provide plasma confinement. The simplest way to learn how magnetic confinement works is to use Newton’s law of motion to determine the trajectories of charged
particles in the prescribed field. No attention is devoted to the problem of how the current
and charge densities associated with the motion of the charged particles alter the prescribed
field. The goal here is to see, on a microscopic level, whether or not the applied magnetic
field confines individual charged particles within the plasma or instead causes them to be
lost to the first wall.
The analysis shows that there are three qualitatively different classes of particle motion.
The fastest and most dominant motion concerns the behavior of charged particles in the
long-range magnetic field, which varies slowly, in time and space. This is the so-called
“collisionless behavior.” It is shown that charged particles spiral around the magnetic field
lines along helical trajectories. The perpendicular radius of the helix, called the gyro radius,
is quite small, less than 1 cm. It is in this sense that particles are confined perpendicular to
the field. Parallel to the field there is free motion and particles would be very quickly lost if the
magnetic field lines directly intersected the first wall. The need to prevent parallel losses is
the main reason why fusion configurations are toroidal with magnetic lines wrapping around
the surface as on a barber pole, but not intersecting the wall. In addition to the perpendicular
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“gyro” motion, electrons and ions develop slow drift velocities across the field lines due
to various field gradients, but the direction of these drifts usually does not lead to a loss of
particles. The conclusion from the collisionless behavior is that in a wide variety of toroidal
magnetic geometries all particles are confined – there is no loss of particles or energy.
The second class of single-particle motions involves the close, nearest-neighbor electric
interaction between two charged particles. These are Coulomb collisions. They occur relatively infrequently since it is rare in a low-density, high-temperature plasma that two particles
are in close enough proximity for a sufficiently long time that their paths are significantly
altered from their collisionless trajectories. Even so, Coulomb collisions are very important
since they lead to a loss of particles and energy through diffusion like processes. The goal of
the analysis is to determine various like and unlike particle collisional loss rates for momentum and energy. These loss rates are used in later chapters to determine the macroscopic
particle and energy transport coefficients to be used in the self-consistent fluid models.
The last, and unfortunately most infrequent, class of particle motions is nuclear fusion
collisions. These collisions have already been discussed in earlier chapters. Ironically, even
though fusion is a source of nuclear energy, in most of the plasma physics required to
understand present-day experiments it is a good approximation to neglect all nuclear effects,
or at most include them perturbatively. Nuclear effects will become important in the overall
plasma power balance once experiments are built with substantial amounts of alpha heating
power, although even in this regime the number of fusion collisions remains relatively small.
In summary, the hierarchy of single-particle motions is as follows: (1) dominant motion –
collisionless behavior in the long-range electromagnetic fields; (2) Coulomb collisions –
infrequent interactions in the nearest-neighbor inter-particle Coulomb potential; and
(3) nuclear fusion collisions – even less frequent interactions in the very short-range nuclear
potential. The collisionless behavior provides essentially perfect single-particle confinement. The Coulomb collisions are responsible for transport. The fusion collisions produce
the nuclear power. With respect to a fusion reactor, the excellent confinement of charged
particles in the long-range fields is essential in demonstrating the principle of “magnetic
fusion.” The transport losses have to be kept sufficiently small to allow an achievable path
to ignition and an overall favorable power balance.

6.4 Self-consistent models
In order to be able to predict quantitatively the performance of fusion plasmas, one needs
self-consistent models. The study of plasma physics as presented in this book is based
largely on fluid models. Such models can be derived from first principles from various
kinetic models. However, these derivations require a substantial amount of mathematics
and are somewhat formal in nature. Instead, the fluid models presented are derived on the
basis of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy combined with some simple intuition.
The resulting equations look similar to the equations of standard fluid dynamics although
there are some crucial differences.

6.5 MHD equilibrium and stability
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The differences can be summarized as follows. First, a separate set of fluid equations
is required for both electrons and ions. These equations are coupled through Maxwell’s
equations. Second, in addition to the pressure gradient force of fluid dynamics, one must
also include the bulk fluid electric and magnetic forces. Finally, although the equations look
similar to those of fluid dynamics, much of the basic physics contained in the model is
qualitatively different. This difference reflects the fact that plasma behavior is dominated
by the long-range collective effects associated with the macroscopic electric and magnetic
fields rather than nearest-neighbor collisions.
To illustrate this point, assume that a group of electrons bunch together over a localized
region of plasma causing a slight charge imbalance. This imbalance generates a macroscopic
electric field, which because of its long-range nature, is felt by all other charged particles
far from the bunch. In particular, distant particles have their orbits altered in response to
this field (and in general will move to shield out the field). The point is that the electric field
far from the bunched particles is felt essentially instantaneously (i.e., the field effectively
moves at the speed of light) even if all the particles are behaving in a collisionless manner.
Contrast this with the fluid behavior of a neutral gas. A local pressure perturbation is felt
far away only because of the propagation of a succession of nearest-neighbor collisions –
the effect travels at the sound speed.
The resulting set of two-fluid equations is quite useful for the study of various plasma
wave-heating techniques in which substantial geometric simplifications can be made without
much loss in accuracy. When real geometric effects are important the two-fluid equations are
often too complicated to solve. In these cases, by restricting attention to long-wavelength,
low-frequency phenomena, the two-fluid model can be reduced to a single-fluid model
known as MHD. Various forms of the MHD model are useful for the study of macroscopic
equilibrium and stability as well as transport.
To summarize, a set of two-fluid and single-fluid models is presented based on the
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy plus Maxwell’s equations. These models
provide a self-consistent description of plasma behavior. In contrast to the standard fluid
behavior of a neutral gas, long-range collective effects associated with the macroscopic
electric and magnetic fields dominate the behavior of a plasma. In the context of a fusion
reactor, the development of self-consistent fluid models is crucial since such models enable
a reasonably accurate, tractable analysis of all the major plasma physics issues.

6.5 MHD equilibrium and stability
The first application of the self-consistent models involves the macroscopic equilibrium and
stability of the plasma. The analysis makes use of the single-fluid MHD model. The goal is
to understand and discover various magnetic geometries that are capable of confining highβ (corresponding to high p) plasmas in stable equilibrium. It is largely MHD considerations
that determine the magnet systems required for any given concept and in this sense they are
responsible for its outward appearance, the first image that meets the eye.
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First it is shown that even though a fusion plasma is toroidal in shape, it cannot be held
in equilibrium by a purely toroidal magnetic field. A transverse magnetic field, known
as the poloidal magnetic field, is required. Equilibrium configurations, therefore, require a
combination of toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields. The optimum combination is based on
an analysis of macroscopic stability – the optimum being defined in terms of the maximum
achievable stable β.
The next point to note is that this optimization is somewhat subtle. For example, the
presence of a perfectly conducting wall near the surface of the plasma has a strong stabilizing
effect on certain classes of MHD instabilities. If, however, the wall is resistive (as it must
be for practical reasons), instability returns although with much slower growth rates. If
one believes that these slow growing modes can be feedback stabilized, then one class of
optimized configuration results. If feedback is not considered to be a viable option, say for
various technological reasons, then wall stabilization is not effective and a different class
of optimized configurations is obtained.
The net result, depending upon the assumed constraints made with respect to stability, is that there is a wide variety of “optimized” magnetic configurations currently under
consideration for ultimate use as a magnetic fusion reactor. At present, in terms of actual
experimental performance, the “tokamak” is the most successful concept. Its maximum theoretical β limit is lower than those of some of the other configurations but is, nonetheless,
still in the right range for a fusion reactor. The higher performance of the tokamak turns out
to be closely associated with a substantially lower level of transport, MHD performance
being adequate for experimental purposes.
6.6 Magnetic fusion concepts
The major magnetic fusion concepts under consideration are the tokamak, the spherical
tokamak, the stellarator, the reversed field pinch, the spheromak, the field reversed configuration and the levitated dipole. All but the stellarator are 2-D axisymmetric toroidal
configurations. The stellarator is an inherently 3-D configuration.
Each of these concepts is described primarily from the point of view of macroscopic
MHD equilibrium and stability. Also, various experimental operational limitations are discussed that affect performance but are not as yet well understood from a first-principles
theory.
It is shown that there is a very large variation in the evolution and corresponding progress
of the various concepts. Tokamaks have been studied the most and have achieved the best
overall performance: next is the stellarator followed by the spherical tokamak, which is
actually a very tight aspect ratio tokamak. These configurations all have relatively strong
toroidal magnetic fields and reasonable transport losses. Each is capable of MHD stable
operation at acceptable values of β without the need for a conducting wall close to the
plasma. The stellarator has the advantage of being the only concept not requiring toroidal
current drive in a reactor but has a noticeably more complicated magnet configuration which
increases complexity and cost. When any of these configurations is scaled to a reactor, the
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presence of the toroidal magnetic field results in a relatively large device, leading to increased
capital cost.
The reversed field pinch, the spheromak, and the field reversed configuration, all have
much smaller or zero toroidal magnetic fields. Scaling any of these to a reactor would lead to
a compact, higher-power-density reactor which would reduce the capital cost. However, the
smaller toroidal field leads to poorer plasma performance. Transport losses are higher and
each configuration would be macroscopically unstable without the presence of a perfectly
conducting wall near the plasma surface. Thus, even if transport losses could be reduced,
steady state operation with a realistic finite conductivity wall, would require the use of
feedback, which adds to the technological complexity.
To summarize, over many years of research a large number of configurations have been
considered for use as a magnetic fusion reactor. So far, the tokamak has achieved the
best performance. Other configurations aim to overtake the tokamak by either improving
the physics but sacrificing technological attractiveness or vice versa. At present, no nontokamak configuration seems obviously destined to overtake the tokamak. It is for this
reason that the world’s first burning plasma experiment, ITER, will be a tokamak.
6.7 Transport
A plasma confined in stable MHD equilibrium will, by definition, not lose its energy by
means of a rapid, coherent, macroscopic motion to the wall. Even so, it will lose energy
by means of various transport processes. The dominant transport mechanism is thermal
diffusion, although particle and magnetic field diffusion can also play a finite role. Thermal
losses have to be compensated (mainly by alpha power) in order to maintain the steady
production of fusion energy. Clearly, the magnitude of these losses cannot be too large or
else the overall power balance becomes unfavorable.
The confining magnetic field dramatically alters the energy transport properties of the
plasma. Specifically, the plasma becomes enormously anisotropic. For example, the thermal
conductivity perpendicular to the magnetic field can be ten orders of magnitude smaller than
that parallel to the field. This is the main reason why fusion plasmas must be toroidal with
the magnetic field lines wrapping around the torus. It is only in such a toroidal magnetic
geometry that the large parallel losses can be eliminated. That is, the continuous wrapping
around of magnetic field lines geometrically eliminates any direct parallel loss path along
B to the first wall. The only loss path to the first wall is across the magnetic field where the
transport losses are much smaller.
An accurate evaluation of the transport coefficients due to Coulomb collisions requires
a great deal of mathematics using sophisticated kinetic models. These difficulties are overcome in this book by the use of much simpler “random walk” arguments. Using such
arguments transport coefficients are easily calculated in a straight cylindrical geometry.
The calculations are generalized to toroidal geometry where it is shown that the losses
increase substantially because of a special class of particles whose orbits are trapped on the
outside of the torus.
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While these calculations provide a good basic understanding of the transport processes
in a fusion plasma they, nevertheless, almost always result in optimistic predictions of
energy confinement in actual experiments. The reason is that the excitation of a variety of
microscopic plasma instabilities, driven by the plasma temperature and density gradients,
leads to anomalously large losses of plasma energy. The theory of plasma micro-instabilities
is quite complicated and a fully definitive predictive capability is not yet available. To
circumvent this problem fusion researchers have developed empirical scaling relations based
on a large experimental database that predict energy transport, and these relations are
discussed in the book.
In summary, a fully ionized magnetized fusion plasma is characterized by a high electrical conductivity and highly anisotropic transport coefficients. The cross-field energy
transport is in general many orders of magnitude smaller than the parallel transport. In
practice, experimentally observed cross-field transport is more rapid than that predicted by
classical Coulomb collisions. Microscopic plasma instabilities drive anomalous transport,
which at present is most often modeled by empirical scaling relations. For a fusion reactor the conclusions are as follows. The tokamak currently has the best performance with
respect to anomalous transport and the corresponding value of τE is probably adequate when
scaled to a reactor. The performance of other configurations, with the possible exception
of the stellarator, is at present marginal at best. If, however, techniques can be developed
to suppress turbulence causing micro-instabilities other configurations may become more
attractive.
6.8 Heating and current drive
The first topic discussed here is the heating of a plasma to the enormously high temperatures
required for a fusion reactor: T = 15 keV. Several methods have been successfully used
for this purpose, including ohmic heating, neutral beam heating, and RF heating. The end
result is that temperatures approaching 30 keV have been achieved in large-scale tokamak
experiments. The external power levels required to drive the heating sources are substantial
but not excessive in the sense that scaling to a reactor does not prevent a favorable overall
power balance. The heating methods are as follows.
The simplest way to heat a plasma is by ohmic heating. The toroidal current that flows in
most magnetic configurations ohmically heats the plasma, in much the way that a current
heats a wire. However, in contrast to a wire, the resistivity of a plasma decreases with
temperature so that heating becomes less efficient as T increases. In practice, it is shown
that ohmic heating is effective up to several keV but not much higher.
To increase T from several keV to 15 keV requires additional sources of external power.
One method is to inject high-energy neutral particle beams into the plasma. The beam
particles must be of the same species as the plasma particles (e.g. deuterium or tritium).
The neutral particles undergo charge-exchange collisions with low-energy plasma ions; that
is, the high-energy neutral particle transfers an electron to a low-energy ion producing a
high-energy ion and a low-energy neutral particle. This method has been very effective
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in experiments but will be more difficult in a reactor because of technological problems
associated with scaling the beams to higher energies.
A second method of achieving high plasma temperatures is by using RF heating and there
are several natural resonant frequencies in the plasma that make this an efficient process –
somewhat like heating food in a microwave oven. Both the electrons and ions in the plasma
can be driven resonantly, although the external sources for ions are more readily available
at high power levels and lower costs. Even so, resonant electron heating has some attractive
physics features because, as is shown in Section 15.7, heat can be deposited in narrow
localized regions of the plasma, thereby providing an external method for controlling the
temperature profile.
In summary, heating represents a success story for fusion. The temperatures required for
a reactor should be achievable without the need for an excessive amount of external power.
The second topic of this section is current drive. Since a magnetic fusion reactor is
expected to be a steady state device, those concepts that require a toroidal current for
equilibrium must have some non-inductive means to drive this current. A transformer,
which can drive current during startup and for finite duration pulsed operation, cannot
operate in steady state. As with heating, several current drive methods have been proposed
and are being developed in laboratory experiments.
One method is to inject neutral beams tangentially into the plasma, generating a toroidal
momentum parallel to the direction of injection. Part of this momentum is transferred to
electrons through collisions. Electrons flowing with a preferred momentum in the toroidal
direction constitute an electric current in the opposite direction (because of the negative
charge).
A second method is to launch RF waves at an appropriate microwave frequency. The
launching system (i.e., antennas or waveguides) must be designed so that the waves propagate preferentially in the toroidal direction. When this occurs, the waves drag electrons in
the wave-troughs. The speeding up of slower electrons in the wave as it travels around the
torus produces an electric current opposite to the direction of propagation. The situation is
somewhat similar to a surfer catching a wave and then moving with the front.
Each of these methods is successful in driving currents non-inductively in present-day
experiments, opening up the possibility of steady state operation with toroidal current. The
main difficulty is that current drive is not as efficient as heating. It takes substantial power
to drive a modest amount of current. The net result is that a reactor in which all the current
must be driven non-inductively would likely lead to an unfavorable overall power balance.
Fortunately, in configurations such as the tokamak, there is a natural self-induced toroidal
current arising from toroidal transport phenomena. This rather complex process, which
has been observed in all high-performance tokamaks, can generate up to 90% of the total
current. Consequently, if only a small fraction of the total current needs to be driven noninductively, then the overall power balance may become acceptable. The transport-induced
current is known as the “bootstrap current” and is discussed in Chapter 14.
In summary, a variety of methods involving neutral beams and RF power sources can
be used to heat and non-inductively drive current in fusion experiments. Both types of
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methods have been successful for both tasks. From the reactor point of view, the current
drive problem is more difficult because of the relatively low efficiency of converting power
into toroidal current.

6.9 The future of fusion research
The final topic discussed in the book is the future plans for fusion research. This research
will largely be aimed at learning about the physics of burning plasmas where alpha heating
substantially exceeds external heating. It will be centered on the construction of a large,
next generation fusion device involving an international collaboration. This device is ITER.
The experimental reactor will be a tokamak, the size of which is comparable to that of a full
scale reactor. Its primary goal is to create for the first time a strongly burning fusion plasma
with Q = 10. ITER will open a new frontier in the study of fusion plasma physics – the
study of high-temperature plasmas dominated by alpha particle heating.
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7
Definition of a fusion plasma

7.1 Introduction
In previous chapters a plasma has been defined qualitatively as an ionized gas whose behavior is dominated by collective effects and by possessing a very high electrical conductivity.
The purpose of this chapter is to derive explicit criteria that allow one to quantify when this
qualitative definition is valid. In particular, for a general plasma, not restricted to fusion
applications, three basic parameters are derived: a characteristic length scale (the Debye
length λD ), a characteristic inverse time scale (the plasma frequency ωp ), and a characteristic collisionality parameter (the “plasma parameter” D ). The sizes of these parameters
allow one to distinguish whether certain partially or fully ionized gases are indeed plasmas,
for example a thin beam of electrons, the ionosphere, the gas in a fluorescent light bulb,
lightening, a welding arc, or especially a fusion “plasma.”
It is shown in this chapter that for an ionized gas to behave like a plasma there are
two different types of criterion that must be satisfied. One type involves the macroscopic
lengths and frequencies as compared to λD and ωp . The macroscopic length is defined as
the typical geometric dimension of the ionized gas (L ∼ a ∼ R0 ), while the macroscopic
frequency is defined as the inverse thermal transit time for a particle to move across the
plasma (ωT ≡ vT /L). Plasma behavior requires a small Debye length λD
L and a high
plasma frequency ωp
ωT . In this regime the plasma is remarkably effective in shielding
out electric fields, implying a high electrical conductivity.
The second type of criterion involves the effects of microscopic Coulomb collisions.
Such collisions determine whether or not the behavior of an ionized gas is dominated by
long-range collective effects as opposed to short-range Coulomb interactions. Collisions are
also closely connected to the property of high electrical conductivity. For plasma behavior
low collisionality is required, which is shown to correspond to large values of the plasma
parameter D . This parameter represents the number of charged particles located within a
sphere whose radius is equal to the Debye length (and often referred to as a Debye sphere).
Low collisionality implies a large number of particles in a Debye sphere.
The criteria described above must be satisfied by any type of ionized gas for it to behave
like a plasma. When one further specializes to fusion plasmas, there are additional constraints that must be satisfied, related to the presence of the magnetic field. The new
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Figure 7.1 Idealized circuit diagram to examine Debye shielding.

constraints are as follows. When a charged particle is confined by a magnetic field, it
spirals around a given magnetic line with a characteristic frequency, proportional to B,
known as the gyro frequency (ωc ). Both electron and ion gyro frequencies must be large
compared to the corresponding inverse thermal transit times in a fusion plasma. There is
also a characteristic radius of the orbit associated with the gyro motion, proportional to
B, and known as the gyro radius (rL ). In a fusion plasma both electron and ion gyro radii
must be small compared to the typical macroscopic dimensions of the plasma. The frequency and length conditions must be fulfilled in order for the plasma to be magnetically
confined.
The discussion below focuses on determining quantitative criteria that define a fusion
plasma. A main conclusion is that for the typical parameters describing a fusion reactor
derived in Section 5.5, the criteria are very well satisfied.

7.2 Shielding DC electric fields in a plasma – the Debye length
This section discusses the ability of a plasma to shield DC electric fields. A plasma does this
extremely effectively, implying that it has a high electrical conductivity. The calculation
presented below makes use of a simple, intuitive fluid model for the plasma in which
collective effects dominate. The result of the analysis is the derivation of a critical length,
known as the Debye length. For plasmas much bigger in dimension than a Debye length,
the shielding is extremely effective.

7.2.1 A physical picture of Debye shielding
To understand the shielding effect, recall that in general a plasma has an equal number of
positively and negatively charged particles. However, the particles are not bound together
as in atoms, but are free to move about through each other, consistent with Maxwell’s
equations. With this in mind, consider the idealized plasma circuit illustrated in Fig. 7.1.
The plasma, characterized by a density n and temperatures Te , Ti , is located between two
grids separated by a distance L. The source corresponds to a DC voltage. In addition the
value of R1 is assumed to be sufficiently high that the current flowing in the plasma is low
and for simplicity can be neglected in the simple calculation that follows.
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The physical picture of Debye shielding follows from an analysis of the motion of
electrons and ions when a voltage is applied across the grids. Electrons are attracted to
the positive grid and ions to the negative grid. Consider first the electrons. As the electrons
flow towards the positive grid, a thin surface charge builds up near the grid surface. The
sign of the charge is opposite that of the grid potential. Consequently, the direction of the
electric field arising from the surface charge is opposite that of the applied electric field.
A similar argument holds for the ions at the negative grid. This opposing induced electric
field produces a shielding effect known as “Debye shielding.”
In practice, the surface charge layer is not infinitesimally thin but has a finite thickness,
known as the Debye length. The reason for the finite thickness is associated with the nonzero temperature of each species. Qualitatively what happens is as follows. Focus first on the
electrons. Clearly, electrons are repelled away from the negative grid. However, because
of the finite thermal spread in velocities, some high-energy electrons can overcome the
negative potential and approach the negative grid. The presence of these electrons prevents
perfect shielding in an infinitesimally thin layer – there will always be a small amount of
negative charge near the negative grid contributing to the local value of potential. Intuitively,
one can see that as the temperature increases, the shielding distance also increases as a larger
portion of electrons are able to reach the grid.
At the positive grid an analogous phenomenon occurs. Electrons are attracted to the
positive grid and the positive potential traps a thin layer of negative charge. However,
because of the finite thermal spread in energies some electrons can escape the trapping
potential preventing complete shielding from occurring in an infinitesimally thin layer.
Thus, at both grids finite temperature effects lead to incomplete shielding and a finite sheath
thickness. By symmetry a similar analysis applies to ions at both grids.
With this qualitative picture in hand, the next task is to derive an explicit expression for
the sheath thickness λD .

7.2.2 Derivation of the Debye length
The derivation of the Debye length follows from an analysis of a simple fluid model for the
plasma. The model is a straightforward generalization of the well-known equations of fluid
dynamics. The plasma model is derived below and then coupled to Maxwell’s equation.
An analysis of these coupled equations demonstrates the shielding effect and leads to an
explicit expression for the Debye length.
The starting point is the familiar momentum equation of fluid dynamics


∂v
ρ
+ v · ∇v = −∇ p + ρg.
(7.1)
∂t
To generalize this equation to a plasma one needs to take into account two effects. First,
there are two species, electrons and ions, so that a separate momentum equation is needed
for each species. Second, there is an additional force acting on the plasma due to the electric
field. To determine this force, assume that the plasma behaves like a fluid, dominated by the
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smooth long-range electric field, and not the short-range collisions. A small volume V of
electrons thus experiences a Lorentz force FE = QE, where Q is the total electron charge
located in V: Q = −en e V . Since the momentum equation involves the force density, the
required addition to Eq. (7.1) is simply fE = FE /V = −en e E. A similar expression holds
for ions.
Several further approximations can be made. First, since the electric current is assumed
to be small, the effects of the magnetic field can be neglected. Second, in all terrestrial laboratory experiments the effect of gravity can be ignored since it is infinitesimal compared to
the electric field force. Under these assumptions the two-fluid model for plasma momentum
conservation becomes


∂ve
m ene
+ ve · ∇ve = −en e E − ∇ pe ,
∂t
(7.2)


∂vi
m ini
+ vi · ∇vi = en i E − ∇ pi .
∂t
The model is now applied to the problem of Debye shielding as follows. The assumption
of negligible current implies that in DC steady state ve ≈ vi ≈ 0. There is no flow of
charge. Next, for convenience the electron and ion temperatures are assumed constant:
Te = const, Ti = const. Also, the assumption of steady state implies that ∇ × E = 0 so that
E = −∇φ. Lastly, the geometry under consideration is idealized to be 1-D: all quantities
are functions only of x. Combining these simplifications leads to the following equations
relating n e and n i to φ:
dφ
Te dn e
−
= 0,
dx
en e dx
dφ
Ti dn i
+
= 0,
dx
en i dx

(7.3)

which can be easily integrated, yielding
n e = n 0 exp(eφ/Te ),
n i = n 0 exp(−eφ/Ti ).

(7.4)

Here, n 0 is the unperturbed number density of electrons and ions far from each grid; that is,
at the midpoint between them. The unperturbed densities must be equal in order to maintain
overall charge neutrality. For simplicity, the arbitrary constant associated with the potential
has been chosen so that φ = 0 at the midpoint, defined as x = 0.
The system of equations is now closed by combining Eq. (7.4) with Poisson’s equation:
d2 φ
e
= (n e − n i ).
2
dx
ε0

(7.5)

After substituting for the densities one obtains
d2 φ
en 0
=
[exp(eφ/Te ) − exp(−eφ/Ti )].
2
dx
ε0

(7.6)
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Figure 7.2 Electric field versus distance for the case L/λD = 20.

Note that even this simplest of problems leads to a non-linear equation. The easiest and
traditional way to proceed is to assume a low voltage such that |eφ| /Te,i
1. This allows
Eq. (7.6) to be transformed into one that is linear but still captures the essential physics.
Taylor expanding exp(±eφ/Te,i ) ≈ 1 ± eφ/Te,i leads to


d2 φ
e2 n 0 1
1
φ = 0.
(7.7)
−
+
dx 2
ε0
Te
Ti
The boundary conditions are: (1) the normalizing condition φ(0) = 0 , and (2) the circuit
condition φ(−L/2) − φ(L/2) = V0 . The solution is straightforward and is given by
φ=−

V0 sinh(x/λD )
,
2 sinh(L/2λD )

E =−

dφ
V0 cosh(x/λD )
=
.
dx
2λ D sinh(L/2λD )

(7.8)

Here, the Debye length λD is defined by
1
1
1
e2 n 0
e2 n 0
=
+
=
+
.
ε0 Te
ε0 Ti
λ2D
λ2De
λ2Di

(7.9)

A plot of E = −dφ/dx vs. x is illustrated in Fig. 7.2 for the case L/λD = 20; also shown
for comparison is the vacuum solution. Observe the enormous shielding of the electric
field by the plasma. As might be expected the shielding layer thickness λD increases with
temperature since at high T there are more energetic particles contributing to incomplete
shielding. Also λD decreases with density as more particles are available to provide shielding
thereby reducing the sheath thickness.
An important conclusion from this analysis is the following. Since one of the conditions for an ionized gas to be a plasma is that it shield out DC electric fields, then this
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implies that the geometric dimension of the gas must be much larger than a Debye length:
L
λD .
To apply the Debye length criterion to a fusion plasma one simply needs to substitute
numerical values. Before doing this, note that in the literature often only the electron Debye
length is used (λD → λDe ) as a mathematical convenience. This is sometimes erroneously
justified by the large mass of the ions. The assumption is that the ions are so heavy that
they do not move, and enter the problem only as a constant neutralizing background of
charge. However, it is the ion temperature and not its mass that enters the derivation so that
technically the ion Debye length is negligible only when Ti
Te which rarely occurs in
practice. In any event for a fusion plasma with Ti ≈ Te , neglecting the ion Debye length
increases the value of the Debye length by a numerical factor of order unity that is of little
consequence for present purposes. Still, to keep with tradition, a numerical value given in
terms of the electron Debye length is:




Tk 1/2
ε0 Te 1/2
−5
λDe =
= 2.35 × 10
m
(7.10)
e2 n 0
n 20
where the units are Tk (keV) and n 20 (1020 m3 ). For a fusion plasma with Tk = 15 and
n 20 = 2, this yields λDe = 6.4 × 10−5 m. Clearly, a fusion plasma with a ∼ 2 m satisfies
the Debye length criterion by over four orders of magnitude, indeed a large margin.
The final point to make in this subsection involves the concept of “quasi-neutrality”.
In the main bulk of the plasma the shielding of the electric field is extremely effective
implying that the local number densities of electrons and ions are barely perturbed from
their background value n 0 . Consequently the local electron density is almost exactly equal
to the local ion density: n e (x) ≈ n i (x) over almost the entire plasma volume. For example, at
a typical point one quarter of the distance away from either grid (x = ±L/4) the difference
between the electron and ion number densities for equal temperatures is


 n e − n i  eV0
1

=
1.
(7.11)
 n

2T
cosh(L/4λ
0
D)
The local property n e (x) ≈ n i (x) is known as quasi-neutrality and is a basic characteristic
of a plasma. Beware, however, of the following trap. The quasi-neutrality condition does
not imply that E = 0 or ∇ · E = 0, only that ε0 ∇ · E
en e .
In summary, it has been shown that the critical shielding distance against DC electric fields
is the Debye length. Furthermore, for an ionized gas to behave like a plasma its geometric
dimensions must be much larger than a Debye length. The next task is to determine the
characteristic frequency associated with plasma behavior.

7.3 Shielding AC electric fields in a plasma – the plasma frequency
There is a characteristic frequency, known as the electron plasma frequency (ωpe ), that
defines a second criterion for determining when an ionized gas behaves like a plasma.

7.3 Shielding AC electric fields in a plasma
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The criterion requires that the macroscopic frequencies and inverse time scales be much
smaller than the electron plasma frequency. This criterion is shown to be equivalent to the
requirement that a plasma screen out low-frequency AC, as well as DC, electric fields. The
calculation presented below leads to an explicit expression for ωpe by means of an analysis
of the plasma response to an AC voltage source of frequency ω and amplitude V0 in the
circuit shown in Fig. 7.1. The analysis is based on a straightforward generalization of the
simple fluid model described above. Specifically, the conservation of mass must be added
to the model as well as allowing for time dependence.

7.3.1 A physical picture of the screening of AC fields
The existence of a critical frequency for plasma behavior follows from the dynamics of the
screening process. If a voltage is suddenly applied across the grids shown in Fig. 7.1, both
the electrons and the ions move to shield this field. Because of their small mass the electrons
respond much more rapidly than the ions. Even so, there is still some delay because of their
inertia.
If the applied frequency is sufficiently low, one expects that electrons will have more
than enough time to complete their motion and shield out the field. In other words for low
frequencies the electron motion essentially instantaneously tracks the time variation of the
applied field. However, for sufficiently high frequencies, the applied field is oscillating so
rapidly that the electrons, even with their small mass, can barely move before the field
changes sign. In this case, the plasma is unable to shield out the field and screening no
longer occurs; the presence of the plasma is barely noticeable.
The transition frequency is known as the electron plasma frequency and its derivation is
presented below.

7.3.2 Derivation of the electron plasma frequency
The derivation of the electron plasma frequency follows from an analysis similar to that of
DC Debye shielding with three modifications. First, the calculation is greatly simplified by
exploiting the fact that the heavy mass of the ions prevents them from moving very much in
comparison to the electrons under the action of an AC field for all but the lowest frequencies.
It is therefore a good approximation to treat the ions as having an infinite, rather than large
finite mass. The infinite mass assumption implies that the ions enter the calculation only as
a fixed neutralizing background of positively charged particles. Even after the AC field is
applied, the ions stay fixed in place with a constant density. In terms of the two-fluid model
the density and velocity of the ions are given by n = n 0 and vi = 0 respectively.
The second modification again makes use of the assumption that the current generated
by the motion of electrons is small. This allows one to neglect the effect of the induced
magnetic field. The implication is that the inductive part of the electric field is small. Hence,
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the electric field is approximately electrostatic:
E(x, t) = −∇φ(x, t) − ∂A(x, t)/∂t ≈ −∇φ(x, t).
The third modification takes into account the fact that the electrons are constantly moving
under the action of the AC field: ve = 0. While the electron current density is negligible,
the effects on the charge density are important and must be included. In terms of the model,
there is now an additional unknown (ve = ve ex ). To close the system of equations it is
necessary to include the well-known mass conservation relation in the model in addition to
the momentum equation. For the 1-D geometry with constant Te electrons, the self-consistent
AC shielding model becomes
∂n e
∂
+
(n e ve ) = 0,
∂t
∂x
∂ve
∂ve
e ∂φ
Te ∂n e
+ ve
=
−
,
∂t
∂x
me ∂ x
m ene ∂ x
∂ 2φ
e
= (n e − n 0 ).
∂x2
ε0

(7.12)

The unknowns are n e , ve and φ. Observe that the model consists of three non-linear coupled
partial differential equations. To proceed further two additional simplifications are required.
First, the same assumption that was made for DC Debye shielding is made here. The
amplitude of the potential is assumed to be small compared to the temperature: eφ
Te .
This allows one to linearize the equations about the background state n e = n 0 , φ = ve = 0.
It then follows that n e (x, t) = n 0 + n 1 (x, t) with n 1
n 0 . Similarly, φ and ve are also
considered to be small, first order quantities.
The second simplification is to focus the calculation solely on the sinusoidal steady
state response of the plasma. One has to imagine that a very small amount of dissipation
is present in the system that damps out all initial transients. Under this assumption, the
principles of AC circuit analysis imply that the time dependence of all perturbed quantities
has the following mathematical form: Q 1 (x, t) = Q 1 (x) exp(−iωt).
From these simplifications one can easily show that the AC shielding model reduces to
n 0 dve
,
ω dx 

Te d eφ
n1
ve = i
,
−
ω m e d x Te
n0
d2 φ
e
= n1.
dx 2
ε0
n 1 = −i

(7.13)

The quantities n 1 and ve can be easily eliminated in terms of φ. The elimination introduces
two free integration functions which for sinusoidal steady state solutions must be set to
zero. The end result is a single ordinary differential equation for φ:


2
1 − ω2 /ωpe
d2 φ
−
φ = 0,
(7.14)
d x2
λ2De
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where the plasma frequency ωpe is defined as
2
ωpe
=

n 0 e2
.
m e ε0

(7.15)

As before, the boundary conditions on φ are φ(−L/2) − φ(L/2) = V0 and φ(0) = 0. The
desired solution is
V0 sinh(x/λ̂D )
exp(−iωt),
2 sinh(L/2λ̂D )


n 1 (x, t)
ω2 sinh(x/λ̂D )
eV0
1− 2
=−
exp(−iωt).
n0
2 Te
ωpe sinh(L/2λ̂D )
φ(x, t) = −

(7.16)

Here, λ̂D is the effective Debye length of the electrons defined by
λ̂2D =

λ2De
.
2
1 − ω2 /ωpe

(7.17)

An examination of Eq. (7.16) leads to the following conclusions with respect to the
2
shielding of AC fields. For frequencies below the plasma frequency (ω2 < ωpe
) shielding
is very similar to the DC case except that the effective Debye length is somewhat longer.
The continual lagging behind of the electrons caused by their inertia reduces the amount of
shielding that occurs, leading to a larger Debye length.
2
As the frequency approaches the plasma frequency (ω2 → ωpe
), the effective Debye
length becomes infinite: λ̂D → ∞. In this limit the potential and perturbed density reduce to
x
φ(x, t) ≈ −V0 exp(−iωt),
L
(7.18)
n 1 (x, t)
eV0
≈−
n0
2Te

1−

ω2
2
ωpe

x
exp(−iωt) → 0.
L

Observe that the potential approaches the vacuum solution and the perturbed density vanishes. At this critical value of frequency, and above, the shielding effect has completely
vanished.
The main conclusion from this analysis is that ωpe is the critical transition frequency
for the shielding of AC fields. Below the plasma frequency there is good shielding. Above
the plasma frequency there is no shielding. Therefore, for an ionized gas to exhibit plasma
behavior all characteristic frequencies must be much lower than the plasma frequency.
In practice, in terms of numbers the plasma frequency can be written as
1/2

n 0 e2
1/2
ωpe =
= 5.64 × 1011 n 20 s−1 .
(7.19)
m e ε0
For a fusion plasma with n 20 = 2, it follows that ωpe = 8.0 × 1011 s−1 . This is a very
high frequency. It greatly exceeds all collision frequencies as well as the macroscopic
stability frequencies, and inverse transport and confinement times. If the shortest of these
macroscopic time scales is defined as the very fast thermal transit time of an electron
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across a macroscopic length, then τTe ≡ 1/ωT e ∼ L/vTe , and the requirement ωpe
ωT e
is equivalent to λDe
L. This last equivalence is due to the basic relationship between the
Debye length and the plasma frequency:
√ λDe
ωpe = 2
.
(7.20)
vT e
The conclusion is that the AC shielding properties of a fusion plasma are therefore excellent.
The next topic when defining a fusion plasma concerns low collisionality and the dominance of collective effects.

7.4 Low collisionality and collective effects
In the discussion so far the plasma has been treated as a two-fluid model dominated by longrange collective effects. The collective effects have been implicitly built into the model by the
way the electric field is calculated. Specifically, the charge density generating the shielding
fields is assumed to be accurately approximated by a smooth, continuous distribution of
electrons and ions. The field is not calculated by summing the contributions of a large
number of individual point charges, one charge at a time.
Smoothing out the charge distribution would intuitively seem to be a reasonable approximation for charges located far from a given point. However, for charges located very near
the point, one might think that the inter-particle Coulomb potential would be the dominant
factor because of the divergence of the 1/r dependence of φCoul for small r. In a plasma
this is not the case. The reason is that in a plasma the particle density is sufficiently low that
two charges rarely get close enough to each other for the two-particle Coulomb potential
to dominate the long-range electric field generated by the smoothed out distribution of the
entire charge population.
There are several different ways to derive the critical criterion that separates the regimes
where long-range collective effects dominate short-range Coulomb interactions. Each way
has a different physical interpretation, but all lead to the same criterion. Below, three different calculations are presented: one based on a statistical analysis, another on comparing
the average spacing between particles to the Coulomb interaction distance, and the last
comparing the Coulomb collision frequency to the plasma frequency.
Each derivation concludes that the critical parameter is the number of particles contained
within a sphere whose radius is equal to the Debye length. This parameter is denoted by
D and for an ionized gas to behave like a plasma it is necessary that D
1.

7.4.1 A statistical picture of long-range collective effects
A statistical description of plasma behavior implies that a continuum fluid model is an
accurate representation of the physics. For such a model to be valid, two criteria must be
satisfied. On the one hand, imagine that the plasma is subdivided into a large number of
fluid volume elements. These elements must be small enough to provide the desired spatial
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resolution. On the other hand, the volume elements must be large enough that each contains
a large number of particles. This is necessary in order for “averaging” the charge density
and current density into a smooth function to make statistical sense. A volume element
containing one or two particles would clearly display quite poor statistics.
For shielding problems, the characteristic length describing plasma behavior is the Debye
length. Ideally, one would like the size (i.e., linear dimension) of a volume element to be
small compared to λDe in order to achieve good spatial resolution. The largest size element
that would be just barely tolerable occurs when the linear dimension of the volume element
is comparable to the Debye length.
From the discussion above it follows that for a statistical fluid description to accurately
model the physics, a volume element with characteristic linear dimension equal to λDe must
contain a large number of particles. To within a numerical factor of order unity, which is of
little consequence, it does not matter whether a volume element is viewed as a cube, sphere,
or other comparable shape in terms of precisely defining its linear dimension. Traditionally,
the volume element is chosen to be a sphere. Consequently, the condition that the number
of particles in a “Debye sphere” (denoted by D ) be large can be written as
3/2

D ≡

3/2

4π
4π ε0 Te
n e λ3De =
3
3 e3 n 1/2
e

1.

(7.21)

Observe that D increases with temperature since higher Te implies a larger Debye length.
In terms of density dependence, the competition between large n e for a large number of
particles and small n e for a large Debye length is dominated by cubic dependence of λDe .
Hence the density appears in the denominator – large D is easiest to achieve with low n e .
Finally, note that the expression for D is independent of mass implying that for comparable
temperatures, Eq. (7.21) is valid for ions as well as electrons.

7.4.2 The inter-particle spacing versus the Coulomb interactive distance
A second way to determine when long-range collective effects dominate short-range interactions is to calculate and compare the average distance between particles, bpart , with the
characteristic Coulomb interaction distance, bCoul . Collective effects dominate when particles rarely are close enough to each other to experience a short-range Coulomb interaction:
bpart
bCoul .
The distances bpart and bCoul are easily calculated as follows. Consider first bpart . Assume
there are n e particles in a cubic meter of plasma and divide this volume into n e equally
−1/3
sized micro-cubes. By definition the linear dimension of each micro-cube is n e . Since
each micro-cube contains on average one particle, the average distance between particles
1/3
is simply bpart = 1/n e .
Consider next the characteristic Coulomb interaction distance. This is defined as the
largest distance between particles that results in a strong Coulomb interaction. Its calculation
can be deduced from an examination of Fig. 7.3, which shows one electron moving with
a velocity v towards a second stationary electron. Intuitively, the transition condition for a
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strong interaction to occur corresponds to the situation where the separation distance b is
such that the kinetic energy of the moving particle is comparable to its Coulomb potential
energy:
1
e2
m ev2 ≈
.
2
4π ε0 b

(7.22)

Small values of b imply a strong interaction while large values of b imply a weak interaction.
Next, note that the kinetic energy of a typical electron is comparable to the thermal energy
of the plasma: m e v 2 ≈ Te . Substituting this result into Eq. (7.22) yields an expression for
the Coulomb interaction distance b = bCoul :
bCoul =

e2
.
2π ε0 Te

(7.23)

The condition for long-range collective effects to dominate short-range Coulomb interactions, bpart
bCoul , can now be written as
e2
.
2π ε0 Te

1
1/3
ne

(7.24)

A simple rearrangement of terms shows that Eq. (7.24) can be rewritten as
4π
D
≈ 0.27.
3(2π )3/2

(7.25)

Except for an inconsequential numerical factor, this criterion is identical to the one given
by Eq. (7.21).
7.4.3 The plasma frequency vs. the Coulomb collision frequency
The third way to investigate whether or not long-range collective effects dominate plasma
behavior is to calculate the collision frequency νee and mean free path λee and directly
compare them to the plasma frequency and Debye length respectively. Based on the shielding
arguments one requires ωpe
νee and λDe
λee for long-range effects to dominate.
In order to quantify these conditions, expressions are needed for νee and λee . These are
easily estimated from the value of bCoul . A re-examination of Fig. 7.3 indicates that the
cross section corresponding to a strong two-particle Coulomb interaction is given by
2
σee ≈ πbCoul
=

e4
.
4π ε02 m 2e v 4

(7.26)

Recall from the general discussion on collisions that the collision frequency and mean
free path are related to the cross section as follows: νee = n e σee v and λee = 1/n e σee . Again
assuming that for a typical particle m e v 2 ≈ Te , it follows that
νee ≈

n e e4
1/2 3/2
4πε02 m e Te

=

1 ωpe
,
3 D

4πε02 Te2
λee ≈
= 3λDe D .
n e e4

(7.27)
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Figure 7.3 Strong Coulomb interactions occurring when m e v 2 /2 ≈ e2 /4πε0 b.

Observe that the criterion for long-range effects to dominate short-range collisions
reduces to
D

1/3,

(7.28)

which is essentially the same as previously obtained.
The last step is to substitute numerical values and then determine whether or not a fusion
plasma satisfies the condition D
1. A simple calculation yields1
3/2

D ≡

3/2

3/2

T
4π
4π ε0 Te
n e λ3De =
= 5.4 × 106 k1/2 .
1/2
3
3
3 e ne
n 20

(7.29)

For a fusion plasma with Tk = 15 and n 20 = 2 it follows that D = 2.2 × 108 . The condition
for long-range collective effects to dominate behavior is satisfied by a large margin in a
fusion plasma.

7.5 Additional constraints for a magnetic fusion plasma
In addition to the λDe , ωpe , and D constraints required for a general plasma, there are
additional constraints for a fusion plasma because of the presence of the magnetic field
and the need for magnetic confinement. Specifically, as will be shown in the next chapter,
when a charged particle is placed in a magnetic field its motion perpendicular to the field
corresponds to a circular orbit characterized by a frequency ωc (the gyro frequency) and a
1

In the chapter on Coulomb collisions it is shown that the quantity that appears is not actually D but  = 9D , but this has
little effect on the numerical validity of the criterion. It is also shown that Coulomb interactions are dominated by multiple
small-angle collisions rather than the large-angle interactions considered here. The net result is a small change in the scaling
relations with the more accurate ones being given by νee ∼ (ωpe ln )/ and λee ∼ λDe / ln . However, here too, the weak
behavior of the new logarithmic term does not have any substantial effect on the numerical values justifying the dominance of
long-range effects.
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radius rL (the gyro radius). For good confinement the gyro radius must be much smaller
than the minor radius of the plasma so the particles do not collide with the first wall.
The small gyro radius requirement is also equivalent to the condition that the gyro frequency be much larger than the inverse thermal transit time. Particles spiral around a field
line before having time to collide with the wall.
Without going into great detail one can easily estimate the characteristic gyro frequency
and gyro radius of electrons and ions by dimensional analysis and then make the necessary
comparisons. The gyro frequency follows directly from Newton’s law for a charged particle
moving under the influence of the Lorentz force. For the case of finite magnetic field and
zero electric field, Newton’s law has the form
dv
m
= q v × B.
(7.30)
dt
From straightforward dimensional analysis it follows that the gyro frequencies for electrons
and ions scale as
eB
ωce =
= 1.76 × 1011 B = 8.8 × 1011 s−1 ,
me
(7.31)
eB
ωci =
= 4.79 × 107 B = 2.4 × 108 s−1 .
mi
Here, B is measured in teslas and the numerical values correspond to B = 5 and a deuterium
mass.
The gyro radius is determined from the relation between position and velocity:
dr
v=
.
(7.32)
dt
Dimensional analysis implies that the gyro radius scales as rL = v/ωc . For a typical thermal
particle with v ≈ vT one finds
1/2

T
vT e
(2m e Te )1/2
= 1.07 × 10−4 k = 8.3 × 10−5 m,
=
ωce
eB
B
1/2
T
vT i
(2m i Ti )1/2
rLi =
=
= 6.46 × 10−3 k = 5.0 × 10−3 m,
ωci
eB
B

rLe =

(7.33)

with B = 5, Tk = 15, and a deuterium mass.
Consider now the necessary comparisons. In terms of the macroscopic lengths the condition on the ion gyro radius is more stringent than that on the electron gyro radius because
of the mass dependence. Thus, a fusion plasma requires that
rLi

L

(7.34)

in order to have well-confined particles, a condition easily satisfied for typical reactor
parameters.
The equivalent frequency comparison requires that the ion gyro frequency be large compared to the inverse ion thermal transit time ωTi = L/vT i :
ωci

ωT i .

(7.35)
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This condition follows from Eq. (7.34) after dividing by vT i and rearranging terms. It is
thus automatically satisfied in a fusion plasma when Eq. (7.34) is satisfied. Physically,
particles must make many gyrations before there is any macroscopic motion of the plasma.
If this were not the case the effect of the magnetic field would be unimportant and magnetic
confinement would be lost
7.6 Macroscopic behavior vs. collisions
Observe that the definitions of a plasma always compare characteristic frequencies and
lengths of the plasma with macroscopic frequencies and lengths. Comparisons are not
directly made with respect to collision frequencies and mean free paths, although one might
expect a similar set of inequality requirements to hold in order for an ionized gas to behave
like a plasma. The reason is that for typical fusion plasma parameters it follows that
a
λee ≈ λii ,
ωT i
νii ,
ωT e
νee .

(7.36)

The conclusion is that the macroscopic requirements are more severe than the collisional requirements. Satisfying the macroscopic requirements guarantees that the collisional
requirements will be satisfied by an even larger margin.
7.7 Summary
In this chapter several characteristic parameters describing the behavior of a plasma have
been derived. They are the Debye lengths, the gyro radii, the plasma frequencies, the gyro
frequencies, and the plasma parameter. These are summarized below:




Tk 1/2
ε0 Te 1/2
−5
λDe =
=
2.35
×
10
m,
e2 n 0
n 20




Tk 1/2
ε0 Ti 1/2
−5
λDi =
=
2.35
×
10
m,
e2 n 0
n 20
1/2

rLe =

T
(2m e Te )1/2
= 1.07 × 10−4 k m,
eB
B
1/2

T
(2m i Ti )1/2
rLi =
= 6.46 × 10−3 k m,
eB
B

2 1/2
n0e
1/2
ωpe =
= 5.64 × 1011 n 20 s−1 ,
m e ε0
1/2

n 0 e2
1/2
ωpi =
= 9.33 × 109 n 20 s−1 ,
m i ε0
eB
ωce =
= 1.76 × 1011 B s−1 ,
me

(7.37)
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ωci =

eB
= 4.79 × 107 B
mi

D ≡

T
4π
4π ε0 Te
= 5.4 × 106 k1/2 .
n e λ3De =
1/2
3
3
3 e ne
n 20

s−1 ,

3/2

3/2

3/2

Here, all the ion terms correspond to a deuterium mass.
In general, a plasma is a partially or fully ionized gas whose behavior is dominated by longrange collective effects. It is an excellent conductor of electricity, shielding both DC and AC
electric fields, and exhibiting local quasi-neutral behavior: n e (x) ≈ n i (x). The requirements
on the characteristic plasma parameters for these conditions to be met are as follows:
r shielding of DC electric fields:
r shielding of AC electric fields:
r collective effects dominate collisions:

λDe
ωpe
D

L;
vT e /L;
1.

If attention is focused on the special subclass of plasmas corresponding to fusion applications, there are additional constraints that must be satisfied that are more severe for the
ions than the electrons because of the mass dependence:
r magnetic confinement of orbits:
r many gyro orbits before macro-motion:

rLi
ωci

L;
vT i /L.

A fusion plasma, which is fully ionized because of its high temperature, satisfies all of
these criteria by a large margin.
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Problems
7.1 This problem concerns Debye shielding. Consider electron and ion distribution functions of the form
f j (x, v) = K j /(1 + E j /W j )2 ,

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5

where j stands for electrons or ions, K j and W j are constants, and E j = m j v 2 /2 +
q j φ(x) is the total particle energy.
(a) Calculate n e (φ) and n i (φ) choosing K j such that n e = n i ≡ n 0 when φ = 0.
(b) Assume that φ
We , Wi and evaluate the 1-D Debye shielding distance in terms
of n 0 , We , Wi .
A plasma has electrons and ions of equal temperature: Te = Ti ≡ T. Their background
densities are n e = n i ≡ n 0 . The corresponding non-linear equation describing Debye
shielding in a 1-D slab geometry is
d2 φ
en 0
=
[exp(eφ/T ) − exp(−eφ/T )].
dx 2
ε0
The boundary conditions are φ(0) = 0 and φ(−L/2) − φ(L/2) = V0 . Solve this equation numerically for eV0 /T = 0.1, 1, 10, and compare the profiles. Make a plot of xc /λD
vs. eV0 /T , where xc is defined as the point where φ(xc ) = V0 /2.
A spherical electrode is charged up to a potential V0 with respect to the potential at
infinity which is assumed to be zero. The electrode is situated in a plasma with equal
electron and ion temperatures T and equal electron and ion densities n 0 far from the
1.
electrode. Calculate the potential profile as a function of r in the limit eV0 /T
An electron-emitting planar grid is placed midway between two collecting planar
anodes. The spacing between the two anodes is equal to 2a. The 1-D electron distribution function is f e = (n 0 /π 1/2 vT e ) exp(−E/Te ), where E = m e v 2 /2 − eφ(x). The ion
density is zero. The boundary conditions on the potential are φ(0) = 0 and φ(±a) = V0 .
There exists a special value of V0 that removes all the surface charge at x = 0; that is,
a certain V0 makes φ  (0) = 0. Find this value of V0 .
This problem shows how to derive Child’s law for electron flow between two electrodes.
Consider a planar cathode and planar anode separated by a distance a, each with cross
sectional area A. The cathode is constructed of a thermionic emitting material, which
releases an effectively infinite supply of cold electrons at the location of the cathode
x = 0. The cathode potential is assumed to be zero: φ(0) = 0. The anode is maintained
at a potential φ(a) = V . The current flowing between the electrodes is denoted by I
and is at this point unknown.
(a) Using the conservation of current and the conservation of energy for each electron
derive an expression for the local charge density σ as a function of the local potential
φ and I . Neglect collisions.
(b) Substitute this expression into the 1-D Poisson equation and solve for φ. The
boundary conditions are φ(0) = 0 and φ(a) = V . There is an additional constraint
that arises because even though the supply of electrons at the cathode is infinite,
they cannot all flow to the anode because the negative charge between the electrodes
acts as a repelling force to newly emitted electrons which partially compensates
the attractive force due to the anode voltage. The limiting current that can flow
occurs when E x (0) = −φ  (0) = 0. This is the limiting case since the electric field
(which is negative) cannot become positive since if it did electrons would be drawn
from the anode and driven to the cathode. The constraint φ  (0) = 0 determines a
relation between I and V known as Child’s law. Derive this relationship and show
that I = K V 3/2 . Find K.
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7.6 A cylindrical conducting vacuum chamber of radius r = a is filled with a uniform
plasma of density n 0 and temperature T0 . A finite diameter electron beam with a diffuse
radial profile propagates along the axis of the cylinder. The goal of the problem is to
investigate the shielding effects of the plasma on the DC electrostatic potential inside
the chamber. To simplify the analysis assume the problem is 1-D with all quantities
depending on the radial coordinate: Q = Q(r ). Also, assume the density profile of the
electron beam is given by n b (r ) = n b0 J0 (αr/a), where J0 (α) = 0 and J0 is the Bessel
function.
(a) For the first part of the problem ignore the effects of the background plasma.
Calculate the potential φ(r ) assuming the vacuum chamber is grounded: φ(a) = 0.
What is the magnitude of the peak potential?
(b) Now consider the effects of the plasma which fills the entire waveguide; that is,
the plasma overlaps the beam. Assume the ions are infinitely massive so that n i =
n 0 = const. and that the electron density is given by the familiar relation n e (r ) =
n 0 exp(eφ/T0 ). For simplicity treat the case eφ/T0
1. Recalculate the potential
φ(r ) including both the beam and the plasma. What is the magnitude of the peak
potential in this case and how does it compare to the case without plasma?

8
Single-particle motion – guiding center theory

8.1 Introduction
A major goal of this book is to provide an understanding of how magnetic fields confine
charged particles in a fusion plasma. As such, one would like to develop an intuition about
the detailed behavior of particle orbits in self-consistent magnetic fields. In particular, it
must be demonstrated that charged particles stay confined within the plasma and do not
become lost drifting across the field and hitting the first wall.
As a first step towards this goal this chapter focuses on the motion of charged particles in
prescribed magnetic and electric fields. No attempt is made at self-consistency – for example,
to include the currents and corresponding induced magnetic fields resulting from the flow
of charged particles. The fields are simply specified as known quantities. They are assumed
to be smooth, slowly varying functions in order to be compatible with the requirement
that plasmas be dominated by long-range collective effects. The question of self-consistent
fields is deferred to future chapters after appropriate models have been developed.
In the process of studying single-particle motion it will become apparent that there is a
well-separated hierarchy of frequencies that characterize the different types of motion that
can occur. The fastest and dominant behavior corresponds to gyro motion in which particles
move freely along magnetic field lines and rotate in small circular orbits perpendicular to
the magnetic field. This motion provides perpendicular confinement of charged particles
and makes a toroidal geometry necessary in order to avoid parallel losses.
The next contribution to the hierarchy of frequencies involves slow spatial and time
variations in the fields, which lead to important modifications of the basic gyro motion.
This regime is known as “guiding center motion.” Of particular interest is the development
of guiding center drifts (vg ) across the magnetic field. These drifts are, in general, slow
compared to the thermal speed (|vg |
vT ) but are nevertheless very important for several
reasons. First, one must check the direction of vg to make sure that particles do not drift
directly into the wall – they do not, although it is by no means obvious at the outset. Second,
these drifts are largely responsible for the currents that flow in the plasma and are therefore
essential for the ultimate development of self-consistent models.
The study of guiding center motion in slowly varying fields is the main topic of this
chapter. Here, the key word is “slowly.” Guiding center theory exploits the assumptions
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that the fields vary slowly in space with respect to the gyro radius and slowly in time
with respect to the inverse gyro frequency. The primary motivation for the development of
guiding center theory is that the theory provides the basic intuition necessary to understand
particle confinement in fusion plasmas.
Continuing, the third regime in the hierarchy of frequencies is the Coulomb collision
frequency νCoul . While such collisions are rare, they are nevertheless crucial for the understanding of magnetic confinement. The reason is that Coulomb collisions are the primary
mechanism by which particles and energy diffuse across a magnetic field (ignoring for the
moment plasma turbulence) thereby reducing confinement. Even though collisions are infrequent, νCoul
|vg |/rL ≡ ωg , they represent the first appearance of a physical mechanism
that leads to confinement losses.
The last term in the hierarchy corresponds to nuclear fusion collisions, which unfortunately are very rare. These are basically hard-sphere collisions, which were discussed in
Section 3.2. Fusion collisions have little direct effect on particle motion. Indirectly they
affect plasma confinement through alpha particle heating and D–T fuel depletion.
In summary, the hierarchy of frequency scales is
ωc

ωg

νCoul

νfus .

(8.1)

This chapter describes gyro motion and then focuses on guiding center theory, which
correspond to the first two terms in the hierarchy. Coulomb collisions are discussed in the
next chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows. The discussion begins with the basic building block
of magnetic fusion – gyro motion in a uniform, time independent magnetic field. The gyro
orbits are derived exactly starting from Newton’s law and the Lorentz electromagnetic
force.
Next, a sequence of modifications is made to the magnetic field to model more realistic
magnetic geometries. For each modification, attention is focused on calculating the resulting
guiding center drift. The analysis makes use of straightforward perturbation theory, which
exploits the assumptions of slow space and time variation of the applied fields. This allows
each guiding center drift to be calculated by superposition.
There are a number of drifts to include. First the E × B drift arising from perpendicular
electric and magnetic fields is calculated. Although it may seem counter-intuitive at present,
the non-zero electric field does not violate the plasma’s shielding ability and in fact this
drift is mandatory in order for the shielding effect to be maintained. Next, perpendicular
gradients in a straight magnetic field are introduced leading to the ∇ B drift. Following this,
the straight field assumption is relaxed. It is shown that the curvature of a magnetic field
leads to a drift appropriately known as the curvature drift.
The next modification is time dependence in both the magnetic and electric field. The
dominant effect is the development of an inertia-driven drift, known as the polarization
drift. The final modification involves gradients parallel to the magnetic field. This generates
a parallel mirroring force that tends to keep particles with a high perpendicular velocity
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confined between regions of high magnetic field and gives rise to the mirror concept.
However, while the mirroring force improves parallel confinement, in the end collisions
destroy the effect and the need for toroidicity persists.
The descriptions above indicate that there are a substantial number of modifications to
include, and one may wonder whether or not the list is complete. In terms of the guiding
center drifts the list is indeed complete – there are no additional guiding center drifts within
the order to which the theory is carried out.
The main conclusion from this chapter is that a magnetic field can quite effectively
confine charged particles in the perpendicular direction. There is no long-time confinement parallel to the field and this leads to the requirement for a toroidal geometry. While
a number of slower cross-field particle drifts do develop because of modifications and
additions to the constant, uniform magnetic field, the direction of these drifts does not
lead to a flow of particles directly to the first wall. In terms of fusion, guiding center theory predicts good confinement of charged particles for a wide range of toroidal magnetic
geometries.

8.2 General properties of single-particle motion
The development of guiding center theory begins with a discussion of several general
properties of single-particle motion in magnetic and electric fields. Included in the discussion
are the statement of the exact equations of motion to be solved and the derivation of general
conservation laws leading to the identification of exact constants of the motion.

8.2.1 Exact equations of motion
The starting point for the development of guiding center theory is the exact equations of
motion as determined from Newton’s law. For plasma physics applications only the magnetic
and electric forces, given by the Lorentz force are required. Gravity is a very small effect
and can be neglected. The equations to be solved are thus
dv
= q(E + v × B),
dt
dr
= v.
dt

m

(8.2)

In general, B = B (r, t) and E = E (r, t) are functions of three dimensions plus time.
Equation (8.2) is thus a set of coupled, non-linear, ordinary differential equations for the
unknowns v and r as functions of t. They will be solved for a wide variety of cases by
exploiting the underlying assumptions of guiding center theory, namely that the spatial
variations of B and E occur on a length scale long compared to a gyro radius and that time
variations occur on a time scale slow compared to the inverse gyro frequency.
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8.2.2 General conservation relations
Several general conservation relations can be derived from Eq. (8.2). These involve the
conservation of energy and momentum. When applicable the conservation relations lead to
“exact constants of the motion,” which strongly constrain the particle’s orbit.
Consider first the situation in which E = 0 and B is independent of time: B = B (r).
Forming the dot product of Eq. (8.2) with v leads to
mv ·

dv
d  1 2
mv = 0
=
dt
dt 2

(8.3)

= const.

(8.4)

or
1
mv 2
2

The conclusion is that the kinetic energy of a particle in a static magnetic field is a constant.
In other words, a static magnetic field can do no work on a charged particle. Another basic
related result is that a static magnetic field produces no force parallel to B, a result that
follows trivially from the relation B · (v × B) = 0.
This relation can be generalized to include a static electric field. Since the fields are
assumed static, Faraday’s law implies that E (r) = −∇φ (r). The dot product of Eq. (8.2)
with v is again formed. One now makes use of the identity (for a static field)
dφ
∂φ
=
+ v · ∇φ = v · ∇φ,
dt
∂t

(8.5)

from which it immediately follows that
W ≡ 12 mv 2 + qφ = const.

(8.6)

The sum of kinetic and potential energy is a constant.
A simple prescription exists for the determination of exact constants of the motion.
In general the fields are functions of x, y, z, t. Consider the special cases where one or
more of these variables is ignorable (i.e., the fields do not depend on these variables). For
each ignorable variable, there is one exact constant of the motion. The time independent
case above led to the conservation of energy. As another example assume the fields are
independent of the coordinate y but not x, z, t. Introduce the scalar and vector potential
in the usual way: E = −∇φ − ∂A/∂t and B = ∇ × A. Forming the dot product of the
momentum equation with e y leads to
d
mv y = q(E y − vx Bz + vz Bx )
dt


∂ Ay
dx ∂ A y
dz ∂ A y
= −q
+
+
∂t
dt ∂ x
dt ∂z
dA y
= −q
,
dt

(8.7)
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where in the last step use has been made of the fact that ∂ A y /∂ y = 0. It thus follows that
p y ≡ mv y + q A y = const.

(8.8)

The quantity p y is the y component of canonical momentum. In a similar way it can be shown
(see Problem 8.1) that in a cylindrical geometry with azimuthal symmetry (i.e., ∂/∂θ = 0)
the θ component of canonical angular momentum is also a constant of the motion:
pθ ≡ mr vθ + qr Aθ = const.

(8.9)

The existence of exact constants of the motion often proves useful in understanding the
behavior of particle motion in complex electric and magnetic fields. In the discussion that
follows, relatively simple forms for B and E are chosen that allow for a complete analytic
solution of the particle orbits, and that explicitly demonstrate the existence of exact constants
of motion.
8.3 Motion in a constant B field
The basic building block of magnetic confinement is the behavior of a charged particle
in a uniform, time independent, magnetic field. The orbit of such a particle exhibits good
confinement perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field and no confinement parallel
to the magnetic field. This behavior can be explicitly demonstrated by solving Newton’s
laws of motion assuming E = 0 and B = B ez , where B = const.
In component form, the full set of Newton’s laws reduces to
dvx /dt = ωc v y
dv y /dt = −ωc vx
dvz /dt = 0
dx/dt = vx
dy/dt = v y
dz/dt = vz

vx (0) = vx0 ≡ v⊥ cos φ,
v y (0) = v y0 ≡ v⊥ sin φ,
vz (0) = vz0 ≡ v ,
x (0) = x0 ,
y (0) = y0 ,
z (0) = z 0 .

(8.10)

Here ωc = q B/m is the gyro frequency (sometimes also called the cyclotron or Larmor frequency) and v⊥ , φ, v , x0 , y0 , z 0 are constants representing the initial velocity and position
of the particle.
8.3.1 Parallel motion
Focus first on the motion parallel to the field. The relevant subset of equations is
dvz /dt = 0
dz/dt = vz

vz (0) = vz0 ≡ v ,
z(0) = z 0 .

(8.11)

The solution is easily found and is
vz (t) = v ,
z(t) = z 0 + v t.

(8.12)
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The behavior corresponds to a constant uniform motion. There are no parallel forces providing confinement and particles simply proceed unimpeded. The motion is therefore unconfined along a given magnetic line.

8.3.2 Perpendicular motion
In the x,y plane the force is always perpendicular to v. Intuition from classical mechanics
suggests that this will lead to a circular-type motion and this is indeed the case. Consider
first the relevant equations for the velocity:
dvx /dt = ωc v y
dv y /dt = −ωc vx

vx (0) = vx0 ≡ v⊥ cos φ,
v y (0) = v y0 ≡ v⊥ sin φ.

(8.13)

Eliminating vx yields
d2 v y /dt 2 + ωc2 v y = 0,
v y (0) = v⊥ sin φ,

(8.14)

dv y (0) /dt = −ωc vx (0) = −ωc v⊥ cos φ.
Equation (8.14) is a linear, ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients. Its
general solution is easily found, and applying the initial conditions leads to
v y (t) = −v⊥ sin (ωc t − φ) ,
vx (t) = v⊥ cos (ωc t − φ) .

(8.15)

Observe that the particles rotate with an angular frequency equal to the gyro frequency. Also,
for a uniform magnetic field, not only is the total kinetic energy conserved, but the separate
parallel and perpendicular energies are individually conserved: vz2 (t) = v2 = const. and
2
vx2 (t) + v 2y (t) = v⊥
= const.
The solution for the perpendicular motion is completed by integrating the velocity, yielding expressions for the particle trajectory x(t), y(t). One obtains
x(t) = xg + rL sin(ωc t − φ),
y(t) = yg + rL cos(ωc t − φ).

(8.16)

Here, the gyro radius (sometimes called the Larmor radius) is given by rL = v⊥ /ωc =
mv⊥ /q B. The quantities xg , yg are defined as the guiding center position of the particle:
xg ≡ x0 + rL sin φ,
yg ≡ y0 − rL cos φ.

(8.17)

This nomenclature is motivated by the trajectory relationship
(x − xg )2 + (y − yg )2 = r L2 ,

(8.18)

which is illustrated in Fig. 8.1. Observe that the orbit of the particle is circular with a
radius equal to the gyro radius. The center of the orbit is located at xg , yg and hence the
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Figure 8.1 Gyro orbit of a positively charged particle in a magnetic field. Shown are the guiding
center xg , yg and the initial position x0 , y0 .

name “guiding center.” Since the gyro radius is, in general, quite small in comparison to
the plasma radius, one can conclude that there is good confinement perpendicular to the
magnetic field.
The concept of the guiding center is, as its name implies, the basis for “guiding center
theory.” By following the velocity and position of the guiding center for more general
fields one obtains an accurate picture of the average particle location, differing from the
exact orbit by only a small deviation of order of the gyro radius. Guiding center motion
indeed provides a powerful intuition into the motion of charged particles in slowly varying
magnetic and electric fields, a very common practical situation.
A further property of gyro motion is the direction of rotation. Because the electrons
and ions have opposite sign charges, they rotate in opposite directions. The actual rotation
direction is determined in Fig. 8.2 by calculating the direction of the force ± |q| v × B. An
easy way to remember the rotation direction is to note that the magnetic field generated by
the electric current of a gyrating particle always opposes the applied magnetic field; that is,
the gyro motion is diamagnetic. The sign of the charge can be easily taken into account in
the description of gyro motion by defining the gyro frequency and gyro radius to always be
positive, ωc = |q| B/m, rL = mv⊥ / |q| B, and rewriting the solutions as follows:
vx (t) = v⊥ cos(ωc t ± φ),
v y (t) = ±v⊥ sin(ωc t ± φ),
x(t) = xg + rL sin(ωc t ± φ),
y(t) = yg ∓ rL cos(ωc t ± φ),

(8.19)

where the upper sign corresponds to a negative charge. Hereafter, the oscillating parts of
these solutions is abbreviated to vgyro (t) and rgyro (t).
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v
Figure 8.2 Force on a charged particle showing that the rotation is in the diamagnetic direction. For
ions q = +e, while for electrons q = −e.

Lastly, consider the scaling consequences of gyro motion. Note that the gyro frequency
increases with the magnetic field B: high B → high ωc . Also the electron gyro frequency is
much larger than the ion gyro frequency by the ratio m i /m e . The gyro radius increases with
the perpendicular velocity v⊥ and decreases as the magnetic field B increases: high v⊥ , low
B→ large rL . For a typical thermal particle with v⊥ = vT ≡ (2T /m)1/2 the ion gyro radius
is larger than the electron gyro radius by the ratio (m i /m e )1/2 . Typical numerical values
have been given in Chapter 7 and are repeated here for convenience:
eB
= 1.76 × 1011 B = 8.8 × 1011 s−1 ,
me
eB
= 4.79 × 107 B = 2.4 × 108 s−1 ,
ωci =
mi
ωce =

1/2

(2m e Te )1/2
T
rLe =
= 1.07 × 10−4 k = 8.3 × 10−5 m,
eB
B
1/2
(2m i Ti )1/2
T
rLi =
= 6.46 × 10−3 k = 5.0 × 10−3 m.
eB
B

(8.20)

These values correspond to Tk = 15 keV, B = 5 T, and a deuterium mass.

8.3.3 Consequences of gyro motion
The combined perpendicular and parallel motion of a charged particle corresponds to a
helical trajectory as shown in Fig. 8.3. Particles spiral unimpeded along field lines with
a small perpendicular excursion equal to the gyro radius. This has important implications
for the geometry of a magnetic fusion reactor. Specifically, the magnetic geometry must be
toroidal. A technologically simpler, linear geometry does not work, as shown in Fig. 8.4(a).
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Figure 8.3 Helical trajectory of a charged particle in a uniform magnetic field.
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Figure 8.4 (a) Particles streaming along a magnetic line and being lost as they collide with the wall.
(b) Magnetic lines wrapping around a torus preventing free streaming end loss.

Observe that in a finite length linear geometry all magnetic field lines must eventually make
contact with the first wall as they leave the system. The particles therefore free stream
along the field lines directly colliding with the wall in a very short time. In other words,
the particles are not confined and there is no time for fusion reactions to occur. This crucial
problem is avoided in a toroidal geometry as illustrated in Fig. 8.4(b). Here, particles again
spiral continuously along field lines. However, they never make contact with the first wall
since the field lines do not leave the chamber in a toroidal geometry and the particle’s
perpendicular excursions are very small: rLi
a.
It should be noted that various ingenious configurations have been invented to “plug” the
ends of open ended systems. These configurations are based on the “mirror” effect, which
is discussed shortly. Even so, in practice, the end losses are just too great to overcome
and it is for this reason that all the leading magnetic geometries for fusion applications are
toroidal.
To reiterate, the gyro motion of charged particles in a static, homogeneous magnetic field
serves as the basic building block for magnetic confinement of fusion plasma.
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8.4 Motion in constant B and E fields: the E × B drift
The first additional contribution to the static magnetic field to consider corresponds to a
constant (in space and time) electric field. This may seem a little strange in view of the
discussion in Chapter 7, which demonstrates the highly effective ability of a plasma to
shield electric fields. The compatibility of Debye shielding with the existence of electric
fields is discussed as the analysis proceeds, and in fact it is shown that no contradictions
arise.
For the moment, in keeping with the spirit of “single-particle motion”, it is simply assumed
that constant electric and magnetic fields are prescribed. The challenge then is to determine
the motion of a charged particle in the combined set of fields. The modifications to the
original gyro motion separate into two contributions, one due to the parallel electric field and
the other due to the perpendicular component. It is shown that the parallel component leads
to a constant acceleration and the perpendicular component leads to an initially surprising
drift perpendicular to both E and B known as the E × B drift.

8.4.1 Effect of a parallel electric field
In addition to the constant magnetic field B = B ez , assume a constant electric field E =
E⊥ + E  ez exists in the plasma. Consider first the effect of the parallel electric field. The
parallel component of Newton’s law reduces to
dvz
m
vz (0) = v .
(8.21)
= q E
dt
The solution is easily found and is given by
q
vz (t) = v + E  t.
(8.22)
m
In addition to the free streaming motion associated with v there is a constant acceleration
due to the parallel electric field. Hypothetically the particle velocity would continue to
increase monotonically and indefinitely until it became relativistic.
In practice, there is a reason why this does not often occur. The ability of electrons and
ions to free stream along the magnetic field implies that the parallel electric field that can be
generated in a plasma is in general very small, in accordance with the principles of Debye
shielding. The actual parallel electric field is not, however, quite as small as predicted by
Debye shielding because of the presence of Coulomb collisions. These collisions produce a
small frictional drag on the parallel motion leading to a small, but finite plasma resistivity.
This resistivity generates a small (but still higher than the Debye value), parallel electric field,
similar to the small, but finite, voltage drop across a length of copper wire. The combination
of a small electric field and the frictional drag force limits the maximum velocity achievable
by a charged particle to non-relativistic values. The frictional drag force due to collisions
is discussed in detail in the next chapter.
A final interesting point concerning parallel motion is that under certain conditions,
the frictional drag due to collisions is too weak to prevent the slowing down of a certain
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class of electrons in the plasma. In this situation the electrons do indeed accelerate to
relativistic velocities. These electrons are appropriately called “runaway electrons” and this
phenomenon is also discussed in the next chapter.
8.4.2 Effect of a perpendicular electric field
The next topic concerns the effect of a perpendicular electric field on gyro motion. Consider
first the mathematical solution to the problem. To simplify the analysis assume that E⊥ =
E x ex , where E x = const. The perpendicular equations of motion become
dvx
q
= ωc v y + E x ,
dt
m
(8.23)
dv y
= −ωc vx .
dt
Eliminating vx by means of the second equation yields


d2 v y
Ex
2
v
= 0.
(8.24)
+
ω
+
y
c
dt 2
B
The solution is easily found by introducing a new velocity variable v y = v y + E x /B. The
equation for v y simplifies to
d2 v y

+ ωc2 v y = 0
dt 2
and corresponds to the gyro motion previously discussed.
The solution for the original velocity thus becomes
v⊥ (t) = vgyro (t) − (E x /B)e y .

(8.25)

(8.26)

Note the addition of a new drift perpendicular to both E and B. This result is easily generalized to an arbitrary perpendicular electric field E⊥ = E x ex + E y e y , where E x , E y are
constants. For the general case one introduces a new perpendicular velocity variable
v ⊥ = v⊥ − E⊥ × B/B 2 .

(8.27)

The basic equation of motion for the perpendicular (x, y) components, given by
d v⊥
m
(8.28)
= q(E⊥ + v⊥ × B),
dt
reduces to
dv ⊥
(8.29)
= ωc v ⊥ × ez .
dt
Equation (8.29) corresponds to gyro motion in a uniform magnetic field. The general form
for the original velocity can, therefore, be written as
v⊥ (t) = vgyro (t) + V E ,
E×B
VE =
.
B2

(8.30)
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Figure 8.5 (a) Effect of E⊥ on a positive charge and (b) the resulting perpendicular E × B drift. (c)
Effect of E⊥ on a negative charge and (d) the resulting perpendicular E × B drift.

The conclusion is that the addition of a uniform perpendicular electric field superimposes a
constant drift velocity (V E ) on the gyro motion. This drift is known as the E × B drift and
is perpendicular to both E and B. It is also independent of the mass and charge. In other
words, electrons and ions drift with the same velocity.
The next step is to develop a physical picture of the origin of the E × B drift and then
lastly to address the issue of how the existence of a perpendicular electric field can be
compatible with Debye shielding. A physical picture of the E × B drift can be obtained
by examining Fig. 8.5 and recalling that the gyro radius increases with the perpendicular
velocity: rL ∼ v⊥ /B. Consider the motion of a positive charge located in an electric and
magnetic field as shown in Fig. 8.5(a). This illustration shows the gyro motion of the charge
without the electric field. As the particle moves from point 1 to point 2, the effect of the
electric field, because of its direction, is to accelerate the charge – increase its velocity. As
it moves from point 2 to point 3 it slows down returning to its original velocity. Note that at
every point along the top part of the trajectory the velocity is larger than the original velocity
without the electric field, implying that on average its gyro radius has increased in size.
The opposite is true on the lower portion of the curve. From point 3 to point 4 the charge
is decelerated and slows down. From point 4 back to point 1 the charge accelerates back
to its original velocity. Over the bottom portion of the trajectory the average velocity and
therefore the average gyro radius is smaller than without the electric field.
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The combination of these effects is shown in Fig. 8.5(b). A higher v⊥ on the top portion
of the trajectory and a lower v⊥ on the bottom portion lead to a drift perpendicular to both
E and B resulting from the different sizes of the average gyro radius. A similar picture
holds for negatively charged electrons as shown in Figs. 8.5(c) and 8.5(d). Observe that the
direction of the drift is independent of the size of the charge.
Lastly the simultaneous existence of a perpendicular electric field and Debye shielding
has to be reconciled. There are two points to consider. First note that since both electrons
and ions have the same E × B drift velocity this corresponds to a macroscopic fluid flow
u⊥ = V E without the generation of any electric current J⊥ = en (u⊥i − u⊥e ) = 0. The
expression for the E × B drift velocity can thus be rewritten as E⊥ + u⊥ × B = 0. Now
recall from the theory of low-frequency electromagnetism that the electric and magnetic
fields in a fluid moving with a velocity u⊥ can be transformed to the reference frame
moving with the fluid by the relations E ⊥ = E⊥ + u⊥ × B and B = B. Consequently, in
the reference frame where the fluid is stationary it follows that E⊥ = 0, which is consistent
with the principles of Debye shielding.
The second point is slightly more subtle. In future chapters it will be shown that small
perpendicular electric fields (but still larger than the predicted Debye value) can exist in
a plasma. This involves the development and solution of self-consistent plasma models.
Qualitatively, such electric fields arise because perpendicular to B the electrons and ions
are magnetically confined and therefore are not free to flow and shield out any local charge
imbalances that may develop. It will be shown that these imbalances are a consequence of
the different size electron and ion gyro radii and ultimately lead to potentials on the order
of eφ ∼ T .
In summary, the E × B drift is one of the fundamental cross-field drift velocities appearing
in the guiding center theory of charged particle motion.
8.5 Motion in fields with perpendicular gradients: the ∇B drift
The second modification to gyro motion to be investigated involves inhomogeneities in the
fields. Specifically, this section includes the effects of gradients in B and E perpendicular
to the magnetic field. Although the B field is inhomogeneous, its direction nevertheless
remains straight; that is, B is assumed to be of the form B = B(x, y)ez . For the electric
field, the gradients allowed are given by E = E x (x)ex + E y (y)e y . Note that ∇ × E = 0.
Were this not the case, then from Faraday’s law, a time dependence would have to be
included in B. The time dependence issues are discussed in Section 8.7. The form of field
gradients considered here appear in plasmas created in long, straight, solenoidal coils.
The analysis presented below demonstrates that the magnetic field gradient produces a
particle drift perpendicular to both B and ∇ B known as the ∇ B drift. The gradient in the
electric field is shown to produce a small shift in the gyro frequency, which is of no great
consequence for present purposes. The analysis is carried out using a straightforward perturbation expansion. The small parameter in the expansion is the ratio of the gyro radius to the
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Figure 8.6 Width of the x dimension of a gyro orbit in a field with a weak gradient: rL

a.

scale length characterizing the field inhomogeneities: rL ∇ B/B ∼ rL ∇ E/E ∼ rL /a
1.
The magnetic and electric fields vary slowly compared to the gyro radius. The details of the
perturbation expansion proceed as follows.
8.5.1 Perpendicular gradient in B with E = 0
To simplify the calculation assume initially that E = 0 and B(x, y) → B(x). These assumptions are relaxed shortly. The perpendicular equations of motion can then be written as
mdvx /dt = q B(x)v y ,
mdv y /dt = −q B(x)vx ,
dx/dt = vx ,
dy/dt = v y .

(8.31)

These equations are complicated non-linear differential equations because of the x dependence of B. The equations are simplified by exploiting the small gyro radius approximation.
The key step is to Taylor expand B about its guiding center. The implication is that a weak
field gradient only allows a particle’s x position to deviate slightly from its guiding center
trajectory. See Fig. 8.6. Under this assumption, the perpendicular equations of motion can
be written as

∂ B(xg ) x − xg
dvx /dt ≈ ωc (x g ) 1 +
vy ,
∂ xg B(xg )

∂ B(xg ) x − xg
dv y /dt ≈ −ωc (xg ) 1 +
(8.32)
vx ,
∂ xg B(xg )
dx/dt = vx ,
dy/dt = v y .
Note that the magnitutude of second term in the square bracket is smaller by the ratio rL /a.
The solution to Eq. (8.32) is found by a straightforward perturbation expansion:
v = v0 + v1 + · · · ,
(8.33)
r = r0 + r1 + · · · .
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The expansion is substituted into the equations of motion. Setting the leading order contribution to zero yields
dv0 /dt = ωc v0 × ez ,
dr0 /dt = v0 .

(8.34)

Since ωc = ωc (xg ) = const., the solution to Eq. (8.34) is simply the basic gyro motion given
by Eqs. (8.15) and (8.16).
The zero order solution is now substituted into the first order contribution to the perturbation equations, which can be written as
dvx1
v2
− ωc v y1 = − ⊥
dt
2B
dv y1
v2
− ωc vx1 = − ⊥
dt
2B

∂B
[1 − cos 2(ωc t − φ)] ,
∂ xg
∂B
sin 2(ωc t − φ).
∂ xg

(8.35)

These are linear inhomogeneous differential equations. Observe that there are two types of
driving terms – a constant term and a term oscillating at twice the gyro frequency. Since
the equations are linear the response to each type of driving term can be determined by
superposition. It is shown in Problem 8.2 that the second harmonic terms give rise to a
small shift in the location of the guiding center plus a small correction to the size of the
gyro radius. Neither of these effects is of any consequence since they do not result in a
guiding center drift. They can thus be ignored for present purposes. Under this assumption
the equations for the velocity components reduce to
dvx1
v2 ∂ B
,
− ωc v y1 = − ⊥
dt
2B ∂ x g
dv y1
+ ωc vx1 = 0.
dt

(8.36)

These equations are identical in form to Eq. (8.23), which produced the E × B drift. By
direct comparison it follows that any driving term representing a constant acceleration
F/m → q E/m gives rise to an equivalent E × B drift of the form
VF =

1F×B
.
q B2

(8.37)

Applying this result to Eq. (8.26) leads to the ∇ B drift
V∇ B =

2
1 ∂B
v⊥
ey .
2 ωc B ∂ x g

(8.38)

In Problem 8.2 it is shown that this result can be easily generalized to the 2-D case B =
B(x, y). The result is a generalized form of the ∇ B drift given by
V∇ B = ∓

2
v⊥
B × ∇B
,
2 ωc B 2

(8.39)
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Figure 8.7 (a) Magnetic field gradient due to B = B(x)ez . (b) Gyro motion ignoring the B field
gradient. (c) Gyro motion plus the ∇ B drift.

where the upper sign corresponds to a negative charge and it is understood that the field is
evaluated at the guiding center.
Observe the following properties of the ∇ B drift. (1) The drift is perpendicular to both
B and ∇ B. (2) For a typical thermal particle (v⊥ ∼ vT ) the ∇ B drift is small compared to
2
the thermal velocity: |V∇ B /vT | ∼ rL /a. (3) Since the drift is proportional to mv⊥
it has the
same (velocity-averaged) magnitude for electrons and ions when Te = Ti = T . (4) Since
V∇ B is proportional to 1/q the direction of the drift is opposite for electrons and ions,
causing a net flow of current.
A physical picture of the ∇ B drift can be obtained by examining Fig. 8.7. A magnetic
field profile with an admittedly exaggerated magnetic field gradient is shown in Fig. 8.7(a)
and Fig. 8.7(b) illustrates the zeroth order gyro motion for a positive particle in which the
effects of the gradient are ignored. Recalling that the gyro radius scales as rL ∼ v⊥ /B, it
follows that along the trajectory from point 1 to point 2 to point 3 the gyro radius will be
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slightly larger because the magnetic field is slightly smaller. Similarly, from point 3 to point
4 and back to point 1 the gyro radius is slightly smaller because of the increased magnetic
field. These modifications to gyro motion are combined in Fig. 8.7(c) demonstrating the
existence of the ∇ B drift. A similar picture holds for negative charges.
The ∇ B drift makes an important contribution to the flow of current and the corresponding
self-consistent magnetic field in a fusion plasma.

8.5.2 Perpendicular gradient in E with uniform B
The next topic involves the effects of a weak perpendicular gradient in the electric field.
The magnetic field can be considered to be uniform (B = const.) since the effects of a weak
gradient in B have already been calculated and, as has been shown, can be easily included
by means of superposition. The derivation below demonstrates that the main effect of the
electric field gradient is to produce a small correction to the gyro frequency which is of no
great significance.
The analysis is carried out assuming the following form for the electric field: E =
E x (x)ex . This form satisfies ∇ × E = 0 so that no time dependence need be included
in the magnetic field. As with the ∇ B drift, the mathematical solution is obtained by a
straightforward perturbation technique in which the electric field is expanded about the
guiding center position of the particle. The relevant equations for the velocity components
become

E x (xg )
dvx
q ∂ Ex
− ωc v y +
≈
(x − xg ),
dt
B
m ∂ xg
(8.40)
dv y
+ ωc vx = 0.
dt
Note, that if there were no gradient in the electric field the solution would be given by the
sum of the gyro motion plus E × B drift as expected. When the gradient is included one
must be careful before simply substituting the zeroth order solutions into the correction
term on the right hand side of Eq. (8.40). The reason is that this term might oscillate at the
fundamental gyro frequency, thereby appearing as a potentially resonant driving term in
the equation. As is well known, a resonant driving term often leads to solutions that grow
linearly with time. In other words, the solutions become linearly divergent with t and the
perturbation procedure breaks down.
A more careful examination of Eq. (8.40) shows, however, that resonant growth does not
occur and the solutions remain bounded. To see this, differentiate the first equation and then
eliminate dv y /dt by means of the second equation. A short calculation yields


d2 v x
1 ∂ Ex
2
vx = 0.
+ ωc 1 −
(8.41)
dt 2
ωc B ∂ xg
Equation (8.41) shows that the main effect of a perpendicular gradient in the electric field
is to generate a small correction to the gyro frequency. There is no new particle drift or
resonance. In other words, the effect is of no great consequence and is ignored hereafter.
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Finally, it is worth noting that if one carries out the expansion one order higher in the ratio
rL /a a drift does develop known as the “finite gyro radius” drift. This drift is in the same
direction for electrons and ions but is larger in magnitude for the ions. However, because
of its small magnitude (rL /a smaller than the other guiding center drifts) it does not play
an important role for much of the fusion plasma physics discussed in this book. For this
reason it is ignored hereafter, although it is discussed in Problem 8.3.

8.6 Motion in a curved magnetic field: the curvature drift
The spatial dependence of the magnetic fields thus far considered has been either uniform
or possessing a perpendicular gradient. In all cases, however, the direction of the field has
been straight, along the ez direction. The present section relaxes this constraint and allows
for a curved magnetic field. It is shown that the field line curvature leads to a new guiding
center drift perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the curvature vector. The drift is
driven by the centrifugal force felt by a particle due to its free streaming, parallel motion
along a curved field line. Hence, it is known as the “curvature drift.”
The analysis is first carried out for a simple curvilinear geometry in which the fields
are assumed to be of the form B = B(r )eθ and E = Er (r )er . A perturbation expansion is
again used. Once the drift has been calculated, the derivation is extended to a generalized
curvilinear geometry. The first derivation begins by noting that in a cylindrical coordinate
system the position, velocity, and acceleration are related by
r(t) = r (t) er + z(t)ez ,
dr
dr
dθ
dz
v(t) =
=
er + r eθ +
ez = vr er + vθ eθ + vz ez ,
dt
dt
dt
dt




dv
dvθ
dvz
v2
vr vθ
dvr
a(t) =
=
− θ er +
+
eθ +
ez .
dt
dt
r
dt
r
dt

(8.42)

Here, use has been made of the fact that the directions of two of the unit vectors change
with θ:
d er
∂ er dθ
vθ
=
= eθ ,
dt
∂θ dt
r
d eθ
∂ eθ dθ
vθ
=
= − er .
dt
∂θ dt
r

(8.43)

The equations of motion for the velocity components can now be written as
dvr
v2
q
− θ = (Er − vz B),
dt
r
m
dvz
q
= vr B,
dt
m
dvθ
vr vθ
+
= 0.
dt
r

(8.44)
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The dominant behavior again corresponds to gyro motion plus an E × B drift. This
can be seen by introducing a perturbation expansion similar to the ∇ B drift analysis:
v(t) ≈ v0 (t) + v1 (t). Here, v0 (t) consists of v⊥0 (t) = vgyro + V E and vθ 0 (t) = v = const.
Note that parallel now refers to the θ direction. The next step is to substitute into Eq. (8.44)
and to expand all quantities about the guiding center position rg . A short calculation yields
an equation for v1 (t):

v2
ωc (r − rg ) ∂ B
d v⊥1
∂ Er
v⊥0 × eθ +
er + er ,
− ωc v⊥1 × eθ =
dt
B
∂rg
∂rg
rg
(8.45)
d v1
vr 0 vz0
,
=−
dt
rg
where ωc = q B(rg )/m.
The solution has the following properties. The parallel velocity v1 (t) develops a small,
unimportant, second harmonic modulation, a consequence of the fact that both vr 0 (t) and
vz0 (t) are oscillatory at the fundamental frequency and are π/2 out of phase. The first two
terms on the right hand side of the v⊥1 equation represent the ∇ B drift and the E⊥ (r⊥ ) gyro
frequency correction already discussed. Only the last term represents a new contribution.
Because the perturbation expansion essentially linearizes the first order equations, the effect
of the new term can again be calculated using superposition.
Physically, this term represents the centrifugal force acting on the particle because of
its free streaming parallel motion along a curved magnetic field line. Mathematically, the
term has the form of a constant external force. Therefore, in accordance with Eq. (8.37)
a guiding center drift develops that is perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the
centrifugal force. It is known as the curvature drift and is given by
Vκ =

v2
ωc r

ez

(8.46)

with all quantities evaluated at the guiding center. The drift has a similar scaling as V∇ B
2
except that v⊥
is replaced with 2v2 . It is small compared to the thermal velocity (|Vκ |/vT ∼
rL /a) and comparable in magnitude for electrons and ions of similar temperatures. The
direction of the curvature drift for electrons is opposite to that for ions and therefore generates
a current.
The expression for Vκ can be generalized to an arbitrary curvilinear magnetic geometry
by introducing the radius of curvature vector Rc . Several steps are required. First, the
unit vector parallel to the magnetic field is introduced: b(r) ≡ B/B. Second, the velocity
vector is decomposed into a perpendicular and a parallel component: v(t) = v⊥ + v b.
Next, the perpendicular components of the equations of motion (with E = 0 for simplicity)
are extracted by forming the operation



d
b×
(8.47)
(v⊥ + v b) − ωc (v⊥ + v b) × b × b = 0,
dt
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where ωc = q B(r)/m. The various terms are simplified as follows:
b × {[ωc (v⊥ + v b) × b] × b} = −ωc v⊥ × b,


 

dv⊥
dv⊥
b×
,
×b =
dt
dt ⊥



 

d
db
b×
(v b) × b = v b ×
×b
dt
dt

 
db
db
= v (b · b)
− b·
b .
dt
dt

(8.48)

The last term can be further simplified by noting that for a unit vector b · b = 1 and therefore
b · d b/dt = (1/2)d (b · b)/dt = 0. Also, the term d b/dt can be rewritten as
d b(r)
=
dt




dr
∂
+
· ∇ b = v · ∇b.
∂t
dt

(8.49)

Combining results leads to a simpler form of the perpendicular equations of motion:


dv⊥
dt


⊥

− ωc v⊥ × b = −v v⊥ · ∇b − v2 b · ∇b.

(8.50)

The left hand side of this equation represents the familiar gyro motion. In the context of a
perturbation expansion the right hand side of the equation represents two inhomogeneous
driving terms, both smaller by rL /a. The term with v v⊥ oscillates at the gyro frequency
with zero average value. It thus makes small modifications to the gyro motion as previously
discussed, but does not lead to a drift of the guiding center. Only the last term has the form
of a constant external force. It represents the generalization of the centrifugal force and
leads to the curvature drift.
The last step in the analysis is to determine a relation between the magnetic curvature
vector b · ∇b and the radius of curvature vector Rc . This relationship is easily established
by examining Fig. 8.8. Observe that the change in b along a curved magnetic line is given
by
∂b
db = b(r⊥ , l + dl) − b(r⊥ , l) =
dl = (b · ∇b)dl,
∂l
dl
|db| = dθ =
.
Rc

(8.51)

Here use has been made of the fact that the change along the magnetic field is equivalent to
taking the parallel gradient: ∂/∂l = b · ∇. From the geometry and the definition of the radius
of curvature vector it is clear that Rc is anti-parallel to b · ∇b. Therefore Rc = −K b · ∇b.
The scale factor K is found by noting that |b · ∇b| = |db|/dl = 1/Rc . Combining results
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Figure 8.8 Geometry showing the relation between b · ∇b and Rc . Here, b = b(r⊥ , l) and b =
b(r⊥ , l + dl). Similarly for Rc and R c .

leads to
b · ∇b = −

Rc
.
Rc2

(8.52)

The generalized form of the curvature drift can now be calculated. Equation (8.52) is
substituted into the centrifugal force term in Eq. (8.50). Then, using the relation between
a constant external force and the resulting guiding center drift given by Eq. (8.37), one
obtains the desired generalization:
Vκ = ∓

v2 Rc × B
.
ωc Rc2 B

(8.53)

Again the top sign refers to electrons.
Like the ∇ B drift, the curvature drift makes an important contribution to the flow of
current in a plasma and the determination of the self-consistent magnetic fields.

8.7 Combined V∇ B and Vκ drifts in a vacuum magnetic field
In a steady state fusion plasma with E = 0, an inhomogeneous, curved magnetic field
produces two guiding center drifts – the ∇ B drift and the curvature drift. For the special
situation where the plasma currents are small, the magnetic field becomes approximately
a vacuum magnetic field and a simplifying relationship exists between V∇ B and Vκ . The
goal of this section is to derive this relationship. It is shown that for vacuum fields V∇ B and
Vκ are both in the same direction, implying that there is no way for their resulting currents
to cancel.
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The derivation follows from the well-known vector identity
∇(B · B) = 2B × (∇ × B) + 2B · ∇B.

(8.54)

For a vacuum magnetic field ∇ × B = 0. One now forms the cross product of Eq. (8.54)
with b. A short calculation yields
B × ∇ B = B b × [b(b · ∇ B) + B b · ∇b] = −B

B × Rc
.
Rc2

(8.55)

Using this relation in the expression for the ∇ B drift (Eq. (8.39)) leads to a simple expression
for V∇ B + Vκ :
Vκ + V∇ B = ∓

2
1 2 v⊥
Rc × B
(v +
) 2 .
ωc
2 Rc B

(8.56)

As stated, each drift is obviously in the same direction and hence the resulting currents
cannot cancel. This leads to the following interesting question. If the guiding center currents always add, and if V∇ B and Vκ are the only current-producing guiding center drifts
associated with an inhomogeneous, curved magnetic field, how then can B correspond to
a vacuum field? The answer lies in the development of an additional macroscopic fluid
like current, known as the “magnetization current”, which exactly cancels the V∇ B + Vκ
contribution to J. A discussion of the magnetization current is deferred until Chapter 10,
where self-consistent fluid models are developed.

8.8 Motion in time varying E and B fields: the polarization drift
The next contribution to the theory of single-particle guiding center motion involves the
effects of slow time varying electric and magnetic fields. Specifically, attention is focused
on fields of the form E(r, t) = E x (r⊥ , t)ex + E y (r⊥ , t)e y and B = B(r⊥ , t)ez . It is shown
that the main consequences of the time variation are the development of a new guiding
center drift known as the “polarization drift” and the identification of a new approximate
constant of the motion known as the “adiabatic invariant.”
The polarization drift arises from the effects of particle inertia in a time varying electric
field. As E⊥ changes slowly in time the particle motion tracks the time evolution of the field,
although lagging slightly behind because of particle inertia. The analysis demonstrates that
the resulting polarization drift is in the direction of E⊥ (and not E⊥ × B) and is larger for
ions than electrons because of the heavier ion mass.
The adiabatic invariant predicts how the perpendicular energy of a charged particle
evolves in time in the presence of a slowly varying magnetic field. It is shown that an
2
increasing B field causes a corresponding increase in v⊥
. The invariant is not an exact constant of the motion in the sense that its value remains unchanged only after time averaging
over the gyro motion.
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The analysis is separated into two parts. In the first part the magnetic field is assumed
to be uniform in space and time (B = const.) and the electric field is assumed to vary only
with time (E = E x (t)ex + E y (t)e y ). This simplified model captures the essential features of
the polarization drift. The mathematical solution is obtained by a straightforward iteration
procedure.
The second part of the analysis allows the magnetic field to also be a function of time.
This slightly complicates the calculation because a time varying B field generates a spatially varying electric field in accordance with Faraday’s law. These effects are treated
by introducing a special mathematical time transformation into the analysis. Two results
follow. First, there is a slight modification to the polarization drift. Second, the new
approximate constant of the motion is derived. This constant is known as the adiabatic
invariant µ.
8.8.1 The polarization drift for E ⊥ = Ex (t)ex + Ey (t)ey and B = const.
This subsection focuses on the simple form of the fields given above. The mathematical
analysis of the polarization drift is presented first, followed by a simple physical picture.
Mathematical derivation
For the fields under consideration the equations of motion for the perpendicular particle
velocity are given by
dvx /dt − ωc v y = ωc E x (t)/B,
dv y /dt + ωc vx = ωc E y (t)/B.

(8.57)

A formal exact mathematical solution to these equations is readily obtainable for arbitrary
E x , E y . However, the solutions are not very insightful since they involve a variety of complicated integrals. Insight can ultimately be obtained by making use of the slow time variation
assumption, which then allows an approximate evaluation of the integrals.
For present purposes, it is more convenient mathematically to assume slow variation
from the outset. With this assumption, one can obtain an accurate approximation to the
solution by means of a straightforward iteration procedure. The basis for the procedure
is the introduction of a small parameter that measures the slowness of the time variation.
Specifically, the characteristic frequency ω associated with the time variation of the electric
fields is assumed to be low compared to the gyro frequency: |Ė⊥ |/|E⊥ | ∼ ω
ωc . The
low-frequency assumption guarantees that each new term in the iteration is smaller by ω/ωc
than the previous term.
The first step in the iteration procedure is to introduce a new velocity variable v⊥ that
subtracts out the E × B drift.
vx = vx + E y (t)/B,
v y = v y − E x (t)/B.

(8.58)
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The equations of motion for v⊥ become
dvx
1 dE y
− ωc v y = −
,
dt
B dt
dv y
1 dE x
+ ωc vx =
.
dt
B dt

(8.59)

Note that the right hand side of Eq. (8.59) is smaller by ω/ωc than the corresponding terms
in Eq. (8.57).
The next step in the iteration is to treat the terms on the right hand side of Eq. (8.59) as
a new “constant” (actually slowly varying) external force. In analogy with the E × B drift,
these terms can be explicitly separated out from the solution by introducing a new velocity
variable v⊥ as follows:
1
ωc B
1
v y = v y +
ωc B

vx = vx +

dE x
,
dt
dE y
.
dt

(8.60)

d2 E x
≈ 0,
dt 2
d2 E x
≈ 0.
dt 2

(8.61)

The equations for v⊥ are now given by
dvx
1
− ωc v y = −
dt
ωc B
dv y
1
+ ωc vx = −
dt
ωc B

The terms on the right hand side of Eq. (8.61) can be neglected since they involve the
same components of electric field as the starting equations and are smaller by (ω/ωc )2 .
In principle, one could continue with the iteration procedure to higher and higher order,
although it is obvious by construction that each new right hand side driving term is smaller
by ω/ωc than the previous iteration. Once the higher order terms in Eq. (8.61) are neglected
it is clear that the solution for v⊥ is just the familiar gyro motion.
The conclusion from the analysis is that in a constant B field with a slowly varying
perpendicular electric field the combined orbit of the particle is accurately approximated
by
v⊥ (t) = vgyro +

E⊥ × B
+ Vp ,
B2

(8.62)

where (with the upper sign corresponding to electrons)
Vp = ∓

1 d E⊥
.
ωc B dt

(8.63)

Observe the following properties of the solution. The velocity consists mainly of gyro
motion plus the instantaneous value of the E × B drift. This is what one might expect
from a slowly varying electric field. There is, however, a small additional drift velocity Vp
in the direction of the electric field and this is the polarization drift. It flows in opposite
direction for electrons and ions (tending to cause a charge “polarization” in the direction
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Figure 8.9 Dashed curve: linearly rising electric field that levels off after a period of time. Solid curve:
step function model of the electric field evolution.

of the electric field) and is much larger for ions because of their heavier mass. In terms
of its magnitude, the polarization drift is small compared to the E × B drift. In particular,
Vp /V E ∼ ω/ωc
1. One might ask if Vp is small why keep it at all? The reason is that
while it is small, it is still the first non-zero perpendicular drift in the direction of E⊥ . There
is clearly no contribution in this direction from the E × B drift.
The difference in direction is important. In terms of currents flowing in the direction of
E⊥ it makes more sense to compare the polarization drift with the displacement current
which also points in the same direction. This comparison is easily made by calculating
Jp ≈ qnVpi =
Jd = ε0

nm i d E⊥
,
B 2 dt

∂E⊥
.
∂t

(8.64)

The ratio of polarization to displacement currents is thus given by
Jp
c2
= 2,
Jd
vA

(8.65)

where vA = (B 2 /µ0 nm i )1/2 is known as the Alfvén speed. For typical reactor parameters,
this ratio is about 3 × 103
1. In the comparison, the polarization current is dominant.
A physical picture
The physical origin of the polarization drift is associated with the inertia of the particles.
To understand how the drift arises consider the motion of a positively charged particle in a
constant B field and a linearly time varying E y as shown in Fig. 8.9. Now, for simplicity,
approximate the time behavior of the electric field as a series of increasing steps with the
duration of each step corresponding to one gyro period.
A qualitative picture of the orbit under the action of these fields is illustrated in Fig. 8.10.
The dashed curve is a reference circular gyro orbit with no electric field. The solid curve is
the orbit during the first step of the electric field. Note that in addition to the E × B shift
of the guiding center to the right, both the top and bottom points of the trajectory (i.e., points
1 and 2), are shifted slightly upward because of the different average gyro radius size in
the upper and lower portions of the orbit. This difference in gyro radius is associated with
inertia which causes the particle motion to lag behind the changing electric field.
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Figure 8.10 Locus of the maximum, minimum, and guiding center location of the particle orbit for
the step model of the electric field.

During the second step the process repeats itself with the following modifications due
to the larger value of the electric field. The E × B shift of the guiding center to the right
is slightly larger. Similarly, the upward shifts of point 1 and point 2 are also both larger.
Figure 8.10 plots the envelopes of point 1, point 2 and rg for consecutive steps in the electric
field. There is clearly a drift of the guiding center in the y direction as long as the electric
field is varying in time. This is the polarization drift. Once the electric field levels off the
polarization drift vanishes and all that remains is a constant E × B drift.
8.8.2 The polarization drift for E⊥ = E x (r⊥ , t)ex + E y (r⊥ , t)e y and B = B(t)ez
In this subsection the analysis of the polarization drift is generalized to include the effect of
a time varying magnetic field. A further result is the identification of the adiabatic invariant
µ as an approximate constant of the motion.
Note that for simplicity the perpendicular spatial dependence of B is ignored as these
effects have already been investigated. Even so, a time varying magnetic field complicates
the analysis by requiring a time and spatially varying electric field because of Faraday’s law.
These effects are treated by means of a mathematical transformation of the time variable
which greatly simplifies the analysis.
Mathematical analysis
The calculation begins by assuming that the perpendicular electric field is of the form
E⊥ = E y (x, t)e y , a simplification that helps to keep the algebra tractable but still captures
the essential physics under consideration. With some straightforward additional work the
calculation can be easily generalized to the case E⊥ = E x (r⊥ , t)ex + E y (r⊥ , t)e y . The
starting model corresponds to the equations of motion with the electric field expanded
about the guiding center of the particle:
dvx
− ωc v y = 0,
dt

(8.66)
dv y
∂ Ey
ωc
+ ωc vx =
Ey +
(x − xg ) .
dt
B
∂ xg
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Here, ωc (t) = q B(t)/m and all the electric field terms are functions of (xg , t). Note that even
the pure gyro motion is difficult to calculate in the present form of the equations because
of the time dependent gyro frequency. The equations are greatly simplified by introducing
a new time variable τ defined by
 t
τ=
ωc (t  )dt  ,
(8.67)
0

implying that dτ = ωc dt. Under this transformation the model reduces to
dvx
− v y = 0,
dτ

dv y
∂ Ey
1
(x − xg ) ,
+ vx =
Ey +
dτ
B
∂ xg
dx
vx
,
=
dτ
ωc
vy
dy
.
=
dτ
ωc

(8.68)

An accurate approximate solution to these equations can be obtained by introducing the
iteration procedure of the previous subsection and rewriting vx , v y in terms of cylindrical
velocity coordinates:
Ey
,
B
 
d Ey
v y = −v⊥ (τ )sin[τ + ε(τ )] +
.
dτ B
vx = v⊥ (τ )cos[τ + ε(τ )] +

(8.69)

The variables vx , v y have been replaced by new unknowns v⊥ (τ ), ε(τ ). Both the amplitude
and phase of the gyro motion are assumed to be functions of time and, in fact, they turn out
to be slowing varying functions of time. The form given by Eq. (8.69) already demonstrates
the slight modification to the polarization drift in which the B field must be included in
the time derivative. The remainder of the analysis focuses on solving for v⊥ (τ ) leading to
the identification of the new approximate constant of the motion. The solution for ε(τ ) can
also be easily found but no new important information is contained therein and hence the
corresponding analysis is suppressed.
To find the solution for v⊥ (τ ) one additional step is required before substituting Eq.
(8.69) into Eq. (8.68). An expression is required for x − xg in the velocity equations. Since
this expression appears only in the small, expanded term, the leading order gyro motion
contribution is all that is required. From the second two trajectory equations in Eq. (8.68)
one finds that
x − xg ≈

v⊥ (τ )
sin[τ + ε(τ )].
ωc (τ )

(8.70)
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Equations (8.69) and (8.70) are now substituted into the velocity components of Eq.
(8.68). The resulting two equations can easily be solved simultaneously for dv⊥ /dτ and
dε/dτ . A short calculation yields the desired equation for v⊥ (τ ).
dv⊥
v⊥
+
dτ
2ωc B

 

∂ Ey
∂ Ey
d2 E y
+
cos 2(τ + ε) = 2
sin(τ + ε) ≈ 0. (8.71)
∂ xg
∂ xg
dτ
B

As in the previous subsection the term on the right hand side is a higher order iteration
correction and can be neglected.
The next step is to simplify Eq. (8.71) by using Faraday’s law to replace ∂ E y /∂ xg =
−dB/dt = −ωc dB/dτ . Equation (8.71) reduces to
1 dµ
1 dB
=
cos 2(τ + ε),
µ dτ
B dτ

(8.72)

2
µ ≡ mv⊥
/2B

(8.73)

where

is known as the magnetic moment (for reasons to be discussed shortly). This expression
can be further simplified. Upon integrating Eq. (8.72) over one gyro period (τ0 ≤ τ + ε ≤
τ0 + 2π ), one finds that the right hand side almost exactly averages to zero, except for a
very small, negligible correction of order (ω/ωc )2 . Thus, to a very high degree of accuracy
it follows that d ln µ/dτ  = 0. The implication is that µ is a constant of the motion when
averaged over one gyro period.
µ=

2
mv⊥
(t)
= const.
2B(t)

(8.74)

Significance of µ
The quantity µ is known as the first adiabatic invariant and is equal to the gyro-averaged
magnetic moment of the charged particle. This can be easily seen by recalling that the usual
definition of the magnetic moment is µ = I A, where I is the current flowing in a circular
loop and A is the area of the loop. For a particle gyrating in a magnetic field the current
averaged over one gyro period is given by I = q/τc = qωc /2π , while the area is given by
2
A = πrL2 = π (mv⊥ /q B)2 . Since the product I A = mv⊥
/2B, the quantity µ is indeed the
magnetic moment.
The fact that µ is constant when averaged over a gyro period can be interpreted as
follows. The magnetic flux enclosed by a particle over one gyro orbit is just ψ = πrL2 B =
(2π m/q 2 )µ ∼ µ. Therefore, as the B field changes slowly in time the perpendicular velocity
and corresponding gyro radius also change slowly in time in such a way that the flux
contained within the orbit is a constant.
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Summary of generalized results
A charged particle moving in time varying electric and magnetic fields experiences an
additional guiding center drift known as the polarization drift. This drift, for B = B(t)ez
and the general case E⊥ = E x (r⊥ , t)ex + E y (r⊥ , t)e y , follows from Eq. (8.69) and is given
by (top sign for electrons)


1 d E⊥
Vp = ∓
.
(8.75)
ωc dt
B
The second new result is the identification of an approximate constant of the motion
known as the adiabatic invariant. It is only “approximately” a constant since the derivation
requires averaging over a gyro period assuming that the magnetic field is varying slowly
(i.e., adiabatically). The adiabatic invariant is given by
µ=

2
mv⊥
(t)
= const.
2B(t)

(8.76)

In terms of fusion applications the polarization drift plays an important role in setting
the time scale for macroscopic plasma instabilities. As is shown in Chapter 12 which
describes macroscopic macroscopic equilibrium and stability, the time scale associated
with the polarization drift is very fast compared to experimental times. If a given magnetic
configuration is unstable the plasma is rapidly lost to the wall because of the fast time scale.
The conclusion is that for fusion the magnetic configurations must be designed to avoid
such instabilities.
The adiabatic invariant plays an important role in two different ways. First it is the
basis for a magnetic confinement configuration known as the “mirror machine,” which is
discussed shortly. Second, the magnetic moment plays an important role in many toroidal
magnetic geometries leading to a surprisingly enhanced collisional transport of energy and
particles across the magnetic field. This behavior is known as “neoclassical transport theory”
and is discussed in Chapter 14. While both of these applications depend on the adiabatic
invariant, they are more connected to the result that µ is a constant in slow spatially varying
magnetic fields as opposed to slow time varying fields. This spatial result has not as yet
been demonstrated but is a major topic in the next section.

8.9 Motion in fields with parallel gradients: the magnetic moment and mirroring
The last topic concerning guiding center motion involves the effect of a parallel gradient in the magnetic field, which can arise in configurations such as those illustrated in
Fig. 8.11. Two important results are obtained in the limit where the gyro radius is small
2
compared to the spatial gradient length of the field. First, the quantity µ = mv⊥
/2B is again
shown to be an adiabatic invariant. Second, a gyro-averaged force develops parallel to the
magnetic field gradient which can have a large impact on the parallel guiding center motion.
This force gives rise to the “mirror” effect and provides the basis for one of the earliest
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Figure 8.11 Coil configuration giving rise to a parallel gradient in B.
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Figure 8.12 Slab model of a magnetic geometry with a parallel gradient.

fusion experiments. The mirror effect and the simple mirror machine are also discussed in
this section.
In terms of the mathematics, parallel magnetic field gradients complicate the analysis
because the geometry is inherently 2-D. For example, even in the simplest case where Bz =
Bz (z), there must be an additional transverse component of B in order to satisfy ∇ · B = 0.
For mathematical tractability in the analysis these transverse components are chosen to
satisfy the “long-thin” approximation which assumes that the parallel gradient length is
large compared to the transverse gradient length. Although not essential, this approximation
greatly simplifies the calculation while still capturing the essential physics.

8.9.1 The mathematical formulation
Consider first the prescribed fields. The electric field is assumed to be zero: E = 0. The
magnetic field geometry, for simplicity, is taken to be a slab version of the cylindrical
configuration in Fig. 8.11. The slab model is illustrated in Fig. 8.12. The magnetic field
is static in time and has the following non-zero components: B = Bx (x, z)ex + Bz (x, z)ez .
For the moment no long–thin approximation is made, implying that Bx ∼ Bz . Under these
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assumptions the equations of motion for the particle velocities become
dvx
q
= v y Bz ,
dt
m
dv y
q
= − (vx Bz − vz Bx ),
dt
m
dvz
q
= − v y Bx .
dt
m

(8.77)

As in earlier calculations these equations will be solved by expansion techniques. A
potential difficulty that arises is that the simple coordinate z no longer corresponds to
the parallel direction. Thus, while vz may be nearly the parallel velocity and vx , v y the
perpendicular velocities they are not exactly so and these deviations introduce a number of
small additional terms that compete with the small gyro radius corrections. These geometric
complications can be eliminated at the outset by the introduction of a set of three orthogonal unit vectors and corresponding velocity components that exactly distinguish between
the perpendicular and parallel directions. The new unit vectors e1 , e2 , b, and their inverse
relations are given by
b = b x e x + bz ez ,
e2 = e y ,
e1 = e2 × b = bz ex − bx ez ,

e z = b z b − b x e1 ,
e y = e2 ,
ex = bz e1 + bx b,

(8.78)

where bx = Bx /B and bz = Bz /B. Observe that b points along the magnetic field while
e1 , e2 are exactly perpendicular to B. The corresponding velocity components v1 , v2 , v and
their inverses can now be written as
v = bz vz + bx vx ,
v2 = v y ,
v1 = bz vx − bx vz ,

v z = b z v − b x v1 ,
v y = v2 ,
v x = b x v + b z v1 .

(8.79)

Using these transformations, one can show after a short calculation that the equations of
motion are substantially simplified and can be rewritten as follows:
dv1
− ω c v2 = K v  ,
dt
dv2
+ ωc v1 = 0,
dt
dv
= −K v1 ,
dt

(8.80)

where ωc = q B/m, B = (Bx2 + Bz2 )1/2 and
K = K [x(t), z(t)] = bx
The equations are now in the desired form.

dbz
dbx
− bz
.
dt
dt

(8.81)
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8.9.2 Solution to the equations
The mathematical solution to the problem requires two steps. First a new time variable is
introduced, similar to the transformation used in the generalized polarization drift analysis.
Second, an explicit model is introduced for the magnetic field enabling the introduction of
the long–thin approximation.
The analysis begins with the time transformation which is given by
 t
τ=
ωc dt
(8.82)
0

with ωc (t) = ωc [x(t), z(t)]. Note that this transformation is formally identical to the one
used for the polarization drift (i.e., Eq. (8.67)). However, it is inherently implicit in nature
since x(t), z(t) are unknown functions. Even so, as is shown, this does not lead to any
difficulties in the analysis. Substituting the transformation into the equations of motion
yields
dv1 /dτ − v2 = K̂ v ,
dv2 /dτ + v1 = 0,
dv /dτ = − K̂ v1 ,

(8.83)

K̂ = K /ωc = bx dbz /dτ − bz dbx /dτ.

(8.84)

with

The next step is to introduce an explicit model for the magnetic field. The simplest model
containing a parallel field gradient has the form Bz = Bz (z). Perpendicular gradients in Bz
have already been discussed, are not necessary for the present calculation, and are thus
not included. The condition that ∇ · B = 0 requires the existence of a non-zero transverse
magnetic field. For the slab geometry under consideration this implies a non-zero Bx (x, z).
A simple calculation then shows that the explicit magnetic field under consideration is
given by
Bz = Bz (z),
Bx = −xdBz /dz.

(8.85)

It is now straightforward to introduce the long–thin approximation into the model. The
primary motivation for introducing the approximation is to obtain a simplified expression for
K̂ . One assumes that the transverse scale of the configuration is characterized by x ∼ a and
that the parallel gradient length is defined by Bz /Bz ∼ 1/L. The long–thin approximation
requires that a/L
1 and implies that Bx /Bz ∼ a/L
1.
After a short calculation one can show that substitution of the model magnetic field and
the long–thin approximation results in the following leading order contribution to K̂ :




dbz
dbx
B2 d
x dBz
dx 1 dBz
K̂ = bx
− bz
= z2
≈
dτ
dτ
B dτ Bz dz
dτ Bz dz
v1 dBz
v1 dBz
≈
≈
.
(8.86)
ωc Bz dz
v Bz dτ
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In the last two expressions z and τ are used interchangeably as independent variables by
the one-to-one implicit relationship dz = (vz /ωc )dτ ≈ (v /ωc )dτ . Note that there are many
more terms contributing to Eq. (8.86) but they are all smaller by at least a/L or rL /a.
It is now straightforward to solve the equations. Consider first, the adiabatic invariant.
As in the analysis of the generalized polarization drift it is useful to introduce cylindrical
velocity variables with slowly varying coefficients:
v1 = v⊥ (τ )cos[τ + ε(τ )],
v2 = −v⊥ (τ )sin[τ + ε(τ )].

(8.87)

One substitutes into the perpendicular components of the equations of motion obtaining a
set of simultaneous equations for v̇⊥ and ε̇. The unknown ε̇ can easily be eliminated yielding
the following equation for v̇⊥ :
dv⊥
v⊥ dBz
=
[1 + cos 2(τ + ε)],
(8.88)
dτ
2Bz dτ
which can straightforwardly be rewritten as


1 dµ
1 dBz
=
cos 2(τ + ε).
µ dτ
Bz dτ

(8.89)

After averaging over a gyro period one again finds that
µ=

2
mv⊥
(z)
= const.
2B(z)

(8.90)

The quantity µ is an adiabatic invariant, although in this case for a slow spatially rather
than time varying magnetic field.
The second part of the mathematical solution involves the parallel component of the
equations of motion which in the long–thin approximation reduces to
dv
v 2 dBz
v 2 dBz
=− 1
=− ⊥
[1 + cos(τ + ε)].
dτ
ωc Bz dz
2ωc Bz dz

(8.91)

After averaging over the gyro motion and converting back to the real time independent
variable, one can rewrite this expression as
dv
dBz
m
(8.92)
= −µ
= −µ∇ B.
dt
dz
Observe that there is a gyro-averaged force acting on the parallel guiding center motion of
the particle. The force is driven by the parallel gradient in the magnetic field. Two forms
are given for the force. The first is the direct result of the calculation, while the second is a
generalization that does not make use of the long–thin approximation.
At this point one might think that a paradox has arisen. It has been shown in Section 8.2
that the parallel magnetic force acting on a charged particle is exactly and instantaneously
zero. How then can there be an average force parallel to the magnetic field as derived above
in Eq. (8.92)? The answer is subtle and can be understood by examining Fig. 8.13, which
shows a particle with perpendicular velocity v⊥ gyrating around a magnetic line in a field
with a parallel gradient. The key point is that when v⊥ = 0, the particle has a finite gyro
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Gyro
orbit
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2

Figure 8.13 Comparison of field directions between the guiding center and the actual particle trajectory
(point 1 steeper and point 2 shallower).

radius which produces a small excursion of the orbit (i.e., gyro motion) perpendicular to the
guiding center trajectory. Observe that as the particle gyrates, the top of the orbit (point 1)
lies on a magnetic line that is slightly steeper than the magnetic line of the guiding center.
Similarly, at the bottom of the orbit (point 2) the particle lies on a shallower magnetic
line. To leading order the steepness and shallowness average out and the average parallel
motion of the particle is parallel to the guiding center. However, to first order the cancellation is not perfect and there is a small correction leading to the “parallel” force given by
Eq. (8.92).
The resolution of the paradox can thus be summarized as follows. In a magnetic field
with a parallel gradient there is indeed an average parallel force acting on the guiding center
motion of the particle. It should be emphasized that the force acts at the guiding center and
not the instantaneous position of the particle. Furthermore, the direction of the field at the
guiding center is slightly different from the average direction of the actual field experienced
by the particle as it gyrates along its orbit. In other words, the field at the guiding center is
not exactly parallel to the actual average field experienced by the particle. Therefore, while
the guiding center motion feels a parallel force along the gradient, this force is actually
in the perpendicular direction when viewed in terms of the instantaneous position of the
particle.
In conclusion a parallel magnetic field gradient produces a force that acts on the parallel
guiding center motion of the particle. This force produces an important mirroring effect on
the particles which is the topic of the next subsection.

8.9.3 The mirror effect and the mirror machine
The combination of µ = const. and F = −µ∇ B can have a dramatic impact on the
parallel motion of the guiding center. In particular, the direction of the parallel motion can
be completely reversed so that a particle moving to the right along a given field line at a
certain instant of time can be moving to the left a short time later. In fact there is a critical
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Figure 8.14 The mirror effect (a) as a particle moves into a region of higher B, v⊥ increases and
v decreases; (b) parallel guiding center velocity reflected at the mirror point where v = 0; (c) the
parallel guiding center force.

point along the trajectory where the particle is reflected. Not surprisingly, this point is called
the “mirror point” and the whole reversal process, the “mirror effect.”
A qualitative picture of the mirror effect
The phenomenon of mirroring can be understood qualitatively by examining Fig. 8.14. The
trajectory of a particle moving to the right into a region of higher magnetic field is shown
in Fig. 8.14(a). The particle starts off in a region of lower field with a certain value of
v⊥ and v . As the particle gyrates and moves parallel to B into the high-field region, the
2
value of B along the guiding center increases. Since µ = mv⊥
/2B = const. this implies
that v⊥ must also increase. Next, recall that in a static magnetic field the kinetic energy of a
2
particle is an exact constant of the motion: E = m(v⊥
+ v2 )/2 = const. Consequently, an
increase in v⊥ must be accompanied by a decrease in v . If the increase in B is sufficiently
large, the particle eventually reaches a point along its trajectory where v = 0. This is
the reflection point as shown in Fig. 8.14(b). Once reflected, the parallel velocity of the
particle reverses direction and the guiding center motion starts moving to the left. The
force causing this behavior of the parallel motion is just F = −µ∇ B. As can be seen in
Fig. 8.14(c) it acts to slow down parallel guiding center motion as a particle enters a high-field
region.
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Figure 8.15 Conditions for reflecting a particle at the mirror point B = Bf .

The quantitative conditions for mirroring
The conditions for mirroring to occur can easily be quantified using the constants of the
motion µ and E. The goal of the calculation is to determine the relation between v⊥
and v necessary to reflect a particle at a given point along the parallel field gradient. To
begin, consider a particle moving in a mirror field as illustrated in Fig. 8.15. Assume the
particle starts initially at the midplane, where the magnetic field is weakest. At this point
B = Bmin , v⊥ = v⊥i , v = vi . The corresponding magnetic moment and energy are given
2
2
2
by µ = mv⊥i
/2Bmin and E = m(v⊥i
+ vi
)/2.
Assume now that the particle moves to the right and is reflected at the point where
B = Bf > Bmin . At this point v⊥ = v⊥f and by definition of the reflection point v = vf = 0.
2
The corresponding energy and magnetic moment then have the values E = mv⊥f
/2 and
2
µ = mv⊥f /2Bf .
The reflection condition can now be easily calculated by equating the initial and final
values of E and µ. To proceed it is convenient to define a normalized energy E = mv02 /2.
The initial velocity can then be expressed in terms of a pitch angle θ as follows (see
Fig. 8.15):
v⊥i = v0 sin θ,
vi = v0 cos θ.

(8.93)

Conservation of energy clearly implies that
2
2
2
v⊥f
= v⊥i
+ vi
= v02 .

(8.94)

Next conservation of µ is applied leading to
2
v⊥i
v2
= ⊥f ,
Bmin
Bf

(8.95)

which simplifies to
sin2 θc =

Bmin
.
Bf

(8.96)
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Figure 8.16 Geometry of the simple mirror machine.

Here, θ = θc is the critical pitch angle for mirror reflection at the point where B = Bf . A
particle with a higher initial perpendicular velocity, corresponding to a pitch angle θ > θc ,
will be reflected sooner. Conversely, a particle with a smaller initial perpendicular velocity,
θ < θc , will pass the point where B = Bf and may or may not be reflected later, depending
upon how large the magnetic field becomes.
In summary, the analysis has shown that for a given parallel gradient in the magnetic
field, it is easier to reflect particles with a large pitch angle (i.e., high perpendicular and low
parallel initial velocities).
The simple mirror machine
The mirror effect just described forms the basis for one of the earliest magnetic fusion
configurations, appropriately known as the “mirror machine.” Its simplest form is illustrated
in Fig. 8.16. Two coils with current flowing in the same direction create a magnetic field
with a maximum just under each coil and a local minimum midway between. Assume now
that plasma initially fills the volume between the coils. Using the guiding center theory of
the mirror effect one wishes to determine which, if any, particles remain confined in the
prescribed magnetic geometry. Within the context of the theory, it is shown that a large
fraction of the particles remain confined, and this fact provided the motivation for the early
consideration of the mirror machine as a fusion device.
The analysis is straightforward. Particles with a sufficiently large pitch angle (i.e., large
v⊥ /v ) at the center of the configuration where B = Bmin reflect off the mirror point somewhere along the gradient where B = Bf . The particle with the smallest initial pitch angle
that is still reflected is the one that is reflected at the mirror throat where B = Bmax . The
corresponding critical pitch angle is given by
sin2 θc =

Bmin
1
≡ .
Bmax
R

(8.97)

Here, R = Bmax /Bmin > 1 is defined as the mirror ratio. Particles with a pitch angle θ > θc
(i.e., a high v⊥ ) will be reflected sooner, before reaching the mirror throat. These particles
then reverse direction and reflect off the opposite mirror. In this way, the particles remain
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Figure 8.17 Velocity phase space showing: (a) a full, isotropic Maxwellian and (b) a Maxwellian
with a loss cone.

confined indefinitely, continually bouncing between mirror reflection points. In contrast,
particles with θ < θc (i.e., a high v ) pass the mirror throat without being reflected. They
are quickly lost to the first wall.
This analysis shows that the subset of particles confined in a mirror machine is defined
by the range of pitch angles
θc ≤ θ ≤ π − θ c .

(8.98)

Pitch angles outside this range form a “loss cone” in velocity space in which all the particles
have been lost. The concept of the loss cone is illustrated in Fig. 8.17, which depicts the
density of particles in v⊥ , v , φ space. Figure 8.17(a) corresponds to an isotropic distribution
function such as a Maxwellian, with no loss cone. The shaded region represents a sphere
with a uniform distribution of particles. Figure 8.17(b) shows the effect of losing particles
with a small pitch angle. A cone of particles is removed from opposite poles of a sphere
and only the remaining shaded region contains mirror confined particles.
The fraction of confined particles f of an initially Maxwellian distribution function
FM (v) is equal to the ratio of the number of particles outside the loss cone divided by
the total number of particles. This fraction is easily calculated in terms of the mirror ratio as
follows:


π −θc
θc

f = 


π

= 
0

π

0
2π



sin θ dθ


dφ

0

sin θ dθ



2π

2π

dφ

sin θ dθ

0
π −θc

θc


sin θ dθ

0
2π

v 2 FM (v)dv

v 2 FM (v)dv

0



1 1/2
.
= 1−
R

(8.99)
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Observe that for a mirror ratio R = 2, about 70% of the particles are confined, quite a
substantial fraction.
In practical experiments, the simple mirror machine did not work as well as predicted.
Both macroscopic and microscopic instabilities were observed, leading to anomalously fast
losses of particles. Careful analysis and several very clever ideas ultimately were able to
mitigate these effects. However, there still remained one irreducible problem. Coulomb
collisions scattered confined particles into the loss cone, after which they were immediately lost out of the ends of the device. The rate at which particles were lost was just
too fast to achieve a favorable power balance in a mirror machine fusion reactor. This
topic will be revisited in more detail after the discussion of Coulomb collisions in the next
chapter.

8.10 Summary – putting all the pieces together
This chapter has described the motion of a charged particle in a prescribed set of smooth
magnetic and electric fields. A wide choice of fields has been investigated allowing for
perpendicular and parallel spatial gradients as well as time variation. A useful intuition has
been developed by assuming that the spatial gradient length is long compared to the gyro
radius and the characteristic frequency associated with the time variation is low compared
to the gyro frequency. This is very often the situation of practical importance.
The analysis has shown that the perpendicular particle motion can be decomposed into
two components: the fast gyro motion and the slower guiding center motion comprising
primarily the guiding center drifts. In the parallel direction, only guiding center motion is
important. Thus, the trajectory of a particle can be accurately approximated by
v(t) = vgyro + vg + v b,
r(t) = rgyro + rg + l b.

(8.100)

The velocity and position are given in terms of the magnetic and electric fields, which are
assumed to be of the form
B = B(r, t)b,
E = E⊥ (r, t) + E  (r, t)b.

(8.101)

The gyro motion, expressed in terms of a local perpendicular, rectangular coordinate
system whose axis corresponds to the guiding center of the particle, is given by
vgyro = v⊥ cos τ ex ± v⊥ sin τ e y ,
rgyro = r L sin τ ex ∓ rL cos τ e y .

(8.102)

where the upper sign here and below corresponds to electrons, rL = v⊥ /ωc , ωc =
|q|B(rg , l, t)/m, and
 t
τ=
ωc (rg , l, t)dt.
(8.103)
0
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In these expressions v⊥ , rg , l are slowly varying functions of time determined from the
solution of the guiding center trajectories.
The guiding center motion is described by a closed set of equations for the unknowns
v⊥ , vg , v , rg , l. Also, each guiding center particle is characterized by a magnetic moment
µ as well as a charge q and mass m, all of which are assumed to be known quantities.
Consider first the perpendicular guiding center drift velocity, which comprises the following
contributions:
v g = V E + V∇ B + Vκ + Vp .

(8.104)

The individual drift velocities, expressed in terms of the local rectangular coordinate system
(rg = xg ex + yg e y ) can be written as
E⊥ × B
E × B drift,
B2
v2 B × ∇ B
V∇ B = ∓ ⊥
∇ B drift,
2ωc B 2
v2 Rc × B
Vκ = ∓
curvature drift,
ωc Rc2 B
1
dV E
Vp = ∓ b ×
polarization drift,
ωc
dt

VE =

(8.105)

Here and below, all fields are evaluated at the guiding center.
The perpendicular velocity is expressed in terms of the adiabatic invariant
2
v⊥
= 2µB/m,

(8.106)

while the parallel velocity is obtained by solving the differential equation
m

dv
∂B
= q E − µ
.
dt
∂l

(8.107)

Finally, the guiding center position is obtained by solving
d rg /dt = vg ,
dl/dt = v .

(8.108)

Equations (8.104)–(8.108) form a closed set of coupled ordinary differential equations for
determining the guiding center motion. Often when the fields are static or possess geometric
symmetry one can solve the equations analytically. Qualitatively, the guiding center motion
represents the gyro-averaged trajectory of the particle. In the perpendicular direction the
motion consists of the combination of drifts given above. In the parallel direction the velocity
is determined by: (1) the parallel gradient in the magnetic field coupled with the fact that µ
is an adiabatic invariant, as well as (2) the parallel electric field if one exists. Focusing on
the guiding center motion often provides a much better intuition of plasma behavior than
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examining the details of the exact particle trajectory. This intuition, as will be shown, is of
great help in understanding the confinement of fusion plasmas.
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Problems
8.1 Consider a plasma with azimuthal symmetry: ∂/∂θ = 0. Express the fields in terms of
a scalar potential φ(r, z, t) and vector potential A(r, z, t). Form the dot product of the
single-particle momentum equation with the eθ vector. Show that the canonical angular
momentum pθ = mr vθ + qψ is an exact constant of the motion. Here, ψ = r Aθ .
8.2 This problem investigates several points arising in connection with the derivation of
the ∇ B drift. Specifically, the calculation in the text is generalized to a 2-D magnetic
field and the consequences of the second harmonic terms appearing in the derivation
are investigated.
(a) Consider a magnetic field of the form B = B(x, y)ez . Taylor expand about the
guiding center position in both the x and the y direction. Following the derivation
in section 8.5.1 show that the general form of the ∇ B drift is given by
V∇ B = ∓

2
B × ∇B
v⊥
.
2 ωc
B2

(b) Next, consider the contributions due to the second harmonic terms. Find the
first order corrections to both the particle velocity and position by calculating a
particular solution to the equations and then satisfying the initial conditions by an
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appropriate choice of homogeneous solution. Show that the modified trajectory
remains circular but with a slightly different location for the guiding center and a
slightly modified size for the gyro radius as given by the primed quantities below:


v⊥0 · B × ∇ B
r L2 = r L2 1 +
,
ωc B 2
v⊥0 × (v⊥0 × ∇ B)
rg = rg −
,
2ωc2 B
v⊥0 = v⊥ (ex cos φ + e y sin φ).
Note: The algebra involved in part (b) is straightforward but somewhat tedious.
8.3 This problem involves calculating the second order corrections to the guiding center
motion assuming a uniform magnetic field and an electric field with a perpendicular
gradient. Of particular interest is the derivation of the second order “finite gyro radius”
drift. Assume the fields are given by B = B ez with B = const. and E = −∇(x, y).
Expand the equations including all second order terms.
(a) Calculate the generalized corrections to the gyro frequency by assuming that
1
B
1
vy = +
B

vx = −

∂
+ v⊥ cos t + a1 sin t + v2x (t),
∂ yg
∂
+ c1 sin t + v2y (t).
∂ xg

Note the implied special choice of initial conditions to make the problem slightly
simpler. Find a1 and c1 and show that the generalized shift in gyro frequency,
correct to second order in r L /a, is given by

2  2   2 
∂ 2
∇ 2
∂ 
∂ 
1
2
2
 ≈ ωc ∓ ωc
+ ···.
−
+ 2
B
B
∂ x∂ y
∂x2
∂ y2
(b) Show that the dominant contribution to the second order velocity v2 (t) is the finite
gyro radius drift. The total drift thus can be written as


rL2 2 ∇ × B
VD = − 1 + ∇
.
4
B2
8.4 A 1-D magnetic field with a reversal at the origin can be modeled in a slab geometry
by B = B0 tanh(x/a)ez with −∞ < x < ∞.
(a) Why are the guiding center formulas for the particle drifts derived in the text
invalid?
(b) Sketch the orbit of a proton with initial conditions x(0) = y(0) = ẏ(0) = 0 and
ẋ(0) = v⊥ .
(c) Expand about x = 0 and derive an expression for the turning point of the orbit
xmax . Show that xmax = CrLα a β , where rL = mv⊥ /eB0 . Find C, α, β.
8.5 A cylindrical plasma is immersed in a longitudinal magnetic field given by B =
B0 [1 − β0 exp(−r 2 /a 2 )]ez . For B0 = 6 T, β0 = 0.75, and Te = Ti = 1 keV:
(a) Calculate the electron and ion gyro frequency and average thermal gyro radius at
r = a;
(b) Calculate the magnitude and sign of the electron and ion ∇ B drifts at r = a;
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(c) Are the guiding center assumptions rLe /a
1, rLi /a
1, V∇ B /v⊥
1
satisfied?
(d) Calculate the direction and sign of the macroscopic current required to produce
the dip in the Bz field. Is this compatible with step (b)? Explain.
A plasma has a constant uniform magnetic field B = B0 ez . Superimposed is an electrostatic electric field of the form E = E 0 cos(ωt − kz)ez , where ω and k are known
constants. Assume a positively charged particle is initially located at z(0) = 0 with a
parallel velocity vz (0) = v . Show that for a sufficiently large value of E 0 the particle
is trapped in the wave. Calculate the critical E 0 .
This problem involves a generalization of the previous electrostatic trapping problem. Consider a positively charged particle acted upon by a magnetic field B =
B0 cos(ky − ωt)ex .
(a) Prove that the electric field is given by
E = −(ωB0 /k)cos(ky − ωt)ez .
(b) The trajectory of the particle is defined as r(t) = x(t)ex + y(t)e y . The initial
position and velocity of the particle are as follows: ẏ(0) = v0 and y(0) = x(0) =
ẋ(0) = 0. Derive a pair of coupled differential equations for x(t) and y(t). One
equation should be integrable with the result then substituted into the other equation. The final result should be a single, second order, differential equation involving only one dependent variable. The goal of this part of the problem is to derive
this equation.
(c) Derive a relationship between v0 , ω, k, B0 that defines the boundary between
trapped and un trapped particles.
The magnetic field due to an infinitely long wire carrying a current I is given by
B = (µ0 I /2π R)eφ , where φ is the toroidal angle.
(a) Explain why this configuration is not able to successfully confine individual electrons and ions in the R, Z plane.
(b) As an extreme example calculate how long it would take for a 10 keV ion to
escape from a toroidal chamber whose minor radius is b = 0.1 m if the particle
is initially located at R = R0 = 100 m, Z = 0.
This problem has a somewhat unintuitive answer. Consider the motion of a charged
particle in combined magnetic and electric fields B = B0 ez and E = −∇φ with
φ(x, y) = K x y. The goal is to find the exact orbit of the particle.
(a) Write down the exact equations of motion for the trajectory x(t), y(t) of a positively charged particle. These equations should have the form of two coupled
second order ODEs. For convenience define K = εeB02 /m, where ε is an equivalent parameter representing the normalized electric field.
(b) Find the general solution to the equations. For simplicity assume ε, is small but
finite. Describe the qualitative behavior of the orbit for large time.
A positive ion is situated in a uniform magnetic field B = B0 ez . A time varying,
spatially uniform electric field is applied of the form E = E 0 (1 − e−t/τ )ex .
(a) Calculate the exact perpendicular velocity of the particle for an ion with the
following initial conditions: vx (0) = 0 and v y (0) = v⊥ .
(b) Calculate the guiding center velocity vg (t  ) in the limit ε ≡ 1/ωc τ
1 by averaging over one gyro period as follows:
 
ωc t +2π/ωc
vg (t  ) =
v(t)dt.
2π t 
Are there any transient or steady state guiding center drifts in the x or y direction?
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8.11 Draw a picture of the earth and its dipole magnetic field. Describe and calculate the
orbit of an electron starting off at the equatorial plane with v
v⊥ . Repeat for an
electron with v
v⊥ .
8.12 Consider a hollow cylindrical copper tube. Along the axis is a copper wire. A current
I flows in the wire and a low-frequency AC voltage is applied across the tube and the
wire.
(a) Sketch the electric and magnetic fields as a function of r . For simplicity ignore
the AC magnetic field.
(b) Describe and calculate the orbit of a typical electron and ion placed in this combined magnetic and electric field.
8.13 A positive ion is placed in a sheared magnetic field given by
B = B0 [ez + (x/L)e y ].
(a) Write down the exact equations of motion describing the orbit of the particle.
(b) Find a relation between vz (t) and x(t) assuming the following initial conditions:
v y (0) = vz (0) = x(0) = y(0) = z(0) = 0 and vx (0) = v0 .
(c) Using this relation derive a single, second order ODE for x(t).
(d) Calculate the x location of the turning point of the orbit.
8.14 An ion in a cylindrical plasma column moves under the action of a combined magnetic
field and electric potential given by B = B0 ez and φ = φ0 (r/a)2 . Assume that at t = 0
the particle passes through the origin r (0) = 0 with a velocity ṙ (0) = (2Ti /m i )1/2 .
Calculate and sketch the exact trajectory of the ion as a function of time for various
positive values of the parameter α = φ0 /a 2 B0 ωci . Can the radial extent of the orbit
ever be much smaller than an ion gyro radius? Explain.
8.15 In a simple, azimuthally symmetric (∂/∂θ = 0) mirror machine, the magnitude of
the longitudinal magnetic field near the axis is approximately given by Bz (r, z) ≈
B0 (1 + z 2 /L 2 ). Here L is a constant and z = 0 is the reflection plane of symmetry.
(a) Evaluate the magnitude and direction of the curvature vector κ = b · ∇b as a
function of r, z for small but finite values of r.
(b) A mirror trapped ion with total kinetic energy mv 2 /2 is reflected at the point
where |B| = 2B0 . Find the particle’s v at the point z = 0, r = r0 .
(c) Calculate the magnitude and direction of the guiding center drift velocity at z = 0,
r = r0 .
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9.1 Introduction
Coulomb collisions are the next main topic in the study of single particle motion. The
theory of Coulomb collisions is a basic building block in the understanding of transport
processes in a fusion plasma. This understanding is important since the transport of energy
and particles directly impacts the power balance in a fusion reactor. An overview of the
topics covered in Chapter 9 and their relation to fusion energy is presented below.
An analysis of Coulomb collisions shows that there are two qualitatively different types
of transport: velocity space transport and physical space transport. In velocity space transport, Coulomb collisions lead to a transfer of momentum and energy between particles in
v⊥ , v space that tends to drive any initial distribution function towards a local Maxwellian.
Generally there are no accompanying direct losses of energy or particles from the plasma
(the mirror machine being an exception). In physical space transport, Coulomb collisions
lead to a diffusion of energy and particles out of the plasma. These are direct losses affecting
the plasma power balance, with energy transport almost always the more serious of the two.
A comparison of the two types of transport shows that velocity space transport almost
always occurs on a much faster time scale. Typically, the transport time in velocity space
is approximately (rL /a)2 shorter than for physical space. This chapter focuses on velocity
space transport. The important issue of physical space transport is addressed in Chapter 12
after self-consistent plasma models have been developed.
Consider now some of the general properties of velocity space transport. An interesting
feature resulting from the analysis is that one cannot define a simple, unique “Coulomb
cross section” as was done for the nearly hard-sphere nuclear fusion collisions. The reason
is associated with the long-range nature of the Coulomb potential (i.e., long compared to
the size of a nucleus but still short with respect to inter-particle spacing). For example, if
one wants to calculate the change in electron momentum due to collisions with ions, it is
not correct to first calculate the total number of collisions per second by summing over
different particle velocities and impact parameters and then multiplying by the change in
momentum per collision. Because of the long-range nature of the Coulomb potential, the
change in momentum per collision is itself a function of velocity and impact parameter
and this dependence must be included in the summation. Assuming the summation has
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been carried out correctly, one could then, if desired, define an equivalent cross section,
but this cross section would be different for different processes: momentum exchange,
energy exchange, etc. The cross section is not unique. The usual procedure with Coulomb
collisions is to define a set of collision frequencies (or equivalently collision times), one for
each process.
A second property of interest is that two different types of collision frequencies are needed
to describe velocity space transport. The first corresponds to a “test particle” collision
frequency. In this case one focuses on a typical single test particle, for instance an electron,
and asks how much directed momentum or energy does this particle lose from undergoing
Coulomb collisions with all other electrons or ions in the plasma. This collision frequency
is a function of the velocity v of the test particle and the density n and temperature T of
the target particles. Test particle collision frequencies are important in understanding the
particle losses in a mirror machine, the energy transfer of high-energy ions, such as alphas,
to the background plasma, and the interesting phenomenon of runaway electrons.
The second type of velocity space collision frequency corresponds to a “net exchange”
collision frequency. Here, one is interested, for instance, in the net exchange of energy
that occurs when electrons are hotter than ions, or the net exchange of momentum when
electrons are flowing through ions. Note that since Coulomb collisions are elastic, the net
exchange of energy or momentum for like particle collisions is always zero when summing
over all particles. Net exchange collisions take place only between different species. The
resulting collision frequencies are functions of n and T but not v since summations are
carried out over both test and target species.
Net exchange collisions are important in the development of self-consistent fluid models
describing the behavior of fusion plasmas. Specific applications include the temperature
equilibration between electrons and ions when one species is preferentially heated, and the
friction felt by electrons as they are driven through the ions by an electric field. This last
phenomenon gives rise to electrical resistivity and cross-field particle diffusion, which are
discussed in Chapters 10 and 12.
Another interesting and general feature of the analysis is that when summing over different
particle velocities and impact parameters, it is the distant, small-angle collisions that dominate in determining all velocity space collision frequencies. The long-range nature of the
Coulomb potential shows that even though each distant collisional deflection angle is small,
there are many, many more such collisions than near-encounter, large-angle deflections.
The specific goals of this chapter are to derive the collision frequencies for various plasma
processes, and to apply these results to important fusion plasma phenomena. The analysis
begins with a mathematical derivation of the scattering angle of a particle’s trajectory due
to a Coulomb collision as a function of the particle’s velocity and impact parameter. This
critical piece of knowledge is used to derive the “test particle” and “net exchange” collision
frequencies for momentum and energy transfer. The results are applied to problems of fusion
interest including a re-examination of the mirror concept, the heating of a plasma by highenergy alphas or a high-energy neutral beam, and the phenomenon of runaway electrons.
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9.2.1 Formulation of the problem
The goal of this section is to calculate the scattering angle of a particle’s trajectory resulting
from a Coulomb collision as a function of its velocity and impact parameter. Obtaining this
critical information requires the solution of Newton’s equations of motion for two particles
interacting under the influence of the Coulomb potential.
Several approximations are implicit in the analysis that greatly simplify the calculation.
First, the Coulomb collision takes place over such a short distance that the curvature of the
orbit due to gyro motion can be neglected. In other words, it is not necessary to include the
magnetic field in the derivation. Second, because of the long-range nature of the Coulomb
potential one might think that it would be necessary to solve a many body problem which
simultaneously takes into account the multiple Coulomb interactions from a large number of
nearby particles. This is not the case although the reason is slightly complex. Although not
obvious at the outset, it is shown that the dominant collisions affecting transport correspond
to small-angle deflections. Since each such deflection represents a small perturbation to
the trajectory, the combined result can be calculated as the superposition of two-body
interactions. The effect of one perturbation on another perturbation is small and can be
neglected. The validity of superposition is the reason why only two-body Coulomb collisions
need to be studied.
The formulation of the problem begins by considering the interaction of two particles
with charges and masses q1 , q2 , m 1 , m 2 moving with velocities v1 , v2 . The only force acting
on the particles is due to the Coulomb electric field:
E = −∇φ
q1 q2
φ=
.
4πε0r

(9.1)

The geometry of the interaction is illustrated in Fig. 9.1. Using Newton’s law the equations
describing the trajectories of the particles are
d v1
dt
d v2
m2
dt
dr1
dt
d r2
dt

m1

q 1 q 2 r2 − r 1
,
4πε0 |r2 − r1 |3
q 1 q 2 r1 − r 2
=−
,
4πε0 |r1 − r2 |3
=−

= v1 ,

(9.2)

= v2 .

The starting model consists of 12 coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations. This
ambitious model is reduced to a single differential equation by transforming to the center
of mass frame and making use of several conservation relations.
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v1
v2

1
r1− r2
r1

2

r2

Figure 9.1 Geometry of a two-body Coulomb collision in the laboratory frame.

The first step in the simplification procedure is to note the conservation of momentum,
obtained by adding the two separate momentum equations together:
d
(m 1 v1 + m 2 v2 ) = 0.
dt

(9.3)

This motivates the introduction of two new velocity vectors as dependent variables: the
center of mass velocity V and the relative velocity v. The definitions and inverse relations
are as follows:
V=

m 1 v1 + m 2 v2
,
m1 + m2

v = v1 − v2 ,

m2
v,
m1 + m2
m1
v2 = V −
v.
m1 + m2
v1 = V +

(9.4)

Clearly, dV/dt = 0 implying that V = const. and that the position of the center of mass is
given by
R (t) =

m 1 r1 + m 2 r2
= R (0) + Vt.
m1 + m2

(9.5)

The equations for v and the relative position r = r1 − r2 simplify to
dv
q1 q2 r
=
,
dt
4π ε0 m r r 3
dr
= v,
dt

(9.6)

where
mr =

m1m2
m1 + m2

(9.7)

is the reduced mass and r = r er . Observe that in the center of mass frame there are only
six unknowns (v, r). The problem now corresponds to the motion of an equivalent single
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v
m

r

r

Figure 9.2 Center of mass geometry showing the central force acting on a particle with reduced
mass m r .

particle with mass m r acted upon by a central force whose origin is at the center of mass.
See Fig. 9.2 for the center of mass geometry.
The next step in the analysis is to derive the conservation of energy relation by forming
the dot product of the momentum equation with v. A short calculation yields


d 1
q1 q2 1
2
mrv +
=0
(9.8)
dt 2
4πε0 r
or
1
q1 q2 1
m rv2 +
= E 0 = const.
2
4πε0 r

(9.9)

The sum of kinetic plus potential energies is a constant. A similar conservation relation
applies for the conservation of angular momentum, which is obtained by forming the cross
product of the momentum equation with r. One finds
d
m r (r × v) = 0
dt

(9.10)

m r r × v = L0 = const.

(9.11)

or

One consequence of angular momentum conservation is that if the initial position and
velocity in the center of mass frame are given by r(0) , v(0), then the particle trajectory
remains in the initial plane (i.e., the plane perpendicular to r(0) × v(0)) during the entire
collision process.
The problem is thus reduced to a 2-D problem where, without loss in generality, the
center of mass coordinate system can be rotated such that there are only four unknowns
corresponding to the positions and velocities lying in the initial r(0), v(0) plane.
The problem can be further simplified by obtaining expressions for the conservation
constants E 0 , L 0 in terms of the initial relative velocity v(0) ≡ v0 ex and impact parameter
b as shown in Fig. 9.3. Again, without loss in generality the coordinate system can be
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Figure 9.3 Center of mass (CM) geometry showing how to calculate E 0 and L 0 in terms of b and v0 .

oriented so that v(0) lies in the x direction and is displaced by an impact parameter b in the
y direction. The initial conditions correspond to the situation where the particle is far from
the center of mass so that φ → 0. It thus follows that
E 0 = 12 m r v02 .

(9.12)

Similarly L0 = L 0 ez = m r y (0) e y × v0 ex or
L 0 = −m r bv0 .

(9.13)

The final simplification is obtained by introducing cylindrical coordinates x(t) =
r (t)cos θ (t), y(t) = r (t) sin θ (t) and recalling that r = r er and v = ṙ er + r θ̇ eθ . The conservation of energy and angular momentum relations reduce to
ṙ 2 + r 2 θ̇ 2 = v02 ,
r 2 θ̇ = −bv0 .
After eliminating θ̇ one obtains a single first order ODE for the unknown r (t)

1/2
dr
b2
b90
,
= ∓v0 1 − 2 − 2
dt
r
r

(9.14)

(9.15)

The choice of sign depends upon whether the particle is approaching the center of mass just
before the collision or leaving it just after. The quantity b90 is defined by
q1 q2
b90 =
.
(9.16)
4π ε0 m r v02
The reason for the subscript will become apparent shortly.
Equation (9.15) is the desired relation.

9.2.2 Solution to the problem
It is now a relatively straightforward matter to derive an expression for the scattering angle
as a function of initial velocity and impact parameter. The geometric relations necessary
for the calculation are illustrated in Fig. 9.4. Observe that the scattering angle is denoted
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(b)
Figure 9.4 Center of mass geometry showing: (a) the scattering angle χ and (b) the relation between
χ , θmin , and A.

by χ . Also, the point of closest approach of the orbit, denoted by r = rmin , occurs where
ṙ = 0 and θ = θmin . The goal is to calculate χ = χ (v0 , b).
The relations among the various angles needed to carry out the calculation follow from
the symmetry of the orbit: χ + A = θmin and χ + 2A = π . Eliminating A yields a relation
between χ and θmin :
χ = 2 θmin − π.
The angle θmin is determined from Eq. (9.15) using the relation
 π
 ∞
dθ
θmin ≡ π −
dθ = π −
dr .
θmin
rmin dr

(9.17)

(9.18)

Now, note that
dθ
θ̇
bv0
= =− 2 .
dr
r ṙ
ṙ

(9.19)
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0
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Figure 9.5 The scattering angle χ versus the impact parameter b. Note that χ = π/2 for b = b90 .

Substituting for ṙ (using the negative sign since r is decreasing as it moves towards the
center of mass) yields
 ∞
dr
θmin = π − b
.
(9.20)
2
2
1/2
rmin r (r − b − 2b90 r )
This integral can be easily evaluated by letting
1/2

b2
b
b90
sin α.
=−
+ 1 + 90
r
b
b2
Equation (9.20) becomes


θmin = π −

α2
α1

dα = π − (α2 − α1 ),

(9.21)

(9.22)

where α2 = π/2 and
b90

sin α1 = 

2
b2 + b90

1/2 .

(9.23)

The overall goal of the calculation is accomplished by substituting the value of θmin into
Eq. (9.17). A short calculation yields the desired relation χ = χ (v0 , b):
cot

χ
b
4π ε0 m r 2
=
=
v b.
2
b90
q1 q2 0

(9.24)

A plot of the deflection angle χ versus impact parameter b is illustrated in Fig. 9.5. As
expected, a small impact parameter, which corresponds to a very close encounter, leads to
a large scattering angle. Conversely, when the impact parameter is large, implying a weak
distant collision, the scattering angle is small. Also, when b = b90 the deflection angle is
90◦ , thus motivating the subscript. Observe also that as the particle velocity increases, the
deflection angle decreases since the particle spends less time in the vicinity of the center of
mass, corresponding to a weaker collision.
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1
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1
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1
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Figure 9.6 (a) Particle 1 loses directed momentum, but not energy, in the transverse plane, (b) particle
1 loses directed momentum and energy along the original direction of motion.

Equation (9.24) represents the critical property of Coulomb collisions necessary for the
various applications that follow.

9.3 The test particle collision frequencies
9.3.1 The general formulation
Consider the momentum relaxation of a test electron with momentum m e ve , injected into
a stationary plasma of electrons and ions. The problem being posed is to determine how
long it takes, on average, for this electron to lose its directed momentum (i.e., momentum
along its initial direction) by colliding, for instance, with the ions in the plasma. The directed
momentum can be lost either by being transferred to the transverse direction or to the energy
of the target particle, as shown in Fig. 9.6. It does not matter which – in both cases directed
momentum is lost.
The relaxation process is characterized by a relaxation time τei (ve ) or equivalently a collision frequency νei (ve ) = 1/τei (ve ). Similar collision frequencies exist for the test electron
slowing down on plasma electrons (νee ), or a test ion slowing down on plasma ions (νii )
or electrons (νie ). Knowledge of these collision frequencies provides a good estimate of
the time required for an initial distribution of particles to relax to a Maxwellian. That is,
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Figure 9.7 Transverse plane showing the angle α.

after a few collision times the particle has essentially lost all memory of its initial state and
becomes part of the background plasma.
The analysis below focuses on the calculation of νei . However, the derivation is general
and a simple switching of particle subscripts yields the other relevant collision frequencies.
The calculation is, in principle, relatively straightforward, making use of the generalized
definition of collision frequency given in Chapter 3 and the critical information χ = χ (v, b)
just derived. Even so, substantial algebra is required and there is one subtlety involving the
actual range of the “long-range” Coulomb potential.
The derivation begins by recalling from Chapter 3 that the “hard-sphere” collision frequency for a typical test electron with initial directed velocity ve = ve ex colliding with a fixed
background of zero velocity ions of density n i is given by ν = n i σ ve . Consider now the generalization of this relation to the present situation. Assume the target ions do not all have zero
velocity but have a distribution function. Then, n i → f i (vi )d vi . Next, the velocity appearing
in the definition of ν is actually the relative velocity implying that ve → |ve − vi |. For the
long-range Coulomb potential the hard-sphere cross section is replaced by σ → 2π b db.
Actually, a more accurate generalization that will be of use in future sections replaces the
“2π” with the explicit angular dependence of the particle’s initial position in the transverse
plane: σ → 2πb db → b db dα. See Fig. 9.7. Finally, we focus on momentum relaxation by
introducing the quantity m e ve , which represents the loss in the initial x directed momentum of the electron due to a single collision. This quantity will be related to the scattering
angle χ shortly.
The total loss in x directed momentum of the test electron is obtained by summing the
loss per collision over all collisions. Thus, in simple and generalized form
d
(m e ve ) = − ( m e ve ) n i σ ve
dt

= − ( m e ve ) f i (vi ) |ve − vi | b db dα d vi .

(9.25)
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The next step is to define the test particle momentum relaxation collision frequency:
d
(m e ve ) ≡ −νei (m e ve ) .
dt
The desired expression for νei is thus

1
( m e ve ) f i (vi )|ve − vi | b db dα d vi .
νei (ve ) =
m e ve
The task now is to evaluate

(9.26)

(9.27)

m e ve and then the five-fold integral.

9.3.2 Evaluation of ∆me v e and the integration over the impact parameter
The evaluation of m e ve proceeds as follows. The velocity of the electron at any instant of
time is given in terms of the center of mass coordinates as follows (see Eq. (9.4)):
mi
ve = V +
v.
(9.28)
mi + me
Since V = const., the loss in the x directed component of electron momentum as a result
of a collision with an ion can be written as
m e ve = m r v · ex = m r (vinitial − vfinal ) · ex .

(9.29)

If one writes the initial ion velocity as vi = vx ex + v y e y + vz ez , then from Fig. 9.3
it follows that vinitial = v e X , where v = [(ve − vx )2 + v  2y + v  2z ]1/2 is the initial relative
speed and e X = [(ve − vx )ex − v y e y − vz ez ]/v is a unit vector along the direction of the
initial relative velocity. Similarly, vfinal = v cos χ e X + v sin χ e⊥ , where e⊥ = cos α eY −
sin α e Z is a unit vector perpendicular to the initial relative velocity (see Fig. 9.7) and use
has been made of the fact that v(tfinal ) = v(tinitial ) ≡ v from conservation of energy. The loss
in momentum m e ve thus becomes
m e ve = m r v[(1 − cos χ ) e X · ex − sin χ e⊥ · ex ].

(9.30)

The last term can
 be ignored since it averages to zero when integrated over α:
(e⊥ · ex ) dα = (eY · ex cos α + e Z · ex sin α) dα = 0. Physically, the reason is that by
symmetry, the numbers of upward and downward deflections are equal; that is, the product
e⊥ · ex has an equal probability of being positive or negative. The remaining non-vanishing
contribution now has the form
m e ve = m r (ve − vx )(1 − cos χ ).

(9.31)

In the final simplification this expression is rewritten in terms of the impact parameter by
using the scattering angle relation derived in Section 9.2 and given by Eq. (9.24). The result
is
m e ve = 2m r (ve − vx )

2
b90
.
2
b2 + b90

(9.32)
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One can now carry out the integrations over b and α in Eq. (9.27) although a subtle
difficulty arises with the upper limit of integration on b. For the moment define this limit
as bmax . The integral over b and α becomes

 2π
 bmax
2
2 
b90
bmax
2
.
(9.33)
dα
b db = π b90 ln 1 + 2
2
b2 + b90
b90
0
0
The problem is now apparent. Nominally, one would think that to include all possible
collisions with ions, the impact parameter must cover the full range 0 < b < ∞. However,
setting bmax = ∞ leads to a logarithmic divergence.
The full mathematical resolution of this difficulty requires extensive analysis, well beyond
the scope of the present discussion. Nevertheless, the difficulty can be resolved by a simple
physical argument associated with Debye shielding. The logic is as follows. The weak
1/r dependence of the Coulomb potential implies that its effect extends over a very large
distance: hence, the divergence for bmax → ∞. However, the test particle actually feels
a much smaller potential from any target particle whose inter-particle distance exceeds a
critical value. The reason is that in a plasma the test particle is shielded from the electric
field of all target particles further away than a Debye length. The consequence is that one
can set bmax ≈ λDe thereby eliminating the divergence. The numerical coefficient in front
of λDe is not very important since the divergence appears only in the insensitive logarithmic
term.
Using this resolution of the difficulty, one finds that the ratio of bmax /b90 appearing in
the integral is given by


bmax
λDe
ε0 Te 1/2 4π ε0 m r v 2
≈
=
.
(9.34)
b90
b90
n e e2
e2
Equation (9.34) is still somewhat unsatisfactory in that it mixes the single-particle velocity
v with the velocity averaged quantities Te and n e . This second difficulty is easily resolved
by assuming that for a typical thermal electron m r v 2 /2 ≈ 3Te /2. Again the weak dependence of the logarithmic term makes the final answer insensitive to the exact details of the
approximation. The expression for bmax /b90 reduces to


3/2 3/2
bmax
12πε0 Te
4π
3
(9.35)
≡≈
=
9
λ
n
e De .
1/2
b90
3
n e e3
The quantity ln  is known as the Coulomb logarithm. In practical units
3/2

 = 4.9 × 107

Tk

1/2

n 20

= 2.0 × 109 ,

(9.36)

where the numerical values correspond to Tk = 15 and n 20 = 2. This implies that
ln  ≈ 20

(9.37)

in a fusion reactor. For just about all fusion plasmas, both those in present day experiments
and those in future fusion reactors, ln  lies between 15 and 20 demonstrating its relative
insensitivity to substantial variations in plasma density and temperature.
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The net result of this discussion is that the integration over impact parameters reduces
to




2π

bmax

dα
0

0

b2

2
b90
2
2
b db ≈ π b90
ln(1 + 2 ) ≈ 2π b90
ln ,
2
+ b90

(9.38)

where the last simplification follows from the fact that 
1. Also, note that replacing
2
2
m r v 2 ≈ 3Te in b90
is reasonable for the insensitive logarithmic term, but not for the b90
coefficient in front in which the stronger velocity dependence must be maintained.
This result is now substituted into the expression for νei which reduces to

 2

4πm r
νei (ve ) =
ln 
ve − vx b90
f i (vi ) |ve − vi | d vi .
(9.39)
m e ve
9.3.3 Integration over target velocities
The integration over target velocities is accomplished by introducing spherical velocity
variables (v, θ, φ) as follows:
vx = ve + v cos θ,
v y = v sin θ sin φ,
vz

(9.40)

= v sin θ cos φ.

2
This transformation gives dvi = dvx dv y dvz = v 2 sin θ dv dθ dφ, |ve − vi | = v, and b90
=
2
2 4
(e /4π ε0 m r ) /v with qi = −qe = e for singly charged ions.
Assume now that f i corresponds to a Maxwellian with temperature Ti and density n i .
Substituting into Eq. (9.39) and carrying out the trivial integration over φ leads to a simplified
expression for νei given by
3/2

21/2 e4 n i m i
ln  I (we ) ,
8π 3/2 ε02 Ti3/2 m e m r
 π
2 
e−we ∞
2
I (we ) = −
dw
dθ sin θ cos θ e−w −2we w cos θ ,
we 0
0

νei (ve ) =

(9.41)

where w = v/vT i and we = ve /vT i are normalized forms of the velocity and vT i =
(2Ti /m i )1/2 . The quantity I is evaluated by first integrating over θ :


 π
sinh 2we w
1 ∂
.
(9.42)
e−2we w cos θ sin θ cos θ dθ = −
we ∂w
2we w
0
The integral over w is evaluated by integrating by parts and carrying out some simple
algebraic manipulations. One obtains

1 π 1/2
2
I (we ) = 2
(9.43)
 (we ) − e−we ,
we 2we
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where (we ) is the familiar probability (or error function) integral
 we
2
2
(we ) = 1/2
e−w dw.
π
0
The desired expression for νei can finally be written as


2
3/2
π 1/2
21/2 e4 n i m i
e−we
ln 
 (we ) − 2 .
νei (ve ) =
8π 3/2 ε02 Ti3/2 m e m r
2we3
we

(9.44)

(9.45)

A more transparent form of νei is obtained using a simple approximation for I that makes
use of the fact that


 1,
we
1,


≈
(9.46)
2
2
2
−w
3

e

w
,
w
e
+
1.
w
e
e
e
π 1/2
3
A reasonable approximation for I, valid for both large and small we , is thus
I (we ) ≈

π 1/2
1
.
2 we3 + 3π 1/2 /4

The expression for νei reduces to


1
1 e4 n i
νei (ve ) =
ln  3
.
4π ε02 m e m r
ve + 1.3vT3 i

(9.47)

(9.48)

9.3.4 Properties of νei and other collision frequencies
After a lengthy calculation one is now in a position to investigate the properties of νei .
The first point to note is that for electron–ion collisions the velocity of a typical electron
satisfies ve ∼ vT e
vT i . Consequently the second term in the denominator of νei can be
neglected for all but the very slowest electrons. Also, for electron–ion collisions m r ≈ m e .
The collision frequency simplifies to


1 e4 n i
1
νei (ve ) ≈
ln

.
(9.49)
4π ε02 m 2e
ve3
Observe that νei ∼ 1/ve3 . High-velocity electrons have a smaller collisional loss of directed
momentum because they move so fast that they spend very little time in the vicinity of a
target ion where the interaction takes place. As will be shown, the 1/ve3 dependence plays
an important role in the phenomenon of runaway electrons.
The next point to note is that the dominant contribution to νei arises from particles with
large impact parameters, corresponding to small-angle collisions. In fact, the νei integral
would diverge because of small-angle collisions except for the physically motivated argument that sets an upper limit of bmax ≈ λDe , resulting in a finite bound. Physically, each
large-b collision produces only a small deflection, but there are so many of these collisions
because of the long-range nature of the Coulomb potential that they dominate the behavior.
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As a quantitative comparison consider the cross section for large-angle deflections greater
2
than or equal to 90◦ : σ90 = π b90
. The corresponding collision frequency is ν90 = n i σ90 ve .
Comparing this value with Eq. (9.49) shows that
νei (ve ) = (4 ln ) ν90 (ve ) .

(9.50)

The actual collision frequency is about a factor of 80 larger than the 90◦ collision frequency.
Consider now a typical value of νei obtained by setting ve = v̂e ≡ (3Te /m e )1/2 . One finds
n 20
1 ωpe
ν̂ei = νei |v̂e ≈ √
ln  = 1.33 × 105 3/2 s−1 .
3 
Tk

(9.51)

In the practical formula, n e = n i and ln  = 20. Observe, as might be expected, that the
collision frequency increases with density and decreases with temperature. For a fusion
reactor with n 20 = 2, Tk = 15, the collision frequency νei ≈ 4.6 × 103 s−1 . Also, since

1, it follows that νei
ωpe ∼ ωce . Coulomb collisions are indeed rare compared to
the basic characteristic frequencies defining a fusion plasma.
Similar expressions for the other directed momentum collision frequencies are easily
obtained from Eq. (9.45) by switching the appropriate species subscripts and taking the
correct limit for the reduced mass. The practical expressions below are calculated assuming
n e = n i , and ln  = 20. Also the typical particle velocities have been chosen to satisfy
m e ve2 = 3Te and m i vi2 = 3Ti . Some simple algebra yields


1 n e e4
1
νee ≈
ln  3
≈ 1.2ν̂ei ,
2
2
2π ε0 m e
ve + 1.3vT3 e


 1/2  3/2
Te
1 n i e4
1
me
νii ≈
ln  3
≈ 1.2
ν̂ei ,
(9.52)
2π ε02 m 2i
mi
Ti
vi + 1.3vT3 i




1 n e e4
1
me
νie ≈
ν̂ei .
ln  3
≈ 1.4
2
3
4π ε0 m e m i
mi
vi + 1.3vT e
The value of ν̂ei in these relations is the practical one given by Eq. (9.51).
In terms of scaling, note that if one defines the mass ratio µ = m e /m i , then
νee ∼ νei ,
νii ∼ µ1/2 νei ,

(9.53)

νie ∼ µ νei .
The interpretation is as follows. A test electron will lose a comparable amount of momentum
whether it scatters off an electron or an ion. Hence νee ∼ νei . A test ion scattering off
other ions is similar to νee except that the frequency of collisions is slowed down by the
heavier mass and corresponding slower motion. The net result is that the collision frequency
is reduced by νii ∼ µ1/2 νei . Finally, when ions scatter off electrons they barely lose any
momentum at all because of their heavy mass. The collisional slowing down time is very
long or, conversely, the collision frequency is very low: νie ∼ µ νei .
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The last point concerns the relative size of the Coulomb collision frequency with respect
to the D–T fusion collision frequency. Recall that the cross section for D–T fusion reactions
is about 5 barns, which corresponds to a fusion collision frequency of approximately νDT ≈
n i σDT vTi ≈ 0.1 s−1 . On the other hand Eq. (9.53) implies that for D–T Coulomb collisions
νii ≈ 91 s−1 , corresponding to an equivalent cross section σii ≈ 3800 barns. The equivalent
Coulomb cross section is about a factor of 1000 larger. The ions (and electrons) in a fusion
plasma relax to a Maxwellian distribution function well before many fusion reactions can
take place.
The collision frequencies just calculated are used throughout the remainder of the book
to help understand the behavior of plasmas in a variety of situations including macroscopic
equilibrium and stability, transport, and heating. Also, it is worth pointing out that one
could, if desired, calculate other test particle collision frequencies corresponding to total
or transverse energy relaxation. However, these are not essential for present purposes.
Instead, attention is focused on using the momentum test particle collision frequencies to
investigate three applications wherein they dominate the behavior: the mirror machine, the
slowing down of high energy ions, and runaway electrons.

9.4 The mirror machine revisited
The presence of Coulomb collisions leads to an irreducible limit on the maximum value of Q
(i.e., the physics energy gain) that can be achieved in a simple mirror machine fusion reactor.
The limit results from the fact that Coulomb collisions cause confined mirror particles
to scatter into the loss cone, after which they are lost virtually instantaneously from the
plasma; that is, the test particle Coulomb collision frequency directly determines the energy
confinement time τE , thereby setting a limit on the plasma power balance. The limit is
irreducible in that there is no way to eliminate Coulomb collisions. The analysis below
shows that the maximum value of Q in a simple mirror machine is too low to be of interest
for fusion energy applications.
The goal of the analysis is to derive an expression for Q applicable to a simple mirror machine. Two interesting features of the calculation are that: (1) Q turns out to be
independent of density, and (2) the optimum temperature is not 15 keV, but somewhat over
100 keV. The analysis is simplified by making several slightly optimistic assumptions. First,
it is assumed that neither macroscopic nor microscopic plasma instabilities are present –
there is no anomalously large particle or energy loss from the plasma. Second, the mirror
ratio is assumed to be large enough so that for a particle to diffuse into the loss cone, it must
lose essentially all of its perpendicular (to B) momentum.

9.4.1 Calculation of τE
The critical issue in the analysis is the estimate of the energy loss time τE . The estimate is
determined as follows. The test particle collision analysis has shown that νei ∼ νee
νii .
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Figure 9.8 A particle starting from its initial position in velocity space is lost instantaneously once it
diffuses into the loss cone as a result of many small-angle collisions.

Thus, at first glance, one would expect electrons to diffuse into the loss cone much faster
than ions. This, however, is not the case. If the fast diffusing electrons were lost first, this
would leave a large positive charge on the plasma. The resulting electric field is in the
direction to draw the electrons back into the plasma and drive ions out of the plasma. The
ions, because of their heavy mass, hardly move at all. The net result is that it is the electrons
that are drawn back into the plasma and, therefore, do not leave at the fast rate associated
with electron collisions. The loss rate is therefore actually determined by the ions, which
also scatter into the loss cone, but at the slower rate related to νii . Once they do so, both the
ions and the electrons (which are electrostatically held to the ions) are lost together.
The actual estimate for τE is obtained by solving for vi (t) from the differential equation
that defines νii (vi ) (i.e., the equivalent of Eq. (9.26) for ions). Intuitively, one expects that
τE ∼ 1/νii (vT i ). Solving the differential equation yields a reasonable approximation for the
multiplicative constant. Specifically, the goal is to calculate how long it takes a typical test
ion to lose essentially all of its perpendicular momentum (and corresponding perpendicular
energy) assuming it starts off with v⊥ = v̂i ≡ (3Ti /m i )1/2 , v = 0. See Fig. 9.8. This is the
time required for a typical ion to enter the loss cone.
The governing equation is obtained by substituting the simplified expression for νii (vi )
given by Eq. (9.52) into the differential equation for vi (t) and introducing a normalized
velocity variable wi (t) = vi (t)/(3Ti /m i )1/2 . A short calculation yields


dwi
1+k
wi ,
= −ν̂ii
dt
wi3 + k
(9.54)
wi (0) = 1.
Here ν̂ii = νii |v̂i = 2.3 × 103 n 20 /Tk s−1 , the ion mass m i = 2.5m proton corresponding to
a 50%–50% D–T fuel, and k = 1.3 (2/3)3/2 = 0.71. Equation (9.54) can be simply solved
3/2
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Figure 9.9 The normalized velocity wi = vi /(3Ti /m i )1/2 as a function of time.

leading to the following implicit solution for wi (t):
wi3 + 3k ln wi = 1 − 3 (1 + k)ν̂ii t.

(9.55)

The solution is illustrated in Fig. 9.9. Observe that wi is a monotonically decreasing function
of time. For practical purposes one can assume that all the perpendicular momentum is lost
when wi is reduced to approximately 98% of its initial value: wi = 0.02. This is equivalent
to about 4 e-folding times. The actual fraction chosen is not very critical since it is the
insensitive logarithmic term that dominates the behavior for small wi . The perpendicular
momentum loss time, which as discussed, is equal τE , is obtained by solving Eq. (9.55)
for the time t at which wi = 0.02. The solution is given by ν̂ii τE ≈ 1.8, or in practical
units
τE = 7.8 × 10−4

3/2

Tk
s.
n 20

(9.56)

9.4.2 Power balance in a simple mirror machine
One is now in a position to calculate power balance in a mirror machine. Following the
discussion in Chapter 4 it follows that steady state plasma power balance (neglecting
Bremsstrahlung) is governed by the relation
Sα + Sh − Sκ = 0.

(9.57)

Here Sh is the external heating power density, Sα is the alpha power density, and Sκ is the
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heating loss power density. Explicit expressions for Sα and Sκ are
Sα = 14 E α n 2 σ v = K α n 220 σ v
n 220
3nT
Sκ =
= K κ 1/2
τE
Tk

W/m3 ,

(9.58)

W/m ,
3

where K α = 1.4 × 1027 and K κ = 6.2 × 107 .
Next, recall that the physics gain factor Q is defined as
Q=

Sf
E n + E α Sα
=
.
Sh
Eα
Sh

(9.59)

Here, Sf is the total thermal fusion output power density resulting from the alphas and the
neutrons. Substituting from Eq. (9.58) yields
Q=5

Sα
5
,
=

1/2
Sκ − Sα
K M /Tk σ v − 1

(9.60)

where K M = K κ /K α = 4.4 × 10−20 . Observe that the density dependence has canceled out
because of the density dependence of the collision frequency. Consequently, for a simple
mirror machine Q = Q(T ).
1/2
For positive Q the function Q(T ) is maximized when Tk σ v has a maximum. After
1/2
consulting the σ v curves in Fig. 3.11 one finds that Tk σ v has a relatively broad
1/2
maximum at a temperature somewhat above 100 keV. At Tk = 100 the product Tk σ v =
−21
8.1 × 10 . It then follows that for a simple mirror machine
Q max = 1.1.

(9.61)

More sophisticated calculations than the one just described have been carried out but
the conclusion remains the same. A simple mirror machine can achieve at most a value of
Q slightly above unity. Since a value Q ∼ 50 is required for a power reactor, this is too
difficult a hurdle to overcome for the simple mirror machine. Finally, it is worth noting that
several ingenious ideas have been suggested to improve the Q value in devices based on the
mirror effect. However, in these devices some of the optimistic idealized assumptions made
above breakdown, and the conclusion remains the same. One way or another, the problems
associated with end loss are too severe to allow a high power gain in a steady state mirror
reactor.

9.5 The slowing down of high-energy ions
9.5.1 The high-energy-ion slowing down model
An important application of the test particle collision analysis involves the slowing down
of high-energy ion beams with the background plasma, a situation that typically arises in
one of two ways. First, the alpha particles produced by fusion reactions have a very high
energy (3.5 MeV) compared to the background plasma (15 keV). The alpha energy must
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be transferred to the plasma in order to sustain the plasma against thermal conduction
transport losses. It is therefore of interest to learn how long it takes for this transfer to occur
as compared to the energy confinement time, and whether the transfer is preferentially to
electrons or ions.
A second application involves the initial heating of the plasma to ignition conditions,
before the alphas are created. One method to provide this heating is by injecting a highenergy neutral beam of either D or T into the plasma. The beam is ionized as it passes
through the plasma and then transfers its energy via Coulomb collisions. Typical present
day beams have energies on the order of 100 keV. In a reactor, 1 MeV beams will be
required. Again, it is of interest to know how long it takes to transfer the energy and which
species is preferentially heated.
In both cases one is faced with the problem of determining how a high, nearly monoenergetic population of ions transfers its momentum and energy to the background plasma.
Strictly speaking, momentum and energy transfers between alphas and the plasma involve
net exchange collisions. However, because of the mono-energetic property, the test particle
collision analysis provides a good method for answering the questions of interest.
The specific goals are to calculate νbe and νbi and then analyze the slowing down trajectory
of a beam ion. Here the subscript “b” refers to the beam. By comparing the magnitudes
of these collision frequencies, one can determine whether beam energy is preferentially
transferred to plasma electrons or ions and how long the transfer takes. The answer is not
immediately obvious. Beam ions colliding with electrons lose very little energy per collision.
On the other hand, the higher thermal velocity of the electrons results in many more beam–
electron collisions than beam–ion collisions. The analysis shows that for sufficiently high
beam energies the electrons are preferentially heated. Below a critical value of beam energy
it is the ions that are preferentially heated. Lastly, a simple calculation is presented that
determines the actual fraction of beam energy that is transferred to both the electrons and
ions. The analysis proceeds as follows.
The basic equation governing the slowing down of beam ions is
mb

dvb
= −m b (νbe + νbi )vb .
dt

(9.62)

The collision frequencies are easily obtained from the general results derived in Section 9.3.4
with one simple modification, affecting the charge number Z b . All the collision frequencies
are proportional to e4 , which arises from the more basic form q12 q22 . For the plasma q1 =
−q2 = e. However, for beam–plasma interactions the plasma species have a charge e while
the beam particles, in general, have a charge Z b e (e.g. for alpha particles Z b = 2). Therefore,
for beam–plasma collisions one must replace e4 → Z b2 e4 .
With this modification, focus first on the calculation of the beam–electron collision
frequency. From Eq. (9.48) it follows that

νbe (vb ) =


1
1 Z b2 e4 n e
ln  3
.
2
4π ε0 m e m b
vb + 1.3vT3 e

(9.63)
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Note that vb = 1.3 × 107 m/s for 3.5 MeV alphas, while vT e = 7.3 × 107 m/s for 15 keV
electrons: vT3 e
vb3 . The inequality is even stronger for neutral beam heating. Therefore, in
the regime of interest νbe can be accurately approximated by (replacing 1.3 → 3π 1/2 /4)
1/2

νbe (vb ) ≈

Z b2 e4 m e n e
n 20
1
ln  = 100 3/2
3/2
3/2
2
3(2π)
ε0 m b Te
Tk

s−1 .

(9.64)

The numerical value corresponds to alpha heating.
Consider next the beam–ion collision frequency. Equation (9.48) implies that νbi is given
by


1
1 Z b2 e4 n i
νbi (vb ) =
ln

(9.65)
4π ε02 m r m b
vb3 + 1.3vT3 i
For 15 keV fusion ions, vT i = 1.1 × 106 m/s implying that vT3 i
to approximate
νbi (vb ) ≈

vb3 . Thus, it is reasonable

1 Z b2 e4 n i
n 20
−1
ln  = 0.94 
3/2 s .
2
3
4π ε0 m r m b vb
m b vb2 /2

(9.66)

The numerical values correspond to alpha heating and the units of m b vb2 /2 are megaelectronvolts.

9.5.2 Which species is preferentially heated?
One can now determine whether beam ions preferentially transfer their momentum and
energy to electrons or ions by plotting νbe and νbi as a function of vb as illustrated in
Fig. 9.10. Observe that for vb > vc , the beam–electron collision frequency is higher than
the beam–ion frequency. The beam is transferring more energy to electrons than ions.
Once the beam has slowed down such that vb < vc , then the beam–ion collision frequency
dominates and the remaining beam energy is transferred to the ions. The transition velocity
occurs when vb = vc corresponding to νbe = νbi . For n e = n i the critical velocity is
  
 1/2 2/3 
m b 2/3 m b 1/3
m b vc2
3π
1+
=
= 44.
(9.67)
2Te
4
mi
me
The numerical value again corresponds to alpha heating.
The conclusion is that in a 15 keV plasma the alphas will predominantly transfer
their energy to the electrons starting from the initial alpha energy of 3.5 MeV down to
660 keV.

9.5.3 The alpha particle slowing down time
The slowing down time of the alphas can be estimated by solving the differential equation
determining vb (t) (Eq. (9.62)). If one introduces a normalized beam velocity wb = vb /vc and
substitutes the simplified forms of the collision frequency described above, then Eq. (9.62)
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Figure 9.10 Collision frequencies νbe and νbi as a function of beam velocity vb .

for wb becomes


dwb
1
= −νbe 1 + 3 wb ,
dt
wb


E α 1/2
wb (0) ≡ w0 =
= 2.30.
44T

(9.68)

The numerical value in the initial condition corresponds to E α = 3.5 MeV and T = 15 keV.
Also, at T = 15 keV the beam–electron collision frequency has the value νbe = 3.45 s−1 .
The solution is
wb =


1/3

1 + w03 e−3νbe t − 1
.

(9.69)

The function wb (t) is plotted in Fig. 9.11. As expected the beam velocity monotonically
decreases with time. During early times the beam is preferentially heating electrons. The
critical transition time at which electron and ion heating rates are equal is found by setting
wb = 1 in Eq. (9.69) and solving for tc . One finds
tc =

1
1 + w03
ln
= 0.18 s.
3νbe
2

(9.70)

This time is noticeably shorter than the required energy confinement time τE . The implication
is that the alphas can give most of their energy to the electrons before the plasma loses its
energy by heat conduction; the alphas do indeed have time to heat the electrons.
For t > tc most of the remaining alpha energy is given to the ions. The time for this
transfer can be estimated as follows. First, set the beam energy equal to the background
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Figure 9.11 Normalized beam velocity wb = vb /vc as a function of time.

plasma thermal energy: m b vb2 /2 ≈ T , which is equivalent to wb2 = 1/44
1. When this
occurs, the beam, for all practical purposes, has transferred all of its energy to the plasma.
The corresponding time tf is
tf ≈

1
ln(1 + w03 ) = 0.25 s.
3νbe

(9.71)

The heating time for ions is just tf − tc = 0.07 s, again a small fraction of the energy
confinement time.

9.5.4 The fraction of alpha energy transferred to electrons and to ions
One now wants to know how the alpha energy is actually apportioned between electrons
and ions. The answer is found by utilizing the conservation of energy as follows. The loss
of alpha energy is determined by multiplying the alpha momentum equation (Eq. (9.62))
by vb and introducing Ub = m b vb2 /2:
dUb
= −2(νbe + νbi )Ub .
dt

(9.72)

Conservation of energy implies that the alpha energy is transferred to electrons and ions in
accordance with the following relations:
dUe
= 2 νbe Ub ,
dt
dUi
= 2 νbi Ub ,
dt

(9.73)
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where Ue , Ui are the electron and ion energies respectively. Coulomb collisions convert this
energy into heat. The total energy transferred to each species is thus
 tf
Ue = 2
νbe Ub dt = m b vc2 Ie ,
0
(9.74)
 tf
2
Ui = 2
νbi Ub dt = m b vc Ii .
0

Here, the integrals Ie , Ii can be written as
 tf
Ie = νbe
wb2 dt,
0
 tf
 tf
νbi 2
1
Ii = νbe
wb dt = νbe
dt.
ν
w
be
b
0
0

(9.75)

The electron integral is easily evaluated in the important limit of large beam energy: w03
1.
If one introduces y = exp(−3 νbe t), then
2/3
1 
1
y − 1/w03
w02
w02
w02
1
Ie ≈
dy
=
dy ≈
.
(9.76)
3
y
3
y 1/3
2
0

1/w03

Similarly, the ion integral is evaluated by introducing z = w03 exp(−3 νbe t):
w0

3

1
Ii ≈
3

1

dz
1
≈
1/3
z(z − 1)
3

∞
1

dz
1
=
(1/3) (2/3) = 1.21.
1/3
z(z − 1)
3

(9.77)

The desired energy fractions Fe , Fi are now calculated as follows:
Ie
Tc
=
,
Ie + Ii
Tc + T
Ii
T
Fi ≡
,
=
Ie + Ii
Tc + T

Fe ≡

(9.78)

where Tc is given by
Tc = 0.342

(m e /m b )1/3
E α = 33 keV.
(1 + m b /m i )2/3

(9.79)

The energy fractions are plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 9.12. Observe that for
alpha heating of a D–T plasma the energy is divided equally among electrons and ions if the
plasma temperature is 33 keV. At the typical reactor temperature of 15 keV the electrons
receive about 70% of the alpha energy, while the ions receive 30%. In a fusion reactor the
alpha particles preferentially heat the electrons by more than a factor of 2:1.
9.5.5 Discussion of beam heating
The conclusion from this analysis is that Coulomb collisions allow the alpha particles to
transfer their energy to the plasma electrons and ions before the energy is lost by thermal
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Figure 9.12 Fraction of electron energy Fe and fraction of ion energy Fi transferred by alpha particles
as a function of temperature.

conduction. This assumes that there are no plasma instabilities that lead to an anomalous
loss of alpha particles. Since most of the alpha energy is transferred to electrons, the one
remaining question is to determine how long it takes the electrons to equilibrate with the
ions. This is an important issue since it is the ions that ultimately must be heated to produce
fusion reactions. Electron–ion equilibration is discussed in Section 9.7.3, where it is shown
that the corresponding equilibration time is on the order of 0.4 s.
The last point of interest concerns plasma heating by neutral beams. A similar analysis to
that for alpha particles applies here as well. For example, if one wants to heat a T = 3 keV
D–T plasma with a beam of 100 keV deuterium ions, then the critical beam energy, given
by Eq. (9.67), satisfies m b vc2 /2T = 27.6, which is equivalent to m b vc2 /2 = 83 keV. In this
case the critical beam energy is not too different from the starting beam energy. Also, from
Eq. (9.79), the corresponding critical temperature for equal heating of electrons and ions
is Tc = 1.5 keV. Thus the division of beam energy between electrons and ions is almost
opposite that for alpha heating. In the neutral beam example the ions receive 2/3 of the
beam energy and the electrons 1/3. Lastly, the beam slowing down time for n 20 = 1 and a
100 keV beam is approximately tf ≈ 0.018 s, which is considerably shorter than a typical
energy confinement time in a tokamak experiment; the conclusion is that from a physics
point of view, neutral beams are a good way to heat a plasma, and this is indeed borne out
experimentally.

9.6 Runaway electrons
Another application of the test particle collision frequency theory concerns the phenomenon
of runaway electrons. This is a situation in which a small, special population of electrons
is accelerated from an initially modest velocity (compared to c) to relativistic speeds by a
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DC electric field. The acceleration occurs even though the electric field may be small and
Coulomb collisions may be slowing down the motion. In general runaway electrons have
a deleterious effect on plasma performance and one must therefore learn how to minimize
the population of such particles.
In experiments, runaway electrons are sometimes generated as follows. During the start
up and subsequent approximately steady state phase of many fusion plasma discharges a
toroidal current is induced in the plasma by means of transformer action with the plasma
being the secondary of the transformer. There is an accompanying electric field with a
component parallel to B. The magnitude of this slowly varying, nearly DC E  is small, but
not zero, since Coulomb collisions provide a friction against the flow of electrons equivalent
to an electrical resistivity; that is, collisions slightly reduce the effect of Debye shielding.
The reason why a small E  can accelerate electrons to relativistic speeds is connected to
the fact that both νei ∼ νee ∼ 1/ve3 for high ve . The collision frequency decreases rapidly
with increasing velocity. Therefore, an electron with a sufficiently high initial velocity
can gain more momentum from the electric field between collisions than it will lose after
each collision. The faster the electron moves, the more time it has to gain momentum
from E  before its next collision. This is an unstable situation leading to electron runaway.
Ultimately, runaway electrons (1) reach relativistic speeds, (2) are lost to the first wall, or
(3) are sometimes scattered by several possible plasma instabilities.
Runaway electrons can be important in fusion plasmas for several reasons. First, runaways
escaping from the plasma as a result of plasma instabilities mostly strike the first wall.
Because of their high energy having too many runaways may cause material damage to the
wall. Second, if one is trying to ohmically heat a plasma, this technique will not be very
effective if a large number of runaways are present. A substantial fraction of the input power
is absorbed by the runaways and cannot be transferred back to the bulk electrons or ions
because the collision frequency is too small.
In the calculation presented below a simple criterion is derived that determines the condition for the onset of runaway electrons. The condition is a function of n, T, and E  . With
this relation it is possible to estimate the number density, energy density, and current density
associated with the runaway population. The theory shows that the runaway population is
a very strong function of number density and a practical way to minimize the effects of
runaways is to operate at sufficiently high n. Runaways should not be too serious a problem
in a fusion reactor although one must be careful during startup. They can, however, be more
of a problem in certain experiments.
9.6.1 The threshold condition for runaway electrons
The threshold condition for the onset of runaway electrons can be easily derived by adding
the effect of a macroscopic DC electric field to the collisional slowing down equation.
Attention is focused on electrons since they are much more likely to runaway than the
heavier ions. Both electron–ion and electron–electron collisions must be considered as
both slow down a test particle at comparable rates: νei ∼ νee . Also, only motion parallel
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to B is important since the magnetic field strongly inhibits motion in the perpendicular
direction. Lastly, it is assumed for mathematical convenience, without loss of generality,
that the parallel electric field is negative: E  = −|E  |. Under these conditions the equation
describing the parallel motion of a test electron is
dve
e
= − E  − (νei + νee )ve .
dt
me

(9.80)

The goal now is to solve this differential equation and determine the conditions under which
the electron velocity exhibits runaway behavior.
To begin, note that the electrons most likely to runaway are those which just happen to
have a relatively large initial velocity in the direction of the electric field acceleration. In
this regime the collision frequencies can be approximated by their large velocity 1/ve3 limit.
Also, for convenience the velocity is normalized as follows: ve = (2Te /m e )1/2 we = vT e we .
The differential equation now has the form
dwe
νR
= Ê  − 2 ,
dt
we

(9.81)

where
Ê  =

|E  |
e|E  |
= 9.4 × 103 1/2 s−1 ,
1/2
(2m e Te )
Tk

n 20
3
ne4 ln 
νR = √
= 7.3 × 105 3/2 s−1 .
1/2 3/2
2
8 2π ε0 m e Te
Tk

(9.82)

Here and below, the units for |E  | are volts per meter.
The behavior of the differential equation can be easily understood by examining a plot
of ẇe vs. we as shown in Fig. 9.13. Observe that the value of ẇe can be either negative (i.e.,
decelerating) or positive (i.e., accelerating), the transition occurring at wc = (ν R / Ê  )1/2 .
Therefore, for any particle with an initial velocity we (0) < wc , then ẇe < 0, implying that
the particle will slow down continuously, reaching a very small velocity (where the lowvelocity corrections to the collision frequencies must be included). Clearly these particles
are not runaways. On the other hand, particles with an initial velocity we (0) > wc are
characterized by ẇe > 0. These particles accelerate indefinitely until relativistic effects
become important or they are lost from the plasma. These are the runaway electrons.
Based on this discussion, one sees that runaway electrons occur for we ≥ wc or in unnormalized units
ve2
vc2
3 ne3 ln 
n 20
≥
=
= 78
.
8π |E  |ε02 Te
|E  |Tk
vT2 e
vT2 e

(9.83)

This is the desired relation. The next task is to investigate the properties of runaway electrons
to determine when they may be important in fusion experiments.
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Figure 9.13 Plot of we vs. ẇe showing that a particle with initial velocity we > wc has dwe /dt > 0
and therefore accelerates to relativistic speeds.

9.6.2 Properties of runaway electrons
Some insight into the importance of runaway electrons can be obtained by calculating the
fraction of (1) the number density, (2) the energy density, and (3) the parallel current density
associated with the runaway population. This is straightforward once the onset condition
is known. To carry out the calculation one assumes that the plasma electrons are described
by a Maxwellian distribution function. The quantities above can then be directly calculated
using the onset condition as the transition point between the background plasma and the
runaway population. Note that it is also of interest to calculate the fraction of runaways lost
from the plasma and the rate at which new runaways are born by diffusion across the onset
boundary, but these problems are beyond the scope of the present discussion.
The key simplifying point in the derivation is the recognition that for most present
day plasmas and projected future reactors the quantity n 20 /|E  |Tk ∼ 1. The implication is
that the onset velocity vc /vT e
1; the runaway electrons are mainly generated from the
high-energy tail of the distribution function. Consequently, when the probability integral
(vc /vT e ) appears in the evaluation of various quantities, one can obtain an accurate analytic
approximation by using the large argument expansion: (ζ ) ≈ 1 − [exp(−ζ 2 )/π 1/2 ζ ] with
ζ
1.
The first quantity of interest is the fraction of runaway electrons f n = n R /(n R + n), where
n R /n is calculated as follows:
 ∞
2
nR
1
1
1 e−ζ
2 2
e−v /vT e dv = (1 − ) ≈ √
=√
.
(9.84)
n
πvT e vc
2
2 π ζ
Here  = (ζ ) and ζ = vc /vT e = 8.8(n 20 /|E  |Tk )1/2 .
Consider next the fraction of the total electron energy density carried by runaways.
As a simple approximation assume that all the runaways accelerate to near relativistic
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Figure 9.14 Contributions of runaway electrons to the number density, energy density, and current
density.

speeds so that their energy density is given by n R m e c2 /2. The energy density fraction
f U = UR /(UR + 3nTe /2) is determined by noting that


nR
UR
n R m e c2 /2
m e c2
≈
=
.
(9.85)
3nTe /2
3nTe /2
3Te
n
The last quantity of interest is the fraction of the total current density carried by runaways. Again, if one assumes acceleration to relativistic speeds, then the current density carried by runaways is just JR = −en R c. The corresponding current density fraction
f J = |JR | /(|JR | + I /πa 2 ) can thus be determined from
 2

|JR |
πa enc
nR
=
.
(9.86)
2
I /πa
I
n
Note that all the quantities of interest are proportional to n R /n. These quantities are
plotted as a function of n 20 in Fig. 9.14 for a typical present day experiment characterized
by Tk = 2, |E  | = 0.5 V/m, a = 1 m, and I = 1 MA. The most striking feature of Fig. 9.14
is the very strong dependence of all the quantities of interest on the density. For densities
n 20 ∼ 1, the fraction of runaways is negligible: n R /n ∼ 8 × 10−35 . For densities n 20 ∼ 0.1,
the runaways are starting to make a substantial contribution to the current density and
already dominate the energy density. For densities n 20 ∼ 0.01, the runaways also dominate
the current density.
There are several conclusions to be drawn from the analysis. First, runaway electrons
are an interesting physical phenomenon arising because of the 1/ve3 dependence of the
Coulomb collision frequency. Second, for typical experimental parameters in current and
future experiments, the contribution of runaways to the number density, energy density, and
current density is a very strong function of the background plasma density. Third, runaways
are unimportant when n 20 ∼ 1. They can dominate behavior when n20 ∼ 0.01. Finally, the
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way to avoid the undesirable effects of runaways in fusion experiments and reactors is to
always operate at high densities. This is not too difficult during the steady state portion of
the discharge but some caution is needed during start up when the densities are lower and
the electric fields are higher.
9.7 Net exchange collisions
The discussion so far has focused on momentum slowing down collisions between a single
test particle and a population of target particles. This section addresses the issues of net
momentum and net energy exchanges between an entire test population (not just a single
test particle) with an entire target population.
Knowledge of these exchange rates is important in the development of self-consistent
fluid models. For example, a parallel electric field drives electrons through ions. The friction
caused by Coulomb collisions causes the electrons to transfer some of their momentum to the
ions, leading to the macroscopic phenomenon of resistivity. As another example, consider
an external heating source that preferentially heats electrons. Coulomb collisions cause the
electrons to transfer some of their energy to the ions, leading to temperature equilibration.
The rate and effectiveness of this transfer is important since it is the ions that ultimately
must be heated to 15 keV for fusion reactions to occur.
In terms of the analysis, recall that the derivation of a test particle collision frequency
requires the specification of the test particle velocity ve and a sum (i.e., integration) over
target particles. The result is a collision frequency of the form νei (ve ). At first glance it
might appear that the net exchange collision rates simply require some appropriate form of
averaging over all test particle velocities; that is, a distribution function weighted integration
must be carried out over the test particles. This is essentially true although there are several
subtleties.
The first point is that Coulomb collisions are elastic. This implies that the combined
momentum and combined energy of the two interacting particles are conserved (although
not individually for each particle) before and after a Coulomb collision. Therefore if both
species have a Maxwellian distribution function with the same temperature, there can be no
net exchange of momentum or energy when summing over all test and target particles; by
symmetry there is no preferred direction for exchanges to occur. For net exchanges to take
place the species must have different distribution functions. In the analysis the electrons and
ions are assumed to have shifted Maxwellian distribution functions with slightly different
temperatures. The shift refers to the location of the peak of f (v), which generates a net
macroscopic momentum for each species.
Second, net exchange collisions can only occur between unlike species (e.g. electrons
and ions). Since total momentum and energy are conserved during a Coulomb collision,
electrons colliding with electrons or ions with ions produce no net exchanges when summing
over all like particles.
The third point involves the parameter regime. For mathematical simplicity attention is
focused on plasmas where the temperature difference between electrons and ions is small:
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specifically (Te − Ti ) / (Te + Ti )
1. Similarly the average macroscopic flow velocities
vT e and |ui |
vT i .
ue , ui are assumed to be small compared to the thermal velocities: |ue |
This regime is characteristic of many present day experiments.
The goal then of this section is to calculate the net momentum and net energy exchange
collision frequencies due to Coulomb collisions in a plasma where the electrons and ions
have near Maxwellian distribution functions.

9.7.1 Formulation of the problem
The formulation of the problem is similar to one presented in Section 9.3 for test particle
collision frequencies. It is also similar to the early discussion of generalized reaction rates
described in Section 3.3. The goal of the formulation is to obtain a meaningful definition,
and corresponding mathematical relationship, enabling the evaluation of the net momentum
and net energy exchange collision frequencies.
To begin consider the electron–ion momentum exchange collision frequency. Without
loss in generality, one can assume the ions are the target particles and the electrons the
test particles (since the summation is carried out over both species). Assume that the initial
velocity of the electron is ve = vex ex while the ion is at rest. As before, the directed momentum lost by a single test electron undergoing a Coulomb collision with a single target ion is
denoted by m e vex .
Next, starting with the simple hard sphere collision model, recall that the reaction rate,
which is the total number of collisions per second per unit volume, is given by Rei = n e n i σ ve .
Consequently, for a small physical volume element d r = dx dy dz, the total momentum lost
per second by the electrons to the ions is just ( m e vex ) n e n i σ ve d r. This expression can be
easily generalized to Coulomb collisions, including a distribution function for electrons and
ions, by the following substitutions: n e → f e (ve )dve , n i → f i (vi )d vi , ve → |ve − vi |, and
σ → b db dα.
One additional step is needed to close the formulation, which is related to the definition of
the “total electron momentum.” Observe that for a pure Maxwellian distribution function the
total
momentum density of the electrons is zero because of odd symmetry in the integrand:

m e ve f e dve = 0. However, for a shifted Maxwellian the net momentum of all the electrons
in d r is not zero and is in fact defined in terms of a macroscopic velocity ue (r, t) as
follows: d r m e ve f e d ve ≡ m e n e ue d r. Therefore, when there is a net loss of total electron
momentum to the ions, it is the quantity m e n e ue that is reduced in value.
Combining these results leads to the following relationship governing momentum
exchange between electrons and ions:

d
(m e n e u e d r) = −d r ( m e vex ) f e (ve ) f i (vi ) |ve − vi | b db dα d ve d vi . (9.87)
dt
Here, for mathematical simplicity it has been assumed that ue = u e ex . The final result can be
easily generalized to an arbitrary direction of velocity. A further simplification to Eq. (9.87)
results from the recognition that the total number of electrons in the volume d r remains
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fixed during the collision process because of the fast time scale and short length scale of
each collision. Particles move around a great deal in velocity space but not in physical space.
Stated mathematically (and proved in detail in the next chapter), this argument implies that
d
(n e d r) = 0.
dt
Equation (9.87) reduces to
du e
m ene
=−
dt

(9.88)


( m e vex ) f e (ve ) f i (vi )|ve − vi |b db dα d ve d vi .

(9.89)

One is now in a position to define the net momentum exchange collision frequency
between electrons and ions, ν ei (n, T ). The frequency is defined in terms of the difference
in macroscopic velocities as follows:
men

du e
≡ −m e n ν ei (u e − u i ) ,
dt

(9.90)

where n e = n i = n. Note that there can be a net exchange of momentum only when the
macroscopic velocities of electrons and ions are different. Conversely, when u e = u i there
is no reason or preferred direction for one species to transfer momentum to the other. The
combination of Eqs. (9.89) and (9.90) provides an explicit formulation for the calculation
of ν ei (n, T ).
A similar analysis applies to net energy exchange collisions between electrons and ions.
In this case, the macroscopic thermal energies of the electrons and ions in a volume d r are
given by Ue = (3/2)n e Te d r and Ui = (3/2)n i Ti d r. Energy is exchanged between electrons
and ions only when there is a temperature differential between the species: Te = Ti . In
analogy with momentum exchange, this situation suggests the following definition for
the temperature equilibration time τ eq (n, T ), or equivalently, the temperature equilibration
collision frequency ν eq (n, T ) = 1/τ eq (n, T )
dUe
≡ −ν eq (Ue − Ui )
dt

(9.91)

3 dTe
3
n
≡ − nν eq (Te − Ti ).
2 dt
2

(9.92)

or, noting that n e d r = const.,

The left hand side of Eq. (9.92) represents the time rate of change of the electron energy
density due to energy exchange collisions with the ions. If one now denotes the loss in
electron energy due to a single electron–ion collision as m e ve2 /2, then, again in analogy
with momentum exchange, the left hand side can be calculated as follows

 
3 dTe
m e ve2
(9.93)
n
=−
f e (ve ) f i (vi )|ve − vi |b db dα d ve d vi .
2 dt
2
Equations (9.92) and (9.93) provide an explicit set of relations to determine ν eq .
There are two remaining points to make regarding the formulation. First, since the combined momentum and combined energy of an electron–ion pair are conserved during a
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Coulomb collision the macroscopic momentum and energy exchange rates for the ions are
related to those of the electrons by
du i
du e
= −m e n
= m e n ν ei (u e − u i ) ,
dt
dt
3 dTi
3 dTe
3
n
=− n
= nν eq (Te − Ti ).
2 dt
2 dt
2

min

(9.94)

What one species loses, the other species gains.
The second point is that the actual evaluation of the net exchange collision frequencies
is a somewhat ambitious task, involving an eight-fold integral. Even so, for slightly shifted
Maxwellian distribution functions with a small temperature differential, the quantities ν ei
and ν eq can be evaluated analytically.

9.7.2 The net momentum exchange collision rate
The net momentum exchange collision frequency ν ei is evaluated by a procedure similar
to that used for the test particle collision frequencies. The details are given below starting
with the specification of the distribution functions, followed by the straightforward but
somewhat tedious evaluation of the multi-dimensional collision integral.
The distribution functions
For net exchange collisions, the appropriate distribution functions correspond to shifted
Maxwellians with slightly different temperatures. Specifically, f e and f i are assumed to be
of the forms:





m e 3/2
me 
2
2
2
(vex − u e ) + vey + vez ,
f e (ve ) = n e
exp −
2π Te
2Te
(9.95)





m i 3/2
mi 
2
2
2
(vix − u i ) + viy + viz .
f i (vi ) = n i
exp −
2π Ti
2Ti
For simplicity the macroscopic velocities ue , ui are assumed to flow in the x direction;
that is, one can easily show that

ve f e d ve = n e u e ex ,

(9.96)
vi f i d vi = n i u i ex .
The calculation is made tractable by introducing two assumptions. First, the flow velocity
is assumed small compared to the thermal velocity: u
vT for each species. Second the
temperature differential is assumed to be small. Thus, the temperatures can be written as
Te = T +

T /2,

Ti = T −

T /2,

(9.97)
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where T = (Te + Ti ) /2, T = Te − Ti , and T
T . These assumptions are reasonably
well satisfied in most present day experiments.
The next step is to exploit the small u, small T assumptions by Taylor expanding the
distribution functions. A short calculation yields







m e 3/2
m e ve2
m e vex u e
m e ve2
T
f e (ve ) ≈ n e
exp −
1+
− 3−
,
2π T
2T
T
T
4T
(9.98)





m i 3/2
m i vi
m i vix u i
m i vi2
T
f i (vi ) ≈ n i
exp −
1+
+ 3−
.
2π T
2T
T
T
4T
This approximation for the distribution functions is sufficient to determine both ν ei and ν eq .
New velocity variables
Having specified the distribution functions one must now start to evaluate the multidimensional collision integral. This task is most easily carried out by transforming the
velocity variables ve , vi to the center of mass variables v, V using the previously defined
relations
m e ve + m i vi
mi
V=
,
ve = V +
v,
me + mi
me + mi
(9.99)
me
v = ve − vi ,
vi = V −
v.
me + mi
The calculation is further simplified by introducing spherical velocity coordinates for both
the center of mass velocity V and the relative velocity v:
v = v(cos θ ex + sin θ sin φ e y + sin θ cos φ ez ),
V = V (cos θ  ex + sin θ  sin φ  e y + sin θ  cos φ  ez ).

(9.100)

A short calculation shows that the collision integral for ν ei given by Eq. (9.89) can now be
written as

du e
m ene
= − ( m e vex ) f e f i v(b db dα)(v 2 sin θdvdθ dφ)(V 2 sin θ  dV dθ  φ  ). (9.101)
dt
Calculation of

m e vex and the integration over b and α

One must now calculate m e vex and begin to evaluate the multi-dimensional integral. The
quantity m e vex has already been evaluated in connection with the test particle collision
frequencies and is given here for convenience in terms of the present notation:
m e vex = m r v[(1 − cos χ )e X · ex − sin χ e⊥ · ex ].

(9.102)

As before the second term averages to zero when integrating over α and can be ignored.
The remaining non-vanishing term can be expressed as
m e vex = 2m r v cos θ

2
b90
.
2
b2 + b90

(9.103)
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Since the only explicit appearance of b and α in the integrand occurs in m e vex it is now
straightforward to carry out the integration over these variables:
 2π
 bmax
2
( m e ve x) b db = (4π m r ln ) b90
dα
v cos θ.
(9.104)
0

0

Integration over the velocities
The next step is to substitute the velocity transformation into the distribution functions and
carry out the integrations over dV and d v. The details are as follows. First, note that


m e ve2 + m i vi2
m e 3/2 m i 3/2
f e (ve ) f i (vi ) ≈ n e n i
exp −
F(ve , vi ),
2π T
2π T
2T
(9.105)
m e vex u e + m i vix u i
m e ve2 − m i vi2 T
F(ve , vi ) = 1 +
+
.
T
T
4T
The exponential factor transforms into a relatively simple form given by




m e ve2 + m i vi2
(m e + m i )V 2 + m r v 2
exp −
= exp −
.
2T
2T

(9.106)

The function F, when expanded, consists of a substantial number of terms. The algebra
can be simplified by focusing on the θ dependence of F and noting that the integral over
b and α has produced a term proportional to cos θ . See Eq. (9.104). Therefore only those
terms in F that are of the form F̂ cos θ lead to a contribution that does not average to zero
when integrating over 0 ≤ θ ≤ π. These terms are easily selected and can be written as
F=

m r v(u e − u i )
cos θ.
T

(9.107)

One now combines all these results and introduces normalized velocity variables W
and w as follows: V = [2T / (m e + m i )]1/2 W, v = (2T /m r )1/2 w. The basic momentum
exchange relation given by Eq. (9.101) reduces to
√
1/2
du e
2I
n e n i e4 m e ln 
(u e − u i ) ,
m ene
(9.108)
=− 4 2
dt
8π ε0 (1 + m e /m i )3/2 T 3/2
where the multi-dimensional integral I is the product of six, easily evaluated, separable
integrals
 2π
 2π
 π
 π
 ∞
 ∞
2
2
I =
dφ 
dφ
sin θ  dθ 
sin θ cos2 θ dθ
W 2 e−W dW
we−w dw
0

2π 5/2
=
.
3

0

0

0

0

0

(9.109)

Finally, by comparing Eq. (9.108) with Eq. (9.90) and assuming that m e
m i , one
obtains the desired expression for ν ei :

√
2
e4 n i
2 ωpe
n 20
ln  = 1.8 × 105 3/2 s−1 . (9.110)
ν ei =
ln  =
3/2
12π 3/2 ε02 m 1/2
π

Tk
e T
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Observe that ν ei ∼ ν̂ei . The net momentum exchange collision frequency, to within a numerical factor on the order of unity, is equal to the typical value of the test particle slowing down
frequency τ ei (νi ). In terms of numerical values, τ ei = 1/ν ei ∼ 0.16 × 10−3 s for a fusion
plasma, which is much shorter than the required energy confinement time. Momentum will
be exchanged well before energy is lost.
The primary application of the quantity ν ei is in its contribution to the self-consistent
fluid equations describing momentum conservation in fusion plasmas. This important topic
is discussed in detail in the next chapter. It is shown that ν ei gives rise to the small but
finite resistivity of the plasma and thus directly impacts the ohmic heating of a plasma. In
Chapter 14 it is also shown that ν ei is closely connected to the particle diffusion coefficient
in physical space.

9.7.3 The net energy exchange collision rate
The calculation of the net energy exchange collision frequency is very similar to the one just
presented. Two modifications must be made. First, one must calculate the loss in electron
energy m e ve2 /2 per collision as opposed to the loss in directed momentum m e vex .
Second, a different term in the function F, defined in Eq. (9.105), now makes the nonvanishing contribution to the collision integral.
Consider first the electron energy loss per collision. The electron energy at any instant
of time, expressed in terms of the center of mass variables, is

2 

1
me
mi
2
2
v 2 + m r V · v.
(9.111)
m e ve =
V +
2
2
me + mi
Since V and v 2 are conserved before and after the collision, it follows that the loss in electron
energy can be written as
m e ve2 /2 = m r V ·

v = m r V · (vinitial − vfinal ).

(9.112)

Next, recall that vinitial = v e X and vfinal = v(cos χ e X + sin χ e⊥ ), implying that
m e ve2 /2 = m r vV · [(1 − cos χ )e X − sin χ e⊥ ] .

(9.113)

As before the second term averages to zero when integrating over α. The non-vanishing
contribution reduces to
2b2
m e ve2
= m r V · v (1 − cos χ ) = 2 90 2 m r V · v.
2
b + b90

(9.114)

The second modification involves the non-vanishing contributions arising in the function
F. If one focuses on the θ and θ  dependence of the various terms, comparing them with the
corresponding dependence in Eq. (9.114), it follows that the only non-vanishing contribution
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is given by


F=

mrV · v
T
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T
.
T

(9.115)

Combining terms leads to the following simplification of Eq. (9.93), the defining equation
for the ν eq collision integral:



2
3 dTe
m r V · v 2 2b90
n
= − (Te − Ti )
b db dα d V d v. (9.116)
f Me f Mi v
2
2 dt
T
b2 + b90
Here, f Me , f Mi are unperturbed Maxwellians (i.e., no shifts and equal temperatures) and,
in spherical velocity variables,
V · v = V v[cos θ cos θ  + sin θ sin θ  cos(φ − φ  )].

(9.117)

The integral in Eq. (9.116) can now be evaluated in a straightforward manner. After a
lengthy calculation one finds for m e
mi
√
1/2
3 dTe
2 n e n i m e e4 ln 
(Te − Ti ) .
(9.118)
n
= − 3/2
2 dt
4π
m i T 3/2 ε02
A comparison with Eqs. (9.92) and (9.110) leads to the desired expression for ν eq :
me
n 20
ν eq = 2 ν ei = 78 3/2 s−1 .
(9.119)
mi
Tk
The numerical value corresponds to a 50%–50% D–T mixture.
As expected, the collision frequency for energy exchange is much lower than that for
momentum exchange. It is smaller by the mass ratio m e /m i . An electron colliding with a
heavy ion can have a large change in the direction of its velocity but its energy remains
largely unchanged – a familiar analogy is a ping pong ball bouncing off a bowling ball. For
a fusion plasma τ eq = 1/ν eq ∼ 0.4 s. The time is shorter, but not by much, than the required
energy confinement time. Still, heat preferentially supplied for instance to electrons, should
have time to transfer and equilibrate with the ions, before it is lost by heat conduction.
The energy equilibration collision frequency plays an important role in the conservation
of energy relations for electrons, ions, and alphas. Clearly, energy must be transferred from
the electrons and the alphas to the ions in a timely fashion in order to produce fusion power.
An energy balance between alphas and electrons with cold ions makes no physical sense
since it is the ions and not the electrons that produce fusion reactions.

9.8 Summary
Coulomb collisions cause transport in both velocity space and physical space. Chapter
9 focuses on velocity space transport. Almost all of the useful results concerning various collision frequencies are based on a fundamental property of two-particle Coulomb
collisions that relates the scattering angle to the relative velocity and impact parameter:
cot (χ /2) = b/b90 , where b90 = q1 q2 /4πε0 m r v 2 .
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The first class of problems considered involves single test particle collision frequencies.
Here, attention is focused on the loss of directed momentum of a single test particle colliding
with the entire populations of plasma ions and electrons. It is shown that small-angle
collisions dominate the loss process and in fact it requires the introduction of Debye shielding
to set a finite bound on the collision frequencies. Typically the electron–ion slowing down
time scales as νei ∼ (ωpe /) ln  ∝ n/T 3/2 and is a fraction of a millisecond for a fusion
plasma. For a mass ratio µ = m e /m i the other test particle collision frequencies scale as
νee ∼ νei , νii ∼ µ1/2 νei , νie ∼ µνei .
Several applications of the test particle collision analysis are investigated. First, the simple
mirror machine is revisited. Its Q value is limited to values of the order of unity because
of the rapid loss of particles on the ion–ion collision time scale due to Coulomb collisions.
The problem of alpha slowing down is also investigated. The results show that alphas slow
down predominantly on the electrons for alpha energies in the range 3.5 MeV > m b vb2 /2 >
660 keV. Overall, about 70% of the alpha energy is apportioned to electrons and 30% to ions.
The electron energy is then transferred to the ions on the electron–ion equilibration time
scale. The whole process takes place in about 0.5 s, which is faster, although not by a large
factor, than the required energy confinement time, typically 1 s. The last application involves
runaway electrons. Here, a small population of electrons can be accelerated to relativistic
speeds by a small DC electric field, a phenomenon made possible by the 1/ve3 dependence
of νei and νee for large velocities. Runaways have a damaging effect on experiments and
can be avoided by operation at sufficiently high densities: n 20 > 0.1.
A second form of velocity space transport is investigated involving the net exchange of
momentum and energy between electrons and ions. Here, the total populations of both
species are included when summing up the consequences of Coulomb collisions. Net
exchange collisions are important only between different species. Furthermore, the species
must have different distribution functions, for example shifted Maxwellians with different
temperatures. It has been shown that the net exchange collision frequency for momentum
transfer scales as ν ei ∼ (ωpe /) ln  ∝ n/T 3/2 . A similar calculation has shown that the net
exchange collision frequency for energy equilibration is much lower: ν eq ∼ µν ei . The main
application of the net exchange collision frequencies is in the formulation of self-consistent
plasma models. This is the topic of the next chapter.
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Problems
9.1 Consider two particles acting upon each other with a repulsive central force potential
given by φ(r ) = φ0 (r02 /r 2 ), where φ0 and r0 are positive constants.
(a) Using a heuristic argument estimate the cross section for a 90◦ momentum collision.
(b) Using the exact particle trajectories, calculate the relationship between the scattering angle χ and the impact parameter b.
(c) Calculate the directed momentum collision frequency and corresponding scattering
cross section by integrating over all scattering angles χ . (One integral will have to
be evaluated numerically.) Compare this result with that obtained in part (a).
9.2 Consider two equal but oppositely charged particles with different masses undergoing a
binary collision under the action of a central force potential φ = −φ0 (r0 /r )4 , φ0 > 0.
(a) Write down the equations of motion in the center of mass reference frame.
(b) Calculate the smallest impact parameter that the center of mass particle can have and
still ultimately escape the central force field. In other words the collision should
deflect the orbit but not inextricably draw the particle into the origin r (t) → 0.
Express your answer as b = b(v0 , φ0 , r0 , q, m 1 , m 2 ), where v0 is the relative speed.
9.3 This goal of this problem is to determine the time it takes for an anisotropic distribution
function to relax to an isotropic Maxwellian. Consider a plasma in which the electron
distribution function is



2
m e v2
me
m e 1/2
n0
m e v⊥
f e = 3/2
.
exp −
−
π
2T⊥
2T
2T⊥
2T
Assume that T⊥ = T + T /2 and T = T − T /2, where T = (T⊥ + T )/2 and
T = T⊥ − T . Assume that T /T
1. Following the analysis in the text for energy
exchange collisions define
3 dT⊥
3
n
= − nν ⊥ (T⊥ − T ),
2 dt
2
3 dT
3
n
= − nν  (T − T⊥ ).
2 dt
2
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Show that ν ⊥ = ν  , thus demonstrating conservation of total energy for like particle
collisions. Calculate ν ⊥ , the characteristic frequency for relaxing the anisotropy in the
distribution function.
9.4 A beam of 100 keV deuterons collides head-on with a beam of 100 keV tritons. The
distribution function for each species can be modeled as
f D (v) = n D δ(vx − vD )δ(v y )δ(vz ),
f T (v) = n T δ(vx − vT )δ(v y )δ(vz ),
where n D = n T = n e /2 and m D vD2 /2 = m T vT2 /2 = 100 keV.
(a) Calculate the momentum exchange collision frequency ν DT following the procedure
outlined in the text.
(b) Evaluate ν DT assuming that n e = 2 × 1020 m−3 .
(c) Assume now that the momentum exchange time is comparable to the time for the
distribution function to relax to a Maxwellian. Compare this time to the characteristic time for D–T fusion collisions. Would most of the fusion collisions occur
when the D and T are beams or would they occur on the tail of the distribution
function after they have relaxed to Maxwellians?
9.5 Consider the situation in which the electrons in a plasma develop a high-energy tail due
to cyclotron heating. Furthermore, assume that all the current in the plasma is carried
by these hot electrons. This suggests that the electron and ion distribution functions can
be modeled as follows:


 2
(vx − u)2 + v 2y + vz2
nH
nB
v
f e (v) = 3/2 3 exp − 2 + 3/2 3 exp −
,
π vB
vB
π vH
vH2
 2
ni
v
f i (v) = 3/2 3 exp − 2 ,
π vi
vi
where vB = (2T /m e )1/2 , vi = (2T /m i )1/2 , and vH = (2TH /m e )1/2 . Note that T is the
temperature of the bulk electrons and ions, while TH
T is the temperature of the highenergy tail. Also, charge neutrality requires that n e ≡ n B + n H = n i . An important point
is that the current density is given by J ≡ −en e u e = −en H u. Following the analysis
related to momentum exchange collisions define
du e
m ene
≡ −me n e ν ei (u e − u i ).
dt
Calculate ν ei for the above distribution function and compare it with the one derived in
the text. Does the result agree with your intuition? Explain.

10
A self-consistent two-fluid model

10.1 Introduction
The discussion so far has focused on single-particle motion in prescribed, long-range electric
and magnetic fields as well as short-range Coulomb collisions. No attempt has been made
at self-consistency. That is, no attempt has been made to determine how the current density
and charge density generated by single-particle motion feeds back and alters the original
applied electric and magnetic field. The development of a self-consistent plasma model is
the goal of Chapter 10.
Self-consistency is a critical issue. It is important in: (1) providing the physical understanding of the macroscopic forces that hold a plasma together; (2) determining the transport
of energy, particles, and magnetic flux, across the plasma; (3) understanding how electromagnetic waves propagate into a plasma to provide heating and non-inductive current drive;
and (4) learning how small perturbations in current density and charge density can sometimes dramatically affect the macroscopic and microscopic stability of a plasma.
In developing self-consistent models one should be aware that various levels of description are possible. The most accurate models involve kinetic theory. These strive to determine
the particle distribution functions f e (r, v, t) and f i (r, v, t). Kinetic models are very accurate as well as being inclusive of a wide variety of physical phenomena. They are also
more complicated to solve and tend to be somewhat abstract with respect to physical intuition. Consequently, with respect to the introductory nature of the book, kinetic theory is
considered to be an advanced topic, awaiting study at a future time.
The next level of description, and the one focused on in this book, corresponds to macroscopic fluid models. Here, the basic unknowns in the model are easily recognizable physical
quantities, such as density, temperature, pressure, etc. The great simplification in comparison to kinetic theory is that all of the unknowns are functions of only space and time:
Q = Q(r, t). In general, a fluid model is not as accurate or complete as a kinetic model but
is considerably simpler to solve, leading to a more easily developed physical intuition.
With respect to fusion research, fluid models provide a reasonably accurate description of
all the important phenomena: macroscopic equilibrium and stability, transport, and heating
and current drive. Although occasionally missing some important physics contained only in
a kinetic model, fluid modeling is nevertheless ideal for an introduction to fusion research.
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Plasma
Fluid elements

Figure 10.1 Subdividing a plasma into small fluid elements.

It should be noted that kinetic and fluid models are not independent descriptions. Fluid
models can be rigorously derived by taking various velocity moments of a kinetic model.
The moment procedure always leads to a system with more unknowns than equations.
Some form of mathematical expansion, based on the physical regime of interest must be
introduced to obtain closure of the system: number of equations = number of unknowns.
Rather than utilizing the more formalistic, mathematical moment approach, one can
directly derive a self-consistent two-fluid model of a plasma using physical intuition and
some simple mathematics, based on the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. This
is the approach taken in Chapter 10. Specifically, a general two-fluid model is derived based
on these conservation laws, which serves as the foundation for understanding all of the
important fusion-related plasma phenomena described in the remainder of this book.

10.2 Properties of a fluid model
The discussion begins with a description of the basic properties of a fluid model. This
knowledge is important in developing the framework upon which such models can be
developed. The discussion focuses on the assumptions inherent in any fluid description and
whether or not they are valid for a fusion plasma

10.2.1 Macroscopic averages
The basic idea in a fluid model is to take the medium of interest, in this case a plasma,
and subdivide it into a large number of small, moving fluid elements as shown in Fig. 10.1.
Each element is assumed to contain a large number of particles. The behavior of each fluid
element is described by certain average macroscopic properties of the particles contained
therein. An example of such a property is the electron number density n e defined as follows.
Assume that at time t the fluid element centered at point r has a volume V and contains
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a total of Ne electrons. The number density of electrons is then defined as

number of particles
Ne
n e (r, t) =
=
=
f e d v.
volume
V
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(10.1)

The last form connects the intuitive counting of single particles with the integration of the
smoothed out distribution function over velocity. Observe that the number density represents
the average number of particles per unit volume. It is not concerned with the microscopic
details of the velocity distribution, only the integration over all particles.
Similarly, in a fluid model one defines the macroscopic velocity ue as the average velocity
of all the electrons contained in the fluid element.
sum of the particle velocities
number of particles

v1 + v2 + v3 + · · · vn
1
=
v f e d v.
=
Ne
ne

ue (r, t) =

(10.2)

Here too, only information about the average and not the individual velocities is contained
in ue .
A fluid description of a plasma is thus concerned with developing a model, in this case a set
of coupled partial differential equations, describing the evolution of important, macroscopic
properties of the plasma. For present purposes, these properties include the number densities
n e (r, t), n i (r, t), macroscopic flow velocities ue (r, t), ui (r, t), pressures pe (r, t), pi (r, t),
and temperatures Te (r, t), Ti (r, t). The as yet undefined macroscopic pressures and temperatures are defined as they appear naturally in the analysis.

10.2.2 Size of a fluid element
Another property concerning the validity of fluid models is the size of a fluid element. For
a fluid model to be valid it must be possible to define a range of sizes for each element that
satisfies two conflicting requirements. On one hand, the element cannot be too small. If it
is too small, then only a small number of particles are contained within the element and
averaging makes little sense from a statistical point of view.
On the other hand, if the element is too large, then spatial resolution is lost and this may
be unacceptable in terms of reduced accuracy. For a fusion plasma, there is a wide range
of fluid sizes that are consistent with these two constraints implying that, at least from the
averaging point of view, a fluid model makes good sense. As an example consider a fusion
plasma with n e = 1020 m−3 . For most phenomena of interest a fluid element in the shape of
a cube whose linear dimension is x = 10−5 m offers a high degree of resolution (keeping
in mind that the macroscopic plasma dimension is on the order of 1 m ). This corresponds
to a fluid element volume V = ( x)3 = 10−15 m3 . The total number of electrons within
this volume element is thus Ne = n e V = 105
1; there is a wide window where the
conflicting requirements are well satisfied.
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10.2.3 When is a plasma fluid model useful?
Even if subdividing the plasma into small fluid elements and computing various average
properties of each element makes sense, this still does not guarantee that a fluid model will
be useful. To understand the issue, consider a very familiar fluid, air at atmospheric pressure
which also easily satisfies the two conflicting constraints. The air satisfies another crucial
property – the molecules within each fluid element are collision dominated. Collisions keep
the molecules closely confined together in physical space. A molecule, whose instantaneous
velocity can vary in magnitude and direction over a wide range during its orbit, still cannot
easily move over long distances with respect to its neighbors. Multiple collisions lead to
many random changes in direction, implying that a given particle is more or less confined to
a region whose size is comparable to the mean free path. The conclusion is that the molecules
in each element form a well-defined cluster of particles, whose identity is maintained as the
system evolves in time. This coherence, caused by a high collisionality, is the major reason
why fluid models are very useful for air. Each fluid element essentially corresponds to a
“super particle” with mass mn V and velocity u.
Based on this discussion one may wonder why fluid models are useful for fusion plasmas,
which have been shown to be nearly collisionless? The answer is slightly subtle. Perpendicular to the magnetic field, the small size of the gyro radius acts to keep particles, even
those with widely varying perpendicular velocities, close to one another. The magnetic field
replaces collisions in providing perpendicular coherence to the particles in a fluid element.
In contrast, particles move freely parallel to the magnetic field. Two particles in the same
fluid element with different parallel velocities can easily separate by a large distance along
B thereby preventing parallel coherence from developing.
The conclusion is that plasmas exhibit fluidlike behavior perpendicular, but not parallel,
to the magnetic field. In general, the parallel motion must be treated kinetically, which is a
more difficult task. The kinetic difficulty is often avoided by the convenient but worrisome
procedure of extending the fluidlike treatment to the parallel direction, even though this is
an invalid assumption.
The situation is not as bad as it sounds. For many fusion plasma phenomena, it will be
shown that the parallel motion is a minor effect. In these situations the fluid model is incorrect
only when it is unimportant. In other phenomena, the fluid model captures part, but not all,
of the physics. Here, one can obtain a qualitatively correct overall physical picture, although
a more sophisticated kinetic model is required for detailed, accurate understanding. Finally,
there are some phenomena where the parallel fluid motion is simply treated incorrectly.
Fortunately, for present purposes these are few in number.
The end result is that, for an introductory book, the simplifications of fluid vs. kinetic are
so large that they dominate the decision as to which approach should be taken. Consequently,
this chapter and the remainder of the book focus on pure fluid models to describe the physics
of fusion plasmas. However, it will be pointed out whenever the improper treatment of the
parallel motion is important.
The task now is to develop a self-consistent two-fluid model, based on the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, that describes the evolution of the plasma fluid
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variables – density, velocity, pressure, and temperature. Once obtained, this model is coupled to Maxwell’s equations to form a closed system.

10.3 Conservation of mass
Consider first the conservation of mass. The goal is to derive an equation for each species that
reflects mass conservation. In general, the equation should involve only the basic unknown
fluid variables plus the electric and magnetic fields. Although the final conservation relation may be familiar to many readers, the calculation is carried out in detail to demonstrate the procedure, which may be somewhat less intuitive for the momentum and energy
relations.
A further point to note is that here, and for the other conservation laws, the derivations are
carried out in Lagrangian coordinates which move with the fluid, and are then transformed
at the end into the laboratory frame represented by Eulerian coordinates. The reason is that
it is intuitively simpler to derive the conservation laws in Lagrangian coordinates, but more
convenient to apply them in Eulerian coordinates. The convenience is associated with the
ease of specifying E and B as well as the boundary conditions in a fixed Eulerian coordinate
system.
The derivation begins with a statement of the underlying physical assumption upon which
mass conservation is based: a plasma is an ionized gas in which particles are neither created
nor destroyed. This assumption neglects ionization and recombination, which are negligible
at fusion temperatures since the plasma is already fully ionized by a wide margin. Also
neglected are fusion collisions, which are very infrequent in existing experiments. Even in
a reactor, fusion collisions only gradually deplete the D–T plasma fuel. This effect can be
easily included by introducing a third species of alpha particles and adding particle sources
and sinks to the conservation relations. For simplicity, however, alpha particle effects on
the electron and ion populations are ignored at present.
Under these assumptions the conservation of mass relation can be easily expressed in
Lagrangian coordinates. The relation is valid for both electrons and ions and for convenience
the species subscripts have been suppressed. Assume that at time t = 0 a small fluid element
of volume V = x y z contains a total number of particles N = n V . See Fig. 10.2.
Consistent with the fluid picture, the particles stay close together and move along a smooth
trajectory. Since particles are being neither created nor destroyed, conservation of mass
requires that
d
dN
(number of particles in a fluid element) =
= 0,
dt
dt

(10.3)

where the time derivative is taken along the trajectory. With a little work, Eq. (10.3) can be
cast in a more familiar form. Observe that
dN
=
dt

V

dn
d V
+n
dt
dt

(10.4)
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N particles

Same fluid element
at a later time t

N particles

Fluid element
at t = 0
Figure 10.2 Lagrangian trajectory of a fluid element conserving particles.
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Although the total number of particles in the fluid element is constant, both the number
density and the volume of the element can change separately.
The change in the volume element can be rewritten in a more convenient form by examining Fig. 10.3, which for simplicity focuses only on the x direction. At a given time t
the left and right hand boundaries of the fluid element are located at x1 = x − x/2 and
x2 = x + x/2. The corresponding velocities of the boundaries are u x (x1 ) and u x (x2 ). A
short time dt later the boundaries have moved to new positions given by x1 = x1 + u x (x1 )dt
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and x2 = x2 + u x (x2 )dt. The new width of the element
inal width x = x2 − x1 by
x =

x + [u x (x2 ) − u x (x1 )] dt ≈
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x  = x2 − x1 is related to the origx+

∂u x
∂x

x dt,

where the last form is obtained by Taylor expanding about small
change of x can thus be expressed as
d x
=
dt

x −
dt

x

=

∂u x
∂x

(10.6)

x. The time rate of

x.

Similar expressions apply to the y and z directions.
Combining these results leads to the following form for dN /dt:




∂u y
dN
∂u x
∂u z
dn
dn
= V
+n
+n
+n
= V
+ n∇ · u = 0.
dt
dt
∂x
∂y
∂z
dt

(10.7)

(10.8)

The final form of the conservation of mass is obtained by transforming the Lagrangian time
derivative of n in Eq. (10.8) to an Eulerian coordinate system by the usual relation
 


dn
∂n
=
.
(10.9)
+ u · ∇n
dt Lagrangian
∂t
Eulerian
Equation (10.8), written separately for electrons and ions in Eulerian coordinates, reduces to
∂n e
+ ∇ · (n e ue ) = 0,
∂t
∂n i
+ ∇ · (n i ui ) = 0.
∂t

(10.10)

This is the desired form for the conservation of mass relations.

10.4 Conservation of momentum
10.4.1 The basic principle
The next relation involves the conservation of momentum. The basic physical principle
involved is Newton’s law of motion applied to the particles in the moving fluid element. In
schematic form, conservation of momentum requires
d
(momentum) = force on the fluid element.
dt

(10.11)

For a plasma the forces that need to be included are: (1) the electric field force, (2) the
magnetic field force, (3) the pressure gradient force, and (4) the net momentum exchange
collisional force. The gravitational force is negligible. The force due to viscosity is also
neglected. The reason is that in most cases of interest the viscosity coefficient is not very large
and the plasma does not move very fast or in general form narrow boundary layers, except
perhaps at the very edge. Therefore, viscosity rarely plays a dominant role in determining
plasma behavior.
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The terms in Eq. (10.11) are now evaluated one by one for electrons to obtain the conservation of momentum relation. A simple switching of subscripts then yields the corresponding
equation for ions.

10.4.2 The inertial force
To begin consider a small fluid element containing Ne = n e V electrons. The average
momentum per electron is m e ue . Consequently, the total momentum in the element is
m e ue N . The left hand side of Eq. (10.11), which represents the inertial forces, can now be
written as
d
d
(m e n e V ue ) .
(10.12)
(momentum) =
dt
dt
Since n e V = const. from the conservation of mass, it follows that


d
∂
(10.13)
(momentum) = V m e n e
+ u e · ∇ ue ,
dt
∂t
where the transformation to Eulerian coordinates has been made.

10.4.3 The electric field force
One must next evaluate the various forces appearing on the right hand side of Eq. (10.11).
The first of these is due to the electric field. Since each electron has a charge –e, the total
charge in the fluid element is just Q e = −eNe . The Lorentz force acting on this charge due
to the electric field is simply Q e E, which can be rewritten as
electric field force = Q e E = − V en e E.

(10.14)

Implicit in this expression is the assumption that E (r, t) is the long-range, smooth electric
field arising from collective effects. The short-range electric field associated with Coulomb
collisions is treated explicitly when the collisional force contribution is evaluated.

10.4.4 The magnetic field force
The second force is due to the magnetic field. Since the fluid element has a charge Q e and
moves with an average velocity ue , the Lorentz force due to the magnetic field is given by
Q e ue × B, which can be expressed as
magnetic field force = Q e ue × B = − V en e ue × B.

(10.15)

10.4.5 The pressure gradient force
The next force that contributes to momentum conservation is due to the pressure gradient. To
derive this macroscopic force one must actually look microscopically at the flow of electrons
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w
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Figure 10.4 Flow of thermal momentum in the u = 0 reference frame.

in and out of each boundary. The force arises because the electrons in the fluid element do not
all move with the exact macroscopic velocity ue . This is only the average value of all their
velocities. The actual velocity of any given electron can be written as v = ue + w, where w is
the thermal component whose value is randomly distributed among the different electrons.
When averaging over the distribution function it follows by definition that v = ue and
w = 0.
The pressure gradient force can be understood by examining the flow of thermal momentum across the boundaries of the fluid element as shown in Fig. 10.4. Consider the right hand
boundary in the reference frame in which the element is stationary (i.e., the frame where
ue = 0). Electrons just inside the boundary with a thermal momentum m e w will escape if
the x component of w is positive: wx > 0. This represents a loss of x directed momentum
from the fluid element. Similarly particles just outside the boundary with wx < 0 enter the
fluid element. Note that they also decrease the x directed momentum of the fluid element
because they add negative momentum (wx < 0 ). An analogous effect occurs at the left
hand boundary although in this case both entering and exiting particles add to the x directed
momentum. If the gains and losses at each boundary do not exactly balance there is a net
increase (or decrease) in the momentum of the fluid element. This change in momentum
gives rise to the pressure gradient force.
The details of the derivation proceed by focusing on the x direction and noting that the
number of electrons with a positive x directed velocity wx leaving the right hand boundary
of the fluid element per second at x + x/2 is given by
no. of electrons leaving/s = {[particle flux](area)}
= {[( f e (r, w, t) d w) (wx )] ( y z)}x+

x/2 .

(10.16)

If each of these electrons has a momentum m e w, then the loss of momentum per second from
the right hand boundary due to exiting particles is just the product of the number of particles
leaving per second times the momentum lost per particle; that is, (particle flux)(area)(m e w ).
The total momentum lost by the exiting particles is obtained by summing (i.e., integrating)
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over all w subject to the constraint wx > 0:

loss of momentum/s =  y z




m e wwx f e (r, w, t)d w

wx >0

.

(10.17)

x+ x/2

A completely analogous calculation applies to the particles entering with wx < 0. Their
negative velocity also represents a loss of momentum which can be written as



loss of momentum/s =  y z
m e wwx f e (r, w, t)d w
.
(10.18)
wx <0

x+ x/2

The sum of the integrals is easily evaluated by assuming the distribution function is a
Maxwellian ( f M ) in w (i.e., a shifted Maxwellian in the laboratory frame). One finds



+
m e wwx f e (r, w, t)d w = ex m e wx2 f M d w = ex pe ,
(10.19)
wx <0

wx >0

where pe = n e Te is the electron pressure. The total loss of momentum per second from
exiting and entering particles can now be written as
total loss of momentum/s = ex

y z pe |x+

x/2

,

(10.20)

implying that, as might be expected, the force is just the pressure times the area. A similar
calculation at the left hand boundary shows that the total gain in momentum due to thermal
motion is given by
total gain in momentum/s = ex

y z pe |x−

x/2

.

(10.21)

The pressure gradient force is obtained by calculating the net gain in momentum/per
second and Taylor expanding for small x. The result is
y z( pe |x−
∂ pe
=− V
ex
∂x
= − V (∇ pe ).

pressure gradient force =

x/2

− pe |x+

x/2 )ex

(10.22)

The last form is the obvious generalization to three dimensions.

10.4.6 The collisional friction force
The final force is the result of momentum exchange collisions. If the electrons have a larger
fluid velocity than the ions (ue > ui ), then friction with the ions due to Coulomb collisions
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produces a drag force on the electrons. The drag force per unit volume for electrons and
ions has already been calculated in Chapter 9 and by simply multiplying by V one obtains
the required results:
due 
electron drag force = V m e n
= − V m e n ν ei (ue − ui ),

dt collisions
(10.23)

dui 
ion drag force = V m i n
= + V m e n ν ei (ue − ui ),

dt collisions
where
√

ν ei =

2
e4 n i
n 20
ln  = 1.8 × 105 3/2
1/2
3/2
12π ε02 m e T 3/2
Tk

s−1 .

(10.24)

10.4.7 The conservation of momentum equations
All of the forces have now been calculated. Combining these contributions leads to the
desired set of macroscopic fluid equations describing conservation of momentum for electrons and ions:


∂
m ene
+ ue · ∇ ue = −en e (E + ue × B) − ∇ pe − m e n e ν ei (ue − ui ) ,
∂t
(10.25)


∂
m ini
+ ui · ∇ ui = en i (E + ui × B) − ∇ pi − m e n e ν ei (ui − ue ).
∂t
There is one further point of physics worth discussing. Where exactly in the derivation
did the issue of high collisionality vs. low collisionality appear, an issue that directly affects
the validity of a fluid description? The answer is in the assumption of using a Maxwellian
distribution function to calculate the pressure gradient force. For plasma phenomena occurring on a time scale slow compared to the collisional time scale, the Maxwellian assumption
is valid. Collisions would rapidly drive the plasma to a Maxwellian.
However, many, perhaps most, plasma phenomena occur on a more rapid time scale.
For example, macroscopic equilibrium and stability, RF heating and current drive, and a
variety of plasma micro-instabilities all involve more rapid time scales. Thus, even if the
initial distribution of the plasma is Maxwellian, its time response to any of these effects
will in general be non-Maxwellian in nature; that is, the plasma will not respond as if
it has an isotropic scalar pressure as assumed in the derivation, a consequence of the low
collisionality and inherent anisotropy caused by the magnetic field. In general treating these
effects correctly requires a kinetic model. Even so, this incorrect assumption concerning
high plasma collisionality and the resulting isotropy of the pressure is often not important,
or at least is not a dominant effect. Fluid descriptions therefore provide a reasonably good
basis for understanding the behavior of fusion plasmas.
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10.5 Conservation of energy
10.5.1 The basic principle
In this subsection attention is focused on the thermal energy of the plasma. Note that
the conservation of kinetic energy can easily be obtained by forming the dot product of
Eq. (10.25) with either ue or ui as appropriate. However, no new information is obtained
by this procedure.
The basic principle governing conservation of internal energy is given in schematic form
as follows:
d
(internal energy) = net heating power.
dt

(10.26)

There are a number of terms contributing to the net heating power, which is defined as
the net power that increases the temperature of the plasma (as opposed to driving orderly
macroscopic motion). The net heating power consists of a set of sources and sinks as follows:
(1) the rate of work done to compress or expand the plasma fluid element, (2) the rate of
energy lost due to thermal conduction, (3) ohmic heating power, (4) external auxiliary
heating power, (5) alpha power, (6) Bremsstrahlung radiation losses, and (7) the rate of
energy lost (or gained) from one species to another by Coulomb temperature equilibration
collisions. This somewhat lengthy list of contributions is now evaluated, one by one.

10.5.2 The rate of change of internal energy
The easiest way to focus on the internal energy is to move to the reference frame where the
fluid element of interest is at rest: ue = 0 (as before, the derivation is carried out for electrons
after which a simple switching of subscripts gives the relation for ions). To begin, recall that
a shifted Maxwellian in the laboratory reference frame becomes a stationary Maxwellian
in the random velocity w in the stationary frame. Note that each electron only has random
thermal energy (m e w 2 /2 ) in the stationary frame. Therefore, the average internal energy
per particle in the fluid element is given by
1
internal energy/particle =
ne



m e w2
3
f M d w = Te .
2
2

(10.27)

The total internal energy in a small fluid element is then (3Te /2) n e V . The time rate of
change of this quantity corresponds to the left hand side of the power balance equation:


d
d 3
(internal energy) =
n e V Te
dt
dt 2


3
∂
= ne V
+ ue · ∇ Te .
2
∂t

(10.28)
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ux(x) − ux(x2)

u (x ) − u (x)
x 1
x

x1 = x − ∆ x/2

x2 = x + ∆ x/2

[ux(x) − ux(x2)]dt

(x)]
[u[u
(x(x) −)-uu (x)]dt
x x1 1 x

x'1

x'2
x

Figure 10.5 Compression of a fluid element in the u = 0 reference frame due to a gradient in u x .

10.5.3 The compression work
In Subsection 10.4.5 it was shown that microscopic random motion leads to the development
of a pressure force on each of the surfaces of the fluid element. An imbalance in these
pressure forces gives rise to the macroscopic pressure gradient force. It is shown below that
even if there is no pressure gradient, work can be supplied to compress the fluid element if
there is an imbalance in the macroscopic fluid velocity on opposing surfaces of the element.
Since there is no pressure gradient, none of this work causes a change in the macroscopic
velocity (ue ) and corresponding macroscopic energy (m e u 2e /2) of the fluid element. The
compression work is entirely converted into internal energy. This contribution to the power
balance represents the familiar “ pdV ” term in thermodynamics.
The compression term is easily calculated by examining Fig. 10.5. Focus first on the
left hand boundary. At a time t in the stationary frame, the left hand boundary moves with
a macroscopic velocity u x (x1 ) − u x (x), where x1 = x − x/2. An infinitesimal time dt
later the surface has moved to the right to a new location x1 = x1 + [u x (x1 ) − u x (x)] dt. If
the pressure at x1 is denoted by p(x1 ), then the work done moving this surface is just the
product of force times distance.
work on left boundary = [ p(x1 ) y z](x1 − x1 )
= [ p(x1 ) y z][u x (x1 ) − u x (x)]dt.

(10.29)

A similar calculation on the right hand surface shows that the work done compressing the
element is given by
work on right boundary = −[ p(x2 ) y z](x2 − x2 )
= −[ p(x2 ) y z][u x (x2 ) − u x (x)]dt,

(10.30)
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Figure 10.6 Flow of thermal energy in the u = 0 reference frame.

where x2 = x + x/2. Note the presence of the minus sign since “compression” of the
right hand boundary corresponds to motion to the left which is the negative x direction.
The power that heats the plasma by compression is then equal to the rate of change per
second of the combined work done on both surfaces:
(work on left + work on right)
dt
= y z[ p(x1 )][u x (x1 ) − u x (x)]

compression power =

− y z[ p(x2 )][u x (x2 ) − u x (x)].
Taylor expanding for small

x leads to

compression power = − V



∂u x
p
∂x

(10.31)


= − V ( pe ∇ · ue ).

(10.32)

Equation (10.32) is the desired expression, the last form representing the obvious generalization to three dimensions. Observe, as expected, that the compression force depends on
the inhomogeneity in the flow velocity but not on the gradient in the pressure.

10.5.4 Thermal conduction
The thermal conduction power is a microscopic effect in the power balance relation, analogous to the pressure gradient force in the momentum equation, although, as is shown, with
one major subtlety. Thermal conductivity involves the flow of thermal energy carried by the
random motion of the particles across the boundaries of the fluid element. The geometry is
illustrated in Fig. 10.6 in the stationary frame.
Focus first on the left hand boundary. Consider a particle just inside the surface with a
thermal energy mw2 /2 (where for convenience the species subscript has been temporarily suppressed). The number of these particles leaving per second is equal to the flux
times the area assuming the particle has a negative random velocity in the x direction:
dNout = (wx f d w) y z for wx < 0. The thermal energy lost per second by the exiting
particles is thus given by (mw2 /2)dNout = (mw 2 /2)(wx f d w) y z for wx < 0. Similarly
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particles entering the fluid element from the left hand side add to the thermal energy at
a rate (mw 2 /2)dNin = (mw 2 /2)(wx f d w) y z for wx > 0. Note that in contrast to the
calculation of the pressure gradient force, the outgoing and ingoing thermal energy contributions on a given boundary tend to cancel. For the pressure force they add together since
momentum has a positive or negative vector direction.
The net gain in thermal energy per second entering the fluid element from the left is just
equal to the total (gain + loss) of the two contributions above summed over all particle
velocities (i.e., including both positive and negative wx ):



 
gain in energy/s = y z
mw2 2 wx f d wx− x/2 .
(10.33)
It is at this point that a subtlety arises. For a Maxwellian distribution function the integral
exactly averages to zero because of odd symmetry in the integrand. In reality, however, the
thermal conduction effect represents the dominant loss mechanism in most fusion plasmas.
This apparent contradiction is resolved by noting that the actual distribution function is not
a pure Maxwellian, but is instead a Maxwellian plus an additional contribution which has
odd symmetry in velocity. The odd symmetry component of f produces an integrand with
even symmetry and a non-vanishing contribution to the thermal conduction losses. The odd
component has no effect on the pressure gradient where it averages to zero.
Having explained the mathematical difficulty qualitatively, one is still faced with the
problem of calculating the odd symmetry component of f. This is a complicated calculation
involving the solution of a kinetic model of the plasma including Coulomb collisions. It is
beyond the scope of the present book. A more convenient approach is adopted by introducing
the heat flux vector q (r, t). Its x component is defined by

qx (r, t) = (mw 2 /2)wx f d w.
(10.34)
The specific form of qx (r, t) for a fusion plasma is derived in Chapter 14 by means of a
simple heuristic argument that eliminates the need for the complicated calculation. It is
shown that qx ≈ −κx x (∂ T /∂ x), and an explicit approximation for κx x , the thermal conductivity, is also derived. For the moment, the thermal conduction contribution to the two-fluid
energy equation is simply expressed in terms of the as yet to be calculated heat flux vector
qx (r, t).
Based on this discussion the gain in thermal energy per second at the left hand surface
can be rewritten as
gain in energy/s =

y z(qx )|x−

x/2

.

(10.35)

Similarly, the gain in energy per second at the right hand surface is given by
gain in energy/s = − y z(qx )|x+

x/2

.

(10.36)

The minus sign occurs because gain and loss switch roles from left to right surfaces, a result
of the change in sign for wx .
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Combining Eqs. (10.35) and (10.36) leads to the desired expression for the heat conduction power gain
heat conduction power =

y z[ (qx )|x− x/2 − (qx )|x+
∂qx
=− V
= − V (∇ · qe ).
∂x
The last form is the generalization to three dimensions.

x/2 ]

(10.37)

10.5.5 The alpha power
The alpha power density has been calculated in Chapter 3 and used extensively in the
discussion on power balance. In addition the apportionment of the power between electrons
and ions has been derived in Chapter 9 in the discussion of the slowing down of high-energy
ions. Combining these results leads to the following expressions for the alpha power:
 (α)

Fe
alpha power to electrons = V
E α n 2e σ v ,
4
(10.38)


1 − Fe(α)
2
alpha power to ions = V
E α n e σ v ,
4
where Fe(α) = Tc / (Tc + T ) is the fraction of power absorbed by electrons, Tc = 33 keV,
and in the expression for Fe(α) it has been assumed that Te ≈ Ti ≡ T .
10.5.6 The external auxiliary heating power
The external heating power has also been discussed in detail in connection with power
balance. The total external auxiliary heating power, primarily arising from neutral beams or
microwaves, is defined as VSa . Here, Sa (r, t) is assumed to be a known function of space
and time. This power is also divided between electrons and ions with Fe(a) representing
the fraction going to electrons. The actual fraction cannot be determined until the type of
external heating source is specified. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 15, which
covers heating and current drive. For the moment, one should just assume that Sa (r, t) and
Fe(a) are known quantities. Under this assumption, the external heating power contributions
can be written as
heating power to electrons = V Fe(a) Sa ,


heating power to ions = V 1 − Fe(a) Sa .

(10.39)

10.5.7 The ohmic heating power
The ohmic power is generated by the frictional force acting on the electrons as they are driven
through ions by means of an electric field. Since the power is generated by a collisional
friction force it produces heat which intuitively one might expect to go preferentially to the
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electrons. This is indeed the case. The simple calculation below, based on a reduced set of
fluid momentum equations, shows that the ohmic power is given by η J 2 . The calculation
also leads to a value for the resistivity η in terms of the collision frequency as well as
determining the power distribution between electrons and ions.
Consider a simple 0-D, two-fluid model where the only forces acting are due to inertia,
momentum exchange collisions, and a constant electric field turned on at time t = 0. The
model reduces to
du e
= −eE − m e ν ei (u e − u e ),
dt
du i
mi
= eE + m e ν ei (u e − u i ) .
dt

me

(10.40)

Assume now that the electrons and ions start off at rest. Also, for simplicity in the mathematics, assume that ν ei = const. In the limit of m e /m i
1 the solution to Eq. (10.40) is
given by
eE
eE
(1 − e−ν ei t ) → −
,
m e ν ei
m e ν ei
eE
eE
ui =
(1 − e−ν ei t ) →
.
m i ν ei
m i ν ei

ue = −

(10.41)

The second forms correspond to the steady state values. As expected, conservation of
momentum leads to a much higher velocity for the electrons than for the ions because of
the small electron mass.
Next, note that the steady state power delivered by the electric field to the electron fluid
element is equal to the product of the force per particle times the average particle velocity
times the number of particles in the element: (−eE) (u e ) (n e V ). It is this power that is
converted to heat. A similar expression holds for ions but is smaller by m e /m i and can be
neglected; that is, the electric field primarily heats electrons. Therefore, in steady state the
ohmic heating power can be written as
ohmic heating to electrons = V m e n e ν ei u 2e ,
ohmic heating to ions ≈ 0.

(10.42)

The last step is to recognize that the current density J is defined as the flux of electric
charge: J = e(n i ui − n e ue ). For the present model J ≈ −en e u e ex . Eliminating u e leads to
the desired expression for the ohmic heating power to the electrons:
ohmic heating to electrons =

V η J 2,

(10.43)

where the resistivity η is given by
η=

m e ν ei
.
e2 n e

(10.44)

The resistivity is discussed in more detail in Chapter 11, including several subtleties that
affect only the multiplicative coefficient in front of Eq. (10.44) by a factor of about 2. For
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the moment note that substituting the value for ν ei yields the following form for η:
√
1/2
1
2 e2 m e
η=
 m.
(10.45)
ln  = 6.5 × 10−8
3/2
12π 3/2 ε02 Te3/2
Tk
The resistivity is independent of density and scales inversely as T −3/2 . For a fusion plasma
η ≈ 1.1 × 10−9  m which is approximately a factor of 20 higher than for copper.

10.5.8 Bremsstrahlung radiation
The primary radiation loss in the bulk of the plasma is due to Bremsstrahlung radiation
which has been calculated in Chapter 3. Since the radiation is due to the acceleration of
electrons, Bremsstrahlung radiation appears as a loss term in the electron energy equation.
It has a negligible direct effect on the ion equation. From Chapter 3 it then follows that for
a small fluid element of plasma the radiation losses are given by
 1/2 
2
e6
electron radiation loss = V
Z eff n 2e Te1/2
3/2
5/2
3
3π
ε0 c3 hm e
=

1/2

V CB n 220 Tk

W/m3 ,

(10.46)

ion radiation loss ≈ 0,
where CB = 5.35 × 103 for Z eff = 1.

10.5.9 Energy equilibration
The last term contributing to the power balance is due to energy exchange collisions. If
the electrons are hotter than the ions, then Coulomb collisions cause the electrons to lose
energy and the ions to gain energy until the temperatures equilibrate. The equilibration rate
has already been calculated in Chapter 9 and by simply multiplying by V one obtains the
desired results
electron equilibration power = − 32 V n e ν eq (Te − Ti ),
ion equilibration power = + 32 V n e ν eq (Te − Ti ),

(10.47)

where ν eq = 2(m e /m i )ν ei .

10.5.10 The conservation of energy equations
The many terms involved in the conservation of energy have now been calculated. Combining these contributions leads to the desired set of macroscopic fluid equations describing
the conservation of energy:
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electrons
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∂
+ ue · ∇ Te + pe ∇ · ue + ∇ · qe = Se ,
∂t
Fe(α)
3
E α n 2e σ v + Fe(a) Sa + η J 2 − CB n 2e Te1/2 − n e ν eq (Te − Ti );
Se =
4
2

(10.48)


∂
+ ui · ∇ Ti + pi ∇ · ui + ∇ · qi = S i ,
∂t
1 − Fe(α)
3
E α n 2e σ v + 1 − Fe(a) Sa + n e ν eq (Te − Ti ) .
Si =
4
2

(10.49)

3
ne
2

ions



3
ni
2



10.6 Summary of the two-fluid model
The model consists of the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy for electrons and
ions plus Maxwell’s equations. The coupling of the fluid variables to Maxwell’s equations
occurs through the definitions that relate the number densities (n e , n i ) and flow velocities
(ue , ui ) to the current density J and charge density σ . Specifically, J = e(n i ui − n e ue ) and
σ = e(n i − n e ). The basic unknowns in the model are n e , n i , ue , ui , Te , Ti , E, B. Also, the
pressures are related to the densities and temperatures by the simple relations pe = n e Te
and pi = n i Ti . The complete two-fluid model is given by the following.
Conservation of mass
∂n e
+ ∇ · (n e ue ) = 0,
∂t
∂n i
+ ∇ · (n i ui ) = 0.
∂t




(10.50)

Conservation of momentum

∂
+ ue · ∇ ue = −en e (E + ue × B) − ∇ pe − m e n e ν ei (ue − ui ),
∂t
(10.51)


∂
m ini
+ ui · ∇ ui = en i (E + ui × B) − ∇ pi − m e n e ν ei (ui − ue ) .
∂t

m ene

Conservation of energy

3
∂
ne
+ ue · ∇ Te + pe ∇ · ue + ∇ · qe = Se ,
2
∂t


3
∂
ni
+ ui · ∇ Ti + pi ∇ · ui + ∇ · qi = Si ,
2
∂t


(10.52)

with
Se =

Fe(α)
3
E α n 2e σ v + Fe(a) Sa + η J 2 − CB n 2e Te1/2 − n e ν eq (Te − Ti ) ,
4
2
1 − Fe(α)
3
(a)
2
Si =
E α n e σ v + 1 − Fe Sa − n e ν eq (Ti − Te ) .
4
2

(10.53)
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Maxwell’s equations
∂B
∇ ×E=− ,
∂t
1 ∂E
∇ × B = µ0 e (n i ui − n e ue ) + 2
,
c ∂t
e
(n i − n e ) ,
∇ ·E=
ε0
∇ · B = 0.

(10.54)

The two-fluid model describes the self-consistent behavior of a fusion plasma including
all of the main phenomena: macroscopic equilibrium and stability, transport, and heating
and current drive. The model is a closed system of equations (i.e., number of equations =
number of unknowns) except for the as yet undefined heat flux vectors qe and qi . These
are derived in Chapter 14. The model presents an accurate description of most plasma
phenomena except for those in which behavior parallel to the magnetic field is dominant.
Fortunately, this is not a serious limitation for most applications.
The two-fluid model is simpler to solve than any of the more general kinetic models. Even
so, it still consists of a complicated set of coupled non-linear partial differential equations. In
practice, depending upon the application under consideration, one can often make a number
of further simplifications that substantially reduce the complexity of the model. This will
be done for all of the applications discussed in the book.
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Problems
The problems below involve derivations of global conservation relations for the two-fluid
model. The general procedure for obtaining such relations requires forming various combinations of the equations and then algebraically manipulating them into a local conservation
form. Specifically for scalar and vector relations the local conservation forms are

↔

∂S
+∇ ·V=0
∂t
↔
∂V
+∇ ·T =0
∂t

scalar equation,
vector equation,

in which tensor T = AB, where A and B are arbitrary vectors. One then integrates the
local conservation equation over the plasma volume, making use of appropriate boundary
conditions, to obtain the global conservation laws. The following tensor relations are easily
derivable and should be of help in solving the problems:
∇ · (AB) = B(∇ · A) + (A · ∇)B,
r × ∇ · (AB) = ∇ · [A(r × B)] − A × B,


d r∇ · (AB) = dS (n · A)B.
V

S

10.1 A plasma is surrounded by a rigid perfectly conducting wall. Show that the electrons
and ions each satisfy a global conservation of particle relation given by dNe,i /dt = 0,
where

Ne,i = n e,i d r.
State and justify the boundary conditions used in the derivation.
10.2 A plasma, surrounded by a fixed, perfectly conducting wall, satisfies the two-fluid
equations. Show that if (1) collisions are neglected and (2) both species satisfy the
simple adiabatic energy equation, the plasma satisfies the following global conservation law: dW/dt = 0, where the energy

 
ε0 E 2
B2
m e n e u 2e
m i n i u 2i
pe + pi
W =
+
+
+
d r.
+
2
2µ0
γ −1
2
2
Give a physical interpretation of each term. State and justify the boundary conditions
used in the derivation.
10.3 This problem is a generalization of Problem 10.2 aimed at determining overall power
balance when the dissipative terms are maintained. To derive the power balance relation
assume that charge neutrality prevails: n e = n i ≡ n. Keep all the dissipative and nonadiabatic terms in the momentum and energy equations. Show that the global two-fluid
power balance relation can be written as
dW
= Pf − PB + Pa − Q κ ,
dt
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where W is given in Problem 10.2 and Pf , PB , and Pa are the fusion, Bremsstrahlung,
and auxiliary heating powers respectively:

Eα 2
Pf =
n σ v dr,
4

PB = CB n 2 T 1/2 d r,

Pa =
Sa d r.
The Q κ term represents the energy loss by thermal conduction through the wall:

Q κ = (qe + qi ) · n dS.
What happened to the ohmic heating term?
10.4 A plasma is surrounded by a rigid conducting wall. Show that for the two-fluid
model the global momentum conservation law has the form d P/dt = 0, where the
momentum

P = (m e n e ue + m i n i ui + S/c2 ) d r
and S = E × H is the Poynting vector. Give a physical interpretation of each term. State
and justify the boundary conditions used in the derivation. Some careful reasoning is
required to justify the vanishing of the surface terms.
10.5 A plasma is surrounded by a rigid conducting wall. Show that for the two-fluid model
the global angular momentum conservation law has the form d L/dt = 0, where the
angular momentum

L = (m e n e r × ue + m i n i r × ui + r × S/c2 ) d r
and S = E × H is the Poynting vector. Give a physical interpretation of each term. State
and justify the boundary conditions used in the derivation. Some careful reasoning is
required to justify the vanishing of the surface terms.

11
MHD – macroscopic equilibrium

11.1 The basic issues of macroscopic equilibrium and stability
The first major issue in which self-consistency plays a crucial role is the macroscopic
equilibrium and stability of a plasma. One needs to learn how a magnetic field can produce
forces to hold a plasma in stable, macroscopic equilibrium thereby allowing fusion reactions
to take place in a continuous, steady state mode of operation. This chapter focuses on the
problem of equilibrium. The issue of stability is discussed in Chapters 12 and 13.
The analysis of macroscopic equilibrium and stability is based on a single-fluid model
known as MHD. The MHD model is a reduction of the two-fluid model derived by focusing
attention on the length and time scales characteristic of macroscopic behavior. Specifically,
the appropriate length scale L is the plasma radius (L ∼ a) while the appropriate time
scale τ is the ion thermal transit time across the plasma (τ ∼ a/vT i ). This leads to a characteristic velocity u ∼ L/τ ∼ vT i , which is the fastest macroscopic speed that the plasma
can achieve – the ion sound speed.
The derivation of the MHD model from the two-fluid model is the first topic discussed
in this chapter. Also presented is a derivation of MHD starting from single-particle guiding
center theory. The purpose is to show that the intuition leading to MHD is indeed consistent
with single-particle guiding center motion.
One particular point worth noting in the derivation is the transformation of the electron
momentum equation into a single-fluid Ohm’s law, which relates the electric field to the
current. There are actually three forms of Ohm’s law depending upon how many terms
are maintained. Consequently, there are three corresponding forms of the MHD model.
The most inclusive form is usually referred to as the “generalized” Ohm’s law. Neglecting
certain terms in this relation leads to a reduced form, known as the “resistive” Ohm’s
law. Lastly, if the resistivity itself is neglected, one obtains the “ideal” Ohm’s law, which
corresponds to a plasma with perfect conductivity. Interestingly, for all three forms of Ohm’s
law, the equilibrium force balance relation is identical.
The next main topic discussed in this chapter is the formulation and analysis of the MHD
equilibrium equations. An overview of the results is as follows. There are two qualitatively
different types of forces involved in producing an MHD equilibrium. First there are radial
expansion forces due to the natural tendency of a hot gas to expand. Both toroidal (i.e.,
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the long way around) and poloidal (i.e., the short way around) magnetic fields are shown
to be capable of balancing the radial expansion force. Second, there are toroidal forces,
arising from the toroidal geometry, that tend to make the plasma “ring” expand to a larger
and larger major radius. Here, only poloidal magnetic fields can counteract the toroidal
expansion forces. It is shown that the critical property of the magnetic field required for
toroidal force balance is that the magnetic lines continuously wrap around the torus like the
stripes on a barber pole. This property is known as “rotational transform.” Several simple
magnetic configurations are discussed showing how to calculate the rotational transform.
In general, axisymmetric toroidal fusion configurations produce rotational transform by
means of a toroidal plasma current. However, transform can also be generated without a
toroidal current as in a stellarator, although in this case the configuration is inherently 3-D.
A main conclusion from the analysis is that there is a wide variety of magnetic geometries
capable of providing the necessary forces to hold a plasma in toroidal equilibrium. The next
problem is to examine the MHD stability of these equilibria to determine which is most
attractive for a fusion reactor in terms of achieving a high stable β. This is the focus of the
following two chapters.
11.2 Derivation of MHD from the two-fluid model
The derivation of the MHD model from the two-fluid model is straightforward although
several steps are required. First, clear statements of the length and time scales of interest
are required, which establish the basis for comparing the sizes of various terms in the
two-fluid model. Second, since MHD focuses on macroscopic scales, there are several
obvious simplifications that can be made related to the small mass of the electrons, the
non-relativistic velocity of the plasma, and the shortness of the Debye length. Finally, the
transition from the two-fluid model to the MHD model is made by introducing single-fluid
variables and neglecting those terms that are small, because of the narrowing focus on the
particular length and time scales associated with MHD. The derivation proceeds as follows.
11.2.1 Basic scaling relations for MHD
The characteristic length, time and velocity scales describing MHD are given by L ∼ a, τ ∼
a/vTi , and u i ∼ vT i . To proceed further, one needs to know how the various unknowns in the
two-fluid model, as well as the other naturally appearing length, time, and velocity scales,
compare with the MHD scales. This will determine which terms to keep and which ones to
neglect.
Consider first the electric field. For the macroscopic velocities the perpendicular inductive
electric field is assumed to be relatively large, implying that the dominant fluid velocity
is the E × B drift. Consistency with the assumed characteristic MHD velocity vT i then
requires that E ⊥ ∼ vT i B. Furthermore, since electrons and ions both move with the same
E × B drift velocity it follows that u e ∼ u i ∼ E ⊥ /B ∼ vT i . The scaling of E  is slightly
complex and is deferred until later in the derivation.
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Next, note that the current density J = e(n i ui − n e ue ) cancels to leading order since
the E × B drift velocity is identical for both electrons and ions. The implication is that
|J| /env T i
1. This inequality is quantified shortly. Also, the plasma pressure is assumed
to be finite compared to the magnetic pressure, which requires that β ≡ p/(B 2 /2µ0 ) ∼ 1.
Lastly, to satisfy the definition of a fusion plasma two further inequalities must be satisfied:
small ion gyro radius rLi
a and low collision frequency ν ei
vTi /a. Both are well
satisfied in current experiments and fusion reactors.
All of the inequalities defining MHD can be combined and summarized in the following
compact form:
length: a
rLi
[rLe ∼ λDe ] ;
frequency: ν ei
vTi /a
ωci
[ωce ∼ ωpe ];
velocity: vTi ∼ va
vT e
[c] .

(11.1)

2
Here, recall that the Alfvén speed va2 ≡ B 2 /µ0 n i m i ≈ 2vTi
/β. Also, in Eq. (11.1) the boldface symbols refer to the characteristic MHD scales. The terms in the square brackets
correspond to inequalities that are extremely well satisfied as compared to the MHD scales.
The hierarchy of inequalities is discussed in more detail as the derivation proceeds.
These simple scaling assumptions allow one to compare various terms in the two-fluid
model to determine which ones to maintain and which ones to neglect.

11.2.2 The “obvious” simplifications
The “obvious” simplifications in the two-fluid model result from the terms in the square
brackets of Eq. (11.1) representing extremely well-satisfied inequalities. The first simplification arises from the fact that the characteristic time scale of interest is τ ∼ a/vTi , or
in terms of an equivalent MHD frequency ω ∼ 1/τ ∼ vT i /a. This is a very low frequency
compared to the natural electron frequencies: ω
ωce ∼ ωpe . In practice the inequalities
are satisfied by many orders of magnitude. The implication is that the electron inertia term
can be neglected in the electron momentum equation since the electron response time is
essentially infinitely fast compared to the characteristic MHD time. Formally, one can obtain
the appropriate mathematical limit by letting m e → 0.
The second simplification is associated with the non-relativistic scale of the macroscopic
plasma flows. Since vT i
c by many orders of magnitude, one can neglect the displacement current in Maxwell’s equations. Similarly, the characteristic scale length of MHD
easily satisfies the inequality a
λDe . This leads to a third simplification – the ∇ · E term
in Poisson’s equation can be neglected leading to the quasi-neutrality relation: n e ≈ n i .
(Do not fall into the trap of assuming that quasi-neutrality implies that ∇ · E = 0. It does
not. It only implies that ε0 ∇ · E
en e .) These simplifications reduce Maxwell’s equation from the exact relativistic Lorentz-invariant form to a self-consistent low-frequency
Galilean-invariant form. Formally, the low-frequency Maxwell equations can be obtained
mathematically by taking the limit ε0 → 0.
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Under the above simplifications, the two-fluid model reduces to:
∂n e
+ ∇ · (n e ue ) = 0,
∂t
∂n i
+ ∇ · (n i ui ) = 0,
∂t
0 = −en e (E + ue × B) − ∇ pe − m e n e ν ei (ue − ui ),


∂
m ini
+ ui · ∇ ui = en i (E + ui × B) − ∇ pi − m e n e ν ei (ui − ue ) ,
∂t


3
∂
ne
+ ue · ∇ Te + pe ∇ · ue + ∇ · qe = Se ,
2
∂t


∂
3
ni
+ ui · ∇ Ti + pi ∇ · ui + ∇ · qi = Si ,
2
∂t
∂B
∇ ×E=− ,
∂t
∇ × B = µ0 e(n i ui − n e ue ),

(11.2)

n i − n e = 0,
∇ · B = 0.

11.2.3 The single-fluid variables
The next step in the procedure is to introduce single-fluid variables into the two-fluid
equations. The single-fluid variables are the mass density ρ, the macroscopic velocity v,
and the pressure p. They are defined as follows. First, since the mass of the ions is much
greater than the mass of the electrons, the mass density of the single-fluid corresponds to
that of the ions:
ρ ≡ m i n,

(11.3)

where n e = n i ≡ n because of quasi-neutrality.
Second, recall that the ion and electron fluid velocities are both nearly equal to the E × B
drift. Therefore, since m i
m e the momentum of the fluid is carried by the ions:
v ≡ ui .

(11.4)

Next, the electron fluid velocity is defined in terms of the current density by reintroducing
J as one of the basic unknowns in the problem: J = en(ui − ue ) or
ue ≡ v − J/en.

(11.5)

Finally, the pressure in the single-fluid model is simply the total electron and ion pressure:
p ≡ pe + pi .

(11.6)

Equations (11.3)–(11.6) provide the necessary relations between the single-fluid variables
and the two-fluid variables.
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11.2.4 The conservation of mass equations
The information contained in the two conservation of mass equations is easily obtained as
follows. First, one simply multiplies the ion conservation relation by m i and introduces the
single fluid variables. This yields
dρ
+ ρ∇ · v = 0,
dt

(11.7)

d
∂
=
+v·∇
dt
∂t

(11.8)

where here and below

is the usual convective derivative moving with the ion fluid.
The second relation is obtained by multiplying both conservation equations by the charge e
and then subtracting the equations. After making use of charge neutrality, one finds
∇ · J = 0.

(11.9)

Equation (11.9) is a redundant relation since it also follows from taking the divergence of the
low-frequency form of Ampère’s law given in Eq. (11.2): ∇ · (∇ × B − µ0 J) = −µ0 ∇ · J
= 0. Thus, Eq. (11.7) represents the only independent information from the conservation
of mass relations.
11.2.5 The conservation of momentum equations
The two conservation of momentum equations are simplified as follows. First, one adds the
two equations together and introduces the single-fluid variables. The resulting equation is
ρ

dv
= J × B − ∇ p.
dt

(11.10)

Note that the electric field terms have cancelled because of charge neutrality and the collisional terms have cancelled because of conservation of total electron-plus-ion momentum
in elastic Coulomb collisions.
This equation is the most important one in MHD as it describes the basic force balance
of the plasma. The physical interpretation of Eq. (11.10) is as follows. The left hand side
represents the inertial force, which is important in determining the dynamical behavior of
the plasma. The J × B term represents the magnetic field force used to confine the plasma.
The ∇ p term represents the pressure gradient force that causes a hot core of plasma to expand
outwards. In a steady state situation without flow the inertial force is zero and equilibrium is
achieved when the magnetic force balances the pressure gradient force. In terms of scaling
one can see that the current density J must satisfy J ∼ p/a B for the two forces to balance.
This implies that J/env T i ∼ rLi /a
1 as previously asserted. Because of its importance,
the single-fluid momentum equation is discussed in more detail in Section 11.5.
The second piece of information contained in the momentum equations is obtained by simply rewriting the electron momentum equation in the form of an Ohm’s law and substituting
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the single-fluid variables. A short calculation yields
1
(J × B − ∇ pe ) + ηJ.
E+v×B=
(11.11)
en
Equation (11.11) is known as the “generalized” Ohm’s law. The left hand side represents
the electric field in the reference frame moving with the plasma. The J × B and ∇ pe terms
corresponds to the Hall term and electron diamagnetic term respectively. Situations exist
where these terms play an important role but not within the regime of MHD. In fact, a
simple estimate of the size of these terms shows that J B/env B ∼ p/aenv B ∼ rLi /a
1.
Therefore, these terms can be neglected. The last term describes the resistivity of the plasma
2
and is also small. The MHD scaling relations imply that η J/v B ∼ (ν ei a/vT i )(rLe
/a 2 )
1.
On this basis, the resistivity term can also be neglected. The net result of this discussion is
that Eq. (11.11) reduces to the “ideal” Ohm’s law:
E + v × B = 0.

(11.12)

Note that in the reference frame moving with the plasma the electric field is zero; in other
words, the plasma behaves like an ideal perfectly conducting material.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that in spite of its smallness, the resistivity term is sometimes maintained in the Ohm’s law. This is because: (1) the resistivity is the only dissipative
process appearing in the momentum equation (i.e., the Hall and electron diamagnetic terms
are non-dissipative), and (2) the “ideal” MHD scaling arguments apply only to the perpendicular direction; that is, since the parallel component of v × B is zero the only term
to compare with on the left hand side of the Ohm’s law is E  , which has not as yet been
scaled. If one thus assumes that E  ∼ η J , then these two terms should be maintained and
the resistivity contribution should be altered as follows for self-consistency: ηJ → ηJ . In
practice, for mathematical simplicity the entire ηJ is usually kept. This gives the correct
expression parallel to the field and produces only a negligibly small inconsistency in the
perpendicular direction. Maintaining the resistivity term leads to the “resistive” Ohm’s law:
E + v × B = ηJ.

(11.13)

A final subtlety regarding resistivity involves the value of η. More accurate calculations
involving kinetic plasma models show that the actual resistive Ohm’s law is of the form
E + v × B = η J + η⊥ J⊥ . The resistivity is anisotropic because the correct distribution
function is more complicated than a simple shifted Maxwellian. Kinetic theory shows
that the value of η in Eq. (11.13) from the simple shifted Maxwellian derivation actually
corresponds to the perpendicular resistivity: η⊥ = η. However, it is η that is required to
correctly model the parallel Ohm’s law. The more accurate value of the parallel resistivity
is reduced by a factor of about 1/2: η = 0.51η. The anisotropy is unimportant for present
purposes. Consequently, for simplicity it is assumed that the resistivity is isotropic with
η → η since it is the parallel direction that is most affected by dissipation. Specifically,
the resistive Ohm’s law becomes
E + v × B = η J,

(11.14)
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where from Chapter 10
η = (0.51)

√

1/2

2 e2 m e
ln  = 3.3 × 10−8
12π 3/2 ε02 Te3/2

1
3/2

Tk
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(11.15)

There are two main ways that resistivity affects plasma behavior. First, resistivity allows
a wider range of possible instabilities than ideal MHD. However, these instabilities have
much slower growth rates and usually do not lead to a macroscopic loss of plasma, but
instead to enhanced transport losses. Second, even in the absence of resistive instabilities,
resistivity still represents the only dissipation in the momentum equation. This dissipation
gives rise to particle diffusion and magnetic field diffusion, representing two main transport
losses. Here too, the phenomena occur on much slower time scales than the characteristic
MHD time scale. For this reason much of the discussion on resistive MHD is deferred to
Chapter 14, which treats plasma transport.
The end result of the discussion above is that the two-fluid momentum equations are
transformed into a single-fluid momentum equation plus an Ohm’s law that can be either
ideal or resistive. None of the applications considered in the book requires the generalized
Ohm’s law.
11.2.6 The conservation of energy equations
In the MHD regime the energy equations simplify considerably. All the source and sink
terms including thermal conductivity are negligible. Heating and cooling of the plasma in
general take place on a much slower time scale than that of ideal MHD. To justify this
statement recall that the 0-D form of the heat conduction term (which is always among
the largest of these contributions) is given by ∇ · q → 3nT /τE , where τE is the energy
confinement time. Since τE for existing large experiments or a reactor typically lies in the
range 0.1–1 s it is clear this time is much longer than the characteristic MHD time scale:
τE
a/vT i ∼ 1 µs.
Based on this reasoning the ion energy equation, expressed in terms of single-fluid variables, reduces to


3
∂
(11.16)
n
+ v · ∇ Ti + pi ∇ · v = 0
2
∂t
A short calculation in which ∇ · v is eliminated by means of the mass conservation relation
reduces Eq. (11.16) to the familiar adiabatic form
 
d
pi
= 0,
(11.17)
dt ρ γ
where γ = 5/3.
Next, since ue = v − J/en ≈ v in the MHD scaling it follows that the electrons satisfy
an identical type of energy equation
 
d pe
= 0.
(11.18)
dt ρ γ
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Adding the two energy equations together using the definition p = pi + pe leads to the
desired form for the single-fluid energy equation:
 
d
p
= 0.
(11.19)
dt ρ γ
Note that in MHD one does not have to distinguish between pe and pi since only the sum
appears in Eq. (11.19).
11.2.7 Summary of the MHD equations
The single-fluid equations derived above can now be collected together. The result is a
closed set of equations defining the MHD model. The equations are summarized below:
dρ
mass :
+ ρ∇ · v = 0;
dt
dv
momentum : ρ
= J × B − ∇ p;
dt
Ohm’s law : E + v × B = 0 ideal MHD,
E + v × B = η J resistive MHD;
(11.20)
 
d
p
energy :
= 0;
dt ρ γ
∂B
Maxwell :
∇ ×E=− ,
∂t
∇ × B = µ0 J,
∇ · B = 0.
This is the basic model that will be used to analyze the macroscopic equilibrium and
stability of a fusion plasma.
11.3 Derivation of MHD from guiding center theory
This section presents an alternative derivation of the ideal MHD model based on guiding
center theory. Specifically, the perpendicular MHD momentum equation and Ohm’s law
are derived by combining the single-particle guiding center drifts with a new contribution
known as the magnetization current. The purpose is to provide additional physical intuition
by showing the relationship between microscopic single-particle behavior and macroscopic
fluid behavior.

11.3.1 The basic idea
The basic idea behind the derivation is to calculate the perpendicular current density flowing
through an arbitrary open surface in the plasma due to guiding center motion and to see
how this current is related to the plasma pressure gradient and inertial forces.
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Figure 11.1 (a) Geometry showing a surface with n ⊥ B. (b) Cancellation of current due to circular gyromotion. (c) Current due to guiding center drifts. (d) Magnetization current around the
boundary.

The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 11.1(a). Since the goal is to calculate J⊥ , the surface of
interest is chosen such that its normal vector is perpendicular to B. Some careful “bookkeeping” that takes into account the gyro radius expansion is required to calculate the current. To
begin consider the leading order contribution to the particle’s motion, which corresponds
to the circular gyro motion. As seen in Fig. 11.1(b) this motion makes no contribution to
the current since each particle enters and leaves the surface in opposite directions; there is
no net flow of charge during a gyro period.
The perpendicular current is a first order effect, generated by two separate mechanisms.
The first mechanism corresponds to the flow of charge across the surface resulting from
the perpendicular guiding center drifts as shown in Fig. 11.1(c). The second contribution
results from the circular gyro motion right near the boundary of the surface. As shown
in Fig. 11.1(d), this current, known as the magnetization current, arises because particles cross the boundary in only one direction. Their return path lies outside the boundary
and therefore does not cancel the in-surface contribution to the current. Although this
may seem like a small effect it is comparable in magnitude to the guiding center drift
contribution which is also a small first order effect. Each of these contributions is now
calculated.

11.3.2 The guiding center drift current and Ohm’s law
The guiding center drift velocity of the particles consists of the E × B drift, the ∇ B drift,
the curvature drift, and the polarization drift (the last being negligible for electrons). Recall
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from Chapter 8 that these are given by
vgi = V E + V∇ B + Vκ + V p
2
v2 κ × B
E×B
v⊥
d E×B
b
B × ∇B
+
−
×
,
+
2
2
B
2ωci B
ωci B
ωci
dt B 2
= V E + V∇ B + Vκ

=
vge

=

(11.21)

2
v2 κ × B
B × ∇B
E×B
v⊥
−
+
,
B2
2ωce B 2
ωce B

where κ = b · ∇b = −Rc /Rc2 is the curvature vector.
Next, note that within the MHD scaling the E × B drift is larger than all the other ion and
electron drifts by the ratio a/rLi in the usual situation where the perpendicular and parallel
particle velocities are comparable to the thermal velocities: m i vi2 ∼ m e ve2 ∼ T . As in the
fluid model the dominant guiding motion for both electrons and ions is the E × B drift
velocity. Since each electron and each ion drifts with essentially the same velocity it makes
sense to introduce a macroscopic perpendicular fluid velocity as follows: u⊥ ≈ vgi ≈ vge ,
where u⊥ = E × B/B 2 . This relation can be rewritten as follows
E⊥ + u⊥ × B = 0,

(11.22)

which corresponds to the perpendicular Ohm’s law.
Consider now the perpendicular current due to the guiding center drift motion. Although
the E × B drift is the largest contribution, the resulting net current cancels because of charge
neutrality and the fact that the drift is the same for both species. The easiest way to calculate
the net current density is to directly subtract the ion and electron contributions and then
sum over all particles. This automatically cancels the larger E × B terms:

J⊥g = en i vgi  − en e vge  = e (vgi f i − vge f e ) d v.
(11.23)
Substituting for the drift velocities yields

2
v2 κ × B
b
B × ∇B
v⊥
d u⊥
J⊥g = e
+
−
×
2ωci B 2
ωci B
ωci
dt

2
v2 κ × B
v⊥
B × ∇B
+e
−
f e dv.
2ωce B 2
ωce B

f i dv
(11.24)

One can easily evaluate these integrals assuming stationary Maxwellian distribution func2
tions and noting that in local rectangular velocity coordinates v2 = vz2 and v⊥
= vx2 + v 2y .
This yields the desired expression for the current due to the guiding center drift motion:


ρ
B × ∇B
κ×B
d u⊥
J⊥g = p
+ b×
−
,
(11.25)
3
2
B
B
B
dt
where p = pe + pi and ρ = m i n i .
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Figure 11.2 (a) Several limiting orbits of particles that just intersect the surface one time. The symbol +
denotes the center of each orbit. (b) The locus of the centers of limiting orbits is a circle of radius rL
centered on the edge.

11.3.3 The magnetization current
The magnetization current arises from particles (near the edge) that intersect the surface
under consideration just one time as shown in Fig. 11.1(d). Their contribution to J⊥ is
evaluated by calculating the current carried by a single particle and then multiplying by the
number of particles making a single intersection. The calculation proceeds as follows.
Over a gyro period, a particle with a charge q (where q = ±e) produces an average
current
Iq = −

q
qωc
=−
.
τc
2π

(11.26)

The minus sign signifies that the current flows in the diamagnetic direction, tending to
cancel the applied field.
The number of particles making just one intersection can be determined by examining
Fig. 11.2, which illustrates several limiting cases. The orbit of particle 1 just barely misses
the edge of the surface of interest. Particle 2 lies predominantly outside the surface of
interest but just manages to intersect it. Similarly, particles 3 and 4 represent limiting
orbits producing one intersection. The locus of the centers of these orbits forms a circle
whose radius is the gyro radius. Therefore, any particle whose guiding center lies within a
circle centered on the surface edge, with radius rL , makes just one intersection. The volume
element containing such particles is given by dr = A · d l, where A = πrL2 b and dl is arc
length along the surface edge. Observe that the normal vector to the gyro orbit lies along
b which is, in general, not parallel to d l as shown in Fig. 11.3. This projection reduces the
number of single-intersection particles.
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Figure 11.3 Relation between b and d l. The normal to the circle defining the locus of guiding centers
always points upwards along b. The direction of d l changes around the surface edge. At 1, d l and b
are parallel, maximizing the volume of the single intersection particles (width between dashed lines
is maximum). At 2, and then 3, the volume decreases as d l becomes perpendicular to b.

Next, the number of particles with a velocity v contained within this volume element
is given by dN = ( f dv) (d r). They generate a corresponding current dI = Iq ( f d v) (d r).
The total magnetization current is obtained by integrating over all velocities and all volume
elements along the surface edge:

 
2 
qωc
π m 2 v⊥
IM = −
f d v b · d l.
(11.27)
2π
q2 B2
For a Maxwellian distribution function the velocity integration is easily evaluated and the
expression reduces to

p
IM = −
b · d l.
(11.28)
B
The next task is to rewrite the magnetization current in a more convenient form in terms
of a magnetization current density J M as follows.

I M = JM · d S,
(11.29)
where S is the surface. One now introduces a magnetization M defined by J M = ∇ × M.
Stokes’ theorem implies that


I M = ∇ × M · d S = M · d l.
(11.30)
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Figure 11.4 Physical origin of the magnetization current. There are more downward orbits from
the high-density side tangent to the vertical line than upward orbits from the low-density side. The
differential causes J M .

A comparison of Eqs. (11.30) and (11.28) shows that M = − ( p/B) b. This leads to the
desired expression for the magnetization current density
p
J M = −∇ ×
b .
(11.31)
B
From a physical point of view one might have expected the magnetization current to cancel
out when integrating around the surface edge since for about half the particles the component
of b along d l is parallel while for the other half it is anti-parallel. However, this cancellation
is not perfect. To understand the physical origin of the magnetization current consider the
simple situation in which there are no guiding center drifts: B = B0 ez with B0 = const. For
this case J M reduces to
JM =

1
∇ p × ez .
B0

(11.32)

Equation (11.32) implies that a magnetization current flows if there is a pressure gradient
(i.e., ∇n and/or ∇T ) in the plasma. The generation of J M from a density gradient is illustrated
in Fig. 11.4. Observe that all particles make circular gyro orbits with zero guiding center
drifts. However, there are more particles to the left than the right because of the density
gradient. Therefore, if one draws a vertical line as shown in Fig. 11.4 it is apparent that
there are more downward orbits tangent to the vertical line from particles on the left than
there are upward orbits from particles on the right. The magnetization current results from the
difference in the number of downward and upward orbits generated by the density gradient.
A temperature gradient also causes a magnetization current since hotter particles on average
have a higher velocity at the point of tangency than the colder particles. This differential
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in velocities due to ∇T also produces a contribution to the magnetization current. The
conclusion is that a gradient in the pressure causes a macroscopic magnetization current
even though none of the particles needs to have a guiding center drift.

11.3.4 The perpendicular MHD momentum equation
The last step in the derivation is to combine the guiding center drift and magnetization
current densities to form the total current: J⊥ = J⊥g + J M . One next forms the cross product
J⊥ × B:



!
ρ
B×∇B κ ×B
d u⊥
p "
J⊥ × B = p
+
−
b
×
×
B
−
∇
×
b × B.
B3
B2
B
dt
B
(11.33)
The various terms simplify as follows:


ρ
d u⊥
du⊥ 
b×
×B= ρ
;
B
dt
dt 
⊥

(κ × B) × B
p
= − p κ;
B2
(11.34)


!
p "
∇B
∇×
×
b
×
B
b × B = p (∇ × b) × b + (∇ p × b) × b − p
B
B2


∇B
= p κ − ∇⊥ p − p
× B × B.
B3
Here, use has been made of the vector identities κ · b = 0 and (∇ × b) × b = b · ∇b −
1
∇ (b · b) = κ.
2
Combining and canceling appropriate terms finally leads to the desired form of the
momentum equation as derived from guiding center theory:

du⊥ 
ρ
= J × B − ∇⊥ p.
(11.35)
dt 
⊥

This form is identical to the corresponding equation from ideal MHD. The conclusion is
that the fluid and guiding center approaches are equivalent but different ways of obtaining
self-consistent descriptions of macroscopic MHD behavior.

11.4 MHD equilibrium – a qualitative description
The first important application of the MHD model is concerned with the calculation of
equilibrium. How does a combination of externally applied and internally induced magnetic
fields act to provide an equilibrium force balance that holds the plasma together at the desired
location in the vacuum chamber? This section presents a brief qualitative description of the
basic issues arising in the creation of equilibrium force balance.
Although obvious, it should be stated at the outset that the equilibria of interest must
correspond to confined equilibria. Specifically, consider a fusion plasma contained within
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Figure 11.5 (a) Confined plasma isolated from the wall. (b) Corresponding confined pressure profile.
(c) An unconfined pressure profile since p(r) is finite at the wall. (d) An unphysical profile since p(r)
< 0 over part of the plasma.

a vacuum chamber as shown in Fig. 11.5(a). The purpose of the magnetic field is to isolate
the plasma from the first wall vacuum chamber. This keeps the plasma hot and the wall
cool. While the physical goal is clear, the MHD equations allow a wide variety of different
types of mathematical solutions and one must be certain to focus on those that correspond
to confined equilibria. This point is demonstrated Fig. 11.5(b)–(d), which illustrate several
possible mathematical solutions arising from the MHD equations. Only one shows good
confinement where the pressure is everywhere positive and approaches zero at the wall.
In a qualitative sense, MHD equilibrium in a toroidal geometry separates into two pieces:
radial pressure balance and toroidal force balance. The radial pressure balance is illustrated
in Fig. 11.6. The plasma is a hot core of gas that tends to expand uniformly along the minor
radius r. Magnetic fields and currents must exist to balance this radial expansion force. As is
shown shortly there are two basic magnetic configurations that can produce radial pressure
balance – the “θ -pinch” and “Z-pinch” plus combinations thereof. It is also worth noting
that the problem of radial pressure balance is important both in toroidal geometries and in
linear geometries, where toroidal effects are neglected.
The second equilibrium issue involves toroidal force balance. As its name implies, this
arises solely because of the toroidal geometry. The problem is illustrated in Fig. 11.7.
Because of toroidicity, unavoidable forces are generated by both the toroidal (i.e., long
way around) and poloidal (i.e., short way around) magnetic fields that tend to push the
plasma horizontally outwards along the direction of the major radius R. Several methods are
described that show how the outward toroidal forces can be balanced to prevent the plasma
from striking the first wall. These involve the use of a perfectly conducting wall surrounding
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Figure 11.6 Outward pressure expansion force along r in both linear and toroidal configurations.
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Φ
Figure 11.7 Outward force along R due to toroidicity.

the plasma, the application of an external “vertical field,” and the use of “toroidal-helical”
fields.
In the remainder of this chapter the ideal MHD model is simplified to focus on the problem
of equilibrium. The discussion begins with a description of several basic properties of MHD
equilibria. With this as background, the problem of radial pressure balance is then addressed
in the context of a 1-D cylindrical model. Next, the problem of toroidal force balance is
discussed and a simple approximate relation is derived showing the conditions required to
achieve toroidal equilibrium in a 2-D axisymmetric torus carrying a toroidal current. Lastly,
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a brief discussion is presented that describes how toroidal force balance is achieved in a
3-D toroidal–helical configuration. These results set the stage for the discussion of stability,
which begins in the next chapter.

11.5 Basic properties of the MHD equilibrium model
11.5.1 The MHD equilibrium model
The first step in the quantitative analysis is to simplify the MHD model so that it focuses
solely on equilibrium. The simplifications result from two basic assumptions that define the
MHD equilibria of interest: (1) for a plasma in equilibrium all quantities are independent
of time (∂/∂t = 0); (2) the plasma is assumed to be static (v = 0). Stationary equilibria
with time-independent flows are possible (v = 0), but such flows normally do not dominate
present or future experiments and therefore are not essential for the present discussion.
The simplification now proceeds as follows. Under the above assumptions the MHD
conservation of mass and energy relations are trivially satisfied. The ideal Ohm’s law
requires that E = 0, which in turn implies that Faraday’s law is automatically satisfied. For
the resistive Ohm’s law there remains a small electric field which produces transport on a
time scale slow compared to the MHD time scale and can be neglected for present purposes.
The remaining non-trivial equations, which are identical for either of the Ohm’s laws, define
the MHD equilibrium model, given by
J × B = ∇ p,
∇ × B = µ0 J,
∇ · B = 0.

(11.36)

These equations describe the equilibrium properties of all magnetic configurations of fusion
interest.

11.5.2 General properties – flux surfaces
Before proceeding with the quantitative discussion of radial pressure balance and toroidal
force balance, one can deduce several general properties characteristic of all MHD equilibria. The first property concerns the concept of flux surfaces. To understand flux surfaces,
examine the contours of constant pressure in a well-confined plasma equilibrium, as illustrated in Fig. 11.8. By definition the vector ∇ p is perpendicular to the p = const. contours.
Now, if one forms the dot product of the MHD momentum equation with B it immediately
follows that
B · ∇ p = 0.

(11.37)

The implication is that the magnetic field lines (i.e., the lines parallel to B) must lie in
the surfaces of constant pressure; there is no component of B perpendicular to the surface.
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Figure 11.8 Contours of constant pressure in a well-confined toroidal equilibrium.
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Figure 11.9 Two flux surfaces, 1 and 2, at two different toroidal locations showing that the current
flows between and not across them.

Hence, these surfaces are also called flux surfaces. In a confined plasma the pressure and
flux contours coincide, forming a set of closed, nested, toroidal surfaces.
11.5.3 General properties – current surfaces
Another general property easily derived is obtained by forming the dot product of the
momentum equation with J:
J · ∇ p = 0.

(11.38)

The current lines also lie in the constant pressure surfaces. There is no component of J
perpendicular to the pressure contours. The implication is that as shown in Fig. 11.9 the
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Figure 11.10 Flux surfaces showing that in general the B lines and J lines are not parallel.

current flows between flux surfaces and not across them. Note that although both the B and
J lines lie in the flux surfaces, this does not imply that B and J are parallel. This point is
illustrated in Fig. 11.10. In general the angle between B and J is arbitrary with the cases
of purely parallel or purely perpendicular lines representing special, but still physically
accessible, limits.

11.5.4 General properties – magnetic pressure and tension
The last general property concerns the concepts of magnetic pressure and tension. These
are the two ways in which the magnetic field can act to hold the plasma in equilibrium force
balance. The relevant relation is obtained by using Ampère’s law to eliminate J from the
momentum equation and invoking the vector identity ∇(B 2 /2) = B × (∇ × B) + (B · ∇) B.
A short calculation yields


B2
B2
∇⊥ p +
−
κ = 0,
(11.39)
2µ0
µ0
where ∇⊥ = ∇ − b (b · ∇) is the perpendicular component of the gradient operator and, as
before, κ = b · ∇b is the curvature vector.
Equation (11.39) describes pressure balance perpendicular to the magnetic field. The
interpretation of the terms is as follows. The quantity p clearly represents the plasma pressure. By analogy, the quantity B 2 /2µ0 represents the magnetic pressure. The last term
(B 2 /µ0 )κ represents the tension force created by the curvature of the field lines. This
force is easy to visualize if one imagines that field lines behave like stretched rubber bands
wrapped around a cylindrical piece of wood. Explicit examples of the magnetic pressure and
tension forces are described during the discussion of radial pressure balance and toroidal
force balance.
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Figure 11.11 (a) Top view of a torus showing the mathematical cut. (b) Equivalent straight cylinder.

In summary, it is useful to think of a well-confined fusion plasma as one in which the
pressure contours form a set of closed nested toroidal surfaces. Both the magnetic field lines
and current density lines lie on these surfaces. The magnetic forces that hold the plasma
together arise from a combination of two different mechanisms: magnetic pressure and
magnetic tension.

11.6 Radial pressure balance
This section focuses on the problem of radial pressure balance. The analysis is greatly
simplified by the following geometric transformation. Start with a toroidal configuration,
and make a (mathematical) cut at an arbitrary poloidal plane. Then, straighten out the torus
transforming it into an equivalent straight cylinder. See Fig. 11.11. Clearly the problem of
toroidal force balance vanishes in a straight cylinder. Also, if the plasma cross section is
circular, then the geometry is 1-D, with all quantities depending only upon the minor radius r.
Using this model, several basic configurations are investigated: the θ-pinch, the Z-pinch,
and the screw pinch. These configurations demonstrate how magnetic pressure and magnetic
tension can be used to provide radial pressure balance. Also, the analysis suggests a useful
and explicit definition of the plasma β.

11.6.1 The θ-pinch
The geometry and field components of a θ-pinch are illustrated in Fig. 11.12. A current
flows in the coil as shown in the figure. This produces an externally applied “toroidal”
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Figure 11.12 Schematic diagram of a θ-pinch.

magnetic field B0 inside the coil. A “poloidal” current is induced in the plasma whose
direction is such as to cancel the applied field. The non-trivial unknowns in the problem are
as follows: p = p(r ), B = Bz (r )ez , and J = Jθ (r )eθ . (The current density in the θ direction
is the origin of the name “θ -pinch.”) The goal now is to see whether or not the ideal MHD
equations allow this geometric configuration to possess confined equilibria.
The analysis is straightforward. First, by symmetry the condition ∇ · B = 0 is automatically satisfied. Second, Ampère’s law reduces to
µ0 Jθ = −

dBz
.
dr

(11.40)

Substituting Jθ into the momentum equation ( p  = Jθ Bz ) leads to a simple relation between
p and Bz , which can be written as


d
B2
(11.41)
p + z = 0.
dr
2µ0
This equation can be easily integrated:
p (r ) +

Bz2 (r )
B2
= 0 ,
2µ0
2µ0

(11.42)

where B02 /2µ0 = const. is the externally applied magnetic pressure. Equation (11.42) represents the basic radial pressure balance relation for a θ-pinch. It states that at any radial
position r, the sum of the local plasma pressure plus internal magnetic pressure is equal to
the applied magnetic pressure. The θ-pinch pressure balance relation allows a wide variety of confined equilibria in which the pressure is peaked at the center and monotonically
decreases to zero at the edge. A typical example is illustrated in Fig. 11.13. Note that since
Bz (0) is arbitrary the peak value of β defined as β0 ≡ 2µ0 p(0)/[2µ0 p(0) + Bz2 (0)] can vary
over a wide range: 0 < β0 < 1.
The conclusion is that the θ -pinch configuration is capable of providing radial pressure
balance. The confinement mechanism corresponds to magnetic pressure.
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Figure 11.13 Typical θ-pinch profiles.
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Figure 11.14 Schematic diagram of a Z-pinch.

11.6.2 The Z-pinch
The Z-pinch is the complementary configuration to the θ-pinch. Its geometry is illustrated
in Fig. 11.14. Here, two ideal electrodes drive a “toroidal” current in the z direction producing a purely “poloidal” magnetic field in the θ direction. (The current density in the
z direction is the motivation for the name Z-pinch.) Therefore, in this configuration the
non-trivial unknowns are given by: p = p(r ), B = Bθ (r )eθ , and J = Jz (r )ez . The goal now
is to determine whether or not the Z-pinch configuration is capable of sustaining confined
equilibria.
Here too, the analysis is straightforward. Because of symmetry ∇ · B = 0 is automatically
satisfied. Ampère’s law yields a relation for Jz given by
µ0 Jz =

1 d
(rBθ ).
r dr

(11.43)
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The pressure balance relation is obtained by substituting this expression into the momentum
equation ( p  = −Jz Bθ ):
dp
Bθ d
(rBθ ) = 0.
+
dr
µ0r dr

(11.44)

A more intuitive form is obtained by expanding the rBθ derivative. After a simple calculation
the desired form of the Z-pinch pressure balance relation can be written as


d
B2
B2
p + θ + θ = 0.
(11.45)
dr
2µ0
µ0 r
In order, from left to right, the terms correspond to the plasma pressure, the magnetic
pressure, and the magnetic tension. In general, the Z-pinch equation cannot be integrated
as simply as the θ -pinch equation. Even so, one can easily demonstrate confined equilibria
by means of an example. Assume a physically plausible Jz (r ) profile that peaks on axis and
monotonically decays to zero at r = a:



r2
 2I
1− 2
0<r <a
Jz (r ) = πa 2
.
(11.46)
a

0
a<r <b

Here, the coefficient in front of Jz (r ) has been chosen so that I = Jz dS represents the
total current flowing in the plasma. An expression for Bθ (r ) is easily obtained by integrating
Ampère’s law



r3
µ I r

 0
0<r <a
− 3
πa a
2a
Bθ (r ) =
.
(11.47)

 µ0 I
a<r <b
2πr
Finally, the pressure profile is determined by integrating the pressure balance relation. A
short calculation yields


2 

r2
r2
 µ0 I 2
1− 2
5−2 2
0<r <a
p(r ) = 12π 2 a a
.
(11.48)
a
a

0
a<r <b
These profiles are illustrated in Fig. 11.15. The pressure clearly corresponds to a
well-confined equilibrium. If one defines the peak value of β for a Z-pinch as β0 ≡
2µ0 p(0)/[2µ0 p(0) + Bθ2 (0)], then β0 = 1 for all profiles since Bθ (0) = 0. While high β0
is potentially good, one sees that a Z-pinch does not have the flexibility in this parameter
that a θ -pinch does.
Lastly, it is instructive to plot the three forces in Z-pinch pressure balance as a function
of radius as shown in Fig. 11.16. Note that a negative force points radially inwards, and
therefore corresponds to a confining force (as opposed to an expansion force). Figure 11.16
indicates that near the outer edge of the plasma the only confining force is due to magnetic tension. Both the particle pressure and magnetic pressure produce outwardly pointing
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Figure 11.15 Typical Z-pinch profiles.
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Figure 11.16 The radial forces on a Z-Pinch. Only the tension force is confining in the outer portion
of the plasma.

expansion forces. The conclusion is that the Z-pinch configuration is capable of providing
radial pressure balance by means of the magnetic tension force.
11.6.3 The screw pinch
The screw pinch is a configuration that consists of an arbitrary combination of θ -pinch and
Z-pinch fields. In this configuration the magnetic lines twist around the surface giving the
appearance of a screw thread. Hence the name “screw pinch.” Every magnetic configuration
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of fusion interest satisfies a form of radial pressure balance relation corresponding to the
general screw pinch.
The analysis of the screw pinch is also straightforward. The non-trivial unknowns are as
follows: p, B = Bθ eθ + Bz ez , and J = Jθ eθ + Jz ez . As before, the condition ∇ · B = 0 is
automatically satisfied. Ampère’s law yields a relation for the total current density:
dB z
1 d
µ0 J = −
(11.49)
eθ +
(rBθ )ez .
dr
r dr
Substituting J into the pressure balance relation ( p  = Jθ Bz − Jz Bθ ) yields the desired
expression for radial pressure balance in a generalized screw pinch:


d
B2
Bz2
Bθ2
+ θ = 0.
+
p+
(11.50)
dr
2µ0
2µ0
µ0 r
Observe that in general one is free to specify two arbitrary functions, for instance Bθ (r )
and Bz (r ). MHD then determines the third function, in this case p(r ). The option of choosing
two functions arbitrarily is the reason why the screw pinch relation is capable of describing
such a wide range of configurations. Two free functions also make sense physically, since
experimentalists have the possibility of independently programming the coil currents in
both the toroidal and poloidal field circuits. Specific examples corresponding to the main
fusion configurations are presented in Chapter 13 following the discussion of MHD stability.
Once MHD stability is known, the entire MHD picture can be assembled to provide the
motivation for each such configuration.
11.6.4 General definition of β in a screw pinch
The last topic in this section is the derivation of a general radial pressure balance relation
that can be used to define the “β” of the plasma. The relation is useful because it involves
integrated averages of the pressure and the fields and thus is not sensitive to the specific
details of the profiles. The relation is obtained by performing the following averaging
operation on the pressure balance equation:




1 a 2
Bθ2
d
Bz2
Bθ2
+
r
dr
+
p
+
= 0.
(11.51)
a2 0
dr
2µ0
2µ0
µ0r
Here a is the edge of the plasma, the radius at which the pressure and current densities first
vanish.
A straightforward integration by parts allows one to simplify the various terms in
Eq. (11.51). The pressure term reduces to


1 a 2 dp
2 a
r
p r dr ≡ −  p.
(11.52)
dr
=
−
a2 0
dr
a2 0
This term clearly represents the average value of the pressure. The “toroidal” field term can
be written as

 2

 
2
# $
1 a 2 d
Bza
1  2
2 a Bz2
Bz
dr
=
r dr ≡ −
r
−
Bza − Bz2 ,
2
2
a 0
dr 2µ0
2µ0
a 0
2µ0
2µ0
(11.53)
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2
where Bza
/2µ0 is the applied toroidal magnetic pressure and Bz2 /2µ0  is the average value
2
of the internal toroidal magnetic pressure. If Bz2 /2µ0  < Bza
/2µ0 , then the toroidal magnetic field is diamagnetic, helping to confine the plasma. This is the situation in a θ-pinch.
2
On the other hand, if Bz2 /2µ0  > Bza
/2µ0 , the toroidal magnetic field is paramagnetic and,
like the pressure, is a radial expansion force. In this case the poloidal magnetic tension must
increase to balance both of these expansion forces. Lastly, the “poloidal” field contributions
can be simplified as follows:

 2




1 a 2
Bθ2
B2
d
d r 2 Bθ2
Bθ
1 a
+
= θa .
r
dr
dr
(11.54)
=
2
2
a 0
dr 2µ0
µ0r
a 0
dr 2µ0
2µ0

Here, Bθa is related to the toroidal plasma current I by the usual relation
Bθa =

µ0 I
.
2πa

(11.55)

Combining these contributions leads to the desired global radial pressure balance relation

# $
1  2
2
 p =
Bza − Bz2 + Bθa
.
(11.56)
2µ0
Now, recall that the quantity β is supposed to be a measure of how effective the applied
fields are at confining plasma pressure. Equation (11.56) therefore suggests the following
definition of β:
β=

2µ0  p
.
2 + B2
Bza
θa

(11.57)

Often, there appear in the literature related quantities known as the toroidal βt and the
poloidal beta βp , whose definitions are
2µ0  p
,
2
Bza
2µ0  p
βp =
.
2
Bθa

βt =

(11.58)

The relationship between these quantities can be written as
1
1
1
=
+ ,
β
βt
βp

(11.59)

implying that the total β is dominated by the smaller of the two contributions. Observe
that by definition β ≤ 1. However, either βt or βp , but not both, can be greater than unity.
These definitions are useful in the comparison of different proposed magnetic fusion configurations. They can also be readily generalized to non-circular cross section, toroidal
configurations.
The main conclusion from this section is that both toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields,
or combinations thereof, can be used to provide radial pressure balance in magnetic fusion
configurations. Furthermore, there is no upper limit on the achievable value of β except the
obvious one β ≤ 1.
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11.7 Toroidal force balance
11.7.1 Introduction
A fusion plasma must be in the shape of a torus in order to avoid end losses. It is shown
in this section that bending a straight cylinder into a torus results in the generation of three
new toroidal forces all directed outwardly along the direction of the major radius (i.e., along
R). See Fig. 11.7. These forces and the basic configurations that they affect are as follows:
(a) the hoop force (Z-pinch);
(b) the tire tube force (Z-pinch, θ -pinch);
(c) the 1/R force (θ -pinch).

If the plasma is to be held in toroidal force balance, some additional force must be
applied to counter the outward forces. The analysis shows that a counterbalancing force can
be readily provided for the Z-pinch; that is, a Z-pinch has good toroidal equilibrium and can
therefore be easily bent into a torus. However, it is shown in Chapter 12 that a pure Z-pinch
has very poor MHD stability properties.
The situation is just the opposite for the pure θ-pinch. There is no simple way that an
inward directed restoring force along R can be applied to a θ -pinch; a pure θ -pinch does
not have a good toroidal equilibrium and therefore cannot be bent into a torus. On the
other hand, a linear θ -pinch is shown in Chapter 12 to have good stability properties. The
consequence of this dichotomy between pure θ- and Z-pinches is that the study of fusion
MHD has been largely devoted to discovering configurations (e.g. screw pinches) with
optimized combinations of toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields that can stably confine
plasmas with high β in toroidal equilibrium.
In the discussion below a brief qualitative description is given of each of three toroidal
forces as well as possible ways to provide a counteracting force. A simple calculation is also
presented that semi-quantitatively evaluates the various terms appearing in toroidal force
balance. The discussion focuses on 2-D axisymmetric equilibria, although a brief discussion
is also presented that describes equilibria in a 3-D toroidal helix.

11.7.2 The hoop force
The hoop force is analogous to the outward expansion force generated by the current flowing
in a circular loop of wire. In the present case the current corresponds to the toroidal current
flowing in the plasma. Since toroidal current is involved, the hoop force is generated by
bending a Z-pinch into a torus.
The origin of the force can be understood by examining Fig. 11.17(a). Shown here is
a toroidal Z-pinch in which the plasma has been divided into two halves. The inside and
outside halves have surface areas S1 and S2 respectively. Clearly S1 < S2 , since the average
value of the major radius is smaller on the inside surface than the outside surface.
The toroidal current generates a poloidal magnetic field as shown in the figure. Observe
that a given amount of poloidal flux ψ on the outside of the torus must be squeezed into a
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Figure 11.17 Qualitative picture of the hoop force: (a) conservation of flux showing that B1 > B2 ;
(b) toroidal force balance showing a net outward force along R.

smaller cross sectional area on the inside. This implies that the magnitude of the magnetic
field is greater on the inside than on the outside: B1 > B2 . The lines are packed more closely
together on the inside.
Focus now on the magnetic tension force on each half of the plasma as shown in
Fig. 11.17(b). The tension force on the inner surface is just the product of the magnetic
tension with the surface area: F1 = (B12 /2µ0 )S1 . It points along R in the outward direction.
Similarly, the force on the outer surface is just F2 = (B22 /2µ0 )S2 and points along R but in
the inward direction.
The quadratic dependence of B dominates the expression for the forces. This leads to the
conclusion that F1 > F2 . There is a net outward force along the major radius R due to the
toroidal current. This is the hoop force.

11.7.3 The tire tube force
The tire tube force is so named because it is analogous to the situation in which the internal
air pressure stretches the outside surface area of an inflated rubber tire tube more tightly
than the inner surface area. Since the plasma pressure is involved, the tire tube force is
generated in both a Z -pinch and a θ -pinch.
The origin of the force can be easily understood by examining Fig. 11.18(a), which
shows a surface of constant pressure separated into two halves. The pressure produces an
expansion force (pressure × area) equal to F1 = pS1 on the inner half surface S1 . This
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Figure 11.18 Qualitative picture of the tire tube force: (a) constant pressure with S2 > S1 ; (b) toroidal
force balance showing a net outward force along R.

force points inwardly along R. There is a similar expansion force F2 = pS2 on the outer
half although in this case the force points outwardly along R.
The net force balance picture is shown in Fig. 11.18(b). Clearly, F2 > F1 . On a constant
pressure surface, the magnitude of the force is dominated by the size of the surface area.
The conclusion is that there is a net tire tube force pointing outwardly along R.

11.7.4 The 1/R force
As its name implies, the “1/R” force arises because of the 1/R dependence of the toroidal
field resulting from the toroidal geometry. Since only the toroidal magnetic field is involved,
this force is generated in the θ -pinch configuration but not the Z-pinch.
A simple model demonstrating the 1/R force is illustrated in Fig. 11.19(a), which shows
a toroidal θ -pinch surrounded by a set of coils carrying current Ic . For simplicity the plasma
current Ip is assumed to be in the form of a surface current; that is, all the current flows in an
infinitesimally thin layer on the plasma surface. Now, recall that the applied field Bφa has a
1/R dependence which follows from integrating Ampère’s law around any closed toroidal
loop located between the coils and the plasma:

B · d l = 2π R Bφa = µ0 Ic ,
(11.60)
µ0 I c
Bφa =
.
2π R
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Figure 11.19 Qualitative picture of the 1/R force: (a) surface current model showing the 1/R dependence of Bφ along the midplane Z = 0; (b) toroidal force balance showing a net outward force along R.

The effect of the plasma current is usually diamagnetic, producing a field inside the
plasma that partially cancels the applied field. For the surface current model, Ampère’s law
again yields a 1/R dependence for the net toroidal field Bφi inside the plasma

B · dl = 2π R Bφi = µ0 (Ic − Ip ),
(11.61)
µ0 (Ic − Ip )
Bφi =
.
2π R
The 1/R force can now be understood by dividing the plasma into halves as shown in
Fig. 11.19(b). The force on the inner half of the plasma surface is equal to the product
2
2
of the net pressure times the area: F1 = [(Bφa
− Bφi
) R=R1 /2µ0 ]S1 . Similarly, the force on
2
2
the outer half of the plasma surface can be written as F2 = [(Bφa
− Bφi
) R=R2 /2µ0 ]S2 . The
combination of the quadratic dependence of the force on B plus the fact that the fields are
larger at R1 than at R2 because of the 1/R behavior, implies that F1 > F2 . There is a net
outward toroidal force along R. Note that this conclusion applies to the diamagnetic situation
2
2
2
2
in which Bφa
> Bφi
. In the opposite paramagnetic situation, Bφa
< Bφi
, the toroidal force
is actually inward. However, as is shown shortly, this force cannot by itself produce toroidal
force balance because it prevents the establishment of radial pressure balance.

11.7.5 The restoring force due to a perfectly conducting wall
The discussion above has shown that all toroidal plasmas experience an outward toroidal
force along R. To establish toroidal force balance, an inwardly pointing restoring force is
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Figure 11.20 (a) A toroidal Z-pinch centered in a perfectly conducting wall. (b) Outward shift of the
plasma compresses flux near the outside of the torus providing a toroidal restoring force.

required. In general, for configurations possessing a toroidal current (i.e., the Z-pinch and
screw pinch) there are two methods for providing this restoring force: a perfectly conducting
wall or the application of an external vertical field. These methods are, however, not effective
for a θ-pinch.
This subsection shows how a perfectly conducting wall can provide toroidal force balance.
To understand the restoring force, consider a toroidal plasma situated in the center of
a perfectly conducting wall as shown in Fig. 11.20(a). Since the plasma experiences a
combination of outwardly pointing toroidal forces it naturally starts to move outward along
the major radius R. As it does so, eddy currents are induced in the wall and the poloidal
flux trapped between the plasma and the perfectly conducting wall becomes compressed
as shown in Fig. 11.20(b). The compression of the flux implies that the poloidal magnetic
field at the outer edge of the plasma has increased in magnitude. As the plasma continues
to shift outward, it eventually reaches a point where the magnetic tension on the outer side
of the plasma has increased to a large enough value to compensate the outward hoop, tire
tube, and 1/R toroidal forces. At this point toroidal force balance has been achieved.
While easy to understand in principle, the use of a perfectly conducting wall to achieve
toroidal force balance is not very practical. The reason is that in any realistic situation the
high temperature of a fusion plasma, coupled with the release of large amounts of neutron
power, does not allow the first wall to be superconducting. If the first wall has a finite
electrical conductivity, as it must, then the poloidal flux eventually diffuses through this
wall as the plasma shifts outward. It is not possible to indefinitely trap the increased flux
between the plasma and the wall if the wall has a finite conductivity.
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Figure 11.21 Toroidal θ -pinch showing toroidal magnetic lines sliding around the plasma as it moves
outward. There is no trapped flux between the plasma and the conducting wall.

A final point to note is that even if the wall were perfectly conducting, this mechanism
would not work for the pure θ-pinch. This is because in a pure θ-pinch there is no poloidal
field to trap. See Fig. 11.21. Only a toroidal magnetic field is present and the toroidal
magnetic field lines simply slide out of the way of the plasma as it moves outward.

11.7.6 The restoring force due to a vertical field
A more practical way to achieve toroidal force balance in configurations with a toroidal
current is to add an externally applied vertical field as shown in Fig. 11.22. By choosing
the magnitude and sign of the vertical field correctly, one can produce an inward restoring
force to produce toroidal force balance.
The mechanism can be understood by examining Fig. 11.23. Figure 11.23(a) shows the
magnitude and direction of the poloidal magnetic field on the surface of the plasma at the
mid-plane Z = 0. Observe that the poloidal field on the outside of the torus is smaller in
magnitude because of the 1/R behavior. Now add a uniform vertical field in the direction
shown in Fig. 11.23(b). Note that the vertical field adds to the original poloidal field on
the outside of the torus but subtracts from it on the inside. By adjusting the amplitude of
the vertical field correctly the magnitude of the combined poloidal fields on the inside and
outside of the torus can be balanced as shown in Fig. 11.23(c). When this occurs, toroidal
force balance has been achieved.
The use of a vertical field to achieve toroidal force balance in Z -pinches and screw pinches
is a practical method used in many experiments. One major reason for its practicality is that
the vertical field coils can be located outside the first wall which is convenient for access
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Figure 11.22 Toroidal force balance in a Z-pinch or screw pinch by means of an external vertical
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Figure 11.23 Physical picture of the vertical field restoring force: (a) original plasma showing the
Bθ imbalance on the inside and outside; (b) add a pure vertical field in the direction shown; (c) the
combination balances Bθ on the inside and outside providing toroidal force balance.
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and preventing radiation damage to the coils. External coils also require that the first wall
have a finite conductivity which allows the vertical field to penetrate through to the plasma.
If the first wall were a perfect conductor, external coils would be of no use since the fields
could not penetrate into the plasma region.
Lastly, observe that a vertical field cannot produce toroidal force balance in a pure
θ -pinch. Since the θ-pinch current and vertical magnetic field both lie in the poloidal plane,
the magnetic force Jθ × BV has no component along the e R direction. No force is generated
to achieve toroidal force balance.
11.7.7 Analytic derivation of toroidal force balance
In this subsection the qualitative ideas discussed above are quantified by a simple calculation
which explicitly demonstrates the various forces contributing to toroidal force balance.
The main results are the evaluation of the magnitude of the vertical field necessary for
toroidal force balance and the demonstration that there is no method for achieving toroidal
equilibrium in a pure θ-pinch.
The basic idea behind the calculation is to use the general MHD equilibrium relation to
evaluate the net e R force acting on the plasma. The calculation is made simpler by assuming
the plasma has a circular cross section and a large aspect ratio (R0 /a
1). The analysis
is further simplified by using a simple model for the magnetic fields which provides a
reasonably accurate description of toroidal effects. The derivation proceeds as follows.
The model
The basic model consists of a toroidal plasma in which the contours of constant pressure
are a set of nested, approximately concentric circles: p = p(r ). The geometry is illustrated
in Fig. 11.24. Consider now the magnetic field. In a straight cylinder, the magnetic field
acting on the plasma is of the form B = Bθ (r )eθ + Bz (r )ez . In a torus the field must be
modified to include toroidal effects. It has already been shown that the toroidal field varies
as 1/R because of toroidicity. Consequently, a good approximation for the toroidal field
that combines the radial pressure balance and toroidal force balance characteristics can be
written as Bφ ≈ Bφ (r )(R0 /R).
A similar scaling is assumed for the poloidal magnetic field since it too decreases with
major radius: Bθ = Bθ (r )(R0 /R). The actual form of the poloidal field in a torus is considerably more complicated (e.g. it includes a Br component as well as a dipole diamagnetic
component). However, the simple form suggested above captures the essential physics and
leads to only a small error in the final result. The total poloidal field must also contain an
additional contribution representing the applied vertical field, which is required to hold the
plasma in toroidal force balance: BV = BV e Z with BV = const.
To summarize, the simplified forms of the pressure and magnetic fields to be used in the
determination of toroidal force balance are assumed to be
p = p (r ) ,
R0
R0
B=
Bφ (r )eφ +
Bθ (r )eθ + BV e Z .
R
R

(11.62)
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Figure 11.24 Toroidal geometry used to calculate toroidal force balance.

These fields are to be substituted into the general MHD force balance equation. The e R
component of the force is extracted and then integrated over the entire plasma–vacuum
volume to determine the conditions for toroidal force balance. Using the entire volume
rather than just the plasma volume is helpful as this avoids the necessity of accurately
calculating the poloidal field on the plasma surface, which is considerably more complicated
than the expression obtained from the simple model field above. Specifically, for toroidal
force balance, one must calculate

e R · [J × B − ∇ p] d r = 0.
(11.63)
To evaluate the integrand, “cylindrical like” coordinates (r, θ ) are introduced in place of
(R, Z ) as follows:
R = R0 + r cos θ,
Z = r sin θ.

(11.64)

A short calculation then shows that for the simple model
µ0 J = ∇ × B =

R0 ∂ Bφ
1 ∂
eθ −
R ∂r
r ∂r




R0
rBθ eφ
R

(11.65)

and

e R · J × B = − cos θ

R02 ∂
R 2 ∂r

Bφ2
2µ0

R0 Bθ ∂
+
R µ0r ∂r



R0
rBθ
R


−

BV ∂
µ0r ∂r




R0
rBθ .
R
(11.66)
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The simple model can now be used to calculate the separate forces contributing to toroidal
force balance.
The tire tube force F p
The tire tube force arises from the pressure term in Eq. (11.63) and is given by


 
∂p
F p = − (e R · ∇ p) dr = −2π
cos θ R r dr dθ,
∂r

(11.67)

where use has been made of the relation dr = 2π R r dr dθ for an axisymmetric torus. Next,
recall that R = R0 + r cos θ and note that the R0 term vanishes when integrating over θ.
The remaining term can be easily integrated yielding the desired expression for the tire tube
force:
 a
∂p
F p = −2π 2
(11.68)
r 2 dr = 2π 2 a 2  p.
∂r
0
Note that the tire tube force is positive, indicating that it points outward along R.
The 1/R force FBφ
The 1/R force arises from the toroidal magnetic field. The Bφ term from the toroidal force
balance relation leads to the following expression for the 1/R force:

∂ Bφ2 cos θ
π R02
FBφ = −
r dr dθ.
(11.69)
µ0
∂r
R
The integral can be easily evaluated using the large aspect ratio expansion, which assumes
that r/R0
1: specifically


r
1
1
1−
cos θ .
(11.70)
≈
R
R0
R0
Carrying out the integrations leads to an expression for the 1/R force that can be written
as
FBφ

π2
=
µ0



a

r
0

2

∂ Bφ2
∂r

dr = 2π a

2 2

2
Bφa

2µ0

#
−

Bφ2

$

2µ0

.

(11.71)

Here Bφa is the applied toroidal magnetic field at R = R0 when no plasma is present.
Consistent with the qualitative analysis, one sees that the 1/R force points outward along
2
R (i.e., is positive) when the toroidal field is diamagnetic, Bφa
> Bφ2 , and points inward
when it is paramagnetic.
The hoop force FI
The hoop force results from the term in the toroidal force balance equation that depends
quadratically on the poloidal field Bθ . This term leads to an expression for FI :



∂ R0
2π R0
Bθ
FI = −
(11.72)
rBθ cos θ dr dθ.
µ0
∂r R
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As for the previous forces, one introduces the aspect ratio expansion and then carries out
the integration over θ . A straightforward calculation yields



 ∞
∂ 2
2π 2 ∞
π 2 2 2 
2
FI =
r Bθ ∞ + 2
Bθ (r Bθ ) dr =
rBθ dr
µ0 0
∂r
µ0
0



π 2a2
2 ∞ 2
2
=
Bθa
+ 2
rBθ dr ,
(11.73)
µ0
a 0
where use has been made of the relation rBθ |∞ = µ0 I /2π = a Bθa for a current confined to
r ≤ a. The integral over r is somewhat complex. The reason is that even though the toroidal
current density is assumed to vanish at r = a there still exists a vacuum poloidal magnetic
field, which is proportional to I /r for r > a. This produces a logarithmic divergence in the
integral as r → ∞. In practice, the integral is finite because the magnetic energy stored in the
vacuum region surrounding a circular loop of wire is finite. Therefore, to obtain the correct
expression it is not necessary to let r → ∞ but instead only to let r → R0 corresponding
to the center of the wire. However, in this regime the large aspect ratio expansion breaks
down.
The difficulty is circumvented by introducing the macroscopic circuit inductance associated with the toroidal plasma current and then using some well-known results from the
theory of magnetostatics. Recall that inductance is defined by

1 2
B2
LI ≡
d r.
(11.74)
2
2µ0
It is convenient to separate the integration into two regions, an internal one containing the
plasma and an external one containing the surrounding vacuum. The internal inductance
associated with the plasma is thus defined by
 a 2

1
B2
Bθ
2
2
d r = 4π R0
r dr .
(11.75)
Li I =
2
2µ0
0 2µ0
P

Similarly, the external inductance is defined by
 ∞ 2

1
B2
Bθ
d r = 4π 2 R0
r dr .
Le I 2 =
2
2µ0
2µ
0
a

(11.76)

V

In fusion research one often utilizes a dimensionless normalized inductance per unit
length rather than the actual inductance itself. The definition is l ≡ (L/2π R0 ) / (µ0 /4π ) =
2L/µ0 R0 .
The desired result is finally obtained by introducing these definitions into Eq. (11.73). A
short calculation yields
FI = 2π 2 a 2 (li + le + 1)

2
Bθa
.
2µ0

(11.77)
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For typical plasmas, li ≤ 1/2, depending upon the exact current density profile in the plasma.
The quantity le requires a surprisingly lengthy calculation from classic magnetostatics.
However, the result is well known and is le = 2 ln(8R0 /a) − 4 ∼ 2.4.
For reference one should note that the hoop force can be calculated exactly in the large
aspect ratio limit, although this too requires a rather complicated calculation. However, the
exact result in the large aspect ratio limit is only slightly modified from the simpler value
given above. Hereafter, the more exact relation given below will be used:
I2 ∂
(L i + L e )
2 ∂ R0
 2 
Bθ a
∂
= 2π 2 a 2
[R0 (li + le )]
2µ0 ∂ R0
B2
= 2π 2 a 2 (li + le + 2) θ a
2µ0

FI =

(11.78)

Lastly, note that FI > 0, indicating that the hoop force points radially outwards.
The vertical field force FV
The last force to calculate arises from the vertical field. The relevant term is



∂ rBθ
2π R0 BV
FV = −
R
dr dθ.
µ0
∂r
R

(11.79)

After introducing the aspect ratio expansion and carrying out the integration over θ one
finds that the leading order contribution to Eq. (11.79) reduces to


4π 2 R0 BV
(rBθ )
FV = −
.
(11.80)
µ
0

r →∞

Since Bθ ∼ I /r as r → ∞, this expression can be rewritten as


2R0 BV Bθ a
FV = −2π 2 a 2
= −BV I (2π R0 ) .
aµ0

(11.81)

The second form represents the familiar result that the force on a “wire” of length 2π R0 ,
carrying a current I immersed in a uniform field BV is just the product of the length times
the current times the field. Note that if both the current and field are positive, then the force
due to the vertical field is negative (i.e. inwards).
The vertical field for toroidal force balance
By combining the various forces one can easily calculate the vertical field required for
toroidal force balance:


# $
2
− Bφ2
Bφa
BV
1 a 2µ0  p
=
+
+ li + le + 2 .
(11.82)
Bθa
4 R0
Bθ2a
Bθ2a
In addition to the physical intuition provided by Eq. (11.82), this relatively simple formula,
first derived by Shafranov, has provided very useful design guidelines for the vertical field
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circuits of early tokamak experiments. Since then sophisticated numerical codes have been
developed that include the effects of a finite toroidicity and non-circular cross sections.
These codes serve as the basis for the design of current experiments. Nevertheless, the
forces described by the simple model still represent the basic contributions to toroidal force
balance.
In terms of an equilibrium β limit for a fusion reactor it would seem at this point, based
on Eq. (11.82), that no such limit exists. As one increases the pressure, one simply has to
simultaneously increase the applied vertical field. This turns out to be an incorrect conclusion for certain configurations. The issue is subtle and is related to additional equilibrium
constraints imposed by stability considerations. These issues, including the equilibrium β
limit, are examined in Chapter 13.
Why bending a θ -pinch into a torus doesn’t work
It is straightforward to show that a pure toroidal θ-pinch equilibrium cannot exist. The
proof comes from examining the simultaneous requirements of radial pressure balance and
toroidal force balance for the case Bθa = 0, corresponding to a pure θ -pinch. These relations
reduce to
# $
1  2
Bφa − Bφ2
2µ0
# $
1  2
 p = −
B − Bφ2
2µ0 φa

 p =

radial pressure balance,
(11.83)
toroidal force balance.

Clearly, the only possible solution is the trivial one,  p = 0.

11.7.8 Single particle picture of toroidal force balance
The previous discussion has shown how the single-fluid MHD model can be used to calculate
toroidal force balance in a Z-pinch or screw pinch and why such a balance cannot be
achieved in a pure toroidal θ -pinch. This sub section provides additional physical intuition
by presenting a single-particle guiding center picture of toroidal force balance. In particular,
it shows the difficulties that arise in the θ -pinch and how they are resolved by the addition
of a toroidal current.
The pure toroidal θ -pinch
Consider first the pure toroidal θ -pinch. For simplicity assume a low-β plasma so that the
magnetic field is approximately given by B = B0 (R0 /R)eφ . The geometry is illustrated in
Fig. 11.25(a). In terms of guiding center motion note that the 1/R dependence of the toroidal
field produces both a curvature and ∇ B drift given by


2 
2 
Rc × B
q
1
v⊥
v⊥
2
2
vg = ∓
v +
v +
=
eZ .
(11.84)
ωc 
2
Rc2 B
m R0 B0 
2
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Figure 11.25 Lack of toroidal equilibrium in a θ-pinch: (a) geometry; (b) ∇ B and curvature drifts;
(c) induced electric field; (d) plasma moving outward with E × B/B 2 drift velocity.

This causes ions to drift vertically upwards and electrons vertically downwards as shown
in Fig. 11.25(b).
These guiding center drifts cause accumulation of positive charge on the top of the plasma
and negative charge on the bottom of the plasma. The charge separation in turn produces
an electric field that points vertically downward through the main bulk of the plasma. See
Fig. 11.25(c). Each charged particle in the main bulk of the plasma thus feels the combined
influence of the applied toroidal magnetic field and the guiding center induced electric
field. Since E and B are perpendicular, both electrons and ions develop an E × B drift. This
drift is the same for both species and points in the outward direction along R as shown in
Fig. 11.25(d). Consequently, the entire plasma moves as a single fluid in the outward R
direction towards the first wall; there is no way to achieve toroidal force balance in a pure
θ -pinch.
The Z-pinch and the screw pinch
In an axisymmetric torus the difficulties encountered by the θ -pinch can be overcome by
the addition of a poloidal magnetic field, for example in a Z-pinch or screw pinch. For the
general case of a screw pinch, the combination of Bφ and Bθ produces a magnetic field
property known as rotational transform and it is this property that prevents the build up of
charge on the top and bottom of the plasma as would occur in a pure θ -pinch.
To understand how this is accomplished one must first understand rotational transform.
The property of rotational transform is associated with the fact that in a confined equilibrium,
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Figure 11.26 Averaging the vertical drift by means of rotational transform.

the combination of toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields causes the magnetic lines to wrap
around the plasma, like the stripes on a barber pole bent into a torus. Figure 11.26 shows a
poloidal cross section of the plasma in which the location of a given field line marks a point
every time it makes one toroidal transit around the torus. After many, many transits the field
line puncture points trace out the shape of the flux surface (i.e. a dashed line). Now, if the
angle between the j and j + 1 transits is denoted by θ j , then the rotational transform ι is
defined as the average value of θ j over an infinite number of toroidal transits: ι =  θ .
Assuming that rotational transform is present, how does this help to provide toroidal
force balance? The answer is that the rotational transform averages out the vertical ∇ B and
curvature drifts as the particle freely moves along the field line with v. No charge accumulation occurs and therefore no radially outward E × B drift can develop. This averaging
occurs even though the particles still possesses the vertical ∇ B and curvature drifts. One
is left with the somewhat paradoxical sounding conclusion that a particle that is always
drifting upwards does not escape from the plasma.
The physical mechanism of the averaging is illustrated in Fig. 11.26, which depicts three
nested pressure contours. Assume a charged particle starts off at point 1 on the inner surface.
As it wraps around the torus because of its v motion, it would stay on this surface if there
were no vertical drifts. However, if the particle has an upward vertical drift its guiding center
will drift off this surface and arrive at point 2 on the middle surface after it has moved π/2
in the poloidal direction. As the particle moves a second π/2 in the poloidal direction it
shifts even further off the original surface arriving at point 3 on the outer surface. The drift
process continues during the third π/2 segment of the orbit although in this case the upward
drift causes the particle to move back to the middle surface arriving at point 4. Finally, on
the fourth π/2 segment of the orbit the upward drift of the guiding center brings the particle
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back to its original starting point. This process is repeated and as one can see there is no
buildup of charge at either the top or bottom of the plasma.
The conclusion is that even though a charged particle is always drifting upwards, the
presence of rotational transform causes “up” to be away from the plasma center half the
time and towards the plasma center the other half of the time. This is the mechanism by
which rotational transform averages out the vertical guiding center drifts and allows toroidal
force balance.

11.7.9 Calculating the rotational transform
The above discussion shows that rotational transform is an important basic property of the
magnetic configuration being used to confine a fusion plasma. This section shows how to
calculate the rotational transform in two cases, a straight cylinder of length 2π R0 and an
axisymmetric torus. Knowledge of the transform is also important in the understanding of
both equilibrium and stability β limits.
Rotational transform in a straight cylinder
To evaluate the rotational transform one must be able to calculate the trajectory of a magnetic field line as it wraps around the plasma surface. In a straight cylinder, the equations
describing the coordinates of a geometric line parallel to a given magnetic field line are
dr/dz = Br /Bz

r (z = 0) = r0 ,

dθ/dz = Bθ /r Bz

θ (z = 0) = θ0 .

(11.85)

In a straight screw pinch Br = 0 and Bθ = Bθ (r ), Bz = Bz (r ). Because of the cylindrical
symmetry the trajectory equations can be easily integrated as follows:
r (z) = r0 ,
θ (z) = θ0 +


Bθ (r0 )
z.
r0 Bz (r0 )

(11.86)

Observe that the magnetic line spirals around the flux surface along a helical trajectory.
The rotational transform is defined as the average value of the change θ per toroidal
transit. For the straight cylinder the averaging procedure is trivial to carry out because
of symmetry. The change in θ for any given toroidal transit is exactly the same as for
any other toroidal transit. Consequently, the rotational transform in a cylinder, equivalent
to a torus of length 2π R0 , is ι(r0 ) ≡ θ = θ(z + 2π R0 ) − θ (z), or (suppressing the zero
subscript)
ι(r ) = 2π

R0 Bθ (r )
.
rBz (r )

(11.87)

The shape of the profile ι(r ) is one of the critical distinguishing features of different magnetic
fusion configurations. Specific examples are presented in Chapter 13.
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It is also worth noting that for most axisymmetric toroidal configurations fusion
researchers typically introduce a quantity q(r ), known as the safety factor, in place of ι(r ).
The quantities are inversely related as follows:
q(r ) ≡

2π
rBz (r )
=
.
ι(r )
R0 Bθ (r )

(11.88)

Use of the word “safety” is connected to MHD stability and configurations with high q(r )
tend to be more stable, (i.e., more safe). The impact of the safety factor is investigated
during the discussion of MHD stability in Chapter 13.
Rotational transform in an axisymmetric torus
The evaluation of the rotational transform in an axisymmetric torus is conceptually similar
to that in a straight cylinder although there are two subtleties that arise. First, in a torus,
the magnetic fields are functions of r and θ , which is a technical difficulty that makes
the derivation of the field line trajectory more difficult. Second, the averaging process to
calculate ι is not as straightforward as for the cylinder. The reason is that the change in θ
over one toroidal transit differs depending upon the initial poloidal location of the field line.
For example, θ for one transit is different for a magnetic line starting off on the outside
of the torus (θ0 = 0) as compared to the inside of the torus (θ0 = π ). The derivation below
overcomes these difficulties although the final answer is in the form of an integral that must,
in general, be evaluated numerically. An analytic value is obtained for the simple model
field used in the toroidal force balance equation.
The derivation begins with the trajectory equations for a field line in a torus:
dr/dφ = R Br (r, θ)/Bφ (r, θ )

r (φ = 0) = r0 ,

dθ/dφ = R Bθ (r, θ)/r Bφ (r, θ)

θ(φ = 0) = θ0 ,

(11.89)

where R = R0 + r cos θ . Assume that the magnetic fields Br (r, θ ), Bθ (r, θ ), and Bφ (r, θ )
are known from an independent solution of MHD equilibrium, usually obtained numerically.
Under this assumption, Eq. (11.89) has the form of a set of coupled, non-linear, ordinary
differential equations, which can, in principle, easily be solved numerically. Even so, it is
not necessary actually to solve these equations. Instead, what is required for the evaluation
of the rotational transform is the shape of the flux surface, which is in general non-circular.
There are a number of ways to determine the shape of the flux surfaces. One direct way is
to just divide the two equations above, leading to
dr/dθ = rBr (r, θ )/Bθ (r, θ)

r (θ0 ) = r0 .

(11.90)

This too is an easy equation to solve numerically. Hereafter, it is assumed that Eq. (11.90)
has been solved yielding r = r (θ ; r0 , θ0 ).
The next step is to calculate θ and carry out the averaging over toroidal transits. The
most efficient way to do this is to first calculate how far a magnetic line must travel toroidally
(δφ) as it makes one full poloidal circuit (δθ = 2π). Because of axisymmetry, this pattern
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of field line motion then repeats indefinitely, and a simple use of proportions can be used
to determine ι. The angle δφ is easily found from Eq. (11.89):
 2π
rBφ
δφ =
dθ.
(11.91)
R Bθ
0
Note that in Eq. (11.91) the integration is over the flux surface; that is, the integrand
I (r, θ ) = I [r (θ ), θ ]. Also it is important to recognize that δφ = δφ(r0 ). It is not a function
of θ0 because of axisymmetry and the fact that the integration is over one full poloidal
circuit. Thus, without loss in generality one can set θ0 = 0.
The rotational transform is now found by taking simple proportions
change in θ
2π
 θ
=
=
,
change in φ
δφ
2π
where  θ  is the average poloidal rotation per toroidal transit
desired expressions for ι and q are
−1
 2π
ι(r0 )
rBφ
1
dθ
,
=
2π
2π 0 R Bθ
 2π
rBφ
1
q(r0 ) =
dθ.
2π 0 R Bθ

(11.92)
φ = 2π :  θ  ≡ ι. The

(11.93)

In Eq. (11.93) the quantity r0 serves as a label identifying the flux surface on which the
transform has been calculated. Specifically, the label corresponds to the radius of the surface
on the outside midplane of the cross section θ0 = 0.
While, in general, the transform has to be calculated numerically, one can demonstrate
the procedure using the simple model fields used in the force balance relation. Since Br = 0
for the model fields, this implies that the solution to the flux surface equation is just r = r0 .
The flux surfaces are circles. The safety factor is then given by

dθ
1 r0 Bφ (r0 ) 2π
r0 Bφ (r0 )
1
q(r0 ) =
=

 . (11.94)
2π Bθ (r0 ) 0 R0 + r0 cos θ
R0 Bθ (r0 ) 1 − r 2 /R 2 1/2
0
0
The form is similar to that of a straight cylinder, although there is a small correction due to
toroidicity. In the discussion of fusion configurations in Chapter 13 it is shown that there
are strong toroidal modifications to q(r0 ) when the pressure is increased. In this case the
simple model fields are no longer an accurate representation of the equilibrium physics.

11.7.10 Toroidal force balance in configurations without toroidal current
The analysis so far has focused on toroidal configurations that are axisymmetric. There is
no variation in any of the quantities with the toroidal angle φ. These configurations require
a toroidal current and an external vertical field to achieve toroidal force balance. From the
point of view of a fusion reactor, the need for a toroidal current is an added complication
in the design. Since a transformer cannot produce a steady state DC toroidal current, some
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 11.27 Schematic diagrams of three stellarator configurations: (a) simple stellarator; (b)
heliotron, and (c) torsatron.

form of non-inductive current drive is required, usually involving complex physics and a
substantial amount of expensive auxiliary current drive equipment.
It would clearly be desirable to discover toroidal magnetic configurations that do not
require a DC toroidal current in order to maintain toroidal force balance. Such configurations do exist and are known as “stellarators.” There are several different types of stellarators
under investigation in the world fusion program, but they all share one feature in common.
Specifically, all stellarators are 3-D toroidal helices in which the required rotational transform for toroidal force balance is applied externally by means of a helical magnetic field.
Simple schematic diagrams of three types of stellarator configurations are illustrated in
Fig. 11.27. Although the plasma can, in principle, carry a net DC current this is not a
necessity for stellarator equilibrium.
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As might be expected, the analysis of 3-D configurations in general requires large amounts
of analysis, beyond the scope of the present discussion. Nevertheless, some insight can
be gained by calculating the rotational transform of a simple helical configuration. The
goal is to show that a helical configuration with zero net toroidal current is capable of
externally producing a rotational transform even though, at first glance it might appear that
the transform would average to zero because of helical symmetry.
A crucial aspect of the calculation is the inclusion of the effects of a helical modulation
to the shape of the flux surface. It is shown, as suggested above, that the leading order
contribution of the helical field to the rotational transform does indeed average to zero over
each helical period because of symmetry. However, a more careful higher order calculation
that takes into account the helical modulation of the flux surface shows that the averaging
is not perfect and there remains a small net rotational transform that ultimately provides
toroidal force balance. The derivation proceeds as follows.
The model magnetic field
The existence of the rotational transform does not depend upon toroidicity or finite pressure.
The rotational transform is generated even in a straight helical system with vacuum magnetic
fields. The model magnetic field thus consists of two contributions: a uniform axial (i.e.,
toroidal) field Bz = B0 = const. plus a vacuum helical field Bh . Since ∇ × Bh = 0 for a
vacuum field, Bh can be represented by a potential: Bh = ∇V with V satisfying ∇ 2 V = 0.
The helical field is assumed to have a helical wavelength λh and a single helical multipolarity l. This implies that V (r, θ, z) = V (r ) sin(lθ − hz), where λh = 2π/ h. The solution
to Laplace’s equation then gives
V (r ) = Ĉ Il (hr ) ≈ Cr l .

(11.95)

The approximation for the modified Bessel function is valid when ha
1 and, while not
essential, is used to minimize the complexity of the algebra. The constant C is determined
by assuming that the poloidal helical field has a known amplitude Bh at the edge of the
plasma. This gives V (r ) = (a Bh /l)(r/a)l . The model magnetic field can thus be written as
B = B0 ez + Bh ,

(11.96)

where
Bh = ∇V = Bh

r
a

l−1

!

er sin ζ + eθ cos ζ − ez ha

"
r
cos ζ .
a

(11.97)

Here, ζ = lθ − hz. Note that for the equivalent torus ζ = lθ − N φ with z = R0 φ. Thus,
N = h R0 is equal to the number of helical periods around the torus. To simplify the calculation of the rotational transform it is assumed that N
1; there are many helical periods
around the torus.
The strategy now is to calculate the rotational transform per helical period and then obtain
the total transform by multiplying by N. The analysis is substantially simplified by assuming
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that the amplitude of the helical fields is small compared to the toroidal field: Bh
This allows one to expand the field line trajectory as follows:
r (z) = r0 + r1 (z) + r2 (z) + · · · ,
θ (z) = θ0 + θ1 (z) + θ2 (z) + · · · .

B0 .

(11.98)

The trajectory equations, repeated here for convenience, are as follows:
dr/dz = Br /Bz

r (z = 0) = r0 ,

dθ/dz = Bθ /r Bz

θ (z = 0) = θ0 ,

(11.99)

and must be solved up to and including second order to determine the rotational transform.
The first order solution
The first non-trivial set of trajectory equations occurs in first order and is
dr1
Bhr (r0 , θ0 , z)
r1 (z = 0) = 0,
=
dz
B0
dθ1
Bhθ (r0 , θ0 , z)
θ1 (z = 0) = 0.
=
dz
rB0
The equations can easily be integrated yielding
Bh r0 l−1
r1 (z) =
(cos ζ − cos ζ0 ),
h B0 a
Bh r0 l−1
θ1 (z) = −
(sin ζ − sin ζ0 ),
h B0 a

(11.100)

(11.101)

where, now ζ = lθ0 − hz and ζ0 = lθ0 . Physically, this solution corresponds to a small
helical modulation of the flux surface. Note that θ1 is periodic in z. Specifically, θ1 (2π/ h) −
θ1 (0) = 0. As expected, the first non-vanishing contribution to θ due to the helical fields
averages to zero, making no contribution to the rotational transform.
The second order solution
The second order equations for the trajectory are obtained by a straightforward Taylor
expansion:


dr2
∂ Bhr
Bhr Bhz
1 ∂ Bhr
r2 (0) = 0,
r1 +
θ1 −
=
dz
B0 ∂r0
∂θ0
B0
(11.102)


dθ2
r1
∂ Bhθ
1
∂ Bhθ
Bhθ Bhz
θ2 (0) = 0.
=
r1 +
θ1 − Bθ1 −
dz
r0 B0 ∂r0
∂θ0
r0
B0
To obtain the rotational transform per helical period one does not actually need the complete solution to these equations. Since the transform per helical period is defined as
δι = θ (2π/ h) − θ (0) = θ2 (2π/ h) − θ2 (0), what is required is the following:
 2π/ h

dθ2
1 2π dθ2
δι =
dz =
dζ .
(11.103)
dz
h 0 dz
0
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A straightforward but slightly tedious calculation using the first order solutions shows
that the part of dθ2 /dz that does not average to zero over ζ is
dθ2
1 B 2 r0
= 2 h2
dz
ha B0 a

2l−4




l − 2 + h 2r02 cos2 ζ + l sin2 ζ .

(11.104)

It then follows that
δι(r0 ) =

π
h2a2

 r0
Bh2 
2(l − 1) + h 2r02
2
a
B0

l−2

≈ 2π

l − 1 Bh2 r0
h 2 a 2 B02 a

l−2

. (11.105)

In the second simpler form it has been assumed that h 2r02
1.
Finally, the total transform is equal to the product of the transform per helical period
times the number of helical periods: ι = N δι. The desired relation can thus be written as


l − 1 R0 Bh 2 r0 2l−4
ι(r0 ) = 2π
.
(11.106)
N
a B0
a
Note that for an l = 2 stellarator the transform is uniform in space. Actually, the transform
increases weakly with radius when the h 2r02 corrections are included. For l ≥ 3 the transform
is zero on axis but increases monotonically with radius. For l = 1 the transform would appear
to vanish, although a more careful calculation shows that there is a finite transform whose
magnitude is reduced by h 2 a 2 .
The main conclusion is that the combination of a pure toroidal field plus a superimposed
helical field produces an external rotational transform capable of providing toroidal force
balance without the need for a net DC toroidal current. This is one of the major reasons why
the stellarator, despite its technological complexity, is of great interest in fusion research.

11.8 Summary of MHD equilibrium
The macroscopic equilibrium of a fusion plasma is described by the MHD model. In general,
the equilibria of interest correspond to toroidal configurations in which the confined plasma
is described by a set of nested, toroidal pressure contours with circular-like cross sections.
Both the magnetic lines and current density lines lie on these contours.
Achieving a toroidal equilibrium requires the solution of two qualitatively different problems. The first involves radial pressure balance where the hot core of plasma tends to expand
radially outward along the minor radius r. The θ -pinch, Z -pinch and the combined screw
pinch are capable of confining high values of plasma β in radial pressure balance.
The second problem involves toroidal force balance where toroidicity generates a force
that tends to expand the plasma outwards along the major radius R. In a pure θ-pinch there
is no way to counteract this force and thus toroidal equilibrium is not possible. In a Z -pinch
or a screw pinch the presence of a net DC toroidal current produces a rotational transform
that allows toroidal equilibrium by averaging out the vertical ∇ B and curvature drifts. From
the fluid point of view, a perfectly conducting wall or an externally applied vertical field
is required to balance the forces. Once the forces are balanced, the pressure surfaces and
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flux surfaces form closed contours, allowing the averaging out of the vertical drifts by the
rotational transform.
Lastly, toroidal equilibria can also be generated by 3-D stellarator configurations, which
consist of a pure toroidal field plus a superimposed helical field. The helical field generates an
externally produced rotational transform which ultimately allows for toroidal force balance.
Even though its geometry is more complex than a 2-D axisymmetric system, the stellarator
does not require a net DC current, a distinct advantage in terms of reactor desirability.
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Problems
11.1 Consider a plasma surrounded by a fixed perfectly conducting wall whose behavior
is governed by the resistive MHD equations.
(a) Derive the volume integrated energy balance relation by evaluating the quantity
dW/dt, where

  2
ρv
p
B2
W =
+
+
dr.
2
2µ0
γ −1

(b) The helicity of the plasma is defined as K = A · Bd r, where A is the vector
potential and B = ∇ × A. Calculate dK /dt and show that in the limit of ideal
MHD (i.e., η = 0) K is a conserved quantity.
11.2 A cylindrical Z-pinch has profiles satisfying p(r ) = ( p0 /J02 )J 2 (r ), where p0 and J0
are the pressure and current density on axis respectively. Calculate Bθ (r ) assuming
that J (a) = 0. Derive a numerical value for β0 = 2µ0 p0 /Bθ2 (a).
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11.3 Consider a 1-D cylindrically symmetric screw pinch. Often it is found that the current
density profiles are approximately related by Jθ (r ) = (α/a)r Jz (r ), where α < 1 is
a constant. Assume that Jz = K /(a 2 + r 2 )2 . Calculate the pressure profile if the
total z current flowing in the plasma is I and Bz (∞) = 0. The plasma extends over
0 < r < ∞. The answer should be written in the form p = p(r, a, α, I ). Evaluate
Bz (0).
11.4 This problem treats the adiabatic compression of a θ pinch in the context of the
surface current model. Consider the simple model illustrated in Fig. 11.28. Here,
n i , pi , Bi , ai , B0 represent the initial known state of the plasma. At t = 0 the
applied field at r = b is adiabatically increased from its initial value B0 to its final
value λB0 with λ > 1. Also, the plasma obeys the adiabatic equation of state.
(a) Using the appropriate conservation laws derive an algebraic expression that
relates the final beta of the plasma βf to its initial value βi . This equation should
be of the form F(βf , βi , λ, γ ) = 0.
(b) Solve this equation for the special case βi = 0.5, λ = 2, γ = 5/3.
(c) If you did the problem correctly you should find that βf < βi . Explain why βf
decreases even though the plasma has been compressed.
11.5 Consider a force-free (∇ p = 0) screw pinch of length 2π R0 . Derive an equation for
the Bz profile in terms of the safety factor q(r ). Calculate Bz (r ) and Bθ (r ) for the
case where q(r ) = q0 = const. and Bz (0) = B0 .
11.6 The goal of this problem is to calculate Bz (r ) for a linear θ -pinch confined by an
external magnetic field B0 . However, rather than specifying p(r ), the pressure is
expressed in terms of the magnetic flux by the relation p(ψ) = p0 [1 − (ψ/ψa )2 ].
Here, p0 is the pressure on axis, ψ = r Aθ , Aθ is the vector potential, and ψa is
the flux at the plasma edge r = a. Calculate the Bz (r ) profile and find the value of
ψa = ψa (B0 , p0 , a).
11.7 Consider radial pressure balance in a 1-D cylindrical screw pinch. The longitudinal
current is given by µ0 Jz (ψ) = −(α 2 /R0 a 2 )(ψ − ψa ), where the poloidal flux ψ is
defined such that Bθ (r ) = (1/R0 )dψ/dr . Also, 2π R0 is the length of the pinch, a is
the minor radius, α is a constant, and ψa = ψ(a) is the flux at the edge of the plasma.
The flux is normalized so that ψ(0) = 0.
(a) If the total current flowing in the plasma is I calculate Bθ (r ), α, ψa , assuming
that Jz (a) = 0.
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(b) Assume the pressure and longitudinal magnetic field are related by p(r ) =
p0 [Bz2 (r ) − Bz2 (a)]/[Bz2 (0) − Bz2 (a)], where p0 is the pressure on axis. Calculate
Bz (r ). Can Bz (a) ever reverse sign with the specified boundary conditions?
11.8 A straight 2-D non-circular plasma has an elliptic cross section with horizontal width
2a and vertical height 2κa, where κ is the elongation. The plasma is surrounded by
a close fitting circular wall of radius r = 2κb with b ≈ a. For simplicity assume the
“toroidal” field Bz = B0 = const. Now, note that the requirement ∇ · B = 0 implies
that the magnetic field in the plasma can be written as B = ∇ A × ez + B0 ez , where
A(r, θ ) is the vector potential.
(a) Using the MHD equilibrium equations and Maxwell’s equations show that p =
p(A) and derive the partial differential equation satisfied by A.
(b) Solve the equation for A assuming that µ0 p(A) = (C 2 /2)(A2max − A2 ), where C
and Amax are constants. To obtain an analytic solution assume that Cκa
1 and
solve by expansion.
(c) Magnetic measurements on the wall surface indicate that Bθ (κa, θ ) =
(µ0 I /2πκa)(1 + α cos 2θ), where I and α are measured constants. Solve the
equation for A in the vacuum region between the wall and the plasma (where
p = 0). Match the solutions across the plasma–vacuum interface and derive an
expression for κ = κ(α).
11.9 The purpose of this problem is to derive the Grad–Shafranov equation, a famous
partial differential equation describing the MHD equilibrium of configurations possessing toroidal symmetry: Q(R, Z , φ) → Q(R, Z ).
(a) Using ∇ · B = 0 prove that the magnetic field can be written in terms of a flux
function ψ(R, Z ) as follows: B = ∇ψ × eφ /R + Bφ (R, Z )eφ .
(b) From Ampères law derive an expression for µ0 Jφ in terms of ψ.
(c) From the momentum equation prove that p(R, Z ) = p(ψ), where p(ψ) is an
arbitrary function.
(d) From the momentum equation prove that Bφ (R, Z ) → F(ψ)/R, where F(ψ) is
an arbitrary function.
(e) From the momentum equation derive the Grad–Shafranov equation:
R 2 ∇ · (∇ψ/R 2 ) = −µ0 R 2 (d p/dψ) − F(d F/dψ).
11.10 Show that in the large aspect ratio limit of a circular cross section plasma, the Grad–
Shafranov equation reduces to the 1-D radial pressure balance relation.

12
MHD – macroscopic stability

12.1 Introduction
The second main application of the MHD model concerns the problem of macroscopic
stability. The starting point is the assumption that a self-consistent MHD equilibrium has
been found that provides good plasma confinement. The stability question then asks whether
or not a plasma that has been initially perturbed away from equilibrium would return to its
original position as time progresses. If it does, or at worst oscillates about its equilibrium
position, the plasma is considered to be stable. On the other hand, when a small initial
perturbation continues to grow, causing the plasma to move further and further away from
its equilibrium position, then it is considered to be unstable.
For a fusion reactor MHD stability, particularly ideal MHD stability, is crucial. The reason
is that ideal MHD instabilities often lead to catastrophic loss of plasma. Specifically, the
plasma moves with a rapid, coherent bodily motion directly to the first wall. The resulting
loss of plasma combined with the potential damage to the first wall has led to a consensus
within the fusion community that ideal MHD instabilities must be avoided in a fusion reactor.
How are such instabilities avoided? In general, plasma stability is improved by limiting
the amount of pressure or toroidal current. However, high pressure is desirable in order to
achieve high pτE in a reactor, and high current, as will be shown, is desirable for increasing
τE . MHD stability theory is thus concerned with two basic problems. First, for any given
magnetic configuration how does one calculate the actual limits on pressure and current
for MHD stability? Second, how does one optimize the magnetic configuration so that the
pressure and current limits are as high as possible?
This chapter is primarily concerned with the first problem – developing a procedure to
calculate stability limits for a given configuration within the context of the ideal MHD
model. Most of the discussion is focused on understanding the basic issues, developing
physical intuition, and deriving a general formulation of the stability problem. Several
simple applications are presented to demonstrate the procedure for calculating stability.
The second and more practical issue of calculating, comparing, and optimizing pressure
and current limits in fusion relevant configurations is discussed in Chapter 13.
The specific topics discussed in this chapter are as follows. To begin, several general features of stability are described, including a simple picture of the various types of instabilities
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that can occur in physical systems and which of these is most applicable to ideal MHD. In
addition, an important general property of the ideal model is derived which shows that perpendicular to the magnetic field, plasma and field lines always move together. This property
is often referred to as the “frozen-in-field-line” concept and imposes a strong constraint on
the types of instabilities that can develop.
The second topic involves a qualitative discussion of the various geometric properties
of magnetic fields that are either favorable or unfavorable with respect to stability. Simple
physical pictures are presented that demonstrate how, under certain conditions, either parallel or perpendicular plasma currents can drive MHD instabilities. These pictures form
the foundation for the development of the physical intuition that has motivated most of the
configurations of fusion interest. Also presented is a complementary explanation of MHD
stability from a single-particle, guiding center point of view.
The next topic is a derivation of the general formulation of the MHD stability problem,
including a description of some of the basic tools of analysis such as linearization and the
calculation of eigenvalues that determine stability. The end result is an elegant formulation
of the stability problem. Despite its elegance, the model is still quite difficult to solve
because, in general, it involves the solution of 3-D partial differential equations.
Lastly, to obtain some actual mathematical experience with MHD stability analysis,
several simple special examples are analyzed: the infinite homogeneous plasma, the pure
θ-pinch and a subclass of modes for the pure Z -pinch. It is shown that a linear θ-pinch has
very favorable stability properties while a Z -pinch is subject to strong MHD instabilities.
Using the general formulation to examine more interesting, reactor relevant configurations requires huge amounts of analysis and computation, beyond the scope of the present
book. To proceed further a very simple, but surprisingly accurate equilibrium model is introduced, known as the surface current model, and this is a primary focus of the next chapter.

12.2 General concepts of stability
First the general concepts of ideal MHD stability are discussed, including descriptions of the
various types of stability in physical systems and an assessment of which one most closely
approximates MHD. Next, a derivation is presented of the frozen-in-field-line property of the
ideal model, including a discussion of its important consequences on stability. Lastly, several
classification systems are presented that organize the various types of MHD instabilities
that can occur in fusion plasmas.

12.2.1 Instabilities in physical systems
In order to understand ideal MHD stability it is useful to consider the various types of
instabilities than can occur in physical systems. A simple way to do this is to examine a
number of mechanical analogs as illustrated in Fig. 12.1. Imagine that the ball represents
the plasma and the shape of the curve represents the magnetic geometry.
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(a)

(b)

(e)

(f)
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Figure 12.1 Mechanical analogs of stability: (a) stable, (b) unstable, (c) marginally stable, (d) no
equilibrium, (e) stable with dissipation, (f) unstable with dissipation, (g) linearly unstable, non-linearly
stable, (h) linearly stable, non-linearly unstable.

The ball in Fig. 12.1(a) is considered to be in stable equilibrium. Any perturbation of the
ball away from its equilibrium position causes it to oscillate about this position (assuming
the well has no friction). In contrast, the ball in Fig. 12.1(b) is in an unstable equilibrium
since any small perturbation causes it to continuously mover further and further away from
its equilibrium position. The ball in Fig. 12.1(c) is said to be marginally stable. It is on the
boundary between stability and instability.
In Fig. 12.1(d) the question of stability makes no sense because the ball is not in an
equilibrium position to start with. Figures 12.1(e) and 12.1(f) show qualitatively how some
aspects of dissipation may affect stability. Imagine that in both cases the ball is immersed
in a viscous fluid such as oil. The stability boundary does not change as compared to the
frictionless case; a well remains a well and a hill remains a hill. However, the speed of
motion is greatly reduced because of the viscosity. Figure 12.1(g) shows a ball that is
linearly unstable but non-linearly stable (i.e., a small perturbation causes the ball to move
a finite distance from its initial unstable position to a new stable equilibrium position).
Similarly, Fig. 12.1(h) shows a plasma that is linearly stable but non-linearly unstable (i.e.,
small perturbations are stable but a finite perturbation causes the ball to cross over the hill
and become lost).
Which of these analogs corresponds to ideal MHD? For a plasma with or without a
perfectly conducting wall the examples in Figs. 12.1(a)–(c) represent accurate analogs for
the ideal MHD model. The goal of the stability analysis is to calculate the critical pressure
and current corresponding to marginal stability (Fig. 12.1(c)). As β and I increase, the well
becomes shallower, eventually flattening out and then transforming into a hill. The values
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Figure 12.2 The frozen-in-field-line law: (a) geometry showing an open surface; (b) a long thin flux
tube.

of β and I at marginal stability define the stability limits. The case of a plasma with a
resistive wall is qualitatively similar to Figs. 12.1(e) and (f). Note that a plasma that is
unstable without a wall (i.e., no oil) is also unstable with a resistive wall (i.e., with oil).
However, the wall is still critical because it dramatically slows down the motion of the
plasma allowing for the design of a practical feedback system.
12.2.2 The frozen-in-field-line concept
The frozen-in-field-line concept refers to the fact that for ideal MHD, the perpendicular
motion of the field lines is locked to the perpendicular motion of the plasma. The field lines
are “frozen” into the plasma. Below, a derivation of this result is presented, including a
discussion of its consequences to ideal MHD stability.
The general proof of the frozen-in-field-line concept for an arbitrary geometry is obtained
by making use of an exact, if not very familiar, integral relationship. Consider the flux ψ(t)
defined by

ψ(t) = B · ndS,
(12.1)
where the integration is carried out over an open surface area S and n is the surface normal.
See Fig. 12.2(a). The integral relationship shows how to calculate the time rate of change
of ψ(t) when B is a function of time and the boundary of the surface is moving with an
arbitrary velocity u⊥ (which, in general, is not equal to the plasma velocity v⊥ ):


dψ
∂B
=
· n dS + B × u⊥ · d l.
(12.2)
dt
∂t
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Now, eliminate ∂B/∂t by means of Faraday’s law:


dψ
= − ∇ × E · n dS − u⊥ × B · d l.
dt

(12.3)

The surface integral is easily converted into a line integral by means of Stokes’ theorem.
Then setting E = −v⊥ × B for an ideal MHD plasma leads to the desired flux conservation
law:

dψ
(12.4)
= [(v⊥ − u⊥ ) × B] · d l.
dt
Equation (12.4) shows that in a general magnetic geometry the flux passing through any
arbitrary cross section is conserved when the cross sectional area of the flux tube moves
with the plasma (u⊥ = v⊥ ).
Consider next applying this result to a long thin tube of magnetic flux as show in
Fig. 12.2(b). The tube can be thought of as consisting of a long sequence of connected
segments, each with a small cross section. For ideal MHD, as the plasma in the tube moves,
the flux in each cross section must move with the plasma. In other words the magnetic lines
are “frozen” into the plasma.
The conservation of flux relation has important implications regarding plasma stability.
The reason is as follows. Consider a perturbation of the plasma away from equilibrium.
For the fluid velocity corresponding to the perturbation to be physically realizable, one
requirement is that neighboring plasma fluid elements must remain adjacent to one another;
fluid elements are not allowed to tear or break into separate pieces. Now, since the magnetic
field lines move with the plasma in ideal MHD, the field-line topology must be preserved
during any physical motion. This is a very strong constraint on the types of instabilities that
can develop.
There are many magnetic geometries in which it is intuitively clear that it would be
energetically favorable for field lines to tear and reconnect, forming a lower-energy state.
However, such transitions are not possible in an ideal MHD plasma because of the topological constraint on the field lines. The tearing of a field line requires the tearing of a fluid
element and this is not a physically allowable motion. It is for this reason that even a small
resistivity can have a large impact on plasma stability. Resistivity allows magnetic field lines
to diffuse through the plasma so that the frozen-in topological constraint is removed. A much
wider class of plasma motions is now accessible and new instabilities can develop, although
admittedly their effects are weaker and they occur on a much slower time scale, associated
with the plasma resistivity. Resistive MHD instabilities often, although not always, lead to
undesirable enhanced transport and not catastrophic plasma loss. The study of enhanced
transport is an advanced topic in plasma physics and is discussed from an empirical point
of view in Chapter 14.
In summary, the ideal Ohm’s law produces a strong constraint on the allowable motions
of the plasma because of the need to preserve field-line topology. This limits the types of
instabilities that can develop. However, if such an instability is excited, it is relatively robust
since it does not depend on small subtle plasma physics effects. It is this robustness that
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makes ideal MHD modes so dangerous and has led to the consensus that these instabilities
must be avoided in a fusion reactor.

12.2.3 Classifications of MHD instabilities
In the literature several different classification schemes have been introduced to distinguish
various types of MHD instabilities. Each has its own merits depending upon application.
Below is a summary of three main classification schemes.
Internal and external modes
Assume the existence of a well-confined plasma equilibrium separated from the first wall by
a vacuum region. The first classification scheme distinguishes between internal and external
instabilities. This distinction is based on whether or not the surface of the plasma moves
as the instability grows. For an internal mode the plasma surface remains fixed in place.
These instabilities occur purely within the plasma and place constraints on the shape of the
pressure and current profiles. Often they do not lead to catastrophic loss of plasma but can
result in important experimental operational limits or enhanced transport. External modes,
on the other hand, involve motion of the plasma surface, and hence the entire plasma. Since
it is this motion that leads to a plasma striking the first wall, external modes are particularly
dangerous in a fusion plasma and must, in general, be avoided.
Pressure-driven and current-driven modes
A second way to classify plasma instabilities is by the driving source. In general, a plasma has
both perpendicular and parallel currents and each can drive instabilities. The classification
system for these instabilities is as follows.
Since ∇ p = J⊥ × B in equilibrium, instabilities driven by perpendicular currents are
often called “pressure-driven” modes. Actually, it is a combination of the pressure gradient
and the field-line curvature that drives the instabilities. The curvature of the field lines
can be favorable, unfavorable, or oscillate with respect to stability. The choice depends
upon which way the radius of curvature vector points as compared to the direction of the
pressure gradient. Instabilities driven primarily by the pressure gradient are usually further
subclassified into one of two forms: the “interchange mode” or the “ballooning mode.” The
motivation for these names is given in the next section. Pressure-driven instabilities are
usually internal modes and set one important limit on the maximum stable β that can be
achieved in a fusion plasma.
Instabilities driven by the parallel current are often called “current-driven” modes. These
instabilities can exist even in the limit of low β, a regime where all pressure-driven modes
are stable. In this regime, current-driven instabilities are often called “kink modes” because
the plasma deforms into a kink like shape. Kink modes can be either internal or external.
The external kink mode sets an important limit on the maximum toroidal current that can
flow in a plasma.
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In certain situations, the parallel and perpendicular currents combine to drive an instability, often referred to as the “ballooning-kink” mode. This is usually the most dangerous
mode in a fusion plasma. It sets the strictest limits on the achievable pressure and current.
Furthermore, it is an external mode, implying that violation of the stability boundary can
lead to a rapid loss of plasma energy and plasma current to the first wall. The calculation
of the ballooning-kink stability limit is a main focus of the stability analysis described in
Chapter 13.
Conducting wall vs. no wall configurations
The last classification scheme has already been discussed briefly and is based on whether
a perfectly conducting wall is required or not. A close fitting perfectly conducting wall
can greatly improve the stability of a plasma against external ballooning-kink modes. Since
these modes set the strictest stability limits it would be highly desirable to avoid such modes
by means of a perfectly conducting wall. The resulting gains in the β and current limits due
to wall stabilization are substantial, and may be mandatory for reactor viability in certain
magnetic configurations.
A real experiment or reactor cannot maintain a superconducting wall close to the plasma.
The wall must be resistive, and this subjects the plasma to the resistive wall mode. Based on
the simple mechanical analog, the presence of a resistive wall has no effect on the stability
boundary of a plasma without a wall. In other words, while a perfectly conducting wall can
raise the stability limit above that of the no-wall case, a resistive wall leaves the stability
boundary unchanged and only reduces the growth rate.
The possibility of stabilizing the resistive wall mode by feedback or other means is an area
of active investigation. This can be a critical issue because certain configurations require a
conducting wall even at β = 0 since they carry a large current. Other configurations with
smaller currents are stable at small to moderate β even without a wall. It therefore makes
sense to classify various magnetic configurations according to whether or not they require
a perfectly conducting wall to achieve reactor relevant pressures and currents.
To summarize, MHD instabilities can be classified by several different methods. In terms
of the physics one can distinguish internal versus external modes and current-driven versus
pressure-driven modes. In terms of experimental practicality, one can distinguish whether a
given magnetic configuration does or does not require a perfectly conducting wall to achieve
reactor relevant pressures and currents.

12.3 A physical picture of MHD instabilities
This section presents several simple physical pictures that show how ideal MHD modes
can be excited in a plasma, including interchange modes in a Z -pinch, ballooning modes
in a linked set of mirrors, and kink modes in a screw pinch. The need to avoid these basic
instability mechanisms has been a major motivation behind the design of essentially all
magnetic configurations of fusion interest.
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Figure 12.3 Schematic diagram of a Z-pinch interchange instability.

12.3.1 Interchange modes
The first instability considered is the pressure-driven interchange mode. This instability can
be most easily understood by considering a pure Z-pinch, which has only perpendicular
currents. Assume the initially cylindrically symmetric surface of the plasma is perturbed as
shown in Fig. 12.3. Since the total current flowing in the cross section must be constant all
along the column, the magnetic field just outside the surface (which scales like Bθ ∼ 1/r )
and the corresponding radii at the three identified locations satisfy Bθ 1 < Bθ 2 < Bθ 3 and
r1 > r2 > r3 . Consequently, the tension force acting on the surface of the plasma scales
as FT = (Bθ2 /µ0 )(2πr L z ) ∼ 1/r , implying that FT1 < FT2 < FT3 . The implication is that
the force distribution along the column is in the direction to make the perturbation grow
since the perturbed force at r = r1 (i.e., FT1 − FT2 ) is radially outward while at r = r3
(i.e., FT3 − FT2 ) it is radially inward. The perturbed force amplifies the initial perturbation and this corresponds to an unstable driving force. This mode is a form of “interchange instability” since a detailed analysis shows that the perturbation effectively interchanges (i.e., switches the location) of a tube of plasma with a tube of magnetic flux. See
Fig 12.3.
A second Z-pinch instability driven by perpendicular currents is illustrated by the perturbation in Fig. 12.4. Here, the magnetic field concentrates in the regions of the plasma
where the surface is most tightly curved. The field is reduced in magnitude where the curvature is gentler. Again, the increased tension on the tighter portions of the surface and
decreased tension on the gentler portions produce a force distribution that tends to amplify
the perturbation, leading to instability.
One sees from these examples that if the field lines curve towards the surface of the
plasma, this corresponds to unfavorable curvature. See Fig. 12.5(a). Because of the curvature
direction an outward bulge on the surface places the plasma in a lower-field region, which
tends to enhance the bulge. Conversely, when the field lines curve away from the surface of
the plasma, the curvature is favorable. See the cusp configuration in Fig. 12.5(b). In this case
an outward bulge of the surface places the plasma in a region of higher magnetic field. The
higher field tends to restore the plasma to its equilibrium position and is thus stabilizing.
Note that while the cusp in Fig. 12.5(b) has favorable curvature everywhere, it is not very
desirable as a fusion configuration since particles can rapidly flow out through the holes
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Figure 12.4 Schematic diagram of a twisting Z-pinch instability.
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Figure 12.5 (a) Unfavorable curvature in a Z-pinch; (b) favorable curvature in a cusp.

in the cusp. A single-particle picture of the interchange mode that distinguishes favorable
from unfavorable curvature is presented in Section 12.4.

12.3.2 Ballooning modes
Many magnetic configurations have regions of both favorable and unfavorable curvature.
For these cases a somewhat subtle averaging procedure is required to determine whether
or not the “average curvature” is favorable or unfavorable. The tokamak has this property. A simpler example to illustrate the point is the series of linked mirrors shown in
Fig. 12.6(a). A key property of MHD instabilities in such configurations is the tendency for
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Figure 12.6 Ballooning modes: (a) linked mirror equilibrium; (b) ballooning perturbation in the region
of unfavorable curvature.
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Figure 12.7 Kink instability in a screw pinch with a large toroidal field. Note that J ≈ J b.

the plasma perturbation to concentrate in the regions of unfavorable curvature, causing a
“ballooning-like” distortion of the plasma flux surfaces as seen in Fig. 12.6(b). Not surprisingly, these instabilities are often called ballooning modes. Ballooning modes are important
because they set one important limit on the maximum β that can be stably confined in a
fusion plasma. When ballooning modes are excited there is usually either a rapid loss of
thermal energy or else greatly enhanced transport losses which prevents the plasma β from
increasing beyond the ballooning limit. Note also that ballooning instabilities are generally
internal plasma instabilities.

12.3.3 Current-driven instabilities
Consider now a current-driven instability as illustrated in Fig. 12.7, which shows a Z-pinch
with a strong internal axial field (i.e., a screw pinch). Although the current still flows
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Bθ

Bθ

Figure 12.8 Z-pinch column with an interchange perturbation. Note that the plasma and vacuum flux
have interchanged positions.

primarily in the axial direction, this now corresponds to the parallel direction. The instability
mechanism is similar to that of the pure Z-pinch. However, the toroidal magnetic field lines,
which behave somewhat like rubber bands, become bent as the perturbation grows. The
tension in the lines tries to restraighten them and this corresponds to a stabilizing force.
Instability can still persist if the toroidal field is too small.
If the maximum achievable toroidal magnetic field is determined by magnet engineering
considerations, then this sets a limit on the maximum toroidal current that can flow. Specifically, if the current becomes too large with respect to the maximum toroidal field, then the
stabilizing effect of toroidal field-line bending is not large enough to stabilize the mode.
In summary, the basic driving mechanisms for the interchange, ballooning, and kink
instabilities have been described using simple physical models. Minimizing these driving mechanisms is one major motivation behind the design of essentially all configurations
of fusion interest.

12.3.4 Single-particle picture of favorable and unfavorable curvature
The distinction between favorable and unfavorable field-line curvature can also be understood from the point of view of single-particle confinement. The analysis below shows how
the guiding center curvature drift induces an electric field near the surface of the plasma,
which in turn produces an E × B drift. The direction of the E × B drift can be either favorable or unfavorable depending upon the sign of the curvature vector. The analysis proceeds
as follows.
Consider a column of plasma with a superimposed interchange perturbation on its surface
as shown in Fig. 12.8. Recall that if the field lines are curved a guiding center curvature
drift develops given by
Vκ = ∓

v2 Rc × B
,
ωc Rc2 B

(12.5)

where the plus sign corresponds to a positive charge. Looking at the column end-on as shown
in Fig. 12.9(a), one can see that the curvature drift points into or out of the page, depending
upon the direction of the curvature vector. For a positive charge, field lines curving towards
the plasma produce an inward drift, while field lines curving away produce an outward drift.
Since electrons and ions have opposite sign curvature drifts, the interchange perturbation induces a periodic charge separation along the length of the column as illustrated in
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Figure 12.9 Single-particle picture of unfavorable (top) and favorable (bottom) curvature: (a) end
view of the plasma showing opposite directions for curvature drifts; (b) side view of plasma showing
the induced E field and opposing E × B drifts.

Fig. 12.9(b). This charge separation induces a periodic electric field along the length of the
column as shown in the figure. The peak magnitude of the electric field occurs midway in
the bulge at the location of the dot on the E field direction arrow.
The plasma in the bulge now experiences an E × B drift. When the field lines curve
towards the plasma, the direction of the E × B drift is such as to enhance the perturbation,
leading to instability. Conversely, when the field lines curve away from the plasma, the
direction of the E × B drift is such as to restore the plasma to its equilibrium position,
indicating stability.
This simple physical picture provides the intuition to distinguish between favorable and
unfavorable curvature.

12.4 The general formulation of the ideal MHD stability problem
The previous sections have provided an overview and a description of several general
concepts related to MHD stability. The goal now is to quantify these qualitative ideas by
means of analysis. This section provides a derivation of the general formulation of the ideal
MHD stability problem. The derivation begins with a discussion of the concept of “linear
stability.” Linear stability is a mathematical procedure that enormously simplifies the analysis of the MHD stability problem. Next, the linear stability procedure is applied to the ideal
MHD model. The end result is a set of homogeneous, linear partial differential equations
which have the form of an eigenvalue problem, with the eigenvalue being the growth rate
of the perturbation. Finally, an important general property of the linear stability equation is
derived, which makes the applications in the following sections much simpler to analyze.
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12.4.1 The concept of linear stability
Linear stability refers to a powerful mathematical procedure that greatly simplifies the
stability analysis. The idea is first to calculate a self-consistent MHD equilibrium and then
to perturb the plasma slightly away from its equilibrium position. By examining the time
dependence of the small-amplitude perturbation (i.e., return to equilibrium, oscillate about
equilibrium, move further away from equilibrium) one can deduce the (linear) stability of
the system.
How does this procedure help? To answer the question, first consider the exact non-linear
problem. Here, imagine specifying a set of initial conditions for the plasma. Stability is
determined by examining the time evolution of the MHD equations and seeing whether or not
the long-time behavior corresponds to a steady state solution exhibiting good confinement.
This requires the mathematical solution to a set of coupled, non-linear 3-D partial differential
equations in which the unknowns are functions of R, φ, Z , t, a formidable task, even with
modern computers.
The mathematics is greatly simplified by separating the problem into two parts: equilibrium and linear stability. Specifically, all dependent variables are written as Q(r, t) =
Q 0 (r) + Q 1 (r, t). The quantity Q 0 (r) represents the equilibrium contribution to the total
solution. It is an exact solution of the MHD equilibrium equations and therefore, by definition, is not a function of t. Also, in most equilibrium configurations of interest there exists
some form of geometric symmetry. For example, in an axisymmetric toroidal geometry the
dependent variables do not depend upon the toroidal angle φ. In this case Q 0 (r) = Q 0 (R, Z ),
representing a further simplification in the mathematics. The determination of Q 0 (r)
involves the solution of non-linear differential equations which are much simpler in form
than the full model because of the absence of dependence on time and usually at least
one spatial coordinate resulting from geometric symmetry. MHD equilibria can be readily
obtained numerically and, in certain special cases, analytically. Hereafter, it is assumed that
an equilibrium solution has been found representing the configuration of interest.
The quantity Q 1 (r, t) represents the perturbation away from equilibrium. The perturbation
|Q 0 (r)|. It is, in general, a
is assumed to be small in amplitude implying that |Q 1 (r, t)|
function of all the independent variables R, φ, Z , t in order to allow for all possible unstable
motions. The small-amplitude assumption simplifies the analysis as follows. Consider a
typical non-linear term involving the product of two unknowns J (r, t) B(r, t). In the context
of linear stability these quantities are written as J = J0 + J1 and B = B0 + B1 . Their
product is given by
J B = J0 B0 + J0 B1 + J1 B0 + J1 B1 .

(12.6)

Now, if one collects all the largest terms in each equation, which correspond to the equilibrium terms (i.e., the J0 B0 terms), they must exactly cancel since by definition they constitute
an exact solution to the MHD model. Of the remaining terms all the non-linear perturbation
contributions can be neglected because of the small-amplitude assumption. Specifically,
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|J1 B1 |
|J1 B0 | ∼ |J0 B1 |. What survives in the analysis are only the terms that are linear
in the unknown perturbations; hence the name “linear stability”.
It should also be noted that this conclusion does not depend on the fact that the original non-linearity is quadratic. For a general non-linearity, one simply Taylor expands all
unknowns about the equilibrium solution. Thus,
F(J ) = F(J0 + J1 ) = F(J0 ) +

1 ∂ 2 F(J0 ) 2
∂ F(J0 )
J1 +
J1 + · · · .
∂ J0
2 ∂ J02

(12.7)

Again, the leading order terms cancel by virtue of exactly satisfying the equilibrium equations, and all quadratic or higher terms in the Taylor expansion are negligible because of
the small-amplitude assumption. Only terms linear in the perturbation survive.
The stability problem has thus been reduced to examining the time evolution of the smallamplitude perturbations. Since the relevant equations are linear, this represents an enormous
simplification of the problem. Powerful analytical and numerical techniques are available to
solve linear partial differential equations, making the stability analysis of multi-dimensional
configurations tractable. This is the primary reason why most MHD stability studies focus
on linear stability.
Keep in mind, however, that linear stability does not provide the complete picture. Such
an analysis obviously cannot predict the non-linear evolution of a linear instability. Often
though knowledge of the non-linear behavior is not too important in the following sense.
Experience has shown that plasmas that are linearly MHD unstable usually evolve to a state
characterized by a serious or even catastrophic loss of confinement. Therefore, it is not so
important to learn the details of how the plasma loses its energy, but instead to learn how to
avoid these instabilities in the first place. In other words, one needs to know as accurately
as possible the marginal stability limits as determined by linear stability.

12.4.2 The MHD linear stability equations
In this subsection the linear stability technique is applied to the ideal MHD equations.
The end result is a set of three coupled linear partial differential equations that determine
the evolution of the perturbed plasma variables. The equations are cast in the form of an
eigenvalue problem for the growth rate by means of a normal mode expansion, a step which
further simplifies the determination of stability boundaries.
The analysis begins by expanding all dependent variables as the sum of an equilibrium
solution plus a perturbation: B = B0 + B1 , J = J0 + J1 , p = p0 + p1 , and ρ = ρ0 + ρ1 .
Note that since the equilibria are static, the appropriate expansion for the velocity is
v = v1 since v0 = 0. At this point all equilibrium variables are assumed to be 3-D
functions [Q 0 = Q 0 (r)], while the perturbations depend on three dimensions plus time
[Q 1 = Q 1 (r, t)]. Substituting into the MHD model leads to the following set of equilibrium and linear stability equations.
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r Equilibrium
J0 × B0 = ∇ p0 ;
∇ × B0 = µ0 J0 ;

(12.8)

∇ · B0 = 0.

r Linear stability
∂ρ1
+ ∇ · (ρ0 v1 ) = 0;
∂t
∂v1
ρ0
= J0 × B1 + J1 × B0 − ∇ p1 ;
∂t


γ p0 ∂ρ1
∂ p1
+ v1 · ∇ p 0 +
+ v1 · ∇ρ0 = 0;
∂t
ρ0
∂t
∂B1
= ∇ × (v1 × B0 ) ;
∂t
∇ × B1 = µ0 J1 ;
∇ · B1 = 0.

(12.9)

Here, the electric field has been eliminated by means of the ideal Ohm’s law and ρ0 (r)
is arbitrary. Note that although Eq. (12.9) is linear, it contains a large number of coupled
unknowns.
The stability equations are now simplified as follows. First, the time dependence of
the perturbations can be explicitly extracted by means of a normal mode expansion. This is
possible since the equilibrium quantities are independent of time, and the stability equations
are linear. All perturbed quantities can thus be written as
Q 1 (r, t) = Q 1 (r) exp(−iωt).

(12.10)

The frequency ω, which may be complex, appears as an eigenvalue in the problem. In
general, the plasma supports a large, sometimes infinite, number of normal modes, each
with its own eigenvalue. Once the normal mode equations are solved and the eigenvalues
determined, stability is ascertained by examining the imaginary part of ω = ωr + iωi (i.e.,
ωi is the growth rate) for each mode. If any eigenvalue has ωi > 0, the system is unstable
since the perturbations grow exponentially in time: Q 1 ∼ exp (ωi t). If all eigenvalues have
ωi ≤ 0, the system is stable as the perturbation either decays to zero or at worst oscillates
about the equilibrium position. Note that when introducing the normal mode expansion into
the linear stability equations the factor exp (−iωt) cancels in each and every term.
The second step in the simplification process is to introduce the perturbed displacement
vector ξ as follows:
v1 =

∂ξ
= −iωξ(r) exp(−iωt).
∂t

(12.11)

As its name implies, the vector ξ represents the perturbed displacement of the plasma away
from its equilibrium position.
The final linearized MHD stability equations are most easily obtained by eliminating
all perturbed quantities in terms of ξ. A short calculation including all but the linearized
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momentum equation yields the following relations:
ρ1 = −∇ · (ρξ) ;
p1 = −ξ · ∇ p − γ p∇ · ξ;
B1 = ∇ × (ξ × B) ;
J1 = (1/µ0 ) ∇ × [∇ × (ξ × B)] .

(12.12)

In these expressions the factor exp (−iωt) has been explicitly cancelled from all terms so
that the perturbed quantities are functions only of r. Also, for convenience, the “zero”
subscript has been dropped from the equilibrium solution.
The quantities in Eq. (12.12) are substituted into the linearized momentum equation. The
result is a vector equation for the three components of ξ given by
− ω2 ρξ = F (ξ) ,

(12.13)

where the force operator F, which is quite complicated, can be written as
1
1
{∇ × [∇ × (ξ × B)]} × B
(∇ × B) × [∇ × (ξ × B)] +
F (ξ) =
µ0
µ0
+ ∇(ξ · ∇ p + γ p∇ · ξ) .

(12.14)

To complete the formulation of the linear MHD stability problem one must specify
boundary conditions. There are two cases of interest corresponding to internal modes and
external modes. The internal mode boundary condition is simple to specify and is discussed
below. The external mode boundary condition is substantially more complicated and its
discussion is deferred until the next chapter.
For internal modes the normal component of the displacement vector must vanish at the
plasma surface. If not, a change in the shape of the plasma surface would occur, which
violates the definition of an internal mode; that is, an internal mode requires that the plasma
surface remain fixed, the instability being confined to the interior of the plasma. Note,
however, that the tangential components of the displacement vector need not vanish at
the surface. The perturbation is allowed to produce motion wherein the plasma slides tangentially along the unperturbed surface. This physical picture implies that the appropriate
boundary condition for internal modes is
n · ξ| SP = 0,

(12.15)

where SP represents the unperturbed plasma surface and n is the outward unit normal vector.
Equations (12.13) and (12.15) represent the general formulation of the ideal MHD linear
stability problem for internal modes in an arbitrary 3-D equilibrium. The model is usually
quite difficult to solve because of the complexity of the force operator F. Several simple
0-D and 1-D geometric configurations are discussed in Sections 12.5–12.8 to demonstrate
different procedures for obtaining solutions and eigenvalues. The equations, including an
extension of the boundary conditions to external modes, are also solved for the special simple
2-D surface current equilibrium model in the next chapter. This allows a determination of
the marginal stability limits for a reasonably wide range of fusion configurations.
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12.4.3 A general property of linear MHD stability
An important goal of MHD stability analysis is the determination of the pressure and
current limits corresponding to marginal stability. Recall that marginal stability is defined
as the plasma state in which the growth rate of the most unstable mode approaches zero:
ωi → 0. For a general physical system, the transition to marginal stability can occur at a
non-zero value of real frequency: ωr = 0 as ωi → 0. For the ideal MHD system, however,
the transition actually does occur at ωr = 0. The implication is that one can determine
marginal stability by setting ω2 → 0 at the onset of the analysis. The resulting reduction in
mathematical complexity is substantial. Below, a derivation is presented of this important
property of marginal stability in ideal MHD.
The proof that marginal stability occurs when ω2 → 0 is associated with the fact that
the force operator F has the mathematical property of self-adjointness, which is defined
as follows. For any two arbitrary complex vectors ξ(r) and η(r) satisfying the boundary
conditions, the force operator F is self-adjoint if it satisfies the integral property


η · F(ξ)d r = ξ · F(η)d r.
(12.16)
The complicated form of F given by Eq. (12.14) makes this property far from obvious.
However, after a surprisingly lengthy calculation the integrals in Eq. (12.16) can be rewritten
in a form that is self-adjoint by construction; that is, switching ξ(r) and η(r) leaves the
integral obviously unchanged. One such self-adjoint form, given without proof, can be
written for internal modes as





1 
η · F(ξ) dr = − dr
∇ ξ⊥ × B ⊥ · ∇ × η⊥ × B ⊥
µ0
B2
(∇ · ξ ⊥ + 2ξ ⊥ · κ) (∇ · η ⊥ + 2η ⊥ · κ)
+
µ0
+ γ p(∇ · ξ)(∇ · η)



 

− ξ⊥ · ∇ p η⊥ · κ − η⊥ · ∇ p ξ⊥ · κ







J 
J 
−
η⊥ × B · ∇ × ξ⊥ × B ⊥ −
ξ⊥ × B · ∇ × η⊥ × B ⊥ .
2B
2B
(12.17)
Here, ξ and η have been written as ξ = ξ ⊥ + ξ b and η = η ⊥ + η b with ⊥ and  referring
to the equilibrium magnetic field.
Assuming that self-adjointness has been established, one can now easily show that
marginal stability in ideal MHD occurs when ω2 → 0. The proof is obtained by allowing both ω2 and ξ to be complex quantities and then forming the dot product of Eq. (12.13)
with ξ ∗ (i.e., set η = ξ ∗ ). Integrating over the plasma volumes yields


ω2 ρ|ξ|2 d r = − ξ ∗ · F(ξ) d r.
(12.18)
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This step is now repeated using the complex conjugate of Eq. (12.13) and forming the dot
product with ξ. Using the self-adjoint property of F it follows that


[(ω2 ) − (ω2 )∗ ] ρ|ξ|2 d r = − [ξ ∗ · F(ξ) − ξ · F(ξ ∗ )]d r = 0.
(12.19)
The conclusion is that (ω2 ) = (ω2 )∗ . In other words ω2 is purely real. Therefore, if an
2
eigenfunction
√ is found for which the resulting ω > 0 the system is stable since ωi = 0
2
and ωr = ± ω . The modes are oscillatory.
On the other hand when ω2 < 0 the system is
√
2
unstable since ωr = 0 and ωi = ± −ω . There is always one mode with a positive growth
rate. Marginal stability clearly occurs when ω2 = 0.
In the simple 0-D and 1-D applications that follow the ω2 terms are maintained in the
analysis to demonstrate how one can actually calculate eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. The
more important applications in Chapter 13, which determine pressure and current limits in
present day fusion configurations, make use of a 2-D model, and here the assumption ω2 = 0
is made at the outset to simplify the analysis.

12.5 The infinite homogeneous plasma – MHD waves
The first application of ideal MHD stability theory involves the simplest of all geometries,
the infinite homogeneous plasma. The equilibrium is 0-D. Since there are no currents
flowing to drive instabilities, one expects the “configuration” to be stable. This is indeed
the case. The analysis shows that the plasma can support three different types of stable
waves: the shear Alfvén wave, the compressional Alfvén wave (sometimes called the fast
magnetosonic wave), and the sound wave (sometimes called the slow magnetosonic wave).
Below, the general eigenvalue relation encompassing all three modes is derived, followed
by a physical discussion of each wave.

12.5.1 General derivation of MHD waves
The first step in any stability analysis is to calculate a self-consistent MHD equilibrium.
For the infinite homogeneous plasma this is a simple task. The equilibrium is given by
B = B0 ez ,
J = 0,
p = p0 ,
ρ = ρ0 ,
v = 0,

(12.20)

where B0 , p0 , andρ0 are constants. Equations (12.20) obviously satisfy the MHD equilibrium equations.
The next step is to define the most general form of the perturbation. Since the equilibrium
is 0-D, the perturbation can be Fourier analyzed in space
ξ (r) = ξ̂ exp(i k · r),

(12.21)
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where ξ̂ is a complex amplitude (i.e., ξ̂ is a complex constant, and not a function of space).
The quantity k is the wave vector and each of its components must be real in order not to
cause a divergence at either r = ±∞. Furthermore, without loss in generality the coordinate
system can be rotated so that one component of k lies along ez parallel to the magnetic field
(k ) while the other component lies along e y perpendicular to the field (k⊥ ). Therefore, the
most general form of perturbation for the infinite homogeneous plasma can be written as
ξ(r) = ξ̂ exp(i k⊥ y + ik z).

(12.22)

The advantage of Fourier analyzing in space is that the exponential solutions given by Eq.
(12.22) are exact solutions to the linearized partial differential equations describing MHD
stability (Eq. (12.13)). The exponential factor cancels from each and every term reducing
the set of differential equations in ξ to a set of algebraic equations in ξ̂. These algebraic
equations are easily derived by noting that each y and z derivative produces a multiplicative
factor: ik⊥ and ik respectively. Thus, every appearance of the gradient operator reduces to
∇ → i k = i k ⊥ e y + i k  ez .

(12.23)

By using this relationship, one can reduce the MHD stability equations to the following
simplified algebraic form:
ω 2 ρ0 ξ =

B02
{k × [k × (ξ × ez )]} × ez + γ p0 k(k · ξ).
µ0

(12.24)

The desired form is then obtained by rewriting Eq. (12.24) as a set of scalar equations for
the three vector components. The resulting equations can be cast in matrix form:
 2


 ω − k2 va2
  ξx 
0
0




2 2

(12.25)
0
ω2 − k 2 va2 − k⊥
vs − k⊥ k vs2   ξ y  = 0.


0
− k⊥ k vs2
ω2 − k2 vs2   ξz 
Here, va = (B02 /µ0 ρ0 )1/2 is the Alfvén velocity and vs = (γ p0 /ρ0 )1/2 is the adiabatic sound
speed.
Note that Eq. (12.25) represents three, linear, homogeneous, algebraic equations for the
three unknowns ξx , ξ y , and ξz . A non-trivial solution to these equations exists only if the
determinant of the matrix is zero. A simple inspection shows that the determinant is cubic in
ω2 . This implies that there are three separate roots for ω2 corresponding to the three MHD
waves previously mentioned. In the following three subsections the determinant is set to
zero and each of the three waves is described in physical terms.

12.5.2 The shear Alfvén wave
The first MHD wave of interest is the shear Alfvén wave and is directly determined by setting
the x component of the matrix equation to zero. The shear Alfvén eigenvalue is given by
ω2 = k2 va2

(12.26)
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Figure 12.10 The shear Alfvén wave showing field-line bending.

and clearly corresponds to a stable oscillatory wave. Note that the eigenfrequency is
2
independent of k⊥ even if k⊥
k2 . The eigenfunction has ξx = 0 and ξ y = ξz = 0.
The perturbed magnetic field has only an x component given by B1x = ik B0 ξx . Also,
back substitution shows that ρ1 , p1 , and ∇ · ξ are all zero. The shear Alfvén wave is
incompressible, producing neither density nor pressure fluctuations.
Since the perturbed magnetic field and displacement are perpendicular to both B and
k, the wave is purely transverse. Physically, this causes the magnetic field lines to bend
as shown in Fig. 12.10. The shear Alfven wave thus describes a basic oscillation between
perpendicular plasma kinetic energy (i.e. inertial effects) and line bending magnetic energy
(i.e. field line tension). From the stability point of view the shear Alfvén wave is perhaps
the most important MHD wave since it is the one that is usually driven unstable by finite
currents and geometric effects.

12.5.3 The compressional Alfvén wave
The remaining two MHD waves are coupled through the y and z components of the matrix
equation. Setting the determinant of this 2 × 2 system to zero yields
 2


2 2
2 2 4
ω − k 2 va2 − k⊥
vs ω2 − k2 vs2 − k⊥
k vs = 0.
(12.27)
Observe that there are two roots for ω2 given by
ω2 =



1 2 2
k (va + vs2 ) 1 ± (1 − α 2 )1/2 ,
2

(12.28)

2
where k 2 = k⊥
+ k2 and

α2 = 4

k2

vs2 va2

k

vs2 + va2

2 

2 ≤ 1.

(12.29)
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Figure 12.11 The compressional Alfvén wave in the limit k /k⊥
pression.

1 showing magnetic field com-

The compressional Alfvén wave (i.e., the fast magnetosonic wave) corresponds to
the + sign in Eq. (12.28). The physics can easily be ascertained by noting that vs2 /va2 =
γ µ0 p0 /B02 ∼ β and then considering the interesting limit β
1. This is equivalent to
assuming that α 2
1. The eigenfrequency for the compressional Alfvén wave reduces to

 2
ω2 ≈ k⊥
+ k2 va2 .
(12.30)
Clearly this represents a stable oscillatory wave.
In terms of the eigenfunction one can easily demonstrate that in the low-β limit, ξz /ξ y ≈
k⊥ k vs2 /k 2 va2 ∼ β
1. The motion is predominantly perpendicular to the magnetic field.
Also for k ∼ k⊥ it follows that B1y /B1z ≈ − k /k⊥ ∼ 1. The B1y term is responsible for
the k2 va2 term in the dispersion relation and corresponds to the previously discussed line
2 2
bending effect. The B1z term corresponds to the k⊥
va term and to magnetic compression as
illustrated in Fig. 12.11. Usually finite geometric effects require that k
k⊥ , implying that
magnetic compressional effects dominate line bending for the compressional Alfvén wave.
Finally, a short calculation shows that µ0 p1 /B0 B1z ≈ −µ0 γ p0 /B02 ∼ β
1, indicating
that plasma compression plays a negligible role in comparison to magnetic compression in
the low-β compressional Alfvén wave.
In summary, the compressional Alfvén wave describes a basic oscillation between plasma
kinetic energy (i.e., inertia) and magnetic compressional energy (i.e., magnetic pressure).
It is very stabilizing for k⊥
k and therefore is only weakly excited in most plasma
instabilities.

12.5.4 The sound wave
The sound wave (i.e., slow magnetosonic wave) is the third MHD wave and is obtained
from the negative root in Eq. (12.28). In the low-β limit the eigenfrequency reduces to
ω2 ≈ k2 vs2 .

(12.31)
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Figure 12.12 The MHD sound wave in the limit k /k⊥

1 showing plasma pressure compression.

As for the other MHD modes, the eigenfrequency corresponds to a stable oscillatory wave.
For the sound wave the components of the eigenfunction displacement satisfy ξ y /ξz ≈
k⊥ k vs2 /k 2 va2 ∼ β
1. The motion is essentially parallel to the magnetic field. The physics
of the sound wave can most easily be seen by considering the regime where k⊥
k . In
2
this regime a short calculation shows that B0 B1z /µ0 p1 ≈ k⊥
/k 2
1 and B0 B1y /µ0 p1 ≈
− k k⊥ /k 2
1. The motion is dominated by the perturbed pressure giving rise to sound
waves as shown in Fig. 12.12.
The sound wave represents a basic oscillation between plasma kinetic energy (i.e., inertia) and plasma thermal energy (plasma compression). The sound wave is not usually
strongly excited for MHD instabilities. Also, the physics of the sound wave depends on
the parallel dynamics of the plasma and the MHD model does not treat this physics very
accurately.

12.5.5 Summary
The first application of the general MHD stability theory involves the infinite homogeneous
plasma. The simplicity of the geometry is used to reduce the problem to a set of linear
algebraic equations from which the eigenfrequencies are easily calculated. The results
indicate that the infinite homogeneous plasma supports three stable oscillatory waves: the
shear Alfvén wave, the compressional Alfvén wave, and the sound wave. Usually it is the
shear Alfvén wave that is most strongly excited when MHD instabilities arise.

12.6 The linear θ-pinch
The second application of MHD stability theory investigates the stability of the linear
θ-pinch. Recall that this configuration has only a perpendicular current and straight magnetic
field lines. The absence of field-line curvature eliminates pressure-driven modes, while the
absence of parallel current eliminates current-driven modes. The linear θ -pinch should
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Equilibrium

m = 0, k = 0

m = 2, k = 0

m = 1, k = 0

m = 3, k = 0

Figure 12.13 Graphical interpretation of perturbations corresponding to various values of m and k.

be MHD stable and the goal of this section is to prove this result. The plan is to define
the equilibrium, specify the most general form of perturbation, and then analyze the MHD
stability equations.

12.6.1 The equilibrium and perturbation
The analysis begins with the θ-pinch equilibrium relation, which involves plasma pressure
and magnetic pressure, and is repeated here for convenience:
p(r ) +

Bz2 (r )
B2
= 0 .
2µ0
2µ0

(12.32)

Also, ρ(r ) is arbitrary.
Consider next the perturbation. Since the equilibrium is symmetric with respect to θ and
z, one can Fourier analyze the perturbation as follows:
ξ(r) = ξ(r ) exp [i(mθ + kz)] .

(12.33)

Here, m and k are the “poloidal” and “toroidal” wave numbers respectively. Note that since
the equilibrium quantities are functions of radius, it is of no mathematical help to Fourier
analyze with respect to r (i.e., a solution of the form exp (ikr ) does not satisfy the differential
equations).
A graphical interpretation of the perturbations corresponding to various m and k is presented in Fig. 12.13. Observe that m = 1 corresponds to a sideways shift of the plasma
cross section. For m = 2 the plasma cross section develops an elliptical distortion, while
for m = 3 the cross section becomes triangular. In addition, when k = 0 the distortion of
the cross section twists around as one moves along the column. For k = 0, however, the
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cross section distortion is constant and does not rotate along the column. The special case
m = 0, k = 0 gives rise to a series of bulges along the length of the column. The most
unstable external MHD instabilities usually involve modes with low m and small k.
Equation (12.33) is the most general form of perturbation for a cylindrically symmetric
plasma. Application of Fourier analysis reduces the MHD stability equations from 3-D to
1-D, a major simplification. In general, one must derive and then solve the resulting 1-D
MHD differential equations to determine the eigenvalue ω2 and then see whether ωi > 0
for any choice of m and k.

12.6.2 The radial differential equation
The next step is to substitute the equilibrium and perturbation into the generalized MHD
stability formulation (Eq. (12.13)) and simplify the resulting 1-D differential equations as
much as possible. This is, in principle, straightforward but requires a surprising amount
of tedious calculation even for the simplest of equilibria. The result is a single second
order differential equation for ξr in which the eigenvalue ω2 appears in a complicated,
non-standard form. The equation is displayed below without proof, the purpose being to
give the reader an idea of the complexity of MHD stability calculations:

d
d
(12.34)
A (r ξr ) − C(r ξr ) = 0.
dr
dr
Here
ρ va2 + vs2

ω2 − ωa2

ω2 − ωh2

ω2 − ωf2

ρ
C(r ) = − ω2 − ωa2 ,
r
ωa2 (r ) = k 2 va2 ,

ω2 − ωs2

A(r ) =

ωh2 (r ) =

r

,

(12.35)

vs2

ω2 ,
va2 + vs2 a
!

1/2 "
1
2
ωf,s
(r ) = 2 (k 2r 2 + m 2 ) va2 + vs2 1 ± 1 − α 2
,
2r
va2 vs2
4k 2r 2
α 2 (r ) = 2 2
.
2
2
k r +m
va2 + vs2
Note that even after the tedious algebra has been completed, the eigenvalue ω2 occurs
in such a complicated manner that one cannot easily determine whether or not the θ -pinch
is stable. While the answer could be ascertained numerically, for the θ -pinch a simpler,
alternative approach yields the desired information.
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12.6.3 Stability of the θ-pinch
The alternative approach for determining θ-pinch stability involves the derivation of an
integral relation which shows that ω2 must always be positive. The integral relation is
obtained by forming the dot product of the general MHD stability equation (Eq. (12.13)) with
ξ ∗ and then integrating over the plasma volume. In carrying out the calculation it is helpful to
expand the displacement vector as ξ = ξ⊥ + ξ b, where ξ⊥ = ξr er + ξθ eθ and ξ = ξz . Also,
extensive use is made of the equilibrium relation B  = −µ0 p  /B and the expression for the
parallel perturbed magnetic field B1z = b · ∇ × ξ ⊥ × B = (µ0 p  /B)ξr − B∇ · ξ ⊥ . The
various terms appearing in the integrand can now be written as
ξ ∗ · ∇ (γ p∇ · ξ) = ∇ · [(γ p∇ · ξ) ξ ∗ ] − γ p|∇ · ξ|2 ,
ξ ∗ · ∇ (ξ · ∇ p) = ∇ · [(γ p∇ · ξ) ξ ∗ ] − p  ξr (∇ · ξ ∗⊥ − ikξ ∗ ),
1
ξ ∗ · J1 × B =
{∇ · [B1 × (ξ ∗⊥ × B)] − |B1r |2 − |B1θ |2 − |B1z |2 },
µ0
  2
p
∗
ξ · J × B1 = −µ0
|ξr |2 + p  ξr∗ ∇ · ξ ⊥ + ikp  ξ∗ ξr .
B

(12.36)

When computing the integral over the plasma volume, note that by Gauss’ theorem all
the divergence terms integrate to zero for internal mode boundary conditions. The desired
stability relation is obtained by collecting terms and solving for ω2 . A short calculation
yields

[|B1r |2 + |B1θ |2 + B 2 |∇ · ξ ⊥ |2 + γ p |∇ · ξ|2 ] d r
2
ω =
.
(12.37)

ρ |ξ|2 d r
Since all the terms in the integrand are positive, it immediately follows that ω2 > 0.
The linear θ-pinch is stable to all MHD modes. It is unfortunate in view of this good
stability behavior that a linear θ-pinch cannot be bent into a torus because of the problems
associated with toroidal force balance. It is worth noting that the procedure of multiplying by
ξ ∗ and integrating over the plasma volume can be applied to arbitrary MHD configurations.
However, for all but the θ -pinch equilibrium, the resulting integrand has both positive
and negative contributions and therefore one cannot easily determine stability by simple
inspection.

12.7 The m = 0 mode in a linear Z-pinch
The next application of MHD stability theory involves the Z-pinch. Here too, substantial
analysis is involved to treat perturbations with arbitrary m and k. However, by restricting
attention to the m = 0 mode the calculation becomes tractable. For this mode a reasonably
simple differential equation is derived leading to an analytic expression for the eigenvalue.
It is shown that the m = 0 mode is unstable for typical Z-pinch profiles unless the pressure
decreases sufficiently slowly at large radii. The form of the eigenfunction is similar to that
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previously discussed in connection with Fig. 12.3, and for obvious reasons is often referred
to as the “sausage instability”.
12.7.1 Derivation of the differential equation
The analysis for the m = 0 mode is simplified because for this perturbation B1r = B1z = 0
and ξ θ = 0. Also it is convenient to simplify the right hand side of the general MHD
stability equation (Eq. (12.13)) using the vector identity (∇ × B1 ) × B + (∇ × B) × B1 =
B1 · ∇B + B · ∇B1 − ∇ (B · B1 ). Lastly, rather than use ξr , ξz as the basic unknowns, one
can further simplify the analysis by introducing two new equivalent unknowns ξ ≡ ξr ,
∇ · ξ ≡ (r ξr ) /r + ikξz .
Under these assumptions, the perturbed pressure and magnetic field reduce to
p1 = − p  ξ − γ p∇ · ξ,
B1θ = − (Bθ /r ) r ξ − Bθ ∇ · ξ.

(12.38)

The quantities p1 and Bθ1 are now substituted into the z component of the momentum
equation:



(r ξ )
Bθ B1θ
− ω2 ρ ∇ · ξ −
.
(12.39)
= k 2 p1 +
r
µ0
A short calculation shows that ∇ · ξ appears only algebraically, leading to the relation


1 2k 2 va2 ξ − ω2 (r ξ )


∇ ·ξ =
.
(12.40)
r k 2 vs2 + va2 − ω2
The final equation is obtained by substituting this expression into the r component of the
momentum equation:


Bθ B1θ  2Bθ Bθ 1
ω2 ρξ = p1 +
.
(12.41)
+
µ0
µ0 r
The algebra is carried out by noting that the resulting expression can be written in the
following form:
[A1 (r ξ ) ] + A2 (r ξ ) + A3 (r ξ ) = 0.

(12.42)

A slightly tedious calculation shows that A2 = 0 exactly. Next, assume that the plasma is
near marginal stability. Specifically, assume that ω2
k 2 (va2 + vs2 ). The coefficients A1
and A3 simplify substantially leading to the desired form of the eigenvalue equation:


2γ pK
d ρ d
ρ
(r ξ ) = 0,
(r ξ ) − k 2 ωi2 +
ωi2
(12.43)
dr r dr
r
r3
where
K (r ) =

r dp
2Bθ2
+ 2
γ p dr
Bθ + γ µ0 p

and ωi2 = −ω2 in order to focus on instabilities.

(12.44)
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Figure 12.14 K(r) vs. r for a slightly unstable m = 0 mode in a Z-pinch.

12.7.2 Stability of the m = 0 mode
The stability of the m = 0 mode is determined by solving Eq. (12.43) and determining the
sign of the resulting eigenvalue ωi2 . The sign of ωi2 depends on the profile K (r ). For typical
profiles, K (r ) is usually positive over most of the plasma and may or may or not become
negative near the edge where the pressure becomes small.
If K (r ) is positive for 0 < r < a, then one can easily show that the plasma is stable
(ωi2 < 0) by multiplying by ξ ∗ and integrating over the plasma volume. If, however, K (r )
is negative, even over a very small region, the plasma is unstable. To prove this assume that
K (r ) has the form shown in Fig. 12.14 and Taylor expand about the minimum point r = rm
K (r ) ≈ − |K m (rm )| +

d2 K m (rm ) (r − rm )2
.
drm2
2

(12.45)

Next, introduce normalized variables ωi , k, and x as follows:
ωi2 = (2 |K m | vs2 /rm2 )ω2i ,
 2

k 2 = K m /8 |K m | k ,
1/2 

1/2
r = rm + 2 |K m | /K m
ωi /k
x.
The eigenvalue equation reduces to

 

d2 ξ
k 1
2
+
− ωi − x ξ = 0.
dx 2
2 ωi

(12.46)

(12.47)

The boundary conditions in terms of the localized coordinate x are that ξ (±∞) → 0 in
order for the eigenfunction to remain well behaved far from the minimum point. Equation
(12.47) is easily solved in terms of Hermite functions. For the eigenfunction to vanish at
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both x = ±∞ only certain discrete values of the eigenvalue ωi are allowed, defined by
(k/2)(ω−1
i + ωi ) = 2n + 1, where n is a positive integer. The solution for ωi for the fastest
mode (n = 0) is given by
k

ωi =

1+ 1+k

2

1
2

→ 1.

(12.48)

The limiting value represents the worst case k → ∞. The corresponding eigenfunction can
be expressed in terms of Hermite polynomials as follows:
ξ = exp(−x 2 /2)H2n+1 (x).

(12.49)

Since ωi > 0 the system is clearly unstable. In terms of the unnormalized variables the
maximum growth rate is given by
ωi = (2 |K m |)1/2

vs
.
rm

(12.50)

The conclusion is that if the coefficient K m is negative anywhere in the plasma the
Z-pinch is unstable to the m = 0 mode. Physically, the mode is driven unstable by the
unfavorable curvature of the field lines as previously discussed. There is also, however, a
stabilizing force, due to compression of the plasma; one has to do compressional work on
the plasma, which is a stabilizing effect, in order to deform the surface into the form of
a sausage perturbation. The condition K m = 0 represents the situation in which these two
forces balance each other.

12.7.3 Profile implications for stabilizing the m = 0 mode
The stability condition K m (r ) > 0 is usually most difficult to satisfy near the edge of the
plasma, where the pressure is small and the pressure gradient (for a confined plasma) is
negative. This intuition follows from writing the stability condition in the way it usually
appears in the literature:
−

r dp
2γ Bθ2
< 2
p dr
Bθ + γ µ0 p

(for stability).

(12.51)

Clearly if p → 0 too quickly at the plasma edge, the left hand side of Eq. (12.51) becomes
large and the inequality is violated.
The maximum rate at which at which the edge pressure can decrease with radius can be
quantified by assuming the plasma is well confined in this region: γ µ0 p (r )
Bθ2 (r ) as r →
a. Under this assumption, the stability condition reduces to
−

r dp
< 2γ ,
p dr

(12.52)
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implying that the pressure must decay slower than
p∼

1
1
= 10/3 ,
r 2γ
r

(12.53)

where the numerical value corresponds to γ = 5/3. This is a reasonably rapid decay rate,
although the pressure at the plasma edge must still be finite for stability.
The m = 0 mode is one of two strong MHD instabilities that greatly limit the macroscopic
confinement of a simple Z -pinch. Specifically, in practical experiments it is usually very
difficult to control the pressure profile sufficiently accurately to avoid the m = 0 mode,
resulting in a catastrophic collapse of the column. This clearly makes the Z -pinch a poor
choice for a fusion reactor. (The m = 1 mode is the other instability and is discussed in the
next section.) The m = 0 stability criterion also plays a major role in the levitated dipole
configuration (LDX). However, as will be shown, the LDX configuration offers a much
higher degree of profile control to suppress this potentially catastrophic instability.

12.8 The m = 1 mode in a linear Z-pinch
The m = 1 mode is the second macroscopic instability that affects the linear Z -pinch. As
for the other examples discussed, substantial analysis is required to carry out a complete
investigation of this mode for arbitrary wave number k. However, since the results have
been known for many years, it is possible to make use of these results to present a relatively
simple derivation, consistent with the aims of this book. The main results to be exploited
are that: (1) only m = 1 need be considered since m ≥ 2 can be shown to be stable; (2) the
most unstable wave number is k → ∞; and (3) the analysis should focus immediately on
marginal stability by setting ω2 = 0.
By starting with these assumptions, one can easily derive the marginal stability eigenvalue
equation for the m = 1, k → ∞ mode. The basic driving mechanism for the unstable
perturbation is similar to that shown in Fig. 12.4. The end result of the analysis is the
derivation of an infinite set of eigenfunctions and eigenvalue wave numbers kn , where n is
an integer. Each solution corresponds to a marginally stable eigenfunction, valid in the limit
k → ∞. Note that in this analysis k 2 plays the role of the eigenvalue since ω2 has been set
to zero.
When following the derivation, keep in mind that the axial boundary conditions require
that k be purely real in order for the eigenfunctions to be bounded at z = ±∞. Therefore,
in principle, complete marginal stability of the Z -pinch occurs when the parameters of
the plasma are adjusted so that the “worst mode” crosses the stability boundary, which
2
corresponds to the largest positive eigenvalue crossing zero: kmax
→ 0. Once this occurs,
there are no further bounded eigenfunctions (i.e., no physical marginal stability states with
k 2 > 0) and the plasma is stable. Unfortunately, in a simple Z -pinch the analysis shows that
for the m = 1 mode the plasma is always unstable. There always exists a bounded marginal
state for sufficiently high values of k.
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Finally, note that while the calculation presented below is entirely self-consistent, it is by
no means obvious that m = 1, k → ∞ is the most unstable mode for m ≥ 1. This issue is
addressed below by means of a specific example.

12.8.1 The θ component of the momentum equation
The first step in the derivation is to analyze the θ component (i.e., the parallel component)
of the momentum equation for the m = 1 mode in the limit ω2 = 0:
Jz B1r −

1 ∂ p1
= 0.
r ∂θ

(12.54)

Substituting B1r = (iBθ /r )ξ , p1 = −(d p/dr )ξ − γ p∇ · ξ (with ξr ≡ ξ ) and making use
of the Z -pinch equilibrium relation leads to the simple condition
∇ · ξ = 0.

(12.55)

The mode is incompressible: that is, dρ/dt = d p/dt = 0.
Under this condition the perturbed pressure reduces to
p1 = −

dp
ξ,
dr

(12.56)

which is required as the analysis proceeds.

12.8.2 The z component of the momentum equation
The next step in the derivation is the analysis of the z component of the momentum equation,
given by
J1r Bθ −

∂ p1
= 0.
∂z

Substituting µ0 J1r = iBz1 /r − ik Bθ1 leads to


Bθ iB1z
− ik B1θ − ikp1 = 0.
µ0
r

(12.57)

(12.58)

The task now is to eliminate B1z and then determine a relation between B1θ and ξ . Only
B1θ is required to obtain the final eigenvalue equation. The quantity B1z is easily eliminated
by the condition ∇ · B1 = 0. For the m = 1 mode one finds

1
d
(Bθ ξ ) .
B1z = −
(12.59)
B1θ +
kr
dr
Substituting into Eq. (12.57) leads to the required expression for B1θ :

dp
Bθ d
k 2r 2
(Bθ ξ ) .
Bθ B1θ =
µ0 ξ − 2 2
1 + k 2r 2
dr
k r dr

(12.60)
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Note that at this point the assumption k → ∞ has not as yet been invoked. This assumption
is applied in the final form of the eigenvalue equation.

12.8.3 The r component of the momentum equation
The last step in the derivation is the simplification of the r component of the momentum
equation:
∂ p1
Jz1 Bθ + Jz Bθ 1 +
= 0,
(12.61)
∂r
which, after a short calculation, can be rewritten as

1 d  2
p1
Bθ B1r
r (Bθ B1θ + µ0 p1 ) − 2µ0
−i
= 0.
(12.62)
r 2 dr
r
r
One next substitutes the expressions for B1θ , B1r , and p1 in terms of ξ . A straightforward
calculation yields
 
 
1 d
ξ
r 3 Bθ2 d ξ
d  2
+
r Bθ
= 0.
(12.63)
2
2
r dr 1 + k r dr r
dr
r
Equation (12.63) can now be further simplified by considering the limit k → ∞. The desired
form of the eigenvalue equation is thus


1  2  
(12.64)
r Bθ ψ + k 2 r Bθ2 ψ = 0,
r
where ψ = ξ/r .

12.8.4 Solution to the m = 1 eigenvalue equation
The solution to the eigenvalue equation clearly depends strongly on the sign of the coefficient
(r Bθ2 ) . For typical Z -pinch profiles the current density is flat on axis and decreases to zero
at the plasma edge. The corresponding magnetic field first increases linearly with r and then
decreases as 1/r outside the current edge. A specific example has already been illustrated
in Fig. 11.15.
Therefore, in the outer portion of the profile where Bθ ∼ 1/r , the coefficient satisfies
(r Bθ2 ) ∼ −1/r 2 < 0, corresponding to solutions which are monotonic exponentials (i.e.,
stabilizing). In contrast, in the inner portion of the profile where Bθ ∼ r , then (r Bθ2 ) ∼
+ r 2 > 0. In this region the solutions are oscillatory (i.e., destabilizing). The mathematical
intuition is that an unstable eigenfunction should be localized to the inner portion of the
plasma. This point is proved below by means of a specific example.
Consider a simple equilibrium where the magnetic field and current density profiles are
modeled as shown in Fig. 12.15. The model equilibrium is matched to the realistic diffuse
profiles by defining a such that the current densities on axis are identical:
µ0 I
a≡
.
(12.65)
2π Bθ (0)
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Figure 12.15 Simple model of a diffuse Z-pinch matching the current density on axis and the total
current.

Here, I is the total plasma current and Bθ (0) is the derivative of the actual diffuse magnetic
field.
For this simple model the eigenvalue equation reduces to
1 3 
(r ψ ) + 3k 2 ψ = 0
0 < r < a,
r 3 
(12.66)
ψ
r
− k2ψ = 0
a < r < a.
r
The eigenfunctions are obtained by solving for ψ in each region and choosing the integration
constants to satisfy the boundary conditions ξ (0) = 0 for regularity at the origin, and ξ (a) =
0 for internal modes. The eigenvalue relation is obtained by the matching conditions across
the interface r = a. Specifically, sincethere
 are no surface currents in the model the jump

conditions require that [[ψ]]a = 0 and ψ a = 0.
The solutions satisfying the boundary conditions are easily expressed in terms of Bessel
functions as follows:
√
ψinner = Ĉ1 J1 ( 3kr ),

(12.67)
K 1 (ka)
2
ψouter = Ĉ2r K 1 (kr ) −
I1 (kr ) .
I1 (ka)
At r = a in the limit of k → ∞ the asymptotic forms of the solutions are quite accurate
and are given by
√
C1
ψinner ≈ √ cos( 3kr − 3π/4),
r
(12.68)
C2 −kr
ψouter ≈ √ (e − e−2ka+kr ),
r
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where C1 , C2 replace Ĉ1 , Ĉ2 as equivalent integration constants. The two matching conditions on ξ (or equivalently ψ) across r = a yield the desired eigenvalue condition
√
√
cot( 3ka − 3π/4) = 3e−ka tanh[k(a − a)]
≈ 0.
(12.69)
The second simpler form corresponds to the limit k → ∞.
An examination of Eq. (12.69) shows that there are an infinite number of marginally stable
eigenvalues corresponding to each of the zeros of the cotangent function. Specifically, if n
is a large positive integer, then the corresponding marginal wave number kn is given by


1 π
kn a ≈ n +
(12.70)
√ .
4
3
Clearly as n → ∞ the marginal wave numbers become larger and larger. There is no set
of plasma parameters for which the “largest” marginal wave number crosses zero; that is,
there is always a marginal wave number for which the m = 1 mode is on the boundary of
instability.
Lastly, it is worth pointing out that a more sophisticated analysis of Eq. (12.64) shows that
any diffuse Z -pinch is unstable to the m = 1, k → ∞ mode if at any point in the profile
the coefficient (r Bθ2 ) becomes positive. In other words, the general condition for m = 1
stability requires that everywhere in the plasma
d  2
r Bθ < 0
dr

(for stability).

(12.71)

To summarize, the combination of m = 0 and m = 1 instabilities make the simple
Z -pinch a poor choice for a fusion reactor. Both modes also play an important role in
the stability of the LDX concept but for this configuration a clever modification of the
magnetic field has the potential to stabilize these very dangerous macroscopic modes.

12.9 Summary of stability
The main thrusts of this chapter have been to: (1) introduce some of the basic concepts
related to linear MHD stability; (2) present a simple physical picture of the main driving
sources of MHD instabilities; (3) describe a general formulation of the MHD stability
problem; and (4) apply the formulation to several simple configurations.
In terms of specifics, the analysis has focused on ideal MHD. External ideal MHD modes
usually result in a catastrophic loss of plasma and it is important to learn how to avoid such
instabilities. Keeping the pressure and current low help stability but oppose the needs of a
fusion reactor. Furthermore, because of the frozen-in-field-line law, ideal MHD modes are
robust and likely to be unaffected by more subtle plasma physics phenomena.
Instabilities can be driven by both perpendicular and parallel currents and are closely
connected to the relative direction of the pressure gradient and the radius of curvature vector.
When the directions are parallel, the curvature is favorable and when they are anti-parallel
the curvature is unfavorable.
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The general ideal MHD stability problem has been formulated as an elegant set of three
coupled partial differential equations for the plasma displacement ξ and eigenvalue ω2 .
Even so, the model is difficult to solve in most cases because of the multi-dimensionality
of the geometry. Nevertheless, it has been possible to prove that, in general, the marginal
stability boundary is crossed when the eigenvalue crosses through zero; that is, marginal
stability corresponds to ω2 = 0.
Several applications have been investigated. It has been shown that the infinite homogeneous plasma is always stable and supports three oscillatory waves: the shear Alfvén wave,
the compressional Alfvén wave, and the sound wave. The stability of the linear θ -pinch has
also been studied. By means of an integral relation, this configuration has been shown to be
always stable, although as previously discussed, it cannot be bent into a toroidal equilibrium.
Lastly, the stability of the m = 0 and the m = 1 mode in a Z -pinch has been investigated.
In the m = 0 case the actual eigenvalue differential equation was derived and solved. The
resulting eigenvalues show that the Z -pinch can be unstable unless the pressure decreases
sufficiently slowly with radius. The m = 1 analysis focused on marginal stability in the
limit k → ∞. The results show that the center of a linear Z -pinch is always unstable to this
mode. These instabilities, when excited, lead to a macroscopic loss of plasma on a micro
second MHD time scale, thus making the simple Z -pinch unattractive as a fusion concept.
The next task is to apply the stability formulation to a simple, but reasonably general
2-D MHD equilibrium model and determine the pressure and current limits in a variety of
realistic fusion configurations.
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Problems
12.1 This problem investigates the stability of a plasma consisting of a background of cold
ions and two interpenetrating beams of cold electrons. For the equilibrium assume
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n i = 2n 0 , and that the densities of the electron beams are equal: n el = n er = n 0 . Also,
assume Ti = Tel = Ter = B0 = 0. The first beam moves to the left and the second to
the right with equal but opposite velocities ±v0 . Assume the transverse dimensions of
the beam are sufficiently large that the plasma can be modeled as a 1-D system with
distance parallel to the beam velocities being the dimension of interest.
(a) Derive the dispersion relation for 1-D electrostatic perturbations of the form
Q 1 (r, t) = Q̂ 1 exp(−iωt + ikz). Use a separate fluid treatment for each electron
beam and assume the ions are infinitely massive. Neglect collisions.
(b) Calculate the range of wave numbers (in terms of n 0 , v0 ) which are unstable for
this “two-stream instability.”
Repeat Problem 12.1 assuming only a single beam of electrons moving with a velocity
v0 but treating the ions as having a large but finite mass.
For those who like algebraic challenges, derive Eq. (12.17).
For those who continue to like algebraic challenges, derive Eq. (12.35).
The purpose of this problem is to calculate the eigenvalue relation for shear Alfvén
waves propagating along a linear θ -pinch. The geometry of interest has cylindrical symmetry with the following non-zero equilibrium quantities: p = p(r ), ρ =
ρ(r ), and B = B(r )ez . All perturbed quantities are assumed to vary as Q 1 =
Q 1 (r ) exp(−iωt + imθ + ikz). To simplify the algebra assume that the perturbations
satisfy the incompressible equation of state, ∇ · ξ = 0. Mathematically, this transforms
the original problem containing three unknowns ξr , ξθ , ξz and the adiabatic equation
of state to a new problem with four unknowns ξr , ξθ , ξz , p̂1 ≡ p1 + B B1z /µ0 with the
adiabatic equation of state replaced by ∇ · ξ = 0.
(a) Derive the eigenvalue equation for ξ (r ) ≡ ξr (r ) and show that it can be written as

d ω 2 µ0 ρ − k 2 B 2 d
r (r ξ ) − (ω2 µ0 ρ − k 2 B 2 )ξ = 0.
dr
m 2 + k 2r 2
dr
(b) Solve this equation for the simple profiles corresponding to the surface current
model illustrated in Fig. 12.16. The eigenvalue relation is obtained by solving
separately in regions I and II and then matching across the interface at r = a using
the jump conditions [[ξ ]]a = 0 and [[(ω2 µ0 ρ − k 2 B 2 )d(r ξ )/dr ]]a = 0. Obtain a
simple answer by taking the limit ka
kb
1. Hint: Let ξ = dψ/dr .
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12.6 Calculate the eigenfrequency ω = ω(k⊥ , k ) for shear Alfvén waves propagating
in an infinite homogeneous resistive MHD plasma characterized by the following equilibrium: B = B0 ez , p = p0 , ρ = ρ0 . Assume Ohm’s law includes a small
resistivity: E + v × B = ηJ. To make the algebra a little simpler define γD = ηk 2 /µ0
and assume γD
k  vA .
12.7 This problem investigates the effect of viscosity on the m = 0 mode in a cylindrical Z pinch. A simple way to estimate the effect is to modify the MHD momentum equation
as follows:
dv
ρ
= J × B − ∇ p + ∇ · (µ∇v) ,
dt
where µ is the viscosity coefficient. To simplify the stability analysis assume that
µ = const. and consider short wavelength perturbations (i.e., large k) such that ∇ ·
(µ∇v1 ) ≈ −µk 2 v1 . Calculate the eigenvalue near marginal stability following the
analysis carried out in the text. Sketch ωi as a function of k and compare it with the
no-viscosity case. Does viscosity alter the marginal stability boundary or just change
the value of the growth rate?
12.8 The goal here is to determine the effect of thermal conductivity on the m = 0 mode
in a Z -pinch. The main modification to the analysis presented in the text is that the
energy equation is replaced by


1
∂p
+ v · ∇ p + γ p∇ · v = ∇ · (κ∇T ) .
γ − 1 ∂t
The addition of the thermal conduction term greatly increases the complexity of the
analysis. However, a simple analytic answer can be obtained by carrying out the
analysis as described below.
(a) Derive the modified form of the perturbed pressure p1 taking into account the
thermal conductivity. To simplify the calculation consider the limit of large k and
assume that the growth rate scales linearly with k: ωi /k → const. as k → ∞.
Show that in this limit the perturbed pressure reduces to
dn
p1 = − p∇ · ξ − T ξ.
dr
(b) The remainder of the stability analysis closely follows that in the text. Calculate
the condition for marginal stability. Show that thermal conduction changes the
stability condition. By comparing with the κ = 0 case show that thermal conduction improves stability for a sufficiently gradual density profile and decreases
stability for a rapidly decaying density profile.
12.9 The goal here is to determine the MHD stability of a rotating θ -pinch. The calculation
involves several steps: (a) calculate the equilibrium fields; (b) derive the eigenvalue
differential equation; (c) form an integral relation for the eigenvalue; (d) estimate the
eigenvalue using a trial function “guess’ for the eigenfunction; and (e) draw your
conclusions. Proceed as follows.
(a) The non-trivial equilibrium field quantities for a 1-D, cylindrically symmetric,
rotating θ -pinch are Bz (r ), p(r ), ρ(r ), vθ (r ). Assume that
Bz2 (r ) = B02 − (B02 − Bi2 )(1 − r 2 /a 2 )2 ,
p = p0 (1 − r 2 /a 2 )2 ,
vθ = r,
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

where B0 , Bi , p0 ,  are constants and a is the edge of the plasma. Find ρ(r ) and
give an expression for ρ0 , the density on axis, in terms of the other equilibrium
constants.
Carry out a linear MHD stability analysis for the rotating θ -pinch for arbitrary
equilibrium profiles. The following three assumptions make the derivation reasonably simple. First, assume that for a system with equilibrium flow, the relation between the displacement vector and the perturbed velocity is given by
v1 = −iωξ + v0 · ∇ξ − ξ · ∇v0 . Second, assume the most unstable perturbations
are incompressible: ∇ · ξ = 0. Third, assume all perturbed quantities vary as
Q 1 (r, t) = Q 1 (r ) exp [−i(ωt − mθ − kz)] and treat the case k = 0. The reasoning is that finite k produces line bending, which is stabilizing, and therefore setting
k = 0 corresponds to the most unstable mode. (This turns out not to be true for
the m = 1 mode but make the assumption anyway to keep the algebra tractable.)
The final goal of this part of the problem is to derive a single differential equation
for ψ1 (r ) = r ξr (r ) describing the linear stability of the system. For simplicity of
notation introduce the Doppler shifted frequency σ = ω − m.
Form an integral relation for σ by multiplying the differential equation by ψ1∗ and
integrating over the volume of the plasma. At this point allow the profiles to be
arbitrary, assuming only that ρ(a) = 0. Assume the modes of interest correspond
to external modes: ψ1 (a) = 0.
Estimate the eigenvalue σ by substituting the equilibrium profiles given above
and using a trial function “guess” given by
r m
ψ1 (r ) = ψa
.
a
Based on the results, answer the following questions. Which if any m modes are
unstable? Is there a critical rotation speed for the onset of instability and if so
what is its value?

13
Magnetic fusion concepts

13.1 Introduction
The goal of Chapter 13 is to describe the various magnetic configurations currently under
investigation as potential fusion reactors. As will become apparent there is a substantial
number of concepts to discuss. To succeed, each of these concepts has to successfully
overcome the problems not only of MHD equilibrium and stability (p), but also of transport
(τE ) and heating (T). Even so, it still makes sense to introduce the concepts at this point in the
book, immediately following MHD. The reason is that the underlying geometric features that
distinguish each concept are primarily determined by MHD behavior. In contrast, transport
is a far more difficult issue and significant progress has been made only for the tokamak
configuration. With respect to heating, there are several techniques available providing a
reasonable number of options. Because of this flexibility, heating can be accommodated in
most fusion configurations, and thus is not a dominant driver of the geometry.
To motivate the discussion recall that the main objective of MHD is to discover magnetic
geometries that are capable of stably confining sufficiently high plasma pressures to be of
relevance to a fusion reactor. The leader for many years in terms of overall performance has
been the tokamak which will therefore serve as the reference configuration against which all
other concepts must be measured. Towards this goal, it is helpful to briefly and qualitatively
discuss the pros and cons of the tokamak in order to understand exactly what problem each
of the alternative concepts is hoped to solve.
The tokamak is an axisymmetric configuration with a large toroidal magnetic field and
a significant DC toroidal current. Tokamaks have achieved stable operation at near reactor
relevant pressures, confinement times, and temperatures. In other words in terms of physics
performance the tokamak has met nearly all the requirements for a reactor and it is expected
that a next generation experiment (e.g. ITER) will close the remaining gaps. What then
are the outstanding problems facing the tokamak? There are two primary issues, the first
involving plasma physics and the other involving technology. Each is described below.
The main outstanding plasma physics problem is related to the need for steady state
operation. To appreciate the issue requires a somewhat lengthy sequence of reasoning. To
begin note that the DC toroidal current required in the tokamak configuration is usually
inductively generated by means of a transformer, a method that works well in present day
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pulsed devices but which clearly cannot work in a steady state device. Instead, some means
of external non-inductive current drive is required. There are several methods available
but they are not very efficient when converting power to current and would lead to an
unacceptable power balance if the entire toroidal current had to be driven by such means.
Fortunately, there is a naturally occurring transport driven current, known as the “bootstrap
current,” which can, in principle, provide most of the toroidal current without the need for
external current drive. However, the amount of bootstrap current depends sensitively on
the pressure profile. To achieve a large enough fraction of bootstrap current for a favorable
power balance, one finds that the required plasma pressure invariably exceeds the MHD β
limit corresponding to a plasma configuration surrounded by a vacuum region extending to
infinity. However, if a close fitting, perfectly conducting wall surrounds the plasma, there
is a strong stabilizing effect so that the required plasma β remains below the MHD β limit.
One sees that there is a subtle but crucial issue in determining exactly what is meant by the
MHD stability boundary. The difficulty involves the behavior of the first wall surrounding
the plasma. While a perfectly conducting wall provides a strong stabilizing influence, this
effect vanishes with a more realistic resistive wall. However, the resistive wall growth time
(typically milliseconds) is much longer than for the vacuum case (typically microseconds),
thereby opening up the possibility of feedback stabilization. The β limits with a perfectly
conducting wall and with a resistive wall are thus quite different and the one that is experimentally relevant depends quite strongly on one’s belief in being able to feedback stabilize
the resistive wall mode. The ability to stabilize the resistive wall mode is thus a crucial
issue directly impacting whether or not a tokamak can achieve steady state operation with
a sufficiently low current-drive power requirement to maintain a favorable overall power
balance.
This then is one important area where new ideas and alternative concepts can improve
on the performance of the standard tokamak: achieving steady state operation without
the need for excessive current drive and without violating the appropriate MHD stability
limit. One method to address this problem involves a new mode of tokamak operation
known as “advanced tokamak (AT) operation.” Here a combination of profile control and
feedback stabilization is predicted to resolve the difficulties, but this still needs to be demonstrated experimentally and certainly adds to the physics complexity of the tokamak concept.
Another approach that directly addresses the problem involves an alternative concept known
as the stellarator, which is a 3-D, inherently steady state configuration with no need for noninductive current drive. Its main disadvantage with respect to the tokamak is the need
for technologically more complex and expensive magnets to generate the 3-D stellarator
magnetic field.
The second important problem facing the tokamak is technological in nature. The large
toroidal field in a tokamak needed to provide MHD stability requires a set of high-B toroidal
field magnets, which must be superconducting for favorable steady state power balance.
While such magnets are certainly feasible from an engineering point of view, they are
expensive and add technological complexity to a tokamak reactor. It would clearly improve
the attractiveness of a fusion reactor if the requirements on the toroidal field system were
greatly reduced or even eliminated. While the stellarator makes this problem more difficult,
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alternative concepts substantially improve the situation. These concepts include the spherical tokamak, reversed field pinch (RFP), spheromak, field reversed configuration (FRC),
and the LDX. However, the RFP, spheromak, and FRC concepts have noticeably poorer
confinement properties and lower no-wall MHD β limits than the tokamak. The spherical
tokamak, RFP and spheromak also have more difficult current-drive problems. Even so,
some very clever ideas have been introduced to alleviate these difficulties and are discussed
later in the chapter. The LDX is a new concept that is just becoming operational so it is still
too early to assess its performance.
Overall, one sees that tradeoffs are involved – each of the alternative concepts improves
one aspect of the tokamak concept but suffers with respect to others. After many years of
experimental research, the balancing of these tradeoffs has firmly placed the tokamak in
the role of leader on the path to a fusion reactor. Time will tell if any of the alternatives can
overtake the tokamak in terms of overall reactor desirability, which involves improvements
in both plasma physics and fusion technology.
In presenting the material to substantiate these claims, one would ideally like to describe
the tokamak first to set the stage for comparison with all other alternates. However, the
tokamak is one of the more difficult concepts to analyze in terms of its MHD behavior. Consequently, for the sake of presentation the discussion begins with the simplest configurations
and works it way towards the more complicated ones. The goal for each configuration is to
develop an understanding of its MHD equilibrium and to then calculate the corresponding
β and pressure limits against MHD instabilities.
Based on this strategy the LDX and FRC are discussed first and the relevant results can be
directly obtained from the Z -pinch analysis presented in the previous chapter. The remaining concepts are considerably more difficult to analyze. To derive the desired information
a particularly simple model, known as the surface current model, is introduced. Although
the profiles in the model are rather gross approximations to actual experimental profiles,
the analysis can at least be carried to completion. Comparisons with advanced theoretical analysis as well as numerical MHD studies using more realistic profiles show good
qualitative agreement and modest quantitative agreement with respect to MHD equilibrium
and stability β limits. By using the surface current model, MHD results are obtained for
the reversed field pinch, spheromak, tokamak, elongated tokamak, and advanced tokamak
(AT). The discussion of the stellarator, because of its complex 3-D equilibrium, is primarily
descriptive, with reference made to appropriate numerical studies.

13.2 The levitated dipole (LDX)
13.2.1 Overview of the LDX
LDX is a relatively new fusion concept initially motivated by astrophysical observations,
in particular the existence of a stable, long-lasting, plasma ring confined in the dipole
magnetic field surrounding Jupiter. The goal of the LDX experiment, whose construction
was completed at MIT in 2005, is to reproduce a similar, stable, long-lasting plasma, on a
laboratory scale on earth.
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Figure 13.1 Conceptual drawing of the LDX experiment (courtesy of D. Garnier).
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Figure 13.2 LDX profiles of p, Bp , and Jφ along the midplane Z = 0 (courtesy of L. Guazzotto).

The LDX magnetic configuration basically consists of a single ring current that produces a
dipole magnetic field as illustrated in Fig. 13.1. The coil current and plasma current are purely
toroidal, producing a purely poloidal magnetic field. The plasma forms a hollow toroidal
shell surrounding the dipole coil. Typical profiles of the pressure p, poloidal magnetic field
Bp , and current density Jφ along the mid plane Z = 0 are shown in Fig. 13.2. Note that
while the direction of the current density must change sign in the plasma, there is always
a net plasma current that flows in the same direction as the coil current in order to provide
toroidal force balance.
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Figure 13.3 (a) An equivalent cylindrical LDX. (b) Typical radial profiles of p, Bθ , and Jz .

A critical feature of LDX is the need to levitate the coil in the vacuum chamber. The reason
is that if any type of mechanical supports are used, the plasma by topological necessity must
intersect these supports at some location. This would cool the plasma and heat the supports,
an unacceptable situation in an experiment, and certainly in a reactor. In practice, long-time
levitation of the coil is possible if it is constructed of a superconducting material. This
clearly adds to the technological complexity of the concept, but is nonetheless feasible, at
least for laboratory-scale experiments.
The scientific goal of LDX is to produce a hot, well-confined plasma by means of
microwave heating, whose frequency is chosen to resonate with the electron gyro frequency
of the particles. One wants to learn how high a plasma pressure can be stably confined for
a given input microwave power and what corresponding temperatures are achievable. The
pressure limits are determined primarily by MHD considerations, while the achievable
temperatures are largely determined by transport, particularly heat conduction and possibly
convection. There are quantitative predictions for the pressure limits in LDX and these
are the main focus of the present section. Transport is much more difficult to predict, and
one will have to wait for actual experimental data to learn about this important property of
the LDX concept.
Consider now the MHD pressure limits. Detailed analysis has shown that the essential
physics of LDX is accurately described by a linear, cylindrical geometry. Toroidal effects
make modest quantitative changes in the results, but are not necessary for a qualitative,
or semi-quantitative, understanding of the MHD behavior. The analysis described in this
section, therefore, makes use of a cylindrical model for LDX as illustrated in Fig. 13.3.
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Observe that the non-trivial equilibrium field components are p(r ) and Bθ (r ), similar to a
pure linear Z -pinch. However, the central coil acts like a hard core imbedded in the Z -pinch,
and is crucial for stabilizing LDX against the dangerous m = 0 and m = 1 modes.
In the analysis that follows it is shown that LDX is subject to three pressure limits (i.e.,
β limits): one due to equilibrium considerations, one due to the m = 1 mode, and one due
to the m = 0 mode. The m = 0 sausage mode sets the most stringent β limit. Even so,
the resulting critical β is still quite high, on the order of 1/2. Furthermore, this stability
is achieved without the need for a perfectly conducting wall. A second important result
obtained from the analysis is related to the value of the hard core coil current. Clearly,
without this current, the configuration reduces to a pure Z -pinch, which is always unstable.
The analysis predicts the minimum amount of coil current required to provide the necessary
stabilization against the m = 0 and m = 1 modes.
Finally, although the study of the levitated dipole is at a very early stage, one can still
assess several potential advantages and disadvantages with respect to the tokamak in terms
of its ultimate viability as a fusion reactor. These are as follows.
In terms of advantages, the LDX possesses a very simple magnetic geometry, requiring
only a single coil for plasma confinement. A single coil is highly desirable from the physics
point of view as well as for simplicity in the design and operation of early stage experiments.
Also advantageous is the fact that complete ideal MHD stability can be achieved at high β
without the need for a perfectly conducting wall. With respect to the tokamak, the absence
of any toroidal field coils is an important technological advantage.
With respect to disadvantages, there are two worth noting. First, there is the obvious
problem of levitating the superconducting coil, a problem that becomes increasingly more
challenging technologically as the experiments grow in size, and the plasma environment
becomes more hostile (i.e., increased density and temperature). While levitation itself is
feasible, it is protection against failure that provides the challenges. Second, for the coil to
remain superconducting, it must be shielded from fusion byproducts. The magnetic field
should be able to shield charged particles, but not the large number of high-energy neutrons produced by the D–T reaction. Thus, to reduce the number of high-energy neutrons,
a levitated dipole reactor must be based on one of the more difficult D–D or D–He3 fusion
reactions (i.e., the ones with a smaller cross section). As an example, for D–D the consequence is that at a typical reactor temperature of 40 keV the required performance parameter
pτE is increased to pτE ≈ 170 atm s as compared to pτE ≈ 8 atm s for a D–T tokamak.
While using D–D and D–He3 as a fuel is technologically desirable in that relatively few
neutrons are produced, the higher required pτE will likely be the dominant issue.
With the overview complete, the remainder of the section now addresses the MHD
equilibrium and stability limits of the LDX concept.

13.2.2 LDX equilibrium
The analysis begins with a calculation of equilibrium profiles in a cylindrically symmetric LDX geometry. A representative pressure profile is chosen, after which the poloidal
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magnetic field is determined from the 1-D radial pressure balance relation. Analytic expressions are obtained for the fields and it is shown that there is an equilibrium β limit. Also
derived is a general equilibrium condition that relates the plasma β to the coil current and
plasma current.
The pressure profile
The first step is to specify the plasma pressure profile. A simple choice that accurately
models the essential LDX physics is
r 2 − r12
p(r ) = K 
γ +1 ,
r 2 + r22

(13.1)

which is the profile illustrated in Fig. 13.3. Note that p(r ) vanishes on the surface of the
coil r = r1 . The pressure is hollow, first increasing and then gradually decreasing at large
r : p(r ) ∼ 1/r 2γ as r → ∞. The radial scaling at large r anticipates the dependence needed
to stabilize the m = 0 mode in regions of low pressure. The parameter K is a measure of
the peak pressure, while the parameter r2 is directly related to the location of the pressure
maximum.
Even with this simple model the algebra quickly becomes quite complicated. To reduce
the complexity, several assumptions are made that greatly simplify the analysis but still
capture the essential physics. Specifically, the parameter r2 is chosen as r2 = r1 and γ
is set to γ = 2 rather than γ = 5/3. As a further simplification a normalized radius x is
introduced through the definition x = r 2 /r12 . Under these assumptions the pressure profile
can be rewritten as
p(x) = 27 pmax

x −1
,
(1 + x)3

(13.2)

2
where pmax is the maximum pressure, occurring at rmax
/r12 = xmax = 2.

The global radial pressure balance relation
The next step in the equilibrium analysis is to calculate the magnetic field profile. As a
prelude to this calculation it is first useful to derive a general relation for the LDX global
equilibrium pressure balance, which motivates a practical definition of β. Following the
discussion of radial pressure balance in Chapter 11, one starts with the equilibrium relation
p +

Bθ
(r Bθ ) = 0.
µ0 r

Multiplying by r 2 and integrating over the entire plasma region yields

 ∞
1  2 2 ∞
2 
r Bθ  = 0,
r p dr +
2µ0
r1
r1
which reduces to



∞

r1

p r dr =


µ0 
(Ic + Ip )2 − Ic2 .
2
16π

(13.3)

(13.4)

(13.5)
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Here, Ic is the hard core coil current and Ip is the plasma current.
In analogy with the screw pinch pressure balance relation, it is useful to introduce the
following definition of β:
 ∞
16π 2
β≡
p r dr .
(13.6)
µ0 (Ic + Ip )2 r1
Note that β is normalized to the total current in the system Ic + Ip . The general LDX
radial pressure balance expression, which relates β to the coil current and plasma current,
is obtained directly from Eq. (13.5):
β = 1 − i c2 ,

(13.7)

Ic
Ic + Ip

(13.8)

where
ic =

is proportional to the coil current. From the definition it is clear that 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Equation
(13.7) is ultimately quite useful in understanding the stable operating regime of LDX.
The poloidal magnetic field
The equilibrium solution is now completed by calculating the poloidal magnetic field from
the integrated form of the local radial pressure balance relation:

 r
1  2 2 r
r Bθ  = −
r 2 p  dr .
(13.9)
2µ
0

r1

r1

After a slightly tedious calculation, one can evaluate the integral, obtaining
bθ2 (x) = 1 − 8β

x2
,
(1 + x)3

where bθ ∝ r Bθ is a normalized form of the poloidal magnetic field defined by
2πr Bθ (r )
bθ (x) ≡
µ0 (Ic + Ip )

(13.10)

(13.11)

and use has been made of the integral definition of β given by Eq. (13.6) to express the
pressure scaling constant pmax in terms of β:
pmax =

µ0 (Ic + Ip )2
β.
54π 2r12

(13.12)

Equation (13.10) is the expression for bθ2 required for the stability analysis.
The equilibrium β limit
An interesting feature of the bθ solution is the existence of an equilibrium β limit. This
limit can be seen by plotting bθ2 vs. x for various β as illustrated in Fig. 13.4. Observe that
as β increases, the diamagnetic dip in bθ2 becomes deeper and deeper. Eventually a value
of β = βmax is reached at which the minimum crosses the axis. For values of β > βmax , bθ2
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Figure 13.4 Curves of bθ2 vs. x for various β. The largest allowable value of β occurs for the curve
β = βc , which is tangent to the axis at xmax = 2.

becomes negative, which is non-physical. The critical β is easily found by simultaneously
setting bθ2 = dbθ2 /dx = 0. A short calculation yields
β ≤ βmax =

27
≈ 0.84.
32

(13.13)

The limit is only a mild constraint. It arises because a minimum amount of coil current
is needed to keep the pressure profile hollow – to push the plasma away from the surface
of the coil at r = r1 . This value of coil current is determined from Eq. (13.7), the general
equilibrium relation, and is given by

5
i c ≥ i min =
≈ 0.40.
(13.14)
32
At least 40% of the total current must flow in the hard core.
In summary, a simple equilibrium model has been introduced that accurately describes
the basic features of the LDX configuration. The profiles exhibit an equilibrium β limit
which is weak and does not present a serious limitation on possible performance.
13.2.3 m = 1 stability
The stability of the levitated dipole is determined by the m = 0 and m = 1 local criteria
derived for the Z -pinch. The fact that LDX has a hard core does not affect the general form
of the stability criteria since the corresponding derivations only assume a cylindrical equilibrium with a purely poloidal magnetic field. Clearly, however, the quantitative prediction
of marginal stability boundaries depends upon the actual shape of the profiles.
For LDX the parameters of the simple model equilibrium profile must be chosen such
that both m = 0 and m = 1 are stable at every value of r in the plasma. In practice, this
leads to a β limit for each mode. The analysis below presents a derivation of the β limit for
the m = 1 mode.
Recall that stability against the m = 1 mode requires that the Bθ profile satisfy
d  2
(13.15)
r Bθ < 0
dr
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or, equivalently
d
dx



bθ2
x 1/2


< 0.

(13.16)

The simple Z -pinch always violates this criterion since Bθ is an increasing function of
r near the center of the plasma. In LDX, the hard core dramatically alters this situation
since Bθ ∼ 1/r near the inner edge of the plasma. In fact, one sees by inspection that
for r1 < r < rmax the pressure gradient is positive implying that the field-line curvature
is favorable. Refer again to Fig. 13.3. Instability can only occur for r > rmax , where the
curvature becomes unfavorable. Intuitively, it is clear that it becomes more difficult to satisfy
the stability criterion as β increases, since the slope of bθ2 becomes increasingly positive.
A quantitative prediction for the critical β is obtained by substituting the equilibrium
profile into Eq. (13.16). After a straightforward calculation, one finds that stability requires
β<

1 (x + 1)4
.
24 x 2 (x − 1)

(13.17)

The function on the right hand side of Eq. (13.17) has a minimum and it is this minimum
that sets the strictest limit on β. A short calculation shows that the minimum occurs at
√ 
1
xmin = 5 + 17 ≈ 4.56.
(13.18)
2
The corresponding β limit is given by
√
51 17 − 107
β ≤ βmax =
≈ 0.54.
(13.19)
192
The m = 1 stability limit is considerably lower than the equilibrium β limit, but is, nonetheless, still quite high in absolute value.
Lastly the critical β is substituted into the general equilibrium pressure balance relation
(i.e. Eq. (13.7)) to determine the minimum coil current to suppress the m = 1 mode. One
finds
i c ≥ i min = (1 − βmax )1/2 = 0.68.

(13.20)

Nearly 70% of the total current must flow in the hard core.

13.2.4 m = 0 stability
A similar stability analysis holds for the m = 0 mode. In this case the condition for stability
is
−

r dp
2γ Bθ2
.
< 2
p dr
Bθ + µ0 γ p

(13.21)

For γ = 2 the criterion can be rewritten in terms of the normalized variables as follows:
−

x d p̂
2b2
< 2 θ ,
p̂ dx
bθ + x p̂

(13.22)
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Figure 13.5 Plot of β vs. i c as determined by the general equilibrium relation. Also shown are the
equilibrium, m = 1, and m = 0 marginal stability limits.

where p̂(x) is the normalized pressure defined by
p̂(x) =

8π 2r12
x −1
p(r ) = 4β
.
2
µ0 (Ic + I p )
(x + 1)3

(13.23)

The next step is to substitute the equilibrium profiles into Eq. (13.22). After a straightforward calculation one obtains a stability condition on β given by
(x + 1)2 (2x − 1)
.
(13.24)
4x 3
The strictest limit on β again occurs in the region of unfavorable curvature, at large values
of x → ∞. The m = 0 β limit thus has the value
1
β ≤ βmax = ,
(13.25)
2
with a corresponding minimum current
1
i c ≥ i min = √ ≈ 0.707.
(13.26)
2
β<

For the model profile chosen, the m = 0 mode has the lowest β limit, slightly below that
of the m = 1 mode. Still, the limit is quite substantial. Also more than 70% of the total
current must flow in the hard core.

13.2.5 Summary of the levitated dipole
In summary, the levitated dipole is a new fusion configuration whose physics performance
will be first tested in LDX. It has a simple closed field-line geometry produced by a levitated
superconducting coil. The MHD equilibrium and stability β limits are quite high without
the need of a perfectly conducting wall, and are summarized in Fig. 13.5. This figure shows
a curve of β vs. the normalized coil current, with the stable region lying to the right of the
critical β points. The m = 0 mode sets the strictest stability limits, requiring that β < 1/2
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Figure 13.6 Schematic diagram of an FRC (courtesy of R. Milroy).

√
and i c > 1/ 2. The main long-range issues facing the concept are the technological complexities associated with the construction of the levitated coil and the need to use the more
difficult-to-excite D–D or D–He3 reaction. Also transport is still an unknown, but will be
investigated as LDX data become available.

13.3 The field reversed configuration (FRC)
13.3.1 Overview of the FRC
The FRC is an ultra compact axisymmetric toroidal configuration in which the plasma is
entirely confined by a poloidal magnetic field. There is no applied toroidal magnetic field.
Hence, there is no need for a set of toroidal field coils. Also, there is no ohmic transformer
passing through the center of the device. As such, the FRC is an inherently pulsed device,
one that is quite simple from the point of view of its technological structure.
A schematic diagram of an FRC is shown in Fig. 13.6. The operation of the device is as
follows. Initially a small axial θ -pinch bias field is created in the vacuum chamber. Neutral
gas is injected and a separate power supply pre-ionizes the gas, forming a plasma. At this
point the main power supply is energized producing a large axial θ -pinch magnetic field.
The field is about a factor of 10 larger than the bias field and points in the opposite direction.
The main field rises very rapidly causing the plasma to compress and heat. At some point,
assuming the initial plasma has been properly prepared and the fields are appropriately
programmed, the axial magnetic field lines tear and reconnect as shown in the diagram.
The end result is an elongated configuration with closed flux surfaces contained within the
separatrix flux surface.
Typical profiles for the pressure and field are shown in Fig. 13.7. When viewed in the
context of the originating θ-pinch fields one sees that B Z reverses sign at some point off
axis. This is the origin of the name “field reversed configuration.” Interestingly, although
two θ -pinch fields have been used to form the plasma, the final configuration actually has
the topology of a flattened toroidal Z -pinch.
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Figure 13.7 Typical midplane profiles B Z (R, 0), p(R, 0) for an FRC.

The Z -pinch topology allows one to determine the ideal MHD stability of the FRC from
results already obtained for the pure Z -pinch. No new analysis is required. The reasoning
is as follows. The configuration has unfavorable poloidal field-line curvature around each
end of the plasma. In the flattened central portion of the plasma the poloidal field lines are
essentially straight implying neutral field-line curvature. Also, there is no stabilizing toroidal
magnetic field. The end result is that the FRC has regions of unfavorable or neutral curvature
but no regions of favorable curvature. Therefore, according to ideal MHD theory, the FRC
should always be strongly unstable. This conclusion is indeed borne out in numerical
calculations.
Since the configuration is strongly MHD unstable, one may ask why there should be
interest in the FRC for the fusion program. There are two main reasons. The first is related
to experimental observations on FRC experiments. A number of such experiments have
shown that FRC plasmas appear to be substantially more stable than predicted by ideal
MHD. Although the reason for this favorable behavior is not completely understood, most
researchers believe that plasma kinetic effects play an important role. These effects include
the Hall term in the Ohm’s law and the fact that the ion gyro radius is a substantial fraction of
the minor plasma radius. Both effects modify the ideal MHD model, usually in a stabilizing
manner. However, most researchers also believe that when one scales up an FRC to the
much larger sizes required in a reactor, then kinetic effects become less important, implying
that the plasma would become unstable to ideal MHD modes.
Motivated by the better-than-expected performance at small size and the worrisome
prognosis at large size, researchers recognized that an FRC might serve as a good plasma
source for a separate concept known as “magnetized target fusion” (MTF). MTF is the
second basic reason for studying the FRC in the context of fusion energy. The MTF idea
is to position a preheated plasma source with a high density (1023 m−3 ) and moderate
temperature (300 eV) inside a hollow metal cylinder and then squeeze the cylinder with the
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Figure 13.8 Schematic diagram of the three-step process involved in MTF: creation, translation, and
compression (courtesy of R. Sieman).

target plasma inside to achieve extremely high particle pressure and magnetic field. The
imploding plasma flow eventually stagnates and then re-expands. Near the stagnation point
a large number of fusion reactions are predicted to occur because of the ultrahigh-intensity
plasma, enough that the fusion energy released can exceed the input compression energy.
A number of options have been considered for the role of providing the target plasma with
the FRC perhaps having the most desirable features.
The remaining part of this section is devoted to a more detailed explanation of MTF using
an FRC target plasma. Once the idea is understood, it will then be possible to discuss the
advantages and disadvantages with respect to fusion energy.

13.3.2 The MTF concept
MTF is a three-step process as illustrated in Fig. 13.8: creation, translation, and compression.

Creation
The first step in the process is plasma “creation.” Here, more or less standard FRC technology
is utilized. The FRC is a good configuration for MTF because of its technological simplicity
and the fact that there is no toroidal field within the plasma. The reason for the desirability
of no toroidal field will become apparent shortly. The only constraint on the initially formed
FRC is that it should satisfy the “smallness criterion” to be stable against kinetically modified
MHD modes. This criterion, which is based primarily on empirical experimental data,
requires that
S/κ < 3.5,

(13.27)
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where κ = Z S /R S represents the elongation of the separatrix and S = R S /δi is the ratio of
the radius of the separatrix to the so-called ion collisionless skin depth: δi = c/ωpi .
For MTF applications the initial FRC plasma requires a high density n e ≈ 1023 m−3 , a
substantial elongation κ ≈ 10, and a separatrix radius R S ≈ 0.05 m. With these parameters,
Eq. (13.27) is marginally satisfied. The initial temperature and magnetic field required are
about Te = Ti ≈ 0.3 keV and B = 5 T corresponding to β ≈ 1 and a pressure of 100 atm.
Note that the initial FRC density is about three orders of magnitude higher than typical
densities for other fusion configurations. The one other point worth noting about FRC
creation is the addition of a small set of coils at each end of the main θ -pinch coils. These
coils produce a small mirror field which causes the FRC plasma to form in the center of the
θ-pinch system during each pulse. In addition they produce a “guide field” in the translation
chamber.
Translation
The second step in the process corresponds to “translation.” The goal here is to translate
the plasma from the initial FRC creation chamber to the MTF compression chamber. This
is accomplished by slightly decreasing the magnetic field at the right hand side of the main
θ -pinch coil system. Since the field is then slightly larger on the left hand side there is a
small left-to-right imbalance of the magnetic pressure with the pressure being higher on the
left. This imbalance propels the plasma to the right, along the guide field in the translation
chamber, until it enters the compression chamber.
Compression
The heart of the MTF concept is the compression chamber. The key component of the
chamber is a thin metallic cylinder, sometimes called a liner, similar in size to a soda can.
Once the FRC plasma drifts midway into the compression chamber, an enormous Z directed
current is driven along the cylinder. This produces a corresponding enormous Bφ magnetic
field just outside the cylinder. The resulting magnetic pressure on the surface drives the
cylinder radially inward at a very high velocity on the order of vR ≈ 106 m/s. This inward
motion adiabatically compresses the FRC plasma to a very high temperature and density,
sufficient to produce a large number of fusion reactions.
The compression process works as follows. During the relatively short time of the compression phase both the liner and the plasma behave like perfect conductors – their skin
diffusion times are very long. Consequently, the magnetic flux in the narrow region between
the plasma edge and the liner must be conserved. The rapid inward motion of the liner compresses this flux, thereby greatly increasing the value of the magnetic field on the plasma
surface. The corresponding increased surface magnetic pressure then adiabatically compresses the FRC plasma (as well as the internal magnetic flux) into a volume with a very
small radius and with a very high temperature and density.
At some point in time the liner motion finally stagnates because of the increased particle
and internal magnetic field back pressures. If the system is properly designed, the stagnation
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Table 13.1. MTF parameters for the pre compression state and the
maximum compression state at the liner stagnation point
FRC parameters

Pre compression

At stagnation

Density
Temperature (Te ≈ Ti )
Magnetic field
Plasma duration
Liner inner radius

1023 m−3
300 eV
5T
20 µs
5 cm

1025 m−3
10 keV
500 T
200 ns
0.5 cm

temperature should be on the order of 10 keV. This initiates the production of a large number
of fusion reactions. These reactions continue for a period of time τD comparable to the dwell
time of the liner, which is determined by the mass and energy of the liner as well as the final
properties of the FRC plasma. Typical parameters for the final state of the compressed FRC
plasma as determined by MTF reactor studies are presented in Table 13.1. Observe that the
final densities and magnetic fields are huge, while the dwell time of the reactions is much,
much shorter compared to typical values of n, B, τE in a tokamak.
In order to produce enough fusion reactions to be of interest for energy applications a
substantial fraction of the fuel must be burned. In an optimized design this requires that
τD ≈ τE . If the energy confinement time is too short, τD
τE , the plasma cools before
many fusion reactions can take place. On the other hand, if τD
τE , there is more than
enough plasma confinement and the system can be reduced in size, thereby reducing the
cost.
The qualitative picture just presented shows why the FRC, which has no internal toroidal
magnetic field, is a good candidate for MTF. The reason is that if there was a toroidal
magnetic field, some of the energy of the imploding liner would have to be allocated to
compressing this field as well as the plasma pressure and poloidal magnetic field, since in
ideal MHD the fields and plasma move together. This clearly reduces the efficiency of the
implosion and higher initial liner kinetic energies would be required to obtain the same end
conditions for the plasma as those for the case in which there is no toroidal field case. Too
much of a reduction in efficiency would lead to an unfavorable power balance.
This line of reasoning raises another question. If the absence of a toroidal field improves
efficiency, would it not be desirable to somehow also eliminate the poloidal field in the
compression chamber? Hypothetically, about half of the liner energy is transferred to the
plasma and the other half to the internal poloidal magnetic field. Eliminating the poloidal
field would therefore lead to a doubling of the efficiency. The answer is emphatically
“no!” The reason is associated with the difference in heat transport losses in a plasma with
and without a magnetic field. It is shown in the next chapter that transport losses across a
magnetic field are many orders of magnitude lower than along the field, or equivalently in the
absence of a field. The poloidal magnetic field thus serves the critical purpose of providing
thermal insulation between the plasma and the liner. Without the poloidal magnetic field the
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energy confinement time τE would be very short and there would be no chance of attaining
a favorable power balance.
13.3.3 The FRC as a source of fusion energy
With the basic idea of MTF now established one can now assess its pros and cons with
respect to fusion reactor viability. At the outset it should be noted that because of the wide
difference in parameters between an MTF system and all other fusion concepts, the MTF
is viewed as a “dark horse” candidate by most of the fusion community. The reason is that
there will likely be relatively little exchange of detailed useful scientific knowledge since
the regimes of operation are so different. Even so, the MTF concept offers a true alternative
to conventional magnetic fusion concepts, and in this context is certainly worth examining
as a potential source of fusion energy.
Consider now the potential advantages of the MTF concept. First, since the fusion reactivity scales as the square of the number density, the very high values of n anticipated in
MTF imply a very high fusion power density. Second, the high power density in turn implies
a much smaller geometric scale for an MTF system. Since capital cost scales with size this
is a substantial advantage. Third, although high-voltage, pulsed technology is required for
MTF, this is, in general, still less complicated and less costly than, for instance, microwave
power, laser power, or neutral beam power. All of these are potential advantages over the
tokamak.
These advantages combine to provide the overall motivation for pursuing MTF research:
the MTF concept has the potential to investigate certain aspects of ignition physics and
to test scientific feasibility on experimental facilities that cost far less than conventional
magnetic fusion approaches. An added attractive practical feature is that many of the pulsed
power supplies needed for MTF research have already been built at the Los Alamos and
Sandia National Laboratories under the auspices of US DoE’s Defense Programs.
There are also a number of scientific and engineering problems that must be addressed by
the MTF community. These include the following. First, a suitable initial FRC plasma must
be created with the required pre-compression parameters. This requires an extrapolation
from existing FRC plasma generation although there is an active experimental program
underway and progress is being made.
Second, as the liner implodes there are several related plasma science–materials science
problems that arise. Among these are the problems of: (1) mixing of the liner wall material
and plasma during the implosion since the inner surface of the liner will be transformed
into a liquid; (2) the plasma thermal transport during implosion, characterized by τE , is
unknown at present and a sufficiently high τE is critical for the success of MTF; and (3)
it must be demonstrated that MHD stability persists during the entire implosion to prevent
plasma from leaking out of the ends of the FRC.
Third, and probably the area that causes the most concern to a large majority of the
traditional fusion community is the extrapolation of MTF technology to a power producing
reactor. While many would agree that individual MTF implosions may be possible, a reactor
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requires a rapidly continuing sequence of such implosions, perhaps one every few seconds.
This produces difficult constraints on the high-voltage technology as well as on the compression chamber technology, which must be fully evacuated of debris between each implosion.
Also, since the liner is destroyed during every pulse, a continuing supply of new liners is
required. The cost per liner must be kept to a sufficiently low value in order to achieve
economic viability and is definitely a technological challenge.
Lastly, the liner itself faces difficult engineering challenges, among them the need to
guarantee that the liner does not burst during implosion because of the enormous internal
pressures resulting from joule heating. Many of these systems issues are close analogs to
those facing inertial fusion energy.
Since MTF is at an early phase of development it probably makes sense to focus on
whether or not a fully integrated system can be developed that leads to ignition during a
single, isolated implosion. If this mission is successful it would then be sensible to more
carefully consider the reactor technology challenges in order to determine the desirability
of constructing new facilities.

13.3.4 Summary of the FRC
The FRC is a compact, elongated toroidal Z -pinch. Although predicted to be very unstable
according to ideal MHD, small devices are experimentally observed to be unexpectedly
stable, presumably because of additional plasma kinetic effects. This experimental observation, combined with absence of a toroidal field, suggests that that an FRC may be a good
candidate for providing the target plasma in the MTF concept. In MTF a small, high-density
FRC plasma is created and then injected into a compression chamber. Here a metallic liner
compresses the plasma to very high densities and temperatures, leading to a large number
of fusion reactions.
The underlying motivation for MTF is the potential to create fusion plasmas at a far
reduced cost compared to other fusion concepts because of the small size and relatively lost-cost high-voltage technology. The primary concerns regarding fusion energy
generation involve the ability to extrapolate the technology to a rapidly pulsed reactor
environment.

13.4 The surface current model
13.4.1 Introduction
With the exceptions of LDX and the FRC, all of the other fusion concepts have a toroidal
as well as a poloidal magnetic field. The inclusion of a toroidal field substantially increases
the complexity of the analysis and, indeed, most of the literature in the field lies beyond
the scope of the present book. To overcome this difficulty, a surprisingly simple model is
introduced that greatly reduces the analysis and allows one to obtain the desired information
concerning MHD β limits. This model is known as the ‘surface current model.”
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The surface current model is a simple MHD model that allows one to analytically calculate
the pressure and current limits against external ballooning-kink modes in a wide variety of
fusion configurations. Since these modes usually set the most stringent stability limits, this
is precisely the information required to assess reactor viability with respect to macroscopic
MHD behavior.
The idea behind the model is to consider a special equilibrium in which J consists solely of
an idealized surface current. This current is assumed to flow on a single surface, separating
the plasma from the vacuum region and results in an enormous simplification in both the
equilibrium and stability analyses. Presented here is a formulation of the surface current
model for subsequent use in determining pressure and current limits. The formulation is
valid for 1-D and 2-D plasmas and thus covers most of the configurations. In order to keep
the mathematics maximally tractable, the cross section of the plasma is assumed to be
circular, although this is not essential to the model.
The end result of the formulation is a four-step procedure leading to a determination of
MHD marginal stability limits. Qualitatively, these steps are as follows:
r
r
r
r

Equilibrium: calculate a 2-D surface current equilibrium.
Stability: solve for the perturbed magnetic field in the plasma region.
Stability: solve for the perturbed magnetic field in the vacuum region.
Stability: match across the plasma–vacuum interface using external mode boundary conditions to
determine the conditions for marginal stability.

A description of each of these steps is presented below.

13.4.2 The 2-D surface current equilibrium
Consider a 2-D toroidal plasma with circular cross section as shown in Fig. 13.9. The task
is to calculate the pressure and magnetic fields just inside and just outside the plasma–
vacuum interface. An important simplification of the surface current model is that only
the equilibrium fields just inside and just outside the surface are needed for the stability
analysis.
The first quantity of interest is the pressure which is found as follows. By assumption,
no current flows in the plasma: J = 0. Therefore, in equilibrium J × B − ∇ p = 0 reduces
to ∇ p = 0. The solution to this equation is simply
p = const.

(13.28)

The pressure is constant everywhere within the plasma region. The second quantity of
interest is the toroidal magnetic field in the plasma Bφ . The assumption ∇ × B = 0 implies
that Bφ can be written as
Bφ (r, θ ) = Bi

R0
R0
= Bi
,
R
R0 + r cos θ

where Bi is the internal toroidal magnetic field at the major radius R = R0 .

(13.29)
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Figure 13.9 Two-dimensional geometry for the surface current model.

Next, note that in an axisymmetric geometry, the absence of any toroidal current flowing
in the plasma requires that the poloidal magnetic field within the plasma be identically zero:
Bp (r, θ) = 0. This completes the specification of the internal plasma fields.
Consider now the vacuum side of the interface. The pressure is clearly zero in a vacuum:
p = 0. Next, in analogy with the plasma region, the toroidal field also satisfies the vacuum
relation ∇ × B = 0 and thus can be expressed as
R0
R0
B̂φ (r, θ) = B0
= B0
.
(13.30)
R
R0 + r cos θ
Here B0 is the applied toroidal field at R = R0 . Lastly, note that in the region outside the
surface current the poloidal field B̂p (r, θ ) is non-zero. It is quite difficult, in general, to
calculate B̂ p (r, θ ) everywhere in the vacuum region but the fields are required only on the
plasma surface for the stability analysis. This limited information about the surface poloidal
field can be easily obtained by means of the MHD pressure balance “jump condition” as
follows.
Start with the exact non-linear momentum equation written in the following form:


dv
B2
1
ρ
.
(13.31)
(B · ∇)B − ∇ p +
=
dt
µ0
2µ0
Integrate the equation an infinitesimal radial distance across the plasma–vacuum interface as
shown in Fig. 13.10, keeping in mind that the values of the magnetic fields and pressure are
allowed to jump across the surface. Their normal gradients thus produce a delta function
at the interface. However, the pressure and fields are smooth within the surface on both
the plasma side and the vacuum side. This implies that the B · ∇B term integrates to zero
across the interface. The reason is as follows. Although the magnetic field has a jump, the
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Figure 13.10 Integration across the plasma–vacuum interface.

operator B · ∇ only involves surface derivatives since B lies in the surface; that is, there is
no normal derivative since n · B = 0 on the surface. Integration of the B · ∇B term therefore
involves integrating a step function across an infinitesimal distance and this produces a zero
contribution. Similarly, the inertial term must integrate to zero across the interface. For the
contribution to be finite, the velocity v would have to have a jump and this would imply an
infinite acceleration (from the v · ∇v term). This is unphysical and is not allowed to occur.
Based on this discussion it follows that the exact non-linear jump condition across the
plasma–vacuum interface arises solely from the normal component of the gradient term and
can be written as

 S +
B 2  p
p+
= 0,
(13.32)
2µ0  Sp−
where Sp is the exact plasma surface including both the equilibrium and stability
contributions: Sp = a + ξr (a, θ, φ).
The desired expression for the equilibrium vacuum poloidal magnetic field on the surface
is now obtained by applying Eq. (13.32) across the equilibrium plasma–vacuum interface
Sp = a. One finds
B̂θ2 (a, θ) = 2µ0 p +

Bi2 − B02
,
(1 + ε cos θ)2

(13.33)

where B̂p = B̂θ eθ and ε = a/R0 is the inverse aspect ratio of the plasma. In terms of the
stability analysis, Eq. (13.33) is the only equilibrium information required. Although simple
in appearance, it describes a wide range of fusion configurations, each distinguished by a
different choice of the parameters p, Bi , B0 , and ε.
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13.4.3 The perturbed magnetic field in the plasma
The equilibrium has now been defined. The next step is to carry out a linear MHD stability
analysis. In terms of the general formulation, it is shown that the eigenfunction to be
determined reduces solely to the normal component of plasma displacement evaluated on
the plasma surface; that is, the eigenfunction is ξ (θ, φ) ≡ ξr (a, θ, φ). Furthermore, in an
axisymmetric system one can Fourier analyze with respect to φ and then treat each Fourier
mode separately.
ξ (θ, φ) = ξ (θ ) exp(−inφ).

(13.34)

Here, n is the toroidal wave number characterizing each Fourier mode. The unknown eigenvalue is the marginally stable (i.e., ω2 = 0) value of either the plasma β or plasma I depending upon application.
In the stability analysis the plan is to calculate the perturbed fields in the plasma region and
the vacuum region, expressing each in terms of ξ (θ, φ). The eigenvalue is then determined
by the condition of matching these solutions across the plasma–vacuum interface using the
linearized form of the pressure balance jump condition given by Eq. (13.32).
This subsection describes the formulation for determining the perturbed fields in the
plasma region. The key feature in the formulation is that in the surface current model the
calculation of ξ can be reduced to the problem of solving Laplace’s equation. The analysis
proceeds as follows. For marginal stability the linearized momentum equation reduces to
Bφ J1 × eφ − ∇ p1 = 0.

(13.35)

The eφ component of this equation yields (in/R) p1 = 0 or p1 = −γ p∇ · ξ = 0. For mode
numbers n = 0 the perturbed pressure is zero and the eigenfunction is incompressible.
With p1 = 0 the momentum equation reduces to J1 × eφ = 0, which has as its solution
J1 = λ1 (r, θ) exp(−inφ)eφ . Here, λ1 is an arbitrary scalar function. Next, note that the
condition ∇ · J1 = 0 reduces to (in/R)λ1 = 0 or λ1 = 0. The conclusion is that in the
surface current model the perturbed current in the plasma must also vanish:
J1 = 0.

(13.36)

Therefore, since B1 is a vacuum magnetic field (i.e., ∇ × B1 = ∇ · B1 = 0) it can be
written as
B1 = ∇V1 ,

(13.37)

∇ 2 V1 = 0.

(13.38)

with V1 satisfying

The potential function V1 is coupled to the surface displacement through the boundary
conditions. These require: (1) regularity of V1 within the plasma; and (2) that the normal
component of perturbed magnetic field on the surface satisfy n · B1 |a = n · ∇ × (ξ × B)|a .
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This last condition reduces to


in Bφ 
in Bi
∂ V1 
=−
ξ.
ξ =−
∂r a
R a
R0 (1 + ε cos θ )2
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(13.39)

Equations (13.38) and (13.39) represent the desired formulation of the problem of calculating the perturbed fields in the plasma region. They will be solved under a variety of
conditions as the applications progress. In all cases, once the equations are solved, the
quantity needed for the pressure balance matching condition is B · B1 |a , which is easily
expressed in terms of V1 as follows:



in Bφ 
in Bi
B · B1 |a = −
V1  = −
V1  .
(13.40)
2
R
R0 (1 + ε cos θ)
a
a
This completes the stability formulation of the plasma region.

13.4.4 The perturbed magnetic field in the vacuum
The calculation of the perturbed fields in the vacuum region is very similar to that in the
plasma. Since the region of interest is by definition a vacuum, one can immediately write
the perturbed magnetic field in terms of a potential function
B̂1 = ∇ V̂1 ,

(13.41)

∇ 2 V̂1 = 0.

(13.42)

with V̂1 satisfying

There are two boundary conditions on V̂1 . The first assumes that a perfectly conducting,
circular cross section, concentric wall of radius b surrounds the plasma. Refer again to
Fig. 13.9. On a perfectly conducting wall the normal component of magnetic field must
vanish implying that the first boundary condition can be written as

∂ V̂1 
(13.43)
 = 0.
∂r 
b

Note that the special limit b/a → ∞ corresponds to the no-wall case. For simplicity, the
case of a resistive wall is deferred until later.
The second boundary condition couples V̂1 to the surface perturbation. Although the
final answer is relatively simple, a rigorous derivation requires a surprisingly large amount
of algebra. One can, however, obtain the correct result intuitively as follows. Recall that
in the plasma region the normal component of the perturbed magnetic field is related
to the displacement vector at the boundary by n · B1 |a = n · ∇ × (ξ × B)|a . If one now
imagines extending the plasma just slightly into the vacuum region, then by analogy the
corresponding boundary condition for the perturbed vacuum magnetic fields is n · B̂1 |a =
n · ∇ × (ξ × B̂)|a . Note the use of the vacuum rather than plasma magnetic fields. After a
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short calculation, the second boundary condition simplifies to





∂ V̂1 
in B̂φ
in B0
B̂θ ∂
B̂θ ∂

+
+
ξ = −
ξ. (13.44)
 = −

∂r 
R
r ∂θ
R0 (1 + ε cos θ)2
a ∂θ
a

a

Equations (13.42)–(13.44) describe the stability problem in the vacuum region. They will be
solved under a variety of conditions as the applications progress. Finally, as for the plasma
region, once the vacuum solutions are obtained, the quantity required for the pressure
balance matching condition is just B̂ · B̂1 |a , which can be expressed in terms of V̂1 as
follows:


 


in B̂φ
in B0
B̂θ ∂
B̂θ ∂


B̂ · B̂1 |a = −
+
+
V̂1  = −
V̂
 . (13.45)
1


R
r ∂θ
R0 (1 + ε cos θ )2
a ∂θ
a

a

The formulation of the vacuum stability analysis is now complete.

13.4.5 The pressure balance matching condition
As the formulation now stands, the perturbed plasma and vacuum fields can, in principle,
be calculated for any arbitrary choice of surface displacement ξ (θ, φ). Stated differently,
there is not yet sufficient information to determine the eigenfunction and eigenvalue. The
additional information required to complete the formulation is the pressure balance matching
condition across the plasma–vacuum interface.
The desired relation is obtained by linearizing the exact pressure balance jump condition
given by Eq. (13.32). This is straightforward if one recalls that the surface appearing in
Eq. (13.32) is the exact surface – the equilibrium plus perturbed surface: SP = a + ξ (θ, φ).
A straightforward Taylor expansion yields




B2
B̂ 2
1
∂
1
∂
p1 +
B̂ · B̂1 + ξ
p+
B · B1 + ξ
=
. (13.46)
µ0
∂r
2µ0
µ0
∂r 2µ0
−
+
a

a

This expression can be simplified by noting that p1 = 0 and p = const. Also, the radial
derivative of Bφ at the surface can be easily evaluated as follows:



∂ Bφ 
∂
Bi cos θ
Bi R0
 =−
=
.
(13.47)

∂r a
∂r (R0 + r cos θ) a
R0 (1 + ε cos θ)2
A similar expression holds for B̂φ . Lastly, ∂ B̂θ /∂r |a is directly evaluated in terms of
B̂θ (a, θ) by using the condition ∇ × B̂ = 0 and noting that B̂r (a, θ ) = 0 (corresponding to
n · B̂(a, θ ) = 0)

∂ B̂θ 
B̂θ
(13.48)
 =− .

∂r
a
a

Combining these results leads to the desired, although somewhat complicated, form of the
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pressure balance jump condition:



Bi2 cos θ
B02 cos θ
B̂θ2
B · B1 −
ξ
= B̂ · B̂1 −
ξ−
ξ
R0 (1 + ε cos θ )2 a −
R0 (1 + ε cos θ )2
a

. (13.49)

a+

The mathematical formulation of the surface current stability problem is now complete.
Admittedly, the formulation at this point is still conceptual in nature, with the actual path
to determining the marginal pressure or current not as yet transparent. The best way to
remedy the situation is actually to investigate the stability of a variety of magnetic fusion
configurations. These applications demonstrate the practical utility of the surface current
model to analytically predict MHD pressure and current stability limits.

13.4.6 Summary of the surface current model
For convenience the steps involved in solving the surface current model are summarized
below.
Equilibrium
B̂θ2 (a, θ) = 2µ0 p +

Bi2 − B02
.
(1 + ε cos θ )2

(13.50)

Perturbed magnetic field in the plasma
∇ 2 V1 = 0,

∂ V1 
in Bi
=−
ξ,

∂r a
R0 (1 + ε cos θ )2


in Bi

B · B1 |a = −
V
1 .
2
R0 (1 + ε cos θ)
a

(13.51)

Perturbed magnetic field in the vacuum
∇ 2 V̂1 = 0,

∂ V̂1 
 = 0,
∂r 
b

B̂ · B̂1 |a =




∂ V̂1 
in B0
B̂θ ∂
+
ξ,
 = −
∂r 
R0 (1 + ε cos θ)2
a ∂θ
a
 

in B0
B̂θ ∂

−
+
V̂
 .
1

R0 (1 + ε cos θ )2
a ∂θ

(13.52)

a

Pressure balance jump condition

 2
B0 − Bi2 cos θ
B̂θ2
[B̂ · B̂1 − B · B1 ]a =
ξ.
ξ
+
R0 (1 + ε cos θ )2
a

(13.53)
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Figure 13.11 Schematic diagram of the RFP (courtesy of J. S. Sarff).

These are the equations that will be used to investigate the stability limits for the various
fusion configurations.

13.5 The reversed field pinch (RFP)
13.5.1 Overview of the RFP
The RFP is the first configuration analyzed by means of the surface current model. The
RFP is an axisymmetric toroidal configuration characterized by a large toroidal current, a
moderate sized toroidal magnetic field, and a relatively high β. Currently there are several
major RFPs in the world fusion program: (1) the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) at
the University of Wisconsin (USA), (2) the Reversed Field Experiment (RFX) operated
by an Italian consortium consisting of the University of Padua, government agencies and
businesses, and (3) the RFP at the AIST laboratory in Tsukuba, Japan. A smaller experiment,
Extrap T2R, operates in Sweden.
A schematic diagram of an RFP is shown in Fig. 13.11. The device operates as follows.
Initially a small toroidal bias field fills the vacuum chamber. A large toroidal current is then
ramped up, and this compresses both the plasma and the toroidal bias field. In addition, the
current raises the plasma temperature by means of ohmic heating. At the end of the current
ramp, the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields within the plasma are of comparable magnitude. However, since most of the toroidal magnetic flux has been trapped and compressed
within the plasma, there remains only a small residual toroidal field at the plasma edge.
Remarkably, in certain regimes of operation the edge toroidal magnetic field spontaneously
reverses direction – hence the name “reversed” field pinch. This is usually the most desirable
regime of operation.
Typical equilibrium profiles are illustrated in Fig. 13.12 for an equivalent cylindrical RFP.
Observe the flat central pressure profile and the Bφ reversal at the plasma edge. Detailed
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Figure 13.12 Typical radial profiles for an RFP (courtesy of J. S. Sarff).

analysis has shown that the essential physics of the RFP is accurately described in a linear
geometry. The analysis in this section adopts the cylindrical approach, thereby substantially
simplifying the mathematics.
In terms of a reactor vision the RFP has several advantages and disadvantages with respect
to the tokamak. The advantages are as follows. First, only a very modest set of toroidal field
coils is needed to provide the bias field. This ultimately leads to a compact, high-powerdensity plasma, which is clearly advantageous from an economics point of view. Second,
the RFP is expected to achieve substantially higher values of β than a tokamak. With a
perfectly conducting wall, a maximum stable β of about 0.5 is theoretically predicted,
while experimental values on the order of 0.15–0.25 have already been achieved. Third, the
high value of toroidal current may be sufficient, or at least nearly so, to ohmically heat the
plasma to ignition. The simplicity, efficiency, and low cost of ohmic heating compared to
the alternative of external microwave heating give the RFP another important advantage.
There are several disadvantages as well that must be considered. First, the low toroidal
field at the plasma edge implies a low edge safety factor, which in turn leads to resistive MHD turbulence. This turbulence manifests itself in the form of strongly enhanced
energy transport. The value of τE is usually much less for an RFP than a tokamak. Recent
novel experimental techniques involving control of the current density profile have helped
considerably, but the RFP still has a way to go to match the performance of a tokamak.
Second, since an ohmic transformer cannot operate in DC steady state, some type of
external current drive is required. The amount of current drive is large since an RFP requires
a large toroidal current. This adds to the expense and complexity of a reactor. For these
reasons the current drive methods under consideration for a tokamak would probably not be
viable for an RFP. However, there is another method known as “oscillating field current drive
(OFCD)” that may be effective for an RFP but not for a tokamak. OFCD makes use of an AC
driving voltage and thus can achieve sinusoidal steady state through an inductively driven
transformer. This method is at an early stage of development in laboratory experiments.
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Figure 13.13 Surface current model approximating the RFP configuration.

Lastly, the high MHD stable β in an RFP depends upon the presence of a perfectly
conducting wall. If the wall has a finite conductivity, the plasma becomes subject to the
resistive wall mode. The critical β is reduced to zero and even at β = 0 the plasma still
remains unstable to between 5–10 separate current-driven modes. The implication is that a
relatively sophisticated feedback system is required.
The analysis presented in this section focuses on MHD β limits, which are the primary
motivation for the RFP magnetic configuration. Using the surface current model it is shown
that the m = 0 and m = 1 modes lead to the strictest stability boundaries. The analysis is
carried out first for a perfectly conducting wall and then for a resistive wall. For the perfectly
conducting wall the surface current model predicts a critical β of approximately 0.5. The
resistive wall leads to a critical β equal to zero with about six remaining current driven
modes. The ultimate viability of an RFP as a fusion reactor is thus strongly connected to
the likelihood of improving transport, developing OFCD to drive a large toroidal current,
and being able to stabilize the resistive wall mode.

13.5.2 RFP surface current equilibrium
The first step in the analysis is to reduce the general 2-D surface current equilibrium relation
to a 1-D form that accurately represents a cylindrical RFP. The transition from 2-D to 1-D
is easily made by letting the inverse aspect ratio approach zero: a/R0 ≡ ε → 0. Next, the
magnetic field and pressure parameters are chosen to approximate typical RFP profiles as
illustrated in Fig. 13.13.
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Note that the appropriate scaling for an RFP assumes that p ∼ Bi2 /2µ0 ∼ B̂θ2 /2µ0 . All
the pressures are of comparable order. Also the external toroidal magnetic field is set to
zero: B0 = 0. Strictly speaking, the toroidal field in an RFP is small and reverses sign near
the plasma edge: B0 /Bi < 0 and |B0 /Bi |
1. This reversal is required to stabilize certain
internal MHD modes driven by the pressure and current gradients that can appear when
smooth profiles are used. However, these modes simply do not exist within the surface
current model. Therefore, since the internal mode information is absent from the outset,
nothing additional is lost by setting B0 = 0. More importantly, the strictest stability limits
result from the external kink modes, not the internal modes, and a more detailed analysis shows that these external kinks are only weakly dependent on the value of B0 when
|B0 /Bi |
1. Based on the above discussion the surface current equilibrium relation for an
RFP reduces to
p+

Bi2
B̂ 2
= θ .
2µ0
2µ0

(13.54)

Observe that in a cylindrical model B̂θ (a, θ) = const. The poloidal field is uniform around
the plasma surface. Equation (13.54) implies that the sum of the plasma pressure and internal
toroidal magnetic pressure is balanced by the tension in the poloidal magnetic field.
The form of Eq. (13.54) also suggests a useful definition of β in an RFP, given by
β≡

2µ0 p
B̂θ2

=

8π 2 a 2 p
,
µ0 I 2

(13.55)

where I is the toroidal plasma current. In an RFP, the total β is equal to the poloidal β:
β = βp . With this definition it follows that 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, indicating that there is no equilibrium
β limit.
Equations (13.54) and (13.55) represent the equilibrium information required for the
stability analysis.

13.5.3 RFP surface current stability
This subsection applies the general surface current stability analysis to the RFP. The plasma
and vacuum contributions are calculated and then substituted into the pressure balance
matching condition. The end result is an explicit condition for marginal stability in an
RFP.
The plasma contribution
The first step is to reduce the 2-D stability formulation for a torus to a 1-D formulation for
a straight cylinder. This is easily done by letting ε → 0, and defining the axial coordinate z
in terms of the toroidal coordinate φ as follows: z = R0 φ. Similarly, the relation between
the toroidal mode number n and the axial wave number k can be expressed as k = n/R0 .
Lastly, the straight cylindrical equilibrium possesses poloidal as well as axial symmetry.
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Therefore, one can also Fourier analyze with respect to the poloidal angle. Under these
transformations, the normal component of the surface displacement has the form ξ (θ, φ) →
ξ0 exp[i(mθ − kz)], where ξ0 is a constant. Stability must now be tested for all m and k.
Consider now the plasma contribution to the stability analysis. In accordance with the
general formulation of the surface current stability problem, the plasma contribution is
obtained by solving


  2
1 d
dV1
m
2
+ k V1 = 0,
(13.56)
r
−
r dr
dr
r2
subject to regularity within the plasma and

dV1 
= −ik Bi ξ0 .
dr a

(13.57)

The solution is easily obtained in terms of modified Bessel functions and can be written
as
V1 (r ) = −

iBi ξ0
Im (kr ).
Im (ka)

(13.58)

Here, Im denotes the derivative with respect to the argument. Also, recall that the Im Bessel
function behaves qualitatively like a non-oscillatory, growing exponential which is regular
at the origin. The complementary modified Bessel function K m behaves qualitatively like a
non-oscillatory decaying exponential which is singular as r → 0.
It is now straightforward to calculate the quantity B · B1 |a required for the pressure
balance matching condition:
B · B1 |a = B · ∇V1 |a = −

Bi2 ρa Ia
ξ0 ,
a Ia

(13.59)

where ρa = ka is a normalized wave number and the following shorthand notation has been
introduced: Ia ≡ Im (ρa ) and Ia ≡ d Im (ρa )/dρa .
The vacuum contribution
The contribution of the vacuum to the stability analysis is derived in a similar manner. In
this region the relevant equation to be solved is
1 d
r dr
subject to

r

dV̂1
dr

−

m2
+ k 2 V̂1 = 0,
r2


dV̂1 
 = 0,
dr 
b
dV̂1 
im B̂θ
ξ0 .
 =
dr 
a
a

(13.60)

(13.61)
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The solution is a combination of Im and K m Bessel functions with the arbitrary multiplicative constants chosen to satisfy Eq. (13.61). A short calculation yields

im B̂θ ξ0 Ib K m (kr ) − K b Im (kr )
V̂1 (r ) =
.
(13.62)
ka
Ib K a − K b Ia
The quantity B̂ · B̂1 |a required for the matching condition is now easily calculated as
follows:
B̂ · B̂1 |a = B̂ · ∇ V̂1 |a = −

m 2 B̂θ2 K a
 b ξ0 ,
a ρa K a

(13.63)

where b represents the influence of the conducting wall and is given by
b =

1 − (K b Ia )/(Ib K a )
.
1 − (K b Ia )/(Ib K a )

(13.64)

The pressure balance matching condition
The last step in the stability analysis is to substitute the plasma and vacuum contributions
into the pressure balance matching condition, which in the cylindrical limit reduces to
[B̂ · B̂1 − B · B1 ]a −

B̂θ2
ξ0 = 0.
a

After substituting, one obtains


m 2 B̂θ2 K a
Bi2 ρa Ia
B̂θ2
b −
+
ξ0 = 0.
a ρa K a
a Ia
a

(13.65)

(13.66)

Note that the amplitude ξ0 is a common factor in all the terms. Therefore, for a non-trivial
solution to exist the coefficient in the square bracket must vanish. This is the condition that
determines the eigenvalue, which for the RFP can be considered to be the marginally stable
value of β. Eliminating Bi2 using the equilibrium relation leads to the desired form of the
eigenvalue relation:
(1 − β)

ρa Ia
Ka
− m2
b − 1 = 0.

Ia
ρa K a

(13.67)

Two general conclusions can be drawn from this relation before proceeding with a more
detailed analysis. First, recall that Ia , Ia , K a are each positive, while K a is negative. Also
it can be shown that the quantity b is always positive. Consequently, the first two terms in
Eq. (13.67), representing the plasma and vacuum contributions respectively, are positive.
Since they arise from vacuum fields they are always stabilizing (i.e., their contributions
are similar to the plasma wave solutions for the infinite, homogeneous, current-free plasma
equilibrium). Second, the destabilizing “−1” term arises from the difference in surface
gradients of the magnetic field, B̂θ2 /a. This contribution corresponds to the unfavorable
curvature associated with the poloidal magnetic field. Since the toroidal magnetic field is
straight it makes no curvature contribution, one way or the other.
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The last point to make is that while the eigenvalue condition is relatively simple, it
implications are still not transparent because of the appearance of a large number of transcendental Bessel functions. In the following subsections simple approximations are made
for the Bessel functions which lead to explicit limits on the marginally stable value of β.

13.5.4 The m = 0 mode
Consider now the application of the general eigenvalue relation (Eq. (13.67)) to the m = 0
mode, which has some similarities with the sausage instability in a pure Z -pinch. The critical
difference is that an RFP has an internal axial magnetic field. Consequently, the sausage
perturbation must compress both plasma and internal magnetic field in an RFP as opposed to
only plasma in a Z -pinch. Compression of the axial magnetic field is an additional stabilizing
effect and one might expect that a sufficiently large value of axial field Bi would stabilize
the m = 0 mode. This is indeed the case. Since increasing Bi corresponds to decreasing β,
stability against the m = 0 mode leads to a limit on the maximum allowable β.
An explicit expression for the critical β is obtained by noting that the Im Bessel function
√
for m = 0 behaves like I0 (ρ) ≈ 1 + ρ 2 /4 for ρ
1 and I0 (ρ) ≈ 1/2πρ exp(ρ) for ρ
1. It is thus reasonable to approximate
ρa Ia
≈ 2 + ka,
Ia

(13.68)

which matches at both large and small ρ and is fairly accurate for intermediate values. With
this approximation the eigenvalue condition for m = 0 and ka > 0 (the most unstable range
of wave numbers) simplifies to
(1 − β) (2 + ka) − 1 = 0

(13.69)

or, solving for the marginal β,
β ≤ βc (ka) ≡

1 + ka
.
2 + ka

(13.70)

Clearly the strictest limit on β occurs for ka → 0 and is given by
β ≤ βmax = 12 .
(13.71)
√
The conclusion is that a value of Bi ≥ B̂θ / 2 is required to stabilize the m = 0 mode. The
corresponding maximum stable β = 12 is less than the maximum equilibrium β = 1 but is
nevertheless still quite high for fusion power purposes.

13.5.5 The m = 1 mode
For m = 0, the most dangerous mode in an RFP corresponds to m = 1. Qualitatively, the
m = 1 mode in an RFP has similarities to the m = 1 mode in a pure Z -pinch. Again,
however, the internal toroidal field is a stabilizing influence, since an m = 1 perturbation
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requires bending of the magnetic lines. Even so, the fact that the edge safety factor is small
(i.e. q(a) = 0 for the present model) leads to a reduction of the stabilizing influence of the
vacuum region. There is no toroidal field line bending in the vacuum region and instabilities
persist unless β is sufficiently small and the conducting wall is sufficiently close.
The analysis below examines the stability of the m = 1 mode, leading to a marginally
stable β that is a function of wall position. For a close fitting wall, high values of stable
β are possible. For a distant wall, the plasma is unstable even for β = 0. These results
are quantified below by again approximating the Bessel functions and then solving for the
marginal β.
The analysis begins by noting that I1 (ρ) ≈ ρ/2 and K 1 (ρ) ≈ 1/ρ for ρ
1. For ρ
1
√
√
the asymptotic forms are given by I1 (ρ) ≈ 1/2πρ exp(ρ) and K 1 (ρ) ≈ π/2ρ exp (−ρ).
These expansions can be used to approximate the various combinations of Bessel functions
appearing in the eigenvalue equation by simple functions that, in analogy with m = 0, match
at both small and large ρ and are reasonably accurate at intermediate values. Specifically,
for m = 1 and ka > 0 (the most unstable range of wave numbers) one can approximate
ρa Ia
k2a2
≈
,
Ia
1 + ka
Ka
1
≈−
.
ρa K a
1 + ka

(13.72)

Similarly, the wall term simplifies to
b ≈

1 + a 2 /b2
.
1 − a 2 /b2

(13.73)

Note that for a finite wall position, b > 1. For a wall at “infinity”, ∞ → 1.
With these approximations the m = 1 eigenvalue relation reduces to
(1 − β)

k2a2
b
+
−1=0
1 + ka
1 + ka

(13.74)

or, solving for the marginal β,
k 2 a 2 − ka + b − 1
.
(13.75)
k2a2
The function of ka on the right hand side has a minimum, which leads to the strictest limit on
β. The minimizing wave number is easily found to be ka = 2(b − 1). The corresponding
range of stable β is


1
b2
β ≤ βmax =
(13.76)
9− 2 .
8
a
β ≤ βb (ka) ≡

The quantity βmax is plotted vs. b/a in Fig. 13.14. Observe that for βmax to be positive,
as it must be for a physically realizable plasma, the perfectly conducting wall can be
no further
√ out than b/a = 3. For b/a > 3 the plasma is unstable even for β = 0. Also, if
b/a = 5 ≈ 2.24, then βmax = 1/2 and the m = 1 and m = 0 stability boundaries coincide
at this high value of β.
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Figure 13.14 Maximum stable βmax vs. b/a for the m = 1 mode in an RFP. Also shown is the value
of βmax for the m = 0 mode. The shaded region is stable.
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Figure 13.15 Marginal β vs. toroidal mode number n for R0 /a = 5.5 and b/a → ∞. The integer
numbers n lying in the shaded region are unstable for β = 0.2.

The last point to discuss concerns the situation in which the wall is far from the plasma. In
this limit the RFP is always unstable and the problems of interest are to determine precisely
which, and how many, modes are unstable. To obtain the information one sets ∞ = 1 and
considers the equivalent torus with k replaced by k → n/R0 . The marginal stability relation
reduces to
β ≤ β∞ (n) ≡ 1 −

R0
.
na

(13.77)

The marginal β is plotted vs. mode number n in Fig. 13.15 for the practical case R0 /a = 5.5.
Observe that for β = 0 the plasma is unstable for 0 ≤ n ≤ 5. As β increases additional
modes become unstable. For example, when β = 0.2 the n = 6 mode also becomes unstable.
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The conclusion is that an RFP without a perfectly conducting wall is unstable to at least
several different values of n even at β = 0. The no-wall case is important to understand in
connection with the resistive wall instability.
13.5.6 The resistive wall mode
The analysis just presented has shown that an RFP can be MHD stable at high values of β
if a perfectly conducting wall is present. Without a wall the plasma is unstable at β = 0.
This subsection investigates the more realistic situation in which a wall is present but has
a finite conductivity. It is shown that the resistive wall, marginal stability criterion exactly
coincides with the no-wall stability boundary; that is, a resistive wall has no stabilizing effect
on the marginal β. However, the growth rates are greatly reduced from their ideal MHD
values to values associated with the resistive diffusion time of the wall. This is a crucial
point since practical feedback systems are plausible when the required circuit response
time is comparable to the wall diffusion time (typically many milliseconds). In practice,
feedback is not plausible for modes growing on the ideal MHD time scale (typically several
microseconds).
The analysis consists of recalculating the vacuum contribution including the presence
of the resistive wall. The other contributions to the stability analysis remain unchanged.
The reason is that attention is focused on very slowly growing modes so that the neglect
of inertial effects (i.e., setting ω2 = 0 in the plasma) remains a valid assumption. The
calculation involves solving for the perturbed vacuum magnetic fields on both sides of the
resistive wall as well as within the resistive wall itself using the “thin wall” approximation.
Appropriate matching conditions across the wall and across the plasma–vacuum interface
ultimately allow one to calculate B̂ · B̂1 |a , the quantity required for the stability analysis.
The end result is an explicit formula for the growth rate of the resistive wall mode expressed
in terms of the two ideal marginal stability β limits, one with the wall and the other without
the wall. Lastly, it is worth noting that while the calculation is carried out for the cylindrical
surface current model, the results are general and valid for arbitrary profiles in multidimensional geometries.
The vacuum and resistive wall magnetic fields
The analysis of the region exterior to the plasma in the presence of a resistive wall is actually
a three-region problem as illustrated in Fig. 13.16. The magnetic fields in the inner and outer
vacuum regions can again be written in terms of potential functions satisfying Laplace’s
equation. The corresponding solutions for the potentials are
V̂I = [C1 K m (kr ) + C2 Im (kr )] exp [ωi t + i(mθ − kz)] ,
V̂II = C3 K m (kr ) exp [ωi t + i (mθ − kz)] .

(13.78)

Here, the C j are unknown coefficients to be determined from the yet to be defined matching
conditions. The time dependence has been explicitly displayed by writing ω = iωi in anticipation of the fact that the resistive wall instability will be shown to be a purely growing mode.
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Figure 13.16 Geometry of the three-region problem for the resistive wall mode.

Also, note that V̂II has only a K m (kr ) contribution since regularity requires that V̂II → 0
as r → ∞. When the C j are finally determined, they are back substituted to evaluate the
quantity
B̂ · B̂1 |a = B̂ · ∇ V̂I |a =

im B̂θ
(C1 K a + C2 Ia ) ,
a

(13.79)

which is needed for the stability analysis.
The magnetic field within the resistive wall is determined from Faraday’s law, after
substituting Ê = ηĴ = (η/µ0 ) ∇ × B̂w with η the resistivity of the wall. Using the fact that
∇ · B̂w = 0 one obtains the standard magnetic diffusion equation
∂ B̂w
η 2
=
∇ B̂w .
∂t
µ0

(13.80)

The solution to Eq. (13.80) is not very complicated but does require some slightly subtle
analysis. The key point is to assume that d
b allowing the introduction of the “thin
wall” approximation by means of the following simplifications. (1) In this limit only the
radial component B̂wr is required. (2) It is convenient to introduce a local slablike radial
coordinate x as follows: r = b + x with 0 ≤ x ≤ d. (3) In the thin wall model there is
rapid variation over the narrow distance in x. The variation over θ and z is much slower.
Therefore, it is valid to approximate ∇ 2 ≈ ∂ 2 /∂ x 2 . (4) Fourier analysis implies that B̂wr
can be written as B̂wr = B̂wr (x) exp [ωi t + i(mθ − kz)]. (5) The typical magnitude of ωi
corresponds to the inverse wall diffusion time: ωi ∼ η/µ0 bd. This assumption is necessary
in order to scale various terms appearing in the analysis. Under these conditions, Eq. (13.80)
reduces to
∂ 2 B̂wr
µ0 ωi
−
B̂wr = 0.
∂x2
η

(13.81)

The solution of Eq. (13.81) is obtained by a simple iteration procedure based on the
already introduced assumptions that ∂ 2 /∂ x 2 ∼ 1/d 2 and µ0 ωi /η ∼ 1/bd. One expands
B̂wr = B̂r 0 + B̂r 1 + · · ·, where d/b
1 is the expansion parameter. The leading and first
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order equations are
∂ 2 B̂r 0
= 0,
∂x2
∂ 2 B̂r 1
µ0 ωi
B̂r 0 .
=
∂x2
η

(13.82)

The solution is
B̂r 0 = Br 0 ,

x
µ0 ωi 2
B̂r 1 = Br 0
x + Br 1
,
2η
d


µ0 ωi 2
x
B̂wr ≈ B̂r 0 + B̂r 1 = Br 0 1 +
x + Br 1
,
2η
d

(13.83)

where Br 0 and Br 1 are unknown constants of zeroth and first order respectively. Note that
the ωi term is also of first order.
The solutions in all three regions have now been specified in terms of the five unknown
constants C1 , C2 , C3 , Br 0 , Br 1 . These constants are determined by appropriate matching
conditions.
The matching conditions
There are five matching conditions: one on the plasma surface and two on each side of the
resistive wall. The wall conditions are reduced to a simple set of jump conditions relating
the potential functions V̂I to V̂II at r = b.
Consider first the condition on the plasma surface. This condition remains unchanged
from the perfectly conducting wall case:


 im B̂θ
∂ V̂I 
(13.84)
ξ0 .
 = k C1 K a + C2 Ia =
∂r 
a
a

Next consider the wall. The jump conditions here are straightforward, although somewhat
complicated in form. The key point is that the wall, while thin, still has a finite thickness.
Therefore there are no surface currents on either surface of the wall. The implication is that
both the normal and tangential components of the magnetic field in the wall are continuous
with the vacuum fields on both wall surfaces. Continuity of the normal component of
magnetic field requires




∂ V̂I 
∂ V̂II 

(13.85)
 = B̂wr x=0
 = B̂wr x=d .
∂r  −
∂r  +
b

b

To evaluate continuity of the tangential magnetic field note that the condition ∇ · B = 0 in the
wall implies that ik · B̂w = −∂ B̂wr /∂ x. Similarly, in the vacuum regions i k · B̂1 = −k02 V̂ ,
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where k02 = k 2 + m 2 /b2 . Thus continuity of the tangential fields requires




1 ∂ B̂wr 
1 ∂ B̂wr 


V̂I b− = 2
, V̂II b+ = 2
.


k0 ∂ x 
k0 ∂ x 
x=0

(13.86)

x=d

After a short calculation the constants B̂r 0 and B̂r 1 can be eliminated resulting in the
following set of jump conditions for the vacuum potential functions. Each condition contains
the first non-vanishing contribution in the d/b expansion:


∂ V̂I 
∂ V̂II 
 =
 ,
∂r  −
∂r  +
b
b

(13.87)
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ηk02
b

In terms of the coefficients C j these conditions can be written as:
C1 K b + C2 Ib − C3 K b = 0,


µ0 ωi dk 
C 1 K b + C 2 Ib − C 3 K b −
K b = 0.
ηk02

(13.88)

Equations (13.84) and (13.88) are the desired relations, their derivations admittedly having required a somewhat complex analysis. These relations should be viewed as three linear
algebraic equations for the three unknown coefficients C1 , C2 , C3 in terms of the surface
displacement ξ0 . After a somewhat tedious calculation one can find the coefficients and
substitute them into Eq. (13.79) in order to obtain the resistive wall eigenvalue relation.
The resistive wall stability boundary
Following the procedure described above one obtains an expression for the vacuum contribution to the pressure balance matching condition given by
 



i 1 − K b Ia /Ib K a + 1
m 2 B̂θ2 K a



B̂ · B̂1  = −
ξ0
a
a ρa K a i 1 − K b Ia /Ib K a + 1

B̂ 2 1
i (1 + a 2 /b2 ) + 1
≈ θ
(13.89)
ξ0 .
a 1 + ka i (1 − a 2 /b2 ) + 1
Here, i is a normalized form of the growth rate
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ρb Ib K b µ0 ωi bd
µ0 ωi bd
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i = −
≈
2
2
2
2
η
1+k b
2η
m + ρb

(13.90)

and the simplified forms where the Bessel functions are approximated correspond to m = 1.
The next step is to substitute this expression into the pressure balance matching condition.
The resulting eigenvalue equation is easily rearranged to give an explicit expression for the
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growth rate, which, for m = 1, can be written as
ω i τw ≈ −

2(1 + k 2 b2 )
(1 + kb) (1 − a 2 /b2 )



β − β∞
β − βb
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b /a − 1 k a 2

β∞ = 1 −

(13.92)

and τw = µ0 bd/η is the wall diffusion time. This is the desired eigenvalue relation for the
resistive wall mode.
In analyzing Eq. (13.91) observe first that the term in the square bracket is always positive.
Second, recall that βb (ka) and β∞ (ka) are the marginal stability values of β corresponding
to a perfectly conducting wall at r = b and r = ∞ respectively. Also, as ka varies, both
βb (ka) and β∞ (ka) can be either positive or negative but in all cases βb > β∞ . Lastly, keep
in mind that the resistive wall mode is a new mode supported by the plasma in addition to
the ideal modes.
With this as background there are three interesting regimes to consider. In the first case,
assume a value of k is chosen so that the plasma is stable to the ideal mode with the wall at
infinity: β < β∞ < βb . The eigenvalue relation implies that ωi τw < 0. The plasma is stable
to both the ideal and resistive wall mode. Since a perfectly conducting wall is not required
for ideal stability, making it a resistive wall does not alter the stability properties.
In the second regime, a perfectly conducting wall is present but it is not close enough
to stabilize the ideal mode: β > βb > β∞ . Here too, ωi τw < 0. The resistive wall mode
is stable. However, the plasma remains unstable to the fast, potentially catastrophic ideal
mode. If a perfectly conducting wall is not close enough to stabilize the ideal mode, making
it resistive does not help.
The third, and most interesting, regime corresponds to the situation where a perfectly
conducting wall is present and is close enough to stabilize the ideal mode. However, without
a wall the plasma would be unstable to the ideal mode: βb > β > β∞ . In this regime
ωi τw > 0, implying that the resistive wall mode is unstable. The stabilizing eddy currents
that develop in a perfectly conducting wall diffuse away in a wall diffusion time when the
wall is resistive. On this time scale the effect of the resistive wall vanishes and the stability
boundary reverts back to the no-wall case.
√
These results are illustrated in Fig. 13.17 for an RFP with R0 /a = 5.5 and b/a = 5.
The figure shows the resistive wall growth rate ωi τw vs. β for the n = 3 mode. Note that
the region to the right of β = βb ≈ 0.85 is unstable to the ideal mode. The region lying
to the left of β = β∞ ≈ −0.83 is stable to both the ideal and resistive wall modes but is
clearly inaccessible physically since β cannot be negative. The intermediate region is stable
to the ideal mode but unstable to the resistive wall mode. As previously stated, the mode is
unstable even when β = 0.
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Figure 13.17 The resistive wall growth rate vs. β for R0 /a = 5.5, b/a =

√
5, and n = 3.

13.5.7 Summary
The RFP is a relatively large aspect ratio, axisymmetric, toroidal configuration. In terms of
MHD its stability is greatly improved over that of a pure Z -pinch because of the presence
of an internal toroidal magnetic field. However, since the edge safety factor is small it is
still susceptible to a number of external kink modes, even at β = 0, if there is no perfectly
conducting wall surrounding the plasma. With a reasonably close fitting, perfectly conducting wall, the RFP is stable to the most severe m = 0 and m = 1 modes at quite high values
of β ∼ 1/2. For a realistic resistive wall the unstable modes return, although with a much
slower growth. Ultimately some form of feedback stabilization system will be required.
Even so, transport still remains as a major priority for RFP research and this is the main
focus of the program on the MST device at the University of Wisconsin. Early experiments
had loss rates nearly two orders of magnitude faster than a comparably sized tokamak.
In these experiments thick copper walls were used that effectively acted liked a perfectly
conducting wall on the time scale of the experiment. Therefore, the resistive wall mode was
not a dominant experimental effect. However, several innovative experimental ideas have
helped to dramatically improve the transport situation by more than an order of magnitude,
indeed a very favorable result.
As the transport situation hopefully continues to improve, accompanied by longer experimental pulse lengths, the resistive wall MHD modes will become more important. Recognition of this has led other RFP groups (e.g. those working on RFX in Italy and Extrap T2R
in Sweden) to focus their research programs on developing methods for active control of
MHD behavior, particularly the resistive wall mode.
Several of the main plasma physics problems faced by the RFP are under investigation
by the worldwide RFP community. Time will tell if the overall physics performance of an
RFP can be made to match that of a tokamak.
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13.6 The spheromak
13.6.1 Overview of the spheromak
The spheromak is a compact, axisymmetric, toroidal configuration. It has comparably sized
toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields and should potentially be capable of achieving high
pressures although experiments to date have been only operated at relatively low β. The
unique features of the spheromak are the absence of both toroidal field coils and an ohmic
transformer; there are no coils on the inside of the torus. The vacuum chamber thus has a
spherical rather than toroidal topology, suggesting the name spheromak.
Without toroidal field coils and an ohmic transformer one can ask how the spheromak
generates both a toroidal and poloidal magnetic field. The answer involves an innovative
procedure for driving steady state currents coupled with an externally applied poloidal
magnetic field. A simple schematic diagram of a spheromak is shown in Fig. 13.18. Also
shown is a practical realization of the concept, the Sustained Spheromak Physics Experiment
(SSPX) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
The operation of the device is as follows. First, the external bias coil is energized on a slow
time scale, producing a poloidal magnetic field which intersects the toroidally symmetric gap
in the vacuum chamber. A small amount of neutral gas is then injected into the chamber. The
plasma phase begins with the application of a high voltage across the gap, often produced by
a capacitor bank. The plasma breaks down and initially a current flows along the magnetic
field lines connecting the two electrodes. As the current increases it eventually reaches a
critical value above which the poloidal magnetic field lines break and reconnect forming
closed flux surfaces. The current inside the closed surfaces produces ohmic heating, thereby
forming the spheromak plasma.
The mechanism of field-line breaking and reconnection is a complex physical process.
The standard view in the spheromak community, the one focused on in this section, is
that the process involves small-scale, symmetry breaking, resistive MHD turbulence. This
turbulence persists even after the spheromak plasma is formed, causing it to non-linearly
relax to a lowest-energy state, a process often called “self-organization” although “turbulent
relaxation” might be more appropriate. A more recent idea is that larger-scale symmetry
breaking modes are involved in the reconnection process leading to the creation of stochastic
magnetic field lines. This effect may be dominant during spheromak creation but can then
be made to diminish after the plasma has formed by lowering the gap current. With either
explanation there is considerable enhanced transport. Further studies are needed to sort out
this complex behavior.
Interestingly, although the externally driven current between the electrodes flows in the
poloidal direction the relaxation process within the spheromak plasma induces a toroidal
current as well. From a plasma physics point of view, the analysis of the relaxation process
is another fascinating topic. However, because of its complexity, it too is beyond the scope
of the present book and interested readers should refer to Spheromaks by P. M. Bellan
2000. (London: Imperial College Press). For present purposes it suffices to assume that
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Figure 13.18 Conceptual diagram of a spheromak: (a) configuration with a low poloidal current;
(b) configuration with a high poloidal current; (c) the SSPX experiment at Livermore National Laboratory. (Courtesy of E. B. Hooper.)
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a spheromak plasma has been generated and the task is to understand its behavior in the
context of MHD equilibrium and stability and ultimately as a potential reactor.
In terms of MHD equilibrium, present spheromaks are held in toroidal force balance by
means of eddy currents flowing in the close fitting conducting shell that serves as the
vacuum chamber. Most experiments, because of power supply constraints, do not operate
for pulse lengths long compared to the wall diffusion time. In other words, the wall acts
like a perfect conductor on the time scale of the experiment. For longer pulse experiments,
external vertical field coils need to be added. Ultimately, true steady state operation is
possible solely by the application of three DC sources: (1) the current in the external bias
coil, (2) the voltage across the electrodes, and (3) the current in the vertical field coils. Also,
in present experiments no external heating supplies are utilized and the achievable values
of β are limited by the amount of ohmic heating current available and the transport losses.
With respect to stability, the safety factor decreases weakly with minor radius and typically has a value too low to provide stability without a perfectly conducting wall. The
most dangerous instability normally corresponds to n = 1 with m = 1 being the dominant
poloidal harmonic. This is an external kink mode best described as a tilting motion of the
plasma. Specifically, without a conducting wall the plasma would be held in equilibrium
by a set of vertical field coils whose current flows in the opposite direction to the plasma
current. This opposing current orientation causes the ring of spheromak current to try to flip
180◦ to an upside down position. For short times the flipping motion has the appearance
of a tilt. In practice, because of the relatively short experimental pulse lengths the vacuum
chamber behaves like a perfectly conducting wall and the instability is not observed. As
experimental pulse lengths increase, the instability is expected to reappear as a resistive
wall mode and some form of feedback stabilization will be required.
Consider next the potential advantages and disadvantages of the spheromak with respect
to the tokamak as a fusion reactor. On the positive side, a spherical configuration with
no central hardware is technologically simpler than a torus. This should lead to a more
compact device with a lower capital cost, clearly an important advantage. A second positive
point has to do with the current flowing in the plasma. A spheromak reactor is projected
to have a toroidal current of 30 MA and a poloidal current of 100 MA. The total current
is indeed very much larger, by more than an order of magnitude, than for a tokamak. This
large current should, in principle, be able to ohmically heat the plasma to ignition without
the need for expensive auxiliary microwave or neutral beam power. A related advantage is
that no expensive, sophisticated auxiliary power supplies are needed for current drive to
maintain steady state operation. The spheromak, as previously stated, is potentially capable
of steady state operation using only three, relatively low-technology, DC power supplies.
There are also several disadvantages to consider. First, the turbulence associated with
the relaxation process also produces enhanced transport: the values of τE thus far achieved
experimentally are noticeably less than for the mainline tokamak. Since the relaxation
process is an inherent component of the spheromak, it is not clear how much the resulting
enhanced transport can be ultimately reduced. This is a major topic of current research.
Second, the resistive wall tilt instability, caused by the relatively low safety factor, is present
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even at zero β. The implication is that some form of feedback stabilization is required, adding
to the technological complexity, particularly in a very compact geometry. Lastly, while it is
advantageous that steady state current drive can be provided by low-technology DC power
supplies, the question of efficiency remains an important issue. How many watts of power
are required to drive 1 A of current? Presently, the relaxation generated current drive is
very inefficient and would not allow a favorable power balance if directly extrapolated to a
reactor. However, in fairness, improving the current drive efficiency has not been a major
topic in spheromak research. This will become a more important issue if the transport
problem can be alleviated.
The analysis presented in this section focuses on spheromak MHD equilibrium and
stability in the context of the surface current model. Although transport is currently the most
critical issue facing the spheromak experimental program, the motivation for the spheromak
geometry is primarily driven by MHD considerations and understanding this motivation is
the primary goal of the section. The main aim of the analysis is to determine a relationship
between the maximum stable β against the tilt mode and the radius of the perfectly conducting wall. The results show that for reasonable values of aspect ratio and wall radius quite
high values of stable β can be achieved: β ∼ 0.5. When the wall has a finite conductivity,
the instability reappears as a resistive wall mode with typically only a single mode, the
n = 1 mode, becoming unstable. Some form of feedback is required to stabilize this mode.
13.6.2 Spheromak surface current equilibrium
The analysis begins with a reduction of the general 2-D surface current equilibrium relation
to a simpler form applicable to the spheromak. The parameters of the surface current model
are chosen by examining a set of numerically calculated midplane profiles as illustrated in
Fig. 13.19. Also superimposed is the surface current approximation. First, note that for a
spheromak the proper scaling assumes that p ∼ B02 /2µ0 ∼ B̂θ2 /2µ0 . All the pressures are
of comparable order.
Second, observe that it is reasonable to approximate the cross section of the spheromak
as a circle. Elongation and shaping of the cross section are not essential features of the
configuration.
Lastly, an examination of the numerically computed spheromak profiles shows that
toroidal effects should be important because of the compact, tight aspect ratio geometry.
However, including toroidal effects in the tilt stability analysis leads to a very complicated
calculation that requires large amounts of mathematics. To avoid this difficulty one again
introduces the large aspect ratio expansion: ε
1. No essential physics is lost by utilizing
this rather poor approximation although the results must be considered only qualitatively
correct. The simplification that follows is that the combination of circular cross section and
ε
1 reduces the toroidal stability problem to an equivalent straight cylindrical problem,
similar to that of the RFP except that B0 = 0.
After combining the assumptions made above, one obtains the following reduced equilibrium pressure balance relation for the surface current model of a “straight cylindrical”
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Figure 13.19 Typical midplane profiles as a function of R at Z = 0 for a spheromak. (Courtesy of
E. B. Hooper.)

spheromak:
B̂θ2 (a) = 2µ0 p + Bi2 − B02 .

(13.93)

For the stability analysis it is necessary to define β and q. In the surface current model
an appropriate definition of β for a spheromak is
2µ0 p
β= 2
.
(13.94)
B0 + B̂θ2
Similarly, the definition of the safety factor implies that
ε B0
q=
.
B̂θ

(13.95)

In a spheromak the safety factor is usually comparable to, but somewhat smaller than,
unity. A typical value is q ≈ 0.7. If one thus assumes that the appropriate ordering for the
safety factor is q ∼ 1 and stretches the limit of the aspect ratio expansion so that ε ≈ 0.6,
it follows that
2µ0 p
β= 2
.
(13.96)
B0 (1 + ε 2 /q 2 )
This completes the specification of the equilibrium.

13.6.3 The m = 1 tilt instability
The most important external MHD instability affecting the spheromak is the m = 1, n = 1
tilt mode. The basic features of the instability can be determined from an analysis of the
large-aspect-ratio spheromak model. The details are almost identical to those presented for
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the RFP and there is no need to redo the analysis here. There are, however, several minor
differences discussed below. Also, one should keep in mind that the goal of the calculation
is to derive a marginal stability relation of the form β vs. b/a for the tilt mode.
The main difference between the spheromak and RFP analysis is the boundary condition
on the perturbed vacuum magnetic field. For the RFP this condition has been derived
assuming that B0 = 0. For the spheromak B0 = 0 and the RFP boundary condition on the
perturbed vacuum potential must be modified as follows:

∂ V̂1 
im B̂θ
i(m B̂θ − ka B0 )
(13.97)
ξ0 →
ξ0 .
 =
∂r 
a
a
a

Using this replacement one can easily show that for the RFP pressure balance matching
condition to be applicable to a spheromak only one modification is required. The new
spheromak matching condition is


(m B̂θ − ρa B0 )2 K a
Bi2 ρa Ia
B̂θ2
b −
+
(13.98)
ξ0 = 0.
a
ρa K a
a Ia
a
The only change is in the first term, where m B̂θ has been replaced by m B̂θ − ka B0 .
To apply this eigenvalue relation to the spheromak several simplifications are necessary.
First, the tilt instability requires setting m = 1. Second the parameter ρa = ka = nε.
For the tilt instability one must set n = 1, implying that ρa = ε. Third, in the context of
the large-aspect-ratio expansion one can approximate the Bessel function expressions by
ρa Ia /Ia ≈ ε 2 and K a /ρa K a ≈ −1. Similarly, the wall stabilization term reduces to b =
(w2 + 1)/(w 2 − 1), where w = b/a is the ratio of wall radius to plasma radius. Lastly,
the quantity Bi2 is eliminated by means of the equilibrium relation: Bi2 = B02 + B̂θ2 (a) −
2µ0 p = (1 − β)(1 + ε 2 /q 2 )B02 . Combining these simplifications leads to the following
expression for the marginally stable β against the tilt instability:
β ≤ βmax ≡

[2(1 − q) −  2 ] − w 2 [2(1 − q) −  2 ]


.
q 2 +  2 (w 2 − 1)

(13.99)

This expression is illustrated in Fig. 13.20 for the case q = 0.7, ε = 0.6. Observe that when
the wall is far enough away to satisfy w > [2(1 − q) −  2 ]1/2 /[2(1 − q)q −  2 ]1/2 ≈ 2
the spheromak is unstable to the tilt instability even for β = 0. On the other hand for a
very close wall satisfying the condition w < [1 + (1 − q)2 ]1/2 /[1 − (1 − q)2 ]1/2 ≈ 1.1,
the spheromak is stable for β = 1.
Clearly within the context of the surface current model the critical β is a strong function
of wall position. More exact numerical studies including toroidal effects also show that the
wall must be quite close to suppress the tilt instability. The precise results depend upon
profiles and the shape of the conducting wall so there is no simple universal relation that
determines the critical wall radius to stabilize a specified β. Without a wall, however, there
is agreement that an isolated spheromak plasma would always be unstable, even at β = 0,
to the tilt instability. For discharges whose duration is long compared to the wall diffusion
time, the stabilizing effect of the wall vanishes and the tilt instability reappears in the form
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Figure 13.21 Physical mechanism of the tilt instability: (a) without a conducting wall, and (b) with a
conducting wall.

of a resistive wall mode. As for the RFP some form of feedback stabilization will be required
for long-pulse operation.
The last topic in this subsection is a brief qualitative description of the basic mechanism
driving the tilt instability. A simple wire model provides the necessary explanation. Consider
a spheromak held in equilibrium by a vertical field coil as shown in Fig. 13.21. Assume for
now that there is no perfectly conducting shell. The spheromak can be approximated by a
circular loop of wire carrying a current I . The vertical field coil must carry a current Ivert
in the opposite direction in order to provide an inward, repelling force along R to hold the
plasma in toroidal force balance. Now assume the plasma undergoes a small tilting motion
as shown in the figure. A small force develops on the spheromak current in the vertical Z
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direction. Since I and Ivert flow in opposite directions the Z force is upward (i.e., repelling)
on the right hand portion of the spheromak current and downward (i.e., repelling) on the
left hand portion. In other words the induced force points in the direction to amplify the
initial tilting perturbation and this corresponds to instability.
Consider now the effect of a perfectly conducting wall. If such a wall surrounds the
plasma, particularly with a somewhat flattened shape, then as the spheromak plasma undergoes a tilting perturbation image currents are induced in the wall as shown in the figure.
These currents flow in the opposite direction to the spheromak current, and thus produce a
repelling force. However, because the location of the image currents rotates with the tilting
motion, the repelling force is actually in a direction to return the spheromak current to its
original position. This represents stability.

13.6.4 Summary of the spheromak
The spheromak is a compact axisymmetric configuration with the unique properties of not
requiring toroidal field magnets or an ohmic transformer. Comparably sized poloidal and
toroidal magnetic fields are generated by means of an externally provided poloidal current
and poloidal bias field, both in principle driven by DC sources. The plasma itself is formed by
a complex non-linear relaxation process. Although the geometry of the spheromak is quite
compact compared to an RFP, the basic physics issues are nonetheless somewhat similar.
The dominant experimental issue currently facing the spheromak concept is the understanding and reduction of anomalous energy transport arising from the relaxation process.
The goal is to achieve sustained operation at reasonably high temperatures (Te ∼ Ti ∼
several hundred electronvolts). If sustained, near steady state operation were achieved, one
would expect that the relatively low edge safety factor would cause the spheromak to become
unstable to the resistive wall tilt mode. If this mode could be stabilized by feedback, then
quite high β should be achievable. Compared to that of the tokamak, spheromak research
is still at a relatively early stage. Consequently, the fusion community will have to wait to
see whether or not the spheromak can overcome the plasma physics issues inherent in the
concept.

13.7 The tokamak
13.7.1 Overview of the tokamak
The tokamak is an axisymmetric torus with a large toroidal magnetic field, a moderate
plasma pressure and a relatively small toroidal current. It is presently the leading candidate
to become the world’s first fusion reactor, a status earned by virtue of its excellent physics
performance. Specifically, the achieved values of pτE at high T in a tokamak exceed those
of any of the other concepts. Because of its performance, there is a large number of major
tokamak experimental facilities operating or being constructed in the international fusion
program.
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A schematic diagram of a tokamak is shown in Fig. 13.22. Observe that there are four basic
magnet systems in the tokamak: (1) the toroidal field coils, which produce the large toroidal
field; (2) the ohmic transformer, which induces the toroidal plasma current required for
equilibrium and ohmic heating; (3) the vertical field system, which is required for toroidal
force balance; (4) shaping coils, which produce a non-circular cross section to improve
MHD stability limits and alleviate plasma–wall impurity problems.
Typical operation of a tokamak discharge starts with the establishment of a large, steady,
toroidal, magnetic field. Next, neutral gas is injected into the vacuum chamber and often
pre-ionized. The transformer induced toroidal current is then ramped up to its maximum
value and maintained for the “flat top” portion of the pulse. During flat top operation external
heating power in the form of RF or neutral beams is applied to the plasma. The magnitude
of the external power is usually substantially greater than that of the ohmic power. Most of
the interesting experimental plasma physics occurs during the flat top period.
The characteristic equilibrium profiles of a tokamak during flat top operation are illustrated in Fig. 13.23. Note that the toroidal magnetic field has a slight diamagnetic dip,
which is responsible for holding the plasma in radial pressure balance. A crucial feature
is the behavior of the safety factor q(r ) ≈ r Bφ /R0 Bθ . For a tokamak q(r ) is an increasing
function of radius and, most importantly, is always large: q(r ) > 1 over almost the entire
plasma, a consequence of the large toroidal magnetic field.
In terms of reactor desirability, the tokamak has a number of advantages and a few
problems. The main advantages are associated with good physics performance. The large
toroidal field and correspondingly large edge safety factor lead to finite values of MHD
stable β without a conducting wall and to reasonably high experimental values of the energy
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Figure 13.23 Typical profiles in a tokamak in the large-aspect-ratio limit R0 /a → ∞.

confinement time τE . Good confinement allows the plasma to heat up to high temperatures
using only a moderate amount of external heating. In addition the resulting values of β lie
in the regime of reactor interest. As an example, consider a high performance D–T shot on
the Joint European Torus (JET) located near Oxford in the UK. At Bφ ∼ 3.6 T and external
heating power Ph = 25 MW, JET has achieved the following performance for a pulse lasting
several seconds: n(0) ≈ 0.4 × 1020 m−3 , Ti (0) = 28 keV, Te (0) = 14 keV, β ≈ β(0)/3 ≈
0.018, and τE ≈ 0.9 s corresponding to  pτE ∼ 0.84 atm s. For comparison recall that a
value of pτE ∼ 8 atm s is required for ignition. Clearly, existing tokamak experimental
performance is starting to approach the regime of reactor interest.
There are several problems facing the tokamak. First, the need for a large toroidal magnetic
field increases the technological complexity and cost of the reactor. Most of the alternative
concepts, with the exception of the stellarator, have been designed to alleviate this problem
by utilizing a small external toroidal magnetic field, which in turn leads to a small edge
safety factor. Philosophically, these concepts are trading off more difficult plasma physics
for simpler reactor technology. Tokamak reactor designs have shown that high toroidal
magnetic fields are certainly achievable from a practical engineering point of view – it is
just that it would be technologically simpler and economically less expensive if such a large
field were not required.
The second main issue arises because a reactor will almost certainly need to operate
as a steady state device. This requirement is incompatible with an ohmic transformer,
which cannot inductively drive a DC current for an indefinite period of time. Some form of
external current drive is required. In general, the methods of external current drive involve
costly, high-technology power sources, such as microwaves or neutral beams. Furthermore,
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current-drive efficiency is not very high – the number of input watts per output ampere is
large. The net result is that if too much current needs to be driven, power balance becomes
unfavorable and the economics become unattractive.
Fortunately, in a tokamak there is a transport-driven toroidal current, known as the “bootstrap current.” This current arises naturally, and does not require any external sources.
Depending upon the pressure and magnetic field profiles, the bootstrap current can provide
between virtually none and 95% of the total current. The present consensus in the fusion
community is that 75% or more of the current needs to be provided by the bootstrap effect
for an attractive reactor, implying that 25% or less must be provided by external current
drive. A further complication is that achieving a high bootstrap fraction requires a high β,
whose value invariably lies above the no-wall β limit. Thus, high bootstrap tokamaks will
likely need to stabilize the resistive wall mode.
The second problem facing the tokamak can be summarised as follows. A successful
tokamak must achieve a high-β, high-bootstrap-fraction plasma that can be sustained in
steady state with only a small amount of external current drive and no ohmic transformer.
This is one of the main plasma physics missions of future research. The current drive and
bootstrap current issues are discussed in more detail in Chapters 15 and 14 respectively.
Finally, the importance of satisfying the MHD β limit against external ballooning-kink
modes must be re-emphasized. When this criterion is violated experimentally there is almost
always a catastrophic collapse of the plasma pressure and current. Such events are appropriately called “major disruptions.” They must be avoided in large experiments and reactors
since the large transient forces developed can cause actual physical damage to the structure. The conclusion is that it is important to accurately know the MHD β stability limit
against ballooning-kink modes and to learn how to operate as close to the limit as possible
to maximize performance.
The topics discussed in this section are focused on the MHD behavior of the tokamak,
including several closely related variations. As with most other concepts, MHD considerations are the primary motivation for the basic magnetic field configuration. The discussion
begins with an analysis of the large-aspect-ratio, circular cross section tokamak. In spite of
the large aspect ratio, it is essential to maintain toroidal effects in both the equilibrium and
stability calculations.
It is shown that within the context of the surface current model there are three important
β and I limits. First, there is an equilibrium limit that sets the maximum value of β/I 2 .
Second, as β → 0 there is a stability limit that sets the maximum value of I due to low n
number kink modes. Third, there is a stability limit due to low-n ballooning-kink modes
that sets a limit on the maximum allowable β at a corresponding optimized value of I. The
strictest β limit results from the ballooning-kink mode. The stability limits on β and I are
initially derived assuming that no perfectly conducting wall is present.
It is also worth noting that there is an internal instability that affects the operation of
a tokamak, corresponding to an m = 1, n = 1 mode. This instability is localized near the
magnetic axis of the plasma, and generates internal relaxation oscillations known as “sawteeth.” However, from the present perspective this mode is not overly dangerous, although
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it does set an operational limit q(0) > 1. The physics of the sawtooth oscillation is not
covered by the surface current model and is mentioned here primarily for completeness.
Consider now variations on the basic tokamak. The first variation discussed involves
elongation of the cross section. It has been known for many years that a combination of
elongation and triangularity of the plasma cross section increases the β limit against lown ballooning-kink modes. There is, however, a practical limit to the maximum achievable
elongation due to the excitation of an n = 0 axisymmetric mode. Typically, it is very difficult
to achieve elongations greater than a factor of height/width ∼ 2. A simple qualitative picture
of the effects of elongation on tokamak stability is presented.
The next variation discussed concerns operation in the “advanced tokamak” (AT) regime.
It is AT operation that is intended to address the main plasma physics issue discussed
above. In AT operation the profiles are externally adjusted to produce a hollow toroidal
current density and a high βp , the right combination to generate the large bootstrap current
essential for minimizing the current-drive requirements. Profile control is accomplished
experimentally by means of programming the time dependence of the plasma current and
the radial and time dependence of the external heating sources. The MHD issue that arises
here is that for a large bootstrap current, the ballooning-kink β limit without a perfectly
conducting wall is invariably violated and the resulting resistive wall mode must be feedback
stabilized. A calculation is presented that determines exactly how close the wall must be
to make the transition from an ideal mode to a resistive wall mode in order for feedback
stabilization to be a practical possibility.
The last tokamak variation considered is the spherical tokamak, which is actually an ultra
tight aspect ratio tokamak. Recall that topologically, the aspect ratio must satisfy R0 /a ≥ 1.
A standard tokamak has R0 /a ≈ 3, while for a spherical tokamak R0 /a ≈ 1.2. The tight
aspect ratio is motivated by the theoretical result (derived shortly) that the maximum stable
β against ballooning-kink modes in a tokamak scales as β ∼ a/R0 . Thus, a tight aspect ratio
leads to a high β. Compared to a standard tokamak, a spherical tokamak extrapolates to a
more compact, potentially lower-cost reactor. This gain must be balanced against increased
technological problems with the compact central core and the need to maintain a very
large fraction of the toroidal current by the bootstrap effect. Most of the spherical tokamak
discussion is focused on the β limit and its impact on fusion power density.
Finally, the simple conceptual reactor design presented in Chapter 5 is revisited. The goal
is to quantitatively investigate one of the assumptions made in the design. Specifically, it
was stated that when MHD β limits are taken into account, the optimum reactor design
should operate at the maximum allowable field at the inside of the toroidal field coils, even
though a large field increases the costs. This point is addressed using the explicit MHD β
limits derived for tokamaks.
In summary, there is a consensus among fusion researchers that tokamak physics parameters will ultimately meet the requirements of a fusion reactor, although probably not by a
large margin. The key point to keep in mind is that these parameters need to be maintained in
steady state. This requires the achievement of a high bootstrap fraction with either no conducting wall or, more likely, feedback stabilization of the resistive wall mode. The present
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Figure 13.24 Typical midplane profiles (smooth curves) for the TFTR experiment. Superimposed is
the surface current model approximation (box-like curves).

chapter focuses on one part of the problem – the determination of the MHD β limits. In
future chapters the β limits are coupled to the generation of the bootstrap current (Chapter
14) and the power requirements for current drive (Chapter 15).
13.7.2 The circular cross section tokamak – equilibrium
The equilibrium analysis of the circular cross section tokamak involves the simplification of
the exact pressure balance relation using a slightly subtle aspect ratio expansion. The result
is a simple expression for the poloidal magnetic field around the plasma surface. It is shown
that an equilibrium limit exists for the maximum achievable value of β/I 2 . This limit arises
because of the need to increase the external vertical field continually to provide toroidal
force balance as β increases assuming that I remains fixed. The current I is assumed fixed
in order to maintain high values of the safety factor; that is, supporting higher pressures
in toroidal force balance by increasing the plasma current while holding the vertical field
fixed would reduce the value of the safety factor. Ultimately, when the external vertical
field becomes large enough a separatrix moves onto the inner surface of the plasma and this
represents the equilibrium limit.
The aspect ratio expansion
To motivate the choice of parameters for the surface current equilibrium, examine Fig 13.24,
which illustrates the typical magnetic field and pressure profiles for the large, circular cross
section Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). This device operated at the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory in the USA from 1982 to 1997 and used D–T plasmas during the last
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several years. Superimposed on the TFTR profiles is the surface current approximation.
The task now is to obtain a simplified expression for the general surface current pressure
balance relation by ordering the various parameters with respect to the inverse aspect ratio
ε ≡ a/R0 , assuming a large aspect ratio expansion ε
1. The following simple physical
arguments suggest the appropriate ordering scheme for the tokamak.
The key to the tokamak aspect ratio expansion is the assumption that the safety factor
must be treated as a finite quantity in order to achieve good MHD stability. Specifically, it
is assumed that
q ∼ 1.

(13.100)

Since q ≈ r B0 /R0 Bθ , this implies that the appropriate scaling for the poloidal magnetic
field is
Bθ
∼ ε.
Bφ

(13.101)

The poloidal field is small compared to the toroidal field.
Next, consider radial pressure balance. Recall that a small poloidal field implies that the
total β is approximately equal to the βt :
β≈

2µ0 p
2µ0 p
≈
≈ βt .
Bφ2 + Bθ2
Bφ2

(13.102)

Note that if the toroidal field is a pure vacuum field (i.e., Bi = B0 ), then radial pressure
balance is provided solely by the poloidal magnetic field and the amount of plasma that can
be confined is indeed small: p ≈ Bθ2 /2µ0 , implying that βt ∼ ε 2 and βp ∼ 1. This is not
the most interesting regime for a tokamak.
Higher pressures can be confined by a small diamagnetic dip in the toroidal magnetic field.
If one assumes that B0 − Bi ∼ ε B0 , then for radial pressure balance p ≈ (B0 − Bi )B0 /µ0
leading to βt ∼ ε and βp ∼ 1/ε. This is the interesting regime for a tokamak. One cannot
make the diamagnetic dip any deeper than order ε because, as is shown shortly, toroidal
force balance cannot be achieved if q is constrained to remain of order unity. Experimentally,
the diamagnetic dip is created by the application of an external heating power greater in
magnitude than the ohmic heating power.
To summarize, the appropriate aspect ratio expansion for a tokamak is defined by
q ∼ Bθ /ε Bφ ∼ (1 − Bi /B0 ) /ε ∼ βt /ε ∼ εβp ∼ 1.

(13.103)

This ordering scheme can now be introduced into the surface current pressure balance
relation to obtain a simple expression for the poloidal magnetic field.
The surface current pressure balance relation
The general surface current pressure balance relation
B̂p2 (θ ) = 2µ0 p +

Bi2 − B02
(1 + ε cos θ )2

(13.104)
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is simplified by Taylor expanding the denominator of the toroidal field term and introducing
a new constant λ to replace Bi as follows:
Bi2
≡ 1 − β + ε 2 λ.
B02

(13.105)

Here,
β≡

2µ0 p
B02

(13.106)

and to be consistent with the aspect ratio expansion λ ∼ 1. A short calculation yields
B̂θ
ε B0

2

=λ+2

β
cos θ.
ε

(13.107)

It is now convenient to replace λ with yet another equivalent constant k through the
definition
λ≡

2β
(2 − k 2 ).
εk 2

(13.108)

Equation (13.107) reduces to
B̂θ
ε B0

2

4β
= 2
εk




θ
1 − k sin
.
2
2

2

(13.109)

Although Eq. (13.109) is relatively simple in form it is not completely satisfactory in
the sense that B̂θ is expressed in terms of the constant k, which at this point has no simple
physical interpretation. It would be far more desirable to express B̂θ in terms of β and I
rather than β and k. This is the last step in the equilibrium derivation.
The current I can be introduced through the definition of the safety factor, although
there is an important subtlety that arises in a tokamak. Recall that in a straight cylinder
q(a) = a B0 /R0 Bθ (a) ∼ 1/I . In a toroidal tokamak q and I are inversely related only at low
β/ε. At high β/ε this relationship breaks down. To sort out the issues one can calculate
q = q(k, β) directly from the definition of q and then compare it with a new quantity
q∗ = q∗ (k, β), which by its definition is always inversely proportional to I. Specifically,
from the definition of the safety factor it follows that

 2π 

1
r Bφ 
ε B0 2π dθ
k K (k)
1
q(a) =
dθ
≈
=
, (13.110)

2π 0
R Bθ a
2π 0 B̂θ
π (β/ε)1/2
where K (k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. Next, the quantity q∗ (k, β) is
defined so that it coincides with q(a) at small k but is forced to be inversely proportional to
I at all k:
−1
 2π
1
2πa 2 B0
πk
1
q∗ ≡
=
.
(13.111)
= ε B0
B̂θ dθ
µ0 R 0 I
2π 0
4E(k) (β/ε)1/2
Here E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind.
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Note that at small k, K ≈ E ≈ π/2 and q(a) ≈ q∗ ≈ k/[2 (β/ε)1/2 ]. However, as k → 1,
K ≈ ln[4/(1 − k 2 )1/2 ] and E ≈ 1. In other words q(a) diverges while q∗ remains finite. The
significance of the divergence in q(a) is discussed shortly. For present purposes, it suffices
to say that in terms of the stability analysis that follows it is q∗ rather than q(a) that is the
critical parameter. Stability limits are more closely connected to the value of the current
than the average pitch angle of the magnetic field lines. Finally, using the limiting values
of E(k) one can approximate
1/2
π2
2
2
E(k) ≈ k +
(1 − k )
.
(13.112)
4
Using this approximation to eliminate k leads to an expression for the poloidal magnetic
field in terms of β/ε and q∗ given by
2


B̂θ
θ
π2
1
≈ 2 1 − β̂ +
β̂ cos2
,
(13.113)
ε B0
q∗
4
2
where


β̂ ≡

16
π2



βq∗2
ε


.

(13.114)

This is the desired relation.
The equilibrium β limit
An interesting feature of the solution is the existence of an equilibrium β limit when the
current (i.e., q∗ ) is held fixed. This limit arises mathematically because B̂θ must always
be a real quantity. From Eq. (13.109) it follows that the angle θ = π , corresponding to
the inside of the torus, sets the strictest limit on the reality of B̂θ , requiring that k 2 ≤ 1.
Equivalently, the corresponding limit from Eq. (13.113) requires that β̂ ≤ 1. This translates
into the following equilibrium β limit:
βq∗2
π2
≤
≈ 0.62,
ε
16

(13.115)

which for a fixed geometry is actually a limit on β/I 2 .
The physical origin of the equilibrium limit can be understood by examining Fig. 13.25,
which shows schematically how toroidal force balance is achieved by means of an externally
applied vertical field. Note that on the inside of the torus the vertical field and the Bθ
contribution from the plasma current point in opposite directions. Clearly at some point
outside the plasma these contributions exactly cancel; the net poloidal field is zero. The
point where B̂p = 0 is referred to as the “X-point” of the separatrix flux surface.
Assume now that β is increased while holding the plasma current fixed. In terms of
Fig. 13.25 this implies that the Bθ contribution from the plasma remains fixed in amplitude.
Therefore, to maintain toroidal force balance the vertical field must be increased. The result
is that the X-point moves closer to the plasma surface. Eventually, at sufficiently high β
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Figure 13.25 Physical origin of the equilibrium limit showing the location of the X-point for: (a) a
low-β case, and (b) a high-β case. In both cases the plasma current is held fixed. In the high-β case
the vertical field is increased to provide toroidal force balance.

the X-point moves onto the plasma surface. When this occurs the plasma has reached its
equilibrium β limit. The value of β cannot be increased any further with a circular cross
section plasma. Attempts to increase β further require cutting off and eliminating the inside
portion of the plasma.
Lastly, note that when the X-point moves onto the plasma surface B̂θ = 0 at θ = π . This
is the reason that q(a) → ∞ at the equilibrium limit. However, even though B̂θ (a, π ) = 0,
the plasma current remains finite at its fixed value. This is the explanation for the divergence
in values between q(a) and q∗ at high β/ε.
The surface current equilibrium model for the tokamak is now complete. The next topic
is the corresponding MHD stability analysis.
13.7.3 The circular cross section tokamak – stability
The surface current stability analysis is now applied to the circular tokamak. The problem
is more complicated than for the cylinder because toroidal effects couple all the poloidal
harmonics of the perturbation. In other words the appropriate Fourier analysis ξ (θ, φ) with
respect to the toroidal angle φ and the poloidal angle θ is
∞

ξ (θ, φ) = e−inφ
ξm eimθ .
(13.116)
−∞

The result is that the final eigenvalue relation consists of an infinite set of coupled algebraic
equations in the unknown Fourier amplitudes ξm . The condition for marginal stability is
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obtained by setting the determinant of this set of equations to zero. Also, the most unstable
toroidal mode numbers are shown to correspond to n ∼ 1.
The approach taken here is to derive the general eigenvalue relation arising from the
infinite set of equations and to then truncate the Fourier series, enabling an analytic determination of the marginal stability condition in two interesting limits – the β/ε → 0 limit,
which yields a critical value of q∗ corresponding to kink modes, and the β̂ → 1 equilibrium
limit, which yields a critical value for β/ε corresponding to the ballooning-kink mode. The
analysis proceeds as follows.
The plasma contribution
The plasma contribution to the stability analysis is found by solving
∇ 2 V1 = 0.

(13.117)

For n ∼ 1 the large aspect ratio expansion implies that


1 ∂
∂ V1
1 ∂ 2 V1
2
2
∇ V1 ≈ ∇ p V1 =
= 0.
r
+ 2
r ∂r
∂r
r ∂θ 2

(13.118)

Equation (13.118) must be solved subject to regularity in the plasma and, to leading order
in ε,

∂ V1 
in B0
=−
ξ (θ, φ).
(13.119)
∂r 
R
0

a

The solution is easily found, and is
V1 = e−inφ



Am

m=0

r
a

|m|

eimθ ,

(13.120)

where
Am = −

inε B0
ξm .
|m|

(13.121)

Note that the m = 0 term is eliminated from the sum. This is a consequence of the fact that
in the large aspect ratio expansion the condition ∇ · ξ = 0 implies that ξ0 = 0. The quantity
B · B1 |a required for the stability analysis is now easily calculated:
 n2
a B2
B · B1 |a = B · ∇V1 |a = − 20 e−inφ
(13.122)
ξm eimθ .
|m|
R0
m=0
This is the desired expression.
The vacuum contribution
The vacuum contribution follows in an analogous manner. In the large aspect ratio limit the
vacuum potential satisfies
∇ 2 V̂1 ≈ ∇p2 V̂1 =

1 ∂
r ∂r

r

∂ V̂1
∂r

+

1 ∂ 2 V̂1
= 0.
r 2 ∂θ 2

(13.123)
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The boundary conditions are slightly more complicated. If the wall is far from the plasma,
then V1 must be regular for a < r < ∞. At the plasma–vacuum interface the boundary
condition can be written as


∂ V̂1 
in B0
1 ∂

ξ+
(13.124)
( B̂θ ξ ).
 = er · ∇ × (ξ × B̂) = −
a
∂r 
R0
a ∂θ
a

The solution can be written as
V̂1 = e−inφ


m=0

Âm

a
r

|m|

eimθ ,

where, after a short calculation it can be shown that
iε B0 
Âm = −
G mp ξ p
|m| p=0
and the matrix element G mp is given by
 2π
m B̂θ
1
G mp =
− n cos [(m − p) θ ]dθ.
2π 0
ε B0

(13.125)

(13.126)

(13.127)

In practice G mp is evaluated numerically, although for several interesting special cases it
can be evaluated analytically. The fact that G mp is not a diagonal matrix explicitly shows
the coupling of different poloidal harmonics.
The last step in the vacuum analysis is to calculate the quantity B̂ · B̂1 |a required for the
stability analysis. After another short calculation one finds
  G lm G lp
a B2
B̂ · B̂1 |a = B̂ · ∇ V̂1 |a = 20 e−inφ
(13.128)
ξ p eimθ .
|l|
R0
p=0 l=0
The double sum will be evaluated analytically for the two special cases of interest.
The pressure balance matching condition
The last step in the stability analysis is to substitute the plasma and vacuum contributions
into the pressure balance matching condition. For a large aspect ratio, circular cross section
tokamak this condition reduces to
[B̂ · B̂1 − B · B1 ]a =

β B02
B̂θ2
ξ+
ξ cos θ.
a
R0

(13.129)

The first term on the right hand side represents the destabilizing effect of the poloidal field
curvature. Although the term varies with the angle θ , it is always positive, corresponding to
unfavorable curvature. The second term on the right hand side represents the effect of the
toroidal field-line curvature. This term is positive on the outside of the torus (θ = 0) and
negative on the inside of the torus (θ = π ). On the outside of the torus the field lines curve
towards the plasma indicating unfavorable curvature. Conversely, on the inside of the torus
the field lines bend away from the plasma indicating favorable curvature. This oscillation
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in curvature is the primary reason why the most dangerous perturbations in a tokamak have
a strong component of ballooning, with the displacement enhanced on the outside of the
torus and reduced on the inside.
The evaluation of the right hand side of Eq. (13.129) is straightforward. Substitution of
the equilibrium fields shows that

 1 
B̂θ2
π2
a B2
2 θ
1
−
β̂
+
ξ = 20 e−inφ
β̂
cos
ξm eimθ ,
2
a
q
4
2
R0
∗
m=0
(13.130)


β B02
a B02 −inφ  β
imθ
ξm cos θ e ,
ξ cos θ = 2 e
R0
ε
R0
m=0
where, as before, β̂ = (16/π 2 )(βq∗2 /ε).
The final form of the pressure balance matching condition can now be deduced. After a
short calculation one obtains

Wmp ξ p eimθ = 0.
(13.131)
p=0

Here, the matrix element Wmp = W pm is given by
 
 2

n
16 β
1
Wmp =
δm− p
− 2 + 2− 2
|m|
q∗
π
ε
 G lm G lp
3β
−
(δm− p−1 + δm− p+1 ) +
|l|
2ε
l=0

(13.132)

and δk is the familiar Kronecker delta function: δ0 = 1, δk=0 = 0. Since each poloidal harmonic m is independent, Eq. (13.131) actually represents a set of equations; that is, the
coefficient of each harmonic must separately vanish. This leads to a set of linear, homogeneous, algebraic equations for the unknown ξm :

Wmp ξ p = 0
(for each m = 0).
(13.133)
p=0

Equation (13.133) is the desired expression
for the eigenvalue condition.
For a non↔
↔
trivial solution to exist the determinant of W must vanish. Setting det W = 0 then leads to
the condition for marginal stability.
The β/ε → 0 kink instability
The first application of the general eigenvalue relation concerns β/ε → 0 kink instabilities.
It is shown that in the low-β limit there is a marginal value of current (i.e., q∗ ). If the current
is too high, the plasma is unstable. Conversely, when the current is sufficiently small the
plasma is stable to the kink mode.
↔

The mathematics of the kink mode is greatly simplified because the matrix W becomes
diagonal as β/ε → 0. Thus, in this limit the poloidal harmonics decouple and each m value
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can be treated separately. The reason for the decoupling is associated with the fact that in
the β/ε → 0 limit, the poloidal field reduces to
B̂θ
1
=
= const.
ε B0
q∗

(13.134)

There is no angular coupling. This can be explicitly demonstrated by evaluating the vacuum
matrix element G lm which reduces to


l
G lm =
− n δl−m .
(13.135)
q∗
After substituting Eq. (13.135) into Eq.(13.132) one obtains the following simple expression
for the matrix element Wmp :

2 

n2
1
1
m
Wmp =
δm− p
+
−n
−
|m| q∗2
|m| q∗

2
m 2 |m| (|m| − 2)
nq
=
−
+
(13.136)
δm− p .
∗
|m| q∗2
2
4
Stability requires that each matrix element Wmp ≥ 0. From the second form in
Eq. (13.136) it immediately follows that for any m ≥ 2 the plasma is stable to the kink
mode. The only possibility for an instability occurs when m = 1. In this case a simple
calculation shows that an instability exists if 0 < nq∗ < 1. The strictest limit on q∗ occurs
for n = 1 leading to the stability condition
q∗ > 1

(for stability).

(13.137)

This stability boundary is known as the Kruskal–Shafranov limit. It can be rewritten as a
limit on the maximum allowable current
I ≤ Imax ≡

2πa 2 B0
.
µ0 R0

(13.138)

For the simple reactor designed in Chapter 5 one finds that Imax ≈ 19 MA. More realistic
numerical calculations using smooth profiles show that the surface current model is somewhat optimistic. Depending upon profiles, the more accurate value of q∗ typically lies in
the range 2 < q∗ < 3, which reduces the maximum current to 6.3 MA < Imax < 9.4 MA.
It should be noted that Imax can be increased substantially from these values if the tokamak
has a non-circular cross section. This point is discussed in the next subsection.
The conclusion from the analysis is that for a given geometry the toroidal current cannot
be made too large with respect to the toroidal field or else a current-driven instability will be
excited. Stated differently, a sufficiently large toroidal magnetic field is required to stiffen
the tokamak against the m = 1 mode, which is always unstable in a pure Z -pinch.
The βq∗2 /ε → π 2 /16 ballooning-kink instability
Perhaps the most important application of the general pressure balance matching condition
involves the calculation of the β limit against ballooning-kink modes. Within the context of
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the surface current model, the β limit due to such instabilities can be calculated by assuming
that the plasma is operating at some point along the maximum equilibrium β curve defined by
βq∗2 /ε = π 2 /16. The equilibrium β limit is actually a limit on β/I 2 ∼ βq∗2 /ε. Application
of the pressure balance matching condition determines the highest current or equivalently
the lowest q∗ that is stable. Once this critical value of q∗ = q∗crit is determined the maximum
stable β is simply determined from the relation (β/ε)max = π 2 /16 q∗2crit .
Although the calculation of the β limit is straightforward, the details are rather tedious.
Consequently, to maintain cohesiveness only the main points are highlighted. In this connection there are two important
simplifications in the analysis that should be noted. First,
↔
although the determinant of W has been evaluated numerically maintaining a large number
of poloidal harmonics, it suffices for present purposes to truncate the matrix keeping only
three terms: m = 1, 2, 3. The results obtained are quite accurate compared to the numerical
results. The second simplification is a result of the fact that at the equilibrium β limit, the
poloidal magnetic field reduces to
B̂θ
π
=
|cos (θ/2)|.
ε B0
2q∗

(13.139)

This simple form allows an analytic evaluation of the matrix element G lm . A short calculation
yields
G lm = −nδl−m − (−1)l−m

1
l
.
q∗ 4(l − m)2 − 1

(13.140)

The marginal stability criterion is obtained by substituting these simplifications into the
3 × 3 truncated form of the pressure balance matching condition, which can be written as

  
W11 W12 W13
ξ1
 W12 W22 W23  ·  ξ2  = 0.
(13.141)
W13 W23 W33
ξ3
Here use has been made of the symmetry relation Wmp = W pm . The matrix elements are
determined directly from Eq. (13.132). A short calculation yields the following admittedly
unintuitive and uninspiring expressions for the Wmp




π2
1
1
−
,
− M11
W11 /n 2 = 2 − 2
nq∗
8
n 2 q∗2




π2
1
1
W22 /n 2 = 1 − 2
−
,
− M22
nq∗
8
n 2 q∗2




π2
1
2
1
W33 /n 2 = − 2
−
,
− M33
3
nq∗
8
n 2 q∗2
(13.142)





3π 2
1
1
2
2
W12 /n = −
−
,
+ M12
3 nq∗
32
n 2 q∗2





3π 2
1
1
2
W23 /n 2 = −
−
,
+ M23
3 nq∗
32
n 2 q∗2




1
2
1
W13 /n 2 =
+ M13
,
2
15 nq∗
n q∗2
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where the numerical coefficients Mmp are given by
Mmp =

∞

−∞

|l |
.
[4 (l − m) − 1][4 (l − p)2 − 1]
2

(13.143)

The main point to note about the Wmp elements is their form. By focusing on equilibria
that are constrained to operate along the equilibrium β limit curve, each of the Wmp can
be written as a polynomial function of only the single quantity 1/nq∗ : Wmp = Amp +
Bmp /nq∗ + Cmp /n 2 q∗2 . Therefore once the coefficients M↔mp are evaluated it is a simple
matter to calculate the determinant of the truncated matrix W, which has the form of a sixth
order polynomial in 1/nq∗ . The Mmp are easily evaluated numerically, although after a
rather lengthy calculation they can also be evaluated analytically: M11 = 5/4, M22 = 89/36,
M33 = 1111/300, M12 = −11/12, M23 = −277/180, and M13 = 1/180.
The roots of the 1/nq∗ polynomial are easily found numerically. The most restrictive root
in terms of stability is found to be nq∗crit = 1.67. A more accurate numerical calculation
using 20 poloidal harmonics yields a slightly higher value, nq∗crit = 1.71, and this value
will be used hereafter. Also, since q∗ ≥ q∗crit for stability it is clear that n = 1 is the most
unstable mode.
The final result is that the lowest q∗ and corresponding highest β that are stable against
the ballooning-kink mode in a circular cross section tokamak are given by
q∗ ≥ q∗crit = 1.71,
2

π
a
β ≤ βcrit =
ε = 0.21 .
4q∗crit
R0

(13.144)

Equations (13.144) can be interpreted as follows. First, observe that for the simple reactor
design characterized by an aspect ratio R0 /a = 2.5, the value of βcrit is 0.084, which is in
the desired range. However, as is shown shortly, the surface current model predictions
are somewhat optimistic when compared to numerical calculations using realistic diffuse
profiles. Next, note that the scaling βcrit ∼ a/R0 suggests that a tight aspect ratio tokamak
is desirable, at least from the MHD point of view, although as discussed in the context of
the spherical torus there are limits as to how tight the aspect ratio can be made. Lastly, note
that the lowest value of stable q∗ has been raised from q∗ = 1 for β/ε → 0 to q∗ = 1.71
for β/ε = 1. The maximum allowable plasma current has decreased by nearly a factor
of 2.
The overall picture of stability can be summarized by plotting β vs. I as illustrated in
Fig. 13.26, which shows the curves for the equilibrium β limit and the full stability curve
as obtained numerically. The analytic stability limits correspond to the end values on the
stability curve. Observe that there is a stable operating regime for sufficiently low β and
sufficiently low I.
The last point to consider involves the shape of the eigenfunction. The task here is to verify
the assertion that the most unstable mode has the form of a ballooning-kink perturbation
of the plasma surface. This is easily demonstrated by back-solving Eq. (13.141) to determine
the relative amplitudes of the ξm . A short calculation using parameters corresponding to the
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Figure 13.26 Overall stability diagram for the surface current model of a circular tokamak showing
the equilibrium limit and the numerically computed stability limit (D’Ippolito et al. (1976). Plasma
Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, 1, 523).

f=0

f = p/2

f=p

f = 3p/2

Figure 13.27 Perturbed plasma cross section at four different toroidal angles.

point of marginal stability shows that the perturbation is dominated by the m = 2 poloidal
harmonic and that the relative amplitudes of the side bands are given by
ξ1 /ξ2 ≈ ξ3 /ξ2 ≈ 0.43.

(13.145)

The shape of the eigenfunction is illustrated in Fig. 13.27. The figure shows the overlaying of the unperturbed surface r = a, on the perturbed surface r = a + ξ1 cos(θ − φ) +
ξ2 cos(2θ − φ) + ξ3 cos(3θ − φ) at four different toroidal angles, assuming ξ2 /a = 0.09.
Observe that the surface distortion rotates with the toroidal angle demonstrating the kink
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nature of the instability. In addition, the perturbation is always much larger on the outside of the torus than the inside: r (θ = 0) − a = 1.86 ξ2 cos φ, while r (θ = π ) − a =
0.14 ξ2 cos φ. This demonstrates the tendency of the perturbation to balloon in the region
of unfavorable curvature.
The analysis of the MHD stability of a large aspect ratio, circular cross section tokamak
using the surface current model is now complete. For practical experimental applications
it is of interest to compare the predicted β/ε limit with that obtained from more detailed
numerical results using realistic diffuse profiles.
The Troyon β limit
Many numerical studies have been carried out to determine the overall β limit against ideal
MHD instabilities. One of the most widely used results is due to Troyon and coworkers and
is usually referred to as the “Troyon limit.” These studies require stability against all ideal
MHD modes: external kink modes and ballooning-kink modes, internal modes, localized
modes, etc. although usually the external ballooning-kink mode is the most restrictive. There
is no perfectly conducting wall to provide additional stability.
The aim of the stability analysis is to determine the highest possible stable β for realistic
geometries and profiles. Towards this goal Troyon and coworkers carry out an optimization
procedure by varying the shape of the plasma cross section as well as the pressure and
current profiles over a reasonably wide range of realistic situations.
Numerical studies show that elongated, outward pointing triangular cross sections are
most favorable for stability. Broad pressure profiles and an internally flat safety factor are
also desirable. After a rather extensive set of numerical studies Troyon and coworkers
obtained a remarkably simple empirical relation for the optimized β limit:
I
β ≤ βcrit ≡ βN
.
(13.146)
a B0
Here βN is a numerically determined coefficient that has the value βN = 0.028 when I is
measured in megaamperes. Often in the literature, β is measured as a percentage in which
case βN = 2.8. However, for consistency the decimal notation is used here and in following
sections.
Note that while the highest values of I /a B0 occur for elongated, triangular cross sections,
the β limit given by Eq. (13.146) is valid for any given cross section as long as it is held
fixed during the optimization over the current and pressure profiles. Therefore, in order to
compare with the surface current model, one can rewrite Eq. (13.146) in the following more
convenient form corresponding to a circular cross section tokamak:
ε
β ≤ βcrit ≡ 0.14 .
(13.147)
q∗
This expression is illustrated in Fig. 13.28, where it is superimposed on the surface current
stability diagram. Again, the surface current model is shown to be somewhat optimistic.
In terms of determining the highest overall stable β the Troyon limit is not completely
satisfactory in that the minimum value of stable q∗ is not specified. In general, the minimum
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Figure 13.28 The Troyon limit superimposed on the surface current stability diagram.

q∗ is a weak function of geometry and profiles and for a circular cross section is found to
be approximately q∗ ≈ 2. Using this admittedly slightly ambiguous value one finds that the
maximum stable β in a circular cross section tokamak is given by
a
β ≤ βmax ≡ 0.07 .
(13.148)
R0
Observe that the Troyon limit and the surface current model yield the same scaling of β
with aspect ratio: β ∼ a/R0 . However, the numerical coefficient is substantially reduced,
by about a factor of 3. The Troyon limit thus predicts a maximum β of about 0.028 for
R0 /a = 2.5. This value is lower than would be desired in a reactor and has motivated fusion
researchers to find new ideas to raise the β limit in a tokamak. These ideas are discussed in
the following subsections.

13.7.4 The non-circular cross section tokamak
One idea to improve the β limit in a tokamak is to allow the plasma to have a non-circular
cross section. Both theoretical and experimental studies have shown that stability is optimized for a cross section possessing a combination of elongation and outward pointing
triangularity. Virtually all modern tokamaks make use of this improvement. One prominent example is JET located near Oxford in the UK. A drawing of JET exhibiting the
non-circularity is shown in Fig. 13.29.
In this subsection the effects of non-circularity on MHD stability are discussed. There
are two important topics. The first involves the β limit due to the n = 1 ballooning-kink
mode and is addressed by means of the surface current model. It is shown that in the regime
of interest the critical β increases linearly with elongation, indeed a very encouraging
result. There is, however, a practical limit to the maximum achievable elongation and this
is the second topic discussed. It is shown that n = 0 axisymmetric perturbations (i.e., a
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Figure 13.29 Drawing of JET showing a non-circular cross section with elongation and outward
pointing triangularity (courtesy of EFDA-JET).

uniform vertical displacement) drive instabilities in elongated tokamaks. These instabilities
have the form of resistive wall modes and practical feedback systems are only possible for
elongations of less than a factor of about 1.8. The n = 0 mode is investigated by means of
a simple wire model for the plasma.
The end result is that in experiments elongated tokamaks have achieved reasonably high
values of stable β, close to that required in a reactor. The one remaining limitation is that the
pressure and current profiles, while stable, produce only a moderate fraction of bootstrap
current, not as high as one would like in a reactor. Other ideas have been suggested to
improve upon this situation, but for the moment attention is focused solely on the effects of
elongation on MHD stability.
The n = 0 axisymmetric instability
The n = 0 instability has been well known in tokamak experiments for many years and
feedback stabilization of this mode is now almost a routine task. The essential physics of
the mode does not require toroidicity. Nor does it require a finite plasma pressure. It occurs
in straight, low-β tokamaks with elongated cross sections. Remarkably the key features of
the mode are easily established by modeling the plasma as a simple wire carrying a current I.
The problem is thereby reduced to one of pure magnetostatics.
The simplest explanation for the n = 0 mode can be ascertained by examining Fig. 13.30.
Assume the plasma wire is held in equilibrium by two equally spaced wires as shown in the
diagram. To elongate the plasma vertically the currents must flow in the same direction as
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Figure 13.30 Simple wire model showing the n = 0 vertical instability.

the plasma current. The resulting attractive force due to each equilibrium wire “pulls” on
the top and bottom of the plasma causing it to become elongated.
Now assume the plasma wire undergoes a small vertical displacement ξ towards the upper
wire. Recall that the force of the upper wire on the plasma wire is inversely proportional
to the distance separating them. Thus, the upward pulling force is increased since the wires
are slightly closer to each other. Similarly the pulling force of the lower wire is decreased
since it is now slightly further away from the plasma. The conclusion is that there is a
net force acting on the wire pointing in the upward direction. The direction of this force
is to move the plasma wire even further away from its equilibrium position. This clearly
corresponds to an unstable situation.
The behavior of the instability can be quantified by means of a slightly more realistic
wire model of the plasma and the equilibrium coils.
A more realistic n = 0 wire model
Consider the n = 0 wire model illustrated in Fig. 13.31. Here, the plasma is still modeled
by a single wire carrying a current I. It is held in equilibrium by four equally spaced
“equilibrium” wires, each separated by a distance c from the plasma wire. To model the
actual situation of radial pressure balance each equilibrium wire carries a current flowing in
the opposite direction to the plasma current. The resulting repelling forces are the “pushing”
forces required for pressure balance. Elongation is achieved by assuming that I y < Ix . The
vertical wires push less than the horizontal wires, thereby producing an elongated plasma.
A key point in the analysis is to determine the specific relationship between I y and Ix that
produces a given desired elongation. This relationship is determined as follows. Assume
the horizontal half-width of the equivalent plasma is equal to sx /2 = a. Similarly the halfheight of the equivalent plasma is assumed to be s y /2 = κa, where κ = s y /sx is defined
as the elongation. The relation between I y and Ix is determined by requiring that both the
horizontal and vertical boundary points lie on the same flux surface. In terms of the vector
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Figure 13.31 Wire model for the analysis of the n = 0 vertical instability.

potential this corresponds to A z (κa, 0) = A z (0, a). To evaluate the condition one makes
use of the well-known result from magnetostatics that relates the vector potential (i.e., the
flux) to the current flowing in a wire: A z, j = (µ0 I j /2π ) ln r j , where r j is radial distance
measured from the center of the jth wire. A short calculation, summing over the plasma
and equilibrium wires, leads to the desired relation between I y and Ix :


 2
 2
c − κ 2a2
c + κ 2a2
I y ln
+ Ix ln
− I ln κ = 0.
(13.149)
c2 + a 2
c2 − a 2
This relation can be simplified by taking the interesting limit where the equilibrium wires
are far from the plasma: c
a. Equation (13.149) reduces to
Ix − I y =

c2 ln κ
I.
a2 1 + κ 2

(13.150)

The next step is to carry out the n = 0 stability analysis. As before assume the plasma
undergoes a small positive vertical displacement ξ keeping all wire currents, including
the plasma current, fixed. The stability analysis requires a calculation of the net perturbed
vertical force acting on the plasma wire due to all the equilibrium wires. If this force is
positive, it reinforces the displacement and the plasma is unstable. If the force is negative,
it returns the plasma to its equilibrium position, corresponding to stability. One now makes
use of the well-known result from magnetostatics that the force acting on a current I j due
to another current Ii is given by Fi j = −(µ0 L Ii I j /2πri j )ei j , where L is the length of the
wire and ei j is a unit vector pointing along the line connecting wire i to wire j. Note that
for opposing current directions Fi j corresponds to a repelling force. The resulting vertical
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force acting on the plasma wire is easily calculated and is given by


Iy
Iy
µ0 L I
ξ Ix
.
Fy =
−
+
+2 2
2π
c−ξ
c+ξ
(c + ξ 2 )1/2
Linearizing leads to the following expression for the perturbed vertical force:


µ0 L I 2 I x − I y ξ
δ Fy =
.
π
I
c2

(13.151)

(13.152)

The condition for stability, δ Fy < 0, simplifies to
Ix − I y
<0
I

(for stability).

(13.153)

The final result is obtained by substituting the equilibrium relation given by Eq. (13.150).
This yields a stability condition expressed in terms of the elongation:
ln κ
<0
1 + κ2

(for stability).

(13.154)

As anticipated, any vertically elongated plasma, κ > 1, is unstable. Flattened plasmas,
κ < 1, are stable against a vertical displacement. However, by symmetry, such plasmas
would be unstable against a horizontal displacement.
How then can one produce an elongated plasma? The answer is closely tied to the critical
assumption made in the analysis that all currents remain fixed as the plasma is perturbed
from its equilibrium position. This constraint is altered if one inserts a perfectly conducting
wall between the plasma current and the equilibrium currents. As the plasma is displaced,
conservation of flux induces eddy currents in the wall, which are in the direction to produce
stability. The quantitative effect of a perfectly conducting wall on n = 0 stability is the next
topic for discussion.
Stabilization of the n = 0 mode by a conducting wall
A simple way to analyze the effects of a perfectly conducting wall is illustrated in Fig. 13.32.
Here, a circular, perfectly conducting wall of radius κb is inserted between the plasma and
the equilibrium wires. The factor κ is a mathematical convenience chosen so that the limit of
the wall moving onto the plasma surface corresponds to b/a → 1. The goal of the analysis
is to derive the marginal stability boundary determining the maximum achievable κ as a
function of b/a.
In formulating the problem, a useful way to think about the conducting wall is as follows.
Assume that initially the wall has a large but finite conductivity. After a long enough period
of time the fields due to the equilibrium wires completely diffuse through the wall, achieving
the same values they had without the wall. At this point in time assume the wall becomes
superconducting, after which the plasma wire is shifted vertically upwards by an amount ξ .
The fields due to the equilibrium wires remain unchanged since they are locked in at their
no-wall values by the superconductivity. In other words they produce the same destabilizing
force on the plasma as without the wall. However, the motion of the plasma induces eddy
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Figure 13.32 (a) Wire model with a conducting wall for the analysis of the n = 0 vertical instability.
(b) Equivalent image current for a vertically shifted plasma.

currents in the wall and these currents produce an additional force on the plasma wire,
which is in the stabilizing direction.
The size of the stabilizing force can be easily determined using the method of images. It
is well known from the theory of magnetostatics that the effects of the eddy currents can
be calculated by replacing the wall with an image current located directly above the wall
as shown in Fig. 13.32. The value of the image current must be chosen so that I  = −I
and its distance from the origin must be set to h = κ 2 b2 /ξ . With this choice of parameters
the surface r = κb remains a flux surface (i.e., A z (x, y) = const. for x = κb cos θ and
y = κb sin θ).
It is now straightforward to generalize the stability analysis to include the effect of the
image current. Following the procedure associated with Eq. (13.151) one can easily show
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Figure 13.33 Marginally stable elongation κ vs. wall radius w = b/a for the wire model.

that the generalized form of the perturbed vertical force on the plasma wire is
  


Ix − I y ξ
µ0 L I 2
I 1
δ Fy =
+
2
.
2π
I
c2
I h
The stability condition thus reduces to

 

Ix − I y ξ
I 1
2
+
<0
I
c2
I h

(for stability).

(13.155)

(13.156)

After substituting for Ix − I y , I  , and h one obtains the marginal stability boundary relating
the maximum achievable κ to the wall position w ≡ b/a:
2κ 2
1
ln κ ≤ 2 .
2
1+κ
w

(13.157)

This relation is plotted in Fig. 13.33. Observe that the behavior is consistent with intuition in the limit where the wall is far from the plasma: w → ∞. Here, the maximum stable
elongation reduces to that of a circle: κ → 1. When the wall moves onto the plasma surface
corresponding to w → 1, there is strong wall stabilization: κ ≈ 1.9. However, the stabilization is not infinite (κ → ∞) as one might expect. The reason is that the wire model stability
analysis conserves the flux between the center of the wire (r = 0) and the wall (r = κb) and
not the plasma surface (x = a cos θ, y = κa sin θ ) and the wall. In other words, for the wire
model the wall moving onto the plasma actually corresponds to w → 0 and not w → 1.
In any event for more practical elongations the error, as compared to realistic numerical
calculations, is not very large. As an example, an elongation of κ = 1.6 requires the wall
to be closer than w < 1.2 for the plasma to be stable. This is slightly pessimistic with
respect to numerical studies, which typically conclude that for a plasma with an aspect ratio
R0 /a ≈ 3, an elongation of κ ≈ 1.8 requires w < 1.2−1.4, depending upon details of the
profiles and cross section.
Finally, as previously discussed, a real wall has a finite conductivity. The implication is
that the vertical displacement instability converts into an n = 0 resistive wall mode, which
requires feedback for stabilization. All modern tokamak experiments have a close fitting
conducting shell and an n = 0 feedback system, which in practice have together been
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capable of producing elongations up to about κ ≈ 1.8. Therefore, for future reference the
value κ = 1.8 is used as the maximum allowable elongation.
The n = 1 ballooning-kink instability
The n = 1 stability analysis of elongated tokamaks has been carried out using the surface
current model. The results are qualitatively similar to that of the circular cross section
tokamak. There is an equilibrium β/I 2 limit, a low-β kink limit on the maximum I, and a
ballooning-kink limit that sets the maximum β/ε. Quantitatively, all the scaling relations
with respect to inverse aspect ratio are preserved. The main difference is that the numerical
coefficients defining each of the limits now become functions of elongation. Overall, one
of the main conclusions is that the β limit associated with the ballooning-kink instability
increases linearly with elongation, a very favorable scaling. Ultimately the highest stable β
is achieved at the maximum elongation set by the n = 0 vertical instability.
The mathematical details of the analysis are very similar to the circular case except
that the cross section is assumed to be elliptical with an elongation κ. However, even for
this simple cross section the results must be obtained numerically. In addition to the cos θ
coupling associated with toroidicity, there is cos 2θ coupling associated with ellipticity.
While the analysis again leads to a matrix formulation of the stability problem, no simple
approximations can be made for finite ellipticity that yield the desired scaling relations for
β and q∗ as a function of κ.
For these reasons it suffices to give simple approximate relations for the critical βcrit and
q∗crit as determined from the surface current numerical results. As stated, these quantities
scale favorably as elongation is increased. The physical explanation for this is somewhat
complicated, although within the context of the surface current model there is one effect that
is easy to understand. For a given minor radius the unfavorable poloidal field curvature in an
elongated tokamak is comparable to that of a circular tokamak around the top and bottom
(pol)
portions of the cross section: κr
≈ −Bθ2 /a Bφ2 . However, the sides of the cross section near
the midplane are nearly straight vertical lines implying very weak poloidal field curvature
(pol)
in this region: κr
≈ 0. Thus, one sees intuitively that the neutral stability associated with
the vertical sides should not affect the overall stability very much although the greater
cross sectional area should allow a higher current to flow. This should improve both the
equilibrium and ballooning-kink β limits which depend on the maximum allowable current.
With this as introduction, consider now the three limits of interest: (1) the equilibrium
β limit, (2) the low-β kink stability limit, and (3) the ballooning-kink stability β limit.
To begin it is necessary to define the critical plasma parameters in an elongated elliptical
tokamak. The plasma β has the same definition as for the circular cross section: β ≈ βt ≡
2µ0 p/B02 . Similarly the inverse aspect ratio is defined in terms of the horizontal minor
radius: ε ≡ a/R0 . The kink safety factor q∗ is defined such that it coincides with the actual
safety factor q in the limit of low β. The surface current analysis shows after considerable
algebra that the appropriate definition is
2πa 2 κ B0
q∗ =
G(κ),
(13.158)
µ0 R0 I
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where
G(κ) =


4κ E 2 (α)
1
4 2
≈
(κ
−
1)
.
1
+
π2
κ
π2

(13.159)

Here, E(α) is the elliptic integral and α 2 = 1 − 1/κ 2 . The approximate formula uses a
simple curve fit for the elliptic integral. The key point to note is that over the interesting
regime of elongations, 1 < κ < 2, the value of G(κ) is very nearly a constant: G(κ) ≈ 1.
With this approximation the kink safety factor reduces to
q∗ =

2πa 2 κ B0
.
µ0 R0 I

(13.160)

It is identical to the circular definition except for the additional factor of κ in the numerator.
Hereafter, Eq. (13.160) is used as the definition of q∗ .
The first result of interest corresponds to the equilibrium β limit. As for the circular
plasma, the elliptical plasma exhibits an equilibrium β limit when β becomes sufficiently
large that the X-point of the vacuum separatrix moves onto the plasma surface. The surface
current analysis shows that to a good approximation the equilibrium β limit in the regime
1 < κ < 2 is given by
βq∗2
π2
≤
κ.
ε
16

(13.161)

To the extent that the same value of q∗ can be maintained for the ellipse as for the circle, it
follows that the equilibrium β limit scales linearly with elongation. This is the first example
of the favorable scaling with elongation.
The next limit involves low-β
kink modes. Recall that in the circular case the low-β limit
↔
caused the stability matrix W to become diagonal. Stability was then easily determined by
examining the sign of each diagonal matrix element separately. For the elliptical case the
matrix does not become diagonal at low β because of the cos 2θ coupling. The coupled
harmonic stability problem has to be solved numerically although the final result, in analogy
with the circle, still consists of a limit on the minimum stable value of q∗ . These results
show that in the regime 1 < κ < 2 the kink stability limit is approximately given by
1+κ
q∗ ≥
.
(13.162)
2
Note that q∗crit increases with κ implying that at low β more “safety” is required as the
plasma becomes elongated. This would seem to be an unfavorable scaling, contradicting the
intuition about elongation leading to larger allowable currents. However, if one evaluates
the current using the definition of q∗ one finds
I ≤ Imax =

2κ
2πa 2 B0 2κ
∼
.
µ0 R 0 1 + κ
1+κ

(13.163)

The conclusion is that the maximum I increases with κ (e.g., I increases by a factor of
4/3 as κ increases from 1 to 2) although the effect is not very large. The explanation for
this behavior is related to the fact that at low β the perturbations can localize in the bad
curvature regions at the top and bottom of the ellipse without paying much of a penalty
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to the pressure-driven ballooning effect. Stated differently, the pressure-driven ballooning
effect is destabilizing when the perturbation is localized on the outside of the plasma. It
becomes slightly stabilizing for perturbations localized on the top and bottom of the plasma.
However, this stabilization effect is small in the low-β limit.
The last limit of interest involves the ballooning-kink mode. Here, as in the circular case,
one assumes that the tokamak is operating at some point along the equilibrium β limit curve
and then (numerically) determines the lowest value of q∗ for stability. This value of q∗ is
then substituted into the expression for the equilibrium β limit leading to the maximum
value of stable β.
Interestingly, the numerical results show that as the elongation increases, q∗crit remains
virtually unchanged from its circular value; that is, the minimum q∗ is independent of κ
in the high β regime: q∗crit ≈ 1.7. Physically, at higher values of β the perturbation cannot
easily localize around the top and bottom of the cross section because of the pressuredriven ballooning effect, which causes localization on the outside of the plasma. Therefore,
in agreement with the intuitive argument previously presented, substantially larger currents
are indeed possible as κ increases. This increase is balanced by the factor of κ in the
definition of q∗ leading to the conclusion that q∗crit is independent of κ.
Using the value of q∗crit = 1.7 in the expression for the equilibrium β limit leads to the
following limit on β due to ballooning-kink modes:
a
β ≤ βmax = 0.21 κ.
(13.164)
R0
As an example, if one now sets κ = 1.8, corresponding to the maximum elongation allowed
by the n = 0 mode, then for a tokamak with R0 /a = 2.5, βcrit becomes 0.15, a value more
than sufficient for a reactor. However, as for the circular case the more realistic numerical
results corresponding to the Troyon limit are not this favorable, although they do improve
as κ is increased.
To see the effects of elongation on the Troyon limit recall the following remarkable
feature of the numerical results. The Troyon limit
I
I
β ≤ βcrit = βN
= 0.028
(13.165)
a B0
a B0
was obtained by optimizing over cross section as well as profiles. The expression given
by Eq. (13.165) is thus valid for any elongation in the range studied. Note that there is no
explicit dependence on κ. There is only an implicit improvement with elongation to the
extent that as κ increases, the maximum I also increases.
The effects of elongation can be made explicit by rewriting Eq. (13.165) in a form more
readily comparable with the surface current results:
εκ
β ≤ βcrit = 0.14 .
(13.166)
q∗
If it is again assumed that the minimum q∗ is independent of elongation for diffuse profiles,
then setting q∗ ≈ 2 leads to the Troyon limit on β given by
a
β ≤ βmax = 0.07 κ.
(13.167)
R0
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Observe that the Troyon limit and the surface current model predict the same scaling of
βmax with ε and κ. Only the numerical coefficient is different. For R0 /a = 2.5 and κ = 1.8
the Troyon limit has the value βmax = 0.05. This value is close to but slightly below the
value β ≈ 0.08 derived for the simple reactor design. However, the simple reactor design
does not include the effect of elongation and is clearly based on a very highly simplified
analysis. There is general consensus in the tokamak community that values of β ∼ 0.05 are
probably adequate for a reactor. This is encouraging since such values have been obtained
experimentally.
The one related MHD problem remaining for the tokamak is associated with current
drive and the bootstrap current. The stable profiles obtained by Troyon and coworkers do
not produce as much natural bootstrap current as desired, thereby putting strong requirements on the current-drive system. These requirements can be relaxed by means of another
modification to the tokamak, known as “advanced operation.” This is the next topic for
discussion.
13.7.4 The advanced tokamak (AT)
The AT actually refers to a special mode of operation of a tokamak experiment. The goal
is to create pressure and current profiles that produce a high fraction of bootstrap current,
thereby reducing the requirements on the current drive system.
As will be shown in Chapter 14, the most effective profiles for generating a high bootstrap
fraction tend to have a hollow current profile, which leads to a qualitative change in the
shape of the q profile. Rather than being a monotonically increasing function of radius, the
q profile first decreases and then increases. The safety factor has an off-axis minimum. A
typical example from the DIII-D tokamak at General Atomics in San Diego is shown in
Fig. 13.34. These profiles are experimentally generated by a combination of current programming and profile control utilizing localized auxiliary heating. They are often referred
to as “reversed shear profiles” because the shear, defined as rq  /q, reverses sign at the q
minimum.
Qualitatively, reversed shear profiles help the current-drive problem in two ways. First,
since qmin (rmin ) > 2 for the optimum profiles, the total current flowing in the tokamak
is less than for typical tokamak operation where qmin (0) ≈ 1. Therefore, there is less total
current to drive. Second, a hollow current profile closely overlaps with the naturally forming
bootstrap current profile. One does not have to drive large amounts of current on-axis, since
the reverse shear and natural bootstrap current profiles are both hollow.
These advantages are partially offset by the introduction of a new MHD stability problem.
Obtaining the high bootstrap fractions demanded by reactor economics (i.e., f B ∼ 0.7−0.9)
requires both high total β and high poloidal β. However, the lower currents, which are good
for current drive, lead to lower MHD stability limits against the n = 1 ballooning-kink mode.
Recall that from the Troyon limit β ≤ βN (I /a B) ∼ I . Typically values of βN ∼ 0.04−0.05
are required to achieve the necessary bootstrap fractions in a reactor. However, this value is
nearly twice the value obtained by Troyon: βN ∼ 0.028. The implication is that a perfectly
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Figure 13.34 Typical midplane profiles for the DIII-D tokamak showing the off-axis minimum in
q(ψ) (i.e., reversed shear) and the hollow Jφ profile (Stait et al. (1995). Physical Review Letters, 75,
4421).

conducting wall must be utilized to increase the β limit. (Troyon’s studies assumed there
was no conducting wall surrounding the plasma.)
The purpose of the present subsection is to determine how close the perfectly conducting
wall must be to achieve the necessary gains in the β limit. The answer is easily obtained from
the surface current model and the results are in good agreement with those obtained from
more realistic numerical studies. The results show that the required wall radius is typically
b/a ∼ 1.4, which is similar to that required to stabilize the n = 0 vertical instability in elongated tokamaks. Also, keep in mind that when the wall has a finite conductivity, the instability
is transformed into a resistive wall mode requiring feedback stabilization. This technique
is not as well established as for the n = 0 mode and is an active area of current research.
The effect of a wall on the kink current limit
The effect of a perfectly conducting wall on the n = 1 mode in a tokamak can be determined
from the surface current model. For simplicity the results are calculated using a circular cross
section plasma. The analysis only requires modifying the vacuum contribution to the pressure balance relation to include the effects of the wall. These have already been calculated
for the RFP and in the appropriate long wavelength limit all one needs to do is to replace
 G lm G lp
 G lm G lp 1 + (a/b)2|l| 
(13.168)
→
|l|
|l|
1 − (a/b)2|l|
l=0
l=0
in the tokamak pressure balance relation.
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Consider now the low-β kink limit. As in the no-wall case the stability matrix becomes
diagonal with only the m = 1 mode possibly unstable. The modified stability condition for
m = 1, n = 1 becomes
 


1
1 2 w2 + 1
W11 = 1 − 2 + 1 −
> 0,
q∗
q∗
w2 − 1
(13.169)
2w2
2
(q∗ − 1) (q∗ − 1/w ) > 0,
=
(w 2 − 1)q∗2
where w = b/a > 1. Observe that one still requires q∗ > 1 for stability. The conclusion is
that a perfectly conducting wall does not have any effect on the value of Imax for stability
against low-β kink modes. Note that the theoretically stable region at low q∗ (i.e., 0 < q∗ <
1/w2 ) is inaccessible in a tokamak since to enter this parameter regime requires passing
through the violently unstable region 1/w 2 < q∗ < 1 as the current rises or equivalently as
q∗ decreases.
The effect of a wall on the ballooning-kink β limit
The ballooning-kink instability is the most dangerous mode to overcome in AT operation.
The critical issue is to determine how close to place the perfectly conducting wall in order
to raise the maximum stable β a specified amount above the no-wall limit.
The information is derived from the surface current model by again constraining the
plasma to operate along the equilibrium limit curve βq∗2 /ε = π 2 /16 (which is unaffected
by the wall) and then determining the critical q∗ for stability. In contrast to the low-β
regime, q∗crit for stability does depend upon wall position in the high-β regime. Once
q∗crit is determined, the corresponding maximum β is found by substituting back into the
equilibrium limit relation.
The desired stability↔relation βmax /ε vs. b/a is easily obtained numerically by setting
the determinant of the W matrix to zero using the wall corrected vacuum contribution. The
results are illustrated in Fig. 13.35. Observe that the wall has relatively little effect until
b/a ≈ 2. The reason is that the dominant harmonic in the mode corresponds to m = 2 for
which the wall effect enters only weakly as (a/b)4 .
Using Fig. 13.35 one can now address the important question of how close the wall must
be to achieve a high fraction of bootstrap current. To formulate the question, recall that
reactor studies have shown that in the context of the Troyon limit, the critical βN must
be raised from βN = 0.028 to βN ≈ 0.045 to obtain the necessary high bootstrap fraction.
This corresponds to a βN ratio of 0.045/0.028 = 1.6. Under the assumption that for diffuse
plasma models the stabilizing effect of a conducting wall is similar to that for the surface
current plasma model, one therefore needs to know the critical wall position corresponding
to a gain in the surface current βmax by this same factor of 1.6. In other words for a given
aspect ratio the critical β/ε must increase from β/ε = 0.21 to β/ε = 0.34. From Fig. 13.35
it follows that the critical wall position is b/a ≈ 1.4. This value is slightly optimistic in
comparison to diffuse profile numerical stability studies. It is comparable in value to the
wall position needed for n = 0 stability in elongated plasmas.
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Figure 13.35 Curve of βmax /ε vs. a/b showing how the β limit increases as the wall is moved closer
to the plasma.

To summarize, AT operation using reversed shear profiles can lead to high fractions of
bootstrap current. However, the high β required for this regime causes the plasma to exceed
the no-wall limit. A conducting wall is required typically with b/a < 1.4. Since a real
wall has finite conductivity, the instability is converted in a resistive wall mode requiring
feedback or rotational stabilization. At present the problem of simultaneously achieving
high bootstrap fraction and high stable β is a major area of tokamak research.

13.7.5 The spherical tokamak (ST)
The ST is the last tokamak configuration to be discussed. The new feature in this configuration is an ultratight aspect ratio, typically on the order of R0 /a ∼ 1.2 − 1.4. A number
of spherical tokamak experiments have been built with the largest two being the MegaAmpere Spherical Tokamak (MAST) at the Culham Laboratory in the UK and the National
Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory in the
USA. A drawing of NSTX is shown in Fig. 13.36.
One of the main motivations for the ST configuration is to exploit the MHD β limit
scaling β ∼ ε. Clearly, as the aspect ratio becomes tighter, βcrit should increase and, indeed,
experiments have demonstrated this behavior. The hope is that higher stable βs will add to
the attractiveness of a fusion reactor by allowing the use of lower toroidal magnetic fields
or, alternatively, a smaller, more compact geometry. Either option would lead to a lower
cost.
More detailed analysis has shown that there are both pros and cons with respect to the
desirability of the ST as a reactor. In fact, as demonstrated in this subsection, when one
balances the tradeoffs compared to the standard tokamak it is not clear that an ST would
lead to a noticeably more attractive reactor, even if the high-β MHD physics predictions
are validated. However, there is an alternative application of the ST for which it may well
be better suited – a volume neutron source.
The basis for these statements is as follows. The gains in β and compactness must be
balanced against several problems that are more serious than for the standard tokamak.
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Figure 13.36 Drawing of the NSTX experiment at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (courtesy
of M. Peng).

First, recall that a fusion reactor requires high plasma pressure which is related to, but is
not the same, as β. Specifically, the constraint of a limiting toroidal Bmax on the inner leg of
the toroidal field magnet leads to a much larger reduction in Bφ at the plasma center where
β is defined because of the stronger 1/R effect at tight aspect ratio (i.e., R0 /a → 1). The
end result is that the maximum achievable pressures are typically less in an ST than in a
standard tokamak. This point is discussed in more detail shortly.
Second, to achieve a very tight aspect ratio the blanket and almost all the shield must
be removed from the inboard side of the plasma. One consequence is that the central leg
of the toroidal field magnet must be copper since there is no longer adequate shielding for
a superconducting magnet. A copper central leg dissipates a substantial amount of ohmic
power that must be accounted for in the overall power balance. Detailed reactor studies have
shown that to achieve a favorable power balance Bmax is constrained to be less than 7.5 T, a
considerably lower value than in a standard tokamak using superconducting magnets. This
constraint also leads to a lower maximum achievable pressure in an ST.
Third, to achieve a safety factor in a tight aspect ratio device similar to that in a standard
tokamak requires a much larger toroidal current. Therefore, the issue of current drive in an
ST is more difficult and in fact bootstrap fractions well above 0.9 are required. As in the
AT this causes the MHD no-wall β limit to be violated, in spite of the higher βs achievable
because of tight aspect ratio. The ST must then also be able to stabilize the resulting resistive
wall mode.
The conclusion from this discussion is that an ST reactor does not provide the obvious net
gains originally anticipated over a standard tokamak in terms of reactor attractiveness. There
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is, however, another fusion application for which the ST may be more desirable – a volume
neutron source. A source of 14 MeV neutrons would play an important role in the testing and
development of new materials for a fusion reactor. Durability and environmental impact (particularly with respect to levels of radioactivity) are clearly important issues when considering
how attractive a material is for use in a fusion reactor. Currently there is no such source of
14 MeV neutrons. A key feature of such a neutron source is that its main goal is the production
of a high-intensity neutron flux in a relatively small volume to test small samples of fusion
materials. It does not need to achieve a favorable power balance to be successful. Once the
power balance constraint is relaxed, the ST, because of its compact size and use of copper
magnets, may be well suited for the role of a relatively low cost 14 MeV neutron source.
With this as an introduction, the remainder of the subsection is focused on the MHD
behavior of the ST. Of particular interest is a determination of the β limit in an ST to see
whether the favorable aspect ratio scaling persists as ε → 1. Also presented is a comparison
of the β–pressure relationship between an ST and a standard tokamak including the effect
of a magnetic field limit on the inner leg of the toroidal field magnet. Although the analysis
could, in principle, be carried out using the surface current model, no such results have yet
been obtained in the parameter range of interest. Instead, the discussion is based on some
numerical studies similar in flavor to Troyon’s early studies, but generalized to include the
very tight aspect ratio of the spherical torus.
MHD β limit in a spherical torus
The original studies of Troyon and coworkers involved a numerical optimization over
profiles and plasma shape to determine the maximum stable β against all MHD modes
with the n = 1 external ballooning-kink instability usually setting the strictest limit. These
studies covered a reasonably wide range of configurations, although not the tight aspect
ratio ST, since the ST was not yet under consideration at the time.
The construction of MAST and NSTX, however, has motivated additional numerical
studies to extend the results of Troyon and coworkers to the regime of very tight aspect
ratio. One set of studies has been carried out at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
(Menard and coworkers). With the introduction of several improved definitions of the critical
plasma parameters, the Princeton group has shown that the simple dependence of βcrit on
aspect ratio (βcrit ∼ ε) persists even for very tight aspect ratios. They have also taken into
account the q∗ dependence associated with kink modes. By combining these results one
can determine the optimum q∗ and corresponding βmax as a function of aspect ratio and
elongation. The details of this analysis are as follows.
The first step is to introduce the improved definitions of the critical plasma parameters,
in this case β and q∗ . The existing definition of β is replaced by
β≡

2µ0  p
2µ0  p
→
B 2 
B02

(13.170)

as first suggested by Troyon and coworkers. Here,   denotes the volume averaged value.
Observe that in the new definition the vacuum magnetic energy on-axis, B02 , is replaced
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with the volume average of the total magnetic energy, B 2  = Bφ2 + B 2p . In the large aspect
ratio limit ε → 0 these definitions coincide. Next, a new definition of the kink safety factor
is introduced with a slightly different dependence on elongation:


2π B0 a 2
2π B0 a 2 1 + κ 2
q∗ ≡
κ→
.
(13.171)
µ0 R 0 I
µ0 R 0 I
2
These definitions coincide for κ = 1 and differ only by the ratio 5/4 for κ = 2.
Using these definitions the Princeton group carried out an extensive numerical study to
determine the maximum stable β over a wide range of cross sections, profiles, safety factors,
and aspect ratios, including the tight aspect ratios associated with the ST configuration. The
data from their numerical results can be summarized (using the new definitions) by a simple
analytic fit given by


I
1 + κ2 ε
β ≤ βcrit ≡ βN 
= 5βN 
,
(13.172)
a B0
2
q∗
where βN  is a new normalizing coefficient which remarkably turns out to be independent
of both aspect ratio and elongation. It is a function only of q∗ .
Observe that the linear scaling of βcrit with ε persists even into the regime of the spherical
torus. Also, since βN  is independent of κ, the advantages of elongation also persist for tight
aspect ratio: βcrit ∼ 1 + κ 2 increases with elongation. With respect to the q∗ dependence of
βN  set by the kink instability, it is found numerically that for q∗ > 2 the value of βN  is
approximately a constant: βN  ≈ 0.03. For lower q∗ the value of βN  decreases, eventually
reaching zero when q∗ ≈ 1. The q∗ dependence can be modeled analytically by the simple
expression
βN  ≈ 0.03

(q∗ − 1)
.
[(3/4) + (q∗ − 1)4 ]1/4
4

(13.173)

The overall q∗ dependence of βcrit is determined by the ratio βN  /q∗ . It can easily be
shown that this function has a maximum at q∗ = 1 + (3/4)4/5 ≈ 1.8 and it is at this value
that βcrit reaches its maximum value βmax . Specifically, the β limit in either a standard
tokamak or a spherical torus is given by


1 + κ2
β ≤ βmax ≡ 0.072
ε.
(13.174)
2
A spherical torus with an elongation κ = 2 and an inverse aspect ratio ε = 1/1.25 = 0.8 has
an impressive maximum β of βmax = 0.14, thereby validating the original ST motivation
to increase the value of stable β.
Relation between β and pressure in tokamaks
The analysis just presented shows that the definition of β using B 2  is convenient theoretically since the inverse aspect ratio scaling is simple, even for very tight aspect ratios: β ∼ ε
as ε → 1. A more convenient experimental definition replaces B 2  with B02 , a much simpler quantity to measure. Using the B02 definition leads to a more complicated ε dependence
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Figure 13.37 Non-circular half-ellipse model for the ST plasma.

of βmax , characterized by a β limit that is substantially higher than with the B 2  definition.
One can then ask what is the best definition of β?
The answer to this question can be found by returning to the requirements of a fusion reactor. The critical point to recall is that the fusion power density is approximately proportional
to the square of the plasma pressure:

Ef 2
E f σ v 2
E f σ v(Tf ) 2
Sf =
n σ v =
p ,
p ≈
(13.175)
4
16 T 2
16
Tf2
where Tf ≈ 15 keV. Therefore, an economically attractive fusion reactor is one that stably
confines a high value of plasma pressure. On this basis the best definition of β is one that
gives an accurate measure of the pressure. Since p ∼ β B 2 with B limited by B ≤ Bmax on
the inside of the toroidal field coil, one can introduce the definition
βE ≡

2µ0  p
.
2
Bmax

(13.176)

Here, βE is known as the “engineering-beta” and represents the “best” definition in the
context of a fusion reactor.
2
The task now is to relate B 2  to Bmax
and to calculate and compare the highest stable
pressures achievable in an ST with those of a standard tokamak. This task is carried out in
2
two steps. First, B 2  is related to B02 . Second, B02 is related to Bmax
.
2
2
In general, the relation between B  and B0 requires detailed numerical calculations.
However, a reasonably accurate analytic approximation can be obtained by making several simplifying assumptions. Consider first the Bφ2  contribution to B 2 . Assume that
in the plasma Bφ is equal to its vacuum value: Bφ ≈ B0 (R0 /R). Neglecting the plasma
diamagnetic contribution slightly overestimates Bφ2 , but this is not a major effect. More
important is the fact that typical plasma cross sections are elongated with outward pointing
triangularity. The shaping is important because the higher fields on the inside of the torus
are more heavily weighted than for a circle because of the relatively larger inner volume. A
simple model for the cross section is a half-ellipse as illustrated in Fig. 13.37. Under these
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Figure 13.38 The function G φ (ε) ≡ Bφ2 /B02 vs. ε.

assumptions the relation between Bφ2  and B02 is given by
%

Bφ2  = B02 (R0 /R)2 d r
d r.

(13.177)

These integrals can be evaluated in a straightforward way by introducing new coordinates
ρ, θ as follows: R = R0 − a + 2aρ cos θ and Z = κaρ sin θ with 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, −π/2 ≤ θ ≤
π/2. A short calculation yields a somewhat complicated expression that can be written as
Bφ2 
B02

= G φ (ε)

 
√
√
1 1 − 2δ/π − (4/π ) 1 − δ 2 tan−1 (1 − δ) / (1 + δ)



ε < 1/3,

 εδ
1 − (1 − 8/3π ) ε


=
(13.178)
√
√


1 1 − 2δ/π + (2/π) δ 2 − 1 ln(δ + δ 2 − 1)


ε > 1/3,

εδ
1 − (1 − 8/3π ) ε

where δ = 2ε/(1 − ε). The function is plotted in Fig. 13.38. Note that Bφ2 /B02 is a monotonically increasing function of ε. As ε → 0, one sees that Bφ2 /B02 → 1 as expected. For a
typical tokamak with ε = 1/3 the ratio increases to Bφ2 /B02 = 1.15. There is only a small
difference in values. For an ST with ε = 1/1.25 = 0.8 the ratio is Bφ2 /B02 = 1.76. The
difference is now substantial.
Consider next the Bp2  contribution to B 2 . This is the smaller contribution, even at
tight aspect ratio. Therefore, to simplify the analysis one can use the large aspect ratio
approximation for the poloidal field. A simple model in which the current density increases
with major radius, as it does for realistic profiles, is given by the following form for the
vector potential:
 2

x
y2
Aφ = C
+
−
1
x,
(13.179)
4a 2
κ 2a2
where R = R0 − a + x and Z = y. The constant C is easily expressible in terms of the
plasma current by calculating Bx ,B y and then evaluating the line integral of B · d l around
the plasma surface. One finds
 2

κ + 4/3
µ0 I = 4aC
.
(13.180)
κ
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Figure 13.39 Geometry of a tokamak reactor showing the location of Bmax . Note that Bφ vanishes
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It is now a straightforward matter to evaluate the magnetic field and to then calculate Bp2 .
A short calculation yields
Bp2 
B02

= G p (ε) =

π 2 (κ 2 + 1)2 ε 2
.
32 (κ 2 + 4/3) q∗2

(13.181)

Note that for κ = 2 and q∗ = 1.8, G p = 0.05 for a standard tokamak with ε = 1/3 and
G p = 0.29 for an ST with ε = 1/1.25 = 0.8. The values are finite but small compared to
the toroidal field contribution.
Combining these results leads to a simple relation between B 2  and B02 given by
B 2 /B02 ≡ G (ε) = G φ (ε) + G p (ε).

(13.182)

For the standard values κ = 2 and q∗ = 1.8, G = 1.2 for ε = 1/3 and G = 2.05 for ε = 0.8.
Note that for the ST example, the predicted value of maximum stable β varies by more than
a factor of 2 depending whether B 2  or B02 is used in the definition with the B02 choice
corresponding to the higher value. Clearly, for an ST the precise definition of β is an
important issue.
When considering a fusion reactor it is βE that is the appropriate definition. To compute
βE one needs to complete the second step in the derivation, which is to determine a relation
between B0 and Bmax . This is easily accomplished by re-examining the geometry of the
inboard side of a tokamak reactor as illustrated in Fig. 13.39. Since the toroidal magnetic
field Bφ ∼ 1/R, it immediately follows that the required relation is
B0 = (1 − εb − ε)Bmax ,

(13.183)

where εb = bi /R0 and bi is the inboard thickness of the blanket-and-shield.
Collecting the results from this section leads to the desired expression for the βE for the
optimized case q∗ = 1.8:
(βE )max = 0.036(1 + κ 2 )ε(1 − εb − ε)2 G(ε).

(13.184)
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The more practical parameter, the maximum stable pressure, is given by
2
 p = 0.14(1 + κ 2 )ε(1 − εb − ε)2 G(ε)Bmax

atm.

(13.185)

One is finally in a position to compare the maximum achievable pressure (without a
conducting wall) in an ST and a standard tokamak. The standard tokamak reactor has κ = 2,
ε = 2/5 = 0.4, and superconducting toroidal field magnets with a maximum allowable field
of Bmax = 13 T. An inboard blanket thickness of bi = 1.2 m corresponds to εb = 1.2/5 =
0.24. Using these values leads to
 pmax = 7.7 atm.

(13.186)

This is about the value necessary for a reactor, but, the corresponding profiles do not produce
quite enough bootstrap current.
Consider now a hypothetical ST fusion reactor with ε = 0.8, κ = 2, and q∗ = 1.8 as
typical values. Also, the thickness of the inboard blanket can be neglected: εb = 0. The
key point is that the maximum toroidal field is set to Bmax ≈ 7.5 T. This is due to the need
to keep the ohmic dissipation low enough to achieve a favorable power balance. Current
experiments operate well below this limit. Using these parameters yields
 pmax = 2.6 atm.

(13.187)

In spite of the higher achievable values of β in an ST the maximum pressure is substantially
lower than in a standard tokamak due to a combination of the strong 1/R effect at tight
aspect ratio and the lower limit on Bmax .
A far more comprehensive and self-consistent ST reactor design has been developed
by the ARIES group at the University of California, San Diego. In their design plasma
performance is improved by a combination of increasing the elongation to κ = 3.4 and
approximately doubling the value of βN . With these parameters the n = 0 vertical instability becomes more difficult to stabilize and the n = 1 ballooning-kink resistive wall mode
is excited requiring feedback stabilization. Also the plasma current is about 30 MA (i.e.,
q∗ = 2.8) requiring a bootstrap fraction of f B = 0.96 to minimize the current-drive requirements, particularly near the center of the plasma. Interestingly, the ARIES study shows that
there is an optimum inverse aspect ratio given by ε ≈ (1.7)−1 = 0.59. This optimum arises
from the competition to increase  p by increasing ε for stability versus decreasing ε
because of the 1 − ε reduction in B0 due to the 1/R effect. The conclusion is that the optimized “ST reactor” aspect ratio actually lies between a standard tokamak and current ST
experiments.
Lastly, it is worth noting that according to the ARIES study the projected cost of electricity
(COE) for an ST reactor is about the same as for a conventional tokamak reactor. The ST,
however, requires more aggressive assumptions with respect to improved plasma physics
performance as well as having to deal with the complex technological issues associated
with the central core. On this basis one can conclude that the benefits of the ST associated
with the achievement of very high β do not lead to an obviously more attractive fusion
reactor as compared to the standard tokamak.
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The ST as a neutron source
One application in which the ST configuration may have an advantage is as a volume
neutron source. The purpose of such a facility is to produce a high-intensity 14.1 MeV
neutron flux for testing advanced fusion materials. The volume need not be as large
as a reactor since materials can be tested in small samples. The critical issue here is
not a favorable overall power balance but is instead the production of a high neutron
flux.
The advantage can be explained as follows. As for a reactor, using an ST as a neutron
source eliminates the need for the blanket-and-shield on the inboard side of the torus. Also,
the aspect ratio is chosen to optimize neutron production, again resulting in an intermediate
value of ε. This combination of features leads to a relatively compact design corresponding
to a low cost. Countering these gains is the limit of Bmax on the inside of the toroidal field
magnet. The issue here is not primarily power balance but perhaps more importantly, the
need to keep the magnitude of the ohmic heating power sufficiently low (i.e., less than
250 MW) that the operating costs stay within reason.
The net result is that an ST potentially produces a less expensive neutron source than
a standard tokamak for low-to-moderate neutron fluxes. For higher neutron fluxes, the
standard tokamak is more economical, although many more neutrons may be produced than
are needed. These points are demonstrated in the analysis below. Two important assumptions
are that both the ST and standard tokamak are assumed to operate with moderate elongations
(κ ≈ 2) and at values of β below the no-wall βmax limit. The motivation for these assumptions
is that a neutron source will be needed well before an actual reactor is built and it is,
therefore, prudent to develop designs that do not require aggressive physics improvements
above current performance levels.
The analysis consists of calculating and comparing the neutron flux from an ST and a
standard tokamak. In both cases the minor radius a is chosen to maximize the neutron flux
PW for a given value of major radius R0 . The optimized PW can then be plotted as a function
of R0 . Next, the volume V of the blanket, shield, and coils is easily evaluated and plotted as
a function of PW . The quantity V serves as a measure of the capital cost. An examination of
this curve shows qualitatively in which regions the ST is a more economical neutron source
than a standard tokamak.
To begin, consider the evaluation of the neutron flux. The geometry of the neutron source
is illustrated in Fig. 13.40. Following the discussion in Chapter 5, one can express the
average neutron power flux passing through the first wall as
E n n 2 σ v Vp
PW =
≈
4
Ap

E n σ v (Tf )
16
Tf2



Vp 2
p
Ap

W/m2 .

(13.188)

Here, Tf = 15 keV, E n = 14.1 MeV, and Vp , Ap are the plasma volume and surface area
respectively. Equation (13.188) states that the neutron power flux passing through the first
wall is equal to the neutron energy produced per second per cubic meter multiplied by the
plasma volume and divided by the surface area of the plasma. For both the ST and the
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Figure 13.40 Geometry of a fusion neutron source.

standard tokamak, the plasma volume and surface area are given by
Vp = πκa 2 R0 [π − (π − 8/3)ε] ,
Ap ≈ 2πκa R0 [π + 2 − (π − 2)ε] .

(13.189)

The second formula is a reasonably good approximation over the regime of interest. The
pressure is now set to its maximum no-wall value given by Eq. (13.185). After a short
calculation one obtains the following expression for the neutron power flux, valid for either
configuration:
2
PW = 4.29 × 10−4 R0 Bmax
(1 + κ 2 )2 H (ε)

MW/m2 ,

(13.190)

where
H (ε) =

1 − 0.15ε 2
G (ε)ε 3 (1 − εb − ε)4 .
1 − 0.22ε

(13.191)

The function H (ε) has a maximum and it is at this value that the neutron power flux
is maximized. The optimizing ε is plotted as a function of εb in Fig. 13.41. Observe that
for an ST (εb = 0) the optimum aspect ratio is about R0 /a ≈ 2. For standard tokamaks the
optimum aspect ratio is larger: R0 /a > 2. More realistic calculations lead to slightly smaller
values of aspect ratio but for present purposes the simple estimate given above suffices.
On substituting the optimum ε into Eq. (13.190), one obtains a relationship between the
neutron power flux and the major radius. This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 13.42 for an
ST and a standard tokamak assuming κ = 2 for both configurations; also, Bmax = 7.5 T for
the ST while Bmax = 13 T for the standard tokamak. For the standard tokamak, bi = 1.2 m.
Note that the ST produces a larger neutron power flux for major radii of less than about 4.7 m.
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Figure 13.41 The optimizing aspect ratio ε as a function of εb = bi /R0 .
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Figure 13.42 Maximum neutron power flux as a function of major radius.

Above this value the standard tokamak produces the larger neutron flux. At the transition
point PW ≈ 2.3 MW/m2 .
The last point of interest is to calculate the volume V of the blanket, shield, and coil
for both configurations to obtain some insight into the relative capital costs. After some
straightforward geometry one obtains an expression for V that can be written as
V
w
h
R̄

= π 2 {wh R̄ − 2κa 2 [R0 − (1 − 8/3π )a]},
= a + c + (bi + bo )/2,
= κa + bo + c,
= R0 − a − bi − c + (8/3π )w,

(13.192)

where bi and bo are the inboard and outboard blanket-and-shield thicknesses respectively.
The curves of volume versus neutron power flux are plotted in Fig. 13.43. As anticipated the
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Figure 13.43 Volume of the blanket-and-shield and coils as a function of neutron power flux in a
fusion neutron source.

ST has a smaller volume than the standard tokamak at low-to-moderate values of neutron
power flux, implying a lower cost.
The simplified analysis just presented provides a qualitative insight into the performance
of an ST relative to a standard tokamak. The conclusion is that the ST geometry has a
potential advantage over the standard tokamak for application as a neutron source for lowto-moderate values of neutron flux.

13.7.6 Summary of the tokamak
The tokamak is currently the leading contender to become the first fusion reactor, largely
because of its high-quality physics performance. Tokamaks with elongated, non-circular
cross sections are capable of stably confining reactor grade plasma pressures without the
need of a perfectly conducting wall. The biggest physics drawback is that the corresponding
pressure profiles do not produce quite enough bootstrap current to keep the current-drive
requirements at a sufficiently low level to satisfy reactor economic constraints.
The regime of AT operation, characterized by hollow current and hollow safety factor
profiles, produces a much higher fraction of bootstrap current, thereby resolving the difficulty. However, to achieve this performance the Troyon limit is violated, usually leading to
the excitation of an n = 1 ballooning-kink resistive wall mode. The consequence is that an
n = 1 feedback system is necessary. Still, at present, the AT tokamak approach seems to be
the most promising path towards a fusion reactor.
Lastly, a more recent configuration, known as the ST has been introduced as a possible
contender for a fusion reactor. The ST is essentially a very tight aspect ratio tokamak
designed to take advantage of the MHD stability scaling β ∼ ε by letting ε → 1. More
detailed analysis has shown that while higher β values are achievable, the corresponding
plasma pressures are usually lower than in a standard tokamak. The conclusion is that the
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ST does not offer any substantial advantages over the standard tokamak as a reactor but,
instead, may be more attractive as a volume neutron source for low-to-moderate neutron
power fluxes.

13.8 The stellarator
13.8.1 Overview of the stellarator
The stellarator is the last major fusion concept to be discussed. It is an inherently 3-D
configuration, best described as a helically symmetric system bent into a torus. There are
many different ways to construct and arrange coils to produce stellarator magnetic fields.
In the end, however, three types of field are required: (1) a relatively large axisymmetric
toroidal field Bφ (r, θ ), (2) a moderately sized helical field characterized by lθ − nφ symmetry, almost always with a sum of multiple field harmonics with different l and n, and
(3) a small axisymmetric vertical field BV (r, θ). There is no ohmically or externally driven
toroidal current and this is a crucial feature of a stellarator. In other words, the only net
toroidal current that possibly flows in a stellarator is due to the naturally occurring bootstrap
effect.
From a physics performance point of view stellarators are most similar to the tokamak.
The relatively large toroidal field is effective in stably confining modest amounts of plasma
pressure corresponding to β ∼ 0.05. Stellarators do this without the need for a perfectly
conducting wall – one does not, therefore, expect the resistive wall mode to be important.
The combination of helical fields and vertical fields in a torus can have favorable average
curvature and produces safety factors above unity. These fields are also crucial for singleparticle confinement. Specifically, because of the 3-D nature of the configuration, a poorly
designed stellarator magnetic field can lead to a rapid loss of particles by purely classical
mechanisms, losses large enough to even dominate micro-turbulence-driven anomalous
transport. These rapid classical losses can occur because a poorly designed stellarator field
generates loss cones and large particle excursions off the flux surfaces. Over many years
of study, stellarator researchers have learned how to minimize these geometrically driven
losses so they do not dominate transport.
In terms of physics design strategy, there are two basic approaches that have been used
to optimize the multiple degrees of freedom characterizing the stellarator configuration.
One approach focuses on optimizing MHD equilibrium and stability performance. The
second approach focuses on optimizing single-particle confinement. Furthermore, because
of the difficulty of analyzing 3-D configurations it has been only since the late 1990s that
theoretical and computational tools have become available that allow a nearly complete
optimization to be carried out using either approach. The net result of increased understanding of 3-D stellarator physics is that substantial progress has been made in improving
the performance of stellarator experiments. The maximum experimental values of β and
τE are now approaching and are sometimes comparable to those of similar size tokamaks.
This is indeed an excellent achievement.
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Consider now the main pros and cons of a stellarator with respect to a fusion reactor. It
offers two major improvements over the standard tokamak. First, it is inherently steady state
since no ohmic current or current drive is required. Second, with little or no net toroidal
current flowing, the likelihood of exciting major disruptions is substantially reduced. Both
of these advantages are clearly highly desirable.
The stellarator has one main disadvantage compared to the tokamak. As described shortly,
the coil system needed to generate a stellarator magnetic field is substantially more complicated technologically than the tokamak coil system. This leads to an increased cost and
possibly also to stricter limitations on the maximum achievable magnetic field. Ultimately
this disadvantage must be weighed against the difficulty the tokamak faces in overcoming
its current drive and possible disruption problems by means of the advanced operation mode
(i.e., AT operation).
The discussion presented in this subsection is largely motivated by the recognition that the
analysis of the stellarator is quite complicated mathematically because of the 3-D nature of
the geometry. The analysis is beyond the scope of this book and will not be discussed further.
Instead the three largest stellarator projects currently under study are described. These are:
(1) the Large Helical Device (LHD) at the National Institute for Fusion Science in Japan,
(2) the Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) stellarator at the Max-Planck Institute for Plasma Physics
in Germany, and (3) the National Compact Stellarator Experiment (NCSX) at the Princeton
Plasma Physics Laboratory in the USA. Of these only the LHD is completed and operational.
The goal is to understand each of these devices and to learn the motivation and philosophy
behind their designs, which as it turns out are quite different. When necessary, experimental
results or numerically obtained theoretical predictions will simply be quoted.
13.8.2 The Large Helical Device (LHD)
The LHD is a billion dollar class stellarator experiment built and operating in Japan.
The LHD magnet configuration corresponds to a special form of stellarator known as the
“heliotron.” Specifically, the magnet system consists of two continuous, intertwined helical–
toroidal coils plus a set of axisymmetric vertical field coils as illustrated in Fig. 13.44. The
helical–toroidal coils provide the toroidal field and the helical field. They also produce a
substantial vertical field which is largely canceled out by the external vertical field coils,
leaving a small net, adjustable vertical field to optimize physics performance.
The helical–toroidal coils are superconducting and because of topological constraints
had to be wound in place. There is wide consensus that the design and construction of
the LHD helical–toroidal coils represent a remarkable engineering achievement. Although
the continuous coils work well in LHD there is also consensus that as one extrapolates
stellarator designs into the reactor regime, such coils do not correspond to the optimum
design approach. The need to wind the coils in place combined with the difficulties associated
with maintenance and the high cost of coil replacement indicate that an alternative approach
would be desirable. This alternative approach involves the use of modular coils and is
discussed shortly in the context of W7-X and NCSX.
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Figure 13.44 Schematic diagram of the LHD in Japan (courtesy of A. Komori).

Consider now the physics motivation behind LHD. At the time the LHD was designed,
many of the advanced 3-D computational tools now available did not exist. In addition,
some of the subtleties connected with single-particle confinement were not full appreciated.
Using the best information available at the time, the LHD design team chose to optimize
the configuration so as to maximize performance with respect to MHD equilibrium and
stability as opposed to single-particle confinement. A further complication was that 3-D
macroscopic MHD codes, capable of testing stability against the dangerous external kink
modes had not yet been developed to the point where they could be used in a routine fashion
as a design tool. Accuracy and run-time were major issues. The design team instead chose
to focus much of the geometric optimization on maximizing β against a class of localized,
internal MHD modes (i.e., essentially interchange modes) that could be more easily tested
numerically. It was on this basis that the coil design, diagnostic location, and “standard”
operation of LHD were determined.
Now that the device is in operation one can ask “how well does LHD work?” The early
operation of the device produced acceptable performance but not as good as originally
anticipated. Improvements in the understanding of stellarator physics during the design and
construction phase suggested that MHD stability against localized modes was probably not
the most critical issue. These modes either were not excited or, if they were, were saturated
at a low, relatively harmless level. Instead, poor single-particle confinement was likely a
more serious issue. Fortunately, relatively small changes in the operation of the device led to
substantially improved performance. Specifically, the coil currents were reprogrammed to
shift the plasma further inward than in the original mode of operation, and this shift greatly
increased the quality of the single-particle confinement.
The optimum performance of LHD (as of 2004) is summarized in Table 13.2 in which
are listed the parameters for several different type of optimized discharges, one type to
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Table 13.2. Experimental parameters for various LHD discharges optimized with respect
to electron temperature, ion temperature, and energy confinement time. Also listed are the
maximum achieved values of pi τE , β, and n e

Te maximum
Ti maximum
τE maximum
pi τE maximum
β maximum
n e maximum

Te (keV)

Ti (keV)

τE (s)

Paux (MW)

n e (m−3 )

10.0
4.2
1.3

2.0
7.0
1.3

0.06
0.06
0.36

1.2
3.1
1.5

5.0 × 1018
2.9 × 1018
4.8 × 1019

0.035 atm s
0.032 at Bφ = 0.5 T
1.6 × 1020 m−3

maximize Te , one type to maximize Ti , and one type to maximize τE . Also listed are the
maximum achieved values of pi τE , β, and n e . These values are comparable to, or perhaps
slightly lower than, those obtained in similar sized tokamaks. The inherent steady state
nature of the stellarator has also been demonstrated. The combination of superconducting
coils plus the lack of need for current drive has allowed LHD to operate discharges for
several hundred seconds.
Future research will involve various upgrades to the device, primarily in the auxiliary
heating supplies, to allow longer discharges at higher densities and temperatures. With
reasonably good single-particle confinement the physics objectives will focus on maximizing the energy confinement time in the presence of micro-turbulence-driven anomalous
transport and determining the maximum achievable macroscopically stable MHD β.

13.8.3 Guiding center particle orbits in a stellarator
The other two stellarators, W7-X and NCSX, have not yet been fully constructed (as of
2004). The W7-X is currently in the midst of construction, while the NCSX is nearing
completion of its engineering design, and construction should start shortly. The primary
physics goal of each device is to maximize performance by focusing on the problem of
single-particle confinement with MHD equilibrium and stability being the secondary goal.
However, the strategies chosen to achieve these goals are quite different.
To appreciate the motivation behind each device one has to understand the behavior of
the guiding center orbits in a 3-D geometry. This requires a somewhat complicated and
abstract analysis, but is nonetheless essential if one wants to understand the stellarator. A
summary of the essential features of guiding center behavior in 3-D is presented in this
subsection. The analysis is presented in Appendix C for interested readers.
The basic goal of the analysis is to demonstrate that the guiding center behavior of the
particle orbits on any given flux surface depends only on the magnitude of the magnetic
field (B = |B|) and not on its vector nature. This is by no means an obvious result, but
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once established, it sets the stage for inventing various ways to optimize single-particle
confinement in a stellarator. Two of these are demonstrated by W7-X and NCSX and are
discussed in the following subsections.
Two steps are involved in understanding guiding center behavior in three dimensions.
First, one must introduce an appropriate set of coordinates that automatically takes into
account several of the constraints imposed by the MHD equilibrium equation. Second,
these coordinates are then substituted into the general expression for the guiding center
trajectories leading to the desired conclusion that the orbits on any flux surface depend only
on B. These steps are outlined below.
Stellarator coordinates
The basic problem being addressed can be understood by recalling the equations describing
the guiding center motion of a particle in a general 3-D geometry as derived in Chapter 8. For
steady state equilibrium, the guiding center trajectory can be written as ṙ = ṙg (t) + v (t) b,
where ṙg (t) represents the perpendicular drifts (i.e., the grad-B drift and the curvature drift)
while v (t) represents the parallel motion). The equations determining rg (t) and the position
l(t) along a field line (for a positively charged particle) are repeated here for convenience:1
v2 Rc × B
d rg
v2 B × ∇ B
= ⊥
;
+
dt
2ωc B 2
ωc Rc2 B
dl
= v .
dt

(13.193)

At first glance the appearance of the vectors B and Rc would seem to imply that the
guiding center trajectories depend upon the vector nature of the magnetic field. This need
not necessarily be so. A simple example that illustrates the point is the motion of a charged
particle in a magnetic field B = B y ey + Bz ez , where B y , Bz are constants. The equations
describing the trajectory are
m v̇x = e(v y Bz − vz B y ),
m v̇ y = −evx Bz ,
m v̇z = evx B y .

(13.194)

Superficially, the solution to the problem might appear to depend upon the vector nature
of the magnetic field since B y , Bz enter the equations of motion separately. However, the
introduction of a set of “clever” new variables vn = vx ,vt = (v y Bz − vz B y )/B, and v =
(v y B y + vz Bz )/B with B = (B y2 + Bz2 )1/2 shows that the equations reduce to
m v̇n = eBvt ,
m v̇t = −eBvn ,
m v̇ = 0.
1

(13.195)

There is actually a first order correction to the equation for l(t) that has not been calculated in Chapter 8 but which is needed
for a complete treatment of guiding center motion in three dimensions. However, this correction is not required for the limited
goals of the present analysis.
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Observe that in the new coordinates the trajectory depends only upon the single quantity B
and not the separate vector components B y , Bz . The corresponding analysis for a general
3-D field is obviously more complicated but is philosophically the same.
The 3-D analysis begins with the introduction of an appropriate set of “clever” variables.
As a way to begin to think about the problem, imagine that a numerical solution has been
found to the MHD equations that yields B = B(r, θ, φ) and p = p(r, θ, φ). In principle, the
guiding center orbits can be calculated by relating rg and l to r, θ, φ as follows. One equates
the two equivalent expressions for ṙ: ṙ = ṙg + l̇ b = ṙ er + r θ̇ eθ + (R0 + r cos θ ) φ̇ eφ and
then solves for r (t), θ (t), and φ(t) by substituting into Eq. (13.193). However, while using
r, θ, φ is an intuitively obvious way to define the location of the guiding center, these
coordinates do not have the property of showing that the orbits depend only upon B.
The desired coordinates are more abstract and are defined as follows. In general, one needs
three coordinates to specify the location of the guiding center and rather than use r, θ, φ an
equivalent set of “flux” coordinates is introduced, denoted by ψ, χ , ζ . Here, within a factor
of 2π, ψ represents the poloidal flux contained within a p = const. contour. It is essentially
a radial-like coordinate that specifies the flux surface upon which the guiding center is
located. Note that, as for tokamaks, it is more convenient to use ψ rather than p to label
the flux surfaces. However, since B · ∇ p = 0 implies that one can always write p = p(ψ)
with B · ∇ψ = 0, p and ψ are equivalent and equally valid labels. Next, the quantity χ is a
poloidal like angle whose value increases by 2π every time θ increases by 2π . In general,
it also has superimposed periodic modulations in both the toroidal and poloidal angles.
Similarly, ζ is a toroidal-like angle that increases by 2π every time φ increases by 2π . It too
has periodic toroidal and poloidal modulations. In summary, the general relations between
the abstract ψ, χ , ζ coordinates and the more familiar r, θ, φ coordinates can be written as
ψ(r, θ, φ) = ψ0 (r ) +
χ (r, θ, φ) = θ +





ψln (r )ei(lθ +nφ) ,

l,n

θln (r )ei(lθ +nφ) ,

(13.196)

l,n

ζ (r, θ, φ) = −φ +



φln (r )ei(lθ +nφ) .

l,n

(The minus sign in φ is used to make ψ, χ , ζ a right handed system.) It is clear that either set
of coordinates represents an equally valid description of the location of the guiding center.
At this point the ψln , θln , φln coefficients are arbitrary. A particularly clever choice for
these coefficients has been given by Boozer. He has shown that a set of ψln , θln , φln can
always be found that allows the magnetic field to be expressed in two alternative but equivalent forms as follows:
B = ∇ζ × ∇ψ + q(ψ)∇ψ × ∇χ ,
B = i t (ψ)∇χ + i p (ψ)∇ζ + ĩ(ψ, χ , φ)∇ψ.

(13.197)
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In these expressions ψ = p /2π, where p is the poloidal flux. The quantity q (ψ) is the
safety factor. Also, i t (ψ) = (µ0 /2π)It (ψ) and i p (ψ) = (µ0 /2π )Ip (ψ), where It (ψ) is the
toroidal plasma current and Ip (ψ) is the total poloidal current due to the coil and the plasma.
Lastly ĩ(ψ, χ, φ) is an arbitrary function with zero average value over any period of 2π in
either χ or ζ . The proof that two such equivalent forms exist for the magnetic field is not at
all obvious and requires some advanced analysis. The details are presented in Appendix C
for interested readers. Coordinates with the dual representations given by Eq. (13.197) are
very important for understanding stellarators and are known as “Boozer coordinates.”
Assume now that a set of Boozer coordinates exists. One can then ask what the value is
of such a dual representation. The answer is found by forming the dot product of one form
with the other form. A short calculation yields
∇ψ · (∇χ × ∇ζ ) =

B2
= f (ψ)B 2 .
i t + qi p

(13.198)

The quantity ∇ψ · (∇χ × ∇ζ ) represents the Jacobian J of the transformation from the
ψ, χ, ζ coordinates to the r, θ, φ coordinates. Therefore, the advantage of the Boozer coordinates is that the Jacobian depends only on ψ and B = B(ψ, χ , ζ ). It does not depend
upon the vector nature of the magnetic field on any given flux surface since there is no separate appearance of any of the individual vector components. This is the critical property
responsible for simplifying the guiding center particle trajectories as is next shown.
The guiding center orbits in Boozer coordinates
The goal now is to determine how the ψ, χ , ζ coordinates of a given particle evolve in time
as the particle moves along its guiding center trajectory. The basic equations of motion are
dψ
∂ψ
dr
=
+
· ∇ψ,
dt
∂t
dt
dχ
∂χ
dr
=
+
· ∇χ ,
(13.199)
dt
∂t
dt
dζ
∂ζ
dr
=
+
· ∇ζ.
dt
∂t
dt
In steady state ∂/∂t = 0. Furthermore, to move with the particle along its guiding center
trajectory one must choose the directional derivative such that ṙ = ṙg + v b. The guiding
center trajectory equations thus reduce to
dψ
= (ṙg + v b) · ∇ψ,
dt
dχ
(13.200)
= (ṙg + v b) · ∇χ ,
dt
dζ
= (ṙg + v b) · ∇ζ.
dt
The next point to note is that of these three equations the one determining dψ/dt is the
most important. This equation describes how the guiding center motion of a particle can
result in a drift across flux surfaces. Such motion, if unidirectional, can lead to a direct drift
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of particles out of the plasma to the wall (i.e., as in a loss cone). In other cases it can lead
to a rapid loss of particles by means of enhanced diffusion (i.e., neoclassical transport) as
discussed in the next chapter. The changes in the χ and ζ positions of the guiding center
are not as important since these represent motion within the surface and are not directly
responsible for radial loss of particles. Based on this discussion and the fact that B · ∇ψ = 0,
it follows that the critical equation to examine is
dψ
= ṙg · ∇ψ,
(13.201)
dt
where ṙg is given by Eq. (13.193).
A straightforward calculation given in Appendix C shows that Eq. (13.201) can be written
as



ip ∂ B
dψ
∂B
2E − µB
it
=
−
.
(13.202)
dt
eB
i t + qi p ∂ζ
i t + qi p ∂χ
2
2
Here, E = (m/2)(v⊥
+ v2 ) and µ = mv⊥
/2B are both constants of the motion; that is, they
are both constant with respect to the time derivative in Eq. (13.202).
The crucial feature of the equation for dψ/dt is that the right hand side depends only on
the flux ψ and the magnitude of the magnetic field B. There is no dependence on the vector
nature of the magnetic field. A similar conclusion holds for the dχ /dt and dζ /dt equations.
It is this feature that will be exploited to optimize the design of the next generation of
stellarator experiments.
Optimized stellarators are based on the idea of “quasi-symmetry,” a property that provides
inherently good single-particle confinement. Quasi-symmetry can be described qualitatively
as follows. A stellarator magnetic field is, in general, a complicated 3-D vector function
of space: B = B(ψ, χ , ζ ). By cleverly choosing the amplitudes and phases of the separate helical harmonics contributing to the total field, it is possible to create a configuration
where the vector components of B combine in such a way that B = |B (ψ, χ , ζ )| is approximately a 2-D function. A configuration with this approximate 2-D property is said to possess
quasi-symmetry. The three possibilities are quasi-toroidal symmetry [B ≈ B(ψ, χ)], quasipoloidal symmetry [B ≈ B (ψ, ζ )], and quasi-helical symmetry [B ≈ B (ψ, lχ − nζ )]. The
reason why quasi-symmetry helps single-particle confinement is that such configurations
have two conserved constants of the motion, the energy and a canonical momentum associated with the symmetry direction. It is the existence of the conserved canonical momentum
that can be shown to lead to confined orbits. In a fully 3-D configuration, no conserved
canonical momentum exists and the orbits are not guaranteed to remain confined.
In practice, optimized quasi-symmetric designs require that two simultaneous conditions
be satisfied. The first requires that the magnetic configuration possess quasi-symmetry as
closely as possible so that the particles do not drift far off a flux surface and that loss cones
do not exist. The second requires that when B(ψ, χ , ζ ) is transformed back into the practical
r, θ, φ geometric space, the resulting magnetic field must be physically realizable and able
to be generated by a technologically credible set of magnets. The different strategies used
in the design of W7-X and NCSX are the subject of discussion in the next two subsections.
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Figure 13.45 Schematic diagram of the W7-X in Germany.

13.8.4 The Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X)
The W7-X is a billion dollar class device that is being built at the Max-Planck Institute for
Plasma Physics in Germany. It utilizes modular superconducting coils and therefore should
be capable of long-pulse operation. A schematic diagram of W7-X is shown in Fig. 13.45.
Observe the technological complexity of each modular coil.
The design of the W7-X is based on the concept of quasi-poloidal symmetry (B =
B(ψ, ζ )), first demonstrated in the favorable experimental results from the smaller
Wendelstein Advanced Stellarator (W-AS). Qualitatively, quasi-poloidal symmetry has
some similarities to a simple straight mirror machine in which B = B(r, z). There is no
variation with respect to the poloidal angle and there is no current flowing parallel to the
magnetic field. Also particles are trapped between the maxima of the magnetic field. The
end loss problem is resolved by connecting a series of linked mirror machines bent into
the shape of a torus. Thus, particles leaving the end of one mirror cell simply flow into the
adjacent mirror cell.
The actual W7-X configuration is, however, considerably more complicated than this simple picture. The field must be designed to provide toroidal force balance without any parallel
current. Also the details of the cross sectional shaping are very important since a simple
mirror machine can be shown to possess average unfavorable curvature (see Section 12.3.2),
leading to MHD instability. Therefore the motivation for the W7-X design is to create a
quasi-poloidal configuration without parallel currents and possessing average favorable
curvature.
Consider now in more detail the reason for the no-parallel current goal. The purpose of
minimizing the parallel current is to improve the robustness of single-particle confinement
as the plasma pressure varies. In general, the parallel current in a stellarator comprises two
main contributions as can be seen in the following easily derived expression:

 

di p
J·B
J
di t
∂ ĩ
∂ ĩ
1
µ0 2 = µ0 =
ip
− it
+ it
− ip
. (13.203)
B
B
it + q ip
dψ
dψ
∂ζ
∂χ
The first term contains the net toroidal current arising from the bootstrap effect and, as will
be shown in Chapter 14, is proportional to d p/dψ. The second term contains a dipole-like
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Figure 13.46 (a) Curve of B vs. l for: (a) an axisymmetric tokamak, and (b) a 3-D stellarator. Note
the possibility of multiple minima in the stellarator.

contribution that can be shown to be proportional to (d p/dψ) cos θ . This contribution is
generated by the shift of the plasma in response to toroidal force balance and is usually
referred to as the Pfirsch–Schluter current. By minimizing J in the design, one sees that the
sensitivity of the total field (applied plus induced) against changes in the pressure profile
is minimized. In other words, if the device has good single-particle confinement at low β,
this behavior should persist as β increases.
Next, consider the principle of quasi-poloidal symmetry in the context of Boozer coordinates to show in detail how this helps to minimize the particle drifts off the flux surface.
At the simplest level, an examination of Eq. (13.202) suggests that choosing B = B(ψ)
would be ideal. The configuration would behave like a straight 1-D cylinder and no particles would drift off the surface. Unfortunately, this is not physically achievable in a toroidal
configuration. At least a 2-D configuration is required and the W7-X team has focused on
the quasi-poloidal concept B = B(ψ, ζ ). Even so, an exact quasi-poloidal configuration is
not geometrically possible. Consequently, in keeping with the basic philosophy of singleparticle confinement, the W7-X team focused on maximizing quasi-poloidal symmetry for
the most dangerous class of particles, those likely to have the largest excursions off the flux
surface. These turn out to be trapped particles. The team then designed W7-X to minimize
the loss of such particles.
Trapped particles occur because ∇ B = 0 in a toroidal geometry. A typical profile of
B vs. l (where l is distance along a field line) is depicted in Fig. 13.46. Figure 13.46(a)
shows the profile for an axisymmetric tokamak and Fig. 13.46(b) that for a stellarator or a
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Figure 13.47 A deeply trapped particle whose ∇ B drift causes it to drift directly out of the plasma.

tokamak with a toroidal ripple (due to the use of a finite number of spaced toroidal field
coils). Particles with a small v are trapped in regions where B has a minimum.
To understand the behavior of trapped particles it is necessary to analyze the behavior of
B(ψ, χ, ζ ) near a minimum. A simple calculation shows that such minima occur whenever


J ∂B
∂B
∇ B = b · ∇ B =
+q
= 0.
(13.204)
B ∂χ
∂ζ
Consider next a deeply trapped particle, one for which v ≈ 0. In a torus such particles do
not, in general, stay confined within a narrow region about a flux surface. The ∇ B drift,
which has a purely vertical component because of the 1/R dependence of Bφ , often cannot
be cancelled out on the top and bottom of the plasma since the particle samples only a small
segment of the field line.
The geometric variation of B in the vicinity of Bmax determines whether or not a particle
drifts off the flux surface. This geometric variation is proportional to the component of ∇ B
that lies in the flux surface but is perpendicular to the field lines:


dψ
∂B
∂B
1
J
(∇ψ × b) · ∇ B = −
∼ ∇⊥ B =
ip
− it
. (13.205)
|∇ψ|
dt
B |∇ψ|
∂χ
∂ζ
A deeply trapped particle for which ∇⊥ B = 0 can drift out of the plasma without encircling
the origin as shown in Fig. 13.47. Even if the particle is not lost, its excursion off the flux
surface is likely to be quite large, leading to large diffusive losses. Although the fraction
of rapidly lost trapped particles at any instant of time may be small, their population is
steadily replenished by velocity space scattering resulting from Coulomb collisions among
untrapped particles. In other words, the trapped particles often represent the fastest particle
and energy loss channels in the plasma.
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The goal of the design for the W7-X is to minimize the ∇⊥ B drift at the minima where
∇ B = 0. To the extent that this is possible, deeply trapped particles do not leave the
flux surface and remain well confined. In other words, in the design of W7-X the quasipoloidal symmetry property ∂ B/∂χ = 0 is focused in the regions of B field minima where
∂ B/∂ζ = 0.
The W7-X design takes into consideration the orbits of all particles, not only the deeply
trapped particles. Still, once the deeply trapped particles are well confined, the off-surface
excursions of the remaining particles are also tolerably small. The W7-X geometry is therefore optimized to achieve quasi-poloidal symmetry at the field minima while simultaneously
minimizing J . Extensive studies show that the optimized design occurs for a relatively large
aspect ratio (R0 /a ≈ 10.6). Qualitatively, the simultaneous vanishing of ∇⊥ B and ∇ B at
certain locations along the field lines implies that the magnetic field is locally “straight” at
these locations. Thus, from the point of view of single-particle confinement the W7-X can
be viewed as a series of toroidally linked mirror machines, with each mirror “cylendrically
symmetric” near its field minimum.
When completed and operational the W7-X will test important principles of plasma
confinement in 3-D geometries. The W7-X team anticipates a successful experimental
program based on great improvements in 3-D analysis and the experimental results of
W-AS.
13.8.5 The National Compact Stellarator Experiment (NCSX)
The NCSX represents a different approach to achieving high-quality single-particle confinement in a 3-D geometry. Its design is based on the concept of quasi-toroidal symmetry
which is described below. The experiment itself is just completing its design phase and
construction is expected to begin shortly at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory in the
USA. It is an innovative experiment that uses modular copper coils in a compact geometry.
A drawing of the NCSX is shown in Fig. 13.48. As with the W7-X, the modular coils
are quite complex technologically. The experiment is estimated to cost on the order of
$100M.
From the MHD point of view the NCSX can be viewed as a hybrid stellarator–tokamak.
Unlike the W7-X, the NCSX configuration allows, and in fact requires, a substantial net
toroidal current in the plasma to produce some of the favorable MHD, transport, and technological properties of a tokamak. This toroidal current is generated by the natural bootstrap
effect so that no external current drive is required. Typically the rotational transform due
to the net current is comparable to but less than the transform due to the helical fields in
order that the configuration not be overly sensitive the pressure profile (which determines
the profile of the bootstrap current). Most importantly, the toroidal current also ultimately
leads to a more compact design with R0 /a ∼ 4. A compact design is expected to result in a
smaller unit size (i.e., lower total power output) when extrapolating into the reactor regime,
implying a lower total capital cost (although not necessarily a lower capital cost per watt).
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Figure 13.48 Schematic diagram of the NCSX in the USA (courtesy of A. R. DeMeo).

Compactness is usually considered to be a more important issue in the USA than in Europe
or Japan.
The key concept behind the NCSX design is quasi-toroidal symmetry, a concept that
provides inherently good single-particle confinement. Qualitatively, quasi-toroidal symmetry (B = B(ψ, χ )) has some similarities to an axisymmetric tokamak (B = B(r, θ )). The
particles behave as if they are in an axisymmetric torus with the vertical ∇ B drift canceling
on the top and bottom of the cross section. Also a substantial toroidal current flows in the
plasma and good MHD stability is possible at finite β without a conducting wall.
One can next ask in more detail how quasi-axisymmetry leads to good single-particle
confinement. Focus again on the trapped particles, which are the ones most susceptible to
rapid loss out of the plasma. For comparison recall that in W7-X the idea is to design B such
that deeply trapped particles do not drift off the flux surface; ∇⊥ B = 0 when ∇ B = 0. If
∇⊥ B = 0, particles could be trapped in local minima of B at any poloidal location and drift
directly out of the plasma, since the vertical ∇ B drift would not, in general, cancel on the
top and bottom of the plasma.
Similarly, the NCSX with quasi-toroidal symmetry does not allow deeply trapped particles to drift off the flux surfaces. This follows directly from the Boozer representation of the
guiding center orbits. Quasi-toroidal symmetry is equivalent to the requirement ∂ B/∂ζ = 0
everywhere. Thus, the minimum point in B, where the deeply trapped particles are located,
is defined by the angle χ for which
∇ B =

J ∂B
= 0.
B ∂χ

(13.206)
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Figure 13.49 (a) Trapped particles in a quasi-axisymmetric stellarator; (b) trapped particles spend
equal times on the top and bottom of the plasma, thus canceling out the vertical ∇ B drift.

With quasi-toroidal symmetry Eq. (13.206) also implies that the perpendicular drift off the
surface is zero at this point:
∇⊥ B =

Jip ∂ B
= 0.
B|∇ψ| ∂χ

(13.207)

The deeply trapped particles cannot be directly lost in a quasi-toroidal configuration.
Interestingly, quasi-toroidal symmetry also guarantees that for even moderately or weakly
trapped particles, the corresponding vertical drifts always cancel on the top and bottom of
the plasma. This point is illustrated in Fig. 13.49, which plots the projection of B vs. χ
in a poloidal plane. The key point is that with tokamak-like symmetry there is only one
minimum in B and this occurs on the outside of the torus (i.e., χ = θ = 0). Therefore all
trapped particle orbits have up–down symmetry as shown in Fig. 13.49, resulting in the exact
cancellation of the vertical ∇ B drift on the top and bottom of the plasma. The conclusion is
that quasi-axisymmetry does not allow trapped particles to be directly lost from the plasma.
Observe that, while there are similarities between quasi-poloidal symmetry and quasitoroidal symmetry with respect to trapped particle confinement, there is also one important
difference. Quasi-poloidal systems can be designed with little or no parallel current. In a
quasi-toroidal system there will always be a net parallel current. Therefore, the contrasting
goals of eliminating or exploiting this parallel current lead to very different looking W7-X
and NCSX experiments.
Lastly, recall that, even without the direct loss of trapped particles, it was previously stated
that excursions off the flux surface by moderately or weakly trapped particles lead to a more
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rapid loss of particles by diffusive processes than occurs for untrapped particles. This is
indeed the case for any quasi-toroidal configuration including the perfectly axisymmetric
tokamak. This enhanced loss is known as “neoclassical” transport and is discussed in
Chapter 14. Still, from the overall requirements of confinement in a fusion reactor, it turns
out that the neoclassical losses are quite tolerable and, in fact, are usually dominated by
anomalous micro-turbulence-driven transport. The overall conclusion is that the quasipoloidal linked mirror idea in W7-X and the quasi-toroidal tokamak-like idea in NCSX are
two ways to prevent an unacceptably large loss of plasma and energy from a 3-D stellarator.
When NCSX is operational it will provide an important test of the principle of quasitoroidal symmetry. The combination of extensive 3-D analysis and the many tokamak-like
features inherent in the configuration has generated confidence for a successful experimental
program in the NCSX team.
13.8.6 Summary
The stellarator is a 3-D magnetic configuration. All versions of the concept have the major
advantage of being inherently steady state devices. No current drive is required to sustain
the discharge. In general, the net toroidal current is either modest or zero, implying that
major disruptions due to MHD instabilities should be less of an issue than in a tokamak.
Currently there are three major stellarator experiments: the LHD in Japan, the W7X in Germany and the NCSX in the USA. The LHD has been constructed and is fully
operational. It uses continuously wound superconducting coils and its performance to date
has been comparable to, or perhaps slightly below, that of similar size tokamaks. The W-7X
is currently under construction. It is a large superconducting device using modular coils.
A major goal of W-7X is to test the principles of quasi-poloidal linked mirror symmetry,
which provides good single-particle confinement with virtually no net bootstrap-driven
parallel current or dipole-like Pfirsch–Schluter current. The NCSX is just completing its
design phase and construction should begin shortly. It uses modular copper coils and has
a compact design. The NCSX is a stellarator–tokamak hybrid with a substantial toroidal
bootstrap current. One of its primary goals is to obtain good particle and energy confinement
by using the principle of quasi-toroidal tokamak-like symmetry.
In terms of plasma physics performance the stellarator is the main competition for
the tokamak. Ultimately, the hoped-for physics advantages must be weighed against the
increased complexity and cost required to construct the modular superconducting coils
required in large-scale experiments and reactors.
13.9 Revisiting the simple fusion reactor
13.9.1 Goal of the analysis
In this section the simple reactor design presented in Chapter 5 is revisited. Recall that the
goal of the simple design was to determine the geometric and plasma physics parameters of
a fusion reactor such that the combined volume of the blanket-and-shield and coil system
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was minimized. The assumption was that the capital cost of the reactor was approximately
proportional to the volume of material used to construct the reactor with the blanket-andshield and coils being the dominant components. The minimization was carried out subject
to the constraints of a fixed electrical output power PE = 1000 MW, a maximum allowable neutron wall loading PW = 4 MW/m2 , a maximum thermal to electrical conversion
efficiency ηt = 0.4, and a minimum blanket-and-shield thickness b = 1.2 m set by nuclear
physics cross sections.
As the analysis progressed there came a point where one had to decide what value of
magnetic field at the coil, Bc , should be used for the reactor. The assumption was made that
whatever value of Bc was chosen, the magnet would be designed to operate at the maximum
allowable stress level σmax = 300 MPa ≈ 3000 atm in order to minimize the coil thickness
c = c(Bc ) and hence the corresponding coil volume. It was pointed out that c(Bc ) is a monotonically increasing function of Bc . Therefore, operating at the maximum allowable magnetic field Bc = Bmax = 13 T maximized the coil thickness (i.e., max [c(Bc )] = c (Bmax ))
but led to the lowest possible value of the required plasma β. Choosing a lower value of Bc
would reduce the coil thickness but would require a higher plasma β. It was asserted, but not
proved, that the maximum β allowed by MHD stability considerations would be sufficiently
low that in the tradeoff between coil thickness and allowable β one would be forced to set
Bc = Bmax in order to achieve power balance without violating the MHD stability limit:
β (required) < β (MHD). This assertion can now be tested for a tokamak reactor by using
the MHD stability limits derived in Section 13.7. The main goal of the present section is to
show that the assertion is indeed correct.

13.9.2 Reactor analysis
The analysis begins by first reviewing the basic relations involved in the design of the reactor.
The main difference is that instead of setting Bc = Bmax , one lets Bc remain a variable
parameter. Next, the volume per watt of the reactor (VI /PE ) is calculated as a function of
Bc . The point is to show that, as expected, VI /PE increases as Bc (and hence c) increases.
The last step is to calculate the value of β required for power balance (βPB ) as a function
of Bc and to compare it with the MHD β limit for a tokamak (βMHD ). This comparison
confirms the original assertion that one should set Bc = Bmax in a tokamak reactor.
Consider now the basic relations involved in the design of the reactor. Recall that the
critical parameter to be minimized is the volume of the blanket-and-shield and coil system
per watt of produced electricity:
VI
2π 2 R0 [(a + b + c)2 − a 2 ]
=
.
PE
PE

(13.208)

The radius R0 is eliminated by using the relationship between wall loading and the total
electrical power output.


En
PE
1
PE
10
R0 =
m.
(13.209)
= 0.04
=
2
4π ηt E α + E n + E Li a PW
a PW
a
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Figure 13.50 The cost function VI /PE as a function of ξ ∝ Bc2 .

For simplicity, here and below the specified values of the quantities PE , PW , and ηt are
substituted into all relations.
The coil thickness c is eliminated in terms of a, b, and Bc using the assumption that c
is minimized by operating at the maximum allowable stress level of the magnet σmax =
300 MPa:
c=

2ξ
(a + b) ,
1−ξ

(13.210)

where ξ = Bc2 /4µ0 σmax = 6.63 × 10−4 Bc2 is a dimensionless parameter. In the present
analysis ξ is treated as a variable parameter rather than setting ξ = ξmax corresponding
to Bc = Bmax .
Substituting these relations into Eq. (13.208) leads to a reduced expression for VI /PE :

2
VI
0.2
2b
2
(4ξ
)
(1
)
a
+
(1
+
ξ
)
=
b
m3 /MW (13.211)
+
2
+
ξ
PE
a
(1 − ξ )2
This quantity, which is proportional to the cost per watt, has a minimum with respect to a
which is found to be
a=

1+ξ
1+ξ
b = 0.6 1/2 m
1/2
2ξ
ξ

(13.212)

for b = 1.2 m. The corresponding value of VI /PE is
VI
1+ξ
= 0.47
PE
(1 − ξ 1/2 )2

m3 /MW

(13.213)

The cost function VI /PE is plotted as a function of ξ ∼ Bc2 in Fig. 13.50. As expected
VI /PE increases monotonically as Bc increases: larger Bc requires larger c, implying a larger
coil volume and hence a larger cost. From an economic point of view one clearly wants to
operate at as low a value of ξ as possible.
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The lowest allowable value of ξ must, however, be compatible with MHD stability
constraints on β. This point is demonstrated by calculating the required value of β for
power balance as a function of ξ . The first step in the demonstration is to calculate the
plasma pressure required to produce the thermal fusion power corresponding to the specified
electrical power output:

1/2
16
PE T 2
10.4
p=
= 1/2 atm,
(13.214)
E α + E n + E Li ηt V P σ v
a
where T = 15 keV and Vp is the volume of the plasma: Vp = 2π 2 R0 a 2 = 20π 2 a. Also,
a = a(ξ ) as given by Eq. (13.212). The value of β required for power balance is now easily
evaluated using the definition β = 2µ0 p/B02 and the relation between B0 and Bc arising
from the familiar 1/R effect:
βPB =

1.7 × 10−3
.
ξ a 1/2 (1 − 0.1a 2 − 0.12a)2

(13.215)

The quantity βPB is plotted as a function of ξ in Fig. 13.51. Note, as intuitively expected,
the required βPB increases as ξ ∼ Bc2 decreases. This curve must now be compared with
the maximum allowable β set by the MHD marginal stability boundary. For a tokamak the
stability boundary is given by the Troyon limit. Strictly speaking one should use the Troyon
limit corresponding to a circular cross section plasma as this is the geometry of the simple
reactor. However, a Tokamak reactor will almost certainly have an elongation on the order of
κ ≈ 2 to improve the MHD β limit. Thus, while not completely self-consistent, the higher
value of the β limit is used in the comparison. The end result is that MHD stability limit is
taken as


1 + κ2 a
β ≤ βMHD ≡ 0.072
= 0.018 a 2 .
(13.216)
2
R0
Here, for simplicity the difference between B 2  and B02 used in the definition of the Troyon
β has been ignored.
The curve of βMHD vs. ξ is also illustrated in Fig. 13.51. Stability requires operation
below this curve. Observe that βMHD has a much weaker dependence on ξ than βPB . The
interpretation of Fig. 13.51 is as follows. The key point to keep in mind is that the cost per
watt of the reactor, as modeled by VI /PE , is minimized by operating at as small a value of ξ
as possible. Now assume that a relatively large value of ξ is chosen such that βPB < βMHD . In
this regime there is a substantial safety margin between the required β and the allowable β.
The implication is that there is no need to operate at such a high value of magnetic field.
By lowering the field, operation shifts to the left to a smaller value of ξ corresponding to a
lower cost per watt.
On the other hand, one cannot shift too far to the left. In the regime of small ξ the
required β substantially exceeds the value allowed by MHD and is therefore inaccessible.
The furthest that one can shift to the left is the point where the curves intersect. This defines
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Figure 13.51 Comparison of the required value of β for power balance (βPB ) and the maximum
allowable β for MHD stability (βMHD ) as a function of ξ ∝ Bc2 .

the optimum value of magnetic field to be used in the reactor. However, one must now
verify that the optimum magnetic field is consistent with the maximum value allowed by
technology. For Bc ≤ Bmax = 13 T this corresponds to ξ ≤ ξmax = 0.11. One sees that,
perhaps slightly fortuitously, for the tokamak the optimum magnetic field is approximately
equal to the maximum technologically allowable magnetic field. Using a substantially lower
field would cause the reactor to operate above the MHD stability limit, which would be
unacceptable. Returning to the original goal of this section, the discussion just presented
has indeed confirmed the original assertion used in the simple reactor design that the reactor
should be operated at the largest allowable magnetic field.
There are several additional points that should be made. First, alternative concepts which
have a much higher MHD β limit (assuming that resistive wall modes can be stabilized)
cause the intersection of the βPB and βMHD curves to shift further to the left. This reduces
the cost per watt and is one primary motivation for studying such configurations.
Second, assume that technological advances lead to increased values of Bmax in superconducting coils. How can one take advantage of this improvement? The answer is that for
a given β limit, a higher magnetic field allows a higher pressure. This, in turn, leads to a
smaller plasma volume to produce the same total thermal fusion power which ultimately
leads to a lower cost per watt. However, the same fusion neutron energy passing through
the first wall of a smaller plasma chamber results in a larger wall loading. Therefore, to
take full advantage of improved magnet technology, there must also be an accompanying
improvement in first wall material to allow a higher wall loading.

13.10 Overall summary
This chapter has described the major configurations currently under consideration as potential fusion reactors. It has presented a derivation of the critical MHD properties of each
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concept including equilibrium and stability β limits. A summary of the results is given
below.
The tokamak The tokamak is the leading contender to become the first fusion power reactor. It
has good MHD, transport, and heating, probably sufficient for a reactor. Its biggest problems are
the need to achieve steady state operation by means of current drive and the requirement of large,
high-field superconducting magnets.
The AT The AT employs a mode of operation in which profiles are adjusted to produce a large
bootstrap current. This reduces the requirements on the current-drive system, allowing a favorable
overall power balance. However, in this regime the plasma is invariably unstable to the resistive
wall mode, which must then be feedback stabilized.
The ST The ST is a tokamak with an ultra tight aspect ratio. Since the MHD stability limit scales
as β ∼ ε, the ST is capable of achieving high β. Even so, technological limitations on the copper
central core lead to the conclusion that the anticipated advantages of the ST over the standard
tokamak for use as a reactor are modest at best. Even so, the ST may have a decided advantage as
a volume neutron source to test advanced fusion materials.
The stellarator The stellarator is currently the main competition for the tokamak. It is a helical–
toroidal device whose geometry is inherently 3-D, which is capable of inherently steady state
operation, thereby eliminating the current-drive problem faced by the tokamak. The 3-D nature of
the configuration can result in very poor single-particle confinement unless particular care is taken
in the design of the magnetic field. Two ideas that promise high performance are linked-mirror symmetry and quasi-axisymmetry. The biggest problems facing the stellarator are the increased technological complexity and cost involved in designing and constructing the modular superconducting
coils.
The RFP The RFP is a relatively large aspect ratio, axisymmetric torus with a very modest toroidal
field requirement. This gives it a technological advantage over the tokamak. However, the low
toroidal field leads to a low edge safety factor. This results in the potential excitation of multiple
resistive wall modes, which ultimately need to be feedback stabilized. In addition, the low safety
factor results in resistive MHD turbulence, which increases the transport losses. Lastly, the toroidal
current in an RFP is large implying the need for a large amount of non-inductive current drive. In
spite of these problems, researchers continue to improve RFP performance by means of some very
innovative experimental ideas.
The spheromak The spheromak is a relatively tight aspect ratio device with no central ohmic
transformer and no toroidal field system. The plasma is produced by a complicated relaxation
process, and is potentially capable of steady state operation using three DC power sources. These
features represent important technological improvements over the tokamak. However, like the RFP,
the spheromak has a low edge safety factor leading to relatively poor transport and the presence of
a resistive wall tilt mode. Also, at present, a large amount of power is required to drive the plasma
current. The spheromak is at an early stage of experimentation and the future will tell how well it
performs.
The FRC The FRC is essentially an elongated, toroidal Z -pinch. It is potentially very unstable to
ideal MHD modes. However, experiments with small devices where kinetic modifications to MHD
behavior become important have demonstrated much better stability than expected. This has led
researchers to consider the FRC as a prime candidate for the plasma source in the MTF concept. In
MTF a small FRC plasma is formed and then compressed by a rapidly imploding cylindrical shell.
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Although extrapolations to reactor scale are problematic, MTF could offer a quick, inexpensive
way to create a burning plasma. The MTF is also at an early stage of development.
The LDX The LDX configuration basically consists of a single levitated coil carrying a toroidal
current. From an MHD point of view LDX is similar to a hard core Z -pinch which has favorable
stability properties due to the effect of plasma compressibility. The simplicity of the coil configuration gives it an important advantage over the tokamak. However, the need to levitate the coil
clearly adds to the technological complexity. One problem is that in order to protect the levitated
superconducting coil from fusion neutrons, the LDX concept will not be able to use D–T as a fuel.
Using D–D as a fuel raises the required pτE by more than an order of magnitude. The LDX is just
becoming operational so one will have to wait to see how well it performs.

The overall conclusion from this chapter is that fusion researchers have been very creative,
inventing a large number of configurations for use in a fusion reactor. All of these concepts
involve various tradeoffs in the plasma physics and the fusion engineering. At present, the
tokamak is the leader. It remains to be seen whether any of the alternatives can overtake the
tokamak and assume this role.
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Problems
13.1 Calculate the three β limits (i.e., equilibrium, m = 1, m = 0) for LDX assuming the
pressure profile is given by
2(γ −1)

r 2(γ −1) − r1
p(r ) = K 
.
2(γ −1) (2γ −1)/(γ −1)
r 2(γ −1) + r2
Assume γ = 5/3 and plot the β limits as a function of r1 /r2 .
13.2 The following simple model can be used to describe the evolution of an RFP. Assume
a straight cylindrical plasma is contained within a perfectly conducting wall of radius
b = 0.4 m. Initially the chamber is filled with pre-ionized plasma characterized by
n = 1020 m−3 , Te = Ti = 10 eV, and a toroidal bias field Bz = 0.05 T. At t = 0 a
toroidal current flows on the plasma surface. As time evolves, I increases slowly in
amplitude, but always remains a surface current.
(a) Using the conservation of mass, flux, energy, and momentum, calculate the
toroidal current I required to compress the plasma to a radius r = 0.16 m.
Assume the evolution is adiabatic with γ = 5/3.
(b) Calculate the final value of βp .
(c) Calculate the final value of Bz (0).
13.3 High-performance operation of the high-field Alcator C-Mod tokamak is characterized by n = 2 × 1020 m−3 , T e = T i = 3 keV and Bφ = 8 T. Assume the density
profile is uniform and the temperature profiles have the form T = 2T (1 − r 2 /a 2 ).
For simplicity assume a circular cylindrical geometry.
(a) Calculate the average particle pressure in atmospheres.
(b) Calculate the value of β.
(c) Assume q(0) = 1, q(a) = 3, R0 = 0.68 m. The equivalent circular minor radius
is a = 0.3 m. If the toroidal current density is of the form Jz = J0 (1 − r 2 /a 2 )ν
calculate the value of ν and the total toroidal current I flowing in the
plasma.
(d) Calculate the ratio of the poloidal to toroidal magnetic field at r = a.
13.4 A superconducting tokamak reactor is to be designed with the following properties:
(1) PW = 4 MW/m2 (maximum wall loading), (2) Bmax = 13 T (maximum TF field
at the coil), (3) b = 1.2 m (blanket-and-shield thickness), and T e = T i = 15 keV.
Assume the reactor is circular in cross section. To make efficient use of the blanket
the minor radius is chosen as a = (3/2) b. Show that to achieve the desired wall
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loading there is an optimum value of ε = a/R0 that minimizes the required value of
¯ Calculate the optimum ε and the minimum β/ε.
¯
β/ε.
13.5 A simple model for the ohmic heating transformer circuit of a tokamak is given by
V = R1 I1 + L 1 İ1 − M İ2
0 = R2 I2 + L 2 İ2 − M İ1

13.6
13.7

13.8

13.9

primary circuit (power supply),
secondary circuit (plasma).

For simplicity neglect R1 and assume V = const.
(a) Derive an expression for the time required for the plasma current I2 to reach
95% of its final value at t → ∞ assuming I2 (0) = 0.
(b) In (a) the plasma resistance R2 is assumed constant during the entire evolution.
In reality R2 is large initially when the plasma is cold and the current is low.
As time progresses R2 decreases as a result of increased plasma heating. This
effect can be modeled by assuming that R2 = R2 (I2 ) = Rf (If /I2 )1/2 , where the
subscript f denotes the values at t → ∞. Using this model derive an expression
for the time required for I2 to reach 95% of its final value. Compare this result
with that obtained in part (a).
A cylindrical tokamak with minor radius a has a safety factor profile given by q(r ) =
q0 (1 + 2r 2 /a 2 ). Find the average radius of the plasma, defined as a 2  ≡ I /π Jφ (0),
if a = 0.2 m, R0 = 0.8 m.
It is often said that a tokamak with elliptic flux surfaces near the magnetic axis is
capable of sustaining a higher current density on axis in the presence of sawtooth
oscillations. This statement is investigated as follows. Assume a “straight” elliptically
shaped tokamak of length 2π R0 . The vector potential for the poloidal magnetic field
near the axis is given by
A(x, y) ≈ A x x (0, 0)(x 2 /2) + A yy (0, 0)(y 2 /2). Now, define the flux surface elongation as κ = (A x x /A yy )1/2 and the current density on axis as µ0 J0 = −∇ 2 A =
−(A x x + A yy ).
(a) Calculate the safety factor on-axis and show that it can be written as q0 =
K /(A x x A yy )1/2 . Find K.
(b) Show that the current density on-axis can be written as J0 = 2B0 f (κ) /µ0
R0 q0 . Find f (κ) and determine whether higher κ allows higher J0 when
q0 = 1.
This problem provides an estimate of how much paramagnetism an ohmic discharge
develops as the toroidal current is increased from zero to a final value I. To make
the analysis simple assume that as the current rises, the plasma pressure remains
negligible. Thus at any instant during the evolution the 1-D radial pressure balance
relation can be considered force free: µ0 J = αB. As a further simplification assume
that during the evolution α(r, t) ≈ α(t) is independent of radius and slowly varying
in time.
(a) Calculate Bz (r, t) and Bθ (r, t) for arbitrary α(t). Assume the edge of the plasma
is at r = a and that Bz (a, t) = B0 .
(b) Calculate the diamagnetism Bz /B0 , where Bz is the change in Bz (0, t) from
the final to initial state. Derive an analytic expression for Bz /B0 as a function
of ε and qa . Evaluate Bz /B0 for ε = 1/4 and qa = 3.
The purpose of this problem is to calculate the duration of the flat top portion of a transformer driven tokamak pulse. Consider the device illustrated in
Fig. 13.52.
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Figure 13.52

(a) The transformer operates in a “double swing” mode. That is, at time t = 0 there
is a negative DC current in the transformer producing a magnetic field in the
coil equal to B(0) = −8 T. A voltage is then applied to the transformer coil that
swings the current through zero to a maximum value at t = t2 corresponding to
a field in the coil equal to B(t2 ) = +8 T. The various dimensions of the system
are as follows: a = 0.2 m, R0 = 0.8m, RT = 0.5 m, h = 1 m. How many volt
seconds are available from the transformer from t = 0 to t = t2 ?
(b) The next step involves the steady state power balance between ohmic heating and thermal conduction losses. All other sources and sinks are negligible. Calculate the plasma resistance Rp if the energy confinement time
τE = 0.05 s, the plasma density n = 2 × 1020 m−3 , and the plasma resistivity
3/2
η = 2.5 × 10−8 /Tk  m. Your answer should be of the form Rp = Rp (I ),
where I is the toroidal plasma current. Note that Rp is a non-linear resistance.
(c) The self-inductance of the transformer and plasma are L T = 1.0 × 10−6 H and
L p = 2 × 10−6 H respectively. Their mutual inductance is M = 0.8 × 10−6 H.
Write down a set of coupled circuit equations describing the primary and secondary of the transformer. Include the plasma resistance calculated in part (b)
but neglect the resistance in the primary.
(d) Assume the desired current in the plasma has the form shown in Fig. 13.52,
where the flat-top current I0 = 1 MA. Set the value of t1 = 1 s in order not to
ramp the current up too fast. Calculate the flat-top time t = t2 − t1 such that
at t = t2 the total volt seconds, as calculated in part (a), have been consumed.
To do this part of the problem you will have to calculate the initial current in the
primary so that at t = 0, the field in the coil is B(0) = −8 T.
13.10 Analytic theory shows that the MHD stability limit against ballooning modes in a
large aspect ratio, circular cross section torus is approximately given by α ≤ 0.6s,
where s(r ) = rq  /q is the shear and α(r ) = −q 2 R0 β  is a normalized form of the
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gradient in toroidal β. This is a local inequality that must be satisfied at every radius
in the plasma.
(a) To determine the maximum stable β against ballooning modes assume that the
stability condition is marginally satisfied at every value of radius; that is, α(r ) =
0.6s(r ) for 0 < r < a. If the safety factor is given by q(r ) = q0 /(1 − kr 3 /a 3 )1/2
with k determined by the condition qa = q0 /(1 − k)1/2 , find the maximum possible volume averaged β as a function of a, R0 , q0 , qa .
(b) What is the numerical value when a = 2 m, R0 = 6 m, q0 = 1, qa = 2.5? Compare your results with the Troyon limit.

14
Transport

14.1 Introduction
For the plasma in a fusion reactor to be self-sustaining at T = 15 keV the alpha particle heating must balance the losses due to thermal conduction as described by the familiar condition
pτE =

24 T 2
.
E α σ v

(14.1)

Recall now that in a reactor the pressure is set by the power density required to achieve a
desired output power, while the temperature is determined by minimizing the ratio T 2 /σ v.
Therefore, achieving self-sustained ignited operation leads to a requirement on the value of
the energy confinement time τE .
Understanding and controlling energy confinement is the domain of transport theory, and
is the main objective of Chapter 14. In a plasma there are three important types of transport:
heat conduction, particle diffusion, and magnetic field diffusion. Of these, heat conduction
is the most serious loss mechanism and consequently is the main focus of the discussion.
Also, most of the analysis involves the tokamak since it is for this configuration that most
of the theory is formulated and most of the data have been collected and analyzed.
Most fusion researchers would agree that understanding heat conduction has been the
most difficult challenge on the path to a reactor. The reason is that transport in a plasma is
almost always dominated, not by Coulomb collisions, but by plasma turbulence driven by
micro-instabilities. Understanding the resulting anomalous transport requires sophisticated
kinetic models and non-linear, multi-dimensional numerical simulations.
After many years of research great strides have been made towards determining a first
principles theory of anomalous heat conduction. Even so, there is still a long way to go
before the theory can be used as a reliable design tool for new devices. By and large,
new designs are based on empirical scaling relations derived from an extensive database
of experimental measurements. These empirical relations predict that the tokamak has a
reasonably good chance of achieving self-sustained ignited operation, although the safety
margins are not large. Also, the predictions should be treated with caution as they invariably
involve extrapolations beyond the experimental regimes represented in the database.
To introduce some order into the understanding of the plasma transport problem, Chapter
14 starts with a simple model, classical transport in a 1-D cylinder, and adds increasing levels
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of complexity, finally arriving at transport in a tokamak reactor. The material is organized
as follows.
First, the fluid equations describing heat, particle, and magnetic field diffusion in a 1-D
cylinder are derived using the low-β tokamak expansion. The analysis shows how both
particle and magnetic field diffusion arise naturally from the resistive MHD model. The
dominant thermal diffusion coefficient is, however, not derivable from this model. It is
instead derived independently by a simple heuristic calculation based on the “random walk”
model. The analysis shows that heat transport is much larger than particle transport and is
dominated by the ions. The end result of this discussion is a set of well-posed, 1-D transport
equations.
Second, even though experimentally observed diffusion coefficients are much larger that
the simple 1-D values derived above, it is a worthwhile preliminary goal to learn how to
mathematically formulate and solve transport equations assuming the diffusion coefficients
are known. Towards this goal several simple applications of the 1-D transport model are
investigated, including temperature equilibration, off-axis heating, and ohmically heating
to ignition.
The third topic involves neoclassical transport theory, which corresponds to classical
Coulomb transport in a toroidal geometry. Although one might initially expect toroidicity
to simply add small a/R0 corrections to the cylindrical results, the actual results are much
different. Toroidal effects typically lead to an increase of nearly two orders of magnitude
in the ion thermal diffusivity, a consequence of the effects of guiding center particle drifts
in toroidal geometry, particularly as they affect trapped particles. Even with this large
increase the neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity is still noticeably smaller than experimental
observations. The final neoclassical topic is a simple derivation of the bootstrap current JB .
Recall, that JB is a natural, transport-induced, toroidal plasma current essential for the AT
mode of tokamak operation, the purpose of which is to reduce the requirements on the
external current drive system.
The next topic in the logical progression should involve a discussion of micro-instability
driven anomalous transport. This is, however, beyond the scope of the present book. Instead,
attention is focused on the macroscopic consequences of anomalous transport which appear
as empirical scaling relations for τE . It is shown how the generalized 1-D transport equations
are simplified to a 0-D form in which the thermal transport is modeled in terms of τE . A
description is presented showing how τE is calculated in practice and expressions are given
for two typical modes of tokamak operation: the L-mode (for low confinement) and the
H-mode (for high confinement). It is worth emphasizing that τE models the global thermal
transport of the plasma core. Even so, there are several important transport phenomena
associated with the plasma edge that directly and indirectly affect core transport. Here too
the treatment is primarily empirical. A brief description is given of these transport-related
edge phenomena.
Lastly, these results are combined to investigate several practical transport applications
related to fusion power production. First, a simple optimized tokamak ignition experiment
is designed. The resulting parameters are very similar to those of ITER. Also, the analysis
shows that the size of the ignition experiment is comparable to a full scale reactor. Next,
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the questions of thermal stability and the minimum auxiliary power required for ignition
are re-examined in the context of the empirical scaling relations. The results are noticeably
more favorable than those derived in Chapter 4. Finally, the fraction of the total current
carried by the bootstrap current is calculated for standard and AT tokamaks. It is shown
that this fraction is small for standard operation. The higher required values of bootstrap
fraction are potentially achievable for AT operation but will likely require operation in a
regime where the resistive wall mode is excited, thus necessitating the need for feedback
stabilization.

14.2 Transport in a 1-D cylindrical plasma
14.2.1 Fluid model
The starting equations
In this subsection a derivation is presented of the fluid equations describing the transport of
mass, energy, and magnetic flux in a plasma. The transport of momentum associated with
viscosity is neglected as this is usually not a dominant effect. For simplicity, the analysis is
carried out in a 1-D cylindrical geometry. Even so, because of the large number of physical
variables involved, the starting model is quite complicated and further approximations
must be made to reduce the equations to a tractable form. The end goal is to obtain a set of
diffusion-like equations of the form


∂Q
1 ∂
∂Q
=
rD
+ S(Q, r, t)
(14.2)
∂t
r ∂r
∂r
for each physical variable Q and to identify the corresponding diffusion coefficient D and
source and sink terms contained in S.
The transport behavior is described by the single-fluid resistive MHD model with several
modifications and caveats as described below.
(a) Since the characteristic time scale for transport is long compared to the ideal MHD time scale, it is
a good approximation to neglect the inertial terms in the MHD momentum equation. Thus, as the
system slowly evolves in time, the plasma passes through a continuing sequence of quasi-static
MHD equilibria, each satisfying J × B = ∇ p.
(b) Ohm’s law is modified by separating the resistivity into perpendicular and parallel components:
ηJ → η⊥ J⊥ + η J . This decomposition allows one to distinguish particle diffusion (related to
η⊥ ) from magnetic field diffusion (related to η ). Classically, it turns out that η⊥ ≈ 2η , so there
is not much difference. However, in real experiments the particle diffusion is highly anomalous
which can be approximately modeled by a strongly enhanced η⊥
η .
(c) The energy equation is generalized from the simple adiabatic form used in ideal MHD to the
more general form familiar in fluid dynamics, and described in Section 4.2. The general form
adds thermal conduction as well as sources and sinks to the adiabatic convection and compression
effects. A single energy equation is used for the plasma based on the reasonable assumption that
in a fusion plasma Te ≈ Ti ≡ T. The issue of temperature equilibration is discussed later in the
section.
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These modifications are substituted into the 1-D cylindrical MHD equations. The nontrivial physical variables are all functions of (r, t) and correspond to n, T, v = v er , B =
Bθ eθ + Bz ez , E = E θ eθ + E z ez . The starting equations describing the transport model can
now be written as:
∂n
1 ∂
(r nv) = 0
+
mass;
∂t
r ∂r


∂
Bθ ∂
B2
p+ z +
(r Bθ ) = 0
momentum;
∂r
2µ0
µ0r ∂r
J
E + v × B = η⊥ J⊥ + η B
Ohm’s law;
B


∂T
∂T
2nT ∂
3n
+v
+
(r v) = −∇ · q + S
energy;
(14.3)
∂t
∂r
r ∂r
∂ Bθ /∂t = ∂ E z /∂r
Maxwell;
∂ Bz
1 ∂
=−
(r E θ )
∂t
r ∂r
µ0 Jθ = −∂ Bz /∂r

Maxwell;
Maxwell;

1 ∂
Maxwell.
(r Bθ )
r ∂r
In these equations p = 2nT and the currents J⊥ , J appearing in Ohm’s law are given by1
1 ∂p
Jθ Bz − Jz Bθ
(Bz eθ − Bθ ez ) = 2
J⊥ =
(Bz eθ − Bθ ez ),
2
B
B ∂r
(14.4)
Jθ Bθ + Jz Bz
J =
.
B
The source and sink term S in the energy equation consists of ohmic heating, external
heating, fusion alpha particle heating and radiation losses. Finally, the heat flux vector is
expressed in terms of thermal diffusivity in the usual manner
∂T
q = −nχ
er .
(14.5)
∂r
At this point the diffusivity χ is unspecified. Its value will be derived and discussed in future
subsections. For the moment, readers should just assume it is a known quantity.
The starting equations are now specified and one can see they are quite complicated mathematically. The reason is as follows. Observe that there are four time evolution equations
for the four quantities n, T, Bθ , Bz . However, these quantities are also coupled through a
fifth equation, the quasi-static pressure balance relation. The number of equations equals
the number of unknowns because of the fifth unknown quantity v which appears in the
equations but whose behavior is not determined by a time evolution equation. In general,
it is not easy to eliminate v to obtain a closed set of transport equations. One approach
to overcome this difficulty is to introduce the low-β tokamak expansion into the model,
resulting in an explicit determination of v. This is the next task.
µ0 Jz =

1

There is actually an additional term, not previously calculated, in Ohm’s law known as the “thermo-electric effect,” but this term
does not have a dominant effect and is neglected for simplicity.
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Reduction of the model
The first step in the reduction of the model is to eliminate the electric field in Faraday’s law
by means of Ohm’s law. A short calculation leads to the following time evolution equations
for Bθ , Bz :


∂ Bθ
Bz
∂ η⊥ Bθ ∂ p
∂
(Bθ v) = −
+
−
η
J

 ;
∂t
∂r
∂r
B 2 ∂r
B


(14.6)
∂ Bz
Bθ
1 ∂
1 ∂
η⊥ B z ∂ p
(r Bz v) = −
.
+
r
+
η
J


∂t
r ∂r
r ∂r
B 2 ∂r
B
The next step is to introduce the low-β tokamak expansion, which basically assumes that
the dominant component of magnetic field points in the axial direction and is independent
of r and t. Specifically, one writes Bz (r, t) = B0 + δ Bz (r, t), where B0 = const. and δ Bz
B0 . The ordering for the other quantities is given by
2µ0 p/B02 ∼ Bθ2 /B02 ∼ δ Bz /B0

1.

(14.7)

The simplification that arises is seen by examining the left hand side of the Bz evolution
equation and making use of the assumption δ Bz
B0 :


∂ Bz
∂
B0 ∂
1 ∂
∂
B0 ∂
(r Bz v) ≈
(r v) ≈
(r v) .
+
+v
δ Bz +
(14.8)
∂t
r ∂r
∂t
∂r
r ∂r
r ∂r
Using this approximation allows one to integrate the Bz evolution equation with respect to
r obtaining an explicit expression for v:
v≈−

η Bθ ∂
η⊥ ∂ p
(r Bθ ) − 2
.
2 r ∂r
µ0 B0
B0 ∂r

(14.9)

Here use has been made of the ordering approximation J ≈ Jz . The expression for v is
now substituted into the time evolution equations for n, T, Bθ , leading to a set of simplified
transport equations that can be written as


∂n
∂n
1 ∂
n ∂T
2η n ∂r Bθ
=
r Dn
+
+
,
∂t
r ∂r
∂r
T ∂r
βp η⊥ r Bθ ∂r


∂T
1 ∂
∂T
3n
=
r nχ
+ S,
(14.10)
∂t
r ∂r
∂r


∂r Bθ
∂ D B ∂r Bθ
=r
.
∂t
∂r
r ∂r
Here, βp = 4µ0 nT /Bθ2 ∼ 1 and the magnetic field and particle diffusion coefficients D B , Dn
are given by
DB =

η
,
µ0

Dn =

2nT η⊥
.
B02

(14.11)
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Also, in the energy equation use has been made of the fact that in classical transport theory
χ
Dn so that the convection and compression terms are small. The condition χ
Dn
is proven in the next subsection.
These equations represent the desired model for classical transport in a 1-D cylinder.
They have the form of three coupled non-linear partial differential equations whose form
is similar to the generic transport equation given by Eq. (14.2). Note that, in general, the
transport coefficients are not constants but are functions of n, T, B0 . Aside from several
minor modifications due to the cylindrical geometry, the main difference from the generic
form is in the density equation. This equation shows that the density evolution is also coupled
to the temperature and magnetic field gradients. Lastly, observe that the quantity δ Bz does
not appear in any of these equations. The quantity δ Bz is obtained from the pressure balance
relation once the other quantities have been determined.
Although substantially simpler than the starting equations, the reduced transport model is
still quite difficult to solve. Several special examples are discussed shortly. First, however,
attention is focused on the problem of calculating χ and comparing it to the other transport
coefficients.

14.2.2 Calculating transport coefficients from the random walk model
Introduction
The reduction of the fluid model has shown that particle diffusion and magnetic field
diffusion arise from the presence of resistivity, which in turn arises from net momentum
exchange Coulomb collisions. The corresponding Coulomb collision analysis, presented in
Chapter 9, does not, however, lead to thermal diffusion, viscosity, or the different values of
η and η⊥ . The reason is that the distribution functions used in the derivations are either pure
Maxwellians, or else Maxwellians with slight shifts in average velocity and slightly different
temperatures. The “missing” phenomena above arise from non-Maxwellian modifications
to the distribution function not included in the analysis. To calculate these modifications
requires the solution of a more basic kinetic model that directly determines the distribution
functions f e,i (r, v, t). These are more complex calculations and are beyond the scope of the
present book.
Instead, the approach taken here is to derive the transport coefficients using a much simpler
model known as the “random walk model.” The end result is a set of expressions for the electron and ion thermal conductivities χe , χi . It also reproduces the particle diffusion coefficient
Dn obtained from the fluid theory given by Eq. (14.11). The random walk model contains
the essential physics of the diffusion process, although a more sophisticated kinetic theory
is required to accurately calculate the numerical multipliers for each transport coefficient.
The random walk model
The idea behind the random walk model is to show how a particle diffuses away from
its initial position as a result of a series of random collisions. The diffusion process is
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Figure 14.1 Trajectory of two particles undergoing random collisions. Note that on average
while ( x)2 = 0.

x = 0,

characterized by a “diffusion coefficient D” which depends on the mean time and the
average distance traveled between collisions.
To begin, consider the motion of a particle undergoing random collisions as shown in
Fig. 14.1. Observe that the particle moves with its smooth, long-range velocity until it
experiences a collision after which there is an abrupt change in the direction of motion.
Each collisional change in direction is assumed to be random. Now, define x j = x j+1 − x j ,
representing the difference in the position of the particle just after collision j and just
before collision j + 1. The total change in the position of a particle after N collisions is
given by

x = x1 + x2 + x3 + · · · + x N =
xj.
(14.12)
j

If the collisions are purely random, then one expects that for an ensemble of particles
 x = 0.

(14.13)

A particle is just as likely to be above as below or to the left or right of its initial position.
On the other hand the mean square distance from its starting point is not zero. This follows
by noting that the mean square distance is defined as

( x)2 =
xi · x j .
(14.14)
i, j

The terms in the sum with i = j average to zero because of the random nature of the
collisions. However, the contributions for i = j do not cancel and the ensemble average
reduces to

( x)2  =
( x j )2 .
(14.15)
j

One now defines ( l)2 ≡ [( x1 )2 + ( x2 )2 + · · · + ( x N )2 ]/N as the magnitude of the
average step size between collisions. Thus, after N collisions a typical particle has diffused
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a mean square distance
( x)2  =



( x j )2 = N ( l)2 .

(14.16)

j

Next, assume that the average time between collisions is defined as τ . Then, the time
required for N collisions to occur is just
t = N τ.
Eliminating N then leads to the following relation between

t

(14.17)
x and

t:

( x)2 = D t,

(14.18)

where
D=

( l)2
τ

(14.19)

is defined as the diffusion coefficient. Observe that the mean square distance traveled by the
particle as a result of random collisions scales as x ∼ ( t)1/2 . This should be contrasted
with collisionless directed motion in which case x ∼ t. The square root dependence
associated with collisional diffusion leads to a much slower motion of the particle because
of the frequent random changes in direction.
The conclusion from this analysis is that in order to calculate the diffusion coefficient
resulting from a series of random collisions one needs to know the average step size between
collisions l and the mean time between collisions τ . Equation (14.19) then gives the
diffusion coefficient. This formulation is now applied to derive the particle and energy
diffusion coefficients in a magnetized cylindrical plasma.

14.2.3 Particle diffusion in a magnetized plasma
The perpendicular particle diffusion coefficient in a magnetized plasma can be evaluated in
a reasonably straightforward manner as described above, although two modifications must
be made in the analysis. First, perpendicular to the field the orbits between collisions are not
straight lines, but are instead circular gyro orbits. Second, for like particle collisions each
particle may have its orbit changed by a comparable amount after each collision. Thus, the
average step size must include the motion of both particles during each collision in contrast
to the single-particle analysis described in the previous subsection.
Based on these modifications, one might make the following simple estimate of the
perpendicular particle diffusion coefficient. Consider the two-particle collision illustrated
in Fig. 14.2. Assume both particles are ions. Before the collision particle 1 has a circular
orbit with gyro radius rLi . After the collision the particle has been scattered in a random
direction and once again assumes its gyro motion. On average the guiding center of the
particle has shifted by a distance comparable to a gyro radius. A similar shift takes place for
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Figure 14.2 (a) Like particle collision in a magnetic field, (b) unlike particle collision in a magnetic
field. Note that there is no shift in the center of mass for the like particles before and after the collision.

particle 2. Consequently one might deduce that the average step size between collisions is
just l ≈ rLi . Combining this estimate with the fact that the mean time between collisions
is τii = (νii )−1 leads to the conclusion that the particle diffusion coefficient for ions is given
2
by Di ≈ rLi
/τii . This conclusion is wrong!
As appealing as the simple physical picture may be, the analysis presented below shows
that like particle collisions do not lead to particle diffusion. It is only unlike collisions that
lead to particle transport and in fact there is only a single diffusion coefficient, implying
that both electrons and ions diffuse at the same rate.
The crucial step in the analysis is the definition of the step size between collisions
involving two equal mass particles. The appropriate definition that makes physical sense
is to define the step size as the difference in the location of the center of mass of the two
particles before and after the collision. If there is a diffusion of the two-particle center of
mass, both particles will ultimately be lost through a sequence of collisions. If not, the
particles do not escape.
The analysis below calculates the step size based on the center of mass definition for two
like particles colliding at an arbitrary angle with respect to one another and then having a
random scattering collision. The resulting change in the center of mass is then averaged over
all collisions showing that like particles do not lead to particle diffusion. The calculation is
then repeated for unlike particle collisions and it is here that particle diffusion arises.
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Figure 14.3 Geometry of an ion–ion collision in the laboratory reference frame.

The analysis itself is slightly simplified by assuming that all motion is 2-D in the plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field. In other words, particles are not allowed to scatter in
such a way that their parallel velocity is altered. This assumption is not essential to the final
result but eliminates substantial amounts of unnecessary, complicating algebra.
Like particle analysis
Consider now two colliding ions as illustrated in Fig. 14.3. The first task is to calculate the
location of the guiding center of each particle assuming the coordinate system has been
chosen such that the actual collision takes place at the origin x = 0, y = 0. Recall from
Chapter 8 that the orbit of the ion is given by
vx = v⊥ cos(ωc t − φ),
v y = −v⊥ sin(ωc t − φ),
x = xg + rL sin(ωc t − φ),

(14.20)

y = yg + rL cos(ωc t − φ).
Here, ωc = eB0 /m and B = B0 ez . (An identical analysis follows for electron–electron
collisions by simply replacing ωc → −ωc .) If the collision takes place at the origin, then
the location of the guiding center for each particle at the point of impact is given by
v1 × e z
rg1 = xg1 ex + yg1 e y =
,
ωc
(14.21)
v2 × e z
rg2 = xg2 ex + yg2 e y =
,
ωc
where v1 and v2 are the perpendicular velocities of the particles.
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Figure 14.4 Geometry of an ion–ion collision in the center of mass frame. Here ζ is the angle between
the relative velocity and the laboratory coordinate system, while χ is the random scattering angle.

The next step is to calculate the guiding centers of the particles just after a random
Coulomb collision. This is most easily done in the center of mass reference frame, which
for like particles is defined by the transformation
v1 + v2
v 1 − v2
+
=V+
2
2
v1 + v2
v 1 − v2
v2 =
−
=V−
2
2

v1 =

1
v,
2
1
v.
2

(14.22)

In the center of mass frame moving with V the collision has the form illustrated in
Fig. 14.4. Here eζ = ex cos ζ + e y sin ζ , where ζ is an arbitrary angle between the direction
of the relative velocity vector and the laboratory coordinate system. The collision scatters
the particle by a random angle χ . Note that conservation of momentum and energy before
and after the collision requires that each particle be scattered by the same angle χ and that
v 2 = v 2 . Here and below unprimed and primed quantities refer to values before and after
the collision respectively. Thus after the collision the particle velocities, transformed back
into the laboratory frame are given by
1
(v cos χ + ez × v sin χ ) ,
2
1
v2 = V − (v cos χ + ez × v sin χ ) .
2

v1 = V +

(14.23)
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The guiding center locations of the particles in the laboratory frame, expressed in terms of
the center of mass velocities can then be written as


1
1
1
rg1 =
V × ez + v × ez ,
v1 × e z =
ωc
ωc
2


1
1
1
rg2 =
V × ez − v × ez ,
v2 × e z =
ωc
ωc
2
(14.24)


1
1
1
1
rg1 =
V × ez + v × ez cos χ + v sin χ ,
v 1 × e z =
ωc
ωc
2
2


1
1
1
1
rg2 =
V × ez − v × ez cos χ − v sin χ .
v 2 × e z =
ωc
ωc
2
2
One is now in a position to evaluate the center of mass of the two particles before and
after the collision. Using the standard definition leads to the following expressions:
1
(rg1 + rg2 ) =
2
1
= (rg1 + rg2 ) =
2

rcm =
rcm

2
V × ez ,
ωc
2
V × ez .
ωc

(14.25)

Note the cancellation of all the relative velocity terms.
The last step is to evaluate r for each collision and then average over all collisions. The
quantity r is defined as the difference in the centers of mass of the two particles before
and after the collision and is therefore given by
r = rcm − rcm = 0.

(14.26)

Remarkably, the shift in the center of mass for like particle collisions is identically zero for
each and every collision. It is on this basis that the random walk model predicts that like
particle Coulomb collisions produce no particle diffusion.
Unlike particle analysis
A similar analysis can be carried out for unlike particle collisions. Two modifications are
necessary. First separate masses must be introduced for each species. Second, the effects
of the opposite charges must be taken into account. Steps analogous to the like particle
analysis are now outlined below.
First, the transformation of the center of mass coordinates is defined by
m i vi + m e ve
me
me
(ve − vi ) = V −
−
v,
mi + me
mi + me
mi + me
m i vi + m e ve
mi
mi
(ve − vi ) = V +
ve =
+
v.
mi + me
mi + me
mi + me
vi =

(14.27)

An illustration of the collision in the center of mass frame is given in Fig. 14.5. Note that
conservation of momentum and energy again requires that the scattering angle χ be the
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Figure 14.5 Geometry of an electron–ion collision in the center of mass frame. Note the opposite
direction of rotation for the electron and ion.

same for both particles and that v  = v. Therefore the particle velocities after the collision
are
me
(v cos χ + ez × v sin χ ) ,
mi + me
mi
(v cos χ + ez × v sin χ ) .
ve = V +
mi + me
vi = V −

The corresponding guiding center of mass locations can be written as


1
me
rgi =
v × ez ,
V × ez −
ωci
mi + me


1
mi
rge = −
V × ez +
v × ez ,
ωce
mi + me

1
me
(v × ez cos χ + v sin χ ) ,
rgi =
V × ez −
ωci
mi + me

1
mi
(v × ez cos χ + v sin χ ) .
rge = −
V × ez +
ωce
mi + me

(14.28)

(14.29)

Here ωc j = |e| B0 /m j and the sign of the charges has been taken into account.
One is again in a position to calculate r as the difference in the centers of mass before
and after the collision:
r=

m i rgi + m e rge
m i rgi + m e rge
−
.
mi + me
mi + me

(14.30)
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A short calculation yields
r=−

1
[v × ez (1 − cos χ ) − v sin χ ] ,
ωcr

(14.31)

where ωcr = eB0 /m r and m r = m e m i / (m i + m e ) is the reduced mass. Observe that for
unlike particle collisions r does not vanish, even for equal masses. The non-vanishing is
associated with the opposite sign of the charges.
The last step in the analysis requires the averaging over all collisions and all scattering
angles assuming equal probabilities for all angles. Clearly the averaging over collisions (i.e.,
the averaging over the initial angle ζ ) leads to the conclusion that  r = 0 as one would
expect. However, the step size for diffusion involves the mean square average defined by
1
( l) =
4π 2





2π

2

2π

dζ
0

dχ ( r)2 .

(14.32)

0

A straightforward calculation yields
( l)2 = 2

v2
v2
≈
2
.
2
2
ωcr
ωce

(14.33)

The final form is obtained by noting that for Maxwellian distribution functions in velocity
v = |ve − vi | ≈ |ve | ∼ (2Te /m e )1/2 :
( l)2 = 4

m e Te
.
e2 B02

(14.34)

The particle diffusion coefficient Dn is now easily evaluated by recognizing that the mean
time between collisions is just τ ei = (ν ei )−1 , where ν ei is the momentum exchange collision
frequency given by Eq. (9.110). One obtains
Dn =

( l)2
ν ei m e Te
r2
= 4 2 2 ∼ Le .
τ ei
τ ei
e B0

(14.35)

This is the desired result. The value of Dn by definition includes the effects of both
electrons and ions so that both species diffuse at the same rate, a phenomenon known as
ambipolar diffusion. Physically the species must diffuse together since if one species were
depleted faster than the other a large charge imbalance would occur. This charge imbalance
would induce an electric field whose direction is such as to attract the species back to each
other causing them to leave at the same rate.
A further interesting point is that the value of Dn is smaller by a factor of (m e /m i )1/2 than
2
the original incorrect estimate Dn ∼ rLi
/τii . Particle diffusion occurs on a slower time scale;
that is, ions might originally be expected to diffuse faster because their larger gyro radius
produces a larger step size after each collision. However, the fact that the center of mass in
ion–ion collisions is invariant before and after a collision negates this original expectation.
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Comparison with the fluid model and numerical values
To test the validity of the random walk model it is useful to compare the value of Dn just
calculated in Eq. (14.35) with the value obtained from the fluid model and repeated here
for convenience
Dn =

2nT η⊥
.
B02

(14.36)

If one now recalls that η⊥ = m e ν ei /ne2 it follows that the value of Dn for the fluid model
can be written as
Dn = 2

ν ei m e T
.
e2 B02

(14.37)

The fluid model differs from the random walk model by an unimportant numerical factor of
“2”. The implication is that the fluid model is self-consistent in that it automatically takes
into account the fact that particle diffusion is ambipolar.
Finally, it is useful as a point of reference to substitute numerical values into Dn so that
the scaling with respect to density, temperature, and magnetic field becomes apparent. An
accurate calculation, including kinetic effects, has been carried out in a classic paper by
Braginskii. His result can be written as
n 20
Dn = 2.0 × 10−3
m2 / s.
(14.38)
2 1/2
B0 Tk
The fluid model value of Dn in Eq. (14.37) yields the same numerical coefficient as that
found by Braginskii. Observe that Dn decreases with T (fewer collisions), increases with n
(more collisions), and decreases with B (smaller gyro radius).
For the simple fusion reactor with Tk = 15, n 20 = 1.5, B0 = 4.7, then Dn is 3.5 ×
10−5 m2 / s. This value is enormously optimistic, by nearly five orders of magnitude, compared to typical experimentally measured values in a tokamak: Dn ∼ 1 m2 / s. Part of the
difference is associated with toroidal effects (neoclassical transport) but most is due to
plasma-driven micro-turbulence. In any event, the calculation shows how to apply the random walk model and sets a reference value for purely classical transport in a straight
cylinder.

14.2.4 Thermal conductivity of a magnetized plasma
The particle diffusion analysis just presented gives one confidence that the random walk
model, despite its simplicity, is capable of reliably predicting transport coefficients. The
task now is to utilize the random walk model to predict the thermal diffusivities, the last
remaining unknown transport coefficients required to close the set of self-consistent fluid
equations. The same simple model will be used for thermal diffusion as for particle diffusion;
that is, the step size is calculated for a 2-D collision model where particles make circular
gyro orbits and scatter in random directions after each collision.
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Based on the similarities with the previous analysis one might initially think that like
particle collisions do not lead to thermal diffusion. The same cancellation in centers of mass
will occur, implying no like particle thermal diffusion. This conclusion is also wrong!
The reason is as follows. The correct way to calculate particle diffusion is by defining
the step size in terms of the change in the two-particle center of mass before and after
the collision. For thermal diffusion, however, one must define the step size in terms of the
change in the two-particle “center of energy” (i.e., the energy centroid) before and after the
collision. Thus, essentially all of the analysis for like particle diffusion is still valid, the one
critical difference being the definition of r, which for thermal diffusion is defined by
r = rcE − rcE ,

(14.39)

where
rcE =
rcE

=

v12 rg1 + v22 rg2
,
v12 + v22
v12 rg1 + v22 rg2
v12 + v22

(14.40)
.

After a straightforward but slightly tedious calculation one can substitute for all quantities
in ( l)2 , expressed in terms of the center of mass velocity variables, and then carry out the
averaging over angles. One obtains
( l)2 =

2v 4 V 2
.
+ v 2 )2

ωc2 (4V 2

(14.41)

The last step is to average over v1 , v2 or equivalently v, V . A reasonable estimate for the
averages is given by
v 2 = v12 + v22 − 2v1 · v2 ∼ 2vT2 ,

(14.42)
1 2
vT2
2
V = (v1 + v2 + 2v1 · v2 ) ∼
,
4
2
where it is assumed that the v1 · v2 terms average to zero. This estimate yields the following
expression for the mean square step size:
2

( l)2 =

1 vT2
.
4 ωc2

(14.43)

The thermal diffusivities can now easily be evaluated by noting that the mean time between
collisions is τii = (νii )−1 for ions and τee = (νee )−1 for electrons. Since τ j j = τ j j (v) is a
function of velocity one can again approximately average over v by defining τ j j = τ j j (vT ).
The random walk model thus predicts the following values for the ion and electron thermal
diffusivities:
χi =

2
2
1 vTi
rLi
∼
,
4 ωci2 τ ii
τ ii

2
1 vT2 e
rLe
χe =
∼
.
2 τ
4 ωce
τ ee
ee

(14.44)
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Observe that the electron thermal diffusivity is comparable to the particle diffusion
coefficient: χe ∼ Dn . The ion thermal diffusivity is larger by the square root of the mass
ratio: χi ∼ (m i /m e )1/2 χe . It is shown in the next subsection that the single thermal diffusivity appearing in the transport equations (Eqs. (14.10)) is actually given by χ = χi + χe ≈ χi .
The remarkable cancellation that occurs in the value of r for particle diffusion does not
occur for thermal diffusion. This is the underlying reason why collisional thermal diffusion
is so much larger than particle diffusion.
The numerical values of the thermal diffusivities (for a 50%–50% D–T plasma), using
Braginskii’s more accurate coefficients are given by
χi = 0.10

n 20
2 1/2
B0 Tk

χe = 4.8 × 10−3

m2 / s,
n 20
1/2

B02 Tk

(14.45)
m2 / s.

For the dominant ion diffusivity the numerical coefficient is approximately a factor of 2.4
larger than that obtained by the simple random walk model. Using parameter values for
the simple test reactor yields an ion thermal diffusivity χi = 1.8 × 10−3 m2 / s. This value
is also highly optimistic by about three orders of magnitude from typical experimentally
measured values χi ∼ 1 m2 / s.
14.2.5 Summary
The formulation of classical transport in a 1-D cylinder is now complete. The model, which
makes use of the tokamak expansion, is described by Eq. (14.10). It consists of a closed set of
coupled time evolution equations for the density, temperature, and poloidal magnetic field.
The particle and magnetic diffusion coefficients follow directly from the fluid equations
and result from electron–ion momentum exchange collisions. The expressions for Dn and
D B are given by Eqs. (14.11). Heat transport is dominated by the ions. Here the dominant
mechanism is ion–ion collisions. A simple estimate of χi is given by Eqs. (14.44) by means
of the random walk model. The predicted values of classical particle and heat transport
are both highly optimistic with respect to typical experimentally measured values. They
nevertheless serve as a useful point of reference.

14.3 Solving the transport equations
The transport model just derived describes classical transport in a simplified 1-D cylinder
in the context of the tokamak expansion. In this section several specific problems described
by the model are solved analytically. The purpose is two-fold. First, it is instructive to see
in detail how to approach and cast each problem into a form amenable to solution. Many
of the same ideas apply to more general toroidal calculations where the solutions must be
obtained numerically. Second, the problems addressed are those for which the answers are
not immediately obvious. For example, while it is obvious from dimensional analysis that
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the characteristic relaxation time for any diffusive process scales as τ ≈ a 2 /D, there are
more subtle questions that often need to be answered.
In this section three such problems are discussed. The first problem corresponds to
temperature equilibration. In all the analysis thus far presented it has been assumed that Te ≈
Ti = T . The goal here is to derive a quantitative criterion for this condition to be satisfied.
The answer is not immediately obvious because of the large difference in magnitudes
between χe and χi .
The second problem is concerned with the effects that the external heating deposition
profile has on the central plasma temperature. For instance, does a highly peaked off-axis
heating source lead to a temperature profile with a corresponding off-axis peak?
The third problem involves a solution of the steady state 1-D model assuming the heating
source corresponds solely to ohmic heating. The issue here is to determine whether or not it
is feasible to ohmically heat to ignition, thereby eliminating the need for external auxiliary
heating sources. This would clearly be a highly desirable situation.

14.3.1 Temperature equilibration
As a model problem to investigate temperature equilibration, consider the two-fluid steady
state energy equations:


1 ∂
∂ Te
3 n(Ti − Te )
r nχe
+ Se +
= 0,
r ∂r
∂r
2
τ eq
(14.46)


1 ∂
3 n(Ti − Te )
∂ Ti
r nχi
−
= 0.
r ∂r
∂r
2
τ eq
The model corresponds to the situation in which the electrons are heated by a source Se .
The resulting energy gain is balanced by a combination of electron thermal conduction
losses and collisional energy exchange to the ions. The ions have no external heating
source. They are heated by energy exchange from the electrons and lose energy by ion
thermal conduction. For simplicity the effects of compression and convection are neglected
as they do not dominate the behavior. In order to obtain an analytic solution the coefficients
χe , χi , τ eq are treated as constants with χe , χi allowed to have anomalously high values
if necessary. Similarly, for simplicity it is also assumed that the density profile n(r ) and
heating deposition profile Se (r ) are both constants.
The goal of this reduced problem is to calculate the equilibrium electron and ion temperature profiles and then to determine the conditions under which temperature equilibration
is a good approximation. Specifically, one wants to determine the condition under which
R≡

Te (0) − Ti (0)
Te (0) + Ti (0)

1.

(14.47)

The solution is obtained in two steps. First, the equations are added together in order to
annihilate the energy exchange terms:

1 ∂
∂
(nχe Te + nχi Ti ) = −Se .
(14.48)
r
r ∂r
∂r
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Figure 14.6 Te and Ti vs. r/a for α = 10, χi /χe = 10.

For boundary conditions one requires regularity at the origin (Te (0) = Ti (0) = 0) and a
perfect sink condition at r = a (Te (a) = Ti (a) = 0). The solution to Eq. (14.48) is easily
found and is
Se
n (χe Te + χi Ti ) = (a 2 − r 2 ).
(14.49)
4
The second step is to solve for Te and substitute the solution into the ion equation. A
short calculation yields


1 ∂
∂ Ti
(14.50)
x
− α 2 Ti = α 2 T0 (1 − x 2 ),
x ∂x
∂x
where x = r/a and
3
α =
2
2



χe + χi
χe χi



a2
,
τ eq

1 Se a 2
T0 =
.
4 n(χe + χi )

(14.51)

The solution for Ti (and then Te ) satisfying the boundary conditions can be written in terms
of modified Bessel functions as follows:

Ti
I0 (αx)
4
2
= 1−x − 2 1−
,
T0
α
I0 (α)
(14.52)

Te
I0 (αx)
4 χi
2
.
1−
= 1−x + 2
T0
α χe
I0 (α)
These profiles are illustrated in Fig. 14.6 for the case χi /χe = 10 and α = 10.
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Table 14.1. Relationship between α 2 and χi /χe to insure that R
Regime of χi /χe

R = R(F)

χi /χe

R≈

1

F
F + 2χe /χi

χi /χe = 1

R=F

χi /χe

R≈

1

R = R(α, χi /χe )

Condition for R

4
4 + 2α 2 χe /χi
4
R≈
4 + α2
2
R≈
2 + α2

α2

2χi /χe

α2

4

α2

2

R≈

F
2− F

1
1

One is now in a position to calculate the equilibration parameter R. Substituting into
Eq. (14.47) yields
(χi /χe + 1) F (α)
,
2 + (χi /χe − 1)F(α)

(14.53)


4
1
4
F(α) = 2 1 −
.
≈
α
I0 (α)
4 + α2

(14.54)

R(α, χi /χe ) =
where

The last form is an approximation that matches the behavior at both small and large α. Note
that F(α) is a decreasing function and that F
1 when α
2.
The condition for good equilibration can be determined by examining Eq. (14.53) for
different values of the ratio χi /χe . Specifically the condition R
1 sets a requirement on
α 2 as shown in Table 14.1. From Table 14.1 it follows that a simple form for the condition
on α 2 , valid for all values of χi /χe , can be written as
χi + χe
α2
2
.
(14.55)
χe
In unnormalized units, Eq. (14.55) reduces to
τ eq

3 a2
.
4 χi

(14.56)

Physically, good temperature equilibration occurs if the equilibration time τ eq is much
shorter than the ion energy confinement time a 2 /χi . The electron energy confinement time
a 2 /χe has a strong influence on the final central temperature. However, regardless of the
central temperature, the electrons and ions will equilibrate as long as the ions do not lose
the energy transferred from the electrons too rapidly by ion thermal conduction.
One can now ask whether or not Eq. (14.56) is satisfied in most plasma experiments. The
2
answer for classical diffusion is obtained by noting that τ eq ∼ (m i /m e ) τ ei , χi ∼ rLi
/τ ii ,
1/2
and τ ii ∼ (m i /m e ) τ ei . The equilibration condition reduces to
 1/2
a2
mi
,
(14.57)
2
me
rLi
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which is easily satisfied in most experiments. However, when χi is anomalous, the condition
is more difficult to satisfy. In this case, using the numerical value of τ eq from Eq. (9.119),
one can rewrite the equilibration condition in the following form:
3/2

Tk χi
= 0.25χi ,
(14.58)
a2
where the last value corresponds to the simple fusion reactor (a = 2, Tk = 15). For the
reactor, the value n 20 = 1.5 is sufficiently large that the condition would be reasonably
well satisfied assuming that χi ∼ 1 m2 /s, a typical experimental value in present tokamaks. Interestingly, most present tokamaks usually operate at somewhat lower densities
(n 20 ∼ 0.5) so that the equilibration condition is only marginally satisfied.
The final point to discuss is the derivation of a single energy equation in the limit where
there is good equilibration. Mathematically, good equilibration implies that τ eq → 0 and
Ti → Te . The energy equilibration term in each equation therefore becomes indeterminate
((Te − Ti ) /τ eq → 0/0). The difficulty is resolved by adding the energy equations together
to exactly annihilate the equilibration terms and to then set Te = Ti = T . This leads to a
single energy equation given by

1 ∂
∂T
r n(χe + χi )
+ Se = 0.
(14.59)
r ∂r
∂r
n 20

0.017

One sees that the final equation balances heat conduction losses against the heating source
term. The thermal diffusivity is just the sum of the separate components (χ = χe + χi ≈ χi )
and is dominated by the largest contribution, usually due to the ions.
The analysis just presented provides a good justification for considering a single energy
equation when investigating the performance of fusion grade plasmas.

14.3.2 Effect of the heating profile on the central temperature
Next, the effect of the external source heating profile on the peak temperature and temperature profile is investigated. Of particular interest is the question of whether or not a highly
localized off-axis heating source results in a corresponding peaked off-axis temperature
profile. To answer this question two simple problems are considered. First the temperature
profile is calculated for a heating source that is uniform in space. Second, the calculation is
repeated assuming the same amount of total power is deposited off-axis in a highly localized region of space, modeled mathematically by a delta function. A comparison of the two
solutions provides the answer to the question.
As a simple model consider a well-equilibrated plasma described by the following steady
state energy equation:


1 ∂
∂T
r nχ
= −S(r ).
(14.60)
r ∂r
∂r
As in the previous equilibration problem convection and compression are neglected and n,
χ are assumed to be constants.
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First, assume that a total power Ph is absorbed uniformly over the plasma cross
section. If the volume of the plasma is denoted by V = 2π 2 a 2 R0 , then for this case
S(r ) = Ph /2π 2 a 2 R0 = const. The boundary conditions again require regularity at the origin and a perfect heat sink at r = a : T  (0) = 0 and T (a) = 0. The solution to the transport
equation is easily found and is given by


r2
T = T0 1 − 2 ,
(14.61)
a
where
T0 =

Ph
2
8π nχ R

.

(14.62)

0

Observe that the temperature profile decreases parabolically with radius. It is also of
interest to evaluate the peaking factor, defined as the ratio of the peak temperature T0 to the
average temperature T . Here,

2 a
T = 2
T (r )r d r .
(14.63)
a 0
For the case of a constant heating profile the peaking factor has the value
T0 /T = 2.

(14.64)

The calculation just presented serves as the reference case. The next step is to redo the
calculation assuming a highly localized off-axis source, modeled by a delta function as
follows:
S(r ) = K δ(r − αa) =

Ph
2
4π R0 aα

δ(r − αa).

(14.65)

Note that the heating source peaks at r = αa with 0 < α < 1. Also, the coefficient multiplying the delta function has been chosen so that the total power absorbed by the plasma is
again equal to Ph .
The temperature is found by solving separately in the regions on either side of the delta
function and then matching across the surface r = αa. For 0 ≤ r ≤ αa − the solution that
is regular at the origin is given by
T = C1 ,

(14.66)

where C1 is an as yet undetermined coefficient. For αa + ≤ r ≤ a the solution satisfying
the sink condition at r = a can be written as
T = C2 ln (a/r ) .

(14.67)

Here, C2 is also an undetermined coefficient.
Next, there are two matching conditions across r = αa that must be satisfied. First, the
temperature must be continuous, implying that C2 ln (1/α) = C1 . Second, integrating across
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Figure 14.7 Temperature profiles for a uniform and a peaked heating source.

the delta function yields a jump condition on the heat fluxes which is given by
 αa +
+
=
−
K δ (r − αa) r d r = −Ph /4π 2 R0 .
[r nχ ∂ T /∂r ]αa
−
αa

(14.68)

αa −

Using the profiles in each region one can easily evaluate the temperature derivatives leading
to
C1 =

Ph ln (1/α)
= 2T0 ln (1/α) ,
4π 2 nχ R0

(14.69)

where T0 has been defined in Eq. (14.62).
The resulting temperature profiles are thus given by
T = 2T0 ln (1/α)

0 ≤ r ≤ αa − ,

T = 2T0 ln (a/r )

αa + ≤ r ≤ a.

(14.70)

The solution is plotted in Fig. 14.7 for the case of α = 0.5. Observe that even with a very
peaked heating profile the temperature itself does not peak. Physically, the reason is as
follows. Initially, the heating profile does indeed produce a peaked off-axis temperature
profile. The heat then starts to diffuse in both directions away from the source. At the
edge of the plasma the heat energy is absorbed because of the sink boundary condition. In
the center, however, there is no sink, and the heat accumulates. In steady state a balance
is reached where there is no net flow of energy in either direction in the central region,
corresponding to a uniform temperature.
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Figure 14.8 Peaking factor vs. normalized localization radius.

The last point of interest is to compare the temperature peaking factor between the two
cases. For the localized heating source the peaking factor is easily evaluated, and can be
expressed as
T (0)
T

=

2 ln(1/α)
.
1 − α2

(14.71)

The results are plotted in Fig. 14.8 as a function of α. Note that the difference in peaking
factors between the two cases is relatively modest in comparison to the dramatically different
heating profiles.
The main conclusion from this problem is that while the average plasma temperature
depends directly upon the total heating power supplied (i.e., T ∼ Ph ), the actual temperature
profile is relatively insensitive to the heating profile (except for the special limit α → 0).

14.3.3 Ohmic heating to ignition
The last problem discussed raises the question of whether or not it is possible to ohmically
heat a plasma to ignition without the need of external power sources. This would presumably
be highly desirable from a fusion engineering point of view. The problem is addressed in
the present subsection within the context of classical transport, which is highly optimistic
compared to actual experimental performance. Even so, this serves as a good point of
reference and demonstrates the process of formulating and finding an approximate solution
to the transport equations.
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The goal of the calculation is to determine how much ohmic power is required to heat
a plasma to a temperature of 7 keV, which is about half way to ignition. The calculation neglects alpha particle heating, which is a good approximation for low temperatures,
although once the 7 keV point is reached, the alpha particle heating takes over and then
the ohmic power can be neglected. The ohmic solution also allows one to calculate other
plasma parameters, including the plasma current I , the plasma pressure p, the plasma beta
β, the safety factor q, and the energy confinement time τE , to make sure these values are
compatible with engineering and plasma physics constraints. The analysis shows that ohmic
heating to ignition is possible under the assumption of classical transport, although further
thought reveals that this is a mixed blessing.
The model
The ohmic heating model represents a subset of the complete 1-D cylindrical transport
equations derived in the previous section. For simplicity one again assumes steady state
and neglects compression and convection. Furthermore, to eliminate the need for solving
a set of coupled differential equations the density is assumed to be uniform: n = const.
This experimentally plausible assumption simplifies the analysis by removing the density
equation from the calculation.2 The ohmic heating model reduces to


∂ D B ∂r Bθ
r
= 0,
∂r
r ∂r


1 ∂
∂T
(14.72)
r nχ
+ η J 2 = 0,
r ∂r
∂r
1 ∂r Bθ
µ0 J =
.
r ∂r
Note that the heating source corresponds to ohmic power dissipation.
The task now is to simplify these equations in order to obtain a single, second order,
differential equation for the temperature. The first step is to integrate the magnetic field
equation, recalling that D B = η /µ0 ∼ 1/T 3/2 . This yields
D B J = const.

(14.73)

or
µ0
J=K
= J0
η



T
T0

3/2
.

(14.74)

Here, J0 , T0 are constants representing the on-axis values. They are presently unknown
but will ultimately be related to the plasma current I and the desired average temperature
T k = 7 keV.
2

The density can be included by a more complicated analysis, although considerable care must be taken with the boundary
condition and/or the introduction of more realistic modifications to the physical model in the region near r = a. This is because
indeterminate ratios appear in χ when the ideal sink boundary condition is used.
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The next step is to substitute the expression for J into the energy equation using the classical value of χ ≈ χi given by Eqs. (14.45). A short calculation leads to a single differential
equation for the normalized temperature U = T /T0 . This equation can be written as


1 ∂
x ∂U
(14.75)
+ 2α U 3/2 = 0,
x ∂ x U 1/2 ∂ x
where x = r/a and α is a dimensionless parameter defined (in practical units) by


B0 JM0 a 2
α = 10.3
.
(14.76)
n 20 Tk0
Here, Tk0 = T0 (keV) and JM0 = J0 (MA/m2 ).
The last step in the simplification of the model is to introduce a new dependent variable
V = U 1/2 . Equation (14.75) reduces to


1 ∂
∂V
(14.77)
x
+ α V 3 = 0.
x ∂x
∂x
The boundary conditions again require regularity at the origin and a sink condition at the
plasma edge: V  (0) = 0, V (1) = 0. The normalizing condition V (0) = 1 is an additional
constraint which can only be satisfied by choosing an appropriate value for α. In fact, the next
step in the analysis is to determine an approximate solution for V (x) and the corresponding
value for α. Once V (x) and α are known all the desired physical properties of the ohmically
heated plasma can easily be evaluated.
Approximate solution to the problem
Equation (14.77) is a non-linear differential equation for which there is no simple closed
form solution. While it can easily be solved numerically, this is not optimal in terms of
developing physical insight. A different approach is used here to obtain an approximate
form of the solution. The method is based on two points of mathematical insight. First, the
solution for V (x) is qualitatively simple. It starts out with a value of unity at the origin and
then monotonically decreases to zero at the edge of the plasma. Second, all the physical
quantities are calculated by integrating various functions of V (x) over the plasma volume.
Since integrated values are involved, the results are not very sensitive to the precise details
of the V (x) profile.
This mathematical insight suggests that a moment approach would be sufficiently accurate
for present purposes. Specifically, the approximation is made that the V (x) profile is of the
form
V (x) = (1 − x 2 )ν ,

(14.78)

where ν is an as yet undetermined parameter. Clearly, V (x) has the correct qualitative
behavior of the exact solution.
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The values of ν and α are determined by requiring that two low-order moments of the
differential equation be exactly satisfied. These moments are defined by



 1
∂V
1 ∂
3
x
+ α V xd x = 0,
V
x ∂x
∂x
0
(14.79)



 1
1
∂
∂
V
x2V
x
+ α V 3 xd x = 0.
x ∂x
∂x
0
Although the choice of which moment equations to use is clearly not unique, using low-order
moments captures the main macroscopic features of the exact solution.
Substituting the approximate V (x) into Eqs. (14.79) leads to two coupled algebraic
equations for the unknowns ν and α. The details are straightforward but slightly lengthy.
Once obtained, the resulting algebraic equations can easily be solved analytically yielding
the values
ν = 2, α = 12.

(14.80)

These values are used next to derive the desired physical properties of the ohmically heated
plasma.
Physical properties of the solution
First, the approximate temperature profile is considered. From the value ν = 2 and the
relation U = V 2 it follows that
Tk (r ) = Tk0 (1 − r 2 /a 2 )4 .

(14.81)

Note that this is a highly peaked profile, a consequence of the fact that near the edge of the
plasma χ ∼ T −1/2 → ∞. A high thermal diffusivity tends to flatten the temperature profile
at the edge, thus making the central profile more peaked. A measure of the peaking is given
by the peaking factor, which is the ratio of the peak to average temperature, determined as
follows:
 1
Tk = 2
Tk xd x = Tk0 /5.
(14.82)
0

Thus the peaking factor is Tk0 /T k = 5. For future numerical values T k is set to T k = 7 keV,
the target temperature for ohmic heating to ignition.
Second, the current density profile is examined. This is slightly more peaked than the
temperature profile:
JM (r ) = JM0 (1 − r 2 /a 2 )6 .

(14.83)

The constant JM0 can be expressed in terms of the total plasma current from the definition
 1
IM = 2πa 2
JM xd x = πa 2 JM0 /7.
(14.84)
0

Thus, JM0 = 7IM /πa .
2
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These results, combined with the value α = 12 lead to a relationship between the required
plasma current and the desired ohmic heating temperature which can be written as
IM =

α
2.05

1/2

an 20 T k
an 20 T k
= 2.4
= 10.7 MA.
B0
B0

(14.85)

Note that the current scales linearly with the temperature for classical transport. The final
numerical value corresponds to the simple reactor design parameters: n 20 = 1.5, a =
2, R0 = 5, B0 = 4.7. One can now ask whether the resulting value of q∗ is high enough
to suppress MHD instabilities. The value of q∗ (assuming an elongation κ = 2) is
q∗ =

2πa 2 κ B0
a 2 κ B0
= 3.5.
=5
µ0 R 0 I
R0 IM

(14.86)

This value is safely above the limit for exciting ballooning-kink modes. In other words the
ohmic current required to reach a temperature of 7 keV in a tokamak with classical transport
is well below the instability threshold, indeed a favorable conclusion.
Consider next the pressure and β. Their average values are easily calculated as follows:
p = 2nT = 0.32n 20 T k = 3.4 atm,
β = 2µ0 p/B02 = 0.25 p a /B02 = 0.038.

(14.87)

These are just the values that one would expect at 7 keV, about one half the way to a
steady state fully ignited plasma at 15 keV. Here too, the β is below the threshold for MHD
instability.
One is now in a position to calculate the total ohmic power required to reach 7 keV and
compare it with the nominal electric power out of the reactor, 1000 MW. The ohmic power
is defined as

P = η J 2 d r.
(14.88)
A short calculation using the relation η = 3.3 × 10−8 /Tk

3/2

P = 4.1 ×

2
R0 IM
10−2
3/2
a2 T k

 m leads to

= 0.32 MW.

(14.89)

The ohmic power required is very modest compared to the electric power output. This is a
consequence of the good confinement associated with classical transport. If the plasma is
good at confining its thermal energy (i.e., χ is small), then only a small amount of ohmic
power is required to heat the plasma to a high temperature. Clearly the low requirement on
P is a very favorable result.
The last parameter of interest, which quantifies “good confinement,” is the energy confinement time. The quantity τE is defined by integrating the starting energy balance equation
(Eq. (14.72)) over the plasma volume:


p dr
∂ T 
3
P = −4π 2 R0 anχ
≡
.
(14.90)
∂r a
2 τE
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Observe that the energy confinement time is defined in terms of the heat flux at the plasma
edge. If one knew the exact solution for the profiles, a simple evaluation of the edge derivative
would yield the desired value of τE . However, with the approximate profiles used in the
calculation this is a very poor way to evaluate τE , leading in fact to the result τE = ∞.
A much better way to use the approximate equilibrium solution is through less sensitive
integral relations. A good estimate of the energy confinement time is thus obtained from
Eq. (14.90) as follows:
5/2

τE =

3 pV
a 4 n 20 T k
= 23
2
2 P
IM

= 6.3 × 102 s.

(14.91)

Classical confinement predicts an energy confinement time of over 600 s, which is very
optimistic compared to present day experiments.
Finally, in practice τE is often used to predict the temperature of an experiment once the
density, current, toroidal field, and geometry are specified. For this alternative application
of transport theory, the temperature should be eliminated from τE , in the present case by
means of Eq. (14.85), leading to an expression solely in terms of parameters directly under
experimental control. For classical confinement the new form of τE can be written as
5/2 1/2

τE = 2.6

a 3/2 B0 I M
3/2

n 20

s.

(14.92)

This form of the energy confinement time will be useful when comparing with the actual
empirical value determined from experimental measurements.
Irony – too much confinement can be a disadvantage
The analysis thus far seems to indicate that the combination of classical confinement and
ohmic heating would be highly desirable in a fusion reactor. However, further thought shows
that too much confinement is actually a disadvantage.
There are several ways to understand the issues. The basic problem arises from the
fact that too much confinement leads to very high values of pτE . For the case of classical
confinement described above, the value of pτE at 7 keV is 2.1 × 103 atm s. This is more than
a factor of 200 larger than that required to maintain the plasma in steady state equilibrium
characterized by alpha power balancing thermal conduction losses. Specifically, the alpha
particles are producing much more heat than is lost by thermal conduction. Should this
situation arise, the plasma would continue to heat to much higher temperatures thereby
increasing the plasma pressure and power density. Very quickly the critical plasma β for
stability as well as the maximum allowable neutron wall loading would be violated.
Another approach might be to lower the number density such that pτE is reduced to the
value necessary for steady state ignition: pτE ≈ 8.3 atm s. The difficulty with this strategy
is that the lower number density corresponds to a lower pressure, which in turns leads to a
lower power density. When the power density is greatly reduced a much larger volume of
plasma is required to produce the same total required power output. A larger reactor leads
to a higher capital cost per watt which is clearly undesirable.
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Yet another idea is to use good confinement to reduce the size of the plasma. Since
τE ∼ a 2 /χ one can reduce the size of the plasma until τE becomes short enough that steady
state power balance is achieved. However, if the pressure and corresponding power density
remain unchanged (i.e., p ∼ 7 atm), then the total power output is reduced because of the
smaller plasma volume. Even so, the reactor volume remains large since the blanket-andshield thickness must still be b = 1.2 m, a value determined by nuclear physics, not plasma
physics. The net result is an inefficient use of the blanket-and-shield which raises the capital
cost per watt. Raising the plasma pressure also does not help as this again increases β above
the MHD stability limit and causes the neutron flux to exceed the wall loading limit.
The one exception to these arguments involves the use of advanced fuels such as D–D.
Here, the fusion cross section is much smaller than for D–T implying that a much larger
value of pτE is required for plasma ignition.
In any event, the discussion suggests that there is no clear way to exploit the achievement of a very long energy confinement time in a D–T fusion reactor. While this is a valid
conclusion one should remember that a large part of current fusion research is aimed at
improving energy confinement. There is no contradiction here since the present experimentally achievable energy confinement times are still somewhat below that which is required
in a reactor. However, once the reactor relevant energy confinement time is achieved there
is little reason for further substantial enhancements in τE .

14.3.4 Summary
Several energy diffusion problems have been solved for the 1-D cylindrical model within
the context of classical transport. These include the problems of temperature equilibration,
heating profile effects, and the question of ohmically heating to ignition. All the problems are
focused on the energy transport equation as energy losses are the dominant loss mechanism
in fusion grade plasmas.
It has been shown that: (1) energy equilibration requires that the ion energy confinement
time be long compared to the energy equilibration time; (2) the temperature profile is only
weakly dependent on the heating profile; and (3) one can easily ohmically heat to ignition
with classical transport, although too much confinement is actually a disadvantage from the
reactor point of view.
The idealized classical transport model is highly optimistic with respect to experimental
values of χi but nonetheless serves as a useful point of reference. In the following sections
more realism is added to the models to bring the theory and experimental data into closer
agreement.

14.4 Neoclassical transport
14.4.1 Introduction
Neoclassical transport is classical transport including the effects of toroidal geometry. The
transport is still driven purely by Coulomb collisions – no anomalous transport due to
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plasma microscopic instabilities is included. The development of neoclassical transport
theory follows from a beautiful and sophisticated analysis of plasma kinetic theory. The final
model is quite complete. It contains a two-fluid description including resistivity, viscosity,
and thermal conduction. The model is also valid for arbitrary regimes of collisionality.
This section contains a derivation of several of the key features of neoclassical transport
most relevant to a fusion reactor. These include the particle and thermal diffusion coefficients
and the generation of the bootstrap current. The analysis avoids the need to solve complex
kinetic equations by instead making use of guiding center theory and the random walk model.
Also, use is made of the large aspect ratio, circular cross section, and low collisionality
approximations.
At first glance one might expect that in the large aspect ratio limit, toroidal effects simply
produce uninteresting r/R0 corrections to the cylindrical results. This is an incorrect conclusion. Perhaps surprisingly, neoclassical effects actually produce increases in the plasma
transport coefficients by nearly two orders of magnitude. Qualitatively, the reason is as follows. In a cylindrical system particles are confined to within a gyro radius of a flux surface.
Consequently, the corresponding step size associated with Coulomb collisions is also on
the order of a gyro radius. In a torus, however, particles drift off the flux surface because of
the toroidally induced ∇ B and curvature drifts. The radial excursions due to these drifts can
be much larger than a gyro radius, leading to an increase in the collisional step size, and a
corresponding increase in the transport coefficients. A further surprise is that the transport
that arises from the small population of trapped particles actually dominates the transport
resulting from the majority of passing (i.e., untrapped) particles.
The discussion below presents a random walk derivation of particle and heat transport,
first due to passing particles and then due to trapped particles. Lastly a derivation is presented
of the very important bootstrap current which has no simple analog in a cylindrical system.
This current, which is essential to minimize the current drive requirements in a tokamak, is
closely related to the magnetization current discussed in Chapter 11.
14.4.2 Neoclassical transport due to passing particles
The neoclassical transport associated with passing particles in a toroidal geometry is calculated by means of the random walk model. The critical task is to evaluate the average step
size associated with the guiding center drifts off the flux surface.
Towards this goal consider a large aspect ratio, circular cross section tokamak as shown
in Fig. 14.9, which depicts a flux surface and the guiding center orbits of two typical passing
particles. Recall that in a tokamak B ≈ Bφ (R), implying that the ∇ B and curvature drifts
are in the eZ direction; that is, the guiding center drift for an ion is always in the positive,
upward direction. Now, note that if the pitch angle of the magnetic field is for instance
positive, a particle with a positive v starting out at θ = 0 traces out a circular-like orbit,
whose radius is slightly larger than the radius of its starting flux surface. Similarly, in this
same magnetic field, a particle with a negative v traces out a slightly smaller circle. As an
aside, note that these results, including closure of the orbit, can be derived rigorously using
the conservation of canonical toroidal momentum.
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Figure 14.9 Poloidal projections of the guiding center orbits for two passing particles, one with
v > 0, the other with v < 0.

In terms of transport, if a particle undergoes a 90◦ momentum collision changing
v → −v , then its orbit jumps from one flux surface to another. The average radii of these
surfaces differ by an amount comparable to radial excursion off the surface: r = ri − rf .
Clearly r represents the appropriate step size for radial transport in a toroidal geometry.
The value of ( l)2 = ( r )2  is calculated by the following steps. First, one needs to
determine the time τ1/2 it takes for a particle to complete a half-transit around the poloidal
cross section. Second, during τ1/2 the particle drifts off the surface with a guiding center
drift velocity vD due to the ∇ B and curvature drifts. The corresponding radial excursion is
then of the order r ∼ v D τ1/2 . Third, the desired step size is then calculated by averaging
over all collisions. The details of the calculation are given below.
The half-transit time
The time it takes a particle to make a half-transit is given by τ1/2 = l/v , where l is the total
parallel distance traveled by the particle as it covers a poloidal distance lp = πr . For a large
aspect ratio tokamak
dl/B ≈ dl/B0 ≈ dlp /Bθ .

(14.93)

B0
B0
lp =
πr = π R0 q(r ).
Bθ (r )
Bθ (r )

(14.94)

Therefore,
l(r ) ≈

The corresponding half-transit time is then given by
τ1/2 (r ) = l/v = π R0 q/v .

(14.95)
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The radial excursion
The next step is to calculate the particle excursion off the flux surface. To begin, note that the
combined ∇ B and curvature drifts in the dominant toroidal magnetic field of the tokamak,
which is nearly a vacuum field, can be written as


2 
2 
mi
v⊥
v⊥
Rc × B
1
2
2
(er sin θ + eθ cos θ ) .
vD =
v +
(14.96)
v +
≈
e
2
Rc2 B
ωci R0 
2
For simplicity the particle under consideration is a positive ion. The trajectory of the particle,
assuming it starts at some arbitrary initial angle θ = θ0 (i.e., it does not have to start at
θ = 0), is given by θ (t) = ωT t + θ0 , where ωT = π/τ1/2 is the full-transit frequency. The
corresponding component of radial velocity thus has the form
vDr (t) ≈ |vDr | sin (ωT t + θ0 ) ,
where
|vDr | =

1
ωci R0


v2 +

2
v⊥
2

(14.97)


.

(14.98)

As expected, the velocity oscillates in sign, half the time moving towards the plasma axis
and half the time moving away.
The radial position of the guiding center is now easily obtained by integrating ṙ = vDr ,
assuming the particle starts off at a radius r = r0 . Under the assumption that v and v⊥ do
not change very much during the orbit of a passing particle one obtains
|vDr |
r (t) ≈ r0 −
(14.99)
[cos(ωT t + θ0 ) − cos(θ0 )] .
ωT
Equation (14.99) shows that the radial position of the particle oscillates in time about a
mean value, corresponding to the radius of the flux surface ri to which the particle’s average
guiding center is attached. This radius is clearly given by
|vDr |
ri = r0 +
cos (θ0 ) .
(14.100)
ωT
The step size
The step size can finally be calculated by assuming that the actual Coulomb collision takes
place at the point r = r0 , θ = θ0 . For simplicity assume the particle undergoes a typical
momentum collision that scatters its velocity from an initial value vi = v b + v⊥ to a final
value vf = −v b + v⊥ . In other words the collision reverses the sign of v . Since v ∼
|v⊥ | for a passing particle, this corresponds to a 90◦ momentum collision as illustrated in
Fig. 14.10.
The radius of the final flux surface is easily obtained by setting v → −v in Eq. (14.100),
which is equivalent to setting ωT → −ωT . This yields
|vDr |
rf = r0 −
cos(θ0 ).
(14.101)
ωT
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Figure 14.10 Velocity space showing a typical particle with v ∼ v⊥ undergoing a 90◦ collision
reversing the sign of v .

The step size
the collision:

r is defined as the difference in radii of the flux surfaces before and after
r = ri − rf = 2

|vDr |
cos θ0 .
ωT

(14.102)

One next has to average over all collisions, which is equivalent to averaging over all (equally
likely) starting positions θ0 and velocities. As expected  r  = 0 when averaging over v
because of the odd symmetry in ωT . However, the mean square step size is not zero and is
given by
|vDr |2
|vDr |2
cos2 θ0  = 2 2 .
2
ωT
ωT

(14.103)

2
/2)2
q 2 (v2 + v⊥
q 2 vT2 i
2
≈
4
∼ q 2rLi
,
ωci2
v2
ωci2

(14.104)

( l)2 = ( r )2  = 4
Substituting for vDr and ωT leads to
( l)2 = 2

2
where the average over velocities has been taken by approximating v⊥
/2 ≈ v2 ∼ vT2 i /2.
2
Note that the mean square step size is a factor q larger than for classical transport. A
similar expression holds for electrons.

The transport coefficients
The transport coefficients in the random walk model are given by ( l)2 /τ , where τ is the
mean time between collisions. For passing particles τ corresponds to the 90◦ momentum
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collision time. Consider first particle diffusion. As in the case of classical diffusion, a
more detailed derivation of the step size shows that ambipolarity still holds. Like particle
collisions do not produce density diffusion in neoclassical theory. Particle diffusion results
from electron–ion momentum exchange collisions. The random walk neoclassical particle
diffusion coefficient due to passing particles is thus given by


( l)2e
2m e Te
Dn(NC) =
= 4q 2 Dn(CL) .
= 4q 2 2 2
(14.105)
τ ei
e B0 τ ei
Note that the neoclassical coefficient is a factor 4q 2 ∼ 30 larger than the classical value.
A similar conclusion holds for the thermal diffusivities which are again driven by like
particle collisions:
χe(NC) ∼ q 2 χe(CL) ∼ q 2
χi(NC)

∼q

2

χi(CL)

∼q

2
rLe
,
τ ee

2
2 rLi

τ ii

(14.106)

.

Numerical values indicate that the ion thermal diffusivity due to passing particles is approximately equal to χi(NC) ≈ 1.6 × 10−2 m2 / s, which is still a factor of about 60 smaller than
that observed in experiments. However, the transport due to passing particles is not the
dominant loss mechanism in toroidal geometry. It is instead the transport that arises from
the small population of trapped particles that dominates particle and heat loss and this is
the next topic.

14.4.3 Neoclassical transport due to trapped particles
The neoclassical losses resulting from trapped particles are also calculated using the random
walk model. Before proceeding with the analysis one can ask why there are trapped particles
and why should their neoclassical losses dominate Coulomb transport? Qualitatively, the
answers are as follows. Trapped particles exist because B ≈ Bφ ≈ B0 (R0 /R) in a tokamak.
Thus the magnetic field strength is weak on the outside of the torus and strong on the inside.
Therefore, particles starting on the outside of the torus with a small ratio of v /v⊥ are mirror
reflected as their parallel motion winds them towards the inside of the torus into a region
of higher field. The particles are “trapped” on the outside of the torus.
There are several reasons why trapped particle transport is large. One main reason results
from the fact that their parallel velocity is small. It takes a longer time for a trapped particle
to complete one full cycle of its mirror motion than for a typical passing particle to make
one full transit around the poloidal cross section. Since the trapped particle mirror period is
longer, there is more time for particles to drift off the flux surfaces because of the ∇ B and
curvature drifts and this increases the step size.
The analysis of trapped particle transport is similar to that for the passing particles
although three modifications must be made in the random walk model. First, only a small
fraction of the plasma particles is trapped (in the large aspect ratio limit) and one needs to
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Figure 14.11 Geometry showing a trapped particle orbit and the maximum and minimum B ≈ Bφ ≈
B0 (R0 /R).

know this fraction. Second, the radial step size must be recalculated taking into account
the typical ratio of v /v⊥ for trapped particles. Third, the mean time between collisions is
modified because trapped particles have to scatter over a smaller angle (much less than 90◦ )
in order to move “one step.” The details of the analysis are described below.
The fraction of trapped particles
The fraction of trapped particles can easily be calculated by examining Fig. 14.11. One sees
that the minimum (at the outside) and maximum (at the inside) magnetic field strengths are
given by
R0
,
R0 + r
R0
= B0
.
R0 − r

Bmin = B0
Bmax

(14.107)

Consider now a particle starting off on the outside of the torus (θ = 0) with a velocity
v = v b + v⊥ . Using the conservation of energy and magnetic moment as discussed in
Chapter 8, it follows that the condition for particles to be trapped can be written as
v2
v2

<1−

r
Bmin
R0 − r
≈2 ,
=1−
Bmax
R0 + r
R0

(14.108)

2
where v 2 = v2 + v⊥
and the last form follows from the large aspect ratio assumption
r/R0
1.
The boundary between trapped and untrapped particles is shown in velocity phase space
in Fig. 14.12. Note that the critical angle θc is defined by cos θc = v /v ≈ (2r/R0 )1/2 . The
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Figure 14.12 Velocity space showing the trapped–untrapped boundary and a moderately trapped
particle undergoing a collision that reverses the sign of v .

fraction f of trapped particles can now be calculated by integrating over the trapped portion
of the distribution function. For a Maxwellian distribution function FM (v) one finds
 1/2

 2π
 ∞
1 π−θc
2r
2
f =
sin θ dθ
dφ
FM (v)v dv = cos θc ≈
.
(14.109)
n θc
R0
0
0
In terms of the inverse aspect ratio ε = a/R0 , Eq. (14.109) implies that f ∼ ε 1/2 . In the
limit of large aspect ratio only a small fraction of the particles are trapped, although for
practical cases f can easily exceed the value f > 12 . Even so, maintaining the expansion
ε
1 is still very useful for understanding the physics.
The bounce frequency
The distance that a particle drifts off the flux surface is proportional to the time it takes for
its guiding center to complete one full mirror trapping period. This time can be calculated
by examining Fig. 14.13, which shows the orbits of a strongly trapped particle, a moderately
trapped particle, and a weakly trapped particle. The average behavior of the trapped particles
is approximately equal to that of the moderately trapped particles. Attention is therefore
focused on this class of particles. Note that because of the shape of the guiding center
trajectories, the trapped particle orbits are almost always referred to in the literature as
“banana” orbits. Also, the trapping period is referred to as the “bounce” period.
Similarly to the passing particles, the trapped particles drift monotonically away from
the surface for one half of a bounce period and then return to the surface during the second
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R

Figure 14.13 Drawing of three banana orbits corresponding to a deeply trapped particle, a moderately
trapped particle, and a weakly trapped particle.

Z
Flux surface
v|| > 0 initially
Starting
position
R

v|| < 0 initially

Figure 14.14 Banana orbits of two particles starting at the same point but with equal and opposite v .
Note that the v > 0 particle drifts outward, while the v < 0 particle drifts inward.

half. The banana orbits of two particles with equal but opposite initial v are illustrated in
Fig. 14.14. Observe that when v > 0 the banana orbit shifts outward, while the opposite
is true for v < 0.
Now, the half-bounce period is the time it takes a moderately trapped particle to move a
poloidal distance equal to one half the circumference of the flux surface: lp = πr . As for
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the passing particles, the actual distance l that the trapped particle moves parallel to the
field is given by l ≈ (B0 /Bθ ) lp . Therefore, the half-bounce period can be written as
τ1/2 ≈

l
2l
2π R0 q
≈
≈
,
v
v
v

(14.110)

where v  ≈ v /2 is the average parallel velocity of the particle during its bounce motion
and v is the outboard parallel velocity at θ = 0. The full cycle bounce frequency is defined
as ωB = π/τ1/2 and is given by
v
ωB =
.
(14.111)
2R0 q
This is the quantity required to calculate the step size.
The step size
The step size r is defined as the distance between banana centers for particles with equal
but opposite v . The calculation is nearly identical to that of the passing particles. Consider
a particle starting at a position θ = θ0 , r = r0 , where for moderate trapping −π/2 < θ0 <
π/2. The radial component of the guiding center drift velocity can be expressed as
vDr (t) ≈ |vDr | sin (ωB t + θ0 ) .

(14.112)

Here, if one takes into account that v
v⊥ ≈ v for trapped particles, it then follows that
|vDr | is dominated by the ∇ B drift and is given by



v2
mi
v 2  Rc × B 
|vDr | =
v2 + ⊥  2  ≈
.
(14.113)
e
2
Rc B
2ωci R0
The corresponding radial position of the guiding center is again obtained by integrating
ṙ = vDr leading to
r (t) ≈ r0 −

|vDr |
[cos (ωB t + θ0 ) − cos (θ0 )] .
ωB

(14.114)

For a particle with v > 0 the radius rB+ of the center of the banana orbit is given by
rB+ =

|vDr |
1
(rmax + rmin ) = r0 +
cos θ0 .
2
ωB

(14.115)

Assume now that a collision takes place at r = r0 , θ = θ0 that switches the sign of v .
After the collision, the particle begins a new banana orbit with v → −v , equivalent to
ωB → −ωB . The radius rB− of the new banana orbit is then
rB− =

|vDr |
1
(rmax + rmin ) = r0 −
cos θ0 .
2
ωB

(14.116)

One can now easily calculate the step size defined as
r = rB+ − rB− = 2

|vDr |
cos θ0 .
ωB

(14.117)
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The mean square value required for the random walk model is given by
( l)2 = ( r )2  = 4

|vDr |2
q 2v4
2
cos
θ

=
2
.
0
ωB2
ωci2 v2

(14.118)

The average over velocities is carried out by the following approximations. For the total particle energy v 2 ∼ 3T /m = (3/2) vT2 i , while for the parallel energy of a moderately trapped
particle v2 ≈ (r/R0 )v 2 ∼ (r/R0 )(3vT2 i /2). Substituting these approximations leads to


 2

vT i
2
2 R0
2 R0
2
( l) ≈ 3 q
∼ q
.
(14.119)
rLi
r
r
ωci2
2
Observe that the mean step size for trapped particles scales as (q 2rLi
/ε)1/2 . It is thus larger
by a factor of 1/ε than for passing particles and about a factor of 50–100 larger than for
classical transport.

The effective collision frequency
The last quantity needed for the random walk model is the mean time between collisions.
For trapped particles this time is considerably shorter than the 90◦ momentum collision
time. The reason is that trapped particles are characterized by a small v and consequently
such particles need to scatter over a much smaller angle to become de-trapped.
To be specific, refer back to Fig. 14.12 and note that a moderately trapped particle has
an initial pitch angle θi ≈ θc + (1/2) (π/2 − θc ) = π/4 + θc /2. A Coulomb collision that
produces a mean square step size ( r )2  requires that v change sign. A typical scattering collision thus leaves the particle with a pitch angle θf = π − θc − (1/2) (π/2 − θc ) =
3π/4 − θc /2. The change in pitch angle is given by θ = θf − θi = π/2 − θc .
The mean time between collisions is known as the “effective collision time” and is
determined by recalling that angular diffusion in velocity space is the result of many smallangle collisions. The diffusive nature of the process implies that the mean square value of
θ − θi can be written as
(θ − θi )2  = Dθ t,

(14.120)

where Dθ is determined in terms of the 90◦ collision time τ90 by setting θ − θi = π/2 and
t = τ90 . Here τ90 is equal to τ ei , τ ii , or τ ee depending upon the collisions under consideration.
A simple calculation leads to Dθ = π 2 / (4τ90 ) and
 
π2
t
.
(14.121)
(θ − θi )2  =
4 τ90
The calculation of the effective collision time is now completed by setting t = τeff and
θ = θf . One obtains


r
8
τeff = 2
τ90 ∼ ετ90 ,
(14.122)
π
R0
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where use has been made of the approximation θc ≈ π/2 − (2r/R0 )1/2 . Observe that the
effective collision time is reduced by an amount of order ε from the full 90◦ collision time.
The trapped particle neoclassical transport coefficients
All the separate components are now in place to evaluate the trapped particle neoclassical
transport coefficients by means of the random walk model. The diffusion coefficients are
given by the ratio of ( l)2 to τeff , multiplied by the fraction f of trapped particles (since only
this portion of the particles is involved in the transport). Mathematically this is equivalent
to
#
$
( r )2
D= f
.
(14.123)
τeff
Consider first particle diffusion. Ambipolarity again holds for trapped particles, implying
that particle diffusion is caused by electron–ion collisions. This leads to the following
expression for the particle diffusion coefficient:
 3/2 

 3/2
R0
2m e Te
R0
2
Dn(NC) = 5.2 q 2
=
5.2
q
Dn(CL) .
(14.124)
r
r
e2 B02 τ ei
An elegant, self-consistent kinetic theory of neoclassical transport has been formulated by
Rosenbluth, Hazeltine, and Hinton that leads to the same scaling relation for Dn(NC) but with
a corrected numerical coefficient. They find
 3/2
R0
Dn(NC) = 2.2 q 2
Dn(CL) .
(14.125)
r
Observe that for q = 3, R0 = 5, and r ≈ a/2 = 1, the neoclassical transport due to trapped
particles is a factor of 220 larger than the classical value.
A similar analysis holds for the thermal diffusivities, which are again determined by like
particle collisions. The same multiplying factor of q 2 (R0 /r )3/2 appears in each diffusivity
coefficient. The diffusivities with the correct numerical coefficients obtained by Rosenbluth,
Hazeltine, and Hinton are given by
 3/2
 3/2
n 20
R0
R0
(NC)
(CL)
2
−3 2
χe
m2 /s,
= 0.89 q
χe = 4.3 × 10 q
2 1/2
r
r
B0 Tk
(14.126)
 3/2
 3/2
n 20
R0
R0
(NC)
(CL)
2
2
2
χi
m /s.
= 0.68 q
χi
= 0.068 q
1/2
r
r
B02 Tk
Note that the neoclassical ion diffusivity is enhanced by a factor of about 68 for the test
example. In absolute units, χi ≈ 0.12 m2 /s for the simple reactor design parameters.
A final point to be considered in the theory of trapped particle neoclassical transport is the
regime of validity. The underlying assumption in the random walk argument is that trapped
particles have sufficient time to complete one bounce period before undergoing a collision.
The condition for “banana” regime transport to be valid is thus given by νeff
ωB (with
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−1
νeff = τeff
), which is independent of the particle mass and can be written as

νeff
ν∗ ≡
∼
ωB



R0
r

3/2 

q R0
vT τ90




∼ 0.01

R0
r

3/2 

q R0 n 20
Tk2


1.

(14.127)

For the simple reactor ν∗ ≈ 0.01, which clearly satisfies the low-collisionality requirement.
Overall, in terms of the applicability of neoclassical transport theory to current tokamak
experiments the situation is as follows. The ion thermal diffusivity is somewhat lower than
typical experimentally observed values, which are on the order of χi ∼ 1 m2 /s. However,
low-turbulence modes of operation have been discovered and in these situations the observed
ion thermal diffusivity over portions of the plasma approaches the neoclassical value, which
is an irreducible minimum. Still, for most high-performance operation the value of χi is
anomalous because of plasma micro-instabilities. Ion thermal conduction represents the
fastest loss of energy, exceeding that of electron thermal conduction and particle diffusion.
However, experimentally χe and Dn are only slightly smaller, by a factor on the order of 3,
compared to χi , and not the much larger reduction of (m e /m i )1/2 expected from the theory.
Thus, both electron heat conduction and particle diffusion have large anomalies because of
micro-turbulence.
The conclusion is that neoclassical theory serves as a useful reference point for the lower
limit on energy transport, but is still optimistic with respect to actual tokamak operation.

14.4.4 The bootstrap current
The bootstrap current JB is one of the most interesting and important predictions of neoclassical transport theory. It is important because it is generated by the natural radial transport in
the plasma, thereby creating a potentially steady state toroidal plasma current in a tokamak
without the need for expensive, external current drive. A tokamak without a substantial
fraction of bootstrap current would very likely not be viable as a reactor for economic
reasons.
The bootstrap current is also a quite subtle phenomenon since the final form of JB is
independent of collision frequency but yet is a consequence of collisional transport. An
intuitive picture of the origin of the bootstrap current is presented in this subsection. It is
shown that the bootstrap current flows parallel and not anti-parallel to the main toroidal
current. Also its magnitude can be quite substantial, theoretically capable of approaching
100% of the toroidal current. This is critical since bootstrap fractions on the order of
f B > 0.7 are probably required for economic viability.
The intuitive picture, which assumes for simplicity that the ions are infinitely massive,
shows that three electron currents need to be considered. These are the magnetization
current due to the trapped electrons, the magnetization current due to the passing electrons,
and the current that flows because of the frictional momentum exchange between trapped
and passing electrons. The final result demonstrates that the bootstrap current is carried
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Flux surface

Magnetization
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Fewer of
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More of
these if n' < 0

Figure 14.15 Top view of the tokamak showing the toroidal projection of two banana orbits. If
∂n/∂r < 0, there are more inward that outward shifted banana orbits. This produces a net downward
magnetization (for positive particles) at the point of tangency.

by a flow of passing electrons generated by collisional friction with the trapped electron
magnetization current.
The trapped electron magnetization current
A simple derivation of the magnetization current has been presented in Chapter 11. A similar
analysis applies here, although it is necessary to evaluate the contributions from the trapped
and passing particles separately. Consider first the trapped particles. The component of
magnetization current that flows parallel to the magnetic field is most easily visualized by
viewing the tokamak from the top as shown in Fig. 14.15. Since Bφ
Bθ , the projection
of the guiding center motion from the top essentially traces out the parallel motion of the
particles, the orbit of which also has the shape of a banana.
The magnetization current at the radius r = r0 arises because of the gradient in the guiding
center density (or temperature). Specifically, banana orbit electrons with a parallel velocity
v > 0 at r = r0 have guiding centers shifted outward to r = rg+ = r0 + r/2. These electrons produce a parallel current at r = r0 approximately given by J + = −e f e (rg+ , v)v d v.
Similarly, the banana orbits of electrons whose v is equal in magnitude but opposite in
sign at r = r0 have guiding centers shifted inward to r = rg− = r0 − r/2. These electrons also produce a current at r = r0 . Its value is given by J − = −e f e (rg− , v)v d v =
+e f e (r g− , v)|v | d v.
If there are more inward than outward shifted guiding centers (i.e., a negative density
gradient) there is a net magnetization current at r = r0 . The net current is obtained by
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summing the two contributions as follows:
J + + J − = −e[ f e (rg+ , v) − f e (rg− , v)]v d v

v > 0.

This expression can be simplified by Taylor expanding assuming small
J + + J − ≈ −e

∂ f e (r0 , v)
r v d v
∂r0

v > 0.

(14.128)
r:
(14.129)

Now, recall that for trapped particles r ≈ ( r )2 1/2 ≈ q (R0 /r0 )1/2 rLi . One substitutes
this expression into Eq. (14.129) and then integrates over velocity space to determine the
total magnetization current. In carrying out the v integration keep in mind that for trapped
particles 0 < |v | < (2r0 /R0 )1/2 v. Thus, for a Maxwellian distribution function (with T =
const. for simplicity) the trapped particle magnetization current Jt can be written as
  
m e q R0 1/2 ∂ FM
Jt = −
v > 0
v ⊥ v d v
B0
r
∂r
 1/2

3
T ∂n π/2 2
R0
=− q
sin θ cos θ dθ
2
r
B0 ∂r θc
 1/2
r
T ∂n
≈ −q
.
(14.130)
R0
B0 ∂r
Here, cos θc = (2r/R0 )1/2 is the critical angle defining the region of trapped particles. Also,
for convenience the subscript “zero” has been dropped from r0 and in the final expression
the unimportant numerical multiplier has been ignored
Equation (14.130) is the desired expression. Observe that Jt does not depend on collisions
and is non-zero even though the distribution function for guiding centers is symmetric in v :
that is, FM (rg , v ) = FM (rg , −v ). The current is generated solely because of the density (or
temperature) gradient of the guiding centers.Formally,
this contribution arises because of the

v dependence of rg ; that is, rg = r + (v / v ) r/2, illustrating the fact that parallel and
anti-parallel particles drift in opposite directions off the flux surface. A careful consideration
of (1) the sign of the ∇ B drift velocity, and (2) the orientation of the parallel direction as
defined by the sign of Bθ /Bφ shows that Jt for a negative density gradient flows in the
same direction as the Jφ current that generates Bθ ; in other words Jt is parallel and not
anti-parallel to Jφ for a negative density gradient.
The quantity Jt plays a critical role in driving the bootstrap current but, as is shown
shortly, by itself only represents a small fraction of JB .
The passing electron magnetization current
A completely analogous calculation applies to the passing particles as shown in Fig. 14.16.
In this case the passing particle magnetization current can be expressed as

∂ f e (r0 , v)
Jp ≈ −e
r v d v v > 0.
(14.131)
∂r0
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v|| > 0
Starting
position
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v|| < 0

Figure 14.16 Top view of the tokamak showing the toroidal projection of two passing particle orbits,
one with v > 0, the other with v < 0. Note that the radius of the v < 0 orbit is the smaller, implying
that if ∂n/∂r < 0 there will be a downward magnetization current at the point of tangency.

The integral is easily evaluated by noting that for passing particles r ≈ qrLi and that in
the large aspect ratio limit the passing particles occupy almost the entire velocity space
(2r0 /R0 )1/2 v < |v | < v. Thus, one obtains

∂ FM
m eq
Jp = −
v > 0
v⊥ v  d v
B0
∂r

3 T ∂n θc 2
=− q
sin θ cos θ dθ
2 B0 ∂r 0
T ∂n
≈ −q
.
(14.132)
B0 ∂r
Equation (14.132) shows that the magnetization current arising from the passing particles
also flows parallel and not anti-parallel to Jφ and is larger by 1/ε 1/2 than the contribution
from the trapped particles: Jp ∼ ε−1/2 Jt . Even so, this larger contribution to the magnetization current does not represent the bootstrap current. As is shown next, the bootstrap current
is larger still, and results from the requirement that electron–electron collisions conserve
momentum.
The collision-driven bootstrap current
The bootstrap current arises because of the collisional friction between the passing and
trapped electrons. Recall that the derivation of the magnetization currents completely ignores
the effect of collisions. Nevertheless, even if collisions are infrequent, when included in the
steady state analysis, they impose a strong constraint on the electron currents. Specifically,
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the magnitudes of the trapped and passing particle currents must be such that the total
momentum exchanged between all electrons is zero. In other words, when summing over
both trapped and passing electrons momentum is exactly conserved in like particle collisions
since the Coulomb interaction represents a purely elastic collision.
The first part of the derivation shows that when the trapped and passing particles are
allowed to carry only the magnetization currents just calculated, collisional momentum
balance is violated. The second part of the derivation shows how the currents must be
altered to resolve the difficulty.
Consider first collisional momentum balance arising solely from the magnetization currents. The physics can be understood if one imagines that the electron fluid is divided into
two species – trapped particles and passing particles. For the passing particles the average
parallel momentum lost per particle per collision due to Coulomb interactions with the
trapped particles is given by m e v p = m e u p , where u p = −Jp /en p represents the macroscopic flow velocity. Now, the density of passing particles is n p and on average they lose
their parallel momentum during a collision time (ν pt )−1 . Thus passing particles lose the
following amount of momentum per cubic meter per second:
( P )p = (m e u p )(n p )(ν pt ).

(14.133)

Since passing particles must scatter a full 90◦ to lose their momentum, this implies that
ν pt ∼ ν ee . Equation (14.133) reduces to
( P )p ≈ −

me
∂n ν ee
,
Jp ν ee ≈ qT
e
∂r |ωce |

(14.134)

where use has been made of the approximation n p ≈ n.
A similar estimate applies to the loss of trapped particle momentum ( P )t . For the
trapped particles m e v t = m e u t = −m e Jt /en t . The density of trapped particles is n t and
they lose their momentum in a time (ν tp )−1 . Therefore, the momentum lost per cubic meter
per second is given by
( P )t ≈ −

me
Jt ν tp .
e

(14.135)

This expression is simplified by recalling that n t ≈ (r/R0 )1/2 n and that trapped particles
lose their momentum in a much shorter time than passing particles since they only have to
scatter through a small angle: ν tp ≈ (R0 /r ) ν ee . Equation (14.135) reduces to
 1/2
∂n ν ee
R0
( P )t ≈ qT
.
(14.136)
r
∂r |ωce |
For collisional momentum balance one requires that the two losses be equal since the loss
by one species represents a gain by the other. In other words, in steady state, conservation of
total momentum in electron–electron collisions implies that the momentum transfer from
passing to trapped particles is equal to the momentum transfer from trapped to passing
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particles: ( P )p = ( P )t . However, there is a basic scaling mismatch since

( P )p ≈

r
R0

1/2
( P )t .

(14.137)

The conclusion is that momentum balance cannot be achieved solely by the magnetization
currents.
What has happened and how can this difficulty be resolved? The problem is that while
there are fewer trapped particles (n t /n p ∼ ε1/2 ) they lose the momentum associated with
their magnetization flow at such a fast rate (ν tp /ν pt ∼ 1/ε) that a momentum imbalance
is created with respect to the passing particles. The difficulty is resolved by relaxing the
constraint that in the guiding center reference frame the passing particles have a pure
stationary Maxwellian distribution function. Instead, the passing electrons must have a net
parallel flow due to their diamagnetism that can be approximately modeled by a shifted
Maxwellian and that balances the excess momentum of the trapped electrons. The shift u B
must be in the passing particles since the trapped particles are “trapped” and thus are not
allowed to drift toroidally.
Mathematically, this requires the following replacement in the derivation of the passing
particle current:

2
n(rg )
+ (v − u B )2
v⊥
→ 3/2 3 exp −
.
π vT
vT2
(14.138)
r and small u B the distribution function can be Taylor expanded

2
+ v2
v⊥
n(rg )
f p (rg , v) = 3/2 3 exp −
π vT
vT2

In the limit of small
yielding

v
n(r )
f p (rg , v) ≈ 3/2 3 1 +
|v
π vT
|



1 ∂n
n ∂r




2
+ v2
v⊥
v u B
( r )p + 2 2 exp −
vT
vT2

. (14.139)

When calculating J one finds that the first term in the square bracket (i.e., the “1”) averages
to zero after multiplying by v and integrating over velocity space. The second term produces
the contribution due to the passing particle magnetization current. The last term is a new
contribution representing a passing particle flow driven by the collisional imbalance.
The net result of this modification is that the quantity m e u p representing the average
momentum lost per passing particle collision in Eq. (14.133) must be replaced by




Jp
Jp
m e u p = −m e
→ me −
(14.140)
+ uB .
en p
en p
This, in turn, implies that the passing particle collisional loss per cubic meter per second
(Eq. (14.134)) becomes


Jp
( P )p ≈ m e − + n p u B ν ee .
(14.141)
e
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Finally, the value of u B is obtained from the collisional momentum balance requirement
( P )p = ( P )t . In order for balance to occur one finds that u B
|Jp /en p | leading to the
following expression for JB = −en p u B :
 1/2
T ∂n
R0
JB ≈ −q
.
(14.142)
r
B0 ∂r
The quantity JB is the bootstrap current. Note that it is 1/ε larger than the trapped particle
magnetization current and 1/ε 1/2 larger than the passing particle magnetization current.
Equation (14.142) actually represents only part of the total bootstrap current since in the
derivation it has been assumed that the temperature is uniform and the ions are infinitely
massive. Relaxing these constraints leads to additional contributions to JB . Interestingly, the
ion and electron density gradient contributions add together while the temperature gradient
contributions tend to cancel. In any event all of these additional contributions are of the
same order as that given by Eq.(14.142), so the basic scaling remains unchanged. General
forms for the bootstrap current including all the above effects as well as an arbitrary cross
section have been calculated self-consistently from kinetic theory. In the large aspect ratio,
circular cross section limit the more exact form of the bootstrap current is given by

 1/2
n ∂T
T ∂n
R0
JB = −4.71q
+ 0.04
.
(14.143)
r
B0 ∂r
T ∂r
This is the desired low-collisionality expression to be used in future calculations. An important property to note is that the bootstrap current normally peaks off-axis since n  /r 1/2 → 0
as r → 0.
The final point concerns the important question of the bootstrap fraction f B . Since the
total toroidal current flowing in the plasma is given by µ0 Jφ ≈ (1/r ) ∂r Bθ /∂r it follows
that
 1/2
r
JB
f B (r ) ≡
≈ −1.18G
βp ∼ ε 1/2 βp ,
(14.144)
Jφ
R0
where βp (r ) = 4µ0 nT /Bθ2 is the local βp and G(r ) is a profile factor defined by
G(r ) = (ln n + 0.04 ln T ) / (ln r Bθ ) .

(14.145)

Observe that the bootstrap fraction can be quite large. Recall that in the high-β tokamak
ordering βp ∼ 1/ε, implying that f B ∼ 1/ε 1/2
1. The bootstrap current can theoretically
overdrive the total current. In practice, however, the situation is more complicated. First, ε 1/2
is not that small. Second, the profile factor tends to be small for typical flat density profiles.
Third, the collisionality may be low but it still leads to modifications of the numerical
coefficients appearing in JB and a corresponding finite reduction in the bootstrap fraction.
Fourth, the way to achieve high βp is through a combination of high pressure and low toroidal
current. However, low toroidal current shortens the energy confinement time making it
harder to achieve high pressure. The final bootstrap fraction therefore involves a number of
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tradeoffs and a careful analysis including profile effects. A simple example is described in
Section 14.6.4.
For the moment, the main conclusion to be drawn from the analysis is that neoclassical
trapped particle effects lead to a transport driven toroidal plasma current carried by the
passing particles. This bootstrap current is capable of being maintained in steady state
without the need of an ohmic transformer or external current drive. Furthermore, tokamak
experiments indicate that the neoclassical prediction of JB is consistent with observations.
There is no obvious “anomalous” degradation of JB due to micro-turbulence. This is indeed
a favorable result as it opens up the possibility of steady state operation without the need
for excessive amounts of external current drive power.

14.4.5 Summary
Neoclassical theory describes the effect of Coulomb collisions on various plasma transport
phenomena in a toroidal geometry. The most striking difference between neoclassical and
cylindrical transport theory is the effect of trapped particle banana orbits. It has been shown
that particle and heat transport are enhanced by a factor of q 2 (R0 /r )3/2 for each species
corresponding to nearly two orders of magnitude in practical situations.
However, experimental data show that the micro-turbulence-driven ion thermal conductivity represents the fastest loss of energy and is anomalously large by a factor on the order
of 1–10 with respect to the neoclassical χi . The electron heat conduction and particle diffusion coefficients are each anomalous by about two orders of magnitude. The end result is
that in practice χi ∼ χe ∼ Dn . Despite the unreliability of ion neoclassical theory to predict
experimental energy loss the model still serves as a firm reference point for understanding
transport theory. Also, it has been discovered empirically that in certain modes of operation
internal transport barriers can be formed which have in some cases led to ion transport
approaching the neoclassical value.
Finally, one of the most important predictions of neoclassical theory is the existence of
the bootstrap current. This is a natural current generated by the Coulomb friction between
trapped and passing particles. The current is actually carried by the passing particles and
is of a sufficiently large magnitude that it may be able to sustain the plasma in steady state
operation with the addition of only a small amount of extra external current drive power.
The experimental measurements and theoretical predictions of the neoclassical bootstrap
current are in reasonably good agreement. This is a favorable result and is currently viewed
as a critical element on the path to an economically viable tokamak reactor.

14.5 Empirical scaling relations
14.5.1 Introduction
The most important transport loss that one must understand and control on the path to a
fusion rector is due to thermal conduction. Specifically, for a fusion reactor to sustain itself
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in a self-heated ignited state requires that the condition pτE ≈ 8.3 atm s be satisfied with
p ≈ 7.2 atm and τE ≈ 1.2 s. Thermal conduction is the dominant loss mechanism that sets
the value of τE .
The analysis thus far presented assumes that transport losses are the result of Coulomb
collisions. This leads to the conclusion that τE ∼ a 2 /χi(NC) , where χi(NC) is the neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity. Unfortunately, the neoclassical value of τE is too optimistic as
compared to experimental observations. Plasma micro-turbulence, driven largely by the ion
temperature gradient, produces electric and magnetic field fluctuations that cause random
perturbations in the guiding center orbits of the particles. The randomness of the fluctuations
leads to a collision-like diffusion of particles and energy, usually referred to as “anomalous transport.” Almost always, the anomalous heat transport is substantially larger than
neoclassical heat transport.
Understanding anomalous transport is often considered to be a “grand challenge” of
plasma physics. It involves both linear and non-linear analysis of sophisticated kinetic
models in realistic geometries. Furthermore, there are usually several different classes of
micro instabilities that can be simultaneously excited in a plasma and one must identify
the most dangerous modes corresponding to the situation at hand. This, in turn, requires a
knowledge of the non-linear saturated states driven by the micro-turbulence. The advent of
high-speed, large-memory computers has led to a great improvement in the understanding
of anomalous transport. Even so, the problem remains far from being completely solved.
Obtaining the desired understanding will require a large number of numerical simulations,
which when combined with analytic theory, will hopefully lead to a reasonably tractable,
self-consistent mathematical form for the anomalous ion thermal conductivity. This highly
desirable goal is still years away.
Based on these difficulties, one can then ask how plasma physicists have treated the
problem of thermal transport in the past and how they are likely to treat it in the near-tomidterm future. As in many other fields of science and engineering, when a first principles
theory is not available the necessary information is obtained by empirical scaling relations.
In terms of energy transport the idea is to collect a large amount of data from many different
experiments and then determine a best empirical fit to the data. These empirical fits usually do
quite well when making predictions that interpolate within existing regimes of experimental
operation. They are less trustworthy when extrapolating to new regimes or to large new
experiments that lie beyond the existing database. Nevertheless, this is the best option
currently available and the designs of large, next generation burning plasma experiments,
such as ITER, are primarily based on empirical scaling relations when dealing with energy
transport.
The goal of this section is to describe the method used to determine the empirical fit to τE
and to present several specific forms corresponding to different regimes of operation. These
forms are then compared with neoclassical thermal transport. It is again worth emphasizing
that τE represents global thermal transport in the plasma core. However, there are also
several important plasma edge transport phenomena that directly and indirectly affect core
transport. These too are understood primarily on an empirical basis. As a prelude to the
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discussion of core transport a brief description is given of the main transport-related edge
phenomena and how they affect τ E .

14.5.2 Edge transport phenomena in a tokamak
Described below are four important phenomena that directly impact the core transport of
tokamak experiments. These are: (1) an upper limit on the density; (2) a low-to-high (i.e.,
L–H) transition boundary that produces a significant improvement in energy confinement;
(3) the excitation of MHD modes at the edge of the plasma that can affect the energy
confinement of the plasma; and (4) the appearance under certain conditions of internal
transport barriers that slow down the flow of heat energy out of the plasma.
The density limit
The discussion of MHD instabilities has shown that too high a value of current can cause
major disruptions to occur in a tokamak. Depending upon the exact conditions in the plasma
the unstable modes could be kink modes, ballooning-kink modes, or resistive versions of
these modes. In any case, a major disruption leads to a catastrophic collapse of the plasma
pressure and current, which clearly must be avoided in a power reactor.
In the practical operation of tokamaks there is an additional mechanism that causes major
disruptions. Specifically, if the edge density of the plasma becomes too large, the plasma
suffers a disruption. To avoid this situation, tokamak plasmas must operate below a critical
density limit. This has a direct impact on core transport since τE , as will be shown in
Subsection 14.5.3, is an increasing function of plasma density. Therefore, there is a limit to
how much τE can be improved by raising the density.
The physical mechanism driving the high-density disruption is usually associated with a
radiation collapse near the low-temperature plasma edge caused by the presence of impurities from the first wall. Qualitatively, the explanation for an ohmically heated plasma is
as follows. If the plasma edge density is increased at a fixed heating power, the edge temperature decreases by a comparable amount such that the pressure remains approximately
constant. When the temperature becomes sufficiently small, on the order of 10 eV, there
is a huge increase in the impurity radiation. The energy loss then becomes dominated by
radiation rather than thermal conduction. Once this occurs, the plasma becomes essentially
detached from the wall. The strong edge radiation region causes the core plasma radius to
contract (i.e., a becomes smaller, now limited by the radiation boundary rather than the
wall). A fixed total current with a decreasing plasma radius causes a decrease in the value
of q(a) eventually leading to the onset of MHD instabilities and a disruption.
While similar phenomena occur for auxiliary heated tokamaks, the analogous theory
is much more complicated, probably requiring the inclusion of edge turbulence. In fact, at
present a first principles, self-consistent model for the auxiliary heated density limit does not
exist. Instead, sufficient data have been collected from a large number of tokamaks, thereby
allowing an empirical determination of the density limit. The analysis of this large volume
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of data was first carried out by Greenwald, who derived a remarkably simple empirical
formula for the density limit which is usually referred to as the “Greenwald limit.” This
relation is given by
n 20 ≤ n G ≡

IM
.
πa 2

(14.146)

A set of experimental measurements demonstrating the onset of a disruption when the
Greenwald limit is violated is shown in Fig. 14.17. Observe the rapid termination of the
plasma internal energy and the plasma current.
Clearly, during the operation of existing experiments or when designing new ones, one
must make sure that the desired number density lies below the Greenwald limit. For the
simple fusion reactor operating at a maximum allowable current corresponding to q∗ =
2πa 2 κ B0 /µ0 R0 I = 2, the resulting current (for κ = 2) has the value IM = 18.8 MA. The
value of the Greenwald density is then given by n G = 1.5 (1020 /m3 ). This is just the value
required for the reactor. Given the simplicity of the reactor model one should not take the
fact that there is no safety margin as being a precise, unavoidable conclusion. On the other
hand, the absence of a large safety margin suggests that the density limit must be considered
seriously in future experimental designs.
The L–H transition
Qualitatively there are two distinct modes of operation for tokamak experiments. These
are the “L mode” referring to lower confinement and the “H mode” referring to higher
confinement. Practically, τE for the H mode is about a factor of 2 higher than for the L
mode.
Any given tokamak is capable of operation in either regime depending upon the detailed
experimental conditions. The key features that determine which regime of operation prevails
are the amount of external heating power supplied and the way in which the plasma makes
contact with the first material surface. The situation is as follows. As the external power is
increased in a tokomak experiment there is an abrupt transition from L mode confinement
to H mode confinement. This transition was first observed on the ASDEX tokamak in
Germany and has been subsequently observed on all other large tokamaks. A typical set of
experimental measurements is illustrated in Fig. 14.18. Observe the abrupt increase in the
plasma energy as the power exceeds a critical value.
In terms of contact of the plasma with the first material surface there are two widely
used generic plasma–wall interfaces known as the “limiter” and the “divertor.” These are
illustrated schematically in Fig. 14.19. The idea behind the limiter is that, as the plasma
slowly diffuses across the last closed flux surface (LCFS), both particles and energy are
rapidly deposited on the limiter surface due to the enormously higher parallel transport.
This isolates the first wall from the plasma. The limiter has the advantage of simpler, more
compact construction, but its close proximity to the plasma almost always increases the
number of impurities diffusing into the plasma.
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Figure 14.17 (a) Experimental data showing the onset of a disruption when the Greenwald limit
is violated (courtesy of M. Greenwald). (b) Accumulated data from several tokamaks showing the
experimental range of density operation vs. the Greenwald limit (Greenwald, M. (2002). Plasma
Physics and Controlled Fusion, 44, R27).
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Figure 14.18 Experimental data showing the sudden transition from L to H mode confinement when
the power threshold is reached (courtesy of M. Greenwald).

The divertor configuration has extra coils that produce a null point in the poloidal magnetic
field near the edge of the plasma. As plasma diffuses across the separatrix there is a rapid
loss of particles and energy along the field lines which is deposited on the target plates as
shown in the diagram. The divertor, because of its remote location, does a better job of
isolating the plasma from impurities and the first wall from the plasma, but takes up a larger
volume and tends to focus the heat load onto a narrow area of the target plates. Most plasma
experimentalists believe that impurity isolation is the dominant issue. Consequently, most
tokamaks operate with some form of divertor. Returning to the question of the L–H transition
it has been found that H modes are more easily accessible in divertor geometries.
Thus, a combination of high external power and divertor geometry is desirable for access
to H mode operation. Again, edge transport physics associated with the interaction of the
plasma with the first material surface has a direct impact on core transport, specifically
whether τE corresponds to L mode or H mode operation.
Having established the conditions for the L–H transition, one can next ask how the
improved H mode confinement affects the plasma profiles and what actually causes the
abrupt transition. H mode profiles typically develop increases in the edge density and edge
temperature. The density in particular becomes nearly flat across the entire profile. The end
result is an increase in the edge pressure. The narrow transition layer between the plasma
edge and the actual first material surface thus has the appearance of an edge pedestal in
pressure. The ability of the plasma to support a substantial edge pressure suggests the
formation of an edge “transport barrier” that prevents the rapid loss of energy. Overall, this
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Figure 14.19 Schematic diagram of (a) a limiter and (b) a divertor.

transport barrier leads to an increase in the average density and a higher central temperature,
both of which correspond to an improvement in τE .
The reason for the L–H transition is not well understood physically. The prevailing belief
is that at high auxiliary power levels strongly sheared flow velocities develop near the plasma
edge that act to stabilize micro-turbulence. However, the theories are far from complete.
The L–H transition thus remains an area of active fusion research.
Until such a first principles theory is developed, experimentalists and machine designers
have to rely on an empirical scaling relation for the minimum threshold heating power for
H mode operation. The analysis of a large experimental database has led to the following
empirical threshold for the L–H transition:
0.92 1.23 0.76
PLH = 1.38 n 0.77
R0 a
MW.
20 B0

(14.147)
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For the simple reactor design PLH ≈ 100 MW which, as is shown in Subsection 14.6.3,
has the undesirable feature of being considerably higher than the actual auxiliary power
required to heat the plasma to ignition once it is in H mode operation; that is, the threshold
is very high. This suggests a more subtle path to reach ignition as follows: (1) start the
plasma at a low density (e.g. n 20 ≈ 0.3) for easier low-power access to H mode confinement; (2) heat the plasma to about 5–7 keV; and then (3) gradually raise the density to the
desired operating value during which the alphas become the dominating heating source. In
this way, if one assumes that PLH = Ph + Pα (i.e., total heating equals auxiliary heating
plus alpha heating) the entire evolution takes place with the H mode threshold condition
satisfied.
In summary, the L–H transition is an important phenomenon in tokamak physics. There
are two separate, although somewhat similar, scaling relations for τE , corresponding to the
different modes of confinement. These are presented shortly. The factor of 2 difference in
magnitudes may not seem enormous, but perhaps surprisingly is critical in predicting the
performance of experiments such as ITER. In fact, most researchers believe that ITER will
not ignite in L mode but might just do so if operated in the H mode.

Edge localized modes (ELMs)
The discovery of H mode confinement represents a major improvement in tokamak operation. A higher τE leads to a smaller, less costly ignition experiment and more closely
approaches the value required in a reactor. However, H mode operation also has some
potential disadvantages. If the buildup of edge density goes unchecked, eventually the
Greenwald density limit may be violated leading to a disruption. Often, before this limit is
reached, lower level, but nonetheless important, localized edge instabilities are excited in
the plasma. These are known as ELMs. Plasma physicists believe these modes are MHD
in nature, driven by the large edge pressure and current gradients associated with H mode
operation. The situation is still not fully resolved theoretically and also remains an area of
active research.
How do ELMs affect plasma performance? These modes qualitatively act as a pressure
relief valve. When the edge pressure gradient becomes too high, a burst of ELMs is excited,
thereby relieving the excess pressure. Importantly, impurities are also carried out of the
plasma with these bursts of energy. The ELMs continue (i.e., the pressure relief valve
remains open) until the pressure is reduced to a sufficiently low value (corresponding to
the lower shut-off value of the pressure relief valve). In this way ELMs stabilize the timeaveraged edge value of p(a, t). The presence of ELMs nominally might sound like an
advantage, which it sometimes is, but there are different types of ELM behavior, most
of which have some overall disadvantages. A summary of ELM behavior follows and is
illustrated in Fig 14.20.
At one end of the spectrum there is ELM-free operation. This is normally a transient
behavior leading to a large increase in edge density and a large increase in impurities. Eventually the impurities lead to a minor radiation collapse of the edge density and contaminate
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Figure 14.20 Experimentally measured electron density and Dα or Hα emission time histories
showing: (a) ELM-free operation and (b) type I, (c) type II, and (d) type III ELMs (ASDEX Team.
(1989). Nuclear Fusion, 29, 1959).

the core plasma. The accumulation of impurities cancels one of the main proposed benefits
for the divertor. ELM-free steady state operation is not a highly desirable goal for a fusion
plasma if impurities are allowed to accumulate.
At the other end of the spectrum there is another mode of operation that has an almost
continuous excitation of ELMs called Type III ELMs. In this case the time-averaged edge
pressure is stabilized, but at a low level because of the continuous presence of ELMs. In
terms of a mechanical analogy the upper and lower critical pressures of the pressure relief
valve are quite close to each other and are set at a very low value, allowing a nearly
continuous release of pressure. The problem with Type III ELMs is that the low average
edge pressure eliminates the confinement benefits of H mode operation. This, too, is not a
highly desirable mode of operation.
Type II ELMs represent an intermediate mode of operation. They produce moderate
amplitude bursts of activity clearly separated in time. The average edge pressure equilibrates
at a reasonably high level so that the benefits of H mode confinement can be realized. The
value of τE is increased substantially over L mode confinement. Also, the net release of
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impurities from the first wall is kept to an acceptably low level because of their outward
transport with the ELMs. The mechanical analog suggests that the critical upper pressure
in the pressure relief valve has been set to an acceptable value, with a clear separation from
the lower shut-off value. This is the most desirable mode of operation.
The final mode of operation involves Type I ELMs. These ELMs produce bursts of
activity that are larger in amplitude and narrower in time than for Type II ELMs. The upper
critical pressure in the pressure relief valve analogy has been set at too high a value and is
too widely separated from the lower shut-off value. On average, Type I ELMs do not lead
to a dramatic reduction in the overall energy confinement time. Stated differently, Type I
and Type II ELMs are both characterized by improved H mode confinement. However, the
large-amplitude short bursts of activity result in a high pulsed heat load on the divertor target
plates, which is not acceptable from a thermal hydraulic cooling point of view. Consequently,
Type I ELMs are also not a desirable mode of operation.
At present it is not possible to accurately predict the type and level of ELM activity
in future experiments. Consequently, understanding ELMs is an area of active research in
fusion plasma physics.
The overall conclusion is that ELMs play an important role in limiting the edge behavior
of the plasma pressure and a moderate level of ELM activity is actually desirable. The
empirical global τE associated with H mode operation is given shortly and is directly affected
by ELMs. The expression presented corresponds to the desired situation with moderate Type
II but no Type III ELM activity present.
Internal transport barriers
The final phenomena concerns “internal transport barriers.” This is an empirically discovered mode of tokamak operation that has several very desirable features. Primarily, there is
a further improvement in τE over H mode operation. A second desirable feature is that when
internal transport barriers are combined with AT operation the current profile often naturally
overlaps with that which would be produced by a high fraction of bootstrap current. Internal
transport barriers have been observed in many tokamaks, as long ago as 1984 on Alcator C
at MIT.
As its name implies, an internal transport barrier is a region within the plasma core,
although usually not far from the edge, where the local ion thermal conductivity is substantially reduced, approaching the ion neoclassical value. This produces a strong temperature
gradient resulting in a high central temperature and a corresponding high value of τE . Plots
of experimentally measured values of χi and χe are illustrated in Fig. 14.21 and compared
with χi(NC) . Observe the abrupt increase in χi just beyond the barrier and that χi becomes
comparable to χi(NC) over a large portion of the plasma core. Also, χi can become sufficiently
low that its value is reduced below the value of χe .
The two most noteworthy features of AT internal transport barrier discharges are that
often the current profile is hollow and that there is substantial shear in the flow velocity. The
hollow current profile often leads to a q(r ) with an off-axis minimum, and such plasmas
are said to possess “reverse shear” (i.e., dq/d r reverses sign at the minimum). Practically,
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Figure 14.21 (a) Experimentally measured profiles of χe and χi illustrating the presence of an internal
transport barrier. (b) Experimentally measured profiles of n e and Te for the same plasma discharges.
(O’Connor et al. (2004). Nuclear Fusion, 44, R1.)

internal transport barriers can be created experimentally by: (1) applying off-axis current
drive or heating, (2) rapidly increasing the plasma current thereby producing a hollow profile
by the skin effect, or (3) fueling the plasma by injecting high-density solid D pellets into the
core of the discharge. There is no unequivocally accepted explanation for the initiation of
internal transport barriers, although there is some indication that the high-flow shear may be
effective in reducing or eliminating certain micro-turbulence. Also, in existing experiments
internal transport barriers are extremely variable phenomena so it has not yet been possible
to obtain empirical scaling relations for this regime analogous to those for L and H mode
operation.
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The existence of internal transport barriers holds great promise for AT operation. The
required hollow current profiles for high τE are synergetic with the naturally occurring
bootstrap profiles. Plasma experimentalists are actively carrying out research to try to learn
how to extend the lifetime of internal transport barriers from the present transient behavior
to steady state operation.
With the discussion of the density limit, L–H transition, ELMs, and internal transport
barriers now complete, one can next focus attention on the empirical determination of τE .

14.5.3 Empirical fit for τE
Experimental procedure
The experimentally determined empirical fits for τE are based on a slightly simplified form
of the single fluid, temperature equilibrated form of the energy balance equation given by
3 ∂p
= ∇ · (nχ ∇T ) + S + Sh .
2 ∂t

(14.148)

Note that convection and compression are neglected as they usually play a small role in the
discharges of interest. Also, radiation is neglected. It is usually a finite but rarely dominant
contribution to the power balance. Furthermore, radiation is usually localized at the plasma
edge, whereas τE is intended to model the overall plasma confinement. Statistical studies
have shown that eliminating the radiation term yields a more reliable empirical fit to the
data and from a practical point of view this is the main motivation for not including it in
the analysis.
The general relation for the energy confinement time is obtained by integrating Eq.
(14.148), which is valid for arbitrary geometry, over the entire plasma volume. One finds

dW /dt = nχ (n · ∇T ) dS + P.
(14.149)
Here,


W =

3
2

p dr

is the total stored energy in the plasma and

P = (S + Sh ) d r

(14.150)

(14.151)

is the total ohmic plus auxiliary heating power supplied to the plasma. The energy confinement time is now defined in terms of the thermal conduction losses as follows:

W/τE ≡ − nχ (n · ∇T ) dS.
(14.152)
Combining terms leads to a useful expression for the energy confinement time given by
τE =

W
.
P − Ẇ

(14.153)
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This expression is useful because each of the quantities on the right hand side is measured
experimentally. Therefore, for a given plasma discharge, usually operating during the flat-top
portion of the pulse, one has an experimental determination of τE . Also measured are other
plasma parameters such as B0 , I, n, a, R0 , κ, A (with A the atomic mass of plasma ions).
This information represents the combined data set for the discharge under consideration.
Determining τE
The empirical fit for τE is determined by first collecting a large number of data sets of the
type just described from different discharges on the same device. Second, the complete data
set from a given device is then combined with similar data sets from many other devices
forming the overall database. These overall data are used to determine the empirical fit
to τE .
The pioneering work in this area was carried out by Goldston. He postulated that the
overall data could be modeled by an empirical fit to τE of the form
τE = C B0α1 I α2 n α3 a α4 R0α5 κ α6 Aα7 P α8 .

(14.154)

By means of a numerical regression analysis Goldston was able to determine values for
the constant C and the exponents α j . Since his original work the database has increased
substantially. In fact, there is now a rather large database, containing thousands of data sets,
for both L mode and H mode discharges. The unknown parameters are slowly but constantly
improving in time as more data are included in the analysis.
Two forms for τE that have been widely accepted by the fusion community are, for
I B P98(y,2)
complex historic reasons, designated as τEI T E R89−P for L mode discharges and τE
for H mode discharges. For simplicity they are designated here τL and τH and are given by
τL = 0.048

0.85 1.2 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.5
R0 a κ n 20 B0 A
IM
PM0.5

s,

0.15 0.19
A
I 0.93 R 1.39 a 0.58 κ 0.78 n 0.41
20 B0
τH = 0.145 M 0
0.69
PM

(14.155)
s,

using the standard practical units [IM (MA), PM (MW)]. Observe that these two forms are
qualitatively similar, at least to the extent that the same quantities appear in the numerator
and denominator of each relation. Also, the exponents α j are reasonably similar. One can
test the approximate accuracy of the scaling relations by plotting the experimental values
exp
emp
of τE from the database vs. the empirical predictions. As an example a plot of τE vs. τE
is illustrated in Fig. 14.22 for the H-mode database. The agreement is quite reasonable.
The above forms of τE are particularly useful when applied to existing tokamaks where
the dominant contribution to PM is due to auxiliary heating. They can also be used when
extrapolating to ignition experiments or fusion reactors where the alpha heating becomes
dominant. In this case Pα must be included in PM . Since Pα is a strong function of
temperature, the above forms, while correct, do not clearly show the dependence of τE
on T .
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Figure 14.22 Comparison of experimental and empirical τE for the H-mode scaling relation (ITER
Physics Experts Groups on Confinement Modelling and Database (1998). Nuclear Fusion, 39, 2175).

This problem is addressed by means of an alternative representation of τE , valid only
in steady state, which is obtained by eliminating PM in terms of Tk as follows. Equation
(14.155) shows that the empirical τE for either L or H mode can be written as
τE = K /PMν .

(14.156)

This relation is combined with the basic definition of τE assuming that the transient term is
negligible:
τE =

W
W
.
≈
P
P − Ẇ

(14.157)

Next, if the density profile is assumed to be approximately uniform, then this expression
can be rewritten as
τE =

n 20 T k R0 a 2 κ
3nT V
D
=
= 0.95
P
PM
PM

(14.158)

with T k assumed to be the profile averaged temperature. The quantity PM can be eliminated
from Eqs. (14.156) and (14.158) leading to a relation of the form τE = τE (T k ). This relation
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is given by

τE =

K
Dν

1
 1−ν

.

(14.159)

Straightforward substitution yields the following expressions for τ L and τH :
τL = 0.037

ε 0.3 a 1.7 κ 1.7 B02.1 A
q∗1.7
n 0.8
20 T k

s,

ε 0.74 a 2.67 κ 3.29 B03.48 A0.61
τH = 0.28 3
2.23
q∗
n 0.91 T
20

(14.160)
s.

k

In these expressions the ε = a/R0 and q∗ = 2πa κ B0 /µ0 R0 I dependence has been explicitly extracted as these are parameters that do not vary very much from tokamak to tokamak.
Also it makes the comparison with neoclassical transport simpler to understand. Observe
that again there is qualitative agreement between L and H modes with the same terms
appearing in the numerator and denominator. However, there is a stronger variation in
certain exponents.
Next, consider the predictions for the simple test reactor with a = 2, B0 = 4.7, n 20 = 1.5,
T k = 15, ε = 0.4, κ = 2, q∗ = 2, and A = 2.5. One finds
2

τL = 0.29 s, τH = 0.68 s.

(14.161)

Both are below the required value of τE ≈ 1.2 s. The H mode value is about a factor of 1.8
too small. Even so, the strong dependence on B0 , q∗ , and T k suggests that relatively small
changes in any of these quantities can remedy the situation. For instance lowering q∗ = 2 →
1.7, lowering T k = 15 → 10, raising B0 = 4.7 → 5.7, or any appropriate combination
thereof, raises τE to the required value. Similarly, τE can be increased for the same parameters
given above when profile effects are taken into account. As an example note that, for a
peaked pressure profile p = p0 (1 − r 2 /a 2 )2 , it follows that  p 2  = (9/4)( p)2 . The factor
9/4 directly multiplies the value of Sα used for power balance.
The situation is considerably more difficult for L-mode scaling. Here, τL is too small
by a factor of about 4.1. Also the exponents appearing on the various quantities are, in
general, weaker than for the H mode. Consequently, the changes required in the basic
reactor parameters may be too large from an engineering and economic point of view to
result in a viable design.
To summarize, the strong dependencies in the H-mode scaling are advantageous in that
small changes can produce the required energy confinement time. On the other hand, one
must acknowledge that these strong variations are somewhat unsettling in view of the fact
that the results are being applied to an extrapolated regime somewhat distant from where
most of the data have been collected.
The final topic involves a comparison of the empirical scaling relations with the predictions of classical and neoclassical transport theory. Of particular interest is the temperature
dependence. If one uses the relations τE ∼ a 2 κ/χi and χi ∼ A1/2 , then the comparisons
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(ignoring numerical coefficients) can be written as
a 2 κ B 2 T 1/2
,
n A1/2
ε 3/2 a 2 κ B 2 T 1/2
∼ 2
,
q
n A1/2

τE(CL) ∼
τE(NC)

ε 0.3 a 1.7 κ 1.7 B 2.1 A
τL ∼ 1.7
,
q
n 0.8 T
τH ∼

(14.162)

ε 0.74 a 2.67 κ 3.29 B 3.48 A0.61
.
q3
n 0.91 T 2.23

The main qualitative differences between Coulomb-driven transport and empirical transport are the opposite dependencies on T and A. It is rather unfortunate that the optimistic
scaling relations of classical and neoclassical theories that predict improvements in τE as T
increases do not hold for the empirical scaling relations. The empirically observed degradation in τE with increasing T is a major reason why it is so difficult to ignite a plasma in
a small, relatively inexpensive test experiment. One needs the large size of a reactor scale
experiment to compensate the unfavorable scaling dependence on T .

14.5.4 Summary
The theoretical and experimental complexity associated with the turbulent behavior of
thermal transport in a plasma has driven the fusion community to develop empirical scaling
relations for τE . These relations are based on a large database and provide a reasonably
good guideline for predicting the performance of existing experiments that essentially lie in
interpolated regimes of operation. The empirical scaling relations are also used to predict
the performance of new, next generation burning plasma experiments. Here, one is not as
confident about the reliability of the scaling relations since such experiments will operate
in an extrapolated regime dominated by alpha heating. Even so, at present, the empirical
relations remain the best option. Theoretical progress has increased substantially but a
first-principles theory is still years away.
Analysis of tokamak data has shown that there are two basic modes of operation – the L
mode and the H mode. The actual regime of operation of any given discharge depends upon
the level of external heating power and whether or not the first plasma contact surface is
a divertor or limiter. High-power divertor discharges usually operate in the H mode with a
confinement time about a factor of 2 higher than for the L mode. The H mode confinement
scaling relation predicts a value of τE which is close to that required in a reactor for a
self-sustained alpha heated plasma.
Lastly, the earlier discovery of internal transport barriers coupled with the idea of AT
operation leads to further improvements in confinement, approaching the ion neoclassical
value, and may ultimately lead to a steady state ignited tokamak. The AT operation involves
the use of hollow current profiles, which have the added advantage of closely overlapping
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the natural bootstrap current profile. AT operation is an area of current fusion research and
experimentalists hope to discover ways to make such discharges operate for long periods
of time and to develop a corresponding empirical AT scaling relation for τE .
14.6 Applications of transport theory to a fusion ignition experiment
14.6.1 Introduction
Armed with the knowledge of the empirical scaling relations for τE and the neoclassical prediction of the bootstrap current, one can now more realistically investigate certain important
aspects in the design of a tokamak fusion reactor or, alternatively, a tokamak ignition experiment. The applications described here focus on the nearer term objective of an ignition
experiment. Three important topics are discussed.
First, the design of a self-sustained, superconducting ignition experiment is carried out
using the empirical scaling relation in which τE = τE (T ). The design is constrained by
several critical MHD stability limits. The analysis shows that the parameters of the final
design are quite similar to those in an actual power reactor. In other words, the costs along
the development path to a tokamak fusion reactor will be high, since it is difficult to construct
a small-scale, low-cost ignition experiment to learn about alpha physics. Obtaining a large
amount of alpha heating requires a reactor-scale experiment. This is an undesirable but not
insurmountable consequence of tokamak physics.
Second, the evolution of the plasma from a cold initial state to the hot self-sustained final
state in the ignition experiment is investigated. Of particular interest are the questions of the
minimum auxiliary power required to reach ignition and the problem of thermal stability
at the final operating point. It is shown that the temperature dependence of τE actually
improves the situation as compared to the simple analysis presented in Chapter 4 where τE
was assumed to be a constant.
Third, the question of the highest possible bootstrap current fraction is addressed. It is
shown that achieving high bootstrap fractions on the order of f B > 0.75 usually leads to a
violation of the Troyon no-wall MHD β limit. The implication is that the economic constraint
of large f B leads to configurations in which the resistive wall mode is excited. Consequently,
some form of resistive wall stabilization is required, probably feedback stabilization.
14.6.2 A superconducting ignition experiment
The discussion here closely follows that presented in Chapter 5. In the present case, however,
attention is focused on a superconducting ignition experiment. The goal is to design the
minimum cost experiment subject to the appropriate constraints. The cost is again assumed
to be proportional to the combined volume of the blanket-and-shield and toroidal field
coils. As for the simple reactor, the nuclear physics constraints require a blanket-and-shield
thickness of b = 1.2 m, while the engineering constraints limit the magnetic field on the
inside of the coil to be Bmax = 13 T and assume the maximum allowable stress on the
magnet support structure is σmax = 300 MPa.
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Figure 14.23 Schematic diagram of a fusion ignition experiment.

The main differences between the reactor and ignition experiment designs are as follows.
In an ignition experiment the constraints of specifying the output power and maximum wall
loading are removed. Instead, these are replaced by a new set of plasma physics constraints.
Specifically, in the fully ignited state the plasma must satisfy the MHD Troyon β limit, the
MHD q∗ current limit, the MHD n = 0 vertical stability limit, and the Greenwald n G density
limit. Also, and this point is crucial, in the ignition experiment the plasma is assumed to
satisfy H-mode scaling (τE = τH ) in contrast to the earlier reactor design in which the value
of τE was determined as a required output rather than a specified input.
The analysis is relatively straightforward. The idea is to utilize the constraints in order to
express all the unknown design parameters in terms of the temperature T. These relations
are substituted into the expression for the device volume, which is then minimized over T
leading to the final design.
The model used in the analysis is slightly more sophisticated than the simple one used for
the reactor in Chapter 4. Two modifications are introduced. First, the plasma cross section is
assumed to be elongated from the outset. Second, rather than just setting all quantities equal
to their average value, they are instead modeled with simple profiles representative of present
day experimental observations. These profiles do not change the basic scaling relations but
give slightly more accurate numerical coefficients when performing the averages to obtain
the 0-D power balance relation. In general, more realistic peaked profiles improve the alpha
particle heating in comparison to the thermal conduction losses.
The device volume
A diagram of the simple elongated ignition experiment is shown in Fig. 14.23. For simplicity,
the plasma cross section is assumed to be elliptical with an elongation κ. The cost of the
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experiment is assumed to be proportional to the combined volume of the blanket-and-shield
and toroidal field coils given by
V = 2π 2 R0 [(a + b + c)(κa + b + c) − κa 2 ].

(14.163)

The quantity V is the basic “cost function” that is to be minimized. At present, the only
known quantity is b = 1.2 m based on nuclear physics constraints.
The constraints
There are a number of constraints that the design must satisfy. First, the plasma elongation
cannot be too large or else the n = 0 vertical instability would be excited. This requires
that
κ ≤ κmax = 2.

(14.164)

To build in a reasonable safety margin, the elongation is chosen as κ = 1.7.
Second, the plasma current cannot be too large or else the external MHD kink mode
would be excited. This condition can be written as
q∗ =

5a 2 κ B0
≥ q∗ min = 1.7.
R0 IM

(14.165)

For a reasonable safety margin the value of safety factor is chosen as q∗ = 2.
Third, the density cannot be too high or else the Greenwald density limit would be
violated. This requires that one choose the average density to satisfy


IM
5κ NG B0
n 20 = NG 2 =
NG ≤ 1.
(14.166)
πa
πq∗
R0
Here NG is a safety margin whose value is chosen to be 0.8.
Fourth, the plasma pressure cannot be too large or else the Troyon β limit would be
violated. This requires that
β = βN

IM
a B0

β N ≤ β N max = 0.03.

(14.167)

Equation (14.167) can be rewritten directly in terms of the average pressure by using the
definition β ≡ 2µ0 p/B02 and then eliminating IM by means of Eq. (14.165). One finds (in
practical units)


κβ N a B02
p a = 19.9
atm.
(14.168)
q∗
R0
To insure a reasonable safety margin β N is set at 0.025.
The last constraint involves the coil thickness c, which is determined by the maximum
allowable stress limit σmax . The analysis is very similar to that presented in Chapter 5, the
only difference being the need to account for the non-circularity of the coil. For the noncircular case the maximum magnetic force occurs along the elongated sides of the magnet.
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A straightforward calculation then shows that
c=

2
2ξ
Bmax
(κa + b) ξ =
= 0.11.
1−ξ
4µ0 σmax

(14.169)

The safety margins are already built into the values of Bmax = 13 T and σmax = 300 MPa.
Also, B0 is related to Bmax by the usual relation


a+b
B0 = Bmax 1 −
.
(14.170)
R0
This completes the specification of the constraints. The best way to view the problem
is to recognize that the constraint parameters κ = 1.7, q∗ = 2, NG = 0.8, β N = 0.025,
and ξ = 0.11 are now known quantities. The remaining unknown design parameters are
a, R0 , B0 , pa , n 20 , T k . They can be expressed in terms of the constraint parameters and
are determined by requiring power balance and minimizing the device volume.
Power balance
The analysis of the power balance relation is somewhat involved, requiring a sequence of
substitutions and simplifications. In following the discussion readers should keep in mind
that the goal of the analysis is ultimately to determine two relationships expressing R0
and a as functions of T . Once these relations are derived they can be substituted into the
expression for the device volume, which can then be minimized over T.
The steady state power balance in an ignition experiment requires that alpha heating
balance the sum of the thermal conduction and Bremsstrahlung radiation losses. In steady
state there is no ohmic heating power. Also, if the plasma is fully self-sustained, the auxiliary power, by definition, must be zero. Mathematically, the 0-D power balance requires
that
Sα  = Sκ  + SB  ,

(14.171)

where S denotes average over the volume.
The various contributions are evaluated as follows. To begin, note that the density and
temperature are modeled by simple, experimentally motivated profiles rather than just being
set to their average value. Specifically, the density and temperature are modeled as
4
n(1 − ρ 2 )1/3 ,
3
5
T = T (1 − ρ 2 )2/3 ,
3
n=

(14.172)

where
ρ2 =

x2
y2
+
a2
κ 2a2

(14.173)
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and the plasma surface is defined by ρ = 1. This implies that
 1
S = 2
Sρ dρ
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(14.174)

0

and that n = n, T  = T . Observe that the density profile is relatively flat. The temperature
profile is slightly peaked. The fractional exponents provide a crude modeling of the edge
pedestals characteristic of H-mode operation.
Using these profiles allows one to evaluate the various terms in the power balance relation.
The first step is to determine the relationship between the average pressure, density and
temperature:  p = 2nT . One finds that p = (10/9) 2nT or in practical units
p a = 0.356 n 20 T k atm.

(14.175)

This expression can be further simplified by eliminating n 20 by means of the Greenwald
density limit given by Eq. (14.166)


κ NG B0 T k
B0 T k
p a = 0.567
= 0.386
atm.
(14.176)
q∗
R0
R0
The second step provides related information that will be required shortly to simplify the
analysis. This information is obtained by equating the expressions for p a in Eqs. (14.168)
and (14.176). The result is an expression for the quantity B0 a in terms of T k :


NG
T k = 0.912 T k T m.
(14.177)
B0 a = 0.0285
βN
Consider next the evaluation of the alpha power
  1

σ v
1
Sα  =
Eα 2
p 2 2 ρ dρ .
16
T
0

(14.178)

The integral can be evaluated by making the reasonably good approximation that
σ /T 2 ≈ σ v /T 2 T = const. over the temperature regime of interest and noting that
# 2v
$
p = (4/3) p 2 . The factor 4/3 is the gain due to using peaked profiles rather than simple
average values. The value of Sα  in practical units is now given by
Sα  = 1.82 × 106 p 2a

σ vn
2

Tk

W/m3 .

(14.179)

Here, the normalized σ vn is equal to σ v measured in units of 10−22 m3 /s.
The Bremsstrahlung radiation loss is evaluated in a completely analogous manner. A
short calculation yields
SB  = 4.84 × 104

p 2a
3/2

Tk

W/m3 .

(14.180)
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The last quantity of interest is the thermal conduction loss. For H-mode confinement this
is given by
Sκ  = 1.5 × 105

pa
τH

W/m3 .

(14.181)

These expressions are now substituted into the power balance relation yielding a requirement on p a τH that can be written as
2

p a τH = 0.0824

Tk
1/2

σ vn − K B T k

atm s,

(14.182)

where K B = 0.0266.
The next step in the analysis requires the simplification of p a τH by substitution of the
actual empirical relation for τH given by Eq. (14.155) with P = Sα Vp . A straightforward,
but somewhat tedious calculation leads to the following result.


B00.02 κ 1.05 NG0.03 (B0 a)1.09 T k
p a τH = 0.0978 0.03
atm s.
(14.183)
a
q∗0.96
R00.26 σ v0.69
n
The interesting feature in this expression is the coincidental fact that except for the very
weak dependence on B00.02 and a 0.03 , the quantity p a τH depends only on the combination
B0 a. Consequently, the expression can be significantly simplified by substituting B0 ≈ 6
and a ≈ 2 into the weakly dependent terms and substituting the expression in Eq. (14.177)
for the B0 a combination term. A short calculation yields


2.09
κ 1.05 NG1.12
Tk
p a τH = 2.05 × 10−3 0.96 1.09
atm s
R00.26 σ v0.69
q∗ β N
n
2.09

= 0.0799

Tk
R00.26 σ v0.69
n

atm s.

(14.184)

The last step in the power balance relation requires setting the two expressions for p a τH
in Eqs. (14.182)
  and (14.184) equal to each other. The result is an explicit expression
for R0 = R0 T k :


3.85

κ 4.04 NG4.31
0.35
1/2
σ
R0 = 6.80 × 10−7 3.69 4.19
1
−
K
T k σ v1.19
T
/
v
m,
B k
n
n
q∗ β N

3.85
0.35
1/2
σ
= 0.886T k σ v1.19
1
−
K
T
/
v
m.
(14.185)
B
n
n
k
The one remaining task is to derive a relationship between a and T . This relationship is
easily obtained by combining the expressions for B0 a in Eq. (14.177) with the relationship
between B0 and Bmax in Eq. (14.170). One finds


a+b
NG
a 1−
= 0.0285
T k.
(14.186)
R0
Bmax β N
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Figure 14.24 Volume vs. temperature for an ignition experiment. The optimum temperature corresponds to 15.7 keV.

Solving for a yields
a=

1/2
R0 − b 1 
(R0 − b)2 − K M R0 T k
−
2
2

m,

(14.187)

where K M = 0.114NG /Bmax β N = 0.281.
After a lengthy calculation one has finally obtained the desired relations for R0 (T k ) and
a(T k ).
The minimum volume experiment
The expressions for R0 (Eq. (14.185)), a (Eq. (14.187)) and c (Eq. (14.169)) are now substituted in the expression for the device volume V (Eq. (14.163)). The resulting expression
is solely a function of T k and is plotted in Fig. 14.24. Observe that the device volume has a
minimum at T k ≈ 15.7 keV. Using this value one can back substitute and evaluate all the
design parameters. These are summarized in Tables 14.2 and 14.3, the first specifying the
input parameters and the second the output design parameters.
A comparison of the design parameters between the ignition experiment and the simple
reactor discussed in Chapter 5 shows that both devices are of comparable size. In fact, the
ignition experiment is somewhat larger. The reason is that the value of τH obtained with
the reactor parameters is about 0.68 s, nearly a factor of 2 smaller than that required in the
design (τE = 1.2 s). In the ignition experiment, self-sustained power balance is a required
design goal, and this leads to a larger device to raise the smaller value of τH to the required
value. Also, it is interesting to note that the simple model discussed here leads to parameters
that are reasonably close to the proposed ITER design.
The simple analysis just presented shows how closely the size, and hence cost, of a fusion
ignition experiment or a fusion reactor is tied to the achievable value of τE . The factor of 2
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Table 14.2. Input parameters for the superconducting ignition
experiment
Quantity

Symbol

Value

Blanket-and-shield thickness
Maximum field at the coil
Maximum magnet stress
Elongation
Kink safety factor
Greenwald density factor
Troyon β factor

b
Bmax
σmax
κ
q∗
NG
βN

1.2 m
13 T
300 MPa
1.7
2
0.8
0.025

Table 14.3. Design parameters for the superconducting
ignition experiment
Quantity

Symbol

Value

Average temperature
Major radius
Minor radius
Aspect ratio
Coil thickness
Device volume
Plasma volume
Plasma surface area
Magnetic field on axis
Plasma current
Average plasma pressure
Average plasma density
H mode confinement time
Total alpha power
Total fusion power
Total Bremsstrahlung loss
Wall loading

Tk
R0
a
R0 /a
c
V
Vp
Sp
B0
IM
pa
n 20
τH
Pα
Pf
PB
PW

15.7 keV
7.1 m
2.0 m
3.5
1.1 m
2600 m3
960 m3
790 m2
7.1 T
17 MA
6.1 atm
1.1 × 1020 m−3
1.2 s
760 MW
3800 MW
28 MW
3.9 MW/m2

increase required in τH has led to a device that is nearly twice as large as the simple reactor
design. One can therefore easily appreciate why understanding, controlling, and improving
transport is such an important area of fusion research.
The last point to reiterate is that the size of a superconducting tokamak ignition experiment is similar in scale to a full power reactor. The physics and engineering do not
allow one to build a much smaller, less expensive, ignition experiment to investigate the
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science of burning plasmas. The implication is that the developmental costs for a tokamak
fusion reactor will be high, since the ignition experiment leading up to the reactor is of
comparable scale. This is an economic disadvantage, not insurmountable, but nonetheless
undesirable.

14.6.3 Heating to ignition
The next application involves the time evolution of the plasma in the superconducting
ignition experiment from a cold initial condition to its final steady state operating point.
There are two main questions to consider. First, is the final operating point thermally stable
or will some form of burn control be required? Second, how much external heating power
is required to heat the plasma to a sufficiently high temperature so that the alphas dominate
and complete the evolution to full ignition?
These questions were addressed in Chapter 4, where it was assumed that the energy
confinement τE was a constant equal to the required value at ignition τE = 1.2 s. The
corresponding analysis showed that the steady state ignition point was thermally unstable
and that the required auxiliary power was approximately equal to 25% of the ignited alpha
power, quite a large fraction. In this subsection these questions are revisited using the
empirically determined H mode confinement relation, which is temperature dependent:
τE = τH (T ). The results, as shown below, are somewhat surprising.
Thermal stability
Both questions of interest can be answered by examining the time dependent, 0-D energy
balance equation. The critical assumption in the analysis is that the entire evolution takes
place at a constant density equal to the final desired value: n 20 = 1.1. This is not an unreasonable approximation since the particle confinement time is usually somewhat lower than
the energy confinement time. Therefore, any external programming of the density would
lag behind the faster evolving temperature, making control difficult.
The basic 0-D power balance includes the alpha power, external heating power,
Bremsstrahlung loss, and thermal conduction loss. Ohmic heating is neglected as it makes
a small contribution except at very low temperatures (as shown in the next chapter). The
power balance equation for the assumed profiles can thus be written as
dW
Ph
= Sα  − SB  − Sκ  + ,
dt
Vp

(14.188)

where
W = 3nT  = 5.34 × 104 n 20 T k

J/m3 ,

Sα  = E α n 2 σ v/4 = 2.31 × 105 n220 σ vn

W/m3 ,

SB  = CB n 2 T 1/2  = 6.14 × 103 n 220 T k

1/2

W/m3 ,

Sκ  = 3nT  /τH = 5.34 × 104 n 20 T k /τH

W/m3 .

(14.189)
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Figure 14.25 dW/dt vs. T for τ E = τ E (T ) and τ E = const. = 1.2 assuming Ph = 0.

Also, Vp = 960 m3 is the plasma volume, Ph (T k ) is the total externally supplied heating
power in watts and τH , repeated here for convenience, is given by
τH = 0.145
=

117
PM0.69

0.93 1.39 0.58 0.78 0.41 0.15 0.19
R0 a κ n 20 B0 A
IM
PM0.69

s.

s
(14.190)

Here, the second form of τH is obtained using the design parameters derived in the last
subsection and PM is the total power deposited in the plasma measured in megawatts:
PM (T k ) = [Sα Vp + Ph ]10−6 .
The thermal stability of the system can now be ascertained by plotting the curve of dW/d t
vs. T k for Ph = 0 and examining the slope at the equilibrium ignition point. Recall from
the discussion in Chapter 4 that a positive slope is thermally unstable, while a negative
slope is stable. This curve is plotted in Fig. 14.25 for the design value of density n 20 = 1.1.
Also plotted for comparison is the equivalent curve of Chapter 4 which assumes that τE =
1.2 s = const.
With respect to the time dependence, n 20 = const and T k = T k (t) implying that dW/d t ∝
dT k /d t.
Observe that, by construction, both curves intersect the axis at the same equilibrium
ignition point T k = 15.7 keV. However, the τE = const. curve intersects with a positive
slope indicating thermal instability while the τE = τH curve intersects with a negative slope
implying thermal stability. What has happened is that the degradation in τH with T k has
shifted the curve of dW/dt vs. T k to the left. The stable high-temperature intersection point
of the τE = const. curve, which is not very interesting because the corresponding value of
β far exceeds the MHD stability limit, shifts down to a much more acceptable value when
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τE = τH . The lower intersection point of the τE = τH curve corresponds to the situation
where the alpha power is balancing the Bremsstrahlung losses plus the relatively small
thermal conduction losses (since τH is large at lower temperatures). There is not very much
net power at this lower temperature so it is uninteresting from an energy point of view. Once
the plasma crosses this temperature the thermal instability is excited, driving the plasma
naturally to the stable higher equilibrium point T k = 15.7 keV. The conclusion is that if
H mode scaling continues to apply to plasmas dominated by alpha heating, the point of
self-sustained ignition is thermally stable, a highly desirable result which is exactly the
opposite from that deduced from the τE = const. analysis in Chapter 4.
The minimum power for ignition
Consider now the question of the minimum external power Ph required to raise T k to
a sufficiently high value so that alpha heating becomes dominant. In the context of the
τE = τH curve one must add sufficient Ph so that dW/d t > 0 for 0 < T k < 15.7 keV. A
positive dW/d t implies that the temperature will continue to increase until the ignition
point is reached. Clearly, Ph must vanish at T k = 15.7 keV for the plasma to remain in
equilibrium.
An examination of Fig. 14.25 suggests that external power must be added at low temperatures until the plasma passes the Bremsstrahlung equilibrium point at approximately
T k = 5 keV. Beyond this point the alphas dominate and the external power can be gradually
decreased to zero. A simple model for Ph (T k ) that has the desired properties is given by

P


 T k < TB
 0
2
T k − TB 
Ph =
(14.191)
TB < T k < TI ,

P 1 −

 0
TI − TB
where TB = 5 keV is the Bremsstrahlung temperature, TI = 15.7 keV is the ignition temperature, and P0 is the maximum applied external heating power.
Curves of dW/d t vs. T k are illustrated in Fig. 14.26 for various values of P0 . Also illustrated is the curve of Ph (T k ). Figure 14.26 shows that the minimum value of P0 for ignition
is approximately P0 = 22.2 MW. At this value the dW/d t vs. T k curve is everywhere
positive with its minimum point just being tangent to the dW/d t = 0 axis. Realistically
one wants a significantly higher value of P0 in order to pass through the minimum point
reasonably rapidly (i.e., hypothetically it would take an infinite time to reach ignition if
one had to cross the point where dW/dt = 0). The curve corresponding to P0 = 40 MW is
thus a more realistic choice for P0 . If the power absorption efficiency is assumed to be 0.7,
this implies that approximately 60 MW of external heating power must be injected into the
plasma.
It is interesting to compare the value of P0 = 22.2 MW with the value predicted in
Chapter 4 using the τ E = const. model. For this model the power absorbed by the plasma
was shown to be about 25% of the alpha power at ignition, which for the superconducting
design under consideration translates to P0 = 190 MW. Using the H-mode confinement
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Figure 14.26 dW/dt vs. T for various P0 assuming τE = τE (T ). Also shown is the curve of Ph vs. T
for P0 = 22.2 MW.

time has reduced the required auxiliary power by nearly a factor of 10, a highly desirable
result. The reason is associated with the strong degradation of τH with temperature. This
degradation is clearly undesirable when trying to reach high temperatures, but on the other
hand implies a substantial increase in τH at low temperatures. To be specific, the confinement
time increases by about a factor of 11 as the temperature decreases from 15 to 5 keV. The
longer confinement time at lower T k implies that considerably less external power is required
to heat the plasma to the Bremsstrahlung temperature T k ≈ 5 keV.
In summary, the undesirable effects associated with the degradation of τH with temperature are somewhat compensated by improvements in the dynamic evolution of the plasma
to ignition. First, the final equilibrium ignition point is thermally stable. Second, a much
lower value of external auxiliary power than one might have expected is sufficient to heat
the plasma to ignition.

14.6.4 The bootstrap fraction
The final application involves the calculation of the bootstrap fraction f B . The goal here
is to evaluate the bootstrap fraction in order to determine the conditions under which
f B ≈ 0.75 for economic viability. The calculation is relatively straightforward, involving the substitution of plausible experimental profiles into the expression for the bootstrap
current density and then integrating over the plasma area to obtain the total bootstrap current. It is shown that the standard monotonic current density profile leads to low values of
f B , typically less than 0.4. Raising f B to the desired value of 0.75 requires AT operation
characterized by hollow current profiles and a pressure profile quite likely exceeding the
no-wall Troyon β limit. In other words, the required higher values of β lead to excitation
of the resistive wall mode, which must then be feedback stabilized.
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One point worth noting from the analysis is that the bootstrap fraction is quite sensitive
to the density and temperature profiles. Slightly more optimistic profiles are used in this
subsection than those used in the design of the ignition experiment in order not to obtain
overly pessimistic results.
Derivation of the bootstrap fraction
The bootstrap current density for a large aspect ratio, circular cross section tokamak in
which the small contribution arising from the temperature gradient is neglected is repeated
here for convenience:
 1/2
T ∂n
R0
JB (r ) = −4.71 q
.
(14.192)
r
B0 ∂r
To evaluate JB one needs to specify the profiles for n, T, q. In practice, it is simpler to
specify the total toroidal current density profile J from which it is then straightforward to
calculate q.
Consider first the density, temperature, and pressure profiles. The pressure profile is
assumed to be reasonably peaked with a peaking factor p (0) / p = 3. This profile is held
fixed for all cases studied. The density profile is flatter with a parameter ν that can be adjusted
to vary the density peaking factor: n (0) /n = 1 + ν. Also, the larger cross sectional area
associated with non-circularity is modeled by assuming a circular plasma with a minor
radius given by r0 = κ 1/2 a. Under these assumptions the pressure, density, and temperature
profiles can be written as
p(ρ) = 3 p(1 − ρ 2 )2 ,
n(ρ) = (1 + ν)n(1 − ρ 2 )ν ,
T (ρ) = (3 − ν)T (1 − ρ )

2 2−ν

(14.193)
,

where ρ = r/r0 and p = (2/3)(1 + ν)(3 − ν) nT .
The total current density is specified in terms of an arbitrary profile function g(ρ):
J (ρ) =

I g(ρ)
πr02 g

(14.194)

g(ρ) ρ dρ.

(14.195)

with


1

g=2
0

Different choices for g(ρ) are made shortly to model standard operation and AT operation.
Once g(ρ) is specified the safety factor can be easily evaluated using the standard definition
q = r B0 /R0 Bθ (r ). A short calculation yields
q(ρ) =

πr02 B0
ρ2g
ρ2g
ρ
= q∗  ρ
.
µ0 R0 I 0 g(ρ) ρ dρ
0 g(ρ) ρ dρ

(14.196)
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These profiles are next substituted into the expression for the bootstrap current density
JB (ρ), which is then integrated over the plasma area to obtain the total bootstrap current.
Dividing by the total plasma current leads to the desired expression for the bootstrap fraction
f B which can be written as
fB =

IB
νκ 1/4 β N q∗
,
= 17.7 G
I
ε 1/2

where G is a geometric factor defined by
%
 1
5/2
2
G=g
ρ (1 − ρ )
0

ρ


   
g ρ ρ dρ ρ dρ.

(14.197)

(14.198)

0

The appearance of β N in Eq. (14.197) results from eliminating p in terms of the Troyon
stability limit.
Equation (14.197) can now be used to estimate the bootstrap fraction for standard and
AT current density profiles.
Standard monotonic profiles
The standard current density profile for a tokamak is a monotonically decreasing function
of radius that can be modeled by choosing g (ρ) as follows:
g(ρ) = 1 − ρ 2 .

(14.199)

A simple numerical calculation shows that for this choice the geometric factor is given by
G = 0.225. The resulting value for the bootstrap fraction is thus given by
f B = 4.0

κ 1/4 β N q∗ ν
.
ε 1/2

(14.200)

For the design values κ = 1.7, β N = 0.025, q∗ = 2, ε = 1/3.5, ν = 1/3, one finds that
f B = 0.14. This is far below the desired value of f B = 0.75.
How can one increase the bootstrap fraction? There are several possible approaches,
but all are fraught with difficulties. First, one can imagine having a more peaked density
profile, for instance corresponding to ν = 1. However, experimental density profiles tend to
be rather flat when refueling takes place by gas puffing from the outside. This is particularly
true for H-mode discharges. Fueling by internal pellet injection should lead to more peaked
profiles, but the degree to which such peaking can be maintained over long periods of time
is uncertain at present. Also, deep penetration into reactor grade plasmas is unlikely because
of the high density and large size.
Another approach is to lower the current thereby raising q∗ . This has the added advantage
of providing a higher safety margin against current-driven disruptions. On the negative side,
lower current implies poorer confinement since τH ∼ I 1.06 . In practice the confinement issue
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dominates. Without good confinement the plasma could never be heated to a high enough
temperature to ignite.
The third possibility is to raise β N . The critical β N can be raised substantially if the
plasma is surrounded by a perfectly conducting wall. In practice the wall must have a finite
conductivity leading to the excitation of the resistive wall mode. There is a reasonable
likelihood that the resistive wall mode could be feedback stabilized if the desired value of
β N is not too far above the no-wall value. For the present case β N must be raised by a factor
of over 5 to reach the value f B = 0.75. This is too large a jump to be plausible.
These constraints have led to the discovery of the AT mode of operation. If successful AT
operation can be achieved, then the likelihood of producing substantially higher bootstrap
fractions is greatly improved. This is the next topic for discussion.
AT profiles
AT operation corresponds to a mode of operation in which there is a substantial amount
of profile control, primarily of the current density, by means of external power supplies.
The goal is to achieve a hollow current profile. If achievable, a hollow current profile
helps in two ways. First, a hollow current profile is quite similar in shape to the naturally
induced bootstrap profile, implying a strong overlap. In other words, very little, if any, of
the bootstrap current is wasted because of being produced in regions where it is not desired.
Second, the reduction of current in the core of the plasma implies a reduction in the total
plasma current. Thus, even for a fixed bootstrap fraction, the total current to be driven is
reduced. On a related point, the corresponding optimized profiles for the safety factor show
that q(ψ) should have an off-axis minimum (i.e., the shear should have an off-axis reversal
point). Typically, for the optimized reversed shear profiles it has been found numerically
that at the minimum point qmin (ψmin ) > 2. For these profiles the value of the kink safety
factor must satisfy q∗ > 3. Clearly the increased q∗ results in an increase in the magnitude
of the bootstrap current. This is a desirable result. However, one might be concerned that
the higher q∗ , or equivalently lower current, may lead to a degradation in the confinement
time since for H-mode scaling τH ∼ I 1.06 . Interestingly, in the region of reversed shear
experimental observations indicate that transport is improved to near neoclassical levels.
The conclusion is that there may not be a reduction in τH , although more experimental data
are needed to confirm this important point.
For present purposes, one simply specifies a hollow current profile and then asks what
must be done to generate a bootstrap fraction of f B = 0.75. A simple model for the current
profile is given in terms of the profile factor g(ρ) as follows:
g(ρ) = (ρ 2 + α)(1 − ρ 2 ),

(14.201)

where α is a free parameter set to α = 0.2 in the example below. A plot of g(ρ) is illustrated in Fig. 14.27 for this case. A straightforward numerical calculation shows that the
corresponding value of the geometric factor has been increased to G = 0.34. The bootstrap
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Figure 14.27 The profile functions g(r/a) for the AT case with α = 0.2 and for the standard case.

fraction for the hollow current profile is also increased and is given by
f B = 5.9

κ 1/4 β N q∗ ν
.
ε 1/2

(14.202)

Now, assume that for the hollow current profile q∗ = 3.5. The other parameters are
fixed at their standard values: κ = 1.7, β N = 0.025, ε = 1/3.5, ν = 1/3. This leads to
f B = 0.37, representing a substantial improvement but still below the desired value of
f B = 0.75.
The resolution of the shortfall in f B is to operate the plasma at a higher value of β,
corresponding to β N ≈ 0.05. This violates the no-wall Troyon limit by a factor of about 2
leading to the excitation of the resistive wall mode. However, there is a reasonable expectation that a combination of feedback and/or plasma rotation should be capable of stabilizing
the resistive wall mode to this more modest increase in β N .

14.6.5 Summary
The need for steady state operation has led to the discovery of AT operation in which
a large fraction of the toroidal current is sustained by the bootstrap current: f B ≈ 0.75.
Unfortunately, it is not easy to generate such a large bootstrap fraction with standard profiles.
Instead, one requires a highly tailored hollow current density profile with a corresponding
reversed shear safety factor profile. Furthermore, it is necessary that the transport not be
degraded because of the lower total current associated with the hollow current profile and
that the resistive wall mode be stabilized at the higher values of β N required to achieve
f B ≈ 0.75. This is a difficult set of constraints that has caused AT operation to be one of
the important topics of tokamak research.
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14.7 Overall summary
An energy confinement time on the order of τE ≈ 1 s is required to achieve a self-sustained
ignited plasma in a fusion reactor. In practice, τE is dominated by thermal conduction losses.
Experimentally, its value is orders of magnitude larger than that predicted by classical
Coulomb transport in a 1-D cylinder, a consequence of micro-instability driven turbulence.
Thus, while elegant and sophisticated first-principles theories have been developed for
Coulomb transport in a cylinder and a torus, the current state of the art still relies heavily on
experimentally determined empirical scaling relations for the design of new experiments.
The empirical relations show that a tokamak operating in the H mode should be able to
achieve self-sustained ignition in a device slightly larger than the simple reactor designed
in Chapter 5. Looking to the future, it should be noted that great strides are being made
in the development of a first-principles anomalous transport theory. When fully developed,
this theory will substantially improve our confidence in predicting the performance of large
new experiments. There is still a way to go before reaching this desirable goal.
The second main transport topic involving tokamak reactors is the generation of the
bootstrap current. A simple derivation of JB has been presented which, when applied to
experimental situations, shows that the corresponding bootstrap fraction f B is too low for
economic viability under standard tokamak operation. High bootstrap fractions should be
achievable with AT operation, but will likely lead to the excitation of the resistive wall
mode, which would require feedback and/or rotational stabilization.
Lastly, thermal stability and the minimum power required to reach ignition were reexamined in the context of the empirical scaling laws. Here, the temperature dependence of
τE (T ) leads to more favorable results than those obtained in Chapter 4, where τE is assumed
to be a constant. The new results indicate that the plasma will be thermally stable at the
ignition point and that the auxiliary power required to heat the plasma to ignition is quite
reasonable, nearly an order of magnitude less than the value predicted in Chapter 4.
Overall, transport in a tokamak still remains as the most difficult plasma physics problem
on the path to ignition, but the progress made so far suggests that the performance required
in a reactor should probably be achievable.
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Problems
14.1 This problem investigates the effect of the auxiliary heating deposition profile on
confinement time. Consider a 1-D slab model of a plasma in which thermal conduction
and auxiliary heating are the dominant contributions to plasma power balance. Assume
the auxiliary heating power density is given by Sh = (1 + ν)S(1 − x/a)ν with 0 <
x < a. The quantity ν is a profile parameter describing the deposition profile. Assume
now that the thermal diffusivity χ and number density n are given constants. The
boundary conditions are dT (0)/dx = 0 and T (a) = 0. Derive an expression for the
energy confinement time τE as a function of ν, n, χ , a and compare the values for
ν → 0 and ν → ∞.
14.2 Consider the two-fluid, steady state, 0-D power balance relations for the electrons and
ions in an ohmically heated tokamak. For simplicity assume all profiles are uniform
in space. The energy confinement times for each species are given by τEe , τEi and
are assumed to be known constants. Also, the tokamak is operated in the sawtooth
regime so that the current density J0 = const. is independent of Te , Ti . Recall now
3/2
that the resistivity and energy equilibration time scale as η = K η /Te and τeq =
3/2
K τ Te /n respectively. In the limit where τeq corresponds to a short but finite time,
derive approximate expressions for the steady state values of Te and 1 − Ti /Te in terms
of τ Ee , τ Ei , J0 , n, K η , K τ .
14.3 During the flat-top portion of a tokamak discharge the toroidal loop voltage Vφ =
2π R0 E φ is measured to be 0.8 V. If the tokamak is operating in the sawtooth regime
and the toroidal field is B0 = 4 T, find the electron temperature on axis. Assume
3/2
Spitzer resistivity: η = 3.3 × 10−8 /Tk .
14.4 A cylindrical plasma of radius a has an initial density profile n(r, 0) = n 0 for 0 < r <
a. The density profile satisfies the diffusion equation


∂n
D ∂
∂n
=
r
,
∂t
r ∂r
∂r
where D = const. Assume that all particles are absorbed at the edge of the plasma
and that there are no sources present. Calculate the density profile after a large but
finite time. Hint: review Fourier–Bessel series.
14.5 This problem describes a simple method for fueling a tokamak by external gas puffing.
A series of gas jets injects a known flux of particles homogeneously around the
surface of a cylindrical plasma. The particles entering the plasma are neutral D atoms.
After penetrating a distance of about one mean free path the neutrals become ionized.
This represents a distributed source Sn (r ) of new plasma particles which must be
included in the conservation of mass equation. Note that near the center of the plasma
Sn (r ) = 0 since all the incoming particles have been ionized. A simple model for
the source term is thus given by Sn (r ) = 0, 0 < r < a − λ, and Sn (r ) = S0 , a − λ <
r < a, where for simplicity λ = const. The 1-D steady state equation describing the
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density profile is now given by
1 ∂
r ∂r



∂n
rD
+ Sn (r ) = 0
∂r

with D = const.
(a) Relate the source amplitude S0 to the input particle flux .
(b) Assume a perfect sink condition at r = a. Find the steady state density profile
and the density on axis in terms of , a, λ, D.
14.6 Consider the energy transport in a 1-D, single-fluid, slab model of a plasma. The main
contributions to energy balance are ohmic heating, thermal conduction losses, and
externally applied auxiliary heating. For simplicity assume that the auxiliary heating
power density is modeled by Sh (x) = S0 and that the density n(x) = n 0 . The goal of the
problem is to determine the auxiliary power density S0 required to achieve a specified
temperature on axis T0 . Assume the plasma is in the steady state, flat-top portion
of the discharge. The transport coefficients are modeled by resistivity η = Cη /T 3/2
and an anomalous thermal diffusivity χ⊥ = Cχ T 1/2 . Furthermore, assume that the
temperature and current density are related by J = J0 (T /T0 )3/2 where J0 and T0 are
the values on the axis. The boundary conditions require that T (x) = 0 at x = −a and
x = a.
(a) Set S0 = 0 and calculate T0 ≡ T , the temperature on axis due to pure ohmic
heating.
(b) Derive an expression for the value of S0 required to achieve a specified central
temperature T0 > T .
14.7 This problem investigates the effect of line radiation at the edge of a plasma on
thermal power balance. The geometry of interest is a 1-D plasma slab located between
0 < x < a. The dominant contributions to power balance arise from external heating
(Sh = S0 ), thermal conduction (κ = κ0 ), and line radiation loss SLR (T ) as illustrated
in Fig. 14.28. In practice TR ∼ 10 − 30 eV and SR
S0 .
(a) For reference calculate the equilibrium temperature profile, neglecting the radiation loss. Assume T  (0) = 0 and T (a) = 0.
(b) Repeat part (a) for a finite radiation loss. Show that there is a critical value of S0
such that the entire energy loss from the plasma is due to radiation. There is no
thermal conduction loss. What happens when S0 falls below this critical value?
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14.8 Consider a large aspect ratio, circular cross section tokamak. During flat-top operation
power balance is dominated by thermal conduction losses and auxiliary power heating.
(a) Assume the thermal diffusivity χ , auxiliary power density Sh , and number density
n are uniform in space. Derive an expression for Te (r ) = Ti (r ) ≡ T (r ) in kiloelectronvolts as a function of χ , n, R0 , a and the total auxiliary power Ph (M W ).
(b) Using the definition of global energy confinement time derive a relation between
χ and τE .
(c) Assume that τE is given by the following simplified form of L-mode scaling:
3/2
1/2
τE ≈ 0.06IM R0 /Ph s. Derive an expression for χ as a function of n, a, R0 ,
and T . The answer should not be a function of Ph .
14.9 Consider a circular cross section tokamak with a major radius R0 = 0.6 m, a minor
radius a = 0.2 m, and a toroidal field on axis B0 = 10 T. At what value of qa must
the device be operated to provide 500 kW of ohmic heating power at a loop voltage
of Vφ = 0.5 V ? Assume the current density profile is given by Jφ = J0 (1 − r 2 /a 2 ).
Would you expect sawtooth oscillations to be excited? Explain.

15
Heating and current drive

15.1 Introduction
For a plasma to be ignited in a steady state fusion reactor it must satisfy the ignition
condition
pτE =

24 T 2
.
Eα σ v

(15.1)

Minimizing the demands on pressure and confinement time requires that the reactor operate
at T = 15 keV, the temperature that minimizes T 2 /σ v. Reaching this temperature is
a two-stage process. First, a combination of ohmic and auxiliary heating must raise the
plasma temperature to about 5–7 keV. During this evolution alpha power is negligible and
the heating power must overcome the losses due to thermal conduction and Bremsstrahlung
radiation. Above 5–7 keV alpha power becomes dominant, heating the plasma to its final
ignition temperature of T = 15 keV.
The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate various methods of heating a plasma
to reach the transition temperature of 5–7 keV.
Another purpose is to investigate the related problem of current drive. Recall that for
a tokamak reactor to operate in steady state some form of non-inductive current drive is
required. Most of the methods used to heat a plasma can also be used to drive current. It
therefore makes sense to extend the discussion of heating to include current drive. The analysis of heating and current drive is focused on the tokamak where most of the research has
been carried out. Even so, many of the results are applicable to other configurations as well.
It should be noted that heating and current drive cover a very broad range of topics, far
too lengthy to include in the present book. The choice of topics discussed here is based
on the strategy of focusing on methods that are likely to be relevant to ITER and fusion
reactors. For heating these include ohmic heating, neutral beam heating, and electron and
ion cyclotron heating. For current drive, the topic of interest is lower hybrid current drive.
To understand the heating issues, consider first ohmic heating. The toroidal current
induced by the transformer in a tokamak produces ohmic heating. This is the simplest method
in terms of the technology. However, the resistivity of a plasma decreases with temperature:
η ∝ 1/T 3/2 . Thus, as the ohmic current increases the heating efficiency decreases. The
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analysis shows that for typical parameters in a tokamak reactor the maximum temperature
< 3 keV. This is not high enough for the alpha
achievable by ohmic heating is about T ∼
power to dominate. Some other form of auxiliary heating is required.
The first option discussed is neutral beam heating. Here, a high-energy beam of either
neutral deuterium or neutral tritium atoms is injected into the plasma. Heating takes place
as follows. Neutral beam atoms are unaffected by the magnetic field. Thus beam atoms
propagate in a straight line until they are ionized by collisions with the background plasma.
Once ionized, the beam particles are confined by the magnetic field and gradually give up
their energy to the plasma by Coulomb collisions. Since the heating mechanism depends
on classical collisions it should reliably extrapolate to reactor grade plasmas. In terms of
operation, the energy of the beam clearly must be much higher than the plasma temperature for good heating. The actual value of the energy is determined by the requirement
that the beam be able to penetrate to the center of the plasma to produce central heating.
This requirement poses the main problem for neutral beam heating and is technological in
nature. Existing neutral beam systems are driven by positive ion sources which have good
efficiency up to about 100 keV. This is sufficient for present day experiments. ITER and
fusion reactors, because of their higher density and larger size, require 1 MeV beams for
good penetration. This goal can be accomplished using a negative ion source to drive the
neutral beam system. However, the technology is substantially more difficult and is not yet
readily available. A major research and development program is underway to develop such
negative ion sources and is expected to have been successful by the time they are needed for
ITER.
A second option for auxiliary heating is the use of radio frequency (RF) waves. Here,
high-frequency electromagnetic waves are launched into the plasma from an external source.
The heating mechanism is similar to that in a microwave oven. When the applied frequency
is carefully chosen to match the natural resonant frequency of the food, or in this case
the plasma, there is a strong absorption of energy, which is converted into heat. There
are several natural resonant frequencies of interest in a plasma: the cyclotron frequencies of
the electrons and ions, and their cyclotron harmonics. Heating at the resonant frequencies of
the electrons is known as electron cyclotron heating (ECH). For the ions it is ion cyclotron
heating (ICH). An interesting feature of ECH and ICH is that the resonant absorption takes
place by a mechanism known as “collisionless damping.” Absorption does not depend on
collisions as in a microwave oven. Collisionless damping is described in detail during the
discussion of RF heating. While both ECH and ICH can produce a strong absorption of
energy at the center of the plasma, both methods also face technological problems. For ECH
the difficulty is that high-power, steady state gyrotron sources at the required frequency of
140 GHz are not yet readily available. For ICH the difficulty is that an antenna must be
placed very close to the surface of the plasma to insure good coupling of the wave energy to
the plasma. This leads to problems of arcing and plasma breakdown. Substantial research
and development programs are underway and it is expected that successful solutions will
have been found by the time they are needed for ITER.
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Table 15.1. Approximate relative cost per watt of
auxiliary heating power options
Option

Requirement

Cost ($/W)

Negative ion beam
ICH
ECH
LHCD

1 MeV
40 MHz
140 GHz
3 GHz

4
2
6
3

Overall, there is no clear winner in the choice of a heating system for experiments on the
scale of ITER. Several options are available. All have good heating potential from the point
of view of plasma physics. All have substantial technological issues to address, although
successful solutions are expected. Based on this assessment, ITER has been designed with
multiple heating options to determine experimentally which method ultimately will be most
desirable in terms of plasma physics, reliability, and cost.
Consider now current drive. All of the methods just discussed can be used to drive
a steady state non-inductive current. However, the discussion presented here focuses on
lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) since this method has a higher efficiency (i.e., highest
driven current per watt of applied power) than the other options. Here, too, a collisionless
damping mechanism, known as Landau damping, leads to the possibility of a steady state
non-inductive current. The idea in simple form is to launch waves into the plasma that
propagate in one direction around the torus. These waves drag electrons with them in
a somewhat analogous way to an ocean wave catching and pushing along a surfer. The
electrons dragged with the wave produce the current drive. Sources are readily available in
the microwave range to drive lower hybrid waves. Like ICH, LHCD does have the problem
of requiring the launching structure to be near the plasma edge for good coupling. More
importantly, the current-drive efficiency, while higher than for the other options, is still too
low to drive all the current in a tokamak reactor in an economical way. The conclusion is
that a tokamak reactor will have to depend on a substantial bootstrap current to lower the
requirements on the current-drive system.
A final point to consider is the relative cost of the various auxiliary power options.
Admittedly, this is a somewhat difficult and speculative task. Still, to obtain some idea of
the economics examine the approximate costs given in Table 15.1, largely obtained from
the ITER costing analysis. Observe that all the options involve a considerable amount of
high-technology equipment leading to a substantial cost per watt. ICH has the lowest cost,
while ECH has the highest cost, although all are comparable. It should be emphasized that
none of these values include the high research and development costs involved. The values
estimate only the direct hardware costs. Clearly, for the sake of economy, it is important to
keep the auxiliary power requirements as low as possible.
The analysis that follows closely follows the order of the topics just described. Most
of the results are derived from first principles, some requiring a relatively simple analysis
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(ohmic heating and neutral beams) and others requiring a more intensive analysis (ECH,
ICH, LHCD).

15.2 Ohmic heating
The problem here is to calculate the maximum achievable plasma temperature resulting
solely from ohmic heating, and to determine whether or not this temperature is sufficient
to reach ignition without the need for auxiliary power. The analysis is carried out using the
empirical τE and the neoclassical resistivity. It is shown that ohmic heating to ignition is
extremely difficult, if not impossible, for typical engineering and plasma physics constraints.
The biggest difficulty arises from the fact that the resistivity decreases with temperature: η ∼
1/T 3/2 . Thus, as the plasma is heated, its resistivity decreases, implying a corresponding
decrease in heating efficiency. In other words, as I increases, the ohmic power (P = I 2 R)
increases slower than I 2 because the resistance R decreases with I . The overall conclusion
is that a substantial amount of external heating is required to reach ignition.
The specific goal of the analysis is to derive a relationship between the plasma temperature
and the ohmic current, assuming no auxiliary power and no alpha power. An examination
of this expression then leads to the above conclusion.

15.2.1 The ohmic heating model
A useful way to think about the problem is to assume ohmic ignition is possible and to then
calculate how much current is required to heat the plasma half-way to the final ignition
temperature of T ≈ 15 keV, ignoring radiation, auxiliary power, and alpha heating. Once
T ≈ 7 keV is achieved, one can assume that alpha heating becomes dominant raising the
temperature to the final desired operating value T ≈ 15 keV. The current required to reach
7 keV must then be tested to guarantee that it does not violate the MHD stability limit. Stated
mathematically, the goal of the analysis is to calculate T k = T k (q∗ ) and to test whether
T k (q∗ = 2) ≥ 7 keV for ohmic ignition.

15.2.2 Ohmic power balance
Under the above assumptions, steady state ohmic power balance is defined by
Pκ = P ,
where the thermal conduction losses and ohmic power are given by

3
Pκ =
nT d r,
τL

P = η J 2 d r.

(15.2)

(15.3)
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15.2.3 Thermal conduction losses
The thermal conduction losses are evaluated by assuming for simplicity that the density
profile is uniform and that the temperature profile is modeled by

4/3
x2
y2
T = T0 1 − 2 − 2 2
.
(15.4)
a
κ a
The temperature profile is slightly peaked and corresponds to an elliptical cross section.
The exponent 4/3 is chosen for convenience to allow certain integrals that arise shortly
to be easily evaluated analytically. If one now introduces the transformation x = aρ cos θ
and y = κaρ sin θ , then the differential area element becomes dx dy = κa 2 ρ dρ dθ . A short
calculation then shows that the relation between peak and average temperatures is T =
(3/7)T0 .
The thermal conduction losses are now evaluated as follows:

nT0 1
nT
Pκ = 6V
(1 − ρ 2 )4/3 ρ dρ = 3V
,
(15.5)
τL 0
τL
where V = 2π 2 R0 a 2 κ is the plasma volume.
Next, note that ohmically heated tokamaks usually operate in the L-mode regime so that
τL is the relevant empirical scaling relation. Substituting the value of τL from Eq. (14.154)
leads to the desired expression for the thermal conduction losses, which in practical units
can be written as
Pκ =

25.6
ε 1.3

1.3
n 1.8
2
20 a
q 1.7 T
κ 0.7 B02.1 A ∗ k

MW.

(15.6)

15.2.4 The ohmic power
The evaluation of the ohmic power requires several steps. The first step involves the relation
between J and η. In a large aspect ratio tokamak J ≈ Jφ ≈ J and in steady state E ≈
E φ ≈ E  with E φ = E 0 (R0 /R) ≈ E 0 = const. The parallel Ohm’s law thus yields η J ≈
η J ≈ E 0 or equivalently J = E 0 /η .
The second step involves the expression for η . This value has already been given for a
cylinder. However, there is a neoclassical modification that does not change the basic large
aspect ratio scaling η ∼ 1/T 3/2 , but does lead to a quantitative change in the numerical
multiplier for realistic aspect ratios. A good approximation for the neoclassical resistivity is
η(NC) =

1
η(CL) .
[1 − (r/R0 )1/2 ]2

(15.7)

Note that the neoclassical value is higher. This is a consequence of the fact that trapped particles cannot carry parallel current. Thus, there are fewer current carriers and the resistivity
increases. Interestingly, in contrast to predictions of ion thermal transport, the neoclassical
resistivity appears to be in relatively good agreement with experimental observations.
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Combining the above results leads to the following expression for J :
J = J0 (1 − ρ 2 )2 (1 − ε 1/2 ρ 1/2 )2 ,

(15.8)

where J0 is a new constant replacing E 0 that represents the current density on-axis. Actually,
it is more convenient to express J0 in terms of the total plasma current I by the usual
definition:

 1
I =
J dx dy = 2πa 2 κ
J ρ dρ
0

πa 2 κ J0
=
(1 − 1.31ε 1/2 + 0.46ε).
3

(15.9)

The final step is to substitute these relations into the expression for the ohmic power given
3/2
by Eqs. (15.3), recalling that η(C L) = 3.3 × 10−8 /T k  m. A short calculation yields


2
R0 IM
5.6 × 10−2
MW
P =
3/2
1/2
1 − 1.31ε + 0.46ε
a2κ T k


1.4ε
a 2 κ B02
=
MW.
(15.10)
3/2
1 − 1.31ε 1/2 + 0.46ε
q∗2 T k
In the second expression the current has been eliminated in terms of the safety factor by the
relation IM = 5a 2 κ B0 /R0 q∗ .

15.2.5 Ohmic power balance
The last step in the analysis is to equate the expressions for the thermal conduction losses
(Eq. (15.6)) and ohmic heating power (Eq. (15.10)). A straightforward calculation then
yields the desired relation T k = T k (q∗ ):
 0.49 1.17 0.29 
κ B0 A
1
ε 0.66
6.9
T k = 1.1
= 1.06 keV. (15.11)
0.51
1/2
0.29
1.06
(1 − 1.31ε + 0.46ε)
q∗
q∗
n 20 a 0.09
The numerical value in the last expression has been obtained using the parameters in the simple fusion reactor and assuming κ = 2. Observe that the temperature scales approximately
1.06
linearly with plasma current: T k ∼ IM
. One might have hoped for a quadratic scaling
2
2
T k ∼ IM
since P ∼ IM
. However, the decrease of resistivity with temperature weakens
the dependence.
If one now assumes that q∗ ≥ 2 (corresponding to IM ≤ 18.8 MA) for MHD stability,
then Eq. (15.11) predicts that ohmic heating can raise the plasma temperature to a maximum
value of T k = 3.3 keV. Note that this value is smaller than the critical temperature required
for alpha power to exceed Bremsstrahlung radiation (T k > 4.4 keV). The conclusion is that
for typical parameters of a fusion reactor a substantial amount of auxiliary power is required
to raise the plasma temperature to a high enough value so that alpha heating becomes the
dominant heating source.
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There is one final point to be made. If, along the path to a fusion reactor, one wants to
study ignition physics on a relatively inexpensive experiment, it may be possible to do so
using ultrahigh-field, pulsed copper magnets capable of producing B0 ∼ 10 T. According to
Eq. (15.11) such a device should be capable of ohmically heating a plasma to a temperature
greater than 6 keV. This is very close to the condition for ohmic ignition. This concept
has been investigated in the Ignitor tokamak. Prototype components have been designed,
constructed, and successfully tested in Italy, but a final commitment has not as yet been
made to fully fund the construction of Ignitor.

15.3 Neutral beam heating
15.3.1 Overview
One highly successful method of raising the plasma temperature well above the maximum
achievable ohmic value is by means of neutral beams. The idea is as follows. Assume
for a moment the existence of a beam of high-energy neutral particles, for instance deuterium atoms. “High-energy” implies a beam energy much higher than the desired plasma
temperature of 15 keV. The beam is now injected into the plasma. Since the particles are
electrically neutral they are unaffected by the magnetic field and travel along straight-line
trajectories until they are ionized by collisions with the background plasma. Once ionized
the neutral beam particles become magnetically confined. In other words they become part
of the plasma, corresponding to a high-energy tail on the deuterium distribution function.
The high-energy tail slows down by Coulomb collisions, thus transferring its energy to the
background plasma in the form of heat. Neutral beam heating as just described has been
successful in achieving temperatures of approximately Ti ≈ 20 keV in the JET experiment.
What are the problems of and prospects for using neutral beams to heat a plasma to
ignition in a fusion reactor? The issues involve both physics and technology and can be
summarized as follows.
Consider first the physics issues. The main requirement on the beam is a high flux, capable
of penetrating to the center of the plasma before being ionized in order for the energy to
be deposited where it is most needed. Intuitively, one expects the penetration depth to
be proportional to the beam energy. Low-energy beams deposit most of their energy on
the outside of the plasma, which is undesirable. If the beam energy is too high, the beam
passes through the plasma and deposits its energy on the opposite wall, also an undesirable
situation. One important physics issue, therefore, is to determine the optimum value of
beam energy E b required to penetrate a distance a to the center of the plasma; that is, to
determine E b = E b (a).
A second physics issue involves the transfer of the beam energy (once it has been ionized) to the background plasma, although this is relatively straightforward. The ionized
beam slows down and deposits its energy by standard Coulomb collisions. As described in
Chapter 9, a portion of the beam energy heats the plasma electrons, while the remainder
heats the plasma ions. The actual fraction depends upon the ratio of the beam energy to
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the plasma temperature, with high beam energies favoring the electrons. In any event, in
a fusion reactor the density is high enough to cause the electron and ion temperatures to
rapidly equilibrate. On this basis it is assumed that virtually all of the neutral beam energy
is deposited in the plasma, and is divided equally between electrons and ions.
Consider now the technological issues. For current experiments in which the density
and minor radius are both smaller than that required in a reactor, the existing neutral beam
technology is quite satisfactory. In particular, high-efficiency beams with an optimized
energy on the order of 100 keV can be produced such that most of the beam energy is
deposited in the center of the plasma. In a reactor, however, the physics relationship E b =
E b (a) implies that substantially higher beam energies (on the order of 1 MeV) will be
required to achieve the increased penetration depths and this poses a difficult technological
problem.
Specifically, most neutral beams currently in use are generated from an initial source
of positive ions. The corresponding overall efficiencies are quite reasonable (i.e., η =
beam power/input power is reasonably high). However, the efficiency rapidly decreases
with increasing beam energy. This unfortunate dependency leads to the widely accepted
conclusion that the present positive ion technology will not successfully extrapolate into
the reactor regime. To address the problem a different strategy has been developed that
involves the production of neutral beams starting with an initial source of negative ions.
Theory predicts that the overall efficiency using negative ion sources will remain high as
the beam energy increases, although the technology for producing such sources is more
complicated.
A further problem for both positive and negative ions is that the final neutral beam sources
are physically quite large and involve substantial amounts of high-technology components.
In other words, the cost per watt of neutral beam power is relatively high.
These issues have been analyzed in detail in Tokamaks by J. Wesson (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, third edition, 2004) and in fact the discussion below largely consists of
a simplified summary of his analysis of neutral beams. Three issues are examined here.
The first involves a qualitative description of the operation of a neutral beam source. This is
followed by a quantitative calculation of the function E b = E b (a). Lastly, a short calculation
is presented showing why positive ion beams are inefficient at high energies and how
negative ion beams improve the situation. The main conclusion is that negative ion neutral
beams offer a good method to heat a plasma. However, negative ion neutral beams need to
be developed further before their usefulness as a heating method for fusion reactors can be
fully assessed.
15.3.2 How is a neutral beam produced?
A neutral beam source is a four-stage device, illustrated schematically in Fig. 15.1. It works
as follows. The purpose of the first stage is to produce a source of low-temperature ions.
Positive ions can be created by standard techniques. The ions are produced as the positively
charged species of a low-temperature plasma by one of several well-established methods
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Figure 15.1 Schematic diagram of a neutral beam system: (1) ion source, (2) accelerating region, (3)
neutralizer, (4) charged particle deflector.

(i.e., a Penning discharge, a pin cathode discharge, a “bucket source”, etc.). One challenge
that has been successfully addressed is minimization of the number of molecular D+
2 and
+
+
D3 ions with respect to the number of atomic D ions. The molecular forms, because of
their heavier mass, ultimately produce neutrals with 1/2 or 1/3 the energy of the those
produced by D+ , leading to low penetration, and a corresponding undesirable edge heating.
Negative ions, on the other hand, are more difficult to produce. They typically arise in
low-temperature discharges in which electrons attach themselves to neutral molecules. This
is one of the main technical challenges facing negative-ion-driven neutral beam sources.
Even so, negative ions have one special property that is both desirable and crucial: the extra
electron is only weakly bound to its neutral atom. This electron can therefore be relatively
easily stripped away even at energies well in excess of 100 keV. The result is high efficiency
at high energies, and represents the main advantage over positive-ion-driven sources.
For present purposes, assume that a source of low-temperature ions, of either positive or
negative charge, has been produced.
The second stage of the device accelerates these ions to a high energy. The ions pass
from one stage to the next through a thin surface containing a large number of small holes
or some equivalent grid. They are then accelerated by means of a high voltage, negative for
positive ions and positive for negative ions. This acceleration to high voltage is where most
of the input electrical power is consumed. The output of the accelerator stage is a highly
directed, nearly mono-energetic beam of high-energy ions.
The high-energy ions enter the third stage of the device, known as the neutralizer. This is
essentially a long tube filled with a carefully chosen density of neutral particles, typically
the same species as the source ions, for instance deuterium. For the case of positive ions,
as they pass through the neutralizer they may undergo an inelastic collision known as a
“charge exchange” collision. Here, a high-energy positive ion acquires an electron from
a cold neutral; that is, the neutral and ion basically “exchange” roles with the outcome
being a low-energy ion and a high-energy neutral. For the case of negative ions, they are
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Tangential injection

Bf
Perpendicular injection

Figure 15.2 Schematic diagram of a top view of a tokamak showing tangential and perpendicular
injection.

neutralized by an inelastic collision which strips the excess electron from the atom. It is
worth again emphasizing that the neutralization efficiencies are quite different for the two
types of ions. The efficiency of positive ion neutralization decreases with beam energy,
while it remains approximately constant for negative ion neutralization. For either positive
or negative ion sources it is the high-energy neutral that is the particle desired to inject into
the plasma.
The last stage of the device is the magnetic deflector. This stage is necessary because the
output of the neutralizer in general includes both high-energy neutral particles and highenergy ions which have escaped neutralization. Each typically carries a comparable amount
of power. Because of their charge, the ions, if injected into the plasma, would have their
straight-line orbits strongly altered by the magnetic field, and would most likely deposit
their energy on the neutral beam entrance port, clearly an undesirable situation. To avoid
this difficulty the combined beam passes through an applied magnetic field produced in the
deflector region. Only the charged ions are affected. They are deflected, and their energy is
collected on the beam dump as illustrated.
The remaining neutral particles are then injected into the plasma. Here they are re-ionized
and deposit their energy in the background plasma, interestingly by reverse charge exchange
collisions. Note that if possible it is advantageous to inject neutral beams parallel to the
plasma axis as shown Fig. 15.2, even though this is more complicated geometrically and
requires more beam energy because of the longer path. Perpendicular injection is simpler,
but results in high-energy ionized particles with a large perpendicular velocity component.
Such particles can be rapidly lost by means of neoclassical transport if the toroidal field
ripple is too large. In actual experiments, injection is often at a compromise angle to allow
for the multiple geometric and beam energy constraints that must be satisfied.
This completes the qualitative description of the operation of a neutral beam source. In
summary, high-efficiency positive ion systems have been constructed and operated up to the
100 keV level, and have had great success in heating present day tokamaks to reactor level
temperatures. The 1 MeV sources needed for the larger, higher-density plasmas in a reactor,
however, require more technologically complicated negative ion systems. The development
of negative-ion-driven neutral beam sources remains an important area of fusion technology
research.
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Figure 15.3 Cross sections for charge exchange and ionization (Wesson, J. (2004). Tokamaks, third
edition. Oxford: Clarendon Press).

15.3.3 The physics problem – energy required for beam penetration
The main physics problem is to calculate how much beam energy is required for high-energy
neutral particles to penetrate to the center of the plasma before being ionized. Specifically
one wants to derive an expression for E b = E b (a). The derivation is straightforward and
depends primarily on the cross sections for various ionization mechanisms. The calculation
proceeds as follows.
In general, there are three basic ways in which a high-energy neutral particle can be
ionized in a plasma: charge exchange, ionization by ions, and ionization by electrons. Of
these, electron ionization is the smallest effect and is neglected for simplicity. Consider now
charge exchange collisions in which a high-energy neutral loses an electron to a colder ion.
The charge exchange reaction for D–D collisions is
+
Db + D+
p → Db + Dp .

(15.12)

The notation here and below is as follows. The subscripts “b” and “p” refer to beam and
plasma respectively. A superscript “+” refers to a plus charge. No superscript implies a
neutral atom. Lastly, whether charged or not, a beam particle is always a high-energy particle,
while a plasma particle is always a lower-energy particle whose energy is comparable to the
plasma temperature. The cross section for the charge exchange process σc is well known
from atomic physics research and is illustrated in Fig. 15.3. Observe the rapid decrease
starting at 50–100 keV.
The second main contribution to ionization occurs when a high-energy neutral has a
strong collision with a plasma ion. In this case the neutral particle disassembles into an ion
and an electron, both with a velocity comparable to the initial neutral velocity. Thus most of
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the energy is carried by the ion because of its heavier mass. The corresponding reaction is
+
+
−
D b + D+
p → Db + Dp + e .

(15.13)

The cross section for this process σi is also well known from atomic physics and is included
in Fig. 15.3. Below 90 keV charge exchange is the dominant ionization mechanism.
Furthermore, note that while the above reactions were written for deuterium neutrals
colliding with deuterium ions, either the beam or plasma particles could be replaced with
tritium with no significant change in the results.
Next, consider the relation between the cross sections and the penetration depth. Recall
that as the neutral beam penetrates and is absorbed into the plasma its flux b ≡ n b vb decays
with distance in accordance with the relation
d

b /dx

= −n p (σc + σi )

b.

(15.14)

Here, n p is the background plasma density, which is in general a function of x. However,
since the density profile is usually quite flat one can assume that n p ≈ const. Since there is
a one-to-one correspondence between the loss of high-energy neutral particles ( b ) and the
gain in high-energy charged particles ( b+ ), the solution to Eq. (15.14) implies that
+
b (x)

=

b (0)(1

− e−x/λ ),

(15.15)

where the decay length λ is given by
λ=

1
.
n p (σc + σi )

(15.16)

The penetration depth is clearly of the order of the decay length. Focusing first on
perpendicular heating, it follows that one should set λ ∼ a for central heating. A more
quantitative definition is suggested by a simple line of reasoning. A short decay length (i.e.,
small λ) is undesirable since most of the energy is deposited on the outside of the plasma.
A long decay length (i.e., large λ) leads to a high relative deposition in the center of the
plasma but also results in much of the beam energy escaping from the far side of the plasma,
also an undesirable situation. Intuitively, about the best that one can do is to choose λ as
large as possible subject to the constraint that negligible beam energy escapes from the far
side of the plasma. Since (1) the beam traverses a distance 2a before leaving the plasma
and (2) three decay lengths are required to reduce beam losses to an acceptably low level,
it follows that the desired relation E b = E b (a) can be written in implicit form as
3
1.5
a = λ(E b ) ≡ ap =
.
(15.17)
2
n p (σc + σi )
A similar argument holds for parallel injection. The one main difference is that because
of geometric effects the beam must propagate a longer distance. See Fig. 15.2. A simple
calculation shows that in this case Eq. (15.17) is replaced by

1/2
ε
ap = 1.5
λ (E b ) .
(15.18)
2+ε
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Figure 15.4 Beam penetration depths for a typical JET discharge with n 20 = 0.3, a = 1, and a simple
reactor with n 20 = 1.5, a = 2 (Wesson, J. (2004). Tokamaks, third edition. Oxford: Clarendon Press).

For an aspect ratio of 2.5 the beam must penetrate about a factor of 2.4 further for parallel
injection than for perpendicular injection.
Equation (15.17) is plotted in Fig. 15.4 for two different values of density. Observe that for
a typical JET plasma with a density of n 20 = 0.3 and minor radius a = 1 m, the penetration
depth for a 100 keV neutral beam is ap = 1.3 m, which is approximately the required depth
for perpendicular injection. Purely parallel injection requires a penetration of about 3 m,
corresponding to a beam energy of 200 keV, which is just beyond the present upper limits
of high-efficiency positive ion technology. The conclusion, born out experimentally, is that
positive ion technology is just adequate to efficiently heat a JET size plasma to reactor
temperatures.
On the other hand, a fusion reactor plasma with a density of n 20 = 1.5 requires a penetration depth of ap = 2 m for perpendicular injection, which translates into a beam energy
of 0.8 MeV. Parallel injection for R0 /a = 2.5 corresponds to a penetration depth of 6 m
requiring a 3 MeV beam energy. These values are well beyond the range where positive
ions can be used effectively. The conclusion is that high-energy negative ion beam technology must be developed if this form of auxiliary heating is to be used in ITER or a fusion
reactor.

15.3.4 The technology problem – conversion efficiency in the neutralizer
It has been stated several times that positive-ion-driven neutral beams lose their efficiency
for energies above 100 keV. In contrast negative-ion-driven sources maintain their efficiencies even at very high energies, on the order of 1 MeV. The goal of this subsection is to
present a simple analysis that quantitatively demonstrates these points. The calculations are
straightforward and are based on well-established cross sections for the various processes
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taking place. The specific mathematical task is to calculate the fraction of the incoming
charged particle beam that is neutralized.
Positive ions
The discussion begins with neutralization of positive ion beams. There are two important
processes to consider. First, a high-energy positive ion can charge exchange with a background neutral particle in the neutralizer, producing the desired high-energy neutral particle.
Second, this high-energy neutral can then be re-ionized also by colliding with a background
neutral. This reaction is undesirable in that it reduces the number of neutralized particles.
Consider now each of these reactions separately.
The charge exchange reaction is
+
D+
b + Dn → Db + Dn .

(15.19)

Here, Db is the desired high-energy neutral and Dn is a low-temperature background diatomic
molecule (i.e., Dn is an abbreviation for (D2 )n ). The cross section for this reaction is the
previously discussed quantity σc . Readers should not be suspicious of the fact that charge
exchange converts high-energy charged particles to high-energy neutrals in the neutralizer,
while doing the opposite, converting high-energy neutrals into high-energy charged particles
in the plasma. An effective charge exchange process just requires that one species be neutral
and the other charged, and that the high-energy species have a much lower density than the
lower-temperature background species.
The second reaction involves re-ionization of the high-energy neutrals and can be
written as
−
Db + D n → D +
b + Dn + e .

(15.20)

The relevant cross section is the previously discussed quantity σi . Here too there may at first
glance appear to be a contradiction. The cross section σi was first used to describe the ionization of a high-energy neutral particle entering the plasma and colliding with a positively
charged background ion. In the neutralizer, a high-energy neutral particle is ionized by colliding with an electrically neutral background molecule. There is no contradiction. Since
both processes involve high-energy electrically neutral beam particles, it does not matter
whether or not the background particles are charged; that is, the electric field of a charged
background particle produces a negligible modification on the orbit of an electrically neutral
beam particle.
Consider next the evolution of the high-energy charged particle beam as it propagates
along the neutralizer. The equation determining the beam flux is
d b+
= −n n σc
dx

+
b

+ n n σi

b,

(15.21)

where n n is the background density of the diatomic neutrals in the neutralizer. The first term
on the right hand side represents the loss of the high-energy charged particle flux b+ . This
loss is converted into the desired high-energy neutral beam flux b . The second term on the
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Figure 15.5 Neutralization fraction vs. beam energy for positive and negative ion beams. Also plotted
is the penetration depth for n 20 = 1.5. (Wesson, J. (2004). Tokamaks, third edition. Oxford: Clarendon
Press).

right hand side represents a gain in b+ due the re-ionization of the neutral beam flux
The model is closed by noting that the conservation of beam particles requires that
+
b

+

b

=

0

≡

+
b (0).

b.

(15.22)

Now, assume that neither neutral nor charged beam particles lose much energy as they
progress along the neutralizer. Under this reasonably good assumption both σc and σi can be
approximated as constants. One can then easily solve Eqs. (15.21) and (15.22) obtaining



λ
λ
+
−x/λ
e
,
(x)
=
+
1
−
0
b
λi
λi
(15.23)


λ
−x/λ
(1 − e
),
b (x) = 0 1 −
λi
where λ = 1/n n (σc + σi ) and λi = 1/n n σi .
The fraction of neutralization is now easily calculated by noting that the length of the
neutralizer is typically much greater than λ. Consequently, at the output of the neutralizer, the exponential terms can be neglected. The neutral and charged particle fluxes reach
equilibration with the fraction of neutralization being given by
fn =

b (x/λ

→ ∞)
0

=

σc
.
σc + σi

(15.24)

This is the desired result. The neutralization fraction is plotted as a function of energy in
Fig. 15.5. Observe that f n decreases rapidly for energies above 100 keV because of the rapid
decay of the charge exchange cross section. Also replotted is the perpendicular penetration
depth vs. energy for n 20 = 1.5. At this high density it is difficult for a positive-ion-driven
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Figure 15.6 Stripping cross section for negative ions compared to the charge exchange and ionizing
cross sections for positive ions. (Wesson, J. (2004). Tokamaks, third edition. Oxford: Clarendon Press).

neutral beam to penetrate more than 0.3 m when the conversion fraction, directly related to
the efficiency, is required to be higher than 50%.
Negative ions
A similar analysis applies to negative-ion-driven neutral beam sources. Again there are two
main processes to consider. First, negative ions entering the neutralizer can have their excess
electron “stripped” away by colliding with background neutrals. The process produces the
desired high-energy neutral particles. The cross section σs is different from that of positive
ion charge exchange. The weak bonding of the extra electron leads to a much larger cross
section for negative ions at high energy.
The second reaction involves ionization of high-energy neutrals by collisions with background neutrals and is identical to the positive ion case. The two reactions of interest can
be written as
−
D−
b + Dn → Db + Dn + e ,

−
Db + Dn → D+
b + Dn + e .

(15.25)

The corresponding stripping cross section is illustrated in Fig. 15.6 in the interesting regime
of high-beam energy. Observe that σs is substantially larger than σi at large energies.
The next step is to calculate the evolution of the high-energy negative ion and neutral
beam fluxes as they progress along the neutralizer. The appropriate model is given by
d

−
b /dx

d

b /dx

= −n n σs
= −n n σi

−
b ,
b

+ n n σs

−
b .

(15.26)

The right hand side of the first equation represents the loss of negative ions due to stripping
collisions with the background neutrals. This loss appears as a gain in the flux of neutral
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particles corresponding to the second term on the right hand side of the second equation. The
first term on the right hand side of the second equation represents the loss of high-energy
neutrals due to ionization collisions with the background neutrals.
Note that unlike the case of positive ions, there is no replenishment of negative ions by
ionization collisions, just the creation of a new species of energetic positive ions. Therefore,
as one progresses along the neutralizer, both the high-energy negative ion and neutral fluxes
simply decay to zero. There is no long-length limit of equilibration. The implication is
that there is an optimum length for the neutralizer corresponding to the point where the
fractional neutralization is a maximum.
This insight is confirmed by solving Eqs. (15.26). A short calculation yields
−
b
b

=

−x/λs

,
λi
= 0
(e−x/λi − e−x/λs ).
λ s − λi
0e

(15.27)

Here, 0 = b− (0), λs = 1/n n σs , and λi = 1/n n σi . The neutralization fraction is a function
of x given by
f n (x) =

b (x)
0

=

λi
(e−x/λi − e−x/λs ).
λ i − λs

(15.28)

This function has a maximum at
xm =

 
 
σs
1
λi λs
λi
ln
=
ln
λi − λ s
λs
n n (σs − σi )
σi

(15.29)

and corresponds to the optimum length of the neutralizer. The peak neutralization fraction
thus occurs at the output of the neutralizer and has the value
f n (xm ) = (δ)δ/(1−δ) ,

(15.30)

where δ = σi /σs .
The function f n (xm ) is shown in Fig. 15.5. Observe that for a 1 MeV beam energy the
neutralization efficiency remains high for negative ions, on the order of 60%. For positive
ions the corresponding efficiency has plummeted well below 1%. This basic result is the
reason why most researchers believe positive ion technology will not scale favorably into
the reactor regime and why future research is focused on developing high-energy negative
ion sources.

15.3.5 Summary
Neutral beam auxiliary heating systems have been very successful in heating many present
day tokomaks to reactor level temperatures. These 100 keV beam systems have been driven
by positive ion sources. However, typical reactor dimensions and plasma densities are
significantly higher than in present day experiments. Reactor parameters require higher
beam energies, on the order of 1 MeV. Unfortunately, positive ion efficiency decreases very
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rapidly above 100 keV. This has motivated a research and development program whose goal
is to create high-energy negative ion sources that maintain high efficiency even at the 1 MeV
level. The technological development of such sources is the most difficult problem facing
neutral beam heating. Even so, there is a reasonable expectation that high-power, negative
ion neutral beam systems will be available when needed for ITER.

15.4 Basic principles of RF heating and current drive
15.4.1 Overview
Launching RF waves into a plasma is a successful technique for: (1) raising the temperature to the level required for ignition, or (2) driving a steady state non-inductive current.
Furthermore, RF source technology appears to extrapolate favorably into the reactor regime.
The idea is conceptually similar to using a microwave oven to cook food. In the case of
fusion if the launching frequency is carefully chosen, the RF waves resonate with one of
the natural frequencies of the plasma, leading to a large absorption of power that appears
in the form of heat and additionally, under certain conditions, as non-inductive current.
The theory of RF heating involves some extremely interesting plasma physics and represents one of the great practical success stories in the fusion program. To understand RF
heating and current drive one must learn about electromagnetic wave propagation in a
plasma, a topic so broad and encompassing so many phenomena that several books have
been devoted solely to this subject. The present discussion is narrower in scope and focuses
primarily on using electromagnetic waves to heat a plasma and to drive a non-inductive
current, the specific topics most relevant to a fusion reactor. As such, the discussion concentrates on describing: (1) the two most promising RF heating methods, ECH and ICH, and
(2) the most efficient current drive method, LHCD. The goals are to answer the following
questions.
r What types of RF sources and launching structures are needed to propagate waves into the plasma?
r At what frequency should the RF waves be launched in order to produce maximum absorption for
heating or maximum current for current drive?

r How does one insure that the RF power for heating is absorbed in the center of the plasma where
it is most needed?

r What fraction of the incident heating power is absorbed in the plasma and what is the absorption
mechanism?

r How does one insure that the RF power for current drive is absorbed near the outer edge of the
plasma where it is most needed to match the natural bootstrap profile?

r What is mechanism for driving such a current?
r How many watts of LHCD power are required to drive 1A of current?

The answers to these questions are essential in order to assess the desirability of RF heating
and current drive with respect to economic viability and the recirculating power fraction in
a fusion reactor.
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The analysis of ECH, ICH, and LHCD for fusion applications is potentially quite complicated for three reasons. First, the plasma properties vary in space. Second, the plasma
is situated in a complicated toroidal geometry. Third, the magnetic field causes highly
anisotropic behavior in the plasma.
The plan of attack to overcome these difficulties involves several steps. The discussion
begins with a brief description of the sources and launching structures used for ECH, ICH
and LHCD in order to obtain an overview of the relevant technology. Next, some of the
general principles of electromagnetic wave propagation in arbitrary media are reviewed.
These principles are then applied to the “cold” plasma model which gives a surprisingly
reliable description of the way waves propagate to the center of the plasma. However, the
cold plasma model does not accurately describe the way in which waves are absorbed or
drive current in a plasma. This requires an analysis of “collisionless” damping, which,
although sounding like an oxymoron, is actually what happens in a plasma. Collisionless
damping is, therefore, described in some detail by means of a simple model. Finally, basic
wave theory is applied to ECH, ICH, and LHCD in fusion grade plasmas. One primary goal
of practical importance for heating is to determine the fraction of the input power that is
absorbed. For current drive the corresponding goal is to determine the amount of current
driven per watt of LHCD power.
The main conclusions are that both ECH and ICH are capable of efficient plasma heating
(i.e., a large fraction of absorption). For reactor parameters, the main difficulty with ECH
is the lack of high-power, steady state sources at the requisite high frequencies. For ICH,
there is no difficulty with sources. The main problem is the need for an antenna inside
the vacuum chamber close to the plasma edge. The ICH issues involve electromagnetic
shielding and the prevention of arcing near the antenna. Large research and development
programs are underway to address both the ECH source problem and the ICH antenna
problem and solutions should be available when needed for ITER.
For LHCD the sources and launching structures are readily available and the main technological problem is the need to place the launching structure very close to the plasma
surface. The largest problem is that the conversion of power to current is not very efficient,
implying the need for a substantial bootstrap current to achieve an economically viable
steady state reactor.
15.4.2 RF sources and launching structures
Most of the analysis of RF heating involves learning how electromagnetic waves launched
from the outer edge of the plasma propagate to a desired location in the plasma where they
can be absorbed by collisionless damping: in the center for heating and near the edge for
current-drive. Before proceeding along this path, however, it is instructive to begin with a
brief discussion of the various RF sources currently available, and the methods by which
energy is transmitted from these sources to the plasma edge.
The basic RF heating or current-drive configuration is illustrated in Fig. 15.7, which shows
a source sending waves along a transmission path to a launching structure at the plasma edge.
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Figure 15.7 Schematic diagram of an RF heating or current-drive system.

The source is driven by a high-voltage power supply, which in turn is driven by standard
60 Hz power. The type of source utilized depends upon the operating frequency. Here
it is useful to keep in mind that, as their names imply, ECH and ICH require RF
waves at the electron and ion cyclotron frequencies respectively. For a magnetic field
B0 = 5 T, these frequencies are given by f ce = ωce /2π = 140 GHz and (for deuterium)
f ci = ωci /2π = 38 MHz. Lower hybrid waves correspond to an intermediate frequency,
typically on the order f LH = 3 GHz. These frequencies must be matched with the typical
frequencies generated by various types of RF sources as follows.
high-power vacuum tubes :
klystrons (microwaves) :
gyrotrons (submillimeter waves) :

f < 100 MHz
f ∼ 1–10 GHz
f ∼ 10–300 GHz

Each type of source is illustrated in Fig. 15.8. Observe that ICH is driven by high-power
vacuum tubes, while ECH requires gyrotrons. Klystrons drive intermediate frequencies
which are required for LHCD. In terms of the technology, high-power, steady state vacuum
tubes and klystrons are well developed and readily available. Gyrotrons are well on the way,
but further development is still required. The goal is to develop a robust, reliable 140 GHz,
1 MW, steady state gyrotron.
Consider next the transmission path. There are three basic ways in which electromagnetic
energy can be transmitted from the source to the plasma: standard electrical wire, a twowire transmission line, and waveguides. The appropriate choice of a transmission method
involves a comparison of the wavelength of the RF power with the characteristic dimensions
of the transmitting circuit as shown in Fig. 15.9. The different regimes of applicability are
as follows.
Normal household and industrial AC circuits require standard twisted-wire electrical
cable to carry power. This is the appropriate choice when
λ

Ll

L t.

(15.31)

For example if f = 60 Hz, then λ = c/ f = 5000 km, which clearly satisfies the above
criterion. When analyzing AC circuits it is a good approximation to neglect the displacement
current in Maxwell’s equations.
Parallel wire or coaxial transmission lines are routinely used to guide TV and FM signals.
This method is the appropriate choice when
>λ
Ll∼

L t.

(15.32)
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Figure 15.8 (a) High-power ICH vacuum tube (courtesy of V. L. Auslender); (b) LHCD klystron;
(c) ECH gyrotron (courtesy of K. Fetch).
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Figure 15.9 Comparison of three characteristic lengths: (1) the wavelength λ, (2) the transverse
dimension of the transmission circuit, L t , (3) the length of the transmission path L l .
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A typical ICH frequency f = 40 MHz corresponds to λ = c/ f = 7.5 m, which satisfies
the above inequality. The analysis of transmission line circuits shows that the displacement
current must be maintained in Maxwell’s equations. The RF power propagates as a pure
transverse electromagnetic wave (TEM) whose field structure, as the name implies, has no
component of electric or magnetic field parallel to the direction of propagation: E l = Bl = 0.
It is critical to use two wires to guide the electromagnetic waves.
Lastly, waveguides are used to transmit RF power when the wavelength lies in the range
Ll

L t ∼ λ.

(15.33)

For ECH a typical frequency in a reactor is f = 140 GHz and corresponds to λ = c/ f =
2.1 mm. For lower hybrid waves f = 3 GHz and λ = c/ f = 10 cm. Thus, ECH power is
transmitted by means of a waveguide with a relatively small cross sectional dimension.
Usually an “oversized waveguide” is used to minimize ohmic dissipation in the waveguide
walls. Lower hybrid waves are transmitted using standard size waveguides.
For both of these cases the displacement current must be maintained in Maxwell’s equations and the power propagates as either a transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic
(TM) wave; that is, either Bl or E l must be non-zero. At these high frequencies transmission
of power requires only a hollow metal tube (i.e., a waveguide) which is usually rectangular
or circular in cross section. No central conductor is needed.
In practice, transmission lines and waveguides have been studied, developed, and widely
used for many, many years. The conclusion is that once an appropriate RF source is available,
its power can be readily transmitted to the launcher at the plasma edge.
The last topic of interest involves the launcher itself. The launcher is a structure that
acts as the interface between the transmission circuit and the edge of the plasma. Its form
also depends critically on the wavelength being used. For ICH, waves are launched into
the plasma by means of an antenna placed inside the vacuum chamber. For LHCD, the
corresponding structure is a waveguide array. For ECH, an RF mirroring system is used.
Examples of each are illustrated in Fig. 15.10. In general, for ICH, ECH, and LHCD it is
highly desirable for reasons of geometric accessibility to launch waves from the outside
of the plasma as illustrated in Fig. 15.11. There is just too much hardware in the center
of most configurations to allow unimpeded access to the plasma edge. In addition to this
general requirement, there are several specific issues facing each type of launcher, which
are described below.
For ICH, the biggest problem is the proximity of the metal structure of the antenna to the
plasma. High voltages are required to launch large amounts of power and these voltages can
cause arcing and plasma breakdown near the antenna, both undesirable effects. One cannot
just move the antenna further away from the plasma, because, as is shown shortly, close
proximity is required or else the ICH waves do not couple strongly to the plasma. The
design of a well-shielded antenna capable of preventing high-voltage arcing is an important
technological problem for ICH. It is also worth noting that since the DC magnetic field
in the plasma is tangential to the vacuum chamber, the geometric structure of the antenna
determines the value of k of the electromagnetic waves as they enter the plasma. In other
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(b)

Figure 15.10 Launching structures for: (a) an ICH antenna (courtesy of E. Marmar), (b) an LHCD
waveguide array (courtesy of E. Marmar), (c) an ECH mirroring system (Lohr, J. et al., (2005). Fusion
Science and Technology, 48, 1226).

words, as the waves start to propagate into the plasma the frequency ω and parallel wave
number k are known from the RF source and antenna structure respectively. This fact will
be very important shortly when trying to understand how waves propagate to the center of
the plasma.
For LHCD, the issues are somewhat different. A generic problem is to spread the RF
power over a large enough area so that high-voltage breakdown problems do not occur, a
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Figure 15.11 Schematic diagram of the top view of a tokamak showing an outside, low-field launch.
Note the hardware congestion on the inside of the torus because of the converging geometry and the
presence of the OH transformer.

situation somewhat driven by the small transverse dimensions of a single waveguide and
the need to place the launching structure near the plasma edge for good coupling. This
requires a large number of waveguides in the launching array. An equally difficult problem
is maintaining an insulated vacuum interface between the plasma and the waveguides. The
solution involves inserting sealed windows of a carefully chosen material at the end of each
waveguide in the array to isolate the launcher from the plasma. The difficulty is that large
amounts of RF power must pass through this window. Very little of it should be reflected
back or else the efficiency would rapidly decrease. Very little of it should be absorbed in
the window or else damage will occur because of thermal stresses. The development of
high-power windows is an important technological problem for LHCD. Lastly, again as for
ICH, the geometric arrangement and relative phases of the electromagnetic waves at the
edge of the launching array set the value of k for the waves as they enter the plasma. Thus,
here too both ω and k are known at the plasma edge.
ECH has a similar set of issues as LHCD, although there is good coupling even when the
launching structure is moved away from the plasma. While the coupling problem is alleviated, other problems are exacerbated because of the very small size of the ECH waveguides.
ICH, ECH, and LHCD have been used to heat and drive current in present day plasma
experiments. The technological problems described above have been satisfactorily resolved,
although not without considerable effort, in these pulsed experiments. ICH is more prevalent
than ECH because of the ready availability of high-power, reliable sources at reasonable cost.
Even so ECH is being used in a number of existing experiments around the world. LHCD is
gaining attention, although it has not been investigated as thoroughly as ICH. The reason is
that current drive has not until recently been viewed as being as critical a problem as heating.
In the discussion that follows it is assumed that RF power at the desired frequency
is available at the necessary power level. The task then is to understand how this power
propagates to the center of the plasma and is absorbed.
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15.4.3 Principles of electromagnetic wave propagation in a plasma
To start the discussion this subsection presents a brief description of the general principles
of electromagnetic wave propagation in arbitrary media. For many readers much of the
information will be a review. Two topics that are perhaps slightly less familiar and of
particular importance to fusion, are: (1) the distinction between a wave resonance and a
wave-particle resonance and (2) the concept of accessibility. The topics covered include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

the dielectric tensor,
the dispersion relation,
phase and group velocity,
cutoffs and wave resonances,
wave-particle resonances,
polarization,
reflection, transmission, absorption, and mode conversion,
accessibility.

The dielectric tensor
Consider the propagation of electromagnetic waves in an arbitrary medium, for example a
plasma. In general, the behavior of a plasma is far too complicated to be modeled by a simple
ε or µ as for dielectric or magnetic materials. Instead the plasma particles are assumed to
be immersed in vacuum, characterized by ε0 and µ0 . The influence of the charged particles
on the wave propagation characteristics is determined by explicitly calculating the current
density J and charge density σ by means of a suitable plasma model. The consequences of
plasma behavior are then conveniently summarized by means of the resulting “dielectric
tensor”.
The starting point for the definition of the dielectric tensor is Maxwell’s equations:
∇ × E = −∂B/∂t,
1 ∂E
∇ × B = µ0 J + 2
,
c ∂t
∇ · E = σ/ε0 ,
∇ · B = 0.

(15.34)

Next, note that most treatments of plasma waves assume small-amplitude perturbations. The
implication is that wave propagation can be treated as a linearized perturbation about an
equilibrium state. Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity, the equilibrium state is assumed
to be infinite and homogenous, or at most slowly varying with respect to the wavelengths
of interest. These rather gross approximations are surprisingly accurate and are discussed
in more detail in the next section.
Using the small-amplitude assumption allows one to expand all quantities as
Q(r, t) = Q 0 + Q̃ 1 (r, t)

(15.35)

with Q 1
Q 0 . The homogeneous assumption implies that Fourier analysis can be used in
space and time:
Q̃ 1 (r, t) = Q 1 exp (−iωt + i k · r) ,

(15.36)
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where Q 1 is now simply an amplitude. Fourier analysis, combined with linearization is
useful because the time and space derivatives appearing in Maxwell’s equations become
∂/∂t → −iω,
∇ → ik,

(15.37)

and all the exponential factors exactly cancel. This has the desirable effect of transforming
the partial differential equations into a set of coupled algebraic equations with the amplitudes
of the various field quantities being the unknowns.
The equations are obtained by linearizing Maxwell’s equations about the homogeneous
equilibrium, leading to
i k × E1 = iωB1 ,
iω
ik × B1 = µ0 J1 − 2 E1 ,
c
σ1
i k · E1 = ,
ε0
i k · B1 = 0.

(15.38)

The equations are simplified by eliminating B1 = k × E1 /ω resulting in a single vector
equation for E1 :
k × k × E1 = −

ω2
E1 − iωJ1 .
c2

(15.39)

The remaining two Maxwell equations can be shown to be redundant.
At this point one must assume that there is a fluid or kinetic model of the plasma that
relates J1 to E1 . This relation is not in general isotropic, implying a tensor relationship:
↔

J 1 = σ · E1 ,

(15.40)

↔

↔

where σ is defined as the conductivity tensor. Assume for now that σ is known. Equation
(15.39) can thus be rewritten as
k × k × E1 = −

ω2
↔
E1 − iωµ0 σ · E1 .
c2

(15.41)

A more standard way to write this equation is to introduce the index of refraction
c
n= k
(15.42)
ω
and the dielectric tensor
↔
↔
i ↔
K=I+
σ.
(15.43)
ε0 ω
Equation (15.41) reduces to
↔

n × n × E1 + K · E1 = 0.

(15.44)

↔

This is the desired relation with the dielectric tensor K defined by Eq. (15.43). It is worth
↔

keeping in mind that the role of K is to describe the effects of the plasma on wave propagation
↔
and as such it is not explicitly known until a plasma model is introduced to determine σ.
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The dispersion relation
One expects the solution to Maxwell’s equations to yield a relationship between ω and k,
the details of which depend upon the properties of the plasma. For example, in the special
case of no plasma (i.e., a vacuum) this relationship is given by ω = kc. For the general case
the relationship is known as the “dispersion relation” and is often written as ω = ω(k) or
more generically as D(ω, k) = 0 or equivalently D̂(ω, n) = 0.
How does the dispersion relation arise? To answer this question note that Eq. (15.44) has
the form of three coupled, linear, homogeneous algebraic equations for the three unknown
amplitudes E 1x , E 1y , E 1z . In order for non-trivial solutions to exist the determinant of these
equations must vanish. Setting the determinant to zero is equivalent to finding the eigenvalues of the system. The resulting eigenvalue relation is the dispersion relation D(ω, k) = 0.
The dispersion relation corresponding to Eq. (15.44) is easily found by writing down the
three separate components of the vector equations. A short calculation then leads to the
following determinant:
 2

 n y + n 2z − K x x −n x n y − K x y
−n x n z − K x z 

 −n x n y − K yx n 2 + n 2 − K yy −n y n z − K yz  = 0.
(15.45)
x
z


2
2
 −n n − K

−n
n
−
K
n
+
n
−
K
x z
zx
y z
zy
zz
x
y
This rather ambitious looking determinant will soon become noticeably simpler when
the cold fluid model of a plasma is introduced. For present purposes, however, assume the
K i j are known and the determinant has been set to zero to evaluate D(ω, k) = 0. A key
point to recognize is that when solving the dispersion relation there will, in general, be
multiple roots. Specifically, a given ω, n y , n z may lead to multiple solutions for n x . Each
root corresponds to an independent wave with different propagation characteristics. These
multiple roots are important when trying to understand RF heating and current drive in a
plasma.
Phase and group velocity
Two important propagation properties of an electromagnetic wave are its phase and group
velocities. These are defined as follows. The phase velocity Vp is the velocity at which an
observer must travel in order for the phase of the wave to appear constant. In other words,
since the phase of the wave is defined as φ = ωt − k · r, then Vp is that velocity for which
dφ/dt = 0. The phase velocity is easily obtained from the dispersion relation ω = ω(k) by
noting that
dφ/dt = ω − k · d r/dt = ω − k · Vp = 0.
The phase velocity is therefore defined as


ky
ω
ω kx
kz
Vp = ek =
e x + e y + ez .
k
k k
k
k

(15.46)

(15.47)

Observe that the magnitude of Vp is ω/k and its direction points along k. Also, the phase
velocity can be greater or less than the speed of light. There is no contradiction with respect
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to relativity since the phase velocity of a single, monochromatic wave does not represent
the propagation of a physical quantity such as information or energy.
The phase velocity is useful in understanding certain general properties of plasma waves.
It is particularly important in the study of wave-particle resonances and the associated
phenomenon of collisionless damping.
The next topic of interest is the group velocity. This is the velocity at which information
or energy propagates and therefore must always be less than or equal to the speed of light.
What exactly is meant by the “velocity at which information or energy propagates”? The
question can be answered by considering the 1-D propagation of an amplitude modulated
(AM) radio wave. Here there is a high-frequency carrier wave characterized by a frequency
ω0 and wave number k0 . The electric field of the wave is given by E = A cos(ω0 t − k0 x).
Information is propagated by modulating the amplitude A of the carrier wave. For simplicity
A is assumed to contain only a single harmonic. To maintain coherence of the information,
the frequency ω1 and wave number k1 of the modulating harmonic must be much lower
than that of the carrier wave: ω1
ω0 and k1
k0 . The electric field of the modulated
wave can thus be written as
E = A0 cos(ω1 t − k1 x) cos(ω0 t − k0 x)
A0
{cos [(ω0 + ω1 )t − (k0 + k1 )x] + cos [(ω0 − ω1 )t − (k0 − k1 )x]} . (15.48)
=
2
The information is carried in the amplitude of the harmonic modulation and by definition
propagates with a velocity given by ω1 /k1 , known as the group velocity Vg . The value of Vg
can be expressed in terms of the dispersion relation by: (1) noting that the modulated wave
can be written as the sum of two pure waves, one up-shifted and the other down-shifted, each
of whose properties must satisfy the dispersion relation; and (2) exploiting the smallness of
ω1 and k1 . If the dispersion relation is written as ω = ω(k) it follows that
ω0 = ω(k0 ),
ω0 ± ω1 = ω(k0 ± k1 ) ≈ ω(k0 ) ±

dω
k1 .
dk0

(15.49)

The group velocity is then given by
Vg =

ω1
dω(k0 )
=
.
k1
dk0

(15.50)

This relation is easily generalized to the 3-D case. One obtains
Vg = ∇k ω =

∂ω
∂ω
∂ω
ex +
ey +
ez ,
∂k x
∂k y
∂k z

(15.51)

where for convenience the “0” subscript has been dropped from k.
Equation (15.51) is the desired definition of group velocity, a quantity that is important in
understanding the flow of information and energy in electromagnetic waves propagating in
a plasma. Physically, the group velocity must always satisfy Vg < c. Also, while Vp and Vg
often point in the same direction, this is not a requirement. When two vector components
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Figure 15.12 Schematic diagram of AM reflection from an ionispheric cutoff. Note that the reflection
allows reception beyond the line of sight of the transmitting source.

point in opposite directions the wave is called a “backward wave,” a situation that occurs
for LHCD.
Cutoffs and wave resonances
Cutoffs and wave resonances refer to two limiting values of k that dramatically alter the
propagation characteristics of a wave. To understand the phenomena imagine an electromagnetic wave launched into a plasma whose properties (e.g. n, B0 , T ) vary in space very
slowly compared to the wavelength λ = 2π/k of the wave. The propagation characteristics
are governed by the dispersion relation ω = ω(k, r), the slow r dependence arising from the
variation in plasma properties. The wave enters the outer edge of the plasma with specified
values of ω and k z ≡ k determined by the source and launcher. Both ω and k are real
quantities for a propagating wave. For a 2-D geometry, the dispersion relation is then used
to determine k x ≡ k⊥ . The value of k⊥ varies slowly in space in accordance with the slow
variation of the plasma parameters. The critical point to keep in mind is that as long as k⊥
remains real the wave will continue to propagate further into the plasma.
2
A cutoff occurs when the plasma parameters gradually reach values that make k⊥
= 0 or
2
equivalently n ⊥ = 0. At this point the phase velocity becomes infinite (although the group
velocity still remains finite). Past this point, further changes in the plasma parameters cause
2
k⊥
to become negative. The roots are purely imaginary, and with no other sources present
the wave exponentially decays (i.e., it is evanescent) away from the cutoff point. A classic
example of a cutoff is the ionispheric reflection of AM radio waves as shown in Fig. 15.12.
2
In summary, a cutoff occurs when k⊥
changes sign passing through zero, preventing further
penetration of the wave.
2
A wave resonance corresponds to the opposite limit. In this case k⊥
changes sign pass2
ing through infinity. Specifically, a wave resonance occurs when k⊥ = ∞ or equivalently
n 2⊥ = ∞. In this limit the phase and group velocity approach zero. The energy flow slows
down and, hypothetically, the introduction of a small amount of dissipation would lead
to a large absorption of energy. This is the conclusion that one would reach based on the
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analysis of the cold plasma dispersion relation which is described shortly. However, a more
realistic plasma model shows that the cold plasma wave resonances vanish when kinetic
effects are included. Instead of absorption, there is “mode conversion,” a process by which
the incoming plasma wave is transformed into a different type of plasma wave. This too is
discussed shortly. The key point is that, in spite of the word “resonance” in the description,
there is no direct absorption of RF power at a wave resonance.
Cutoffs and resonances play an important role in determining the best strategies to propagate RF waves to the center of the plasma for heating purposes.
Wave-particle resonances
A wave-particle resonance is the basic mechanism by which the plasma absorbs energy
from RF waves. It is this absorption that produces RF heating and current drive. The
absorption involves a special group of particles whose particular velocities cause them to be
in resonance with the wave. If the parameters of the plasma and the wave are set properly,
a substantial number of particles can be in resonance leading to a large absorption of
power.
The condition for a wave-particle resonance, stated here without proof, can be written as
ω = k v + lωc

l = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(15.52)

Resonance occurs when the parallel Doppler shifted frequency is equal to an exact
harmonic of the cyclotron frequency. The basic physics underlying Eq. (15.52) is explained
in the subsection on “collisionless damping.”
The l = 0 resonance is known as “Landau damping” and is shown to be important in
connection with LHCD. The l = 1 resonance corresponds to “heating at the fundamental
frequency.” It is important for ECH and sometimes for ICH as well. As its name implies
the l = 2 resonance produces “second harmonic heating.” It too is important for both ECH
and ICH.
Wave-particle resonance is the key mechanism to keep in mind when trying to decide the
best way to heat or drive current in a plasma by means of RF waves.
Polarization
After one solves the dispersion relation it is straightforward to substitute back into the
matrix equation for E1 to determine the relationship between any two components in terms
of the third: for example E 1x and E 1y in terms of E 1z . The polarization describes the
various possible relationships that can arise and helps in understanding which waves may
be particularly effective in producing a wave-particle resonance.
As an example note that in optics the polarization of the wave is defined as the ratio
of the electric field components perpendicular to k. In plasma physics there are several
different definitions that are widely used. Two definitions that are particularly useful for
propagation perpendicular to the background magnetic field B0 = B0 ez are as follows. In
the first, polarization is defined in terms of the perpendicular components of electric field
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E 1x and E 1y . The polarization P of the wave is defined as
P = iE 1x /E 1y .

(15.53)

Its value depends upon the plasma model and specific wave under consideration. Special
cases include:
P=0
P=∞
P = ±1

linearly polarized wave,
linearly polarized wave,
circularly polarized wave.

A linearly polarized wave has a single Cartesian field component (i.e., E 1x ) pointing in a
constant direction. A circularly polarized wave has two field components 90◦ out of phase
with each other. This creates a circularly rotating electric field as a function of time.
The second definition of polarization that is widely used in fusion physics distinguishes
whether or not the wave of interest has a component of electric field parallel to the background magnetic field. Depending upon the answer, the wave is then either an “O” mode,
denoting ordinary wave, or an “X” mode, denoting an extraordinary wave. The specific
definitions of O and X are:
O mode
X mode

has E  =
 0,
has E  = 0.

A knowledge of the polarization is very important in understanding ECH, ICH, LHCD
and is discussed in more detail as the analysis progresses.
Reflection, transmission, absorption, and mode conversion
As a wave propagates into a plasma several different phenomena can occur with respect to
the deposition of its wave energy: reflection, transmission, absorption, and mode conversion.
These are illustrated schematically in Fig. 15.13 for the simple case of a plasma slab.
Consider, for example, the application of heating. Note that an incident wave is in general
partially reflected and partially transmitted. Clearly for efficient heating the reflected wave
should have a small amplitude. The transmitted wave may continue to propagate unattenuated deeper into the plasma. If it reaches a cutoff before reaching the center it will then be
totally reflected, clearly an undesirable outcome. On the other hand, the wave may continue
to propagate into the plasma until it reaches the center. If the plasma and wave parameters
are properly chosen, there can be a strong wave-particle resonance at the center leading
to a strong absorption. This is the desired result. A third possibility is that the wave first
encounters a wave resonance which mode converts it into a different type of plasma wave.
The new wave then continues to propagate into the plasma where it may reach either a
cutoff (undesirable) or the center where there can be a wave-particle resonance (desirable).
As one can see there are many possibilities.
At this point it is worth briefly discussing in slightly more detail the mechanism of mode
conversion, since this may be a somewhat unfamiliar topic but it is important in certain heating schemes. Mode conversion involves two different plasma waves. For instance, both have
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Figure 15.13 Schematic diagram of reflection, transmission, mode conversion, and absorption.

the same ω and k but different values of k⊥ . They are different roots of the same dispersion
relation k⊥ = k⊥ (ω, k ). Mode conversion occurs when the two values k⊥ just happen to
coalesce at a certain point in the profile as the values k⊥ evolve during their propagation
into the plasma. Usually this occurs when one wave is at a cold plasma wave resonance.
The other wave often arises as a new mode, introduced by a more sophisticated kinetic
plasma model. At the coalescence point both waves lose their individual identity and there
is strong mode coupling. The end result is that some of the energy from the externally excited
first wave is transferred to the second wave which then propagates further into the plasma
according to its own dispersion characteristics. This is the process of mode conversion.
The combination of reflection, transmission, absorption, and mode conversion plays an
important role in determining the effectiveness of various RF heating methods.
Accessibility
The issue of accessibility is crucial for successful RF heating and current drive. Accessibility
takes into account all of the phenomena just described and asks whether or not a wave
launched from the outside of the plasma can reach a desired location in the plasma where
it can then be absorbed by a wave-particle resonance. For an outside launch the wave sees
an increasing density as it propagates towards the center. It also sees a slightly increasing
magnetic field because of the 1/R dependence of Bφ . It is non-trivial for the wave to reach
the center without encountering a cutoff region. Also, if a wave resonance is reached, one
must know the coupling coefficient and the propagation characteristics of the secondary
wave. Ideally, for good heating the wave should have n 2⊥ (x) > 0 from the edge to the
desired absorption location in the plasma.
For both ECH and ICH clever methods have been devised for the wave energy to gain
access to the center of the plasma. The situation is more complex, but also successfully
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resolved, with respect to off-axis LHCD. These methods are discussed in Sections 15.7–
15.9. The conclusion is that good accessibility is a major requirement with respect to the
ultimate desirability of RF heating and current drive.
Summary
Some of the basic properties of electromagnetic theory have been reviewed in the context
of RF heating and current drive. The conclusions are that waves launched from the outside
propagate towards the center of the plasma according to the dispersion relation D(ω, k) = 0.
The critical issues for central heating are that: (1) the wave should have good accessibility
to the center of the plasma, and (2) when the wave arrives at the center there should be a
strong wave-particle resonance to produce a large absorption of wave energy. A similar set
of issues applies to current drive.

15.4.4 Analysis of electromagnetic wave propagation in a plasma
The next major task is to apply the basic electromagnetic wave principles just described
to learn how to both heat and drive current in a plasma efficiently. One needs to know
the frequencies and launcher wave numbers that allow waves to propagate undamped to a
desired location in the plasma (i.e., the center for heating and off-axis for current drive),
where conditions should be such that a strong wave-particle absorption takes place. There
are several steps in the analysis which are outlined below.
The starting point is to recognize that a truly realistic model must include kinetic effects,
toroidal geometry, and diffuse profiles, a relatively ambitious challenge. Over the years
models have been developed to meet these requirements. They have been highly successful
but as might be expected involve large numerical codes. For an introduction to RF heating
and current drive it is more appropriate to focus instead on a simple model that can be solved
analytically, thereby providing greater physical insight. The simple model described below
semi-quantitatively reproduces the essential features of the more complete model.
To understand the simple model note that the crucial step in the analysis is the calculation
of the dispersion relation, which for the general case has the form
D(ω, k) = Dr (ω, k) + iDi (ω, k).

(15.54)

The functions Dr and Di are real when ω and k are real. The first term Dr basically describes
the wave propagation characteristics (i.e., propagation, cutoffs, wave resonances). It thus
determines the accessibility of a given type of wave to a desired location in the plasma. The
second term, which usually satisfies Di
Dr , represents the dissipation of the wave due
to wave-particle resonances.
In the simplified analysis Dr (ω, k) is evaluated from the two-fluid cold plasma model
in which all temperature effects are neglected. Furthermore, to simplify the geometry the
plasma is treated as an infinite, homogeneous slab with r → x. The resulting Dr (ω, k) is
a function of the equilibrium density n 0 and magnetic field B0 , which, after the fact, are
allowed to vary slowly in space: n 0 = n 0 (x) and B0 = B0 (x). The dispersion relation is
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Figure 15.14 Schematic diagram of a low-field, outside launch in a toroidal geometry. Note the
direction of n and n⊥ .

therefore a local function of spatial coordinate: Dr (ω, k, x). These rather gross simplifications are difficult to justify a priori. The main justification comes from the hindsight
obtained by solving the more general model numerically and then comparing the results
with the predictions of the cold plasma model. The comparison shows that the cold plasma
model is surprisingly reliable with respect to the question of accessibility.
Consider next the evaluation of Di (ω, k, x). This, in general, requires a full kinetic
treatment in order to accurately evaluate the wave-particle resonant absorption. Fortunately,
over the years, researchers have developed relatively simple models, based on single-particle
motion, that reproduce the wave-particle damping results of kinetic theory. These models
do not determine Di (ω, k, x) but instead directly determine the damping rate in time ωi ,
assuming that k is purely real. The model used to evaluate ωi = ωi [ω, k , k⊥ (x)] is known
as the collisionless damping model.
Thus, armed with a knowledge of Dr (ω, k, x) and ωi one is now in a position to investigate
ECH, ICH, and LHCD. In each case the first step is to examine accessibility as determined
by setting Dr (ω, k, x) = 0 in the cold plasma model. Towards this goal, consider the simple
geometry illustrated in Fig. 15.14. The source sets the frequency ω. The launcher sets the
value1 of k . The wave propagates towards the center of the plasma with an axial (i.e.,
radial) wave number k⊥ . In the simple model the total wave number is thus a vector:
k = k⊥ ex + k ez . Accessibility is investigated by inverting Dr (ω, k, x) = 0 to obtain
k⊥ = k⊥ (ω, k , x),

(15.55)

where the x dependence arises from the equilibrium variation in n 0 (x) and B0 (x). Good
accessibility for heating requires that k⊥ be real from the outer edge of the plasma to the
1

The launcher also sets the value of k y , which is usually chosen as k y = 0, so that the wave propagates directly towards the center
of the plasma and not at an angle that would miss the center.
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center, or at worse pass through only a narrow cutoff region where the wave can tunnel
through.
Assuming good accessibility one must next calculate the small damping decrement in
space k⊥i (x). This quantity is directly related to ωi , which is determined by the collisionless damping model. Once k⊥i (x) is known a straightforward power balance calculation
determines the fraction of power absorbed.
The actual relationship between k⊥i (x) and ωi is determined as follows. For a wave which
decays in time characterized by ωi
ωr , D i
Dr and real k⊥ , k , the Taylor expansion
of the dispersion relation yields

∂ Dr (ωr , k⊥r , k )
Dr (ωr , k⊥r , k ) + i
ωi + Di (ωr , k⊥r , k ) ≈ 0.
(15.56)
∂ωr
On the other hand, for a wave which damps in space with k⊥i
finds

k⊥r and real ω, k , one


∂ Dr (ωr , k⊥r , k )
Dr (ωr , k⊥r , k ) + i
n ⊥i + Di (ωr , k⊥r , k ) ≈ 0.
∂k⊥r

(15.57)

The relation between k⊥i and ωi is obtained by subtracting Eqs. (15.56) and (15.57):

ωi
∂ Dr /∂ωr
ωi
k⊥i =
ωi = −
=−
.
(15.58)
(∂ω/∂k⊥ )
∂ Dr /∂k⊥r
Vg⊥
The spatial and time damping decrements are related by the perpendicular group velocity.
Note that to determine k⊥i requires a knowledge of the cold plasma form of Dr and the
value of ωi . One does not need an explicit expression for Di .
A final point in the analysis involves the relationship between the Poynting vector and the
stored energy in the wave. This relationship is not, in principle, required for the applications
of interest. However, the relationship can greatly simplify the algebraic details involved in
the calculation of k⊥i , particularly for LHCD. The relationship is derived in Appendix D
and is
ωi
P⊥ =
U = Vg⊥ U,
(15.59)
k⊥i
where
P⊥ = ex · P =

1
Re(ex · E1 × B∗1 )
2µ0

is the perpendicular component of the Poynting vector and


↔
1
1  2  ε0 ∗ ∂
U=
B + E1 ·
[ωr K(ωr )] · E1
2 2µ0 1
2
∂ωr

(15.60)

(15.61)

is the total stored energy (i.e., wave energy plus plasma kinetic energy) in the system. Also
↔

K (ω) is the cold plasma dielectric tensor and the extra factors of “1/2” are introduced to
express all quantities in terms of peak rather than rms values. The Poynting vector, which
represents the flux of electromagnetic power, is equal to the product of the stored energy
times the group velocity.
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In summary, to evaluate the absorption fraction for ECH, ICH, or LHCD a series of steps
must be carried out in the following sequence:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

calculate the cold plasma dispersion relation Dr (ω, k⊥ , k ) = 0;
analyze accessibility;
calculate the collisionless damping rate ωi and then k⊥i ;
analyze power absorption.

The analysis below shows that ECH, ICH, and LHCD can each have a high absorption
fraction.

15.5 The cold plasma dispersion relation
Recall from the basic properties of electromagnetic wave propagation that the dispersion
relation is obtained by: (1) calculating the elements of the dielectric tensor, and (2) setting
the resulting electric field determinant to zero. In this section the dispersion relation is
calculated for the two-fluid cold plasma model. The end result is an explicit form for
D̂r (ω, n ⊥ , n  ) which is equivalent to Dr (ω, k⊥ , k ). No accessibility analysis of Dr = 0 is
presented here but it is instead described in detail in Subsections 15.7–15.9.
The starting point for the derivation of the dielectric tensor is the two-fluid cold plasma
model. For a cold plasma only the momentum equations are needed which are given by


∂ue
me
+ ue · ∇ue = −e(E + ue × B),
∂t
(15.62)


∂ui
mi
+ ui · ∇ui = e(E + ui × B).
∂t
The equilibrium corresponding to an infinite, homogeneous plasma can be written as
ne = ni ≡ n0,
B = B0 ez ,
ue = ui = E = 0.

(15.63)

The fluid equations are now linearized about this equilibrium. The goal is to calculate
↔
ue1 and ui1 in terms of E1 . From the velocities one can easily calculate J1 and then σ and
↔

finally K. The equation for the perturbed velocity is
m

∂u1
= q(E1 + u1 × B0 ),
∂t

(15.64)

where m represents m e , m i and q represents ±e.
In accordance with the discussion in the previous section, the coordinate system is chosen
so that B0 lies along the z axis. Propagation into the plasma occurs along the x axis. Thus,
the wave vector has the form k = k⊥ ex + k ez . All perturbed quantities can then be Fourier
analyzed in space and time as Q 1 (r, t) = Q 1 exp(−iωt + ik⊥ x + ik z), where without loss
in generality the frequency can hereafter always be considered to be positive: ω > 0.
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The components of the perturbed momentum equation become
− iωmu 1x = q(E 1x + u 1y B0 ),
− iωmu 1y = q(E 1y − u 1y B0 ),

(15.65)

− iωmu 1z = q E 1z .
One can easily solve these equations for u1 . The result is
q (iωE 1x − ωc E 1y )
,
m
ω2 − ωc2
q (ωc E 1x + iωE 1y )
u 1y =
,
(15.66)
m
ω2 − ωc2
iq
u 1z =
E 1z ,
mω
where ωc = q B0 /m is the gyro frequency and can have either sign. The current density
is determined from the relation J1 = e(n i ui − n e ue )1 = en 0 (ui1 − ue1 ). A short calculation
↔
↔
then shows that the conductivity tensor σ, defined by J1 = σ · E1 , can be written as


 σx x σx y 0 


↔
(15.67)
σ =  σ yx σ yy 0 

 0
0 σzz
u 1x =

with
σx x = σ yy = i

 q 2j n 0
mj

j

σx y = −σ yx = −
 q 2j n 0
j

m jω

ω
,
− ωc2 j

 q 2j n 0
j

σzz = i

ω2
mj

ω2

ωc j
,
− ωc2 j

(15.68)

.
↔

↔

↔

Finally, the dielectric tensor is found from the relation K = I + (i/ωε0 ) σ:

 

 Kxx Kxy
0   K ⊥ −iK A 0 

K̂ =  K yx K yy
0  =  iK A
K⊥
0  .
 0


0
K zz
0
0
K 

(15.69)

Here,
K⊥ = 1 −
KA =



ωp2 j

j

ω2 − ωc2 j

 ωc j
j

K = 1 −

ωp2 j

ω ω2 − ωc2 j
 ωp2 j
j

ω2

,
,

,

and ωp2 j = n 0 q 2j /m j ε0 is the square of the plasma frequency.

(15.70)
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Knowing the dielectric tensor, one can now calculate the dispersion relation by setting
↔

Det| n × n × E1 + K · E1 | = 0; that is, one sets
 2
 n − K⊥
iK A
 

2
−iK
n
+
n 2 − K ⊥

A
⊥

 −n ⊥ n 
0





 = 0.

2
n⊥ − K 
−n ⊥ n 
0.

(15.71)

A short calculation yields a quadratic equation for n 2⊥ :
D̂r (ω, n  , n ⊥ ) ≡ An 4⊥ + B n 2⊥ + C = 0,
A = K⊥,
B = (K ⊥ + K  )(n 2 − K ⊥ ) + K A2 ,
!
"
C = K  (n 2 − K ⊥ )2 − K A2 .

(15.72)

This somewhat complicated expression is the desired cold plasma dispersion relation which
will be simplified and analyzed in detail in the subsections describing ECH, ICH, and LHCD.

15.6 Collisionless damping
Assume that an electromagnetic wave has been identified from the cold plasma dispersion
relation that has good accessibility to the center of the plasma. The next step is to calculate
how much power is deposited in the plasma by means of collisionless damping. Collisionless
damping involves a transfer of wave energy to the plasma by means of a wave-particle
resonant interaction. Recall that the condition for resonance is ω = k v + lωc . For effective
heating the parameters of the plasma and the applied electromagnetic wave should be chosen
such that resonance occurs at the center of the plasma. For current drive the resonance should
occur at the desired off-axis position.
In this section a simple, single-particle model is described that predicts the temporal
damping rate ωi resulting from a wave-particle resonance. The analysis follows the early
work of Stix. The idea is to calculate the trajectory of a charged particle in a small amplitude
electromagnetic field. It is essential to carry out the calculation as an initial value problem.
It is found that a small class of particles, whose parallel velocity satisfies the condition
ω = k v + lωc , is resonant with the wave and can thus potentially absorb large amounts
of power. The net power absorbed by the plasma is determined by averaging over all initial
particle positions within a wavelength period and then integrating over all particle velocities.
Finally, a simple power balance calculation yields the desired value of ωi .
Depending on the structure of the wave electric field, there are several different types
of resonant interactions. First, when the wave electric field has a component along B0
resonance occurs for the O mode. The special l = 0, n ⊥ = 0 O mode corresponds to a
pure electrostatic wave and produces the simplest case of collisionless damping, known
as “Landau damping.” This is the first topic discussed below. Second, when the wave
electric field rotates transversely to B0 resonance occurs for the l ≥ 1 X mode. This type of
resonance produces X-mode cyclotron damping and is the next topic discussed. The final
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topic involves a generalization of the Landau damping calculation to the l ≥ 1, n ⊥ = 0
O-mode resonance. This produces O-mode cyclotron damping.

15.6.1 Landau damping
Consider the motion of a charged particle in a small-amplitude electrostatic electric field
whose direction is aligned parallel to the background magnetic field B = B0 ez ; that is,
E = E 1 (z, t)ez = E  cos(k z − ωt)ez . Since n ⊥ = 0 the perturbed magnetic field is zero.
The equations of motion for an electron can then be written as
dv
e
= − E  cos(ωt − k z)
dt
me
dz
=v
dt

v (0) = v ,
(15.73)
z (0) = z i .

Assuming the electric field is small, one can solve these equations by a straightforward
expansion v(t) = v0 (t) + v1 (t) + · · · , z(t) = z 0 (t) + z 1 (t) + · · · .
The leading order solution corresponds to the unperturbed orbits and is
v0 = v ,
z 0 = z i + v t.

(15.74)

The first order equations can be written as
dv1
e
= − E  cos(ωt − k v t − k z i )
dt
me
dz 1
= v1
dt

v1 (0) = 0,
(15.75)
z 1 (0) = 0.

The solution satisfying the initial conditions is
sin(k z i − ωt) − sin(k z i )
e
E
,
me
ω

cos(k z i − ωt) − cos(k z i ) t sin(k z i )
e
z1 =
E
−
,
me
ω
ω2

v1 =

(15.76)

where ω = ω − k v .
The next task is to calculate the change in particle energy per unit time (i.e., the power
gained), defined by


dW
d m ev2
=
= −e v · E,
(15.77)
dt
dt
2
which to second order has the form


dW
∂ E 1 (z 0 , t)
z 1 + v1 E 1 (z 0 , t) .
= −e v0 E 1 (z 0 , t) + v0
dt
∂z 0

(15.78)

Since the initial position of an electron z i is assumed to be randomly located between any
two successive peaks of the electric field, it is necessary to average over all z i to obtain the
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net change in particle energy corresponding to any given initial velocity v . Specifically,
one must evaluate

dW
k 2π/k dW
(15.79)
=
dz i .
dt
2π 0
dt
A straightforward calculation shows that: (1) the term which is linear in amplitude averages to zero, and (2) the term which is quadratic in amplitude reduces to


e2 E 2 ω
dW
ωt
sin ωt −
(15.80)
=
cos ωt + t cos ωt .
dt
2m e ω2
ω
Observe that dW /dt is finite when ω → 0. Also there are terms that grow linearly with t
which is indicative of a resonant response. Both of these conclusions are a consequence
of solving the trajectory as an initial value problem. If the problem is instead solved by
standard “AC sinusoidal steady state analysis” the last two terms, linearly proportional to t,
vanish and the first term diverges for ω → 0.
The analysis continues by integrating over the entire distribution of velocities. One multiplies dW /dt by f 0 (v , v⊥ ) and integrates over all v and v⊥ . The resulting expression
gives the power gained per unit volume (SL ) due to all the particles. The derivation for SL
is simplified by using the identity


ω
ωt
∂ ω sin ωt
sin ωt −
cos ωt + t cos ωt = −
− sin ωt
ω
∂ω
ω
ω2


1 ∂
ω sin ωt
=
(15.81)
− sin ωt
k  ∂v
ω
and integrating by parts over the velocity. The value of SL becomes

 
e2 E 2 n 0 ∞ ω sin ωt
∂ f
SL (t) = −
− sin ωt
dv ,
(15.82)
2m e k −∞
ω
∂v

where f  (v ) = (2π/n 0 ) f 0 v⊥ dv⊥ is the normalized distribution function integrated over
all perpendicular velocities.
Consider now the behavior of SL (t) for large t. In this limit all the initial transients have
decayed away, leaving just the long-time asymptotic solution. For t → ∞ the contribution
to the integral from particles with ω = 0 (i.e., v = ω/k ) vanishes because of the rapidly
oscillating integrand. This is the contribution of the non-resonant particles. The wave rapidly
passes these particles, first giving them a small increase in energy over half the wave period
and then having the energy returned during the second half period when the electric field
has changed sign.
There is, however, a finite contribution to SL (t) from those particles with velocities near
ω ≈ 0 (i.e., v ≈ ω/k ). These are the resonant particles. The contribution arises from the
first term in Eq. (15.82). The second term makes a negligibly small contribution since the
resonance region is narrow. In fact, for a Maxwellian, it can be shown that the second term can
be exactly integrated for any t leading to a term proportional to t cos (ωt) exp(−k2 vT2 t 2 /4)
which rapidly vanishes for t → ∞.
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Figure 15.15 (a) Schematic diagram of the distribution function in the vicinity of the resonant particles. (b) The acceleration of slow particles plus the deceleration of fast particles tends to flatten the
distribution function near v = ω/k .

The contribution from the first term is evaluated by noting that for large t the range of resonant velocities is small: v ∼ 1/k t. Therefore, within this small region of velocity space
one can approximate ∂ f  (v )/∂v ≈ ∂ f  (v )/∂v |ω/k and extract it from the integrand. This
yields



e2 E 2 n 0 ω ∂ f 
sin x
SL (t) = −
dx,
(15.83)
2
∂v ω/k
x
2m e k
where x = −ωt = (k v − ω)t. Since the main contribution to the integral occurs near
x = 0, a negligibly small error is made by considering the limits of integration to be −∞ <
x < ∞. One finally obtains


πe2 E 2 n 0 ω ∂ f 
SL (t) = −
.
(15.84)
∂v ω/k
2m e k2
Observe that SL (t) is independent of t. More importantly, for the usual case where
∂ f  /∂v < 0, SL > 0 indicating that the particles are gaining energy from the wave. This
can be understood physically as follows. (See Fig. 15.15.) Resonant particles have a velocity
v ≈ ω/k , which corresponds to the l = 0 harmonic of the general wave-particle resonance
condition ω = k v + lωc . These particles are resonant because in the wave reference frame
they are moving very slowly with respect to the wave and thus see a nearly DC electric
field. In particular, particles moving slightly slower than the phase velocity of the wave
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are accelerated for a long period of time producing a gain in particle energy. Conversely,
particles moving slightly faster than the wave are decelerated for a long period of time
producing a loss of particle energy. If there are more slow particles than fast particles (i.e.,
∂ f  /∂v < 0), there is an overall gain in particle energy and the wave is damped.
This appealing picture, which is often compared to a surfer catching a wave, is oversimplified. In actuality a slow particle can either gain or lose energy from the wave depending
upon its initial position z i with respect to the phase of the wave; that is, gain or loss depends
upon whether the particle, at its initial position, sees a positive or negative electric field.
Since the z i are randomly distributed, the net energy transfer to slow and fast particles tends
to average to zero. Mathematically, this corresponds to the vanishing of the term linear in
amplitude in the z i averaging in Eq. (15.79). The energy transfer is a smaller effect, second
order in the amplitude of the wave. The simple model shows that, as might be expected,
after averaging over z i there is a net gain in energy to the slower particles and a net loss
in energy from the faster particles. Therefore, the discussion about ∂ f  /∂v < 0 for energy
absorption still holds but for slightly subtler reasons.
The last step in the analysis involves the calculation of the damping rate ωi by means of
a simple power balance argument. The argument is as follows. In general the total stored
energy density in the wave U , averaged over one oscillation period in time, consists of the
sum of the electric, magnetic, and plasma kinetic energy densities. Note that the plasma
kinetic energy density arises from the bulk, non-resonant particles and is obtained from the
cold plasma analysis. Without damping U is thus given by
ω
U =
2π
=

1
2



2π/ω

0

 n jm ju j
ε0 E 2
B2
+
+
2
2µ0
2
j

2

|B1 |2  n 0 m j |u 1 j |2
ε0 |E 1 |2
+
+
2
2µ0
2
j

dt
.

(15.85)

The extra factor of 12 in the second form arises because of the time averaging of sinusoidal
functions: sin2 (ωt − k · r) = cos2 (ωt − k · r) = 12 . The quantity U is thus expressed in
terms of the peak (rather than rms) amplitudes.
If there is collisionless damping, then U decays slowly in time (i.e., ωi = 0). Since
U is quadratic in the field amplitude, its explicit time dependence in the limit ωi
ωr
∗
is proportional to terms of the form E 1z
E 1z ∼ exp(2ωi t) with ωi < 0 for damping. This
implies that
U (t) =

1
2

|B1 |2  n 0 m j |u 1 j |2
ε0 |E 1 |2
+
+
2
2µ0
2
j

e2ωi t = U0 e2ωi t .

(15.86)

Thus, by definition one sees that
dU/dt = 2ωi U.

(15.87)
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The quantity 2ωi U represents the energy loss rate of the wave. Power balance requires that
this power loss be equal to the power gained by the resonant particles:
(2ωi U0 + SL ) e2ωi t = 0.

(15.88)

Consequently, the damping rate is given by
ωi = −SL /2U0 .

(15.89)

The quantity U0 can be explicitly evaluated from the cold plasma analysis. For the case
of a generalized cold plasma wave (i.e., a wave with three non-zero components of electric
↔

field) one finds after a short calculation that U0 = (ε0 /4) E∗1 · M · E1 , where


 M⊥ + n 2
iM A
−n  n ⊥ 

↔


M =  −iM A
M⊥ + n 2
0



2 
 −n n
0
M +n
 ⊥



(15.90)

⊥

and
M⊥ = 1 +

2
 ω2pj ω2 + ωcj
2
ω2 − ωcj

j

MA = 2



ω2pj ω ωcj
ω2

j

M = 1 +


j

−

ω2pj
ω2

2
ωcj

2

2

,

,

(15.91)

.

Note that by direct calculation one can also show that U0 can be rewritten as


↔
↔
ε0
ε0 2  2 
∂
U0 = E∗1 · M · E1 =
c B1  + E∗1 ·
[ωK (ω)] · E1 ,
4
4
∂ω

(15.92)

explicitly demonstrating that the quantity U, introduced in connection with Poynting’s
theorem (i.e., Eq. (15.61)), is indeed the total wave energy.
For the simple electrostatic case under consideration E 1x = E 1y = n ⊥ = 0, implying
↔

that E∗1 · M · E1 = M E 2 and
U0 =

ε0
4

1+

2
2
+ ωpi
ωpe

ω2

E 2 .

(15.93)

2
2
Furthermore, the cold plasma dispersion relation reduces to K  = 0 or ω2 = ωpe
+ ωpi
.
2
Therefore, U0 = ε0 E  /2. Using this value for U0 and the expression for SL given in
Eq. (15.84) leads to the desired expression for the damping rate:

2 
3
2
ωpe
ωpe
πωpe
ωi
∂ f
1/2
exp
−
.
(15.94)
=
=
−π
ωpe
2k2 ∂v ωpe /k
k3 vT3 e
k2 vT2 e
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Here, the second form corresponds to a Maxwellian distribution function. This famous,
classic result was first derived by Landau directly from kinetic theory and is widely known
as “Landau damping”. A key conclusion from Eq. (15.94) is that strong Landau damping
only occurs when the phase velocity is comparable to the thermal velocity: ω/k ∼ vT .
Waves with ω/k
vT produce a resonance on the tail of the distribution function, where
there is an exponentially small number of particles and the corresponding damping is very
weak. Landau damping is a very important plasma physics phenomena occurring in many
fusion applications in addition to heating and current drive.

15.6.2 X-mode cyclotron damping
The calculation of X-mode cyclotron damping is similar to that of Landau damping, although
it is more algebraically intensive because of the complications arising from the DC magnetic
field. Still, the overall plan is the same: (1) calculate the gain in particle energy due to the
wave, (2) average over initial positions, (3) multiply by the distribution function and integrate
over velocities, and (4) determine ωi by a simple power balance argument. In the analysis
below it is useful to keep in mind that the plasma is assumed to be driven by a single
frequency resonant with the lth cyclotron harmonic: ω ≈ lωc .
The calculation starts by noting that X-mode cyclotron damping arises from the components of electric field perpendicular to B0 = B0 ez . The parallel electric field makes a
negligible contribution. Furthermore, rather than formulate the problem in terms of linearly
polarized waves it is more convenient to use instead circularly polarized waves. Specifically, the wave electric field can, in general, be written as the superposition of two circularly
polarized field components plus a parallel field component as follows:
E = E + (cos φ ex + sin φ e y ) + E − (cos φ ex − sin φ e y ) + E  cos φ ez
≈ E + (cos φ ex + sin φ e y ),

(15.95)

where E 1x = (E + + E − ) Re(eiφ ), E 1y = i(E + − E − )Im(eiφ ), and φ(t) = k⊥ x + k z − ωt.
The amplitudes E ± correspond to the left and right circularly polarized waves which resonate
with the ions and electrons respectively. The analysis below is carried out for ions, so that
only the E + term is maintained for the collisionless damping analysis. The E − and E  terms
do not generate a strong wave-particle resonance for ions when ω ≈ lωci . However, E − and
E  as well as E + must be included when evaluating the wave energy U0 . In addition to the
electric field, there is a wave magnetic field which can be neglected in the non-relativistic
limit. Thus, B ≈ B0 ez .
Under these assumptions the single-particle equations of motion describing cyclotron
damping reduce to
dv
eE +
− i v × ez =
(cos φ ex + sin φ e y ),
dt
mi
dr
= v,
dt

v (0) = v⊥ ex + v ez ,
(15.96)
r (0) = xi ex + yi e y + z i ez ,
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with i = ωci = eB0 /m i . Hereafter, in terms of notation, note that  j = |ωc j | =
|q j B0 /m j | > 0.
The parallel motion is easily calculated: vz = v , z = z i + v t. The remaining two perpendicular vector components can be converted into a scalar representation by introducing
complex quantities: v+ = vx + iv y and r+ = x + iy. The perpendicular equations can now
be written as
dv+
eE + iφ
e ,
+ i  i v+ =
dt
mi
dr+
= v+ ,
dt

v+ (0) = v⊥ ,
(15.97)
r+ (0) = ri ,

where ri = xi + iyi . Note that while v+ , r+ are complex, vx , v y , x, y, φ are all real.
As in the case of Landau damping these equations are solved by assuming that E +
is small and then introducing a small-amplitude expansion: v+ (t) = v0 (t) + v1 (t) + · · · ,
r+ (t) = r0 (t) + r1 (t) + · · · . This implies that φ(t) = φ0 (t) + φ1 (t) + · · ·, where φ0 (t) =
k⊥ x0 (t) + k z(t) − ωt, φ1 (t) = k⊥ x1 (t) with x0 (t) = Re [r0 (t)], x1 (t) = Re [r1 (t)].
The zeroth order equations correspond to the unperturbed motion and are
d v0
+ ii v0 = 0,
dt
dr0
= v0 ,
dt

v0 (0) = v⊥ ,
(15.98)
r0 (0) = ri .

The solution is the familiar gyro motion which in the present notation has the form
v0 = v⊥ e−ii t ,
v⊥
r0 = ri + i (e−ii t − 1),
i
k ⊥ v⊥
φ0 = φi + (k v − ω)t +
sin i t.
i

(15.99)

Here φi = k z i + k⊥ xi . The first order equations can be written as
d v1
eE + iφ0
+ ii v1 =
e ,
dt
mi
dr1
= v1 ,
dt

v1 (0) = 0,
(15.100)
r1 (0) = 0.

The quantity exp(iφ0 ) is somewhat complicated because of the appearance of sini t in the
exponent. The term can be simplified by Fourier analysis using the identity
eiα sin τ =

∞


Jn (α) einτ ,

(15.101)

−∞

where Jn is the Bessel function of order n. It then follows that

eiφ0 = eiφi
Jn (w) e−iωn t ,
n

(15.102)
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where w = k⊥ v⊥ / i and ωn = ω − k v − ni . Using this relation one can solve the first
order equations. The solution is
eE + iφi  Jn (w) −iωn t
e
(e
− e−ii t ),
mi
ω
n+1
n


eE + iφi  Jn (w) e−iωn t − 1 e−ii t − 1
r1 = −
.
e
−
mi
ωn
i
n ωn+1

v1 = i

(15.103)

The next step in the analysis is to use the solutions for the trajectories to calculate the
change in energy per unit time due to the resonant interaction with the wave. The change
in particle energy is evaluated from the relation


dW
d m iv2
∗ iφ
e ).
(15.104)
=
= e v · E = eE + Re(v+
dt
dt
2
As with Landau damping the calculation must be carried out to second order in amplitude.
One obtains
dW
= eE + Re(v0∗ eiφ0 + v1∗ eiφ0 + iφ1 v0∗ eiφ0 ).
dt

(15.105)

The actual quantity of interest is the value of dW/dt averaged over all initial positions:
 2π
dW
1
dW
=
dφi .
(15.106)
dt
2π 0
dt
The term linear in wave amplitude again averages to zero. After a slightly tedious calculation
the second and third terms can be averaged, yielding
e2 E +2 
dW
=
Jm (w) Jn (w) (T1 + T2 ) ,
dt
m i m,n
T1 =

1
ωn+1

k ⊥ v⊥
T2 =
2

[sin(m − n)i t + sin ωm+1 t] ,

(15.107)


sin ωm+2 t
sin ωm+1 t
sin(m − n)i t
.
+
−
ωn ωn+1
i ωn+1
i ωn

This complicated looking expression can be simplified by recognizing that a strong
wave-particle resonance only occurs for the particular value of l corresponding to ωl = 0,
which is equivalent to driving the plasma with a frequency ω ≈ li . For p = l the condition
ω p = 0 produces a resonance far out on the tail of the distribution function: v /vT i =
( p − l) i /k vT i ∼ c/n  vT i
1. A second simplification that arises is that only terms
sin ωl t contribute to a strong resonant interaction. Terms of the form
with a frequency

sin ω p t /ωl with p = l oscillate very rapidly and therefore do not continuously add energy
to the particle. To summarize, only those integers in the double sum that lead to terms of the
form (sin ωl t) /ωl produce a strong resonant interaction. Extracting only these terms from
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the double sum leads to a simpler form of dW /dt given by
"
e2 E +2 sin ωl t ! 2
dW
w
Jl−1 + Jl−1 (Jl−2 − Jl )
=
dt
mi
ωl
2

e2 E +2 sin ωl t 1 d
2
=
.
w 2 Jl−1
2m i ωl
w dw

(15.108)

The analysis continues by multiplying dW /dt by the distribution function and integrating
over all velocities. This yields the power absorbed per unit volume (SX ) by the particles.
The calculation is carried out assuming for convenience a distribution function of the form
f 0 (v , v⊥ ) = n 0 f  (v ) f ⊥ (v⊥ ). The expression for the power density can be written as
  ∞

 ∞
πn 0 e2 E +2
sin ωl t
f⊥ d  2 2 
(15.109)
SX =
f
dv
w Jl−1 v⊥ dv⊥ .
mi
ωl
w dw
−∞
0
For t → ∞ the range of resonant parallel velocities is very narrow and, as for Landau
damping, f  can be extracted from the integrand and the remaining integral evaluated
analytically. The v⊥ integral is simplified by recalling that w = k⊥ v⊥ / i and integrating
by parts. These simplifications yield

π 2 n 0 e2 E +2 f  (vl ) ∞ 2 2 ∂ f ⊥
SX = −
v⊥ Jl−1
dv⊥ ,
(15.110)
mi
k
∂v⊥
0
where vl = (ω − li )/k .
The evaluation of SX is completed by assuming a Maxwellian distribution function for
f ⊥ and making use of a perhaps surprising integral relation given by
 ∞
 ∞
d
2
2
x 3 e−x /2α Jp2 (x)dx = 2α 2
x e−x /2α Jp2 (x)dx
dα
0
0
2 d
= 2α
(15.111)
[α e−α Ip (α)],
dα
where I p is the modified Bessel function. The required form of SX is finally
SX =

π n 0 e2 E +2 f  (vl ) d
[be−b Il−1 (b)]
mi
k db

 
 
π 1/2 n 0 e2 E +2 d
ω − li 2
−b
=
.
[be Il−1 (b)] exp −
m i k vTi db
vTi

(15.112)

2 2
2 2
Here, b = k⊥
vTi /22i = k⊥
rLi /2 and the second form is for a Maxwellian distribution
function.
The final step in the analysis is to use power balance to determine the damping rate ωi .
The same power balance argument applies to cyclotron damping as to Landau damping.
Thus,

ωi = −SX /2U0 ,

(15.113)
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where the general expression for U0 is given by Eq. (15.92): U0 = (ε0 /4) E∗1 · M · E1 . The
quantity U0 for X-mode damping is evaluated by assuming that n  = 0 in the cold plasma
dispersion relation, which, as is shown later, is a good approximation for the X mode. The
condition n  = 0 also implies that E  = 0. Furthermore, note that E 1x = E + + E − and
iE 1y = E + − E − . A short calculation then leads to
ε0
U0 = MX |E +2 |,
4
(15.114)
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
MX = 2 [n ⊥ |E + − E − | + 2M⊥ (|E + | + |E − | ) + 2M A (|E + | − |E − | )].
|E + |
The quantity MX can be explicitly evaluated when the dispersion relation is analyzed in
detail to determine n 2⊥ and the polarization E − /E + . For the moment, readers should just
assume that MX is a known quantity.
The desired damping rate is thus given by
2πω pi f  (vl ) d
ωi
=−
[be−b Il−1 (b)].
ω pi
MX
k db

(15.115)

For a Maxwellian f  the damping rates for the lowest two harmonics in the small gyro
radius limit reduce to
 
 
ωi
2π 1/2 ω pi
ω − i 2
,
l = 1,
=−
exp −
ω pi
MX k vTi
k vT i
 
 

ωi
k⊥ vT i 2
π 1/2 ω pi
ω − 2i 2
(15.116)
=−
exp −
, l = 2.
ω pi
MX k  v T i
k vT i
i
Observe that the damping rate for second harmonic cyclotron heating is smaller than that of
2 2
the fundamental by k⊥
rLi . Also, the maximum damping occurs when the applied frequency
is equal to the local value of the gyro frequency harmonic: ω = li . A similar set of relations
exists for X-mode electron cyclotron resonance.
Looking ahead to the heating applications, one sees that it is actually k⊥i rather than ωi
that is the required quantity. Recall that k⊥i is related to ωi by k⊥i = −ωi /Vg⊥ . Also U0 and
Vg⊥ are related to the Poynting vector P⊥ by P⊥ = Vg⊥ U0 . Consequently it follows that
k⊥i = S X /2P⊥ .

(15.117)

∗
2
For the X mode, P⊥ = E 1y B1z
/2µ0 = n ⊥ |E 1y
|/c. Using these results leads to the desired
expression for k⊥i :
 


 
k⊥i c
π 1/2  E + 2 ω pi d
ω − l i 2
−b
, (15.118)
=
[be Il−1 (b)] exp −
ω pi
n ⊥  E 1y  k vT i db
k vTi

where E 1y = E + − E − .
Lastly it is of interest to develop a physical understanding of X-mode cyclotron damping.
Consider first wave resonance at the fundamental, which has some similarities with the
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Figure 15.16 (a) Cyclotron resonance at the fundamental. The electric field is homogeneous in space
and always in phase with the orbit. (b) Second harmonic resonance. For ω = 2 the electric field has
the same waveform at t = 0 and t = π/. However, the spatial dependence of E  keeps the wave in
phase with the particle.

Landau resonance. To begin assume that a circularly polarized wave has been launched that
rotates in the same direction as the ion gyro motion. At a given point in space focus on those
ions whose parallel velocity produces a Doppler shifted frequency that resonates with the
local gyro frequency: ω − k v = i . For the fundamental the effects of k⊥ are unimportant
and can be neglected: k⊥ ≈ 0. The equation describing the evolution of v+ reduces to
dv+
eE + −ii t
e
,
+ ii v+ =
dt
mi

v+ (0) = v⊥ .

(15.119)

Its solution is given by
v+ = v⊥ e−ii t +

eE + −ii t
te
.
mi

(15.120)

The second term clearly shows the secular behavior associated with a resonant interaction.
In the Doppler shifted wave frame an ion sees an electric field that is always in phase with
its gyro motion, thus leading to a constant absorption of energy. This is cyclotron damping
at the fundamental harmonic.
The situation with higher harmonics is slightly more subtle. For instance, a Doppler
shifted frequency corresponding to ω − k v = 2i does not resonate with the gyro motion.
However, when k⊥ = 0 the particles are not driven by a spatially uniform sine wave in time
because of the finite perpendicular wavelength. In fact, when the perpendicular wavelength
is comparable to the gyro radius, at a given instant of time the electric field reverses sign
across the orbit as shown in Fig. 15.16. This spatially induced change in sign again brings
the particle into resonance. The effect can be seen explicitly in the equation describing the
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evolution of v+ in the limit of small k⊥rL .
dv+
eE + −i(2i t−k⊥ x)
e
+ ii v+ =
dt
mi

k⊥ v⊥ ii t
eE + −i2i t
−ii t
1+
≈
e
(e − e
) .
mi
2i

(15.121)

The spatial term proportional to (k⊥ vT /2i ) exp (ii t) beats with the second harmonic
driving frequency producing a finite gyro radius induced resonant interaction. It is by this
mechanism that energy is absorbed at higher cyclotron harmonics.

15.6.3 O-mode cyclotron damping and generalized Landau damping
The final wave-particle resonant interaction of interest involves two closely related
phenomena: O-mode cyclotron damping and generalized Landau damping, which are of
interest to ECH and LHCD respectively. The corresponding analysis has similarities with
both X-mode cyclotron damping and simple Landau damping. First, as its name implies,
O-mode cyclotron damping occurs for an l ≥ 1 resonance, characterized by a wave electric
field with only a single component pointing along B0 : E = E  cos(k⊥ x + k z − ωt)ez . For
this case, the perturbed magnetic field is not zero and contains a transverse component:
B = B0 ez + B1y cos(k⊥ x + k z − ωt)e y . Since there is no applied E ± it is the v B1y term
that produces an “effective transverse electric” field similar to that driving X-mode cyclotron
damping. Second, generalized Landau damping corresponds to the l = 0 resonance and is
also characterized by an electric field with a non-zero electric field parallel to the background magnetic field. However, unlike simple Landau damping, the general case includes
non-zero perpendicular components of electric field E 1x , E 1y . Since l = 0, these components by assumption are not resonant with any cyclotron harmonics and thus do not produce
any X-mode cyclotron damping.
With respect to O-mode cyclotron damping, note that similar v × B1 terms also exist for
X-mode cyclotron damping but have been neglected since they are small compared to the
E ± terms. The v × B1 term is of comparable amplitude for O-mode cyclotron damping
but in this case there is, by definition, no larger E ± terms with which to make a comparison.
The end result is that the O-mode cyclotron damping is weaker, at least at first glance, than
that of the X mode because of the relative smallness of the O-mode v B1y compared to the
X-mode E ± .
Another point to keep in mind is that the interesting regime for O-mode cyclotron damping
corresponds to propagation with k → 0. As will be shown, this maximizes the density at
which heating can occur. Allowing k → 0 is a non-trivial mathematical limit. As such,
the O-mode cyclotron damping analysis is carried out for finite k with the limit k → 0
explicitly evaluated in Section 15.7. However, in the cold plasma O-mode accessibility
analysis one can set k = 0 at the outset. For comparison, generalized Landau damping,
which is applicable to LHCD, requires a finite k . Thus k = 0 must be assumed for both
the damping and cold plasma accessibility analysis.
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Since the collisionless damping calculations for both O-mode cyclotron damping and
generalized Landau damping require a non-zero k as well as a finite E  , a single generalized
analysis is all that is required. The details are very similar to those already presented for
simple Landau damping and X-mode cyclotron damping. Consequently it suffices to simply
outline the basic steps and state the relevant results. These are described below for electrons.
The analysis starts with the use of Faraday’s law which relates B1y to E  . A simple
calculation shows that B1y = −k⊥ E  /ω. The basic single-particle equations of motion for
an electron then reduce to

 
dv
eE  k⊥ vz
k⊥ vx
+ e v × e z = −
ex + 1 −
ez cos φ,
dt
me
ω
ω
(15.122)
dr
= v.
dt
Here φ = k⊥ x + k z − ωt, and the initial conditions are v(0) = v⊥ ex + v ez , r(0) = ri =
xi ex + yi e y + z i ez .
The solution is again determined by an expansion in amplitude: v = v0 + v1 + · · · , r =
r0 + r1 + · · · . The zeroth order solution corresponds to gyro motion and is given by
v0 = v⊥ (cos e t ex + sin e t e y ) + v ez ,
v⊥
r0 = ri +
[sin e t ex − (cos e t − 1) e y ] + v t ez .
e

(15.123)

The first order solution requires a straightforward but slightly lengthy calculation. The
quantities required for the energy calculation can be written as
eE  k⊥ v 
v1x =
Jn (w) Vx (t),
me ω n
eE  k⊥ v 
x1 =
Jn (w) X (t),
me ω n
(15.124)
eE  
v1z =
Jn (w) Vz (t),
me n
eE  
z1 =
Jn (w) Z (t),
me n
where w = k⊥ v⊥ / e and
ωn sin(φi − ωn t) sin(φi − e t) sin(φi + e t)
−
−
,
ωn+1 ωn−1
2ωn+1
2ωn−1
cos(φi − ωn t) cos(φi − e t) cos(φi + e t)
X=
−
+
,
ωn+1 ωn−1
2ωn+1 e
2ωn−1 e


ne sin (φi − ωn t) − sin φi
Vz = 1 −
,
ω
ωn



ne
cos (φi − ωn t) − cos φi
t sin φi
Z = 1−
.
−
ω
ωn
ω2n

Vx =

(15.125)
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The next step is to calculate the energy absorption rate for the electrons, averaged over
initial positions. After a slightly tedious calculation one obtains
dW
1
=−
dt
2π
=

e2 E 2
2m e



2π

dφi
0



2 2
l k⊥
v

ωe

e
me



v0z E z + v0z

1 dJl2
w dw



∂ Ez
∂ Ez
x1 + v0z
z 1 + v1z E z
∂ x0
∂z 0

ω − le 2 d
+
Jl
ω
dwl





wl − ω + le
sin wl t
wl


. (15.126)

In the second form only the resonant contributions from the double sum have been maintained.
The analysis continues by multiplying dW /dt by the distribution function f 0 (v) =
n 0 f ⊥ (v⊥ ) f  (v ) and integrating over all velocities. This yields an expression for the power
absorbed per unit volume SO . A short calculation using a Maxwellian distribution function
leads to
 
 
π 1/2 n 0 e2 E 2 −b
(ω − le )2
ω − le 2
SO =
,
(15.127)
e Il (b)
exp −
3
me
k vTe
k3 vTe
2 2
where b = k⊥
vTe /22e .
The last step is to calculate the damping rate ωi from the power balance relation ωi =
−SO /2U0 . One finally obtains the desired relation
 


 
ωi
ω − le 2 −b
2π 1/2 ωpe
ω − le 2
. (15.128)
=−
e Il (b) exp −
ωpe
MO k  v T e
k vT e
k vT e
2
2
Here MO = M + n 2⊥ = 1 + n 2⊥ + (ωpe
+ ωpi
)/ω2 for O-mode cyclotron damping, where
E 1x = E 1y = 0. For generalized Landau damping with E 1x = 0, E 1y = 0 the complete
↔

form MO = E∗1 · M · E1 /E 2 must be used.
There are several important points to note, related to a comparison of the O-mode and Xmode electron cyclotron damping rates. First, for the fundamental frequency (i.e., l = 1) the
X-mode damping rate is proportional to I0 (b), while that of the O mode is proportional to
2 2
I1 (b). Thus, ωi for the X mode is larger by a factor of 1/k⊥
rLe although, as is shown later,
this benefit turns out to be elusive. Second, the O-mode damping rate has an additional
2
multiplicative factor of (ω − le )2 /k2 vTe
implying that exactly on cyclotron resonance
(ω = le ) the damping is zero. The maximum damping occurs somewhat off resonance
at two locations corresponding to ω = le ± k vTe . Lastly, observe that for l = 0 and
b
1, the generalized Landau damping rate reduces to the simple Landau damping rate,
as expected.
The spatial damping rate k⊥i , required for the heating and current drive applications, is
again calculated from the relation k⊥i = SO /2P⊥ . A short calculation yields the desired
results:
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O-mode cyclotron damping:

 

 

k⊥i c
π 1/2 ωpe −b
ω − l e 2
ω − l e 2
.
=
e Il (b)
exp −
ωpe
n ⊥ k vT e
k vT e
k vT e

Generalized Landau damping:
 
 2
2
2 

E  ω
k⊥i c
ω
ω
pe −b

1/2
,
=π
e I0 (b)
exp −
ωpe
k vT e
k vT e
E 02 k vT e
∗
E 02 = (n ⊥ E ∗ − n  E 1x
)E  + n ⊥ |E 1y |2 .

(15.129)

(15.130)

This completes the derivation of the damping rates for the various types of collisionless
damping in a fusion plasma.
15.6.4 Summary
Landau and cyclotron damping have been calculated using a simple single-particle analysis.
The main results required to analyze heating and current drive are the evaluations of the
spatial damping rates. These are summarized below for Maxwellian distribution functions.
X-mode cyclotron damping:
 


 
ω − l j 2
k⊥i c
π 1/2  E ± 2 ωp j d
−b
. (15.131)
=
[be Il−1 (b)] exp −
ωp j
n ⊥  E 1y  k vT j db
k vT j
O-mode cyclotron damping:

 

 

ω − l j 2
ω − l j 2
k⊥i c
π 1/2 ωp j −b
.
=
e Il (b)
exp −
ωp j
n ⊥ k  vT j
k  vT j
k  vT j

(15.132)

Generalized Landau damping:

 
2
2 

|E 2 | ωp j −b
k⊥i c
ω
ω
1/2
,
=π
e I0 (b)
exp −
ωp j
k  vT j
k  vT j
E 02 k vT j
∗
E 02 = (n ⊥ E ∗ − n  E 1x
)E  + n ⊥ |E 1y |2 .

(15.133)

Here b = (1/2)(k⊥ vT j /  j )2 = (1/2)(vT j /c)2 (ω/  j )2 n 2⊥ and j denotes ions or electrons.
The upper and lower signs for X-mode cyclotron damping correspond to ions and electrons
respectively. The explicit evaluation of the various ratios of electric fields as well as the
value of n 2⊥ requires a detailed analysis of the cold plasma dispersion relation.
All the separate pieces have now been calculated and one is therefore in a position to
combine these results to study ECH, ICH, and LHCD.
15.7 Electron cyclotron heating (ECH)
ECH has proven to be a useful heating mechanism in present day tokamaks and may
play an important role in a next generation ignition experiment such as ITER or in a fusion
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reactor. Because of the small wavelengths involved ECH provides the possibility of tailoring
the profiles by controlled localized heating, a feature that is desirable for maximizing
MHD β limits, maximizing the bootstrap fraction, and suppressing localized resistive MHD
instabilities. Its biggest drawback is a lack of high-power, steady state sources, although
substantial development programs have been initiated to address this issue. The expectation
is that such sources should be available when they are needed for ITER. The primary goal of
this section is to develop an understanding of ECH and to calculate the absorption fraction,
which is a critical parameter for reactor power balance and economics.
ECH can occur for either the O mode or the X mode. Two guiding principles that help
decide the best option are as follows. First, there is a density limit above which ECH waves
are reflected, implying that the accessibility becomes very poor beyond this point. This
density limit can be expressed in terms of the plasma frequency and cyclotron frequency and
2
is shown to be of the form ωpe
/ 2e ≤ K , where K is a constant of order unity, whose precise
value depends upon the details of the ECH wave under consideration. Keep in mind that in the
center of the simplified reactor the parameters corresponding to a density peaking factor of
2
n (0) /n = 4/3 are ωpe = 8.0 × 1011 s−1 , e = 8.3 × 1011 s−1 and ωpe
/ 2e = 0.96. These
values are quite close to the ECH density limit. The first guiding principle, therefore, is to
design the ECH system so that the density limit is as high as possible.
The second principle is that in general it is desirable to operate at as low a cyclotron
harmonic as possible, with l = 1 being the optimum choice. The reason is that the damp2 2 l
2 2 l−1
ing rate is proportional to (k⊥
rLe ) for the O mode and (k⊥
rLe ) for the X mode. Since
k⊥rLe
1 in the regime of interest, the higher harmonic damping rates decrease rapidly
with increasing values of l.
In terms of typical operation, ECH waves are usually launched from the outside of
the torus for reasons of maximum geometric access. The waves are launched essentially
perpendicular to the plasma implying that n  ≈ 0. In practice there is a spectrum of n 
waves due to the finite structure of the launcher. Still, for present purposes it is a good
approximation to set n  = 0 when discussing accessibility from the cold plasma dispersion
relation, but to assume that n  is small but finite when calculating the damping. The final
power absorption fraction becomes independent of n  in the limit n  → 0.
The analysis below demonstrates the following points. There is reasonably good accessibility to the center of the plasma using O-mode ECH at the fundamental l = 1 harmonic.
2 2
However, its damping rate is smaller by a factor of k⊥
rLe than that of the l = 1 X mode. On
the other hand, the l = 1 X mode only has good accessibility from an awkward high-field
inside launch. An outside launch for X-mode ECH is only possible at the second harmonic
2 2
(i.e., l = 2). The second harmonic X-mode damping rate is smaller by k⊥
rLe from the
fundamental, thus making it comparable to the damping rate of the O mode. One advantage of l = 2 X-mode heating is that the density limit is a factor of 2 higher than that of
the O mode. One disadvantage is that it requires a driving frequency twice as high. For a
reactor this corresponds to a frequency f = 280 GHz. High-power, steady sources at this
frequency are at a very early stage of development, and one will have to wait to see how
practical such sources become. In contrast, the development of f = 140 GHz gyrotrons
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Figure 15.17 Geometry to study accessibility. The wave is launched at x = −a and x = 0 is the
center of the plasma. The resonant layer is a vertical strip corresponding to ω = e (R0 ).

for l = 1 resonance is much closer to fruition. In any event, even with the subtleties and
issues described above ECH leads to a very high fraction of absorbed power, assuming that
sources are available and that n is below the density limit.
The strategy for the analysis is first to examine accessibility using the cold plasma
dispersion relation and then to calculate the power absorption fraction using the collisionless
damping rates. This procedure is carried out for both the O mode and X mode.

15.7.1 O-mode accessibility
The accessibility of the ECH O mode is easily determined from the cold plasma dispersion
relation by assuming that n  = 0 and considering the wave polarization for which only
E  = 0 (i.e., E + = E − = 0). From Eq. (15.71) one sees that the O-mode dispersion relation
is
n 2⊥ = K  = 1 −

2
ωpe

−

2
ωpi

≈1−

2
ωpe

.
(15.134)
ω2
ω2
ω2
A convenient way to understand the accessibility condition is as follows. Consider the
geometry illustrated in Fig. 15.17. Waves are launched from the low-field side on the outside
of the torus. As they propagate towards the center of the plasma (i.e., move to the right in
the diagram) both the density and toroidal magnetic field increase. Next, observe that since
Bφ ≈ B0 (R0 /R) is the dominant field in a tokamak, the cyclotron resonant absorption
region corresponds to a narrow vertical strip in the plasma. Heating occurs where the ECH
wave pattern overlaps with the cyclotron layer. For central heating the frequency must be
chosen such that ω = e (R0 ) for the l = 1 fundamental.
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n⊥2

1

(wpe / Ωe)

2

Figure 15.18 Dispersion relation for an outside launch using the ECH O mode. There is good acces2
sibility for ωpe
/ 2e < 1.

This value of frequency is now substituted into Eq. (15.134) from which one can make
2
a plot of n 2⊥ vs. ωpe
/ 2e as shown in Fig. 15.18. (Note that for the O mode one can neglect
toroidal effects and simply assume e = const. across the plasma.) Starting on the axis and
moving to the right shows the value of n 2⊥ as a function of increasing density as the waves
propagate towards the plasma center. Good accessibility implies that n 2⊥ > 0. Whenever,
n 2⊥ crosses a cutoff its value becomes negative and the accessibility is then very poor. Such
regions are always shaded in the diagram. Thus, the region of good accessibility corresponds
to the unshaded portion of the diagram starting from the axis on the left. The first transition
to a shaded cutoff region represents the maximum density accessible to the ECH waves.
This is the ECH density limit.
An examination of Fig. 15.18 shows that ECH with the O mode has good accessibility
for densities satisfying the condition
2
ωpe
/2e ≤ 1.

(15.135)

This value is satisfactory for many present day experiments and is close to what is needed
in a reactor.

15.7.2 O-mode absorption
The goal now is to calculate the fraction of input power absorbed as the wave passes through
the resonant layer. The analysis involves substitution of the spatial damping rate k⊥i into a
simple power balance relation, which then leads to the desired absorption fraction.
To obtain an explicit expression for k⊥i , one sets l = 1 (heating at the fundamental)
2
/ω2 )1/2 (from the accessibility analysis) into
and substitutes the value of n ⊥ = (1 − ωpe
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Eq. (15.132), yielding
2
k⊥i c
e ωpe
= π 1/2
e
k vT e 2e

ζ =

1−

−1/2

2
ωpe

e−b I1 (b) ζ 2 e−ζ ,
2

ω2

(15.136)

ω − e
.
k vTe

This expression is further simplified by substituting ω = e (for central heating) in all the
multiplicative terms, Taylor expanding ζ about x = 0 assuming the resonance layer is very
thin:
ζ =

ω − e (x)
 x
e x
≈− e ≈−
,
k vT e
k vT e
k  v T e R0

(15.137)

and noting that in the small gyro radius limit
e−b I1 (b) ≈

2
2 2
ωpe
vT e
n 2⊥ vT2 e ω2
1
1 k⊥
=
=
1
−
4 2e
4 c2 2e
4
2e

vT2 e
.
c2

(15.138)

The desired expression for k⊥i reduces to
k⊥i

2
π 1/2 vT e 2e ωpe
=
4 k c3 2e

1−

2
ωpe

2e

1/2

ζ 2 e−ζ .
2

(15.139)

The next step involves power balance. The reasoning is as follows. The flux of power
flowing into the plasma from the launcher is given by the perpendicular component of the
Poynting vector evaluated at x = −a:
1
Pin =
Re(ex · E × B∗ )x=−a W/m2 .
(15.140)
2µ0
The power flux that propagates through the plasma without being absorbed and which
ultimately escapes from the far side of the plasma is equal to the Poynting flux at x = +a:
1
Pout =
Re(ex · E × B∗ )x=+a W/m2 .
(15.141)
2µ0
The difference Pin − Pout represents the power flux absorbed by the plasma. This implies
that the heating efficiency ηh , which is defined as the fraction of power absorbed, can be
written as
Pin − Pout
ηh =
.
(15.142)
Pin
Now, note that a simple relationship exists between Pout and Pin as a consequence of
the fact that the power flux is exponentially damped, with a damping rate equal to 2k⊥i ,
as it passes through the plasma. The factor “2” arises because the Poynting flux depends
quadratically on the field amplitudes. The relation between Pout and Pin is thus
  a

Pout = Pin exp −2
k⊥i dx .
(15.143)
−a
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The expression for the heating efficiency reduces to
ηh = 1 − e−λ ,
 ∞
λ=2
k⊥i dx,

(15.144)

−∞

where for a thin layer the integration limits can, for simplicity, be extended to ±∞ with
negligible error.
The parameter λ is easily evaluated using the expression for k⊥i given by Eq. (15.139).
A short calculation yields
2
π vT2 e e R0 ωpe
λ=
4 c2 c 2e

1−

2
ωpe

2e

1/2

.

(15.145)

An examination of Eq. (15.145) indicates that there is an optimum density to maximize
absorption. The optimum density has the value
2
ωpe
/2e = 23 ,

(15.146)

which is slightly below the maximum density limit. Substituting this value into Eq. (15.145)
leads to the final, desired form of the coefficient λ:
π v 2 e R 0
λ = √ Te
.
6 3 c2 c

(15.147)

Note that λ, and hence the absorption, increases linearly with temperature: λ ∝ T . For
typical reactor parameters (B0 = 4.7 T, R0 = 5 m) one finds that for a starting temperature
of T = 1 keV, the absorption coefficient λ ≈ 16. All the power is absorbed and ηh ≈ 1,
indeed a favorable result.
Lastly, observe that while k has been assumed to be small but finite, the final value of λ
is independent of k . However, setting k = 0 at the outset of the calculation would lead
to the result that k⊥i = 0, because of the strong k dependence in the exponential factor.
This, in turn, would imply that ηh = 0, corresponding to zero power absorbed. These two
opposing conclusions with respect to ηh are reconciled by a more sophisticated calculation
in which relativistic effects are included. The relativistic calculation shows that there is a
smooth limit as k → 0 with the damping rate identical to that derived for small but finite
k . Although the relativistic derivation is not presented here in order to keep the analysis
simple, readers should keep in mind the necessity of including relativity in order to obtain
a correct result for very small k .
The overall conclusion is that O-mode ECH is a very effective way to heat a plasma.
The electrons absorb all the wave energy in a narrow region of space centered about the
electron cyclotron resonance layer. The energy is then shared with the ions by means of
Coulomb collisions and rapidly equilibrates on each poloidal flux surface because of high
parallel thermal conductivity. Since heating takes place at the l = 1 fundamental harmonic
corresponding to f ≈ 140 GHz, the high-power, steady state sources under development
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should be available by the time they are needed. The main drawback is that the maximum
heating takes place at a peak density slightly lower than that required in a reactor.

15.7.3 X-mode accessibility
The X mode offers another option for using ECH to heat a plasma. In this case, accessibility
is easily determined from Eq. (15.71), again assuming n  = 0 but choosing the polarization
to satisfy E x = 0, E y = 0 and E  = 0. As for the O mode, n  = 0 is appropriate for
accessibility but a small but finite n  must be maintained for the absorption calculation. A
simple calculation shows that the value of n 2⊥ from the cold plasma dispersion relation is
given by
n 2⊥ =

K ⊥2 − K A2
.
K⊥

(15.148)

After substituting K ⊥ and K A from Eq. (15.70), and assuming ω
obtains
n 2⊥ =

2
ω2 + ωe − ωpe

2
ω2 − ωe − ωpe

2
ω2 ω2 − 2e − ωpe

.

i , ω

ωpi , one

(15.149)

Consider now the possibility of X-mode heating at the l = 1 fundamental. Observe first
that if toroidal effects are neglected (i.e., e = const.) there is an indeterminate limit at
the launcher position where ω = e and ωpe = 0; both the numerator and denominator
simultaneously vanish. The degeneracy is removed by including the toroidal variation of
e : e = e0 (R0 /R). When this modification is introduced one must distinguish between
an inside launch and an outside launch.
2
To illustrate the point, assume that the density and magnetic field are given by ωpe
(ρ) =
2
2
ωpe0 (1 − ρ ) and e = e0 (R0 /R) ≈ e0 (1 ± ερ). Here ρ = |x| /a, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, and ρ =
0 is the center of the plasma. The upper sign corresponds to a high-field inside launch, while
the lower sign corresponds to a low-field outside launch. As a specific example assume
that the plasma properties satisfy ωpe0 = e0 , which is the same as the density limit for the
O mode. Also, for X-mode ECH at the fundamental one must set ω = e0 for central heating.
2
Under these assumptions it follows that ωpe
/ω2 = 1 − ρ 2 and e / e0 = 1 ± ερ. As ρ
2
varies between 0 and 1 it is now straightforward to parametrically plot n 2⊥ vs. ωpe
(ρ)/ 2e0 .
The curve corresponding to an inside launch is illustrated in Fig. 15.19(a) for the case
ε = 1/3. Observe that there is good accessibility since n 2⊥ > 0 from the launcher to the
center of the plasma. However, the need for an inside launch is highly undesirable from a
practical point of view and on this basis the option is rejected.
The more practical option of an outside launch is illustrated in Fig. 15.19(b), also for
ε = 1/3. For this case note that there is a cutoff at the value of density for which
2
ωpe

2e0

=

ω2
ωe
− 2 = 0.282,
2e0
e0

(15.150)
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Figure 15.19 (a) Dispersion relation for the fundamental ECH X mode assuming a high-field, inside
launch for the case ε = 1/3. There is good accessibility from the launch site to the center of the plasma.
(b) The same dispersion relation for the low-field launch. Observe the cutoff and wave resonance at
2
low ωpe
/ 2e0 .

where the numerical value corresponds to the parameters in the example. There is also a
wave resonance at the “upper hybrid resonance” at the value of density given by
2
ωpe

2e0

=

ω2
2
− 2e = 0.438.
2
e0
e0

(15.151)

2
The implication is that the incoming wave sees a cutoff region for 0.282 < ωpe
/ 2e0 <
0.438. Since the wave cannot penetrate to the center of the plasma the low-field launch
option must also be rejected because of poor accessibility.
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Figure 15.20 Dispersion relation for the second harmonic ECH X mode assuming a low-field, outside
2
launch and ε = 1/3. Observe that there is good accessibility for ωpe
/2e < 2.

The conclusion is that X mode ECH is not a practical heating method at the fundamental
l = 1 harmonic.
The situation is greatly improved when one considers second harmonic heating. In this
case the toroidal variation in e can be neglected (i.e., e = const.) and one must set
ω = 2e . The dispersion relation reduces to
n 2⊥

=

2
6 − ωpe
/ 2e

2
2 − ωpe
/ 2e

2 / 2
4 3 − ωpe
e

(15.152)

2
and is illustrated in Fig. 15.20. Observe that there is a cutoff at ωpe
/ 2e = 2 and a wave
2
2
resonance (i.e., the upper hybrid resonance) at ωpe / e = 3.
The implication of Fig. 15.20 is that the second harmonic ECH X mode has good accessibility to the center of the plasma for densities below
2
ωpe
/2e ≤ 2.

(15.153)

This limit is twice as high as the corresponding limit for the O mode. The higher value
of critical density has the advantage of affording a larger margin of safety for typical
reactor parameters, although the current lack of a 280 GHz gyrotron source is a serious
technological challenge.

15.7.4 X-mode absorption
The X-mode absorption analysis is similar to that of the O mode. One first evaluates k⊥i
and then calculates the absorption coefficient λ from a simple power balance argument. The
value of λ determines the fraction of absorbed power ηh , which is the ultimate goal of the
analysis.
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The quantity k⊥i is evaluated from Eq. (15.131) as follows. First set l = 2 and ω = 2 e in
all the multiplicative terms. Second, from Eq. (15.71) note that the polarization is given by




E−
i
i KA
i 6−α
= (E 1x − iE 1y ) =
−1 =−
,
(15.154)
E 1y
2
2 K⊥
4 3−α
2
where α = ωpe
/2e . Third, take the small gyro radius limit implying that

d
v2
.
[be−b I1 (b)] ≈ b = 2n 2⊥ Te
db
c2
Fourth, eliminate n 2⊥ using the dispersion relation
(6 − α) (2 − α)
n 2⊥ =
.
4 (3 − α)

(15.155)

(15.156)

A short calculation yields
k⊥i = 2π 1/2

vTe 2e
2
G(α)e−ζ ,
c3 k

where in the limit of a thin resonant layer




ω − 2e 2
2e 2 x 2
2
ζ =
≈
k vTe
k vTe
R02

(15.157)

(15.158)

and G(α) is a function of density given by
G(α) =

α(2 − α)1/2 (6 − α)5/2
.
32(3 − α)5/2

(15.159)

Now, a power balance argument identical to that for the O mode yields the following
formula for the fraction of power absorbed (ηh ):
ηh = 1 − e−λ ,
where


λ=2

(15.160)

∞

−∞

k⊥i dx.

(15.161)

A simple calculation leads to
2
vTe
e R0
.
(15.162)
2
c
c
The function G(α) is illustrated in Fig. 15.21. One sees that G(α) has a maximum at a
critical density given by

λ = 2π G(α)

2
α = ωpe
/2e = 1.75,

G(1.75) = 0.58.

(15.163)

At this optimum value
λ = 3.66

vT2 e e R0
.
c2 c

(15.164)
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Figure 15.21 Curve of G(α) vs. α showing that the optimum density corresponds to α = ωpe
/2e =
1.75.

Observe that the X-mode λ has a scaling that is identical to that of the O mode. However,
the multiplicative constant is more than a factor of 10 larger. The implication is that X-mode
absorption is even stronger than that for the O mode, which is already very effective.
The overall conclusion is that second harmonic X mode ECH is potentially a very effective
way to heat a plasma. There is good accessibility to the center of the plasma from an outside
launch. All the energy is absorbed at the ω = 2e resonant layer. The optimum density for
absorption is about 2.5 times higher than for the O mode. A further practical advantage,
applicable to both X mode and O mode, is that accessibility is good in the low-density
region near the launcher. The implication is that the launcher can be shifted back from the
plasma surface, thereby providing better protection against arcing and material damage due
to interactions with the plasma edge. The one major drawback of X-mode ECH is the need
for very-high-frequency sources, which have yet to be developed. Still, for many present
day experiments that operate at lower fields, existing gyrotron sources do allow second
harmonic X-mode ECH.

15.7.5 Summary
ECH can be a good way to heat a plasma. Both the l = 1 fundamental O mode and the
l = 2 second harmonic X mode lead to essentially complete absorption of the power. The
fraction of power absorbed can be written as
ηh = 1 − e−λ ,
where the absorption coefficient λ is given by
O mode:
v 2 e R0
λ = 0.30 T2e
c
c

at

(15.165)

2
ωpe

2e

2
= ;
3

(15.166)
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X mode:
λ = 3.66

vT2 e e R0
c2 c

at

2
ωpe

2e

= 1.75.

(15.167)

In terms of a reactor the O mode has the disadvantage of a slightly low density limit while
the X mode has the disadvantage of requiring high-frequency sources which have yet to be
developed.

15.8 Ion cyclotron heating (ICH)
ICH is used in many present day tokamaks and will likely play an important role in next
generation experiments and fusion reactors. One reason is the ready availability of highpower, steady state sources at a reasonable cost. A second reason is that ICH heats the
ions directly. This may not be that critical in a reactor since even with electron heating,
electron–ion equilibration is quite good at the high anticipated densities. However, for
lower-density experiments, or even in reactor scenarios where heating to ignition takes
place at low initial densities, too much electron heating could be an issue. The biggest
drawback of ICH is the need for an internal antenna which, as is shown shortly, must be
placed very close to the plasma surface. This leads to technological problems such as arcing
and plasma breakdown. Substantial efforts are being made to improve antenna shielding.
There is a reasonable expectation that satisfactory designs will be available when needed,
for instance, on ITER.
As with ECH, the primary objective of this section is to develop an understanding of
the physics of ICH, leading to an explicit evaluation of the absorption fraction, the critical
parameter for reactor power balance and economics.
Intuitively one might expect it to be very difficult to heat a plasma with RF waves in
the ion cyclotron frequency regime (e.g. typically i = 2.3 × 108 s−1 corresponding to
f i = 36 MHz for deuterium in a reactor). The reason is that ωpe ∼ 8 × 1011 s−1 , implying
ωpe . A plasma tends to reflect waves whose frequency is much lower than the
that i
electron plasma frequency. In fact, for the ion cyclotron O mode this prediction is correct
and such waves cannot penetrate into the plasma – accessibility is very poor. However,
for the ion cyclotron X mode the large anisotropy in plasma properties produced by the
background magnetic field opens up a window of accessibility which, interestingly, does
not have a density limit as found with ECH. This accessibility is indeed a favorable property
that makes heating with ion cyclotron waves a feasible option.
The physics of ICH accessibility is more complicated than that of ECH and in order to keep
the analysis tractable attention is focused solely on the practical situation where waves are
launched from the low-field, outside edge of the plasma. Even so, in order to understand the
relevant issues three separate situations need to be discussed. First, an analysis is presented
of the ICH X mode at the l = 1 fundamental ω = i . It is shown that, in principle, the
accessibility is quite satisfactory. Unfortunately however, the polarization of the wave at
the point of wave–particle resonance is exactly wrong; that is, the wave rotates in exactly
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the opposite direction to the ion motion and thus the plasma–wave coupling vanishes at the
point of resonance. The resulting damping rate is too small for effective absorption.
Recognition of this problem leads to the second area of interest, second harmonic heating
with the ICH X mode at ω = 2 i . The analysis shows that good accessibility persists and
that a reasonable portion of the wave has the proper in-phase polarization for strong wave–
particle resonance. The calculated damping rate is large enough for fully satisfactory heating.
One unfavorable feature is that the damping rate depends sensitively on temperature and
density, and thus is not as robust and reliable as one might like.
A different option that alleviates this lack of robustness is the third area of interest. Fusion
scientists have discovered that a clever way to improve ICH absorption is to add a small population of non-D–T particles to the plasma. The best accessibility and absorption occur when
the cyclotron frequency of the new “minority” species is higher than that of deuterium. Thus
hydrogen with H = 2D and helium-3 with He = (4/3)  D are suitable minority candidates. The idea behind minority heating is to choose the ICH frequency to correspond to the
l = 1 fundamental of the minority species. The difficulty with the “exactly wrong” polarization is overcome since the actual polarization is largely determined by the majority species.
This appealing idea turns out to be not quite correct but even so the analysis shows that
strong heating of the minority species does indeed occur. The minority species then transfers
its energy to the bulk D–T plasma by Coulomb collisions. The calculations show that a 5%
minority of helium-3 produces a substantial absorption of ICH power, sufficient to heat the
plasma to ignition with high efficiency. Absorption using a hydrogen minority is even more
efficient but for practical reasons, discussed shortly, is less desirable than helium-3.
With respect to the analysis itself, the essential features of accessibility are determined by
using the cold plasma dispersion relation assuming that n 2 = 0. As with ECH the absorption
is calculated using the collisionless damping results assuming that n 2 is small but finite. For
X-mode second harmonic heating the final absorption results are independent of n 2 in the
limit n 2 → 0. For minority heating the situation is more complex. It is shown that one cannot
take the limit n 2 → 0 in the absorption calculation due to the appearance of mathematical
singularities. More importantly one does not want to let n 2 → 0 since the analysis shows
that maximum absorption actually occurs for a finite value of n 2 . Assuming finite n 2 thus
maximizes absorption and eliminates the n 2 → 0 problem but then forces one to re-examine
the n 2 = 0 accessibility condition. This re-examination shows that accessibility is only
weakly modified over most of the plasma core but that a small cutoff region always develops
very near the edge of the plasma. It is this cutoff region that forces one to place the antenna
as close to the plasma edge as possible to minimize reflection of the incoming waves.
15.8.1 X-mode fundamental accessibility and polarization
ICH accessibility is easily determined by examining the cold plasma dispersion relation
under the assumption n 2 = 0. The two roots, deduced from Eq. (15.71), reduce to
O mode
n 2⊥ = K  ,
(15.168)
K 2 − K A2
X mode
n 2⊥ = ⊥
.
K⊥
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Simplified forms for the elements in the dielectric tensor are obtained for ICH by making
use of the small electron mass expansion. For typical parameters in a fusion reactor, and in
most present day experiments as well, the following expansion is applicable:
2
ωpe
/ 2e ∼ 1,
2
ωpi
/ 2i ∼ m i /m e ,

ω2 / 2i ∼ 1,

(15.169)

2
ωpe
/ω2 ∼ (m i /m e )2 .

From this ordering one immediately sees that the O-mode dispersion relation reduces to
2
n 2⊥ = −ωpe
/ω2 .

(15.170)

Since n 2⊥ is large and negative, there is no accessibility to the center of the plasma and,
consequently, no further discussion is warranted for the O mode.
Consider now the more interesting X mode, focusing for simplicity on a plasma with only
a single ion species. The dielectric elements K ⊥ and K A are evaluated from Eq. (15.70).
The dominant contribution to K ⊥ , in the context of the mass ratio expansion, arises solely
from the ion term and can be written as
K⊥ = −

2
ωpi

ω2 − 2i

.

(15.171)

The contributions to the anisotropic element K A arise from both the electron and ion terms.
After invoking the charge neutrality condition n e = n i one finds
KA =

2
ωpi
ω
.
i ω2 − 2i

(15.172)

Substitution of these results into Eq. (15.168) leads to the desired dispersion relation
2
n 2⊥ = ωpi
/2i .

(15.173)

Since n 2⊥ > 0 there is good accessibility to the center of the plasma. Furthermore, there is
no density limit as in ECH heating. These two features are highly desirable from the point
of view of ICH.
As an aside, note that the dispersion relation can be rewritten as
2 2
ω2 = k⊥
vA ,

(15.174)

and thus corresponds to the compressional Alfvén wave. Similarly, the O-mode dispersion
relation for n 2 = 0 can be shown to reduce to the shear Alfvén wave: ω2 = k2 vA2 . Since
2
k⊥
k2 for most applications of interest the X mode for ICH, as described by Eq. (15.173),
is usually referred to as the “fast wave” in the literature.
The next and crucial issue to investigate is the polarization of the fast wave at the resonant
surface. The reason is that collisionless cyclotron damping of ions is proportional to the
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amplitude of the left circularly polarized wave (E + ). However, the fast wave that reaches
the resonant surface is, in general, elliptically polarized, containing a combination of both
left (E + ) and right (E − ) circularly polarized waves. The actual fraction of power absorbed
therefore depends upon the ratio of E + /E − . This critical parameter is easily evaluated by
back-substituting into Eq. (15.71). Its value is given by
E+
KA + K⊥
ω − i
=
=
.
E−
KA − K⊥
ω + i

(15.175)

One sees that at the point of fundamental ion cyclotron resonance (ω = i ) the left polarized
damping amplitude E + = 0. In other words just at the point where a left polarized wave
is needed for collisionless damping, its amplitude vanishes. The wave is entirely right
polarized which corresponds to the “exactly wrong” polarization.
There is a small amount of damping slightly off resonance but this is far too weak to be
of interest for heating. The conclusion is that because of the unfortunate vanishing of E +
at the resonant surface, ICH at the fundamental harmonic is not a viable option for heating
a plasma to ignition.

15.8.2 Fast mode second harmonic accessibility
The first idea to overcome the polarization problem for ICH at the fundamental is to switch
to second harmonic heating. Since E + = 0 only at the fundamental resonance, there should
be a finite E + at the second harmonic. As shown below, this is indeed the situation. In
addition the accessibility remains good and there is no density limit. There is, however, a
2 2
disadvantage to ω = 2 i heating in that the damping is reduced by k⊥
rLi .
The analysis presented below considers the problem of accessibility followed by a calculation of the damping coefficient λ. For simplicity the analysis is carried out for a single-ionspecies plasma. Results for a two-ion D–T plasma are discussed at the end of the analysis.
The critical relations determining accessibility for second harmonic ICH are the same
as for the fundamental, the only change being the need to replace ω = i with ω = 2 i .
The expressions for the dispersion relation and the polarization can thus be written as
n 2⊥ =
E+
E−

2
ωpi

,
2i
KA + K⊥
ω − i
1
=
=
= .
KA − K⊥
ω + i
3

(15.176)

The first relation again clearly shows good accessibility. The second relation shows that the
amplitude of the desired left hand polarized wave is 13 that of the right polarized wave. The
2 2
question now is whether the factor of 13 coupled with the k⊥
rLi reduction in damping still
leads to sufficient absorption to make second harmonic ICH a viable option.
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15.8.3 Fast mode second harmonic absorption
The task now is to calculate the spatial damping decrement k⊥i . Once k⊥i is known it is
then straightforward to calculate the absorption coefficient λ and the corresponding heating
efficiency ηh .
The quantity k⊥i is evaluated from Eq. (15.131) as follows: (1) set l = 2 and ω = 2i in
the multiplicative terms; (2) use the second harmonic polarization result
E+
E+
i
=i
=− ;
(15.177)
E 1y
E+ − E−
2
(3) take the small gyro radius limit
d
v2
(15.178)
[be−b I1 (b)] ≈ b = 2n 2⊥ T2i ;
db
c
and (4) substitute the dispersion relation n ⊥ = ωpi / i . A short calculation yields
k⊥i =

3
π 1/2 vT i ωpi
exp(−ζ 2 ),
2 c3 i k

where in the limit of a narrow resonance layer
ω − 2 i (x)
i x
ζ =
≈ −2
.
k vT i
k  v T i R0

(15.179)

(15.180)

As before, x = 0 corresponds to the center of the plasma and the launcher is located at
x = −a ≈ −∞.
Finally, the heating efficiency is again defined as
ηh = 1 − e−λ
with


λ=2

(15.181)

∞

−∞

k⊥i dx.

(15.182)

A short calculation leads to the desired expression for λ which can be written as


π ωpi R0
λ=
(15.183)
βi ,
2
c
where βi = 2µ0 nTi /B02 is the ion beta and all quantities are evaluated at the center of the
3/2
plasma (x = 0). Observe that λ ∼ n i Ti /B02 , showing a strong sensitivity on the plasma
parameters.
In terms of numerical values consider a reactorlike deuterium plasma with an average
density of n = 1.5 × 1020 m−3 , a density peaking factor of n o /n = 43 , and a major radius
of R0 = 5 m. Assume that ohmic heating has raised the average temperature to T i = 3 keV
with a temperature peaking factor of Ti0 /T i = 2. The central magnetic field is B0 = 4.7 T.
With these parameters one finds that λ = 7.6, implying a good absorption efficiency ηh ≈ 1.
This favorable result is somewhat mitigated by the strong sensitivity on plasma parameters,
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implying a lack of robustness in the method. In fact, if one assumes that heating to ignition
follows the more subtle low-density path described in Chapter 14, then for n = 0.3 ×
1020 m−3 , the value of λ is reduced to 0.68, corresponding to ηh = 0.49. This is at best a
marginally satisfactory result.
The results for a 50%–50% D–T reactor are quite similar to those just presented. The
analysis in this case is straightforward, the main difference being the need to include two
ion species in the analysis. Note that for a D–T plasma there are two possibilities for second
harmonic resonance, one at ω = 2 D and the other at ω = 2 T = (4/3) D . The corresponding values of λ are related to the single-species value given by Eq. (15.183) as follows
λDT = 1.00λD
λDT = 0.094λD

ω = 2 D ,
ω = (4/3)D .

(15.184)

Here λD is given by Eq. (15.183) but written in terms of n e , still using deuterium as the
reference fluid:

 
3/2 3/2
ωpD R0
πeµ0 n e0 TD0 R0
3/2 π
λD =
(15.185)
=
2
βD .
1/2
2
c
m D B02
The factor 23/2 appears because for a D–T plasma n D = n e /2.
Observe that the damping is smaller for second harmonic T than for second harmonic D
by an order of magnitude. This is largely a consequence of poorer polarization. Even so,
this should not really matter since in principle one can simply use ICH at second harmonic
D to achieve a high heating efficiency. However, it is the strong density and temperature
dependence that provides the motivation to seek a more robust alternative, particularly at
low-density operation.

15.8.4 Fast wave minority accessibility
An interesting idea suggested by the RF heating community to improve ICH is to add a small
minority of a non D–T species to the plasma. The wave frequency is chosen to produce
wave–particle resonance at the fundamental of the minority. The hope is that the gain
2 2
achieved by eliminating the k⊥
rLi factor at the fundamental will compensate the reduction
in collisionless absorption associated with the small density of minority particles.
At first glance, the problem with the “wrong polarization” at the fundamental would seem
to be mitigated based on the idea that the actual polarization should be dominated by the
majority species. Therefore, as long as the cyclotron frequency of the minority species is
different from that of the majority species, a substantial component of left polarized wave
should be present at the minority cyclotron frequency. This idea is not quite correct. The
analysis shows that at both the majority and minority cyclotron frequencies, the polarization
is exactly wrong: E + = 0 at ω = major and ω = minor . However, the polarization changes
very rapidly near the minority cyclotron frequency and as a result there is substantial
damping near, but not exactly at, the resonant frequency.
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A further point demonstrated in the analysis is that it is desirable for the minority species
to have a higher cyclotron frequency than the majority species. This property allows good
accessibility to the resonant layer from a low-field launch. The implication is that either
hydrogen (H = 2D ) or helium-3 (He = 4 D /3) would be a suitable minority species.
For simplicity, the analysis below is carried out for a single-species deuterium plasma
with a hydrogen minority. Results are also presented for a D–T plasma with a hydrogen or
helium-3 minority. The analysis, even in the simple model under consideration, is somewhat
complicated, involving a wave-particle resonance layer, a wave cutoff, and a wave resonance.
Furthermore, it is shown that substantial damping occurs only for small but finite values of
k . This recognition forces a re-examination of accessibility, relaxing the assumption that
n 2 = 0 in the cold plasma dispersion relation. The main consequence is that there always
exists an additional narrow cutoff region near the launcher. This imposes the important
practical constraint that the launching antenna be situated as close as possible to the edge
of the plasma to avoid a large edge reflection of wave energy.
Finally, it is worth noting that the analysis presented here represents only one of many
options possible for minority heating. In general, kinetic effects and plasma inhomogeneities
must be included to obtain accurate answers for these other minority options. Still, the particular analysis presented here describes one of the main options for using ICH in reactors
and next generation ignition experiments.
The analysis begins with a discussion of accessibility. The dispersion relation is again
calculated from the cold plasma model assuming initially that n 2 = 0. For a two-species
plasma consisting of deuterium (the majority species) and hydrogen (the minority species)
the elements of the dielectric tensor in the frequency regime ω ∼ D are given by
K⊥ = −

2
ωpD

ω2 − 2D

−

2
ωpH

ω2 − 2H

,

2
2
ωpD
ωpH
ω
ω
KA =
+
.
D ω2 − 2D
H ω2 − 2H

(15.186)

These expressions can be simplified by noting that for most of the terms one can set ω = H
and ignore the spatial dependence of the magnetic field. Only in those terms that explicitly
contain the factor ω − H is the spatial variation of B important. Such terms are singled
out and left unchanged. Then K ⊥ and K A further simplify to

2 
ωpD
2ξ − 3
K⊥ ≈ − 2
,
6ξ
D
(15.187)

2 
ωpD
4ξ − 3
KA ≈ 2
.
6ξ
D
Here,
ξ (x) = −

ω − H (x) n D
∼1
D (0) n H

(15.188)
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Figure 15.22 Dispersion relation for ICH hydrogen minority heating in a deuterium plasma for
the case ωpD (0)/D (0) = (m D /m e )1/2 , ε = 13 , n = 0, and n H /n D = 0.05. Note that there is good
accessibility from the launcher to the center of the plasma. A little further in there is a narrow cutoff
region.

is a function that measures the small deviation away from hydrogen cyclotron resonance
multiplied by the large density ratio factor, n D /n H
1. Note that exact hydrogen cyclotron
resonance occurs at ξ = 0. In the analysis that follows it will be convenient to express all
quantities in terms of ξ .
The simplified expressions for K ⊥ and K A lead to the following cold plasma dispersion
relation:

2 
ωpD
ξ −1
K ⊥2 − K A2
2
n⊥ =
.
(15.189)
= 2
K⊥
D ξ − 3/2
Accessibility can now be investigated by noting that in the vicinity of the hydrogen
cyclotron resonance
nD x
ξ (x) ≈ 2
,
(15.190)
n H R0
where B = B0 (R0 /R) ≈ B0 (1 + x/R0 ) with x = 0 corresponding to the center of the
plasma and x = −a corresponding to the location of the launcher. Good accessibility
requires that n 2⊥ > 0 for ξ < 0. An examination of Eq. (15.189) indicates that this requirement is indeed satisfied.
A further examination shows somewhat complicated behavior just beyond the resonance
on the high-field side of the plasma. As shown in Fig. 15.22 a wave cutoff occurs at
ξ = 1, followed by a wave resonance at ξ = 32 . These points are quite close to the resonant
surface as can be seen by converting to real coordinates: x/a = (2/ε) (n H /n D ) ξ
1 for
low minority concentrations. The impact of the cutoff and resonance is discussed shortly.
For the moment readers should assume that there is good accessibility to the wave-particle
resonant surface ξ = 0.
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Consider now the question of the polarization. The goal is to determine under what
conditions there is a substantial left polarized wave at the resonant surface. A straightforward
calculation shows that
E+
KA + K⊥
=
E−
KA − K⊥
(ω + H ) + (n H /n D ) (ω + D )
=
(ω − H ) + (n H /n D ) (ω − D )
≈



(ω − D ) (ω − H )
(ω + D ) (ω + H )

1 ξ
.
3ξ −1



(15.191)

The exact form shows that E + = 0 at both fundamental resonant frequencies, ω = D and
ω = H . The polarization is exactly wrong at both frequencies. The simpler approximate
form focuses on the minority species and thus shows the wrong polarization only at the
minority resonance ξ = 0. However, the simpler form also shows that the polarization
becomes favorable just a short distance away; that is, E + /E − ∼ 1 for ξ ∼ 1. It is this rapid
increase in the desired left hand polarization away from exact resonance that leads to a
substantial collisionless absorption.

15.8.5 Fast wave minority absorption
The calculation of the ICH minority absorption coefficient is similar to previous calculations. One evaluates k⊥i from the collisionless damping results given by Eq. (15.131)
and then integrates over the resonant layer to determine the damping coefficient λ and the
corresponding heating efficiency ηh .
The value of k⊥i for the l = 1 fundamental hydrogen resonance is calculated as follows.
First, set ω = H = 2D in all the multiplicative terms. Second, note that in the vicinity
of the minority cyclotron resonance, the wave polarization implies that
E+
E+
ξ
=i
=i
.
E 1y
E+ − E−
3 − 2ξ

(15.192)

Third, take the small gyro radius limit
d
[be−b I0 (b)] ≈ 1.
db

(15.193)

Fourth, substitute n ⊥ from the dispersion relation by Eq. (15.189). After a short calculation
one obtains
ξ 2 e−ζ
π 1/2 n H ωpD D
,
2 n D ck vT H (ξ − 3/2)3/2 (ξ − 1)1/2
2

k⊥i =

(15.194)
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where
ζ (x) =

ω − H (x)
H (0) x
x
≈−
=− ,
k vT H
k  v T H R0
ζ

ω − H (x) n D
nD x
x
ξ (x) = −
≈2
=
.
D (0) n H
n H R0
ξ

(15.195)

Observe that two different small scale lengths enter the analysis. The first is ξ = (1/2)
(n H /n D )R0 , representing the distance between the wave-particle resonant surface and the
cutoff surface. The second is ζ = R0 k vT H / H , representing the finite width of the absorption layer due to the Doppler broadening associated with a small but finite k .
To proceed further it is useful to introduce a new dimensionless wave number equal to
the ratio of these two small scale lengths:
k̂ =

ζ
ξ

=2

n D k vT H
.
n H H

(15.196)

This leads to the following expression for the damping coefficient:
2


k̂2 ζ 2 e−ζ
π 1/2 n H ωpD R0 ∞
λ = 2 k⊥i dx =
dζ. (15.197)
3/2 (k̂ ζ + 1)1/2
2 nD c
−∞ (k̂ ζ + 3/2)

After this substantial amount of algebra one is now faced with two difficulties as alluded
to earlier. Specifically, (1) the integral appears to diverge because of the singularity in the
denominator of the integrand at k̂ ζ = − 32 and (2) there are regions where the integrand
becomes imaginary. It should be emphasized that these difficulties cannot be resolved in
the context of the cold plasma model. A kinetic treatment is needed.
The results of such a kinetic treatment show that the singular, unphysical behavior is
eliminated and that strong absorption occurs for k̂ ζ
1. The regime k̂ ζ
1 corresponds
to the situation where the Doppler broadened absorption layer is much larger than the gap
between resonance and cutoff. In this regime the cold plasma model can reproduce the
kinetic results by (1) assuming that k̂ ζ
1 in Eq. (15.197) and (2) simply ignoring the
cutoff and resonance in the denominator. The physical reason why this works is associated
with the narrowness of the cutoff–resonance gap. The narrow gap implies that very little
energy is reflected at the cutoff and very little energy is mode converted at the resonance.
Thus, the integrated contribution to the power absorption across the gap is small and can
be ignored.
The result of this approximation is a simplified form of the integral which can be written
as
2
 ∞
 ∞
k̂2 ζ 2 e−ζ
2
lim
dζ →
e−ζ dζ = π 1/2 .
(15.198)
3/2
1/2
k̂ →∞ −∞ (k̂ ζ + 3/2)
(k̂ ζ + 1)
−∞
The desired final form of the damping coefficient is now given by
λ=

π ωpD R0 n H
.
2 c nD

(15.199)
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For n D = 1.5 × 1020 m−3 , R0 = 5 m, and n H /n D = 0.05 the damping coefficient has the
value 15.0, implying that the efficiency ηh = 1 − exp (−λ) ≈ 1. This is clearly a favorable
result. Furthermore, unlike second harmonic heating the damping rate is independent of temperature and only weakly dependent on density: λ ∝ n 1/2 . Thus, even along the low-density
evolution to ignition described in Chapter 14, the value of λ for a fixed n H /n D = 0.05 and
n D = 0.3 × 1020 m−3 is only slightly reduced to λ = 6.7, again corresponding to ηh ≈ 1.
Another point of interest is that the hydrogen minority resonance condition at the fundamental (ω = H ) coincides with second harmonic heating of deuterium (ω = 2D ).
Consequently, the total damping is actually the sum of the two separate conditions. In other
words, Eq. (15.199) should be replaced by


π ωpD R0 n H
λ=
(15.200)
+ βD .
2 c
nD
There is one further issue to consider. Since efficient minority damping requires k̂ ζ
1,
it is of importance to re-examine the effect of a small but finite k on accessibility. As an
example assume that k̂ = 1, a value just on the border of satisfying the k̂ ζ
1 condition.
For the numerical example above, this translates into a value k = 10.5 m−1 and a corresponding value n  = 7.0. In the center of the plasma n ⊥ = 50.5, so that the approximation
n 2
n 2⊥ is well satisfied. However, a difficulty arises at the edge of the plasma where the
plasma density vanishes. Near the edge the dispersion relation reduces to the vacuum limit
n 2⊥ = 1 − n 2 ≈ −n 2 < 0. The wave is damped just as it enters the plasma.
The effect can be quantified by returning to the n 2 = 0 cold plasma dispersion relation
2
given by Eq. (15.72). For ICH frequencies the dielectric element K  ≈ −ωpe
/ω2 is enormous compared to all other elements. This fact can be exploited to obtain a simple factoring
of the dispersion relation. The branch corresponding to the fast wave is given by
n 2⊥ ≈ −

(K ⊥ + K A − n 2 )(K ⊥ − K A − n 2 )
C
=
.
B
K ⊥ − n 2

(15.201)

This function, when plotted against distance into the plasma for the case n  = 7, looks
virtually identical to Fig. 15.22, which is the same curve except that n  = 0. However, if
one focuses on the region near the launcher, as shown in Fig. 15.23, a narrow cutoff region
appears just as the wave enters the plasma. Equation (15.201) implies that the cutoff region
ends above a critical density after which the wave begins to propagate. The cutoff boundary
is defined by the condition K ⊥ + K A = n 2 and can be written as
2
ωpD
> 3n 2 2D .

(15.202)

For the numerical example above, this condition reduces to the relatively low requirement
n 20 > 0.087. In addition, there is a vacuum gap between the actual launcher surface and
the plasma edge, which also has n 2⊥ ≈ −n 2 < 0, thereby extending the cutoff region. The
practical implication is that the antenna surface must be placed as close to the plasma surface
as possible to avoid a large reflection of the entering wave.
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Figure 15.23 Expanded view of the ICH hydrogen minority dispersion relation near the launcher for
n  = 0 and n  = 7. Observe that a finite n  creates a narrow cutoff region near the launcher.

On a related practical point, note that even for second harmonic ICH n  will likely be
finite because of the finite structure of the port and the launcher. Here, though, finite n  is
a consequence of practicality but not a requirement arising from the plasma physics. For
minority heating, the plasma physics requires a finite n  for energy absorption.
The final topic of interest is the extension of minority heating results to a D–T plasma.
A similar calculation to the one just presented shows that the damping coefficients for a
hydrogen minority and a helium-3 minority are given by


nH
λH = λM 1.7
ω =  H = 2 D ,
+ 2.0βD ,
ne
(15.203)


n He
λHe = λM 0.5
+ 0.19βT , ω = He = 2T ,
ne
where
λM =


1/2 1/2
π eµ0 n e R0
1/2 π ωpD R0
=
2
.
1/2
2
2 c
mD

(15.204)

Here, the second harmonic heating contributions due to deuterium for the hydrogen minority
case and tritium for the helium-3 minority case have been added.
For typical parameters, both minorities produce a stronger absorption than the corresponding second harmonic damping. A hydrogen minority produces the larger damping
coefficient. However, the helium-3 minority coefficient is also substantial. Both minority
damping coefficients are comparable to the value λ ≈ 15 for the simple case of a deuterium
plasma with a hydrogen minority. Helium-3 is usually the favored choice for a practical
reason not connected with heating. In general, one does not want either helium-3 or hydrogen in the plasma once it has been ignited. At ignition the minorities act like unwanted
impurities diluting the fusion reactions. While helium-3 can be readily pumped out of the
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plasma it is very difficult practically to purge the discharge of all hydrogen. Thus, helium-3
is the favored minority species.

15.8.6 Summary
ICH is an effective way to heat a plasma to ignition. There are two basic approaches. First,
one can utilize second harmonic heating of either deuterium or tritium. Second, one can
use minority heating with either hydrogen or helium-3 serving as the minority species,
with helium-3 being the favored choice for practical reasons. For reactor-like parameters
minority heating is more effective and 5% helium-3 leads to full absorption of power.
The fraction of power absorbed can be written as
ηh = 1 − e−λ ,
where the damping coefficients λ for the various options are


π ωpD R0 n H
λ=
D + H,
+ βD
2 c
nD


π ωpD R0
nH
λH = 21/2
D–T + H,
+ 2.0βD
1.7
2 c
ne


π ωpD R0
n He
λHe = 21/2
D–T + He3 .
+ 0.19βT
0.5
2 c
ne

(15.205)

(15.206)

In terms of reactor desirability, ICH has the advantage of readily available RF power at
a reasonable cost. The main disadvantage is the need to place the antenna as close to the
plasma edge as possible to minimize the effects of the edge cutoff region.

15.9 Lower hybrid current drive (LHCD)
15.9.1 Overview
The last major topic of the chapter involves non-inductive current drive, a necessity for the
achievement of steady state operation in most fusion configurations. All of the previously
discussed auxiliary heating methods (neutral beams, ECH, and ICH) can be modified to
drive a steady state current. This section, however, focuses on a different method known as
LHCD.
There are several reasons for this choice. First, in almost all situations of interest LHCD
has the highest current-drive efficiency, defined as the number of amperes driven per watt of
auxiliary power. Second, LHCD is very effective in driving off-axis currents, an important
requirement for matching the natural bootstrap profiles and for establishing transport barriers
at large minor radii, where they are most needed. Finally, the physics of LHCD is of scientific
interest in its own right, representing a very clever way to solve a difficult problem.
The basic idea of LHCD is to launch RF waves into the plasma from the low-field side
with a strongly asymmetric spectrum in k . See Fig. 15.24. With such a spectrum, the
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Figure 15.24 Fourier spectrum of the electric field energy for: the case of (a) current drive (asymmetric)
and (b) heating (symmetric).

waves travel predominantly in one direction around the torus (against the direction of the
ohmic current flow). For LHCD the wave frequency is typically between the electron and
ion cyclotron frequencies: i
ω
e . In this frequency range there is no cyclotron
damping. However, for appropriately chosen parameters there can be a strong l = 0 Landau
wave-particle resonance (at ω = k v ) acting on the electrons. At this resonance the electrons absorb energy from the wave. If the spectrum is asymmetric, there is also a net transfer
of momentum to the electrons. This is in contrast to a heating spectrum, which is typically
symmetric in k and consequently imparts no net momentum to the electrons; that is, electrons with ±v absorb equal but opposite momentum at ω = ±k v . For an asymmetric
spectrum the gain in electron momentum corresponds to a net toroidal electron fluid flow,
or equivalently a net toroidal current. This is the desired current in “current drive.”
Note that one must continually supply RF power to sustain the driven current. The reason
is that the heating up of slow electrons and the slowing down of fast electrons produces
a distortion of the distribution function away from a Maxwellian in the vicinity of the
resonant velocity. Specifically, the distribution function becomes flattened near v = ω/k
as has been shown in Fig. 15.15. Coulomb collisions act to restore the distribution function
to a Maxwellian, reducing the current drive to zero. Only by continually driving the system
with auxiliary power can the asymmetry in the distribution function and the corresponding
current drive be maintained. The ratio of the driven current to the auxiliary power required
to sustain the current is the critical parameter defining the efficiency of current drive. The
analysis presented in this section shows that typically for LHCD the current-drive efficiency
ηCD ≡ driven current/auxiliary power ∼ 0.05 A/W.
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A subtle plasma physics point worth noting concerns the mechanism for driving current.The electrons involved in LHCD are shown to be those with velocities satisfying
> 3vT e . They are somewhat out on the tail of the distribution function. As they heat and
v ∼
absorb momentum these electrons tend to enhance the tail of the distribution function as
compared to a pure Maxwellian. Now, recall that the Coulomb collision frequency scales
as νei ∼ 1/v3 . Therefore, since most of the current is carried by electrons with a higher v ,
the Coulomb frictional drag is reduced, implying that there is less friction trying to restore
the distribution function to a Maxwellian. The conclusion is that less power is required to
sustain the current drive (i.e., the efficiency is higher) than one might have expected based
solely on the classical collisional frequency ν ei .
Also worth mentioning is the fact that the actual numerical value of ηCD is a strong function
of the density and temperature profiles and as a result there is no single, universal constant,
determined from first principles, multiplying the scaling functions. Consequently, while
the numerical value of ηCD calculated in this section is plausible in terms of experimental
observations, it should, nevertheless, be viewed only as a representative value.
The analysis itself is not too difficult, although it requires a considerable number of steps.
A useful way to think about the problem is to assume that the plasma in a fusion reactor has
been heated to the desired ignited state. Thus the temperature, density, and magnetic field
profiles are known quantities. The task now is to design an LHCD system capable of driving
a specified amount of non-inductive current to create steady state operation. Specifically,
one wants to determine the following properties of the LHCD system: (1) the current drive
efficiency ηCD , (2) the amplitude and radial profile of the driven current JCD (r ), (3) the
amplitude and radial profile of the lower hybrid power deposition SLH (r ), (4) the frequency
of the lower hybrid waves ω, and (5) the parallel wave number of the lower hybrid
waves k .
As with RF heating, accessibility of lower hybrid waves to the region of interest is
determined by the cold plasma dispersion relation. For LHCD it is crucial to keep n  = 0.
The absorption of lower hybrid power by the Landau wave-particle resonance is readily
deduced from the collisionless damping analysis already carried out.
Interestingly, for reactor-like parameters the damping is so strong that most of the lower
hybrid power is absorbed in a relatively narrow penetration layer near the plasma edge,
implying that current can only be driven at values of r not too different from a. It is
fortunate that the goal is to drive off-axis current, since strong Landau damping would not
allow LHCD to be effective near the axis.
Lastly, the calculation of the driven current is carried out by a straightforward extension
of the collisionless damping analysis to include the transfer of momentum as well as energy.
A simple plasma momentum balance then determines the amplitude and profile of the driven
current in terms of the wave properties.
The main conclusion from the analysis is that the current-drive efficiency is typically of
order ηCD ∼ 0.05, which, while higher than for other current-drive schemes, is still too low
to economically drive all of the current in a tokamak reactor. This is the reason why the
bootstrap current is so important.
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15.9.2 Lower hybrid accessibility
The analysis begins with a discussion of lower hybrid wave propagation and accessibility.
The relevant results are obtained from the cold plasma dispersion relation assuming a
frequency between the two cyclotron frequencies and a finite parallel wave number. With
a finite n  the wave has a combination of O-mode and X-mode electric field components,
although it is the E  component associated with the O mode that is responsible for the
Landau damping and current drive.
In carrying out the analysis it is useful to treat the mass ratio m e /m i as a small parameter
in order to understand the basic scaling relations and to determine which terms must be kept
and which can be neglected. The basic ordering that defines lower hybrid wave propagation
in a plasma with reactor-like parameters is as follows:
ωpe / e ∼ ωpi /ω ∼ n  ∼ 1,
ωpi / i ∼ ω/i ∼ e /ω ∼ n ⊥ ∼ (m i /m e )1/2

1.

(15.207)

Under this ordering scheme the elements of the dielectric tensor reduce to
K⊥ = 1 +
KA =

2
ωpe

2
ωpe

2e

−

2
ωpi

ω2

∼ 1,

∼ (m i /m e )1/2 ,
ω e
2
ωpe
K  = − 2 ∼ m i /m e .
ω

(15.208)

These results are substituted into the general solution for the cold plasma dispersion relation
given by Eq. (15.72), leading to the following expression for n 2⊥ :

1/2 



2
2 2
2
K
K
K
K
4K

⊥
A
n 2 − K ⊥ + A ±
. (15.209)
n 2⊥ = −
n 2 − K ⊥ + A +

2K ⊥ 
K
K
K
The interesting branch for LHCD corresponds to the + sign for the square root. This choice
results in the larger value for n 2⊥ corresponding to the smaller value of ω/k⊥ . Consequently,
the lower hybrid wave is often referred to as the “slow wave” in the literature.
The task now is to analyze the somewhat complicated looking expression given in
Eq. (15.209) to determine the conditions for accessibility. If one keeps in mind that K  < 0,
then there are two requirements for good accessibility (i.e., n 2⊥ > 0). First, K ⊥ must be
positive everywhere in the region of interest in order to prevent the occurrence of a wave
resonance, which if present opens up to an evanescent region where n 2⊥ < 0. Avoiding this
problem requires that ω be above a critical value. Second, the expression under the square
root can become negative unless n 2 is sufficiently large. For too small a value of n 2 , a
mode conversion layer forms, where the slow wave is converted to a fast wave which then
propagates back to the launcher. In other words there is no accessibility beyond the mode
conversion layer. Lastly, it should be noted that once n 2 is chosen to avoid mode conversion,
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this implies that the first term in the curly brackets in Eq. (15.209) is automatically positive.
Thus, a combination of high ω and large n 2 is required for good accessibility.
These conditions are now quantified as follows. The condition K ⊥ > 0 can be written as
2
ω2 > ωLH
(xr ) ≡

2
(xr )
ωpi
2 (x )/ 2
1 + ωpe
r
e

(15.210)

or equivalently
2
(xr )/ 2e
ωpe
ω2
>
.
2 (x )/ 2
e i
1 + ωpe
r
e

(15.211)

Here, ωLH (x) is the local lower hybrid frequency along the midplane. The resonant radius
xr can lie anywhere in the range −a ≤ xr ≤ a. The distance a − |xr | corresponds to the
penetration depth of the wave from the launching structure at x = −a into the plasma
before reaching the lower hybrid resonance (neglecting the effects of Landau damping).
For the moment, readers should assume that xr is an unknown quantity to be determined
from the analysis. Also, it is not essential to maintain the 1/R toroidal dependence in the
magnetic field. This allows e and i to be treated as constants.
Consider next the sign of the term under the square root. The analysis is somewhat
involved. To begin note that a straightforward calculation shows that the condition for this
term to be positive can be written as

1/2 2

K A2
1/2
2
n > K⊥ + −
.
(15.212)
K
After substituting for the elements of the dielectric tensor one obtains
n 2 > [(1 − γ X )1/2 + X 1/2 ]2 ,
2
X (x) = ωpe
(x)/ 2e ,

Y = ω2 / e i ,

(15.213)

γ = (1 − Y ) /Y.
This function has a maximum in space (i.e., ∂n 2 /∂ X = 0) at a radius xm corresponding
to a density
X (xm ) =

Y2
,
1−Y

(15.214)

which can be rewritten as
2
ωpe
(xm )

2e

=

(ω2 / e i )2
.
1 − ω2 / e i

(15.215)

Furthermore, it can be shown that this maximum always occurs somewhere between the
2
(xr ). That is, the maximum
launcher and the lower hybrid resonance radius where ω2 = ωLH
lies in the region where the wave is propagating: |xr | < |xm | < a. This is shown graphically
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Figure 15.25 Curves of frequency vs. density. The lower curve is the boundary to avoid the wave
resonance that occurs at K ⊥ = 0. The upper curve corresponds to the minimum n  required to avoid
an evanescent layer.

in Fig. 15.25, in which two curves of Y vs. X are plotted. The first corresponds to ω2 =
2
ωLH
, which transforms to Y = X/ (1 + X ). One must be above this curve to avoid the
wave resonance. The second curve corresponds to Eq. (15.214). Observe that as stated the
maximum always lies in the region between the launcher and the resonant surface.
Based on this analysis, it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition on n 2 can be
obtained by substituting the maximizing value of X into Eq. (15.213), yielding
n 2 > n 2crit ≡

1
1−

ω2 / 

e i

.

(15.216)

This is the desired result.
How does one now choose proper values for ω and n  ? The choice is not obvious . Clearly
ω and n  must be chosen so that there is good accessibility over the entire region of interest,
which for the moment is assumed to be the region between the launcher and the center of
the plasma: n 2⊥ > 0 for a > |x| > 0. There is also a second constraint that requires that n 2
be as small as possible. This constraint is based on the fact (to be derived shortly) that the
current-drive efficiency is maximized when n 2 is minimized. Since n 2 > n 2crit to avoid the
mode conversion layer the best that one can do is to set n 2 = n 2crit .
The simplest approach that satisfies both requirements is to choose the frequency such
that the lower hybrid resonance occurs at the center of the plasma, (i.e., xr = 0) and to set n 2
slightly above the critical value. With these choices it follows that n 2⊥ > 0 for a > |x| > 0.
The difficulty with this approach is that a strong non-linear, parametric-decay wave damping,
not included in the analysis, occurs well before the launched wave reaches the center of the
plasma.
A better approach that avoids this problem and does not lead to a large penalty in increased
2
n  is to choose a slightly higher frequency such that the mode conversion layer occurs at the
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center of the plasma (i.e., xm = 0). As before, n 2 is chosen to be slightly above the critical
value. For these choices, the launched waves propagate to the center of the plasma without
encountering a mode conversion layer, the lower hybrid resonance, or significant non-linear
damping. There is good accessibility.
This would seem to resolve the choice for ω and n  but there is one further subtlety.
When Landau damping is included, it is shown that for reactorlike parameters the waves
do not penetrate to the center of the plasma but only to some intermediate and as yet
undetermined radius xc . The above conclusions are still valid except that for an optimized
result one should choose the frequency such that xm = xc rather than xm = 0. However,
since the density profile is usually reasonably flat, one does not lose too much current-drive
efficiency by using the simpler choice xm = 0. This simpler assumption is made in the
remainder of the analysis.
The points just raised with respect to the choice of n 2 are elucidated by means of a
graphical illustration of the dispersion relation, Eq. (15.209). Figure 15.26 shows three
2
curves of n 2⊥ vs. ωpe
/ 2e , characterized by three different values of n 2 : n 21 < n 22 < n 23 . The
value of n 22 corresponds to n 22 = n 2crit , the critical situation. The frequency is chosen so that
for case (2) the n  =n crit mode conversion surface occurs at the center of the plasma: xm = 0.
The value of ω is then held fixed for the other two cases. To be specific, the parameters for
n 22 = n 2crit and ω22 / e i are determined by Eqs. (15.215) and (15.216), and are given by
ω22
2
2
=
=
√ ≈ 0.618,
e i
1 + [1 + 4/α]1/2
1+ 5
√
5+1
[1 + 4/α]1/2 + 1
2
n 2 =
=√
≈ 2.618,
1/2
−
1
+
4/α]
[1
5−1

(15.217)

2
(0) / 2e with α = 1 the value used for each of the curves.
where α ≡ ωpe
Observe the sensitivity of the results to the value of n 2 . A small decrease to n 2 1 =
0.995n 2crit results in a substantial mode conversion region where the mode does not propagate. Similarly, for n 2 3 = 1.005n 2crit the fast and slow wave are well separated and have
good accessibility to the center of the plasma.
The final point worth noting is that Eq. (15.216) requires that n 2 > 1, implying that
2
n ⊥ = 1 − n 2 < 0 at the edge of the plasma where the density vanishes. Consequently, as
for ICH, there is a small cutoff region near the edge of the plasma that the waves must tunnel
through. One is again forced to place the launcher near the plasma edge to avoid excessive
wave reflection.
In summary, the lower hybrid slow wave has good accessibility up to the center of the
plasma if ω = ω3 and n  = n 3 . These are the values chosen in the analysis of lower hybrid
power absorption and current drive.

15.9.3 Slow wave power absorption
As the lower hybrid slow wave propagates into the plasma two important wave-particle
resonant phenomena occur. First, under the action of an asymmetric n  spectrum, electrons
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Figure 15.26 Dispersion relation for the fast and slow lower hybrid waves for the cases: (a) n  =
0.995n crit , (b) n = n crit , and (c) n = 1.005ncrit .
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acquire net momentum from the collisionless Landau resonance, producing the desired
current drive. Second, the wave-particle resonance also produces Landau damping of the
wave amplitude. Clearly current drive can only occur in the outer portion of the plasma
where the wave amplitude has not as yet been damped. For reactorlike parameters, it is
shown that this outer region is relatively narrow, a consequence of the fact that Landau
damping is very strong near the plasma edge.
The purpose of this subsection is to present a derivation of the damping distance.
Specifically, as the wave propagates from the outside edge into the plasma its amplitude
has the form
  x

 2
 E  = E 2 exp[−λ(x)] = E 2 exp −2
k⊥i dx .
(15.218)
z


−a

The goal is to evaluate λ(x) and to then determine the critical penetration distance xc
corresponding to λ(xc ) ≈ 3. Beyond this point the wave is for all practical purposes
completely damped and no further current can be driven.
In this connection it is worth pointing out one important difference between Landau damping and cyclotron damping. Cyclotron damping is confined to a narrow layer of the plasma
centered about the local cyclotron resonance x = x (or its harmonics): ω = l  (x ).
Landau damping, on the other hand, occurs continuously over the entire profile as the wave
propagates into the plasma and approaches a maximum when ω ∼ k vTe . This fact complicates the mathematical details of the analysis but does not alter the conceptual understanding
of the physics.
The analysis proceeds along the by now familiar path of first calculating k⊥i = SL /2P⊥
and then integrating over x to determine the damping coefficient λ (x). For lower hybrid
waves the collisionless absorption arises from the generalized Landau damping relation
given by Eq. (15.133). In the expression for SL one sets l = 0 and takes the small gyro
radius limit e−b I0 (b) ≈ 1. The Poynting vector P⊥ can be simplified by eliminating the
magnetic field in terms of the electric field using Faraday’s law, yielding
1
∗
P⊥ =
)E  + n ⊥ |E 1y |2 ].
(15.219)
[(n ⊥ E ∗ − n  E 1x
2µ0 c
The quantities E 1x and E 1y are expressed in terms of E  by means of the dispersion relation
matrix given by Eq. (15.71):
K
n ⊥ E  − n  E 1x =
E,
n⊥
(15.220)
K A (n 2⊥ − K  )
E 1y = i
E
.

n 3⊥ n 
Substitution of these relations leads to an intermediate form of k⊥i which can be written as
k⊥i = π 1/2

2
n ⊥ ωpe

ωc

ω
ζ =
.
k vT e

!

ζ 3 e−ζ

2

2

K  + K A2 n 2⊥ − K  /n 4⊥ n 2

",
(15.221)
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The required result is then obtained by substituting for the various quantities in Eq. (15.221),
a task made simpler by the introduction of several normalized parameters:
ω̂ = ω/ (e i )1/2 ,

(15.222)

2
(0) / 2e .
α = ωpe

In the analysis that follows it is algebraically convenient to express all relationships in
terms of the normalized frequency ω̂ rather than the normalized density α. Thus, the LHCD
choices for ω and n  lead to
ω̂4
,
1 − ω̂2
1
n 2 =
.
1 − ω̂2

α=

(15.223)

The next step in the normalization procedure is to note that in order to evaluate λ(x) one
must specify profiles for the density and temperature. The normalized density N (x) and
temperature τ (x) are defined by
2
(x)/2e = α N (x),
ωpe

ω2 /k2 vT2 e (x) = ζ 2 (x) = ζ02 /τ (x),
ζ02

=ω

2

/k2 vT2 e (0)

=c

2

(15.224)

/n 2 vT2 e (0).

The functions N (x) and τ (x) lie in the ranges 0 ≤ N ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 respectively.
The last quantity needed is n 2⊥ . A short calculation shows that
 1/2
ω̂2
mi
n⊥ = −
.
(15.225)
me
1 − ω̂2
The minus sign in front of the right hand side is the consequence of the direction of energy
flow. A calculation of Vg⊥ shows that the group velocity and the phase velocity have opposite
signs, implying that the slow wave is a “backward wave.” Thus, in order for energy to
propagate into the plasma one must choose the negative sign for n ⊥ : n ⊥ = −(n 2⊥ )1/2 .
With these normalizations it is straightforward to evaluate K ⊥ , K A , K  . The results are
then substituted in Eq. (15.221) leading to the desired form for k⊥i :
e ω̂3
ζ 3 e−ζ
,
2
c 1 − ω̂ (1 − N ) D
2

k⊥i = π 1/2

(15.226)

D = 1 + (1 − ω̂ )N + (1 − ω̂ ) N .
4

2 2

2

The information necessary to calculate λ (x) is now available. All that is required is a
specification of the profiles and evaluation of the integral determining λ(x). A reasonable
choice for the profiles is
τ (ρ) = 1 − ρ 2 ,
N (ρ) = 1 − ρ 6 ,

(15.227)
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where ρ = x/a and −1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. The temperature peaking factor has the usual value
T (0)/T = 2. The density profile is flatter, also in accordance with experimental observations, and its peaking factor has the value n(0)/n = 4/3.
If these profiles and a change of integration variables ρ 2 = 1 − 1/y are substituted into
Eq. (15.226), then the expression for the damping coefficient reduces to
λ(y) = π 1/2

I (y) =

ζ03

e a ω̂2
I (y),
c 1 − ω̂2
∞

y

(15.228)

y 3 e−ζ0 y dy
.
(y − 1)7/2 D
2

The complicated integral I (y) can be evaluated reasonably accurately by making two
approximations based on the fact that for typical reactor parameters e a/c ∼ 5 × 103
1
and ζ0 ∼ 2. The first approximation assumes that ζ02
1, which is a reasonable, although
not highly accurate approximation. The second approximation follows from the shape of
the density profile, which is quite flat out to large radii, allowing one to set N ≈ 1 in the
expression for D with only a small error. Under these assumptions the integral I (yc ) and
the damping coefficient λ(yc ) simplify to
 ∞ 3 −ζ 2 y
2
ζ03
ζ0
yc3 e−ζ0 yc
y e 0 dy
I (yc ) ≈
lim
≈
(15.229)
3 − 2ω̂2 ζ0 →∞ yc (y − 1)7/2
(3 − 2ω̂2 ) (yc − 1)7/2
and
λ (yc ) = π

ω̂2
ζ0 yc3 e−ζ0 yc
= 3.
c (1 − ω̂2 )(3 − 2ω̂2 ) (yc − 1)7/2
2

1/2 e a

(15.230)

Equation (15.230) should be viewed as a transcendental equation for yc . Its solution
and consequences are perhaps best illustrated by means of a practical numerical example
corresponding to typical reactor parameters: B0 = 4.7 T, a = 2 m, Tk (0) = 2T k = 30, and
n 20 (0) = (4/3)n 20 = 2. For these parameters it follows that α = 0.93, ω̂2 = 0.61 (equivalent to f = 1.5 GHz), and n 2 = 2.5. Also, e a/c = 5.5 × 103 and ζ0 = 1.8. The numerical
solution to Eq. (15.230) is easily calculated and is yc = 2.85.
Finally, when this value is substituted back into the definition of xc one finds that
|xc |
= 0.81.
(15.231)
a
After an involved calculation, this is the desired information. The conclusion is that for
typical reactor parameters the slow wave propagates only a short distance into the plasma
before being fully attenuated. It is only in this narrow outer region that current can be
driven.

15.9.4 LHCD
This subsection describes the most interesting part of the analysis, the calculation of the
non-inductive current driven by the lower hybrid slow wave. The analysis consists of a
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straightforward extension of the collisionless damping calculations used to determine ωi
and k⊥i for Landau and cyclotron damping and which focused on resonant particle energy
absorption. The present discussion extends this analysis to include the momentum absorption arising from an asymmetric n  spectrum. Balancing the resonant particle momentum
gain with the electron–ion collisional drag tending to restore the plasma to a Maxwellian
leads to expressions for the magnitude of the driven current, the current-drive profile, and
the current-drive efficiency. This information is the main goal of the analysis.
To begin, note that both the energy and momentum gain due to resonant wave–particle
interactions are determined by solving the single-particle equations of motion as an initial
value problem. For the generalized Landau resonance only the E  component of electric
field is important and the electron equations of motion reduce to
dvz
e
= − E  cos(ωt − k⊥ x − k z)
dt
me
e
≈ − E  cos(ωt − k z), vz (0) = v ,
(15.232)
me
dz
= vz ,
z (0) = z i .
dt
Considerable algebraic simplification arises by neglecting the k⊥ x term in the momentum
equation. Keeping this term leads to the appearance of Bessel functions as in Eq. (15.133).
For the l = 0 generalized Landau resonance in the small-gyro-radius limit the Bessel function corrections reduce to a value of unity. Therefore, a substantial simplification arises by
neglecting these effects at the outset.
The solution of the equations of motion is obtained by an expansion in amplitude: vz =
v0 + v1 + v2 + · · · , z = z 0 + z 1 + z 2 + · · · . The leading and first order solutions have
already been found and are given by:
zeroth order
v0 = v ,
z 0 = z i + v t;

(15.233)

e
sin(k z i − ωt) − sin(k z i )
,
E
me
ω

e
cos(k z i − ωt) − cos(k z i ) t sin(k z i )
,
E
−
z1 =
me
ω
ω2

(15.234)

first Order
v1 =

where ω = ω − k v .

The change in energy and the new quantity, the change in momentum, can now be written
as
d
dt





"
!
∂ E z (z 0 , t)
z 1 + v1 E z (z 0 , t) ,
= −e v0 E z (z 0 , t) + v0
∂z 0
!
d
∂ E z (z 0 , t) "
(m e vz ) = −e E z (z 0 , t) +
z1 .
dt
∂z 0
m e vz2
2

(15.235)
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Each of these quantities must now be averaged over initial position and then integrated over
all v . A short calculation shows that the initial position averaging leads to


e2 E 2 ∂
dW
ω sin ωt
=
− sin ωt ,
dt
2m e k ∂v
ω
(15.236)


2 2
e E ∂
dP
sin ωt
=
,
dt
2m e ∂v
ω
where W = m e vz2 /2 and P = m e vz .
The power absorbed per unit volume by the resonant particles has already been calculated
and for a Maxwellian is given by

2
ωpe
dW
2
SL =
(15.237)
f M d v = π 1/2 ε0 E 2
ζ 3 e−λ−ζ .
dt
ω
Here ζ = ω/k vT e . Also E 2 has been replaced by E 2 exp (−λ) with λ (x) given by
Eq. (15.230). This factor represents the decay of the amplitude due to Landau damping.
The quantity SL will be required shortly to evaluate the current-drive efficiency.
The last quantity of interest is the driven current, which can be determined from a simple
application of momentum balance. The argument is as follows. The momentum gained by
resonant electrons must be balanced by the momentum lost due to collisional drag with
the ions, which are tending to restore the distribution function to a Maxwellian. (The effect
of electron–electron collisions is zero since such collisions exactly conserve momentum.)
Mathematically, momentum balance has the form
dP/dt = −m e νei vz ,

(15.238)

where vz = v z − v is the deviation of the initial-position-averaged parallel velocity from
its Maxwellian value and νei is the electron–ion collision frequency given by Eq. (9.49):


1 e4 n i
1
νei (v) =
ln

(15.239)
4π ε02 m 2e
v3
2
with v 2 = v⊥
+ v2 .
Next, note that the steady state driven current arising from the integration over all particle
velocities can be written as

JCD = −e
vz f M d v.
(15.240)

Momentum balance then implies that
JCD =

e
me



1 dP
νei dt

f M d v.

(15.241)

The quantity JCD is evaluated by substituting for the various quantities in the integrand
and carrying out the velocity space integration. A short calculation involving an integration
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by parts plus a normalization of the velocities to the thermal velocities yields

e3 E 2 ne−λ
sin ωt
2
JCD = 1/2 2
uu  (2u 2 − 3)e−u u ⊥ du ⊥ du  ,
π m e ν0 vTe
ω

(15.242)

where ν0 = νei (v = vTe ). As with the energy absorption calculations, the u  integration can
be easily carried out in the limit t → ∞ to obtain the steady state current drive. The quantity
sin (ωt) /ω approaches a delta function and in all other terms one sets u  = ω/k vTe = ζ .
The expression for JCD reduces to


2
ωpe
e
2
JCD = π 1/2 ε0 E 2
e−λ−ζ G(ζ ),
ω
m e ν0 vTe
(15.243)

∞

G(ζ ) = ζ 2
0

(u 2⊥ + ζ 2 )

1/2

(2u 2⊥ + 2ζ 2 − 3)e−u ⊥ u ⊥ du ⊥ .
2

A reasonable approximation for the function G(ζ ) can be obtained by noting that from the
previous analysis the regime of interest corresponds to ζ 2
1. In this regime G(ζ ) ≈ ζ 5 .
Using this approximation leads to the desired form of JCD :


2
ωpe
e
2
1/2
2
JCD = π ε0 E 
ζ 5 e−λ−ζ .
(15.244)
ω
m e ν0 v T e
The first property of interest is the current-drive profile. Figure 15.27 is a plot of
JCD /JCDmax vs. x/a for the numerical example under consideration. Observe that the current peaks sharply near the critical surface x/a ≈ xc /a ≈ 0.81. The lower hybrid slow
wave drives current near the outer edge of the plasma. This conclusion is unavoidable for
reactor temperatures. Specifically, the definition of xc combined with Eq. (15.230) implies
the following approximate scaling relation: 1 − xc2 /a 2 ∝ 1/T . Thus, current can be driven
near the center of the plasma only if the temperature is substantially lower than in a reactor.
< 5 keV is it
A more detailed calculation based on kinetic theory shows that only for T k ∼
possible to drive current near the axis.
Consider now the important question of the current-drive efficiency ηCD , which determines how much current is driven per watt of applied power. In terms of the present analysis,
the definition is

JCD dA
ICD

ηCD =
.
(15.245)
=
PCD
2π R0 SL dA
The integration over the cross sectional area is accurately approximated by noting that if
one plots SL vs. x/a the curve almost exactly overlays the curve of JCD vs. x/a illustrated
in Fig. 15.27. The reason is that the strong exponential dependence exp(−λ − ζ 2 ) is the
same for both functions and dominates the behavior. Consequently,


J dA
JCD (x J )
ζ 2 e 
 CD
≈
,
(15.246)
≈
SL (x J )
m e ν0 vT e x=x J
SL dA

JCD / JCD

max
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Figure 15.27 Normalized current profile as a function of normalized distance from the launcher. The
profile peaks near the critical surface x/a = 0.81.

where x J ≈ xc corresponds to the location of the peak current density. Interestingly, in
the ratio ζ 2 /ν0 vT e the temperature profile exactly cancels and the only remaining spatial
dependence involves the density appearing in ν0 . Since the density is flat, one can set
n(x J ) ≈ n(0) = (4/3)n with only a small error. These simplifications lead to the desired
expression for the current-drive efficiency
ηCD =

ICD
1.17
= 2
= 0.047
PCD
n  R0 n 20

A/W.

(15.247)

It takes about 20 W to drive 1 A of current in a reactor.
One sees that to drive the entire current in a tokamak reactor, which is on the order of
20 MA, would require 400 MW of delivered power. Clearly this is economically unacceptable in a 1000 MW reactor. It is for this reason that it is important to have a substantial
bootstrap current flowing in the plasma. High bootstrap current, such as generated by AT
operation, is essential for reducing the requirements on the current-drive system.

15.9.5 Summary
The lower hybrid slow wave is currently the most efficient method for driving a steady state
non-inductive off-axis current in a tokamak reactor. High power at 1.5 GHz is obtained
from klystron sources, which are readily available at a cost of about $3/W. The biggest
technological problem is the need to place the wave guide launching array near the plasma
edge in order to prevent a large reflection because of the unavoidable edge cutoff region.
For typical reactor temperatures the accessibility properties force the current to be driven
near the plasma edge. Lower plasma temperatures allow the current to penetrate further
into the plasma. The off-axis current drive is, however, desirable for matching the natural
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bootstrap profile and for establishing transport barriers near the edge of the plasma where
they are most needed.
The critical parameter in the context of reactor design is the current-drive efficiency. The
analysis presented has shown this efficiency is given by
ηCD =

ICD
1.17
= 2
= 0.047
PCD
n  R0 n 20

A/W

(15.248)

for a typical tokamak reactor. Thus it takes about 20 W to drive 1 A. Although this efficiency
is higher that those for all other methods, it is still too low to drive the entire current in a
fusion reactor. A substantial bootstrap fraction is needed to reduce the requirements on the
current drive system to a level more compatible with reactor economics. This will likely
require AT operation.

15.10 Overall summary
A plasma must first be heated to a temperature of about 5–7 keV in order to reach the
point where alpha power becomes dominant. During the rise to 5–7 keV alpha heating is
negligible and a combination of ohmic and auxiliary power is required to overcome thermal
conduction and Bremsstrahlung radiation losses. In addition, once ignition is achieved,
non-inductive current drive is needed to maintain the plasma in steady state operation.
This chapter has described several heating methods. Ohmic heating is technologically
the simplest method but, because the plasma resistivity decreases with temperature, can
< 3 keV for typical reactor parameters. Other heating methods are
only achieve values of T ∼
needed.
Neutral beam heating has been a very effective method for heating present day plasmas.
The basic physics of the heating involves classical collisional processes and thus should
extrapolate in a reliable way to future large devices such as ITER and fusion reactors. The
main problem is technological. Present day positive ion driven neutral beam systems do
not extrapolate well into the regime of large devices because the beam efficiency rapidly
decreases with beam energy above 100 keV. Overcoming this difficulty requires the development of high-energy, negative-ion-driven, neutral beam systems. This is difficult technologically but is expected to be solved in time for ITER.
Various RF waves have also been proposed as sources of auxiliary heating. Both ECH
and ICH should be capable of producing a high fraction of absorbed power in the center of a
large, next generation experiment as well as in a reactor. Heating occurs by a process known
as collisionless cyclotron damping, which depends on a strong wave–particle resonant
interaction at the point where the applied frequency is equal to the local cyclotron frequency
or its harmonics. ECH heating is the simpler of the two methods. It takes place very locally
because of the small wavelengths involved. The main issue with ECH is the lack of highpower, steady state gyrotron sources. The successful development of a 140 GHz source,
corresponding to resonance at the fundamental cyclotron frequency, is expected by the time
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it is needed for ITER. ICH involves much lower frequencies and high-power, steady state
vacuum tube sources are readily available. The power absorption mechanism is complex,
requiring a combination of minority heating and second harmonic heating. The main issue
facing ICH is the need for an antenna inside the vacuum chamber that must be placed as
close to the edge of the plasma as possible to insure good coupling.
Overall, no single heating method appears superior to all other methods. Each method
described should be capable of good heating. Each method also faces technological problems
associated with either sources or antennas. This assessment has led to an ITER design with
multiple heating options to determine which method in fact is the most desirable from the
point of view of reliability and cost.
The last topic discussed in the chapter was LHCD. This method has the highest efficiency and is capable of driving off-axis current which is required to match the natural
bootstrap profiles and to create transport barriers near the plasma edge where they are most
needed. LHCD is driven by the collisionless Landau resonance at frequencies between
the electron and ion cyclotron frequencies. Klystron power sources are readily available.
The main technological problem is the need to place the launching array near the plasma
edge for good coupling. The main physics problem is that the current-drive efficiency, given
approximately by ηCD ≈ 0.047 A/W, is too low to economically drive all the current in a
tokamak reactor. This conclusion motivates the need for a high bootstrap fraction and AT
operation.
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Problems
15.1 A perfectly conducting cylindrical waveguide has a circular cross section of radius
a. It is desired to propagate a TE wave with frequency ω and axial wave number k
along the wave guide. For simplicity consider azimuthally symmetric modes (i.e.,
∂/∂θ = 0) with the following non-zero field components: E z , Br , Bz . All quantities
are functions of r, z, t.
(a) Derive a single ordinary differential equation describing the radial structure of
the modes.
(b) Determine the dispersion relation for wave propagation.
(c) Calculate the lowest frequency that can propagate if a = 0.03 m.
15.2 The purpose of this problem is to calculate the power dissipated in the walls of
the cylindrical wave guide described in Problem 15.1. Specifically, it is desired to
calculate the length of waveguide required for the input power to decay by 10%.
This gives an estimate of how far the RF power source can be placed with respect to
the plasma chamber before appreciable input power is lost to dissipation. The exact
problem is remarkably complicated to solve exactly. Instead an iterative approach
is used whereby in lowest order the fields within the waveguide are assumed to be
those determined in Problem 15.1, corresponding to an ideal perfectly conducting
waveguide. The effects of finite conductivity are then calculated perturbatively.
(a) Consider the fields in the waveguide. Assume the waveguide has a conductivity
σ . It is thin enough that it can be represented by a slab geometry with a “radial”
coordinate x defined by r = a + x, but thick enough such that the fields completely decay to zero across the wall. Practically, these conditions require that
δ
d
a, where δ is the skin depth and d is the waveguide thickness. The nonzero field components are again E z , Bx , Bz and vary as exp (−iωt + ikz − x/δ).
Using Maxwell’s equations determine the fields in the waveguide wall and the
skin depth δ. Simplify your calculation by neglecting displace current and assuming δ 2
k 2 , both of which are excellent approximations.
(b) Connect the fields in the wall to the vacuum fields in the wave guide by making
use of the critical fact that Bz in the vacuum does not change very much whether
the wall has σ finite or infinite. Thus, the matching condition across the wave
guide wall is [[Bz ]] = 0. Express each of the wave guide field components in
terms of the vacuum amplitude of Bz .
(c) Assume now that |Bz |2 = |Bz (0)|2 exp (−2z/L) is a slowly decreasing function
of z because of the dissipation losses. Calculate the differential loss in power
transmitted in the waveguide (dPS /dz) by integrating the vacuum field Poynting vector over two cross sectional areas separated by an infinitesimal distance
dz.
(d) Calculate the differential power dissipated in the walls (dPD /dz) along the same
segment dz.
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(e) Use power balance to determine the damping length L. As a practical example
evaluate L for a lower hybrid system characterized by f = 5 × 109 Hz, a =
0.05 m, and σ = 5 × 107 mho/m.
15.3 ITER, FIRE, and IGNITOR are three proposed next generation experiments aimed
at investigating ignition and alpha particle physics. The goal of this problem is to
determine how much current is required to achieve Q = 10 operation solely by ohmic
heating and to then check whether the resulting parameters are consistent with MHD
stability limits.
The input information consists of the design parameters for each device as given
in Table 15.2.
Table 15.2

IMA (MA)
B0 (T)
a (m)
R0 (m)
κ (elongation)
T e (keV)
T i (keV)
n 20 (1020 m−3 )

ITER

FIRE

IGNITOR

15
5.3
2.0
6.2
1.7
19
19
1.0

7.7
10
0.60
2.14
1.81
11
11
5.5

11
13
0.47
1.32
1.83
10.5
10.5
10

Also needed is the D–T fusion cross section. A very good analytic approximation is


a−1
2
3
4
σ v = 10−6 exp
m3 /s,
+
a
+
a
T
+
a
T
+
a
T
+
a
T
0
1 i
2 i
3 i
4 i
Tiα
where Ti = Ti (keV) and
α

a−1

a0

a1

a2

a3

a4

0.2935 −21.38 −25.20 −7.101×10−2 1.938×10−4 4.925×10−6 −3.984×10−8

Lastly, for ohmically heated tokamaks the conventional wisdom is that energy
confinement is determined by the L-mode energy confinement time:
τL = 0.048

0.2 0.5
I 0.85 R01.2 a 0.3 κ 0.5 n 0.1
20 B0 A
P 0.5

s.

Here, A = 2.5 is the average mass number for a 50%–50% D–T fuel mixture, and
P = P(MW) is the total heating power. For an ohmically heated high-Q system
set P = Pα + P . When calculating the ohmic heating power use the neoclassical
value for η ≈ ηclassical /(1 − ε)2 .
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Now, assume that the density and temperature profiles are given by
Te = 2T e (1 − ρ 2 ),
Ti = 2T i (1 − ρ 2 ),
n = (1 + ν) n(1 − ρ 2 )ν ,
where ρ 2 = x 2 /a 2 + y 2 /κ 2 a 2 , Q represents the area average of Q assuming an
elliptical cross section, and ν is a free parameter measuring the peaking factor of the
density. Also, recall that for ohmic heating the current and temperature profiles are
related by J = J0 (Te /Te0 )3/2 .
Neglect Bremsstrahlung radiation and ignore the values of IMA given in Table 15.2.
The tabulated current values are just for reference. Instead, calculate the required
value of IMA for Q = 10 in each device as a function of the profile parameter ν. You
will need to do a numerical integration to complete this step. Knowing IMA , calculate q∗ and βN for each device. Display the results as a set of curves of IMA vs. ν,
one curve for each device. Superimpose the corresponding design values from
Table 15.2 for comparison. Next, plot q∗ vs. ν for all three devices on the same graph
and superimpose the kink stability limit. Finally, plot βN vs. ν for all three devices
on a single graph and superimpose the Troyon stability limit. What conclusions can
be drawn about the likelihood of Q = 10 ohmic operation?
15.4 This problem involves the calculation of the self-consistent pressure profile of an
ohmically heated cylindrical screw pinch operating in the “steady state” flat portion
of the discharge. The plasma is described by the resistive MHD model. The nontrivial quantities of interest are p = p(r ), E = E 0 ez , and B = B0 ez + Bθ eθ where
E 0 , B0 are known constants.
(a) Derive a single differential equation for the pressure p(r ) by making use of
the following information: Maxwell’s equations, pressure balance, the parallel
Ohm’s law, the ideal gas law, classical resistivity η = Cη /T 3/2 , and an assumed
density–temperature relation n(r ) = n 0 (T /T0 )1/2 . The final result should be a
second order ordinary differential equation. Its appearance can be simplified
by introducing normalized variables x, B(x), P(x) defined by r = ax, Bθ (r ) =
B I B(x), p(r ) = (B I2 /µ0 )P(x). Here a is the characteristic plasma radius and
1/2
B I = Cη n 0 /a E 0 T0 , both known constants.
(b) The differential equation can be cast in a simpler form by introducing the transformation x = exp(−y), P(x) = exp [−V (y) + 2y]. Solve this equation subject
to the conditions P(0) = P0 , P  (0) = 0. Make a plot of P(x) vs. x.
15.5 One novel suggestion to create a fusion plasma is to shine a powerful laser along a
dense column of plasma. The laser energy heats the plasma by collisional absorption.
To investigate this approach consider a plasma with infinitely massive ions and
the following background equilibrium state: n e = n i = n 0 , pe = pi = p0 , E = B =
ve = vi = 0. For simplicity assume the laser propagation is 1-D along the column
(i.e., neglect the transverse radial dependence of the wave).
(a) Derive the dispersion relation for a TEM electromagnetic wave propagating in the
plasma. Include the effect of electron–ion collisions in the electron momentum
equation.
(b) Assume that ω is given and calculate k = kr + iki in the limit ν ei
ω.
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(c) Consider the case where n 0 = 1024 m−3 and ν ei = 4 × 107 s−1 . If the length of
the plasma is set equal to the damping length of the waves (i.e., L = 1/ki ) what
is the length of the column? Does this seem practical to you?
An electromagnetic wave with frequency ω and wave number k propagates in the z
direction in a vacuum. The non-zero field components are E x , B y . The wave impinges
perpendicularly on a semi-infinite slab of plasma whose interface is located at z = 0.
The plasma is cold and homogeneous. It has a constant n, a negligible external DC
magnetic field, and a small but finite electron–ion momentum exchange collision
frequency. The wave frequency is sufficiently high that the ions can be considered
to be infinitely massive.
(a) Calculate the dispersion relation for wave propagation in the plasma.
(b) Match across the interface to determine the amplitudes of the plasma fields and
the wave reflected off the interface. Express your answers in terms of E 0 , the
amplitude of the incident electric field.
(c) Define the absorption efficiency as η = Re(Sp )/Re(Sin ), where Sin is the incident
Poynting flux and Sp is the Poynting flux just inside the plasma interface. Evaluate
η = η(ω) and determine the frequency corresponding to maximum absorption.
Is this equal to the plasma frequency?
A 1-D slab plasma chamber has a thickness of a = 8 cm. Initially the plasma chamber
is empty – it is a vacuum. An 8 mm wavelength TEM wave is propagated through
the chamber and the phase shift φ1 of the wave between x = 0 and x = a is
recorded. The experiment is repeated, this time with a plasma of density n filling the chamber. The resulting phase shift is φ2 . The difference in phase shifts
between the two measurements is found to be φ1 − φ2 = π/5. What is the plasma
density?
Consider the following simple model that examines the stability of a neutral beam
heated tokamak. The electrons are an isothermal fluid with a temperature Te and a
density n 0 ; that is, neglect electron inertia and collisions in the momentum equation.
The bulk ions are a cold fluid with density n i . The neutral beam is injected parallel
to the magnetic field with a velocity v0 and zero thermal spread. It quickly becomes
ionized and for the short times of interest there is a negligible loss in energy or
momentum. The beam density satisfies n b
ni.
(a) Calculate the dispersion relation for low-frequency electrostatic modes propagating parallel to the magnetic field.
(b) Calculate the condition on v0 for instability to occur. Is this instability likely to
occur for practical situations? Explain.
This problem investigates thermal effects on the cold plasma dielectric tensor
in the context of electron cyclotron heating. Consider an infinite homogeneous
plasma with an equilibrium magnetic field given by B = B0 ez . The electron equilibrium satisfies n = n 0 , T = T0 . The ions are assumed to be cold and infinitely
massive. To calculate the dielectric tensor use the electron fluid equations.
Neglect collisions but maintain electron pressure effects. Calculate the components
of the dielectric tensor for the special case of interest to ECH corresponding to
k = 0.
Use the results of Problem 15.9 to show that the O-mode branch of the dispersion
relation is unaffected by the inclusion of thermal effects.
Use the results of Problem 15.9 to investigate thermal effects on the X-mode branch
of the dispersion relation. Assume an outside low-field launch, where the equilibrium
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quantities have the following midplane profiles:


R0
B0 (r ) = Ba
,
R0 + r


r2
n 0 (r ) = n a 1 − 2 ,
a


r2
T0 (r ) = Ta 1 − 2 .
a
Assume Ba = 5 T, n a = 3.6 × 1020 m−3 , Ta = 5 keV, R0 = 1 m, and a = 0.35 m.
Choose the wave frequency to correspond to second harmonic cyclotron resonance
at the center of the plasma r = 0. Plot n 2⊥ ≡ (k⊥ c/ω)2 vs. r for the X-mode branch of
the dispersion relation. Superimpose on this plot the curve corresponding to Ta = 0
in order to make comparisons. Is it still possible to heat at the second harmonic when
thermal effects are included? Explain.
15.12 The purpose of this problem is to calculate the power dissipated at a wave resonance
assuming that the cold plasma model, including a small collision frequency, accurately describes the physics. Consider for simplicity an isotropic plasma whose local
index of refraction is given by n 2 = n 2 (ω, x). At a certain point x = x0 there is wave
resonance implying that near this point
C(x0 )
n2 (x) ≈
,
ω − ωR (x)
where ω = ωR (x0 ) is the resonant frequency.
(a) To calculate the power absorbed evaluate the conductivity σ from the definition
of the dielectric tensor for an electromagnetic wave with E · k = 0.
(b) Using the relationJ = σ E, calculate the power absorbed per unit area from the
relation PD /A = E · J∗ dx. Note that in the absence of collisions this expression has a singularity at x = x0 . Resolve this singularity by assuming a small
collision frequency. This is most easily done by using the intuition that solutions
which originally varied as exp (−iωt) now vary as exp (−iωt − νt). Thus, the
singularity in the denominator of n 2 can now be resolved by the trick of replacing ω → ω − iν. The calculation is further simplified by recognizing that for
small collisionality the absorption layer is narrow. Thus the power integral can
be easily evaluated by Taylor expanding all quantities about the point x = x0 .
Show that in the limit of small collisionality the power dissipated is independent
of ν and is given by

PD
πωR ε0 |E|2 C 
.
=
(dω /dx) 
A
R

x=x0

15.13 This problem investigates another possible method for using waves in the ion
cyclotron range of frequencies to heat a plasma. The idea is to generate a wave
resonance in the plasma by means of two ion species. One assumes that the wave is
mode converted at the resonance layer to a kinetic plasma wave which then continues
to propagate until it is absorbed by collisionless damping. Since wave cutoffs often
occur near wave resonances there is a crucial question regarding accessibility. Will
the wave reach the resonance before it encounters the cutoff? The question can be
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addressed by the cold plasma dispersion relation. Consider a cold plasma with two
different ion species heated by ion cyclotron waves.
(a) Show, using charge neutrality, that in the frequency regime of interest the dispersion relation for n 2 = 0 can be written as

n 2⊥ =



)

2
ωpi

i

i (ω + i )
)
i



i
2
ωpi

2
ωpi

i (ω − i )

ω2 − 2i

,



where the sum is only over the ions.
(b) Calculate the frequency ωR at which the two-ion hybrid resonance occurs. Show
that ωR lies between the two cyclotron frequencies.
(c) Calculate the frequency ωC at which the cutoff occurs. Show that ωC lies between
the two cyclotron frequencies.
(d) Show that ωC > ωR . If one wants to gain accessibility to the wave resonance
before encountering the cutoff does this imply a low-field or a high-field launch?

16
The future of fusion research

16.1 Introduction
The primary plasma physics issues facing the development of fusion energy have now been
discussed: (1) macroscopic equilibrium and stability, (2) transport, and (3) heating and
current drive. Armed with this knowledge one is in a position to assess the current status of
fusion research and ask where the world fusion program should be directed in the future.
These are the goals of Chapter 16. To begin, a brief overview is presented describing the
present status of tokamak research in the context of the three main plasma physics building
blocks listed above. This is followed by a discussion of the next major fusion experiment
in the world fusion program: ITER. Assuming ITER is built and is successful, one can
then project ahead to the design and construction of a demonstration fusion power plant
(DEMO).

16.2 Current status of plasma physics research
Much of the material described in this book applies to many proposed fusion concepts. Even
so, the discussion here is focused on the tokamak configuration as this is the clear leader
on the path to a fusion reactor in terms of actual experimental plasma physics performance
and the most detailed designs of potential fusion reactors.
The summary below describes the progress on plasma physics in tokamaks with respect
to the basic ignition condition for a fusion reactor given by
pτE =

24 T 2
.
E α σ v

(16.1)

The progress has been substantial, although as shown below there still remain challenging,
unanswered questions.

16.2.1 Macroscopic equilibrium and stability
Consider first the pressure p appearing in the ignition condition. The maximum achievable pressure against major disruptions in a given fusion concept is largely determined by
633
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macroscopic equilibrium and stability limits, which are well described by the MHD model.
For the tokamak the theoretical predictions and experimental observations are, in general,
in good agreement. The theory can therefore be used to reliably predict the pressure limits
in next generation experiments.
In terms of actual performance, tokamak experiments operating in the standard mode
have already achieved the values of β required in a reactor. These values are close to the
maximum no-wall β limit. The corresponding plasma pressures are, however, less than
those required in a reactor because the magnetic fields are smaller. A next generation,
higher-field experiment should produce both high β and high pressure. The main issue is
that the high β pressure and current profiles produce a bootstrap fraction that is too low
to reduce the current-drive requirements to an acceptable level for economic viability in a
reactor.
Avoiding this problem requires the achievement of high bootstrap fractions through AT
operation. Unfortunately, the achievement of a high bootstrap fraction requires β values
that exceed the no-wall β limit. A perfectly conducting wall can produce stability at these
higher values of β. However, since a real wall has a finite resistivity, this leads to excitation
of the resistive wall mode. Stabilization of the resistive wall mode is an important topic of
research for both existing experiments and future large devices.
16.2.2 Transport
The dominant transport mechanism in tokamak plasmas is thermal conduction and is characterized by the energy confinement time τE in the ignition condition. Substantial progress
in the basic understanding of core thermal transport has been made by a combination of
analytic theory and large-scale computation. However, a first-principles prediction of τE is
still not available and remains a grand challenge of present and future fusion research.
There are also several related transport problems involving the edge plasma that directly
impact the core transport: the Greenwald density limit, the critical power threshold for the
L–H transition, and ELMs. In addition, the physics of internal transport barriers, which may
be important for the lower-current AT operation, is not well understood.
At present, the determination of τE as well as the relevant criteria for the edge phenomena
is based on empirical scaling relations. These relations work reasonably well in existing
experiments and hopefully will reliably extrapolate to future generation tokamaks. In fact,
the size and cost of a next generation experiment are directly dependent on the prediction
of the empirical scaling relation for τE . Developing empirical scaling relations for thermal
transport in the presence of a large population of energetic alphas is a major challenge for
the future.
Lastly, it is worth noting that the theoretical prediction of the bootstrap current based on
neoclassical transport theory seems to be in reasonably good agreement with experimental
observations. An accurate prediction of JB is critical for determining the requirements on the
current-drive system for steady state operation. Understanding the effects of alpha particles
on the self-consistent bootstrap current is another important challenge for future research.

16.2 Current status of plasma physics research
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16.2.3 Heating and current drive
Minimizing the demands on the pτE product in the ignition condition requires achieving
a plasma temperature that minimizes T 2 / σ v: T ≈ 15 keV. Reaching T ≈ 15 keV will
be accomplished by a two-stage process, where initially auxiliary power heats the plasma
to about T ∼ 5–7 keV, after which the alphas dominate, completing the heating to T ≈
15 keV. Several methods of auxiliary power that provide central heating have been tested
in existing experiments: neutral beam heating, ICH, and ECH. Temperatures well in excess
of T ∼ 5–7 keV have been achieved in existing tokamaks in pure deuterium plasmas,
usually at lower densities than required in a reactor. Overall, the heating methods work
reasonably well and are in good agreement with theoretical predictions. The implication is
that a reasonable (in terms of power balance and cost) amount of auxiliary power should
achieve the required heating mission in a next generation experiment or reactor. Also, based
on present experimental experience, neutral beam heating is usually regarded as the simplest
and most reliable heating method from a purely plasma physics point of view, and therefore
will play a primary role in ITER.
The challenges of extrapolating heating methods to ITER and a reactor are largely technological. Neutral beam heating requires the development of high-energy, negative ion sources
to act as drivers. ECH requires the development of high-power, steady state gyrotron sources.
ICH requires an antenna structure very close to the plasma edge. These are all topics of
current and future research.
A related issue concerns current drive, which enters the ignition condition implicitly
through the assumption of steady state operation. LHCD is the most efficient method
presently available. Also it drives current off-axis, which is an advantage in matching to the
natural bootstrap profiles. Even so, the absolute magnitude of the current-drive efficiency is
too low to drive all the current in a tokamak reactor or ignition experiment. The conclusion
is that a substantial bootstrap fraction will be required in order to reduce the current-drive
requirements to a level compatible with reactor economics. Long-pulse current drive is thus
an important research topic in present as well as next generation experiments.

16.2.4 Alpha particle plasma physics
The alpha particle physics discussed in the main text is primarily focused on issues of power
balance and heating. There has been very little discussion of the plasma physics effects of
the core on the alpha particles and vice versa. The main reason is that there are very few
data involving alpha particles since only two experiments, TFTR and JET, have actually
operated with tritium, and then only for a limited period of time.
Because of the lack of data, alpha particle plasma physics is often referred to as the
next (and hopefully last) frontier in plasma physics. Learning about alpha particle plasma
physics is one the most important physics goals of a next generation ignition experiment.
Of particular interest is whether the alpha pressure gradient will excite instabilities
that would cause the alphas to be lost at an anomalously fast rate. This would be highly
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undesirable in that the alphas could be lost before transferring all their energy to the background plasma, thereby substantially increasing the difficulty of satisfying the steady state
ignition condition.
Another issue involves the ability to externally control the pressure and current profiles
by means of auxiliary heating and current drive. The difficulty here is that the alpha power
in an ignited plasma completely dominates the auxiliary and current-drive powers. Studies
are needed to determine how effectively these relatively “small” external power sources
control the profiles.
A further topic of importance, not encountered in present experiments, is the removal
of the alpha “ash”. As the alphas build up due to fusion reactions, they replace D–T fuel
because of the charge neutrality requirement. Too many alphas dilute the D–T fuel, leading
to a reduction in fusion reactions, which adversely affects power balance. Rapidly removing
the alphas is therefore an important challenge for future experiments.
Lastly, the issue of burn control needs to be addressed. The analysis in Chapter 14 shows
that burn control should be automatic because of the shape of the Ṫ vs. T with H-mode
scaling. This needs to be demonstrated experimentally to show the viability of stable, steady
state operation.
16.2.5 Fusion technology issues
As stated, great progress has been made in the basic understanding of plasma physics
although important problems still remain that require investigation in a next generation
ignition experiment. Equally importantly, an ignition experiment will have to start realistically addressing many of the fusion technology issues facing a reactor. Several of the these
issues are summarized below.
A critical issue is the interaction of the first wall with the flux of 14.1 MeV neutrons. In
the text it has been assumed that the neutron flux limits the wall loading on the first wall to
PW ≤ 4 MW/m2 . This is probably an optimistic bound with respect to existing materials
but not an unrealistic goal by the time of the first fusion reactor. Recall that the maximum
neutron wall loading is a crucial design parameter, directly impacting the cost of a reactor.
Unfortunately, there are only limited materials radiation data available because of the lack
of 14 MeV sources. Most fusion researchers agree that progress towards a fusion reactor
will require not only an ignition experiment such as ITER, but a dedicated materials testing
facility to develop advanced materials capable of withstanding high wall loadings. This
is the role of another future fusion facility known as the International Fusion Materials
Irradiation Facility (IFMIF).
A second major technological problem involves the design of the divertor. Although a
substantial number of data have been collected from existing tokamaks with divertors, the
situation regarding ITER and fusion reactors is still not fully resolved. The reason is due to
difficult tradeoff issues involving the choice of target materials, the durability of the target,
the action of the target back on the plasma, and the need to robotically replace divertor
modules as they wear out.
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A third issue of importance is related to superconducting magnet technology. Although
there has been a great deal of experience building high-field, superconducting magnets, no
one has yet built magnets on the scale needed for ITER or a fusion reactor. The size, coupled
with the need to use the more difficult to fabricate superconducting material niobium–tin
to achieve high Bmax , makes this a challenging technological problem.
A fourth technological issue involves the blanket. An experiment such as ITER will be
the first to produce large amounts of fusion neutrons, thus requiring the presence of a blanket. Hopefully, the knowledge obtained from fission reactors will suffice with respect to the
removal of neutron energy by means of a heat exchanger. However, there is almost no practical experience with respect to the breeding of tritium. This is an important technological
issue since the world’s supply of tritium is rather limited and it is very expensive to make
in large quantities.
Fifth, there are the technological issues associated with plasma heating: the development
of negative ion drivers for neutral beam heating, the development of high-power gyrotrons
for ECH, and the development of robust antenna designs for ICH.
Finally, in closing this section it is worth noting that many researchers view the technological and plasma physics problems facing fusion to be of comparable difficulty. Although
technological solutions seem conceptually possible, it is clear that a facility such as ITER
must be built to test these ideas in an actual practical device.

16.3 ITER
The goals of the ITER experiment are to address the plasma physics and fusion technology
issues just described. ITER thus has the crucial role of being the flagship facility for the
world’s fusion program for the next two decades. The project is enormously important in
that progress towards a fusion reactor will be directly tied to the physics and technological
performance of ITER.
To help understand ITER this section contains a brief history of the project and a description of the actual proposed experiment. The story unfolds below.

16.3.1 History
As early as the late 1970s fusion researchers around the world already recognized the importance of building a large-scale ignition experiment to investigate alpha physics and to start
addressing many of the technological issues facing a reactor. An international collaboration
was established to design such an experiment, which was named the International Tokamak
Reactor (INTOR). The idea, which has a great deal of validity even today, is that a good
way to learn about the issues facing an ignition experiment or a fusion reactor is to try to
actually design one. The collaboration was highly successful in identifying many of the
critical issues and suggesting important areas for future research. One difficulty faced by
the INTOR group was that at the time of the design the world’s large tokamaks had not
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yet been completed and as a consequence they did not have reliable scaling relations to
predict the energy confinement time. The INTOR design, based on the best data available
at the time, reached the conclusion that a plasma current of I ≈ 8 MA would be sufficient
to achieve its goals. Present understanding of energy confinement based on the H-mode
scaling implies that I ≈ 20 MA is required for ignition.
Researchers knew about the uncertainties in INTOR and so the design was never put
forward for actual construction. However, INTOR had established a precedent for international collaboration. Thus, at the Geneva Summit Meeting in 1985, Soviet Leader Mikhail
Gorbachov suggested to US President Ronald Reagan that the USA and the USSR should
initiate an international collaboration to design and build a next generation fusion ignition
experiment. The European Community and Japan quickly joined the collaboration. The
project was called ITER.
The first step in the project was the development of a conceptual design, which was given
the official name of the Conceptual Design Activity (CDA). The CDA started in 1989 and
was completed in 1991. It was viewed as a success in that the researchers did indeed agree
that such a device could be built and its aims would be achieved. Critical design parameters
were also specified.
Based on this success, a second agreement was signed to develop an actual engineering
design for ITER. This was called the Engineering Design Activity (EDA) and spanned the
period 1992–8. At the end of this period a detailed engineering design was delivered. The
huge effort devoted to the EDA resulted in a technologically successful final design: that is,
the final design was deemed credible from both an engineering and plasma physics point of
view by a large number of expert reviewers. The final design called for a 20 MA tokamak
with a major radius of 8.1 m. It would cost about $9B (in 2005 dollars) and take about
10 years to construct.
Although ITER was technologically credible, its cost was ultimately deemed too high
by the various partners in the collaboration. This, coupled with the fact that energy was
relatively inexpensive in the late 1990s, led to a situation in which none of the collaborators
was willing at that time to put forward a site on which to construct ITER and to serve as
the host, which involved a considerably higher cost.
A decision was, therefore, made to design a smaller version of ITER with a corresponding
reduced mission and cost. The hope was that a lower cost, perhaps combined with a more
favorable future economic climate for energy research, would lead to approval of the project.
One of the main differences in missions is that the original ITER was designed to achieve
full ignition (i.e., Q = ∞), while in the new version this requirement was relaxed, with
the reduced goal being high but not infinite Q (i.e., Q = 10). A further complication facing
the reduced mission ITER was that the US Government decided to completely pull out
of the ITER project in 1998.
The remaining partners continued their collaboration and by 2001 developed a successful engineering design for the reduced mission ITER. The new ITER design has a lower
current of I = 15 MA and a smaller major radius of R0 = 6.2 m. Its cost is about $4B
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(in 2005 dollars) and should take 8–10 years to build. By the time the design was completed
energy prices had begun to increase and the climate for energy research had improved.
The US rejoined the collaboration. Also joining were two new partners, China and Korea.
Canada also considered becoming a partner.
Another very positive result was that after the new ITER design was completed, four
countries offered sites for construction of the facility: Canada, France, Japan, and Spain.
The Canadian site was very attractive from a technological point of view. However, the
population and corresponding tax base of Canada was too small to support the high level
of funding required by the host country. Canada thus withdrew its offer of a site and is
not at present an official member of the collaboration. The French and Spanish sites were
both attractive technologically. Nevertheless, the European Union decided that a single
entry would increase the likelihood of a European selection, and chose the French site at
Cadarache as its official candidate. The Japanese proposed a technologically attractive site
at Rokkasho at the north of Honshu Island.
The final competition was thus between the French and Japanese sites. Both the EU
and Japan made very serious and attractive bids to become the host for the new ITER.
An initial vote, leading to a longstanding stalemate, had three partners (the EU, Russia,
and China) supporting the French site and the other three partners (Japan, the US, and
Korea) supporting the Japanese site. After an arduous and torturous set of negotiations, an
international agreement was finally reached (in July 2005) to construct the new ITER at the
French site in Cadarache. This was indeed a major milestone.
The hope now, at the time this book is being written (October 2006), is that a final
agreement will be signed by the end of 2006 allowing construction of the new ITER to
begin in 2007.
16.3.2 The new ITER
It is now of interest to present a brief technical description of the new ITER, referred to
hereafter simply as ITER. The discussion begins with a definition of the primary physics
mission of ITER: to produce a stable, well-confined, Q = 10 plasma lasting for a sufficiently long duration to reach quasi-steady-state operation. A second physics mission is to
achieve steady state operation using non-inductive current drive at Q >
∼ 5. With respect to
technology, the construction of ITER would demonstrate the viability of large superconducting magnets, various plasma facing materials, and large-scale remote handling. It would
also test the effectiveness of the divertor design and begin to explore tritium breeding.
The actual ITER design is illustrated in a cutaway view in Fig. 16.1. An artist’s sketch
of the entire device is shown in Fig. 16.2. Note that ITER has a single null divertor and
superconducting magnets constructed of niobium–tin. The magnetic field at the center of
the plasma is B0 = 5.3 T. To minimize the cost, the size of the machine has been minimized
subject to the constraints of achieving Q = 10 operation with H-mode scaling in a plasma
which is MHD stable without a conducting wall. This leads to a major radius R0 = 6.2 m,
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Figure 16.1 Cutaway drawing of the ITER design (ITER Final Design Report (2001). Vienna: IAEA).

Figure 16.2 Artist’s drawing of the entire ITER device (ITER Final Design Report. (2001). Vienna:
IAEA).
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Table 16.1. Parameters for base operation of the ITER experiment
Parameters

Symbol

Units

ITER

Major radius
Minor radius
Aspect ratio
Elongation (95% flux surface)
Plasma volume
Plasma surface area
Toroidal magnetic field
Plasma current
Kink safety factor
Safety factor (95% flux surface)
Average temperature
Temperature peaking factor
Average electron density
Density peaking factor
Density/Greenwald density
Energy confinement time
Performance parameter
Power gain
Neutral beam power
ICH power
ECH power
Ohmic pulse length
Toroidal beta
Normalized beta
Cost

R0
a
R0 /a
κ
VP
Ap
B0 = B(R0 )
I
q∗
q95
Te ≈ Ti ≡ Tk
T (0)/T
n 20
n(0)/n
n/n G
τE
pτE
Q = Pf /Ph
PNBI
PICH
PECH
τpulse
βt
βN = βt / (IM /a B0 )
C

m
m

6.2
2.0
3.2
1.7
837
678
5.3
15
1.94
3.0
11.2
1.7
0.91
1.1
0.85
3.7
6.4
10
33
20
20
400
0.026
0.018
4.3

m3
m2
T
MA

keV
1020 m−3

s
atm s
MW
MW
MW
s

$B (2005)

a minor radius a = 2 m, and an aspect ratio R0 /a = 3.1. The current required to achieve
the necessary confinement time is I = 15 MA. At Q = 10 operation the average density
and temperature are n 20 = 0.9 and T k = 11.
For base operation, ITER will have three sources of auxiliary power: 33 MW of negativeion-driven neutral beams, 20 MW of ICH, and 20 MW of ECH. The neutral beams and ICH
will be used primarily for heating. The ECH will be used, at least initially, to stabilize a
localized resistive MHD instability known as the neoclassical tearing mode, should this
mode limit the achievable value of β.
ITER will operate for pulse durations of about τpulse ≈ 400 s, driven entirely by the ohmic
transformer. The bootstrap current is expected to be small and no current drive is planned
for base operation. If successful, ITER should produce a Q = 10 plasma corresponding to
a fusion performance factor of pτE = 6.4 atm s.
An overall summary of the basic parameters characterizing ITER is given in Table 16.1.
Observe that the parameters are comparable to the simple fusion reactor designed in
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Chapter 5 and the ignition experiment designed in Chapter 14. ITER is close to being
a full-scale prototype fusion reactor in terms of size and performance. The main difference
is that ITER is still largely an experimental facility and therefore has not been designed to
have the very high duty factor associated with a steady state power producing reactor.
In addition to the first stage of operation described in Table 16.1, there is a second stage
of ITER operation that focuses on AT operation. The goal here is to obtain near steady
state operation by means of substantial current drive and profile shaping. Several different
scenarios are envisaged and the parameters below describe a representative example of AT
operation.
For the AT experiments a combination of bootstrap current and external current drive
should produce very, very long pulses (i.e. 3000 s) or even true steady state operation. The
current drive will be provided by a combination of lower hybrid and electron cyclotron
power. However, since ITER will not have sufficient current-drive power plus bootstrap
fraction to achieve the entire 15 MA of base performance, the AT phase of the experiment will operate with somewhat reduced parameters. Specifically the total current will be
reduced from 15 MA to about 9 MA, while the fusion gain will be reduced from Q = 10
to Q = 5.
Profile control should produce a hollow current density, a reversed shear safety factor, and
bootstrap fractions on the order of f B ∼ 0.4. Also, the required confinement time to achieve
Q = 5 will exceed the H-mode confinement time, implying the need for an improvement
in transport due to the formation of internal transport barriers, again by means of profile
control. Lastly, the anticipated value of β will be very close to the Troyon no-wall stability
limit. Quite possibly the resistive wall mode may be excited, and would need to be feedback
stabilized.
A summary of the parameters for the representative AT operation of ITER just described
is given in Table 16.2. Observe that while performance is somewhat reduced from the base
values, AT operation still represents a major accomplishment in showing that a tokamak
can be sustained in steady state in the presence of a large population of alpha particles.
The parameters in Tables 16.1 and 16.2 show that ITER is certainly a major international
project with ambitious goals. Assuming that ITER is built and is successful in carrying out
its goals, where to next? The answer is a full-scale demonstration power plant as described
below.
16.4 A demonstration power plant (DEMO)
The current belief is that the information learned from ITER with respect to both plasma
physics and fusion technology should be sufficiently complete and comprehensive to justify
moving to the final step before commercialization. This final step is usually referred to as
DEMO.
The transition from ITER to DEMO involves several important issues, mainly of a technological nature. The plasma physics issues should be similar to those for ITER since the
devices will be of comparable size with comparable parameters. However, technologically
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Table 16.2. Parameters for AT operation of the ITER experiment
Parameters

Symbol

Units

ITER

Toroidal magnetic field
Plasma current
Bootstrap current
Current drive current
Bootstrap fraction
Kink safety factor
Safety factor (95% flux surface)
Minimum safety factor
Minor radius where q = qmin
Ratio of τrequired to τH for Q = 5
Toroidal beta
Normalized beta
Power gain
Lower hybrid power
Electron cyclotron power
Pulse length

B0 = B(R0 )
I
IB
ICD
fB
q∗
q95
qmin
rmin /a
H = τE /τH
βt
βN = βt /(IM /a B0 )
Q = Pf /Ph
PLHCD
PECCD
τpulse

T
MA
MA
MA

5.3
9.1
3.64
5.46
0.4
3.2
5.0
3.0
0.7
1.4
0.024
0.028
5
40
20
>3000

MW
MW
s

DEMO must be able to demonstrate full steady state operation in a safe, reliable, and maintainable way. While individual components may extrapolate in a straightforward manner,
integration of all these components into a working power plant will be a major goal of
DEMO.
Another major goal of DEMO will be to demonstrate tritium breeding with a recovery
ratio greater than unity. This is crucial since the world’s supply of tritium is very limited.
There are huge reserves of lithium that can be used to breed tritium in the blanket but it is
essential actually to demonstrate that more tritium can be produced than is consumed.
Lastly, DEMO, through the utilization of advanced materials developed during the interim
period, should be able to demonstrate the attractiveness of fusion with respect to the environment in general and radioactive waste in particular. This is, after all, one of the primary
advantages of a fusion reactor.
DEMO is clearly decades away. If built and successful, the step after DEMO is a commercial fusion power plant. Because of its complexity, the capital cost of a fusion power
plant will likely be relatively high. However, its fuel and operating costs should be low.
The net result is that the overall cost of electricity from a fusion power plant may indeed
be competitive with other sources when such fusion plants become available. Time will
tell.
In the immediate future the goal is to build and operate ITER. ITER is expensive but the
ultimate attractiveness of fusion in terms of fuel supply and environmental impact suggests
that this is a wise investment of research funds. Can the nations of the world afford not to
try to harness this remarkable source of power?
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Appendix A
Analytic derivation of σ v

The goal here is to derive an analytic expression for σ v, the definition of which is as
follows:

1
σ v =
f 1 (v1 ) f 2 (v2 ) σ (v) v d v1 d v2 .
(A.1)
n1n2
Here, v = |v2 − v1 |. Each species is assumed to have a Maxwellian distribution function
with the same temperature T:
m 1 3/2 −m 1 v12 /2T
f1 = n1
e
,
2π T
(A.2)
m 2 3/2 −m 2 v22 /2T
f2 = n2
e
.
2π T
Some general simplifications can be made before introducing an analytic
approximation for σ . The first step is to replace the particle velocities v1 and v2 with a
new set of independent variables representing the center of mass velocity V and the
relative velocity v:
m 2 v2 + m 1 v1
V=
,
m2 + m1
(A.3)
v = v2 − v1 .
The inverse relations are given by
m1
v,
m2 + m1
m2
v1 = V −
v.
m2 + m1

v2 = V +

(A.4)

Some simple algebra leads to the following expressions for the Jacobian of the
transformation and the sum of the kinetic energies appearing in the product of the
Maxwellians:
dv1 d v2 = dV d v,
m 1 v12 + m 2 v22 = (m 1 + m 2 )V 2 + m r v 2 ,

(A.5)

where m r = m 1 m 2 /(m 1 + m 2 ) is the reduced mass. The expression for σ v reduces to

m 1 3/2 m 2 3/2
2
2
σ v =
d V d v σ (v) v e−[(m 1 +m 2 )V +m r v ]/2T .
(A.6)
2π T
2π T
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Table A.1. Values of σm and Tm for the analytic
model of σ (v)
Reaction

σm (barns)

Tm (keV)

D–T
D–He3
D–D

5.03
0.48
0.029

296
1970
246

The next step is to introduce spherical velocity variables
d V = V 2 sin θ dV dθ dφ = 4π V 2 dV,

(A.7)

dv = v 2 sin θ̂ dv dθ̂ dφ̂ = 4π v 2 dv.

Here, use has been made of the fact that none of the quantities in the integrand depends
upon any of the angular velocity variables. This leads to the factor 4π .
The integral over V can now be easily evaluated analytically by making the substitution
x = [(m 1 + m 2 )/2T ]1/2 V and using the relation
 ∞
2
x 2 e−x dx = π 1/2 /4.
(A.8)
0

The quantity σ v simplifies to



σ v = 4π (m r /2π T )3/2

∞

σ (v) v 3 e−m r v

2

/2T

dv.

(A.9)

0

The final step in the general reduction of σ v is to transform the velocity variable from v
to the center of mass kinetic energy W = m r v 2 /2. This yields

8π m r 3/2 ∞
σ v = 2
W σ (W ) e−W/T dW .
(A.10)
m r 2π T
0
This is the desired general expression for σ v. To proceed further, one must introduce
an explicit form for σ (v). A useful approximation from the theory of nuclear physics is as
follows:
 
Tm −2(Tm1/2 /W 1/2 −1)
σ (W ) = σm
,
(A.11)
e
W
where σm and Tm are experimentally determined parameters modeling the specific
reaction of interest. A sketch of σ is presented in Fig. A.1. Note that σm is the peak value
of σ , while Tm is the energy at which the peak occurs. Although qualitatively similar to
the experimentally obtained curve, the analytic model is actually only accurate for
energies well below the maximum. Best-fit experimental values of σm and Tm are given in
Table A.1 for the fusion reactions of interest.
The evaluation of σ v proceeds by making the substitution z = W/Tm in the integral
and introducing the normalized temperature T∗ = T /Tm . The integral reduces to

 


2σm 2Tm 1/2 ∞
z
2
σ v = 3/2
dz exp − − 1/2 + 2 .
(A.12)
πm r
T∗
z
T∗
0
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s (barns)

10−2

10−6

10−10
105

103
W (keV)

101

Figure A.1 Schematic illustration of the cross section σ as a function of the energy W. The maximum
value of σ is σm and occurs at W = Tm
−z/T
*

e
0.08

Integrand(×100)

0.06

Approximate
integrand(×100)

0.04

e−2/z

1/2

0.02

0

0.1

0.2
z = W/Tm

0.3

Figure A.2 Illustration of the integrand appearing in the evaluation of σ v as a function of normalized
energy.

The integrand is sketched in Fig. A.2. Observe that the main contribution to the integral
arises from the region z ≈ z m , corresponding to the maximum of the exponent. A simple
2/3
calculation shows that this maximum occurs at z m = T∗ , which corresponds to
Wm
=
T



Tm
T

1/3
.

(A.13)
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<sv> (m3/s)

10−22
Eq. (A.17)

−24

10

D–T data

10−26
100

101

102

103

T (keV)
Figure A.3 Plot of the analytic σ v as a function of T. Also shown for comparsion are experimental
data.

One consequence of this relation can be ascertained as follows. Since Tm = 296 keV for
D–T, then for T = 1 keV, Wm = 6.7 keV. Similarly for T = 10 keV, Wm = 31 keV.
Since Wm > T , the implication is that most of the fusion reactions occur for particles on
the tail of the distribution function.
Returning to σ v, one can obtain an accurate approximation for the integral by Taylor
expanding the exponent about the point z = z m . This yields
z
2
g(z) = − − 1/2 + 2
T∗
z
1
≈ g(z m ) + g  (z m )(z − z m ) + g  (z m )(z − z m )2 + · · ·
2
3
3
≈ − 1/3 + 2 −
(z − z m )2 + · · ·
(A.14)
5/3
T∗
4T∗
The approximate integrand is shown as the dotted curve in Fig. A.2. Observe that the
exact and approximate integrands differ only in regions where the integrand is small and
does not contribute much to the overall integral. Thus, the integral can be easily evaluated,
with negligible error, by extending the range of integration to −∞ < z < ∞ as follows:
 ∞
 ∞
1/3
5/3
2
eg(z) dz ≈ e−3/T∗ +2
e−3(z−zm ) /4T∗ dz
0

≈

2π

1/2

√

−∞
5/6
T∗ −3/T∗1/3 +2

3

e

Here, use has been made of the relation
 ∞
2
e−x dx = π 1/2 .
−∞

.

(A.15)

(A.16)
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Substituting Eq. (A.15) into Eq. (A.12) leads to the desired expression for σ v:
  

4σm 2Tm 1/2 Tm 2/3 −3(Tm /T )1/3 +2
σ v = √
e
.
mr
T
3
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(A.17)

Equation (A.17) is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. A.3. It is qualitatively
similar to the experimentally determined curve. The maximum occurs at T /Tm = 27/8
and at this value


2Tm 1/2
16
σ vmax = √ σm
.
(A.18)
mr
9 3
One should keep in mind, however, that the analytic form of σ v is accurate only for
T
Tm .
This completes the analytic derivation of σ v.

Appendix B
Radiation from an accelerating charge

The purpose of Appendix B is to present a derivation of the formula for the power radiated
by an accelerating charge. The derivation requires a complex analysis. An outline of the
analysis is as follows. First, a careful definition is given of the “radiation” component of a
specified electromagnetic field in the context of Maxwell’s equations. Second, a derivation
is presented of the formulas that determine the vector and scalar potentials A and φ arising
from a general distribution of current and charge densities in the time dependent case. The
resulting integral relations are generalizations of the well-known Biot–Savart law and
Gauss’ theorem from magnetostatics and electrostatics. Third, A and φ, as well as the
corresponding electromagnetic fields E and B, are calculated assuming the charge and
current densities correspond to a single accelerating charged particle. Finally, these results
are combined to evaluate the outward Poynting flux on a surface far from the particle. The
integral of the Poynting flux over this surface yields the desired expression for the power
radiated by the accelerating charge.

B.1 Definition of the radiation field
Assume the existence of a set of localized, time dependent charges and currents. Far from
the sources the electric and magnetic fields decay away with distance. Part of these fields
corresponds to the “radiation” field and part to the non-radiating “near-field.” What is the
precise definition that distinguishes the radiation component of the field from the
components of the near-field? The definition is closely associated with the rate at which
the fields decay with distance. In particular, consider the integral of the outward Poynting
flux over the surface of a large sphere surrounding the sources. This integral represents the
power leaving the system and scales as follows:

P = E × H · n dA ∼ |E| |B| r 2 /µ0 .
(B.1)
The radiation field is defined as that component of E and B that scales as
|E| ∼ 1/r
|B| ∼ 1/r

r → ∞,
r → ∞.

(B.2)

For this scaling the integral of the Poynting flux approaches a constant value for large r,
implying that the corresponding power is indeed lost from the system.
It can be shown that the remaining components of E and B decay faster than 1/r. For
these components, the integral of the Poynting flux approaches zero for large r. The
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implication is that the more rapidly decaying fields do not radiate away power but instead
build up stored energy, which does not leave the system.

B.2 Calculation of A and φ from a time dependent source
The task here is as follows. Consider a given localized, time dependent distribution of
current density J and charge density σ . Knowing these quantities, derive a formula for the
resulting vector potential A and scalar potential φ. The derivation begins by recalling the
relation between the fields and the potentials
∂A
− ∇φ,
∂t
B = ∇ × A.

E=−

(B.3)

If one chooses the Lorentz gauge condition
∇ ·A+

1 ∂φ
= 0,
c2 ∂t

(B.4)

then, as is well known, A and φ satisfy the 3-D inhomogeneous wave equations
1 ∂ 2A
= −µ0 J,
c2 ∂t 2
1 ∂ 2φ
σ
∇ 2φ − 2 2 = − .
c ∂t
ε0

∇ 2A −

(B.5)

Observe that in this formulation, φ and each of the rectangular components of A satisfy
an equation of the form
∂ 2ψ
∂ 2ψ
∂ 2ψ
1 ∂ 2ψ
+
+
−
= S(x  , y  , z  , t  ).
c2 ∂t  2
∂ x 2
∂ y2
∂z  2

(B.6)

Here, primed coordinates have been introduced for convenience. They are tied to the
geometric distribution of the sources. Ultimately, the total field is determined by
integrating over the entire source (i.e., over the primed coordinates). Unprimed
coordinates will also be introduced and these represent the location of an arbitrary
observation point at which one wants to know the values of the potentials and fields.
The equation for ψ is solved using a form of Green’s theorem. The solution is based on
Green’s identity
∇ · (G ∇ψ − ψ ∇G) = G ∇ 2 ψ − ψ ∇ 2 G,

(B.7)

where G is an arbitrary function satisfying the homogeneous wave equation
∇2G −

1 ∂2G
= δ(x − x  )δ(y − y  )δ(z − z  )g(t  + r  /c − t)
c2 ∂t 2

(B.8)
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in which r  = [(x  − x)2 + (y  − y)2 + (z  − z)2 ]1/2 and g is an arbitrary function.
Integrating this equation over a closed volume V using the divergence theorem yields


2
2
(G ∇  ψ − ψ ∇  G) dV  =
(G n · ∇  ψ − ψ n · ∇  G) dA ,
(B.9)
V

A

where n is the outward normal to the bounding surface A. A more convenient form of
Eq. (B.8) is obtained by using the defining equations for ψ and G:

 

1 ∂
∂ψ
∂G

G  − ψ  dV +
G S dV  − ψ(x, t  )g(t  − t)
c2 ∂t  V
∂t
∂t
V
(B.10)






=
(G n · ∇ ψ − ψ n · ∇ G) dA .
A

The solution for G, satisfying Eq. (B.8), is given by


1
r

G=−
−
t
.
g
t
+
4πr 
c

(B.11)

Straightforward substitution accompanied by some slightly tedious algebra shows that G
indeed satisfies Eq. (B.8). The evaluation of ψ is simplified by a particular choice for g:
g = δ(t  + r  /c − t) .

(B.12)

Here, δ(x) is the standard impulse function of zero width, infinite height, and unit area.
The next step in the derivation is to substitute the special choice for G into Eq. (B.10),
the basic equation for ψ, and integrate over all time −∞ < t  < ∞. To define the time as
well as spatial integrals uniquely one must also specify the volume. For the present case
the volume is taken as a sphere of radius r2 centered about the observation point.
Ultimately the limit r2 → ∞ will be taken. With this choice for the volume the separate
terms in Eq. (B.10) can now be evaluated.
The second term is evaluated as follows:
 ∞


1
1
1

1
 


−
dx
dt  S(x , t )δ(t + r /c − t) = −
d x  S(x , t − r  /c). (B.13)
4π V
r
4π
r
−∞
V
The first term is a perfect differential with respect to t  , which can easily be integrated:




1 ∞  ∂
∂ψ
∂G

G
dt
d
x
−
ψ
c2 −∞ ∂t  V
∂t 
∂t 

∞

1
∂ψ
∂G 
= 2
d x G  − ψ  
= 0.
(B.14)
c V
∂t
∂t
−∞
The integral vanishes because the delta functions in G and ∂G/∂t  vanish at both end
points. The contribution from the surface integral term vanishes if r2 is chosen to be
sufficiently large that the signal from the source, which travels at the speed of light, has
not had time to reach the integration surface. Thus as r2 → ∞, ψ and n · ∇ψ both vanish
on the integration surface. The remaining contribution is easily evaluated by noting that
 ∞
ψ(x, t  ) δ(t  − t) dt  = ψ(x, t).
(B.15)
−∞
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Combining these results leads to the desired expression for ψ

1
S(x , t − r  /c) 
ψ(x, t) = −
dx .
4π
r
Finally, applying this result to the vector and scalar potentials leads to

µ0
J(x , t − r  /c) 
A(x, t) =
dx ,
4π
r

1
σ (x , t − r  /c) 
φ(x, t) =
dx .
4πε0
r
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(B.17)

Observe that these expressions are nearly identical to the corresponding relations for pure
magnetostatics and electrostatics. The only difference is that the source terms are
evaluated at the retarded time t − r  /c. The interpretation is as follows. If one wants to
know the values of A and φ at the time t, then the source terms must be evaluated at a
slightly earlier t since it takes a time r  /c for the information to propagate from the source
to the observation point.

B.3 Application to a single accelerating charge
The next step in the derivation is to choose a current and charge density that correspond to
a single accelerating charged particle and then evaluate the A and φ that result from Eq.
(B.17). If a point particle has a charge q and is moving along a trajectory x0 (t), then the
equivalent σ and J are given by
σ = q δ(x  − x0 )δ(y  − y0 )δ(z  − z 0 ),
(B.18)
J = q v0 δ(x  − x0 )δ(y  − y0 )δ(z  − z 0 ),
where v0 (t) = dx0 (t)/dt. The delta function integrals are not as trivial to evaluate as one
might think. The reason is that the sources are evaluated at the retarded time implying for
instance that x0 (t − r  /c) = x0 (t, x  , y  , z  , x, y, z); that is, x0 itself is a function of the
integration coordinates. This difficulty is overcome by introducing new integration
coordinates as follows:
x  − x0 = X,
y  − y0 = Y,
(B.19)
z − z0 = Z .
After another slightly tedious calculation one can show that the Jacobian of the
transformation can be written as
v0 · er
dX dY dZ = 1 −
(B.20)
dx  dy  dz  ,
c
where
(x − x  )
(y − y  )
(z − z  )
er =
e
+
e
+
ez .
(B.21)
x
y
r
r
r
With this transformation, the delta function integrals can now easily be evaluated, yielding
q
1
φ(x, t) =
,
4πε0 r0 (1 − vr /c)
(B.22)
v0
µ0 q
,
A(x, t) =
4π r0 (1 − vr /c)
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Here, vr (t − r0 /c) = v0 · er and
r0 = [(x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 + (z − z 0 )2 ]1/2 .

(B.23)

The quantity r0 represents the distance between the observation point and the charge at the
retarded time.

B.4 Calculation of E and B
The electric and magnetic fields are calculated by taking appropriate derivatives of A and
φ. The calculations are simplified by focusing on the radiation component of each field;
that is, the component that scales like 1/r0 for large r0 . Since both A and φ are
proportional to 1/r0 any derivatives with respect to r0 produce contributions scaling like
1/r02 , corresponding to non-radiating near-fields. Thus, the radiation field is determined
only from various derivatives of the velocity v0 (τ ), where τ = t − r0 /c. The derivatives
leading to contributions to the radiation field are denoted with the superscript (R) and, in
the non-relativistic limit are given as follows:
∂A(R)
µ0 q
µ0 q
1
∂v0
v̇0 ,
=
≈
∂t
4π r0 (1 − vr /c) ∂t
4πr0
µ0 q
µ0 q
1
∇ × A(R) =
∇τ × v̇0
∇ × v0 ≈
4π r0 (1 − vr /c)
4πr0
µ0 q
≈
v̇0 × er ,
4πr0 c
1
q
q
1
vr
∇φ (R) =
=
∇
∇
2
4πε0r0 1 − vr /c
4π ε0r0 (1 − vr /c)
c
µ0 q
≈
(er · v̇0 )er .
4πr0

(B.24)

Here v̇0 = d v0 /dτ . From these relations it is straightforward to calculate the radiation
components of the electric and magnetic fields:
µ0 q
E(R) =
(v̇0 × er ) × er ,
4πr0
(B.25)
µ0 q
B(R) =
(v̇0 × er ).
4πr0 c

B.5 Calculation of the power radiated
The power radiated is calculated by evaluating the normal component of the Poynting
vector and then integrating over the surface of a large sphere surrounding the charged
particle. The Poynting vector is given by


1 (R)
1
µ0 q 2
(R)
S=
E ×B =
[(v̇0 × er ) × er ] × (v̇0 × er )
µ0
µ0 c 4πr0


µ0 q 2 |v̇0 × er |2
=
er .
(B.26)
4πr0
µ0 c
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The final step is to integrate the Poynting vector over the surface area of a large sphere of
radius r0 . To carry out the calculation, assume that the angle between v̇0 and the outward
normal er is defined as θ : |v̇0 × er | = v̇0 sin θ . Setting up a spherical coordinate system
centered about r0 = 0 then implies that the differential surface area on the sphere is given by
dA = r02 sin θ dθ dφ er = 2πr02 sin θ dθ er .

(B.27)

The power radiated can now be written as follows.


µ0 q 2 v̇02 π 3
P(τ ) = S · dA =
sin θ dθ
8πc 0
µ0 q 2 v̇02
=
W.
(B.28)
6πc
This is the desired relation. Note that for practical fusion applications in which the time
scales are much longer than the retardation time one can accurately approximate τ ≈ t.

Appendix C
Derivation of Boozer coordinates

The derivation of Boozer coordinates requires several steps of analysis. First, a general
transformation is introduced that converts the familiar laboratory coordinate system into a
set of arbitrary flux coordinates. Second, by using the relationships B · ∇ψ = J · ∇ψ = 0
and ∇ · B = ∇ · J = 0, both B and J can be cast into a cross-product form in flux
coordinates, close to the desired form of Boozer coordinates. Third, by means of the
relation ∇ × B = µ0 J, it is shown that B can also be written in a gradient form in flux
coordinates, close to the desired form of Boozer coordinates. Fourth, it is shown how
certain free functions appearing in the representation of B can be eliminated by means of
an additional transformation of the angular flux coordinates χ , ζ . The new coordinates
correspond to the actual Boozer coordinates. Fifth, the various free functions remaining in
the expressions for B are rewritten in terms of physically recognizable quantities. Finally,
the magnetic field expressed in Boozer coordinates is used to calculate the guiding center
drifts of the particles.

C.1 General coordinate transformation
The derivation starts with a general transformation from the familiar r, θ, φ coordinates to
the abstract ψ, χ , ζ coordinates defined in Section 13.8 and repeated here for
convenience:

ψ = ψ0 (r ) +
ψmn (r ) ei(mθ +nφ) ,
χ =θ+



m,n

θmn (r ) ei(mθ +nφ) ,

m,n

ζ = −φ +



(C.1)

φmn (r ) ei(mθ +nφ) .

m,n

(The minus sign in front of φ is used to make ψ, χ , ζ a right handed system.) Actually,
since the derivation is rather formal in detail, it is convenient to switch from r, θ, φ
coordinates to the even simpler rectangular x, y, z coordinates:
x = (R0 + r cos θ) cos φ, y = (R0 + r cos θ ) sin φ, z = r sin θ. Thus, it is initially
assumed that a general transformation exists (with appropriate periodicity properties), that
is defined by
ψ = ψ(x, y, z),
χ = χ (x, y, z),
(C.2)
ζ = ζ (x, y, z).
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Similarly, it is assumed that there is a well-defined inverse transformation given by
x = x (ψ, χ , φ),
y = y (ψ, χ , φ),
(C.3)
z = z (ψ, χ , φ).
The Jacobian J of the transformation is easily found by writing
dψ dχ dζ = J dx dy dz,
where


 ψx

J =  χx
ζ
x

ψy
χy
ζy

ψz
χz
ζz




 = ∇ψ · (∇χ × ∇ζ ).


(C.4)

(C.5)

It is now possible to define various sets of three independent basis vectors in terms of
ψ, χ, ζ . One convenient choice is
∇ψ × ∇χ ∇ζ × ∇ψ ∇χ × ∇ζ.
(C.6)
Note that both the magnetic field and current density can always be expressed in terms of
these three basis vectors as follows:
B = f 1 (ψ, χ , ζ )∇ψ × ∇χ + f 2 (ψ, χ , ζ )∇ζ × ∇ψ + f 3 (ψ, χ , ζ )∇χ × ∇ζ,
(C.7)
J = h 1 (ψ, χ , ζ )∇ψ × ∇χ + h 2 (ψ, χ , ζ )∇ζ × ∇ψ + h 3 (ψ, χ , ζ )∇χ × ∇ζ.
So far the discussion has been quite general. In the next section it is shown how these
coordinates can be simplified into a cross-product form close to the desired form of
Boozer coordinates.

C.2 The partial simplification to the cross-product form of Boozer coordinates
The first step in the simplification is to make use of the fact that B · ∇ψ = 0. Substitution
into Eq. (C.7) yields J f 3 (ψ, χ , ζ ) = 0 or f 3 = 0. Similarly the relation J · ∇ψ = 0
implies that h 3 = 0.
The second step requires substitution into the equation ∇ · B = 0. Using the relation
∂f
∂f
∂f
∇ f (ψ, χ , ζ ) =
∇ψ +
∇χ +
∇ζ,
(C.8)
∂ψ
∂χ
∂ζ
one obtains


∇ ·B= J

∂ f1
∂ f2
+
∂ζ
∂χ


= 0.

(C.9)

Equation (C.9) implies that f 1 and f 2 can always be written in terms of a stream function
as follows:
∂ f̃ (ψ, χ , ζ )
f 1 (ψ, χ , ζ ) = f 1 (ψ) + f̂ (ψ)ζ +
,
∂χ
(C.10)
∂ f̃ (ψ, χ , ζ )
f 2 (ψ, χ , ζ ) = f 2 (ψ) − f̂ (ψ)χ −
.
∂ζ
In this expression, the non-oscillatory terms have been explicitly displayed. Note that the
function f̂ must satisfy f̂ = 0 since the corresponding contributions to B do not satisfy
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the periodicity requirement in χ or ζ . The oscillatory part of the stream function
f˜ (ψ, χ, ζ ) must, by definition, satisfy  f˜  = 0, where the average is over a period in
either χ or ζ . Furthermore, since ∇ · J = 0, a completely analogous argument applies to
the current density leading to an identical set of conclusions with respect to the h j
coefficients: h 3 = 0 and h 1 , h 2 must have the same form as Eq. (C.10).
One now substitutes the forms for f 1 , f 2 , h 1 , h 2 into the expressions for B and J. A
short calculation shows that the end results are cross-product representations of the
magnetic field and current density given by
B = f 1 ∇ψ × ∇χ + f 2 ∇ζ × ∇ψ + ∇ψ × ∇ f̃ ,
J = h 1 ∇ψ × ∇χ + h 2 ∇ζ × ∇ψ + ∇ψ × ∇ h̃.

(C.11)

These are the desired expressions. The key point that has been demonstrated is that
f 1 , f 2 , h 1 , h 2 are functions only of the flux ψ. It is shown shortly how the function f˜ can
be eliminated by an additional transformation of the χ , ζ coordinates.

C.3 The partial simplification to the gradient form of Boozer coordinates
The next step in the derivation makes use of Ampère’s law: ∇ × B = µ0 J. First, the
current density can easily be rewritten as follows
J = ∇ × [k 1 (ψ)∇χ + k 2 (ψ)∇ζ − h̃(ψ, χ , ζ )∇ψ],

(C.12)

where
dk 1 /dψ = h 1 (ψ),

dk 2 /dψ = −h 2 (ψ).

(C.13)

Since ∇ × B = µ0 J, one can then write
B = µ0 [k 1 ∇χ + k 2 ∇ζ − h̃∇ψ + ∇ g̃(ψ, χ , ζ )].

(C.14)

Here, g̃(ψ, χ , ζ ) is an arbitrary free integration function. Without loss of generality it can
be assumed that g̃ is periodic in χ or ζ . Any non-periodic contribution must be of the
form g̃ = C1 χ + C2 ζ with C1 , C2 constants, and these can be absorbed in the free
integration constants in k 1 , k 2 arising from the integration of Eq. (C.13).
Equation (C.14) has many of the desired properties of the gradient form of Boozer
coordinates. In particular, the functions k 1 , k 2 are functions only of the flux ψ. It is shown
shortly how the free function g̃ can be eliminated by an additional transformation of the
χ , ζ coordinates.
C.4 Elimination of the free functions f˜ and g̃
At this point in the analysis it has been shown that the magnetic field can always be
written in two alternative forms for arbitrary choices of the χ , ζ coordinates. These forms
are summarized below for convenience:
B = f 1 ∇ψ × ∇χ + f 2 ∇ζ × ∇ψ + ∇ψ × ∇ f˜ ,
(C.15)
B = k 1 ∇χ + k 2 ∇ζ − h̃ ∇ψ + ∇ g̃.
Assume now that an arbitrary but known choice of χ , ζ coordinates has been specified. It
is shown here how a transformation to a new set of coordinates χ  , ζ  leads to the
elimination of the free functions f˜ , g̃. The new coordinates are the Boozer coordinates.
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The appropriate transformation of coordinates is defined by
χ  = χ + A1 (ψ)G̃(ψ, χ , ζ ) + C 1 (ψ) F̃(ψ, χ , ζ ),
ζ  = ζ + A2 (ψ)G̃(ψ, χ , ζ ) + C 2 (ψ) F̃(ψ, χ , ζ ),

(C.16)



ψ = ψ,
where A1 , A2 , C 1 , C 2 and G̃, F̃ are arbitrary functions with G̃ =  F̃ = 0. Clearly there
is a great deal of freedom in the transformation because of the six free functions. A
convenient choice for these free functions is
1
χ = χ +
( f 2 g̃ + k 2 f̃ ),
f 1 k2 + f 2 k1
1
ζ = ζ +
(C.17)
( f 1 g̃ − k 1 f̃ ),
f 1 k2 + f 2 k1
ψ  = ψ.
With this choice of the transformation, one can show by a short calculation that the two
forms of the magnetic field reduce to
B = f 1 ∇ψ × ∇χ + f 2 ∇ζ × ∇ψ,

(C.18)

B = k 1 ∇χ + k 2 ∇ζ + k̃ ∇ψ,
where
k̃(ψ, χ, ζ ) = −h̃ +

1
f 1 k2 + f 2 k1



d k1
d k2
( f 2 g̃ + k 2 f̃ )
+ ( f 1 g̃ − k 1 f̃ )
dψ
dψ


(C.19)

is a new free function satisfying k̃ = 0 that replaces h̃. For simplicity all the primes have
been suppressed. Equation (C.18) is the desired representation of the magnetic field in
Boozer coordinates. At this point there still remains considerable flexibility in defining the
actual ψ, χ, ζ coordinates since the condition J × B = ∇ p has not as yet been applied.
However, for the present purpose of understanding single-particle confinement there is no
need to carry out the pressure balance analysis. Instead, attention is next focused on the
problem of relating the flux functions f 1 , f 2 , k 1 , k 2 to more physically recognizable
quantities.

C.5 Introduction of physical quantities into the Boozer coordinates
In this section it is shown that the quantities f 1 , f 2 , k 1 , k 2 are closely related to the
magnetic fluxes and currents contained within a given pressure contour. The calculations
are carried out by introducing the poloidal and toroidal differential surface areas required
to calculate the fluxes and currents. These are illustrated in Fig. C.1. The mathematical
expressions for the poloidal and toroidal differential surface areas are given by their usual
definitions:
∂r
∂r
dAp =
×
dζ dψ,
∂ζ
∂ψ
(C.20)
∂r
∂r
d At =
×
dχ dψ.
∂ψ
∂χ
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Figure C.1 Differential surface areas used to calculate: (a) the poloidal flux and current density, and
(b) the toroidal flux and current density.

The various derivatives with respect to ψ, χ , ζ can be conveniently taken in a rectangular
coordinate system x(ψ, χ , ζ ), y(ψ, χ , ζ ), z(ψ, χ , ζ ). Thus, writing
r = x(ψ, χ, ζ )ex + y(ψ, χ , ζ )e y + z(ψ, χ , ζ )ez one obtains
∂r/∂ψ = xψ ex + yψ e y + z ψ ez ,
∂r/∂χ = xχ ex + yχ e y + z χ ez ,
∂r/∂ζ = xζ ex + yζ e y + z ζ ez .

(C.21)

Similarly the rectangular unit vectors can be written as
ex = ∇x = xψ ∇ψ + xχ ∇χ + xζ ∇ζ,
e y = ∇ y = yψ ∇ψ + yχ ∇χ + yζ ∇ζ,
ez = ∇z = z ψ ∇ψ + z χ ∇χ + z ζ ∇ζ.
A straightforward calculation then shows that
∂r
∂r
×
= J  ∇χ ,
∂ζ
∂ψ
∂r
∂r
×
= J  ∇ζ,
∂ψ
∂χ

(C.22)

(C.23)

where J  = [xψ (yχ z ζ − z χ yζ ) + xχ (yζ z ψ − z ζ yχ ) + xζ (yψ z χ − z ψ yχ )]. The quantity J 
is the inverse Jacobian of the coordinate transformation; that is, J  = 1/J . This follows
from the definition
dx dy dz = J  dψ dχ dζ
with


 xψ

J  =  yψ
z
ψ

xχ
yχ
zχ

(C.24)


xζ 

yζ 
zζ 

= [xψ (yχ z ζ − z χ yζ ) + xχ (yζ z ψ − z ζ yχ ) + xζ (yψ z χ − z ψ yχ )].

(C.25)
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Combining these results leads to the following simple expressions for the differential
surface areas:
∇χ
d Ap =
dζ dψ,
J
(C.26)
∇ζ
dAt =
dχ dψ.
J
Consider now the poloidal flux defined by

 2π  ψ
B · ∇χ
p = B · dAp =
dζ dψ.
(C.27)
J
0
0
Using the cross-product representation of B it follows that
B · ∇χ = f 2 (∇ζ × ∇ψ) · ∇χ = J f 2 .

(C.28)

The Jacobian factors cancel in the integrand and the ζ integral can be immediately
evaluated yielding a factor of 2π. The poloidal flux reduces to
 ψ
p = 2π
f 2 dψ.
(C.29)
0

Recall that ψ has been defined as ψ = p /2π. Thus, differentiating Eq. (C.29) with
respect to ψ leads to the conclusion that
f 2 = 1.

(C.30)

A completely analogous calculation for the toroidal flux shows that
 ψ

 2π  ψ
B · ∇ζ
t = B · dAt =
dχ dψ = 2π
f 1 dψ.
J
0
0
0

(C.31)

Again, recalling that ψt = t /2π and then differentiating with respect to ψ leads to the
following expression for f 1 :
dψt (ψ)
≡ q(ψ).
(C.32)
f 1 (ψ) =
dψ
Here, q(ψ) is the generalized definition of the safety factor.
The next quantities of interest are the currents flowing within a ψ = const. contour. The
net toroidal current is given by

 2π  ψ
J · ∇ζ
It = J · dAt =
dχ dψ.
(C.33)
J
0
0
The quantity J · ∇ζ is evaluated from µ0 J = ∇ × B using the gradient form of B. A short
calculation yields
µ0 J · ∇ζ = J

dk 1
∂ k̃
−
dψ
∂χ

.

(C.34)

Note that the χ integral involving k̃ averages to zero. The remaining terms reduce to
 ψ
dk 1
µ0 It (ψ) = 2π
dψ.
(C.35)
dψ
0
One now defines i t (ψ) = µ0 It (ψ)/2π and directly integrates Eq. (C.35) leading to
k 1 (ψ) − k 1 (0) = i t (ψ).

(C.36)
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The integration constant k 1 (0) = 0. This follows from Eq. (C.18); that is, when the net
toroidal current flowing in the plasma is zero, there is no average poloidal vacuum field.
The last quantity of interest is the poloidal current flowing within a ψ = const. contour.
A similar calculation to the one just presented shows that

 2π  ψ
J · ∇χ
(plasma)
Ip
= J · dAp =
dζ dψ.
(C.37)
J
0
0
The quantity J · ∇χ is again found from the gradient form of the magnetic field and can
be written as
µ0 J · ∇χ = −J

dk 2
∂ k̃
−
dψ
∂ζ

.

(C.38)

The k̃ term averages to zero in the integral. The remaining contribution to Ip reduces to
 ψ
dk 2
(plasma)
µ0 Ip
(ψ) = −2π
dψ.
(C.39)
dψ
0
(plasma)

Upon introducing the definition i p
Eq. (C.39), one obtains

(plasma)

(ψ) = µ0 Ip

(ψ)/2π and integrating

k 2 (ψ) − k 2 (0) = −i p(plasma) (ψ).

(C.40)

The integration constant k 2 (0) is non-zero. Even when there is no poloidal plasma current
there is still a vacuum toroidal magnetic field resulting from the net poloidal current in the
coils (i.e., the Bφ = B0 R0 /R contribution in a tokamak). The normalized coil current is
defined as i p(coil) = µ0 Ip(coil) /2π = const. implying that k 2 (0) = i p(coil) . Thus, Eq. (C.40) can
be rewritten as
k 2 (ψ) = i p(coil) − i p(plasma) (ψ) ≡ i p (ψ).

(C.41)

This discussion finally leads to a dual representation of the magnetic field in Boozer
coordinates expressed in terms of the physical fluxes and currents. These expressions are
B = q(ψ) ∇ψ × ∇χ + ∇ζ × ∇ψ,
B = i t (ψ) ∇χ + i p (ψ) ∇ζ + k̃ (ψ, χ , ζ )∇ψ.

(C.42)

The Boozer dual representation has one crucial property that is essential in understanding
particle orbits in a stellarator. This property is obtained by forming the dot product of the
two representations:
B2
J = J (ψ, B) =
.
(C.43)
it + q ip
On any given flux surface the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation is only a function
of B. It does not depend on the vector nature of the fields.

C.6 The guiding center orbits in Boozer coordinates
The last step in the analysis involves the substitution of the Boozer coordinates into the
equations describing the guiding center motion of the particles. To begin, note that two
equivalent ways of locating a particle are by specifying the values of its x, y, z coordinates
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or its ψ, χ, ζ coordinates. If the particles are moving with their guiding center velocity,
the equations describing the evolution of the orbits in Boozer coordinates, assuming
steady state magnetic fields, can be written as
dψ/dt = (ṙg + v b) · ∇ψ,
(C.44)
dχ /dt = (ṙg + v b) · ∇χ ,
dζ /dt = (ṙg + v b) · ∇ζ.
Here, vg = ṙg + v b is the guiding center velocity, which in steady state includes the grad
B drift, the curvature drift, and parallel motion. In particular, the perpendicular
contribution is given by
v2 Rc × B
d rg
v2 B × ∇ B
+
= ⊥
.
(C.45)
dt
2ωc B 2
ωc Rc2 B
The discussion now focuses on the evaluation of dψ/dt which represents the guiding
center drift perpendicular to the flux surface. The reason is that the deviation of a particle’s
trajectory off a flux surface is the most critical quantity determining particle losses in
multi-dimensional geometries. The justification for this statement is given in Section 14.4.
For present purposes readers should just assume the statement is true and accept that good
single-particle confinement follows when the flux surface deviation is small.
Since b · ∇ψ = 0 the quantity to evaluate is ṙg · ∇ψ. This step is easily carried out by
using the gradient form of B and then noting that


∂B
∂B
∇ψ · B × ∇ B = J i t
− ip
.
(C.46)
∂ζ
∂χ
The curvature drift term is simplified by recalling that Rc /Rc2 = −κ = −b · ∇b and using
the relation
B
B · ∇B
B
1
b · ∇b =
B
· ∇ = 2 B · ∇B −
B
B
B
B3


1
B2
B · ∇B
= 2 ∇ µ0 p +
B
−
B
2
B3
1 dp
∇B
B · ∇B
= 2
B.
(C.47)
∇ψ +
−
B dψ
B
B3
It then follows that
J
∇ψ · κ × B = −
B



∂B
∂B
it
− ip
.
∂ζ
∂χ

(C.48)

The last simplification makes use of the fact that in guiding center theory a particle’s
energy and magnetic moment are conserved. Therefore the perpendicular and parallel
2
velocities can be written as mv⊥
/2 = µB and mv2 /2 = E − µB. Combining these
results and substituting for J leads to the desired equation for the perpendicular guiding
drift motion:


ip ∂ B
dψ
∂B
2E − µB
it
=
−
.
(C.49)
dt
eB
i t + qi p ∂ζ
i t + qi p ∂χ
The key feature of Eq. (C.49) is that the perpendicular guiding center drift has been shown
to depend only upon ψ and B not upon the vector nature of B. This result is used to
understand the main motivation behind the design of the W7-X and NCSX stellarators.

Appendix D
Poynting’s theorem

This appendix presents a derivation of the relationship between the Poynting vector and
the total stored energy in an electromagnetic plasma wave.
The first step in the derivation is to form appropriate dot products of the linearized
Maxwell equations (i.e., Eq. (15.38)) with B∗1 and E∗1 leading to Poynting’s theorem:


ω
1  2  ε0 ∗ ↔
k·P=
(D.1)
B 1 + E1 · K · E 1 .
2 2µ0
2
1
1
P≡
(E1 × B∗1 + E∗1 × B1 ) =
Re(E1 × B∗1 ).
4µ0
2µ0
Here P is the Poynting vector representing the flux of electromagnetic power. Assume
now that the dielectric tensor is separated into real and imaginary parts:
↔

↔

↔

↔

K = Kr (ω) + i Ki (ω, k) with Kr representing the cold plasma dielectric tensor and
↔

Ki

↔

Kr representing a small dissipation.
The desired relation is obtained by considering two separate situations. In the first,
assume the plasma is driven by a source with a real frequency ω = ωr . The resulting wave
propagates into the plasma with a slight spatial damping due to the dissipation:
k = k ez + (k⊥r + ik⊥i )ex = kr + ik⊥i ex . In the limit of small dissipation the real and
imaginary parts of Poynting’s theorem reduce to


ωr
1  2  ε0 ∗ ↔
kr · P =
B1 + E1 · Kr (ωr ) · E1 ,
2 2µ0
2
(D.2)
ω r ε0 ∗ ↔
k⊥i P⊥ ≈
E · Ki (ωr , kr ) · E1 .
4 1
The first equation is automatically satisfied since it is equivalent to satisfying the cold
plasma dispersion relation. The second gives a relationship between the Poynting flux and
the dissipated power.
In the second situation, assume that a wave is propagating in the plasma with a real
wave number k = k ez + k⊥r ex = kr but damps slowly in time due to the dissipation:
ω = ωr + iωi . In this case the real and imaginary parts of Poynting’s theorem reduce to


1  2  ε0 ∗ ↔
ωr
kr · P =
B + E1 · Kr (ωr ) · E1 ,
2 2µ0 1
2
(D.3)
ω r ε0 ∗ ↔
0 ≈ ωi U +
E1 · Ki (ωr , kr ) · E1 ,
4
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↔
1
1  2  ε0 ∗ ∂
ωr Kr (ωr ) · E1 .
(D.4)
B1 + E 1 ·
2 2µ0
2
∂ωr
The quantity U represents the total stored energy (i.e., wave energy plus plasma kinetic
energy) in the system. The first equation is again automatically satisfied, while the second
gives a relation between the stored energy and the dissipation.
The desired relation is obtained by subtracting the two relations involving the
dissipation terms. One obtains
ωi
P⊥ =
U = Vg⊥ U.
(D.5)
k⊥i
The Poynting flux is equal to the product of the stored energy and the group velocity.

where

U=
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